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Preface
This document describes how to use the Hitachi Tuning Manager.
This preface includes the following information:
□ Intended audience
□ Product version
□ Release notes
□ Document organization
□ Related documents
□ Document conventions
□ Conventions for storage capacity values
□ Accessing product documentation
□ Getting help
□ Comments
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Intended audience
This document is intended to be referenced by both end users and
administrators (system and account types) when further interpretation of a
message is required, and to assist with product troubleshooting.

Product version
This document revision applies to Tuning Manager v8.1.4 or later.

Release notes
Read the release notes before installing and using this product. They may
contain requirements or restrictions that are not fully described in this
document or updates or corrections to this document.

Document organization
The following table provides an overview of the contents and organization of
this document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that
chapter.The first page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that
chapter.
Chapter/Appendix

Description

Chapter 1, Messages
Output During
Installation or Removal
on page 1-1

Explains messages output during installation or removal of
the Tuning Manager server.

Chapter 2, Main Console
Error Codes and
Messages on page 2-1

Explains error messages output by Main Console.

Chapter 3, Error
Messages from Common
Component on page 3-1

Describes the error messages output by Common Component
and HiRDB.

Chapter 4, Collection
Explains the format and output destinations of Collection
Manager Error Codes and Manager messages, shows which messages are output to
Messages on page 4-1
syslog and the Windows event log.

viii

Chapter 5, Agent Error
Codes and Messages on
page 5-1

Describes the Agent message format, lists the locations to
which messages are output, shows which messages are
output to syslog and the Windows event log.

Chapter 6, Performance
Reporter Messages on
page 6-1

Explains the format of the Performance Reporter messages,
and lists the messages.

Acronyms and
Abbreviations on page
Acronyms-1

Defines the acronyms and abbreviations used in this
document.
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Related documents
The following related Hitachi Command Suite documents are available on the
documentation CD:
•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide,
MK-92HC013

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide,
MK–92HC021

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager User Guide, MK–92HC022

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager API Reference Guide,
MK-92HC218

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference,
MK-95HC111

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Operating System Reports
Reference, MK-95HC112

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference,
MK-95HC113

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide,
MK-96HC119

•

Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Installation Guide, MK–96HC141

Document conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title,
including menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels.
Example: Click OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text
provided by the user or system. Example: copy source-file
target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

Monospace

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user.
Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled brackets

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text
provided by the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -g
<group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.

[ ] square brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you
can choose a, b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: { a | b }
indicates that you must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options
or arguments. Examples:
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Convention

Description
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

Label

Description

Note

Calls attention to important or additional information.

Tip

Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for
performing tasks more effectively.

Caution

Warns the user of adverse conditions or consequences (for
example, disruptive operations).

WARNING

Warns the user of severe conditions or consequences (for
example, destructive operations).

Conventions for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (for example, disk drive capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Physical capacity unit

Value

1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (103) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 GB or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 TB or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 PB or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (for example, logical device capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Logical capacity unit

x

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes
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Logical capacity unit

Value

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes

Accessing product documentation
The Tuning Manager user documentation is available on the Hitachi Data
Systems Portal: https://portal.hds.com. Check this site for the most
current documentation, including important updates that may have been
made after the release of the product.

Getting help
Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal is the destination for technical support of
your current or previously-sold storage systems, midrange and enterprise
servers, and combined solution offerings. The Hitachi Data Systems customer
support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. If you need
technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal for
contact information: https://portal.hds.com.
Hitachi Data Systems Community is a new global online community for HDS
customers, partners, independent software vendors, employees, and
prospects. It is an open discussion among these groups about the HDS
portfolio of products and services. It is the destination to get answers,
discover insights, and make connections. The HDS Community complements
our existing Support Portal and support services by providing an area where
you can get answers to non-critical issues and questions. Join the
conversation today! Go to community.hds.com, register, and complete
your profile.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document: doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title and number, including the revision level (for
example, -07), and refer to specific sections and paragraphs whenever
possible. All comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems
Corporation.
Thank you!
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Messages Output During Installation or
Removal
This chapter explains messages output during installation or removal of the
Tuning Manager server.
□ Message Format (During Installation or Removal)
□ Message Output Destinations (During Installation or Removal)
□ Messages (During Installation or Removal)
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Message Format (During Installation or Removal)
This section describes the format of messages output during installation or
removal of the Tuning Manager server and the format of the message
explanations in this chapter.

Format of Output Messages (During Installation or Removal)
This section explains the format of messages output during installation or
removal of the Tuning Manager server. Each message consists of a message
ID followed by message text. The following is the message format:
KATNnnnnn-Y message-text
The message ID indicates the following:
•

K: System identifier

•

ATN: Indicates a Tuning Manager server message.

•

nnnnn: Serial number of the message. The message numbers of
messages output during installation of the Tuning Manager server are
from 00200 to 00999.

•

Y: Type of message:
¢

E: Error
Message issued when the system cancels processing

¢

W: Warning
Message issued when the system resumes processing after message
output

¢

I: Information
Message in which the system provides the user with information

¢

Q: Query
Message in which the system prompts the user for a response

Message Description Format (During Installation or Removal)
This section describes the format of the message explanations in this chapter.
The portion of message text that is shown in italics represents information
that is variable depending on the situation. The manual lists the messages in
the order of the message IDs. The following is an example of a message
explanation:
message-ID

1-2

message-text

message-explanatory-text
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Message Output Destinations (During Installation or
Removal)
Table 1-1 Output Destinations of Messages Output During Installation or
Removal on page 1-3 lists the output destinations of the messages that are
output during installation or removal of the Tuning Manager server.

Table 1-1 Output Destinations of Messages Output During Installation or
Removal
Output
Destinations
•

GUI

•

Standard error
output

•

Common
message log

•

GUI

•

Standard output

•

Common
message log

•

GUI

•

Common
message log

•

Standard output

•

Common
message log

•

Standard error
output

•

Common
message log

•

Common
message log

Message ID
KATN00202 - KATN00206, KATN00208 - KATN00217,
KATN00219 - KATN00222, KATN00224, KATN00225,
KATN00227, KATN00229 - KATN00232, KATN00234 KATN00236, KATN00239 - KATN00244, KATN00248 KATN00253, KATN00255 - KATN00258, KATN00260 KATN00265, KATN00268 - KATN00282, KATN00284, KATN00286
- KATN00289, KATN00291 - KATN00294, KATN00296,
KATN00298 - KATN00302, KATN00304 - KATN00306,
KATN00308, KATN00311, KATN00313, KATN00315, KATN00316,
KATN00321, KATN00322, KATN00327 - KATN00331,
KATN00333, KATN00340 - KATN00347, KATN00361, KATN00363
- KATN00366
KATN00226, KATN00254, KATN00259

KATN00337

KATN00338

KATN00317 - KATN00320, KATN00323, KATN00324,
KATN00339, KATN00357 - KATN00360

KATN00310, KATN00335, KATN00336

Messages (During Installation or Removal)
Table 1-2 Messages Output During Installation or Removal on page 1-4
lists the messages that might be output during installation or removal of the
Tuning Manager server, and describes the corrective action to be taken if a
message appears.
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Table 1-2 Messages Output During Installation or Removal
Message ID
KATN00202-E

Message
A user who does not have
Administrator permissions cannot
perform installation.

Corrective Action
Execute the installer or removal
function with elevated privileges.

Administrator permissions are
required to install this product.
KATN00203-E

A specified argument is invalid.

Execute the installer or removal
function without any arguments
specified.

KATN00204-E

The file "file-name", which is
required for installation, was not
found.

There might be a problem with
the installation media. Contact the
system administrator. If you
cannot resolve the problem,
contact the Support Center.

There might be a problem with
the installation medium. Contact
a system administrator.
KATN00205-E

Installation will be stopped
because the OS is not a
prerequisite OS.

Make sure that the OS of the
computer on which the Tuning
Manager server will be installed is
supported by the Tuning Manager
server.

KATN00206-E

The Internet protocol (TCP/IP) is
not available.

Set up TCP/IP, and then retry the
installation.

Revise the network configuration.
KATN00208-E

The product cannot be installed in Possible causes are as follows:
the specified directory path.
•
A name reserved by the OS
Directory: directory-path
(AUX, CON, NUL, PRN, CLOCK$,
COM1 to COM9, or LPT1 to
Specify a valid directory path, and
LPT9) was specified in the
then retry installation.
path that you specified as the
installation directory.
•

In Linux, the root directory
was specified.

•

The Collection Manager
installation directory or a
subdirectory was specified.

Specify a correct path name, and
then continue processing.
KATN00209-E

1-4

The "input-item-name" character
string length exceeds maximumallowed-length-of-inputcharacter-string bytes.

•

If the host name is 33 bytes
or more, specify the IP
address, and then retry the
operation.

Specify a character string of no
more than maximum-allowedlength-of-input-character-string
bytes, and then retry the
operation.

•

If the host name is 129 bytes
or more, in addition to
performing the above
operation, you need to
change the host name so that
it does not exceed 128 bytes.
For details, see the chapter
that explains the preparations
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
for installing the Tuning
Manager server in the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

KATN00210-E

An attempt to create the specified Take appropriate action from the
directory has failed. Make sure
following:
that the directory path is specified •
Make sure that there is no file
correctly.
or symbolic link that has the
Directory: directory-path
same name as the specified
directory.
Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

- Make sure that there is no other
file or symbolic link with the same
•
name.
- Make sure that the executing
user has permission to create a
directory.

Make sure that the user has
sufficient permission to create
the directory.
Make sure that there is
enough free disk space.

- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space.
KATN00211-E

input-item-name contains a
character that cannot be used.

Specify a character string that
includes only the permitted
characters, and then continue
processing.

KATN00212-E

The specified directory path is
invalid.

Specify a fixed drive, and then
continue processing.

Directory: directory-path
Specify a fixed drive, and then
retry the operation.
KATN00213-E

The specified directory path is
invalid.
Directory: directory-path
The path contains characters that
cannot be used. Specify a valid
directory path, and then retry the
operation.

The most likely causes are
described below. After making
sure that a correct path name is
specified, continue processing.
•

The specified installation
directory path contains
characters that are not
allowed.
In Windows:
The characters that can be
used are A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9,
underscores (_), periods (.),
left parentheses ((), right
parentheses ()), and spaces.
In addition, backslashes (\)
and colons (:) can be used as
separators.

•

In Linux:
The characters that can be
used are A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9,
and underscores (_).
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
In addition, forward slashes
(/) can be used as
separators.
•

The specified path of the
directory in which database
files will be stored contains
characters that are not
allowed.
In Windows:
The characters that can be
used are A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9,
underscores (_), periods (.),
left parentheses ((), right
parentheses ()), and spaces.
In addition, backslashes (\)
and colons (:) can be used as
separators.
In Linux:
The characters that can be
used are A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9,
underscores (_), and periods
(.).
In addition, forward slashes
(/) can be used as
separators.

If none of the cases above apply,
or you cannot resolve the
problem, check the possible
causes described below:
In Windows:
•

The Collection Manager
installation directory or a
subdirectory was specified.

•

A name reserved by the OS
(AUX, CON, NUL, PRN, CLOCK$,
COM1 to COM9, or LPT1 to
LPT9) was specified in the
path.

•

Consecutive backslashes (\)
were specified in the path.

•

A space was specified
immediately before or after a
backslash (\).

In Linux:

1-6

•

The Collection Manager
installation directory or a
subdirectory was specified.

•

The root directory was
specified.
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Message ID
KATN00214-E

Message
The specified directory path is
invalid.

Corrective Action
Change the directory path, and
then continue processing.

Directory: directory-path
The path contains a multi-byte
code. Specify a valid directory
path, and then retry the
operation.
KATN00215-E

The character string of the
specified directory path contains
more than maximum-alloweddirectory-path-length bytes.

Specify a directory path of no
more than maximum-alloweddirectory-path-length bytes, and
then continue processing.

Directory: directory-path
Specify a directory path of no
more than maximum-alloweddirectory-path-length bytes, and
then retry the operation.
KATN00216-E

The specified drive "drive-name"
Secure enough free disk space or
does not have enough free space. specify another disk drive, and
At least required-free-space GB of then continue processing.
free space is required.
Allocate enough free space on the
disk or specify a valid directory,
and then retry the operation.

KATN00217-E

The specified volume volumename does not have enough free
space. At least required-freespace GB of free space is
required.

Secure enough free disk space or
specify another volume, and then
continue processing.

Allocate enough free space on the
disk, and then retry the
operation.
KATN00219-E

An attempt to stop HitachiCommand-Suite-product-service
have failed.
Wait a while, and then retry
installation.

KATN00220-E

The value of the kernel parameter
parameter-name is outside the
valid range of values for Tuning
Manager server.
Check, and if necessary, revise
the kernel parameter, and then
retry installation.

KATN00221-E

Downgrading to name-andversion-of-the-program-you-areinstalling is not possible because
a new version of name-and-

Wait a while and then retry the
installation.
If you cannot resolve the problem,
use the hcmds64srv command to
manually stop the service, and
then retry the installation.
Make sure that the value of the
kernel parameter meets the
restrictions, re-specify the kernel
parameter, and then retry the
installation. For details on the
kernel parameter values, see the
Tuning Manager Installation
Guide.
Either remove the new version
and then perform installation, or
install the latest version.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

version-of-the-installed-program
has already been installed.
KATN00222-E

product-name cannot be installed
on a server on which a Tuning
Manager agents has already been
installed.

Make sure that all Agent programs
are removed from the server, and
then install the product.

To use product-name and Tuning
Manager agents on the same
server, install product-name first.
KATN00224-E

The product cannot be installed
Make sure that no products that
because it is incompatible with an conflict with the product you want
already-installed product.
to install are installed.
incompatible-product-name
(version)

KATN00225-E

A user who does not have
Administrator permissions cannot
perform removal.

Re-execute the installer or
removal function with elevated
privileges.

Administrator permissions are
required to remove this product.
KATN00226-I

The log file was saved in the
following path: log-outputdestination

--

Date: output-date-and-time
KATN00227-E

An attempt to delete the file "filepath" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
delete permission for the file.

- Make sure that you have delete
permission for the file.

•

Stop applications and services
that might lock the file, and
then retry the installation.

•

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:

- Stop applications or services
that might lock the file, and then
retry installation.

- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs
KATN00229-E

An attempt to install an internal
component has failed.
Set the necessary host
information in the jpchosts file. If
you cannot resolve the problem,
execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
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Set the necessary host
information in the jpchosts file. If
you cannot resolve the problem,
execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
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Message ID

KATN00230-W

Message

Corrective Action

Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

installation log and contact the
Support Center.

An attempt to remove an internal
component has failed.

Re-install the component, and
then remove it.
If removal fails again, use the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and contact the Support Center. If
the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

KATN00231-E

An attempt to start the HiRDB
database has failed. Processing
will be stopped.
Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00232-E

An attempt to stop the HiRDB
database has failed. Processing
will be stopped.
Manually stop the database by
executing the hcmds64srv
command, and then retry
installation.
If you cannot stop the database
or if installation fails again,
execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00234-W

An attempt to create the manual
shortcut "shortcut-file-name" has
failed.
Check, and if necessary, revise
the permissions for the directory
in which you want to create the

Use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

Execute the hcmds64srv
command to stop the database
manually, and then retry the
installation.
If the database cannot be stopped
or installation fails again, use the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and contact the Support Center. If
the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

Check the permission settings on
the directory in which you want to
create a shortcut, and then retry
the installation. If you cannot
resolve the problem, contact the
Support Center to find out if there
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

shortcut, and then retry
installation.

is a problem with the installation
media.

KATN00235-W

An error occurred while
performing unsetup of the
database.

Obtain the detail code and the
installation log, and contact the
Support Center.

KATN00236-E

An error occurred during setup of
the database. (detail-code)

Obtain the detail code, use the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and contact the Support Center. If
the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

Obtain the detail code, execute
the hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.
KATN00239-E

The following directory is not
empty.
Directory: directory-path
Delete all the files and directories
in this directory, and then retry
installation.

KATN00240-E

An internal command has timed
out.
If any non-installer processing is
affecting the system load, wait
until that processing terminates,
and then retry installation.
If you cannot resolve the
problem, execute the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00241-W

The installation directory was not
found.

Delete the files and directories in
the specified directory to empty
the directory, and then retry the
installation.

If processing that is
overburdening the system exists,
wait for the processing to
terminate, and then retry the
installation.
If this error occurs during
removal, retry the removal
function.
If you cannot resolve the problem,
use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.
Correct the problem, and then
continue installation.

Directory: directory-path
The probable cause is that
mounting of the disk at the
destination was canceled or that
the installation directory was
deleted.
Do you want to continue
installation?
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Message ID
KATN00242-E

Message

Installation processing will be
Take the appropriate action from
stopped because an attempt to
among the following:
back up failed. (Backup
•
Make sure that you have
destination = backup-destinationwrite permission for the
directory-path)
directory.
Check the following and correct
•
Make sure that there is
any problems that exist:
enough free disk space.
- Make sure that you have write
permission for the directory.

- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space.
- Make sure that there is no
problem with the environment.

KATN00243-E

KATN00244-E

Corrective Action

For details on how much free disk
space is needed for creating a
backup of data that has been used
by the old versions, see the
appendix in the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

If you cannot determine the
cause of the error, execute the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

If you cannot resolve the problem,
use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

The command "command-name"
does not exist or cannot be
executed.

If permission is insufficient, grant
sufficient permission and then
retry the installation.

Make sure that the file exists and
that you have execution
permission for it.

If the file does not exist, retry the
installation.

Not enough memory is available.
At least required-memory-size of
virtual memory is required.

Secure at least required-memorysize of memory, and then retry
the installation.

If the relevant command is an OS
command, check the %PATH%
environment variable and then
retry the installation.

Allocate the amount of virtual
memory required for installation,
as described in the manual.
KATN00248-E

Setup processing terminated
abnormally. (detail-code)
Collect the detail code, execute
the hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

Obtain the detail code, use the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and contact the Support Center. If
the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATN00249-E

An attempt to acquire the registry Perform installation again. If you
has failed.
cannot resolve the problem, use
the hcmds64getlogs command to
Retry installation. If you cannot
resolve the problem, execute the collect maintenance information,
and contact the Support Center. If
hcmds64getlogs command to
the hcmds64getlogs command
collect maintenance information,
does not exist or fails, obtain the
and then contact the Customer
installation log and contact the
Support Center. If the
Support Center.
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00250-E

An attempt to write to the
registry has failed.
Retry installation. If you cannot
resolve the problem, execute the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00251-E

Perform installation again. If you
cannot resolve the problem, use
the hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and contact the Support Center. If
the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

An attempt to write to the file
"file-path" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
write permission for the file,
and then retry the
installation.

•

Stop any applications and
services that might lock the
file, and then retry the
installation.

•

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:

- Make sure that you have write
permission for the file, and then
retry installation.
- Stop applications or services
that might lock the file, and then
retry installation.
- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space, and then retry
installation.

- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs
•

Make sure that there is
enough free disk space, and
then retry the installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
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Message

Corrective Action
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

KATN00252-W

An attempt to delete the file "filepath" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
delete permission for the file.

- Make sure that you have delete
permission for the file, and then
retry installation.

•

Stop applications and services
that might lock the file, and
then retry the installation.

- Stop the applications or services •
that might lock the file, and then
retry installation.

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:
- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs

KATN00253-E

A version of Tuning Manager
server earlier than 6.0 cannot be
upgraded.

Update the version to 6.0 or later,
and then retry the installation.

Upgrade Tuning Manager server
to 6.0.0-00 or later, and then
install this version.
KATN00254-I

Do you want to cancel setup?

--

KATN00255-E

An attempt to read the file "filepath" has failed.

Make sure that you have read
permission for the file, and then
retry the installation.

Make sure that you have read
permission for the file, and then
retry installation. If you cannot
identify or resolve the problem,
execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.
KATN00256-E

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

An attempt to open the file "filepath" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
write permission for the file,
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

- Make sure that you have write
permission for the file.
- Make sure that the maximum
number of files that can be
opened in the OS has not been
exceeded.

and then retry the
installation.
•

The maximum number of files
that can be opened in the OS
at the same time might have
been exceeded. Close
unnecessary files, and then
retry the installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.
KATN00257-E

The environment variable
"environment-variable-name" is
not defined.

Define the environment variable,
and then retry the installation.

KATN00258-E

The product can be installed in
the global zone only. Install the
product in the global zone.

Specify the global zone, and then
retry the installation.

KATN00259-I

The user canceled installation.

--

KATN00260-E

The directory path to the
installation medium is invalid.
(installation-medium-directorypath)

Execute the installer directly from
the installation media.

Execute the installer directly from
the installation medium.
KATN00261-E

Remove all Tuning Manager
agents before removing productname.

KATN00262-E

An attempt to create the directory Take appropriate action from the
"directory-path" has failed.
following:
Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

--

•

If there is a file, hard link, or
symbolic link that has the
same name as the specified
directory, delete or rename it,
and then retry the
installation.

•

Make sure that you have
permission to create the
directory, and then retry the
installation.

•

Make sure that there is
enough free disk space, and
then retry the installation.

- Make sure that no other file,
hardware link, or symbolic link
has the same name.
- Make sure that you have
permission to create a directory.
- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space, and then retry
installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
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Message

Corrective Action
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.

KATN00263-E

An attempt to install the file "filepath" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
write permission for the
installation directory, and
then retry the installation.

•

Stop applications and services
that might cause access
contention for the file, and
then retry the installation.

•

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:

- Make sure that you have write
permission for the installation
directory, and then retry
installation.
- Stop applications or services
that might cause a conflict in
accessing the file, and then retry
installation.
- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space, and then retry
installation.

- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs
•

Make sure that there is
enough free disk space, and
then retry the installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.
KATN00264-E

The prerequisite product productname product-version is not
installed, or the installed version
of product-name is not valid.

Install prerequisite products, and
then retry the installation.

KATN00265-W

An attempt to delete information
from the registry has failed.

Contact the system administrator.
If you cannot resolve the problem,
obtain the installation log and
contact the Support Center.

KATN00268-E

The version of the executed
removal function is different from

Execute the removal function
(uninstall.sh) located in the
installation directory or on the
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Message ID

Message
the installed version (version-ofthe-installed-program-product).

KATN00269-W

Corrective Action
installation media that was used
for installation.

An attempt to delete the directory After installation or removal is
"directory-path" has failed.
complete, delete the directory
manually.
Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

- Make sure the current directory
is not set for the command
prompt.
- Make sure you have permission
to access the directory.
- Make sure the directory is not
locked.
KATN00270-E

The character string of the
specified directory path contains
fewer than minimum-allowedinstallation-path-length bytes.
Directory: directory-path

Specify a directory path name
whose length is equal to or
greater than minimum-allowedinstallation-path-length, and then
try again.

Specify a directory path that is
minimum-allowed-installationpath-length or more bytes, and
then retry the operation.
KATN00271-E

The specified directory path is not Make sure that the specified
an absolute path.
directory path is an absolute path,
and then continue processing.
Directory: directory-path
Specify an absolute path, and
then retry the operation.
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KATN00272-W

Please restart the OS.

Restart the OS and then resume
the operation.

KATN00273-W

An attempt to acquire registry
information has failed.

Contact the system administrator.
If you cannot resolve the problem,
obtain the installation log and
contact the Support Center.

KATN00274-W

An attempt to write to the
registry has failed.

Contact the system administrator.
If you cannot resolve the problem,
obtain the installation log and
contact the Support Center.

KATN00275-W

An attempt to write to the file
"file-path" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
write permission for the file.

- Make sure that you have write
permission for the file.

•

Make sure that the file is not
locked.

- Make sure that the file is not
locked.

•

Make sure that there is
enough free disk space.

- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space.

Correct the problem, retry the
installation, and then perform
removal. If you cannot resolve the
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KATN00276-W

Message
Remove the cause of the error,
re-install the product, and then
remove it.

problem, obtain the installation
log and contact the Support
Center.

An attempt to read the file "filepath" has failed.

Make sure that you have read
permission for the file, retry the
installation, and then perform
removal. If you cannot resolve the
problem, obtain the installation
log and contact the Support
Center.

Make sure that you have read
permission for the file, re-install
the product, and then remove it.

KATN00277-E

Corrective Action

A signal was received.
Processing will be stopped.

Perform installation or removal
again.

Retry installation or removal.
KATN00278-E

The command "command-name"
might be running at the same
time for another process.

Make sure that any running setup
command is terminated, and then
perform installation again.

If a setup command is running,
terminate it, and then retry
installation.
KATN00279-E

The setup command "commandname" failed due to a memory
shortage.
Terminate other applications or
make sure that the amount of
memory required for installation
has been allocated, and then
retry installation.

Make sure that no other
applications are active and that
enough memory is available for
installation, and then retry the
installation.

KATN00280-W

If you do not create a backup and -installation fails, current data will
be lost. Is this OK?

KATN00281-E

product-name has already been
removed.

--

KATN00282-E

An attempt to display a dialog
box has failed.

Execute the installer again.

KATN00284-W

The version of the installed
Device Manager is not a
prerequisite version for Tuning
Manager server.

Perform an upgrade installation of
Device Manager.

To operate Tuning Manager
server correctly, upgrade Device
Manager to product-version or
later.
KATN00286-W

A service failed to start.
After installation processing
finishes, use the hcmds64srv
command to start the service
manually.

After installation processing
finishes, use the hcmds64srv
command to manually start the
service. If you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
maintenance information, and
then contact the Support Center.
If the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.

KATN00287-E

Hitachi Command Suite products
already installed on this machine
are set up in a cluster
configuration.
Using the procedure described in
the manual, stop the service of
the Hitachi Command Suite
product.

KATN00288-W

The command "command-name"
does not exist or cannot be
executed.

KATN00289-W

An error occurred during unsetup
processing. (detail-code)

If your permissions are
insufficient, grant yourself the
appropriate permissions, retry the
Make sure that the file exists and installation, and then perform
that you have execute permission removal.
for the file.
If the file does not exist, retry the
installation, and then perform
removal. If an OS command error
occurs, check the %PATH%
environment variable, retry the
installation, and then perform
removal.

Collect the detail code, execute
the hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.
KATN00291-E
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After installation processing
finishes, use the hcmds64srv
command to manually stop the
service, and then retry the
installation.

Obtain the detail code, use the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect the maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.

An attempt to stop a service of
An attempt to stop a service
the Collection Manager has failed. during installation failed.
(detail-code)
Wait a while, and then retry
Wait a while, and then retry
installation. If you cannot resolve
installation. If you cannot resolve the problem, collect the detail
code, execute the
the problem, collect the detail
hcmds64getlogs command to
code, execute the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
collect maintenance information,
and then contact customer
and then contact customer
support. If the hcmds64getlogs
support. If the hcmds64getlogs
command does not exist or its
command does not exist or its
execution results in an error,
execution results in an error,
obtain the installation log and
obtain the installation log and
then contact customer support.
then contact customer support.
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KATN00292-E

Message

Corrective Action

The specified port number "input- A non-numeric value or a number
item-name" is invalid.
outside the valid range was
specified for the port number.
Specify a numerical value from
Value1 to 65535.

KATN00293-W

An attempt to delete certification
data has failed.

KATN00294-E

An attempt to copy a GUI file has
failed.

Specify a numeric value in the
range from minimum to
maximum.

The authentication server has
stopped, or an attempt to connect
Use the hcmds64intg command to to the authentication server has
failed.
delete certification data.
After removal processing finishes,
use the hcmds64intg command to
delete the certification data
manually.
Take the appropriate action from
among the following:

Make sure that the necessary files •
and directories exist, and then
retry installation.

Make sure that you have
write permission for the
installation directory, and
then retry the installation.

•

Stop applications and services
that might cause access
contention for the file, and
then retry the installation.

•

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:
- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs

•

Make sure that there is
enough unused capacity on
the disk, and then retry the
installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect the
maintenance information, and
then contact the Support Center.
If the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.
KATN00296-E

An attempt to copy the file "filename" has failed.

Take the appropriate action from
among the following:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that you have
write permission for the
installation directory, and
then retry the installation.

•

Stop applications and services
that might cause access
contention for the file, and
then retry the installation.

•

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:
- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs

•

Make sure that there is
enough unused capacity on
the disk, and then retry the
installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect the
maintenance information, and
then contact the Support Center.
If the hcmds64getlogs command
does not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.
KATN00298-W

The environment variables
PR_HOME, PR_CONFIG, and
PR_BASEHOME are not used in
this version. Please delete them
manually.

--

KATN00299-Q

The database of the older version
is not inherited.

--

The database of the older version
of Tuning Manager server is not
inherited at the upgrade
installation. The following items
are inherited at the upgrade
installation:
Performance Reporter:
- Contents of the configuration
file(config.xml)
- Bookmarks
- Information of agent setup
Collection Manager:
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Message

Corrective Action

- Definitions of reports
- Definitions of alarms
- Information of agent setup
We recommend that you export
the database of the older version
of Tuning Manager server before
continuing with this setup
program.
To continue installation, click the
OK button.
To stop installation, click the
Cancel button.
KATN00300-W

An attempt to register the Tuning
Manager server URL has failed.

--

After completing installation of
Tuning Manager server, use the
hcmds64chgurl command to
register the URL manually.
KATN00301-E

"Directory name" does not have
enough free space. At least
"Required free space on disk" GB
of free space is required.

Allocate enough free space on the
disk or delete unnecessary files to
increase the amount of free disk
space, and then perform the
Allocate enough free space on the installation again.
disk, and then retry the
operation.

KATN00302-E

Removal was canceled because a
Tuning Manager service is using
the current directory.

Perform the removal under the "/"
directory again.

Change the directory to "/", and
then try again.
KATN00304-E

Installation of the previous
version is not complete.
The version of Server Part 1 of
the currently installed Tuning
Manager server is different from
the version of Server Part 2, or
Server Part 2 is not installed.

After checking the version of the
installed Tuning Manager server,
back up the installed Tuning
Manager server, and then install
the same version again from the
installation media.

If you cannot resolve the problem,
contact the system administrator.
Back up the database of the
If you still cannot resolve the
currently installed Tuning
Manager server, and then execute problem, obtain the installation
log files, and then contact the
setup again.
Support Center.
KATN00305-E

An internal command terminated
abnormally.
(detail-code, command-line)
Collect the detail code and the
command line, execute the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Customer

Make a note of the detail code and
the command line, execute the
hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the Support
Center. If the hcmds64getlogs
command does not exist or its
execution results in an error,
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KATN00306-E

Message
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

obtain the installation log and
then contact the Support Center.

The database directory is
inaccessible.

Check whether the shared disk is
mounted in the cluster system. If
the shared disk is not mounted,
mount it and then perform
installation again.

Directory: database-storagedirectory
Make sure that the shared disk is
mounted on the cluster system.
Please mount the shared disk,
and execute the setup again.

KATN00308-E

Corrective Action

The specified directory path is
invalid.
Directory: directory-path

When the database directory is
inaccessible, database-storagedirectory is not displayed.
If there is no improvement after
following these steps, contact the
system administrator. If the
problem cannot be resolved,
obtain the installation log and
then contact the Support Center.
The path specified for the backup
file might contain characters that
are not allowed. Specify a valid
path, and then continue with the
procedure.

The directory path contains
characters that cannot be used.
Specify a valid directory path, and In Windows:
then try again.
The following characters can be
used:

A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9, periods (.),
underscores (_), left parentheses
((), right parentheses ()), and
spaces
In addition, backslashes (\) and
colons (:) can be used as
separators.
In Linux:
The following characters can be
used:
A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9, periods (.),
and underscores (_)
In addition, forward slashes (/)
can be used as separators.
KATN00310-W

1-22

An attempt to set up the
connection to the server that
manages user accounts has
failed. (detail-code)

After the Tuning Manager server
has been installed, execute the
hcmds64prmset command. If the
problem is not resolved, execute
After installation finishes, execute the hcmds64getlogs command to
collect maintenance information,
the hcmds64prmset command.
and then contact the Support
Center. If the hcmds64getlogs
command does not exist or its
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
execution results in an error,
obtain the installation log, and
then contact the Support Center.

KATN00311-E

An attempt to delete information
about the old version has failed.

Contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be resolved,
obtain the installation log, and
then contact the Support Center.

KATN00313-E

An upgrade installation cannot be
performed for the currently
installed Tuning Manager server.

Remove the installed Tuning
Manager server.

Please remove the currently
installed Tuning Manager server.
KATN00315-E

An attempt to expand the file
"file-path" has failed.

Take appropriate action from the
following:

Check the following and correct
any problems that exist:

•

Make sure that you have
write permission for the file,
and then retry the
installation.

•

Stop any applications and
services that might lock the
file, and then retry the
installation.

•

Make sure that the following
programs, which can be a
source of contention, are
inactive, and then retry the
installation:

- Make sure that you have write
permission for the file, and then
retry installation.
- Stop applications or services
that might lock the file, and then
retry installation.
- Make sure that there is enough
free disk space, and then retry
installation.

- Security monitoring
programs
- Antivirus programs
- Process monitoring
programs
•

Make sure that there is
enough unused capacity on
the disk, and then retry the
installation.

If these actions are not applicable
or if you cannot resolve the
problem, use the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or fails, obtain the
installation log and contact the
Support Center.
KATN00316-W

An internal command terminated
abnormally.

Retry installation or removal.

KATN00317-E

The Tuning Manager server
installation is incomplete.

Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
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Message ID

Message
Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00318-E

There is not enough free space
for the backup in the directory
path directory-path.

KATN00319-E

The installation status of an
internal component is abnormal.

The Device Manager installation
status is abnormal.
Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00321-E

An internal error occurred. The
installation will stop.
To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required.
Contact Support Center, who may
ask you to collect troubleshooting
information.

KATN00322-E
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Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or execution of the
command fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.

Increase the unused capacity by
either increasing the total capacity
of the directory or by deleting
Allocate enough free space on the unnecessary files in the directory.
disk, and then retry the
For details about how much
operation.
unused disk capacity is needed for
backups of old versions, see the
Tuning Manager Installation
Guide.

Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.
KATN00320-E

Corrective Action

The host name of the destination
server is not valid for the Tuning
Manager server.

Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or execution of the
command fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.

Execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or execution of the
command fails, obtain the
installation log, and then contact
the Support Center.

To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Contact
Support Center, who may ask you
to collect troubleshooting
information.

Make sure that the host name of
the computer on which the Tuning
Manager server will be installed
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Message ID

KATN00323-E

Message

Corrective Action

Use a host name that contains
128 or fewer alphanumeric
characters.

consists of 128 or fewer
alphanumeric characters.

The following kernel parameters
are smaller than the minimum
value.

Re-specify the kernel parameter
values. For details on the kernel
parameter values, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

Setting Information
Action
KATN00324-E

The following shell limits are
smaller than the minimum value.
Setting Information
Action

KATN00327-E

Installation cannot be performed
because the Application
Experience service is disabled.
Installation will now end.

Re-specify the shell limit values.
For details on the shell limit
values, see the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.
Change the Application Experience
service start type to "Automatic",
reboot the server, and then
perform the installation again.

Change the Application
Experience service start type to
"Automatic", reboot the server,
and then perform the installation
again.
KATN00328-E

An internal command terminated
abnormally. (detail-code,
command-line)
Check the common message log
of Collection Manager, and then
take the action indicated in the
error message. If you cannot
resolve the problem, collect the
detail code and the command
line, execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Customer Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results
in an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the
Customer Support Center.

KATN00329-W

Tuning Manager server is not
supported on this OS.
Verify which OSs are supported
for the Tuning Manager server.

KATN00330-W

After the upgrade, the 64-bit
version of the JDK that is
currently in use by Hitachi
Command Suite will be required.
Therefore, the JDK that is
bundled with Hitachi Command
Suite will be used instead.

Check the common message log
of Collection Manager, and then
take the action indicated in the
error message. If you cannot
resolve the problem, collect the
detail code and the command line,
execute the hcmds64getlogs
command to collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does
not exist or its execution results in
an error, obtain the installation
log and then contact the Support
Center.

Verify that Tuning Manager server
supports the OS at the installation
destination.
To use a different JDK, install the
JDK separately, and then execute
the hcmds64chgjdk command.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

To use a different JDK, install the
JDK separately, and then execute
the hcmds64chgjdk command.
KATN00331-E

Installation will stop because the
evaluation version of Tuning
Manager server is already
installed.

Remove the evaluation version of
Tuning Manager server, and then
retry installation.

You cannot use the full version of
Tuning Manager server together
with the evaluation version.
Remove the evaluation version,
and then retry installation.
KATN00333-E

Migration of program data during Perform migration of the program
installation has failed. Migrate the data manually.
program data manually. Data
required for migration is in the
following locations.
migration-data-path
For details on the procedure, see
the documents concerning
migration from version 7 and
earlier.

KATN00335-W

If a following product is used, it
must be upgraded to version 8 or
later:

--

Product name
Do you want to continue?
KATN00336-I

If a following product is used,
upgrade it to version 8 or later,
and then start operations:

--

Product name
KATN00337-W

Failed to restore the file. TuningManager-server-installationdirectory/PerformanceReporter/
conf/config.xml

Check the contents of the file in
the backup directory, and then reset the file in the Tuning Manager
server installation directory.

The file will be set to the default.
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KATN00338-I

The processing of Product name
was successful.

--

KATN00339-E

The processing of Product name
failed.

To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Contact
customer support, who may ask
you to collect troubleshooting
information.

KATN00340-E

You cannot perform the
installation. The HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service is
not running. The installation will
stop.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 before installing.
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Message ID
KATN00341-E

Message

Corrective Action

You cannot perform the removal
because the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service is
not running.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service and try again.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD0 service and try again.
KATN00342-E

You cannot perform the
installation because the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD0 service is
running.

Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD0 service and try again.

Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD0 service and try again.
KATN00343-E

You cannot perform the removal
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
because the HiRDB/ClusterService _HD0 service and try again.
_HD0 service is running.
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD0 service and try again.

KATN00344-E

You cannot perform the
installation. The HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD1 service is
not running. The installation will
stop.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD1 before installing.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD1 service and try again.
KATN00345-E

You cannot perform the removal
because the HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition _HD1 service is
not running.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD1 service and try again.

Start the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition
_HD1 service and try again.
KATN00346-E

You cannot perform the
installation because the HiRDB/
ClusterService _HD1 service is
running.

Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD1 service and try again.

Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD1 service and try again.
KATN00347-E

You cannot perform the removal
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
because the HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1 service and try again.
_HD1 service is running.
Stop the HiRDB/ClusterService
_HD1 service and try again.

KATN00357-E

A file was not found. Install any
packages that have not been
installed:

One or more required package are
not installed. Install any package
that have not been installed.

file-information-and-check-results
Note: For library packages
marked with an asterisk (*),
install the 32-bit version.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATN00358-E

The property "Property name"
cannot be omitted. Specify the
property.

Specify the property.

KATN00359-E

The property "Property name" is
invalid. Specify "y" or "n".

Specify "y" or "n".

KATN00360-E

The property "Property name" is
invalid.

Specify a valid value.

KATN00361-E

The path of the installer location
includes an incorrect character.
Only the following characters are
permitted:

The path of the installer location
includes an incorrect character.
Use only the following characters
when specifying the path of the
installer location:

A-Z a-z 0-9

A-Z a-z 0-9
KATN00363-E

The procedure stopped because
the file listed below exists. Either
rename the file and then try
again; or, move or delete the file,
and then try again.
File name

KATN00364-E

The path of the directory to be
used for the installation contains
a symbolic link, which is not
allowed. Please change the path
of the installation directory.

Make sure that no other file,
hardware link, or symbolic link
has the same name. If there is a
file, hard link, or symbolic link
that has the same name as the
specified directory, delete or
rename it, and then try again.
The path of the directory to be
used for the installation contains a
symbolic link, which is not
allowed. Please change the
installation directory.

Directory to be used for the
installation:
Path contains a symbolic link
KATN00365-E

At least one Hitachi Command
Suite program is running.
Wait until the program has
finished, and then try the
operation again.

KATN00366-E

Processing cannot continue
because the following required
value is not specified in the PATH
system environment variable. Add
the following value to the PATH
system environment variable, and
then try again.
path
If you performed the operation
from the command prompt or
PowerShell, add the value to the
PATH system environment
variable, and then restart the
command prompt or PowerShell.
Afterward, try performing the
operation again.
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At least one Hitachi Command
Suite program is running. Confirm
that the programs have finished,
and then try the operation again.
Processing cannot continue
because the required value is not
specified in the PATH system
environment variable. Add the
path in the message to the PATH
system environment variable, and
then try again. If you performed
the operation from the command
prompt or PowerShell, add the
value to the PATH system
environment variable, and then
restart the command prompt or
PowerShell. Afterward, try
performing the operation again.
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Main Console Error Codes and Messages
This chapter explains error messages output by Main Console.
□ Message Format (Main Console)
□ Message Output Destinations (Main Console)
□ Messages (Main Console)
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Message Format (Main Console)
This section describes the format of messages issued by Main Console and
the format of the message explanations in this chapter.

Format of Output Messages (Main Console)
This section explains the format of messages issued by Main Console. Each
message consists of a message ID followed by message text. The following is
the message format:
KATNnnnnn-Y message-text
The message ID indicates the following:
•

K: System identifier

•

ATN: Indicates a Tuning Manager server message.

•

nnnnn: Serial number of the message. Main Console message numbers
are from 01000 to 19999.

•

Y:Type of message:
¢

E: Error
Message issued when the system cancels processing

¢

W: Warning
Message issued when the system resumes processing after message
output

¢

I: Information
Message in which the system provides the user with information

Message Description Format (Main Console)
This section describes the format of the message explanations in this chapter.
The portion of message text that is shown in italics represents information
that is variable depending on the situation. The manual lists the messages in
the order of the message IDs. The following is an example of a message
explanation:
message-ID

message-text

message-explanatory-text

Message Output Destinations (Main Console)
Table 2-1 Output Destinations of Main Console Messages on page 2-3 lists
the output destinations of the messages that are output by the Main Console.
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Table 2-1 Output Destinations of Main Console Messages
Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Common
message
log

KATN10002, KATN10004, KATN10008, KATN10010, KATN10011,
KATN10015 - KATN10017, KATN10016, KATN10099, KATN17001,
KATN17002, KATN17400, KATN17401

•

syslog

•

Windows
event log

•

Common
message
log

•

syslog

•

Windows
event log

•

Standard
error
output

•

syslog

•

Windows
event log

•

Common
message
log

KATN01571, KATN01572, KATN01573, KATN10003, KATN10012,
KATN10013, KATN10031 - KATN10034, KATN10200 - KATN10202,
KATN12030, KATN12031, KATN12046, KATN12051, KATN12056,
KATN12474 - KATN12481, KATN12770 - KATN12773, KATN12799,
KATN12917, KATN14201 - KATN14212, KATN14401 - KATN14402,
KATN14407 - KATN14411, KATN14801, KATN14811 - KATN14823,
KATN14825 - KATN14826, KATN14850 - KATN14870, KATN14872,
KATN14876, KATN14877, KATN15000 - KATN15006, KATN15008 KATN15010, KATN16000 - KATN16013, KATN16150 - KATN16154,
KATN16157 - KATN16159, KATN16161 - KATN16164, KATN16167 KATN16169, KATN16171 - KATN16173, KATN16175 - KATN16178,
KATN16181, KATN16183 - KATN16191, KATN16195, KATN16201,
KATN16202, KATN16302 - KATN16304, KATN16399 - KATN16403,
KATN16410, KATN16421, KATN16422, KATN16424, KATN16430,
KATN16500, KATN16501, KATN16601 - KATN16604, KATN16700 KATN16712, KATN16900, KATN17003#1 - KATN17009, KATN17012 KATN17015, KATN17016, KATN17051 - KATN17055, KATN17058 KATN17060, KATN17074, KATN17200, KATN17201, KATN17210 KATN17212, KATN17218 - KATN17220, KATN18002 - KATN18005

•

GUI

KATN12402 - KATN12404, KATN12411, KATN12459 - KATN12463,
KATN12600 - KATN12605, KATN12610 - KATN12626, KATN12632,
KATN12633, KATN12635, KATN12636, KATN12638 - KATN12641,
KATN12644, KATN12645, KATN12650 - KATN12657, KATN12661,
KATN12666 - KATN12672, KATN12720 - KATN12727, KATN12729 KATN12744, KATN12788, KATN12791, KATN12792, KATN12794,
KATN12795, KATN12807, KATN12825, KATN12826, KATN12902,
KATN12904 - KATN12912, KATN12915, KATN12916

•

GUI

KATN10009, KATN12200 - KATN12210, KATN12400, KATN12410,
KATN12412 - KATN12417, KATN12421, KATN12422, KATN12465,
KATN12466, KATN12482, KATN12483, KATN12486, KATN12492,

KATN01399, KATN01801

KATN10005 - KATN10007, KATN17000, KATN17010
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Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Common
message
log

KATN12629, KATN12642, KATN12643, KATN12646 - KATN12649,
KATN12658 - KATN12660, KATN12662 - KATN12665, KATN12700,
KATN12750 - KATN12759, KATN12789, KATN12793, KATN12798,
KATN12803, KATN12814, KATN12816 - KATN12818, KATN12821 KATN12824, KATN12827, KATN12829 - KATN12834, KATN12901,
KATN12903, KATN12918 - KATN12921, KATN13011 - KATN13024,
KATN15007, KATN15012 - KATN15015, KATN17203,KATN17205 KATN17206, KATN17209, KATN17213 - KATN17217

•

Standard
error
output

•

Common
message
log

KATN01206, KATN01301 - KATN01306, KATN01308, KATN01311 KATN01313, KATN01321, KATN01323 - KATN01330, KATN01332 KATN01339, KATN01398, KATN01802 - KATN01811, KATN01813 KATN01817, KATN12001 - KATN12006, KATN12008 - KATN12019,
KATN12021 - KATN12029, KATN12032 - KATN12035, KATN12039 KATN12045, KATN12047, KATN12050, KATN12053, KATN12054,
KATN12057, KATN12058 - KATN12061, KATN12063 - KATN12078,
KATN12080 - KATN12082#2, KATN12083, KATN12085, KATN17070 KATN17073

•

Standard
output

KATN01300, KATN01307, KATN01309, KATN01314, KATN01331,
KATN01800, KATN01812, KATN12052, KATN12084

•

Common
message
log

•

Standard
error
output

KATN01201 - KATN01205, KATN01208 - KATN01215, KATN01221 KATN01224, KATN01226, KATN01228 - KATN01231, KATN01299,
KATN12036 - KATN12038, KATN12048, KATN12055, KATN12062

#1
If the KATN17003-E message is output when you execute the htm-csvconvert command, the message is also output to the standard error
output.
#2
If the KATN12082-E message is output when you execute the htm-csvconvert command and the cause is a log-related property, the message
is output only to the standard error output.

Messages (Main Console)
Table 2-2 Messages Output by Main Console on page 2-4 lists the
messages that might be output by Main Console during operation, and
describes the corrective action to be taken if a message appears.

Table 2-2 Messages Output by Main Console
Message ID
KATN01201-E
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Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected error occurred.
The command could not be
(maintenance information = name- executed because it does not
exist.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

of-nonexistent-command("jpcras" | Check the Tuning Manager server
"jpcprras" | "htm-dump"))
installation status in the
installation log. If the Tuning
Manager server is not installed
correctly, install it again.
KATN01202-E

The command syntax is invalid.

Options are specified incorrectly.
Check the command syntax, and
then try again using the correct
syntax.

KATN01203-E

destination-directory is not
specified.

The maintenance information
directory (destination-directory)
was not specified.
Re-execute the command with
the maintenance information
directory specified.

KATN01204-E

The specified destination-directory
is invalid.

The maintenance information
directory (destination-directory)
is invalid.
Specify for destination-directory
a directory that can store
maintenance information, and
then re-execute the command.
Note that maintenance
information cannot be stored in
the following cases:

KATN01205-E

The specified destination-directory
is not empty.

•

When a root directory is
specified

•

When a directory name that
begins with a hyphen (-) is
specified

•

When a directory name that
contains a character that
cannot be used is specified

•

When a file, instead of a
directory, is specified

•

When the specified directory
does not exist and cannot be
created

The maintenance information
directory (destination-directory)
is not empty.
Make sure that an empty
directory is specified for
destination-directory, and then
try again.

KATN01206-E

Subdirectories cannot be created in An attempt to create
the specified destination-directory. subdirectories failed.
Check the access permission for
the directory specified for
destination-directory and make
sure that subdirectories can be
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
created in the directory, and then
try again.

KATN01208-E

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
command-name("jpcras all" |
"jpcras all dump" | "Pancras mgr
data" | "copras" | "htm-dump"))

An error occurred during
execution of a command called
by the htm-getlogs command.
Check the command execution
condition indicated for
maintenance information in the
message. For details about the
command execution conditions,
see the chapter that explains
commands in the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Check the execution condition,
and then re-execute the htmgetlogs command.
If the same error still occurs,
contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN01209-E

Compression of RAS information
has failed.

Compression in ZIP format failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
•

There is not enough unused
capacity on the disk.

•

The ZIP file has become
larger than 2 GB.

If unused capacity on the disk is
insufficient, increase it and then
try again. If the command failed
because the ZIP file became
larger than 2 GB or for another
reason, collect uncompressed
maintenance information.
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KATN01210-I

The command htm-getlogs will now The htm-getlogs command will
be executed.
start.

KATN01211-I

Execution of the command htmgetlogs has been completed.

The htm-getlogs command
finished.

KATN01212-I

RAS information will now be
compressed.

Compression of maintenance
information into a ZIP file will
start.

KATN01213-I

Compression of RAS information
has been completed.

Compression of maintenance
information into a ZIP file has
completed.

KATN01214-I

The command will now be
executed. command-

Execution of the specified
command will start.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

name("Pancras all" | "Pancras all
dump" | "Pancras mgr data" |
"copras" | "htm-dump")
KATN01215-I

Command execution has been
completed. commandname("Pancras all" | "Pancras all
dump" | "Pancras mgr data" |
"copras" | "htm-dump")

The executed command has
terminated normally.

KATN01221-E

The command syntax is invalid.

Options are specified incorrectly.
Check the command syntax, and
then try again using the correct
syntax.

KATN01222-E

destination-directory is not
specified.

The maintenance information
directory (destination-directory)
was not specified.
Re-execute the command with
the maintenance information
directory specified.

KATN01223-E

The specified destination-directory
is invalid.

The maintenance information
directory (destination-directory)
is invalid.
Specify for destination-directory
a directory that can store
maintenance information, and
then re-execute the command.
Note that maintenance
information cannot be stored in
the following cases:

KATN01224-E

The specified destination-directory
is not empty.

•

When a root directory is
specified

•

When a directory name that
begins with a hyphen (-) is
specified

•

When a directory name that
contains a character that
cannot be used is specified

•

When a file, instead of a
directory, is specified

•

When the specified directory
does not exist and cannot be
created

The maintenance information
directory (destination-directory)
is not empty.
Make sure that an empty
directory is specified for
destination-directory, and then
try again.

KATN01226-E

Compression of RAS information
has failed.

Compression in ZIP format failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
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Corrective Action
•

There is not enough unused
capacity on the disk.

•

The ZIP file has become
larger than 2 GB.

If unused capacity on the disk is
insufficient, increase it and then
try again. If the command failed
because the ZIP file became
larger than 2 GB or for another
reason, collect uncompressed
maintenance information.
KATN01228-I

The command htm-dump will now
be executed.

The htm-dump command will
start.

KATN01229-I

Execution of the command htmdump has been completed.

The htm-dump command finished.

KATN01230-I

RAS information will now be
compressed.

Compression of maintenance
information into a ZIP file will
start.

KATN01231-I

Compression of RAS information
has been completed.

Compression of maintenance
information into a ZIP file has
completed.

KATN01299-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01300-I

Execution of the command htm-db- -setup has started.

KATN01301-E

The specified drive does not exist.

The drive for the specified
directory does not exist.
Re-execute the command by
specifying a directory on an
existing drive.

KATN01302-E

The root directory is specified.

A root directory, which is not
allowed in an option, is specified.
Re-execute the command by
specifying a directory that is not
a root directory.

KATN01303-E

The command syntax is invalid.

The command format is
incorrect.
Check the command syntax, and
then try again using the correct
syntax.
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KATN01304-E

KATN01305-E

Message

Corrective Action

If an RD area of the size specified
for the size option is added, it will
take up expanded-RD-area-size
GB, which exceeds 32 GB, the
maximum allowed size for RD
areas.

The value specified in the size
option is incorrect. If RD area is
expanded by the size specified in
the size option, the RD area size
will exceed 32 GB.

The value specified for the size
option is not an even number from
2 to 30.

The value of the size option is
not an even number in the range
from 2 to 30.

Re-execute the command by
specifying a multiple of 2 in the
size option that does not cause
the size of the expanded RD area
to exceed the maximum (32 GB).

Re-execute the command by
specifying an even number in the
range from 2 to 30 in the size
option.
KATN01306-E

Processing to set up the database
failed.

Any of the following conditions
might exist:
•

There is not enough unused
capacity on the disk to
create the database.
Make sure there is enough
unused capacity available for
the specified directory.

•

Read and write permissions
are not set for the specified
directory.
Specify a directory for which
read and write permissions
are set.

•

The specified directory path
is invalid.
Specify a valid directory
path.

After the failure has been
corrected, re-execute the htmdb-setup command.
If none of the above conditions
exists, contact the system
administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.
KATN01307-I

The command htm-db-setup
terminated normally.

--
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Message ID
KATN01308-E

Message
An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
hcmdsdbsetup-command-returnvalue)

Corrective Action
An error occurred during
execution of the hcmdsdbsetup
command.
Any of the following conditions
might exist:
•

There is not enough unused
capacity on the disk to
create the database.
Make sure there is enough
unused capacity available for
the specified directory.

•

Read and write permissions
are not set for the specified
directory.
Specify a directory for which
read and write permissions
are set.

•

The specified directory path
is invalid.
Specify a valid directory
path.

After the failure has been
corrected, re-execute the htmdb-setup command.
If none of the above conditions
exists, contact the system
administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.
KATN01309-I

The database status has been
displayed.

--

KATN01311-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An internal error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01312-E

No RD area has been created.

The RD area for the Tuning
Manager server does not exist.
Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server is installed
correctly. If the Tuning Manager
server is not installed correctly,
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re-install it and then perform the
operation again. If you are
unable to determine the cause of
the error, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN01313-E

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
command-name)

Execution of an internal
command failed.

KATN01314-I

The command htm-db-status will
now be executed.

--

KATN01321-E

An invalid option is specified.
(option = invalid-option-name)

An invalid option is specified.

The path specified for the areapath
option exceeds 93 bytes.

The path specified in the
areapath option exceeds 93
bytes.

KATN01323-E

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Check the command syntax, and
then try again using the correct
syntax.

When specifying the absolute
path of the RD area that is to be
created in the areapath option of
the command, make sure that
the absolute path does not
exceed 93 bytes.
KATN01324-E

Absolute paths cannot be used to
specify directories.

A relative path has been used to
specify the directory. Specify the
absolute path, and then try
again.

KATN01325-E

An option contains unusable
characters. (invalid-characterspecified-in-the-option)

The option contains a character
that cannot be used.

The command htm-db-setup
cannot be executed because a
Hitachi Command Suite product is
running.

Hitachi Command Suite products
are running.

KATN01326-E

Specify a correct path. Do not
use the characters output to
invalid-character-specified-inthe-option.

Stop them, and then try again.
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KATN01327-W

Unsetup will now stop because
Tuning Manager server has not
been set up.

Unsetup was performed when
setup had not yet been
performed.

KATN01328-E

The service HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition_HD1 is not
running.

The HiRDB/Embedded Edition
_HD1 service is not running.

An unexpected error occurred.

The database has not started.

KATN01329-E

Start the HiRDB/Embedded
Edition _HD1 service, and then
try again.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01330-E

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
hcmds64srv-command-error-code)

Execution of the hcmds64srv
command failed.

KATN01331-I

The database file system has been
created. (number-of-createddatabase-file-systems/totalnumber-of-database-file-systemsto-be-created)

This message is displayed as a
progress report when the
database capacity is increased.

KATN01332-E

The database is not running.

The database has not started.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Start the database, and then reexecute the command.
KATN01333-E

An unexpected error occurred.

The RD area size could not be
acquired.
Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01334-E
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An unexpected error occurred.

An error occurred in a batch file
or shell script.
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Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01335-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01336-E

The user does not have write
permission for the specified
directory.

You do not have write permission
for the directory specified in the
areapath option.
Specify a directory for which you
have write permission in the
areapath option, and then reexecute the command.

KATN01337-E

The specified path is not a
directory.

The path specified in the
areapath option is not a
directory.
Specify a directory in the
areapath option, and then reexecute the command.

KATN01338-E

An attempt to create the specified
directory has failed.

An attempt to create the
directory specified in the
areapath option has failed.
Specify the path to an existing
directory or a directory that can
be created, and then re-execute
the command.

KATN01339-E

An invalid drive was specified.

The drive specified in the option
is not a local drive.
Specify a local drive, and then
re-execute the command.

KATN01398-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
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Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01399-E

KATN01571-E

Initialization of the command has
failed.

Command initialization failed.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information = errorcode)

An attempt to move the database
failed due to an internal error
that occurred during processing
of the hcmds64dbtrans
command.

Make sure that the
logging.properties and
user.properties settings are
correct. If these settings are
incorrect, correct them and then
try again. If these settings are
correct, make sure that the
Tuning Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

The cause of the error is
indicated by one of the following
error codes:
1: A parameter specified on the
command line is invalid.
2: Acquisition of the version
number file failed.
3: A format error indicated in the
version number file occurred.
4: Acquisition of Tuning Manager
server version information failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN01572-E

Data from Tuning Manager server
5.9 or earlier cannot be migrated
to this environment.

An attempt was made to move
data of Tuning Manager server
5.9 or an earlier version to
Tuning Manager server 6.0 or a
later version.
Upgrade the source environment
to version 6.0 or later, and then
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move the data from the database
again.

KATN01573-E

This database cannot be imported.

The program and database
versions do not match. The
database might be for Tuning
Manager server 6.0 or a later
version.
Update the version of the
currently installed Tuning
Manager server.

KATN01800-I

Execution of the command htmdvm-setup has started.

--

KATN01801-E

Initialization of the command has
failed.

Command initialization failed.

KATN01802-E

The command syntax is invalid.

Make sure that the
logging.properties and
user.properties settings are
correct. If these settings are
incorrect, correct them and then
try again. If these settings are
correct, make sure that the
Tuning Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
The command format is
incorrect.
Check the command syntax, and
then try again using the correct
syntax.

KATN01803-E

KATN01804-E

An invalid string is specified for the
Device Manager address. A valid
string is either an IPv4 address or
a resolvable host name of up to
128 bytes.

The specified Device Manager
address is not a character string
whose length is 1 to 128 bytes.

A value other than an integer from
1 to 65535 is specified for
nameport.

The nameport value is not an
integer in the range from 1 to
65535.

Specify a resolvable IP address or
server name that is 1 to 128
bytes. If you specify an IP
address, use IPv4 format.

Make sure that an integer in the
range from 1 to 65535 is
specified in nameport, and then
try again.
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KATN01805-E

Message

Corrective Action

A value other than an integer from
1 to 65535 is specified for
serviceport.

The serviceport value is not an
integer in the range from 1 to
65535.
Make sure that an integer in the
range from 1 to 65535 is
specified in serviceport, and
then try again.

KATN01806-E

KATN01807-E

KATN01808-E

A value other than "pc" or "ws" is
specified for os.

The os value is neither pc nor ws.

The command htm-dvm-setup
cannot be executed because Main
Console is running.

Main Console is running.

The service HiRDB/
EmbeddedEdition_HD1 is not
running.

The HiRDB/Embedded Edition
_HD1 service has not started
(Windows only).

Specify pc or ws.
Stop Main Console, and then try
again.

Start the HiRDB/Embedded
Edition _HD1 service, and then
try again.
KATN01809-E

The database is not running.

The database has not started.
Start the database, and then try
again.

KATN01810-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An error occurred while the
database was being accessed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01811-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01812-I

The command htm-dvm-setup
terminated normally.

--

KATN01813-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An error occurred in a batch file
or shell script.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
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the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN01814-E

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
hcmds64srv-command-error-code)

Execution of the hcmds64srv
command failed.

KATN01815-E

The same value was specified for
serviceport and nameport.

The same value is specified for
serviceport and nameport.
Specify different values for
serviceport and nameport.

KATN01816-E

An unexpected error occurred
during license migration command
execution.

An unexpected error occurred
during execution of the license
migration command.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Wait a while, and then execute
the command again. If the same
error still occurs, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN01817-E

An error occurred during license
migration command execution.
(details = internal-commandreturn-code)

An error occurred during
execution of the license migration
command.

KATN10002-I

Main Console has stopped.

--

KATN10003-I

Main Console will now start.

--

KATN10004-E

An attempt to start Main Console
has failed.

Startup of Main Console failed.

Message initialization has failed.

Message initialization failed.

KATN10005-E

Wait a while, and then execute
the command again. If the same
error still occurs, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Correct the error based on the
message output immediately
before this message, and then
restart Main Console. If Main
Console has already started, stop
and then restart it.
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Message

Corrective Action
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10006-E

Initialization for log output
processing has failed.

Initialization of the log output
processing failed. There might be
a problem with the settings of
the logging property file
(logging.properties).
Stop Main Console, check the
logging.properties settings,
and then restart the Tuning
Manager server. If the settings
are correct, make sure that the
Tuning Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10007-E

Initialization for log output
processing has failed.
(maintenance information = errorcode)

Initialization of log output
processing failed.
The cause of the error is
indicated by one of the following
error codes:
1: Internal error
2: Internal error
3: Environment error
4: Unknown error
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10008-E

Initialization has failed.

Property setup failed.
Check and correct the settings of
the properties files, and then try
again.

KATN10009-E

2-18
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KATN10010-E

Message

Corrective Action

logs and, if an error occurred,
remove the cause of the error.
(Component name = relatedcomponent-name("Performance
Reporter" , "Collection Manager"))

Contact the system administrator
and check the log files of the
related components. If an error
has occurred, remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

An attempt to start components
related to Main Console has failed.

Startup of Performance Reporter
or Collection Manager failed.
Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10011-E

Connection to components related
to Main Console has failed.
(maintenance information
=related-component-name
("Performance Reporter" ,
"Collection Manager" , "Device
Manager" ,"DataBase"))

An attempt to connect to related
components failed.

KATN10012-I

Initialization of Main Console
finished.

--

KATN10013-I

Processing to stop Main Console
finished.

--

KATN10015-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An internal error occurred.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN10016-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unknown version of the
database schema is being used
as a result of a downgrade
installation or other reason.
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Corrective Action
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10017-E

An unexpected error occurred.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10031-I

Polling will now stop.

--

KATN10032-I

Polling has stopped.

--

KATN10033-W

An attempt to stop relatedcomponent-name("Performance
Reporter" , "Collection Manager"),
a component related to Main
Console, has failed.

An attempt to stop the related
components for Main Console
failed.

KATN10034-I

Main Console will now stop.

--

KATN10099-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error occurred.

Check the status of the
components that could not be
stopped. If there are active
components, stop them
manually.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN10200-E

KATN10201-E

Initialization of Main Console failed
because of an unexpected error.

Servlet initialization failed.

Initialization of Common
Component failed because of an
unexpected error.

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization related to
Common Component in the UI
layer.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
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cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN10202-E

Initialization of Main Console failed
because of an unexpected error.

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization related to
Main Console in the UI layer.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12001-E

Main Console is stopped.

The service has stopped.
Start the service.

KATN12002-E

Main Console is running.

Service initialization has not been
completed.
Wait a while, and then try again.

KATN12003-E

No license has been registered.

No license has been registered.
Register a valid license.

KATN12004-E

The license is invalid.

The license has expired.
Register a valid license.

KATN12005-E

The user ID or password is invalid.

The specified combination of user
name and password has not been
registered.
Enter a correct combination of
user ID and password.

KATN12006-E

The specified resource ID is invalid. The resource associated with the
specified resource ID does not
exist, or the specified resource is
not supported by this command.
Enter a correct resource ID.

KATN12008-E

The specified command option is
invalid.

Command options are specified
incorrectly.
Check the command syntax, and
then try again using the correct
syntax.

KATN12009-W

No related data exists.

No resources existed in the
specified period.
Specify a period in which
resources existed.

KATN12010-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.

The command execution
environment is invalid.
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Message

Corrective Action
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12011-E

KATN12012-E

2-22

The command cannot be executed
because Main Console failed to
start.

An attempt to start the service
failed.

An attempt to connect to Main
Console has failed.

Possible causes of the error are
as follows:

Use the Main Console log file to
check the error message in order
to help you remove the cause of
the error. If the problem cannot
be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

1.

The Tuning Manager server
service is starting.

2.

The Tuning Manager server
service is shutting down.

3.

The CLI access-destination
port number#1 is different
from the HBase 64 Storage
Mgmt Web Service port
number.

4.

The connection protocol#2
between the CLI and Main
Console is different from the
protocol provided by the CLI
access-destination port
number#1.

5.

The connection protocol#2
between the CLI and Main
Console is set to https, but
the host name#3 used by the
CLI to connect to Main
Console is not set.

6.

The connection protocol#2
between the CLI and Main
Console is set to https, but
the server certificate is not
imported to the truststore.

7.

The connection protocol#2
between the CLI and Main
Console is set to https, but
the host name#3 used by the
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Message

Corrective Action
CLI to connect to Main
Console and the common
name (CN) for the server
certificate do not match.
8.

The connection protocol#2
between the CLI and Main
Console is set to https, but
the IP address of the host
where the CLI is executed
cannot be correctly resolved
from the host name#3 that is
used by the CLI to connect
to Main Console.

Take the action below that
corresponds to the cause:
1.

Wait a while, and then reexecute the command.

2.

Restart the Tuning Manager
server service, and then reexecute the command.

3.

Make sure that the CLI
access-destination port
number#1 is the same as the
HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web
Service port number, and
then re-execute the
command.

4.

Make sure that the
connection protocol#2
between the CLI and Main
Console is the same as the
protocol provided by the CLI
access-destination port
number #1, and then reexecute the command.

5.

Set the host name#3 used by
the CLI to connect to Main
Console, and then re-execute
the command.

6.

Import the server certificate
to the truststore, and then
re-execute the command.

7.

Make sure that the host
name#3 used by the CLI to
connect to Main Console is
the same as the common
name (CN) for the server
certificate, and then reexecute the command.

8.

Make sure to configure the
setting so that the IP
address of the host where
the CLI is executed can be
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Message

Corrective Action
resolved correctly from the
host name#3 that is used by
the CLI to connect to Main
Console.
#1
The portNumberCLI property
settings in the
user.properties file, or the
value specified in the --port
option for each command.
#2
The cli.report.protocol
property settings in the
user.properties file.
#3
The cli.report.host
property settings in the
user.properties file.
For details about the
user.properties file, see the
Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

KATN12013-E

The format of the specified time
does not match the specified time
interval.

The entered date and time is not
in the format required by the
specified time interval.
Make sure that you specify the
date and time in the format
required by the specified interval,
and then try again.

KATN12014-E

The time value is invalid. Specify a
year from 2001 to 9999.

The specified character string is
not a 4-digit integer of 2001 or
more.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12015-E

The time value is invalid. Specify a
month from 1 to 12.

The specified character string is
not a 2-digit integer in the range
from 1 to 12.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12016-E

The time value is invalid. Specify a
day from 1 to 31.

The specified character string is
not a 2-digit integer in the range
from 1 to 31.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12017-E

The time value is invalid. Specify
an hour from 0 to 23.

The specified character string is
not a 2-digit integer in the range
from 0 to 23.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.
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KATN12018-E

Message

Corrective Action

The time value is invalid. Specify a
minute from 0 to 59.

The specified character string is
not a 2-digit integer in the range
from 0 to 59.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12019-E

The time is invalid. Specify a time
earlier than the current time.

A time in the future has been
specified for a time period
specification that includes a
month.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12021-E

The specified time does not exist.

A non-existent date has been
specified for a time period
specification that includes a day.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12022-E

The specified end time is earlier
than the start time.

The specified end time is earlier
than the start time.
Make sure that a correct value is
specified, and then try again.

KATN12023-E

"MINUTELY" is specified for the
time interval, and the specified
time exceeds 181 minutes.

The time period set when
MINUTELY is specified as the
interval exceeds 181 minutes.
Check and correct the specified
value, and then try again.

KATN12024-E

"HOURLY" is specified for the time
interval, and the specified time
exceeds 169 hours.

The time period set when
HOURLY is specified as the
interval exceeds 169 hours.
Check and correct the specified
value, and then try again.

KATN12025-E

"DAILY" is specified for the time
interval, and the specified time
exceeds 126 days.

The time period set when DAILY
is specified as the interval
exceeds 126 days. Check and
correct the specified value, and
then try again.

KATN12026-E

"WEEKLY" is specified for the time
interval, and the specified time
exceeds 53 weeks.

The time period set when
WEEKLY is specified as the
interval exceeds 53 weeks. Check
and correct the specified value,
and then try again.

KATN12027-E

"MONTHLY" is specified for the time The time period set when
interval, and the specified time
MONTHLY is specified as the
exceeds 61 months.
interval exceeds 61 months.
Check and correct the specified
value, and then try again.

KATN12028-E

"YEARLY" is specified for the time
interval, and the specified time
exceeds 21 years.

The time period set when YEARLY
is specified as the interval
exceeds 21 years. Check and
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Message

Corrective Action
correct the specified value, and
then try again.

KATN12029-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.

Processing to acquire data from
the database failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12030-I

The command command-name has -started.

KATN12031-I

The command command-name has A report command executed from
terminated.
the CLI terminated for some
reason.
Use the return value from the
command to determine whether
the termination was normal or
abnormal. If errors have
occurred, an error detail message
has been output to the standard
output for each error. See these
messages to take appropriate
action.

KATN12032-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.

An internal error occurred during
command execution.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12033-E

The specified port number is
invalid. Specify an integer from 0
to 65535 for the port number.

Make sure that the port number
you specify is an integer from 0
to 65535.

KATN12034-E

Main Console temporarily cannot
execute the CLI report command
because Main Console is busy.

The number of requests waiting
for report data acquisition
exceeds the maximum value.
Wait for other report data
acquisition processing to finish,
and then re-execute the
command.

KATN12035-E

Data was updated during command Information stored in the
execution.
database was updated during the
command execution.
Re-execute the command.
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KATN12036-E

The database work area is
insufficient.

The database work area is
insufficient.

KATN12037-E

An attempt to execute the
command failed. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation, return code = returncode

The system environment is
invalid.

An unexpected error occurred
during execution of the command.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information, return
code = return-code)

An internal error occurred during
command execution.

The string specified for an option
exceeds the maximum length.
(option name =option name,
specified value = parameter-value)

The character string specified for
the option exceeds the maximum
number of bytes that can be
specified.

KATN12038-E

KATN12039-E

Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
properly installed. If it has not,
re-install it, and then retry the
operation. If you are unable to
determine the cause of the error,
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Specify a character string within
the following values for the
option that caused the error, and
then re-execute the command:
For the -hg option:
•

255 bytes or less

For the -dd option:
•

128 bytes or less

For the -fp option:
•
KATN12040-E

The value specified for a property
is invalid. (option name = option
name, specified value =
parameter-value)

64 bytes or less

Possible causes are as follows:
For the -hg option:
•

A character string that
cannot be used for a host
group name was specified.

For the -dd option:
•
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A character string that
cannot be used for a
directory path was specified.
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Corrective Action
•

The root directory was
specified for the directory
path.

•

A non-existing directory was
specified for the directory
path.

For the -fp option:
•

A character string that
cannot be used for the prefix
of the output file was
specified.

Check and, if necessary, revise
the specified character string for
the option that caused the error,
and then re-execute the
command. For details about
character strings that can be
specified for individual options,
see the description about
command arguments in the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide.
KATN12041-E

The version upgrade processing for Data migration after importing
the Tuning Manager server
the database or performing
database is not finished.
upgrade installation of the Tuning
Manager server has not been
completed.
Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server service is running
after update installation or
importing the database. Then,
make sure that you can log in to
the Main Console, and re-execute
the command.

KATN12042-E

KATN12043-E

An attempt to connect to the
Tuning Manager server database
failed. Make sure the database is
running.

The database on the Tuning
Manager server might be
stopped.

Output of the CLI report data
failed. A file with the same file
name already exists. (file path
name = file path name)

value-specified-for-the--ddoption\value-specified-for-the-fp-option_HG.csv or valuespecified-for-the--dd-option
\value-specified-for-the--fpoption_LDEV.csv already exists.

Check whether the database on
the Tuning Manager server has
started. If it is stopped, start the
Tuning Manager server, and then
re-execute the command.

Take either of the following
measures, and then re-execute
the command:
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Message ID

KATN12044-E

Message

Output of the CLI report data
failed. A file I/O error occurred.
(file path name = file path name)

Corrective Action
•

Set a different value for the
-dd option or the -fp option.

•

Delete the existing file with
the same file name, or move
the file to a different
directory.

Possible causes are as follows:
•

The file is locked by another
application.

•

The disk that the file is to be
output to has insufficient free
capacity.

Take the following measures, and
then re-execute the command:

KATN12045-E

Execution of the CLI command
failed. An I/O error occurred in a
work directory or work file. (path
name = file-path-name-ordirectory-path-name)

•

Stop any applications that
could lock the file.

•

Expand the capacity of the
target disk. For details about
the required disk capacity,
see the description about the
htm-hostgroups command
in the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Possible causes are as follows:
•

The work directory does not
exist.

•

Access permissions are not
granted for the work
directory.

•

The work file is locked by
another application.

•

The free capacity of the disk
on which the work directory
resides is insufficient.

Take the following measures, and
then re-execute the command:
•

Make sure that the work
directory exists.

•

Make sure that access
permissions are granted for
the work directory. For
details about access
permissions, see the
description about the
cli.workDir property in the
Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

•

Stop any applications that
could lock the work file.

•

Expand the capacity of the
disk on which the work
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Message

Corrective Action
directory resides. For details
about the required disk
capacity, see the description
about the htm-hostgroups
command in the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference
Guide.

KATN12046-W

An error occurred during deletion
Possible causes are as follows:
of a file or directory inside the work •
Access permissions are not
directory. (path name = path
granted for the directory or
name)
file to be deleted.
•

The directory or file to be
deleted is locked by another
application.

Take the measures below. If you
want to immediately delete the
directory or file for which deletion
failed, delete it manually.

KATN12047-E

KATN12048-E
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•

Make sure that access
permissions are granted for
the directory or file to be
deleted. For access
permissions, see the
description about the
cli.workDir property of
user.properties in the
Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

•

Stop any applications that
could lock the directory or
file to be deleted.

A value outside the valid range is
specified for an option. (option
name = option name, specified
value = parameter-value,
minimum specifiable value =
minimum specifiable value,
maximum specifiable value =
maximum specifiable value)

A value outside the specifiable
range is set for the option.

Execution of the CLI command
failed.

An attempt to execute a
command failed due to the
following causes:

Set a value within the specifiable
range for the option, and then
re-execute the command.

•

An attempt to allocate the
memory required for JavaVM
startup failed.

•

An environment error
occurred for JavaVM due to a
cause other than the above
cause.

•

The command was executed
as a user who does not have
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Corrective Action
the Administrator
permission.
Perform either of the following:
•

Check whether the required
amount of memory is
allocated by referring to the
system requirements of the
Tuning Manager server, and
then re-execute the
command. For details about
the system requirements of
the Tuning Manager server,
see Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

•

Re-execute the command as
a user who has the
Administrator permission.

If that does not solve the
problem, contact the system
administrator.
If the problem persists, detailed
investigation is required to
identify the cause and resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.
KATN12050-E

An error occurred during
acquisition of information from an
Agent. (error information =
detailed-error-message-ID, Agent
service ID = Agent-service-ID )

Acquisition of information from
an agent failed due to one of the
causes below. For details, check
the description about the
message ID specified in error
information.
•

Collection Manager is not
running.

•

Communication error
occurred when
communicating with
Collection Manager.

•

The agent is not running.

•

The agent no longer exists.

•

Communication error or
timeout occurred when
communicating with an
agent.

Check the message displayed in
the error information that was
output immediately before this
message. According to the
message, eliminate the cause of
the error, and then re-execute
the command.
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KATN12051-I

The command command-name
started.

The command has been
executed.

KATN12052-I

The command command-name
ended.

Execution of the command
finished successfully.

KATN12053-E

Initialization of the command
failed.

An attempt to acquire properties
from the user.properties file
failed during initialization of the
command.
Check the error information in
the message that was output
immediately before this message,
eliminate the cause of the error,
and then re-execute the
command.
If that does not solve the
problem, check whether the
Tuning Manager server is
properly installed. If it is not
properly installed, reinstall it, and
then re-execute the command. If
the cause cannot be identified, a
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and solve
the problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.

KATN12054-E

KATN12055-E

An unexpected error occurred
during the initialization of Agent
connection processing.

The settings file cannot be
loaded.

Initialization of the command
failed.

Initialization of the command
failed.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be solved, a detailed
investigation may be required to
determine the cause and solve
the problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.

Check the settings in
logging.properties and, if
necessary, revise the settings.
Then, re-execute the command.
For details about the settings in
logging.properties, see Tuning
Manager Server Administration
Guide.
If that does not solve the
problem, check whether the
Tuning Manager server is
properly installed. If it is not
properly installed, reinstall it, and
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Corrective Action
then re-execute the command. If
the cause cannot be identified, a
detailed investigation may be
required to determine the cause
and solve the problem. Collect
maintenance information and
contact the Support Center.

KATN12056-W

An error occurred during
Possible causes are as follows:
acquisition of a list of directories or •
Permissions to access the
files to be deleted. (directory path
directory that contains the
name = directory-path-name-ofdirectory or file to be deleted
the-directory-that-contains-theare insufficient.
directory-or-file-to-be-deleted)
•
The directory that contains
the directory or file to be
deleted does not exist.
Take the following measures:
If they do not solve the problem,
contact the system administrator.
A detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause and
resolve the problem. Collect
maintenance information and
contact the Support Center.
•

Check whether the following
access permissions are
granted to the directory that
contains the directory or file
to be deleted:
For Windows:
Full-control access
permissions for the
Administrator user
For Linux:
Read, write, and execute
permissions for the root
user

•

KATN12057-E

An error occurred on issuing a
request to the common
component.

Check whether the directory
indicated in the directory
path name exists. If it does
not exist, review the settings
of the cli.workDir property
in user.properties, create
the required directory or
reconfigure the directory
path, and then re-start the
Tuning Manager server.

Calling Common Component
caused an error to occur.
Check the error information in
the message that was output
immediately before this message,
eliminate the cause of the error,
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Corrective Action
and then re-execute the
command.
If that does not solve the
problem, check whether the
Tuning Manager server is
properly installed. If it is not
properly installed, reinstall it, and
then re-execute the command. If
the cause cannot be identified, a
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and solve
the problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.

KATN12058-E

KATN12059-E

time-interval-specified-in-the-"-o"option-of-the-"htm-hostgroups"command is specified for the time
interval, and the specified time
exceeds maximum-time-periodthat-can-be-specified.

The specified time exceeds the
maximum time period that can
be set for the time interval you
specified.
Check and, if necessary, revise
the specified value, and then reexecute the command.

The file path specified in the -i
Possible causes are as follows:
option does not exist or is invalid.
•
The file path specified for the
(option name = option-name,
-i option does not exist.
specified value = parameter-value•
The file path specified for the
input-by-the-user)
-i option is a path to a
shortcut file.
Specify a file path that exists and
is not a path to a shortcut file,
and then re-execute the
command.

KATN12060-E

KATN12061-E
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The number of column numbers
specified in the option exceeds the
maximum limit. (option name =
option-name, specified value =
parameter-value-input-by-theuser)

The number of column numbers
specified for the option exceeds
the maximum number of column
numbers that can be specified.

Output of the File data failed. A file
with the same file name already
exists. (file path name = file path
name)

The specified file already exists.

For the option, specify a number
of column numbers that is within
the range of the number of
column numbers that can be
specified, and then re-execute
the command.
Perform either of the following,
and then re-execute the
command:
•

Specify another value for the
-o option.

•

Either delete the existing file
that has the same name, or
move the file to another
directory.
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KATN12062-E

KATN12063-E

KATN12064-E

KATN12065-E

KATN12066-W

Message

Corrective Action

Initialization of the command
failed. (maintenance information
=maintenance-information)

Initialization of the command
terminated abnormally.

The value specified for the option is
invalid. (option name = (name-ofthe-options-including-omittedoptions, name-of-the-optionsincluding-omitted-options-withwhich-the-specified-value-isduplicated), specified value =
parameter-value-input-by-theuser)

The specified value is duplicated
among the -dc option, the -kc
option, and the -vc option.

Failed to read the file specified in
the option. (option name = optionname, specified value =
parameter-value-input-by-theuser)

An attempt to load the file failed.

The format of the specified column
is invalid. (column number for date
and time = number-of-date-andtime-column, date format = dateformat-specified-by-the-"-date_format"-option-or-thedefault-value-when-omitted
hh:mm[:ss])

The value in the date and time
column does not match the date
format.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be solved, a detailed
investigation may be required to
determine the cause and solve
the problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.

Check and, if necessary, revise
the values specified for the -dc
option, the -kc option, and the vc option, and then re-execute
the command.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be solved, a detailed
investigation may be required to
determine the cause and solve
the problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.

Check and revise the value
specified for the -dc option, the
value specified for the -date_format option, or the
property settings, and then reexecute the command.

A duplicated key was detected in
Possible causes are as follows:
the specified key column. (option
•
Some values in the column
name = name-of-the-optionsspecified for the -kc option
including-omitted-options, specified
are not unique.
value = parameter-value-input-by•
Because of the end of
the-user-or-the-default-valuedaylight saving time, the
when-omitted)
same time has been output
to the input file twice.
If necessary, perform one of the
following, and then re-execute
the command:
•
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Revise the value specified for
the -kc option.
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Corrective Action
•

KATN12067-W

The values in the date and time
column in the input file are not in
ascending order. (option name =
name-of-the-options-includingomitted-options, specified value =
parameter-value-input-by-theuser-or-the-default-value-whenomitted)

Make sure that there is no
problem with the column
specified for the -kc option.

Possible causes are as follows:
•

The file specified for the -i
option is incorrect.

•

A file sorted by a column
other than the date/time
column has been input for
the jpcrpt command.

•

The value specified for the dc option is incorrect.

•

Because of the end of
daylight saving time, the
same time has been output
to the input file twice.

If necessary, check the value
specified to the -dc option and
the file specified by the -i
option, and re-execute the
command.
KATN12068-E

The specified column does not
exist. (option name = name-ofthe-options-including-omittedoptions, specified value =
parameter-value-input-by-theuser-or-the-default-value-whenomitted)

Possible causes are as follows:
•

One or more of the values
specified for the following
options are incorrect:
¢

The -dc option

¢

The -kc option

¢

The -vc option

•

A row above the header row
in the input file has been
edited.

•

The input file is not a CSV
file that the format
conversion function supports.

Perform either of the following,
and then re-execute the
command:
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•

Check and, if necessary,
revise the values specified
for these options, and then
re-execute the command.

•

For the -i option, specify a
CSV file whose rows above
the header row have not
been edited and that the
format conversion function
supports, and then reexecute the command.
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KATN12069-E

Message
The output destination directory
does not exist. (directory path
name = directory-path-name)

Corrective Action
The parent directory of the file
specified for the -o option does
not exist.
Create the parent directory of the
file specified for the -o option,
and then re-execute the
command.

KATN12070-E

Failed to output the file. (path
name = file path name)

The disk capacity is insufficient.
Perform either of the following,
and then re-execute the
command:
•

Check and revise the output
destination of the file.

•

Estimate the space required
on the disk, and then check
whether there is sufficient
free space on the disk to
which the file is to be output.
For details on how to
estimate the space required
on the disk, see Tuning
Manager CLI Reference
Guide.

If that does not solve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
persists, detailed investigation
may be required to determine the
cause and solve the problem.
Collect maintenance information
and contact the Support Center.
KATN12071-E

An invalid key column number is
specified, or the contents of
specified input file are invalid.

Possible causes are as follows:
•

The value specified for the kc option is incorrect.

•

The contents of the file
specified for the -i option
are incorrect.

Perform either of the following,
and then re-execute the
command:

KATN12072-E

•

Check and revise the value
specified for the -kc option.

•

Make sure that the contents
of the file specified by the -i
option are correct.

A data line does not exist. (option
The contents of the file specified
name = option-name, specified
by the -i option are incorrect.
value = parameter-value-input-byMake sure that the contents of
the-user)
the file specified by the -i option
are correct.
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KATN12073-E

Message
Failed to read the file specified in
the option. (option name = optionname, specified value =
parameter-value-input-by-theuser)

Corrective Action
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The read permission is not
set for the file specified for
the -i option.

•

The file is locked by another
application.

•

The path to the file is not
specified for the -i option.

Perform one of the following, and
then re-execute the command:
•

Check and, if necessary,
revise the permissions for
the file specified by the -i
option.

•

Stop the applications that
might have locked the file.

•

Check and, if necessary,
revise the value specified for
the -i option.

If that does not solve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
persists, detailed investigation
may be required to determine the
cause and solve the problem.
Collect maintenance information
and contact the Support Center.
KATN12074-E

Failed to write to the file. (path
name = file path name)

Possible causes are as follows:
•

Write permissions are not set
for the output destination.

•

The file is locked by another
application.

•

A directory has been
specified as the output
destination.

•

The path length of the output
file exceeds the length
allowed by the OS.

Perform one of the following, and
then re-execute the command:
•

Check and revise the
permissions for the output
destination.

•

Stop any applications that
might have locked the file.

•

Check and, if necessary,
revise the value specified for
the -o option.

If that does not solve the
problem, contact the system
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
administrator. If the problem
persists, detailed investigation
may be required to determine the
cause and solve the problem.
Collect maintenance information
and contact the Support Center.

KATN12075-W

An element with an empty value
exists.

There is an element with a null
value in the column specified for
the -kc option or the -vc option.
Make sure that the contents of
the file specified by the -i option
are correct.

KATN12076-W

A line with an insufficient number
of columns exists.

A row does not contain a column
that was specified for the -dc
option, the -kc option, or the -vc
option.
Make sure that the contents of
the file specified by the -i option
are correct.

KATN12077-E

An incorrectly formatted line exists.
(path name = file path name, line
number = row-number-with-anerror-in-the-file)

The end of a row cannot be
determined because the number
of double quotations is an odd
number.
Make sure that the contents of
the file specified by the -i option
are correct.

KATN12078-E

The header line could not be
detected. (path name = file path
name)

Possible causes are as follows:
•

The rows above the header
row in the input file have
been edited.

•

The input file is not a CSV
file that the format
conversion function supports.

For the -i option, specify a CSV
file whose rows above the header
row have not been edited and
that the format conversion
function supports, and then reexecute the command.
KATN12080-E

KATN12081-E

A line exceeding the maximum
length allowed exists. (path name
= file path name, line number =
row-number-with-an-error-in-thefile)

There is a row in the file whose
length exceeds 8,192 characters.

An attempt to read a property file
has failed. (property file name =
properties-file-name, error code =
error-code)

An attempt to load the properties
file failed. The cause of the error
is indicated by one of the
following error codes.

Make sure that the contents of
the file specified by the -i option
are correct.

Error codes:
0: The file does not exist.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
1: You do not have permission to
access the file.
2: The file format is incorrect.
Take the appropriate action for
the error code.
Error codes:
0: Refer to the manual to place
the corresponding properties file
in the appropriate location.
1: Make sure that the file has the
proper access permissions.
2: Refer to the manual to change
the file to the correct format.
For details about the
user.properties file, see Tuning
Manager Server Administration
Guide. For details about the
htmCsvConvert.properties file,
see Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KATN12082-E

KATN12083-E
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The value specified for a property
is invalid. (property file name =
properties-file-name, property
name = property-name, specified
value = specified-value)

The value of a property is
incorrect.

The value specified for the number
of columns to be output to a file is
invalid. (number of columns to be
output to a file = number-ofoutput-columns-per-file, specified
value in -vc option = number-ofcolumn-numbers-specified-forthe--vc-option)

The file cannot be divided
because the number of the
column numbers specified for the
–vc option exceeds the number
of columns to be output per file.

Check and correct the property
settings.

Perform either of the following,
and then re-execute the
command:
•

Check and revise the number
of columns to be output per
file, which is specified in the
property file or for the -column_limit option.

•

Check and revise the number
of column numbers specified
for the -vc option.

KATN12084-I

The command command-name
ended. (output file path name =
file path name)

Command processing completed
successfully.

KATN12085-E

An invalid option is specified.
(option name = option-name,
specified value = parameter-valueinput-by-the-user)

A value outside the specifiable
range is set for the option.
Set a value within the specifiable
range for the option, and then
re-execute the command.
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Message ID
KATN12200-E

Message
An unexpected error occurred
during user authentication.

Corrective Action
Acquisition of Common
Component user information
failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12201-E

An unexpected error occurred
during user authentication.

Acquisition of Tuning Manager
server user information failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12202-E

An unexpected error occurred
during user data processing.

Deletion of Tuning Manager
server user information failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12203-E

The user ID or password is
incorrect.

•

When the entered user ID or
password is incorrect:
Check the entered user ID
and password, and then
enter them correctly.

•

When the user does not have
sufficient access permission:
Review the user's
permissions as an
administrator, and then
grant the appropriate
permission.

•

When the user account has
been locked:
Make sure the account is
valid.

KATN12204-E

An attempt to log in has failed.

•
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When the system time on
the Tuning Manager server
host is different from the
system time on the Device
Manager host:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If the system time on the
Tuning Manager server host
differs by 5 or more minutes
from the system time on the
Device Manager host, adjust
the system times so that
they match each other. For
notes on how to adjust the
system time, see the Tuning
Manager Server
Administration Guide.
•

The SSO service has not
started.

•

An unexpected problem
other than the above
occurred.

In either case, wait a while and
then try again. If the same error
occurs again, restart Main
Console. If you are still unable to
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12205-E

The session is invalid.

An attempt was made to display
a window when there was no
valid session.
Try again, starting over from
login.

KATN12206-E

You do not have permission to
display this window.

A user without view permission
attempted to open a window.
Ask the system administrator to
change the logged-in user's
permission. After the appropriate
permission is granted, try again.

KATN12207-E

Connection to an external
authentication server has failed.

A communication error occurred
during an attempt to
authenticate a user on an
external authentication server.
Perform one of the following
procedures:
For LDAP:
1.
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By using the host, port, and
protocol set in
exauth.properties, make
sure that the authentication
server can be accessed, and
check the settings of the
external authentication
server, and the status of the
network.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
2.

By using the
hcmds64ldapuser command,
make sure that the
information for the server
names specified in the
auth.server.name attribute
in exauth.properties is
registered.

3.

If StartTLS is used, check
the SSL settings.

4.

If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

For RADIUS:
1.

By using the host, port, and
protocol set in
exauth.properties, make
sure that the authentication
server can be accessed, and
check the settings of the
external authentication
server, and the status of the
network.

2.

By using the
hcmds64radiussecret
command, make sure that
the information for the
server names specified in the
auth.server.name attribute
in exauth.properties is
registered.

3.

If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

For Kerberos:
1.

Make sure that the values
specified for the
default_realm attribute and
the kdc attribute in
exauth.properties are
correct.

2.

Make sure that the network
is connected correctly.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
3.

Make sure that the external
authentication server
conforms to the Kerberos V5
protocol.

4.

If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

For details on
exauth.properties, see the
Hitachi Command Suite
Installation and Configuration
Guide.
KATN12208-E

Communication with an
authentication server has failed.

Common Component is not
running or a connection error has
occurred.
Make sure that Common
Component has started and a
connection error has not
occurred.

KATN12209-E

KATN12210-E

Tuning Manager access to DB is
blocked. Problem is detected in
Common Component. Call server
administrator.

The RDAREA for the database has
been blocked.

One or more application files are
corrupt.

The system environment is
invalid.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12400-E

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.

The license window cannot be
displayed because license
information could not be
acquired.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12402-E

No license key has been entered.

An attempt was made to register
a license without specifying a
license key.
Enter a license key.

KATN12403-E

No license key file has been
entered.

An attempt was made to register
a license without specifying a
license key file.
Enter a license key file name.

KATN12404-E

The contents of the license key file
could not be read.

Loading of the license key file
failed.
Make sure that the status of the
license key file is normal, and
then try again.

KATN12410-E

One or more application files are
corrupt.

The system environment is
invalid.
Contact the system
administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN12411-I

Enter a license key or license key
file.

A license key or license key file
has not been specified.
Register a license.

KATN12412-E

This license key is either invalid or
may be for another product.

The specified license key might
be invalid or might be for another
product.
Check the license key you
specified, and then try again.

KATN12413-E

This license key is invalid or has
already been registered.

The specified license key might
be invalid or might have already
been registered.
Check the license key you
specified, and then try again.

KATN12414-E

This license key file is invalid or
has already been registered.

The specified license key file
might be invalid or might have
already been registered.
Check the license key file you
specified, and then try again.

KATN12415-E

The system environment is invalid.

An error occurred during
execution of the license
management function because
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the system environment was
invalid.
Specify a legitimate license key
or formal license key file.

KATN12416-E

The input license key file is invalid.

The specified license key file is
invalid.
Check the license key file you
specified, and then try again.

KATN12417-E

KATN12421-E

The required license key is missing
from the license key file. This
license key file may be for a
different product.

The license key file does not
contain a valid license key.

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.

The specified license key file
could not be saved.

Check the license key file you
specified, and then try again.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12422-W

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.

A copy of the specified license
key file could not be deleted.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12459-I

Enter a license key or a license key No license key has been
file.
registered.
Register a license, and then try
again.

KATN12460-I
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The emergency license will expire
in number-of-remaining-days days
on expiration-date.

An emergency license key was
registered.
Register a normal license key
before the emergency license key
expires.

KATN12461-I

The temporary license will expire in A temporary license key was
number-of-remaining-days days on registered.
expiration-date.
Register a normal license key
before the temporary license key
expires.

KATN12462-W

The emergency license will expire
The emergency license key will
in number-of-remaining-days days expire 15 days from the current
on expiration-date. Enter a product
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

license key or a product license key date, or the key will expire within
file.
10 days.
Register a normal license before
expiration.
KATN12463-W

The temporary license will expire in
number-of-remaining-days days on
expiration-date. Enter a product
license key or a product license key
file.

The temporary license key will
expire 90, 60, 45, 30, or 15 days
from the current date, or the key
will expire within 10 days.
Register a normal license before
expiration.

KATN12465-E

The temporary license has expired. The temporary license key has
Enter a product license key or a
expired.
product license key file.
Purchase and register a license,
and then try again.

KATN12466-E

The emergency license has
expired. Enter a product license
key or a product license key file.

The emergency license key has
expired.

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.
(details = detailed-information)

An internal error occurred during
access to the license information.

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.
(details = license-commandreturn-value)

Registration or acquisition of a
license failed.

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.
(details = license-commandreturn-value)

Acquisition of license information
failed.

KATN12474-E

KATN12475-E

KATN12476-E

Purchase and register a license,
and then try again.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN12477-E

KATN12478-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected error occurred
during license authentication.
(details = license-commandreturn-value)

License registration failed.

Main Console is now being
initialized.

The license platform has not
been initialized.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Wait a while, and then attempt
access again.
KATN12479-W

KATN12480-W

KATN12481-E

A license key corresponding to the
storage system has not been
registered. (model name = modelname-of-the-storage-systemviolating-a-license, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-violating-a-license)

A license key has not been
registered for the storage
system.

The physical capacity of the
storage system exceeds the
licensed capacity. (model name =
model-name-of-the-storagesystem- violating-a-license, serial
number = serial-number-of-thestorage-system-violating-a-license,
licensed capacity = licensedcapacity-of-the-storage-systemviolating-a-license, physical
capacity = total-physical-diskcapacity-of-the-storage-systemviolating-a-license)

The total physical-disk capacity
of the storage system exceeds
the licensed capacity.

An unexpected error occurred
during the license check.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

An unexpected error occurred
while checking the validity of the
license.

Register an appropriate license
for the storage system.

Register an appropriate license
key for the available capacity.

Contact the system
administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN12482-E

The temporary license has expired. The temporary license key has
expired.
Purchase and register a license,
and then try again.

KATN12483-E
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The emergency license has
expired.

The emergency license key has
expired.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Purchase and register a license,
and then try again.

KATN12486-W

KATN12492-E

KATN12600-E

KATN12601-E

KATN12602-E

The current capacity of the storage
system exceeds the licensed
capacity. (model name = modelname-of-the-storage-systemviolating-a-license, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-violating-a-license, licensed
capacity = licensed-capacity-ofthe-storage-system-violating-alicense, current capacity = currentcapacity-of-storage-systemviolating-license)

The current capacity of the
storage system exceeds the
licensed capacity.

All of the subscription license has
expired. Enter a product license
key or a product license key file.

All the subscription license keys
have expired.

The value for the predictive
accuracy is invalid. Specify an
integer from 1 to 99 for the
predictive accuracy.

The entered data is invalid.

No resource has been selected.
Select at least one resource.

Selected resources do not exist.

No attributes have been selected.
Select at least one attribute.

No attribute has been selected
for the selected resource type.

Register an appropriate license
key for the available capacity.

Purchase and register a license,
and then try again.
Enter a valid value, and then try
again.

Enter a valid value, and then try
again.

Select an attribute for the
selected resource type, and then
try again.
KATN12603-E

KATN12604-E

KATN12605-E

The number of displayable charts
exceeds the system maximum.
Select no more than valuespecified-in-the-properties-file.

Processing is impossible because
too many items have been
selected.

The number of characters in the
name is invalid. Enter from 1 to 60
characters for the name.

The value specified for the name
is invalid.

The specified name already exists.
Specify a different name.

The name specified by the user
already exists in the definition of
the report windows available to
the user.

Reduce the number of selected
resources or attributes.
Alternatively, specify a second
report window so that the
number of charts that will be
displayed does not exceed 20.

Enter a valid value, and then try
again.

Enter a different name, and then
try again.
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Message ID
KATN12610-E

Message
The number of characters in the
name is invalid. Enter from 1 to
100 characters for the name.

Corrective Action
The value specified for the name
is longer than the specified
maximum length.
Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

KATN12611-E

KATN12612-E

The number of characters in the
details is invalid. Enter no more
than 100 characters for the
description.

The value specified for details is
longer than the specified
maximum length.

The entered year is invalid. Enter
an integer from 2001 to 9999 for
the year.

The value specified for the year is
invalid.

Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

KATN12613-E

The entered month is invalid. Enter The value specified for the month
an integer from 1 to 12 for the
is invalid.
month.
Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

KATN12614-E

The entered day is invalid. Enter an The value specified for the day is
integer from 1 to 31 for the day.
invalid.
Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

KATN12615-E

KATN12616-E

KATN12617-E

The entered hour is invalid. Enter
an integer from 0 to 23 for the
hour.

The value specified for the hour
is invalid.

The entered minute is invalid.
Enter an integer from 0 to 59 for
the minute.

The value specified for the
minute is invalid.

The time is invalid. Specify a time
earlier than the current time.

A time in the future has been
specified.

Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.
KATN12618-E

KATN12619-E

The time is invalid. Specify a value
later than 1/1/2001 for the time.

The specified time is too old.

The specified date does not exist.

The specified date does not exist.

Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.
Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.
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KATN12620-E

The value of the start time or end
The specified end time is not
time is invalid. Specify an end time later than the start time.
later than the start time.
Check and correct the
specification, and then try again.

KATN12621-E

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

that is no more than 24 hours
(1440 minutes for "Minute(s)" or 1
days for "Day(s)").

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 1 week (7
days for "Day(s)", or 168 hours for
"Hour(s)").

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 4 months (17
weeks for "Week(s)", or 124 days
for "Day(s)").

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 1 year (12
months for "Month(s)", or 52
weeks for "Week(s)").

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 5 years (60
months for "Month(s)").

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 20 years.

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
chart.

An internal error occurred while a
chart was being displayed.

KATN12632-E

The number of resources with the
specified resource type (resourcetype-name) exceeds maximumnumber-of-displayed-resources.

The number of related resources
exceeds maximum-number-ofdisplayed-resources.

KATN12633-E

No resources with the specified
resource type (resource-typename) were found.

The number of related resources
is 0.

KATN12635-E

The value entered for the field used
to specify the relative time is
invalid. Enter a value from 1 to
9999.

The value specified in a relativetime setting field is not an
integer in the range from 1 to
9999.

KATN12622-E

KATN12623-E

KATN12624-E

KATN12625-E

KATN12626-E

KATN12629-E

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Enter a positive integer from 1 to
9999, and then try again.
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Message ID
KATN12636-E

Message
The number of displayed charts
exceeds the system maximum
(20).

Corrective Action
The number of charts to be
displayed exceeds the system
limit.
Make sure that the number of
charts to be displayed does not
exceed the system limit, and
then perform the operation
again.

KATN12638-E

The number of registered charts
exceeds the system maximum
(10000).

The number of registered charts
exceeds the system limit
(10000).
Specify the number of charts to
be saved within the system limit,
and then try again.

KATN12639-W

KATN12640-E

Charts have been registered as
hidden because 20, the maximum
number of displayable charts for
the system, has been exceeded. To
display these charts, specify this
setting again in the Custom Charts
List Config dialog box.

Charts were registered as not
visible (Visibility was set to No)
because the number of
displayable charts in the system
reached the limit.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

Acquisition of information
necessary for displaying a
window failed.

To display the charts, change the
display settings (set Visibility to
Yes) in the Custom Charts List
Config dialog box.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12641-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

Acquisition of information
necessary for displaying a
window failed.
The existence of resources could
not be confirmed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12642-E
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An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

An internal error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
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Message

Corrective Action
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12643-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

Processing timed out because
communication between the
browser and the Tuning Manager
server was lost.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12644-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

An error occurred during
database or agent search
processing.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12645-E

Data for the specified Report
Window has been deleted.

Change the settings for the
report window, and then try
again.

KATN12646-E

Not enough data exists to chart
predicted values.

The number of obtained historical
data items is two or less. Collect
the adequate data for prediction,
and then redisplay the window.

KATN12647-E

The selected resource has been
deleted.

Obtaining required information
for displaying a window has
failed. Existence of resources
cannot be recognized. Refresh
the Navigation tree for display,
and make sure that resources
exist.

KATN12648-E

An unexpected error occurred
during export processing.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12649-E

The specified favorite chart has
been deleted.

The specified favorite chart has
been deleted.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATN12650-W

No displayable resources were
found.

Resource data to be displayed in
a chart does not exist.

KATN12651-W

At least one resource could not be
displayed.

A part of the resource data to be
displayed in a chart does not
exist.

KATN12652-E

The number of registered report
windows exceeds the system
maximum (20).

The number of report windows to
be registered exceeds the system
limit.
Delete unnecessary report
windows.

KATN12653-W

The specified favorite chart has
been deleted.

The specified favorite chart has
been deleted.

KATN12654-W

The specified favorite chart
(favorite-chart-name) has already
been published.

The specified favorite chart has
already been published.

KATN12655-E

This favorite chart cannot be
overwritten because it has been
published. Specify public
permission or save without
overwriting.

The specified chart has already
been published.

KATN12656-E

The specified favorite chart
(favorite-chart-name) cannot be
deleted because it has been
published.

The specified favorite chart has
already been published.

KATN12657-E

The specified favorite chart
(favorite-chart-name) cannot be
edited because it has been
published.

The specified favorite chart has
already been published.

KATN12658-E

Main Console temporarily cannot
display a window because Main
Console is busy.

The number of requests waiting
for report data acquisition
exceeds the maximum value.

Select the check box Share with
others (Public Permission), or
clear the check box Overwrite
existing report definition, and
then save the setting.

Wait for other report data
acquisition processing to finish,
and then re-execute the
command.
KATN12659-E

Main Console is temporarily busy.

The number of requests waiting
for report data acquisition
exceeds the maximum value.
Wait for other report data
acquisition processing to finish,
and then re-execute the
command.

KATN12660-E

Data was updated during
generation of the chart.

Information stored in the
database was updated during
generation of the chart.
Refresh the window again.
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KATN12661-E

The database work area is
insufficient.

The database work area is
insufficient.

KATN12662-E

The report could not be displayed
because the number of found data
items exceeded maximumallowable-number-of-found-dataitems.

The sorting area is insufficient.

The report could not be displayed
because the number of found data
items exceeded maximumallowable-number-of-found-dataitems even though the data was
filtered by using filter conditions on
the columns that did not have "#"
in the column names.

The sorting area is insufficient.

The report could not be displayed
because the number of found data
items exceeded maximumallowable-number-of-found-dataitems.

The filtering area is insufficient.

The report could not be displayed
because the number of found data
items exceeded maximumallowable-number-of-found-dataitems, even though the data was
filtered by using filter conditions on
the columns that did not have "#"
in the column names.

The filtering area is insufficient.

Only the first maximum-allowablenumber-of-found-data-items items
are displayed because the number
of data items for the table format
exceeded maximum-allowablenumber-of-found-data-items.

When an attempt is made to
display the window in the print
view or export the data, data for
all pages is acquired. The number
of data items exceeds the
maximum value.

KATN12663-E

KATN12664-E

KATN12665-E

KATN12666-W

In the window in which filter
conditions are set, add filter
conditions for the columns that
are not marked with a hash mark
(#) until the number of data
items is less than or equal to
1,000.
In the window in which filter
conditions are set, add filter
conditions for the columns that
are not marked with a hash mark
(#) until the number of data
items is less than or equal to
1,000.
In the window in which filter
conditions are set, remove the
filter conditions for the columns
that are marked with a hash
mark (#), and then adjust the
filter conditions for the columns
that are not marked with a hash
mark until the number of data
items is less than or equal to
1,000. After that, add filter
conditions for the columns that
are marked with a hash mark,
and then reattempt filtering.
In the window in which filter
conditions are set, remove the
filter conditions for the columns
that are marked with a hash
mark (#), and then adjust the
filter conditions for the columns
that are not marked with a hash
mark until the number of data
items is less than or equal to
1,000. After that, add filter
conditions for the columns that
are marked with a hash mark,
and then reattempt filtering.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
In the window in which filter
conditions are set, add filter
conditions for the columns that
are not marked with a hash mark
(#) until the number of data
items is less than or equal to
1,000.

KATN12667-E

The period of the specified report
The time period set in the Report
window is invalid. Specify a period Window is too long.
that is no more than 1441 minutes. Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

KATN12668-E

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 169 hours.

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 4 months and
1 day.

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 1 year and 1
week.

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 5 years and 1
month.

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

The period of the specified report
window is invalid. Specify a period
that is no more than 21 years.

The time period set in the Report
Window is too long.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

Acquisition of information
necessary for displaying a
window failed.

KATN12669-E

KATN12670-E

KATN12671-E

KATN12672-E

KATN12700-E

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Change the Report Window
settings, and then try again.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12720-E

The value entered for the backdate
offset is invalid. Specify an integer
from 0 to 96 for this period.

A numeric value specified to
indicate a data collection period
in the past is either invalid or
outside the specifiable range.
Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.
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Message ID
KATN12721-E

Message
The entered retry interval is
invalid. Specify an integer from 0
to 5 for this interval.

Corrective Action
The numeric value specified for
the retry interval is either invalid
or outside the specifiable range.
Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

KATN12722-E

The entered retry count is invalid.
Specify an integer from 0 to 5 for
this count.

The numeric value specified for
the number of retries is either
invalid or outside the specifiable
range.
Specify a value within the correct
range, and then try again.

KATN12723-E

KATN12724-E

KATN12725-E

KATN12726-E

The entered retention period for
hourly data is invalid. When the
period unit is <day(s) | week(s) |
month(s)>, specify <1 to 60
day(s) | 1 to 8 week(s) | 1 to 2
month(s)> for this period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period is either
invalid or outside the specifiable
range.

The entered retention period for
daily data is invalid. When the
period unit is <day(s) | week(s) |
month(s) | year(s)>, specify <1 to
365 day(s) | 1 to 50 week(s) | 1 to
12 month(s) | 1 year(s)> for this
period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for daily data
is either invalid or outside the
specifiable range.

The entered retention period for
monthly data is invalid. When the
period unit is <month(s) |
year(s)>, specify <1 to 60
month(s) | 1 to 5 year(s)> for this
period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for monthly
data is either invalid or outside
the specifiable range.

The entered retention period for
yearly data is invalid. When the
period unit is year(s), specify 1 to
10 year(s) for this period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for yearly
data is either invalid or outside
the specifiable range.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.
KATN12727-E

KATN12729-E

The entered retention period for
host configuration history is
invalid. When the period unit is
<day(s) | week(s) | month(s) |
year(s)>, specify <1 to 365 day(s)
| 1 to 50 week(s) | 1 to 60
month(s) | 1 to 10 year(s)> for
this period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for the host
configuration history is either
invalid or outside the specifiable
range.

The entered retention period for
storage system configuration
history is invalid. When the period
unit is <day(s) | week(s) |
month(s) | year(s)>, specify <1 to
365 day(s) | 1 to 50 week(s) | 1 to

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for the
device configuration history is
either invalid or outside the
specifiable range.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.
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Message ID

KATN12730-E

KATN12731-E

KATN12732-E

KATN12733-E

Message

Corrective Action

60 month(s) | 1 to 10 year(s)> for
this period.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

The entered retention period for
fabric configuration history is
invalid. When the period unit is
<day(s) | week(s) | month(s) |
year(s)>, specify <1 to 365 day(s)
| 1 to 50 week(s) | 1 to 60
month(s) | 1 to 10 year(s)> for
this period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for the fabric
configuration history is either
invalid or outside the specifiable
range.

The entered retention period for
application configuration history is
invalid. When the period unit is
<day(s) | week(s) | month(s) |
year(s)>, specify <1 to 365 day(s)
| 1 to 50 week(s) | 1 to 60
month(s) | 1 to 10 year(s)> for
this period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for the
application configuration history
is either invalid or outside the
specifiable range.

The entered retention period for
system reports is invalid. When the
period unit is <day(s) | week(s) |
month(s) | year(s)>, specify <1 to
365 day(s) | 1 to 50 week(s) | 1 to
12 month(s) | 1 to 10 year(s)> for
this period.

The numeric value specified for
the retention period for the
system report is either invalid or
outside the specifiable range.

The entered polling status
monitoring time is invalid. Specify
an integer from 1 to 24 for this
time.

The numeric value specified for
the monitoring time is either
invalid or outside the specifiable
range.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.

Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.
KATN12734-E

The entered polling monitoring
time is invalid. Specify an integer
from 1 to 24 for this time.

The numeric value specified for
the monitoring time is either
invalid or outside the specifiable
range.
Specify a value in the correct
range, and then try again.
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KATN12735-E

For the mail server, enter a host
The character string specified for
name or IP address that consists of the mail server is incorrect.
only single-byte characters.
Specify a character string in the
correct format, and then try
again.

KATN12736-E

The number of characters in the
destination address for notifications
is invalid. Enter from 3 to 320
characters for this address.

The character string specified for
the notification destination
address is too short or too long.
Specify a character string whose
length is correct, and then try
again.
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Message ID
KATN12737-E

Message

Corrective Action

The entered destination address for The character string specified for
notifications is invalid. Enter a
the notification destination
correctly formatted address.
address contains a two-byte
character.
Specify a correct character
string, and then try again.

KATN12738-E

The number of characters in the
user name is invalid. Enter from 1
to 64 characters for this name.

The character string specified for
the user name is too short or too
long.
Specify a correct character
string, and then try again.

KATN12739-E

The entered user name is invalid.
Enter a correctly formatted name.

The character string specified for
the user name contains a twobyte character.
Specify a correct character
string, and then try again.

KATN12740-E

KATN12741-E

The number of characters in the
password is invalid. Enter no more
than 64 characters for the
password.

The character string specified for
the password is too long.

The entered password is invalid.
Enter a correctly formatted
password.

The character string specified for
the password contains a two-byte
character.

Specify a correct character
string, and then try again.

Specify a correct character
string, and then try again.
KATN12742-E

No destination for alert
notifications is specified. If alert
monitoring is specified, specify a
destination for alert notifications.

Alert notification was enabled
without specifying the notification
destination.
Specify the alert notification
destination, and then try again.

KATN12743-E

The entered retention period for
The numeric value specified for
weekly data is invalid. When the
the retention period for weekly
period unit is <weeks | months |
data is either invalid or outside
years>, specify <1 to 50 weeks | 1 the specifiable range.
to 12 months | 1 year> for this
Specify a value in the correct
period.
range, and then try again.

KATN12744-E

The number of characters in the
name of the mail server is invalid.
Enter from 1 to 500 characters for
this name.

The character string specified for
the mail server is too short or too
long.

An attempt to refresh Agent
information has failed.

An error occurred while agent
information was being refreshed.

KATN12750-E

Specify a correct character
string, and then try again.

Use the following procedure:
1.
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Check the status of the
agent specified as the
refresh target, and take
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
action as instructed by the
KATN14811-W message.

KATN12751-E

An unexpected error occurred
during polling.

2.

Collection Manager might not
have started. Make sure that
Collection Manager has
started, and then restart
Tuning Manager server.

3.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

An error occurred while polling
was being started.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12752-W

Polling is already being performed.

Polling could not be started for
either of the following reasons:
•

Polling was already being
performed.

•

A list of Agents was being
updated.

Wait, and then try again.
KATN12753-E

KATN12754-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to connect to an
Agent.

An error occurred during
processing to connect the agent.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to disconnect an
Agent.

An error occurred during
processing to disconnect the
agent.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
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Corrective Action
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12755-E

An unexpected error occurred
during modification of the polling
schedule.

An error occurred while the
polling schedule was being
updated.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12756-E

An unexpected error occurred
during modification of polling
settings.

An error occurred while the
polling settings were being
updated.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12757-E

An unexpected error occurred
during modification of a retention
period.

An error occurred while the data
retention period was being
updated.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12758-E

An unexpected error occurred
during modification of system alert
settings.

An error occurred while the
system alert settings were being
updated.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12759-E

An unexpected error occurred while An error occurred while polling
stopping polling.
was being stopped.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12770-I

Agent information will now be
updated.

--

KATN12771-I

Updating of Agent information has
been completed.

--

KATN12772-I

Polling will now start for the
specified Agent.

--

KATN12773-I

The current polling will now stop.

--

KATN12788-I

A test email was sent successfully.

--

KATN12789-E

An attempt to send a test email
has failed.

Sending of a test email failed.

KATN12791-E

No schedule has been specified.
Specify a schedule.

No schedule has been specified.
Specify a schedule.

KATN12792-E

When you specify a schedule,
select at least one polling time.

No polling time has been
specified.

Check and correct the email
destination address and network
settings, and then try again.

When you specify a schedule,
select at least one polling time.
KATN12793-E

The specified Agent no longer
exists.

The agent for which you
attempted to update information
has been deleted.

KATN12794-E

When you specify a schedule,
select at least one polling time.

No polling time has been
specified.
When you specify a schedule,
select at least one polling time.

KATN12795-E

No Agent is selected. Select at
least one Agent.

No target agent has been
selected. Select at least one
agent.

KATN12798-E

An unexpected error occurred
during acquisition of progress
information.

Progress information was deleted
because a predefined length of
time had elapsed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12799-I
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Polling has finished for the
specified Agent.

--
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Message ID
KATN12803-E

Message
Main Console is now being
initialized.

Corrective Action
An attempt was made to log in to
Main Console before the system
was initialized.
Wait a while, and then try again.

KATN12807-I

Main Console is now being
initialized.

An attempt was made to display
the login window before the
system was initialized.
Wait a while, and then log in.

KATN12814-E

KATN12816-E

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization of Main
Console.

Initialization terminated
abnormally.

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization of Main
Console.

Initialization processing
terminated abnormally after the
login button was clicked.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12817-E

Main Console is now being
initialized.

The license button was clicked
during startup (initialization)
processing.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12818-E

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization of Main
Console.

The license button was clicked
when startup (initialization)
processing had terminated
abnormally.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12821-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12822-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display the
Help window.

The Help window could not be
displayed or an attempt was
made to display the Help window
by using an incorrect method.
Use the Help menu or button to
display the Help window.

KATN12823-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display the
Help window.

An attempt to display the Help
window failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12824-E

An unexpected error occurred
An internal error occurred during
during login. (maintenance
login processing.
information = detailed-information) Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12825-E

No user ID has been entered. Enter No user ID was specified.
a user ID.

KATN12826-E

No password has been entered.
Enter a password.

No password was specified.

KATN12827-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.
Check whether the URL used for
starting a Tuning Manager server
whose version is earlier than v6.0
has been registered, and if so,
delete it.
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Message ID
KATN12829-E

Message
An unexpected error occurred
during routine processing.

Corrective Action
An unexpected error occurred
during routine processing.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12830-E

KATN12831-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

A method specified in the object
does not exist.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

The application attempted to
create a non-array instance, to
set or retrieve a field, or to call a
method.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN12832-E

KATN12833-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

An exception was raised by the
called method.

An unexpected error occurred
during window refresh processing.

An unexpected error occurred
during window refresh
processing.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12834-E

An unexpected error occurred
during window refresh processing.

An unexpected error occurred
during window refresh
processing.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN12901-E

KATN12902-W

An unexpected error occurred
during polling.

An error occurred during polling.

Polling is already being stopped.

The Interrupt Polling button
was clicked while polling was
already stopping.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

No further action is needed.
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KATN12903-W

Current polling will stop because an A stop operation was performed
operation was performed to stop it. while polling was being executed.

KATN12904-E

Select the period unit for hourly
data.

The hourly data list box has not
been selected.

KATN12905-E

Select the period unit for daily
data.

The daily data list box has not
been selected.

KATN12906-E

Select the period unit for monthly
data.

The monthly data list box has not
been selected.

KATN12907-E

Select the period unit for yearly
data.

The yearly data list box has not
been selected.

KATN12908-E

Select the period unit for host
configuration history.

The host configuration history list
box has not been selected.

KATN12909-E

Select the period unit for device
configuration history.

The device configuration history
list box has not been selected.

KATN12910-E

Select the period unit for fabric
configuration history.

The fabric configuration history
list box has not been selected.

KATN12911-E

Select the period unit for
application configuration history.

The application configuration
history list box has not been
selected.

KATN12912-E

Select the period unit for system
reports.

The system report list box has
not been selected.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATN12915-W

The value entered for the attribute
attribute-name-of-the-filtercondition in number line-numberfor-the-filter-condition is invalid.

A filter condition value is missing
or is invalid.

KATN12916-E

Select the period unit for weekly
data.

The weekly data combo box has
not been selected.

KATN12917-I

Processing to stop current polling
has terminated.

--

KATN12918-E

Data was updated during window
refresh processing. Please refresh
the window again.

Information stored in the
database was updated during
window refresh processing.
Refresh the window again.

KATN12919-E

The polling schedule of
unmonitored Agents cannot be
edited. Do not select an
unmonitored Agent.

This error occurs if you select
only a disconnected Agent and
then attempt to open the
schedule setting window. You
cannot specify any schedule
settings for disconnected Agents.
Refresh the window again.

KATN12920-W

The polling schedule of
unmonitored Agents cannot be
edited. Processing will continue
while excluding unmonitored
Agents from those subject to
editing.

This error occurs if you select
both connected and disconnected
Agents at the same time, and
then attempt to open the
schedule setting window. You
cannot specify any schedule
settings for disconnected Agents.
Therefore, processing continues
for only connected Agents
(processing is not performed for
disconnected Agents).

KATN12921-W

Polling processing has finished but
part of the processing failed.
Confirm the details in the System
Report window and the log files.

The following problems might
have occurred:
•

Acquisition of the Agent list
has failed.

•

Data collection from an
Agent has failed.

Check the information in the
System Report window. Also, in
the log file, check any error
messages or warnings that were
output immediately before this
message, and follow the
instructions in those messages.
After that, re-execute polling.
KATN13011-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
window.

Acquisition of information
necessary for displaying a
window failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN13012-E

The selected resource has been
deleted.

Acquisition of information
necessary for displaying a
window failed. The existence of
the resource could not be
confirmed.
Re-display the window, and then
make sure that resources exist.

KATN13013-E

The selected Agent has been
deleted.

Information required to display a
window failed. The Agent has
been deleted.
Re-display the window, and then
make sure that the selected
Agent exists. If you
unintentionally deleted the
Agent, reset up the connection
for the Agent.

KATN13014-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to display a
chart.

An internal error occurred during
processing to display a chart.

KATN13015-W

The number of resources with the
specified resource type (resourcetype-name) exceeds maximumnumber-of-displayed-resources.

The number of resources exceeds
maximum-number-of-displayedresources.

KATN13016-E

No displayable resources were
found.

No data exists for the resources
that are to be charted.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Poll the Tuning Manager server,
and then try again.
KATN13017-W

At least one resource could not be
displayed.

No data exists for at least one of
the resources that are to be
charted.

KATN13018-E

The specified resource is not a
monitoring target of Tuning
Manager server.

The specified resource is not a
monitoring target of the Tuning
Manager server.
Add the storage system
containing the resource to the
monitoring targets of the Tuning
Manager server.
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Message ID
KATN13019-E

Message
The requested report is not
supported by the Tuning Manager
server version.

Corrective Action
The specified report is not
supported by the Tuning Manager
server.
Install the version of the Tuning
Manager server that supports the
report specified by the program
that launches Tuning Manager.

KATN13020-E

KATN13021-I

KATN13022-I

No license has been registered, or
the license has expired. Enter a
valid Tuning Manager server
license key, and then try again.

No license has been registered,
or the license has expired.

Performance or capacity
information cannot be displayed for
hosts monitored in agentless
mode. (host name = name-of-thehost-monitored-in-agentlessmode)

An attempt was made to display
the performance or capacity
information of a single host that
was monitored in agentless
mode.

Enter a valid Tuning Manager
server license key, and then try
again.

Make sure that the host to which
the specified resources belong is
monitored in agent mode.

Performance or capacity
An attempt was made to display
information cannot be displayed for the performance or capacity
hosts monitored in agentless
information about multiple hosts
mode.
that were monitored in agentless
mode.
Make sure that the hosts to
which the specified resources
belong are monitored in agent
mode.

KATN13023-E

KATN13024-E

The specified storage system is not
supported by Tuning Manager.
(serial number = serial-number-ofthe-required-storage-system,
maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The specified storage system is
not supported by the Tuning
Manager series.

The specified report is not
supported by Tuning Manager.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The report cannot be displayed
due to the following causes:

Make sure that the specified
storage system is a supported
model.

•

The specified report is not
supported by the Tuning
Manager server.

•

An internal error occurred
while a report was being
displayed.

Install the version of the Tuning
Manager server that supports the
report specified by the program
that launches Tuning Manager.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN14201-E

KATN14202-E

KATN14203-E

KATN14204-E

An unexpected error occurred
during Favorite Report Window
registration. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

A database error occurred during
Favorite Report Window
registration.

An unexpected error occurred
during Favorite Chart registration.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

A database error occurred during
Favorite Chart registration.

An unexpected error occurred
during user registration.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

A database error occurred during
user registration.

An unexpected error occurred
during Favorite Report Window
acquisition.

A database error occurred during
acquisition of Favorite Report
Window information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN14205-E
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An unexpected error occurred
during Favorite Chart acquisition.

A database error occurred during
acquisition of Favorite Chart
information.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14206-E

An unexpected error occurred
during user acquisition.

A database error occurred during
acquisition of user information.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14207-E

KATN14208-E

KATN14209-E

KATN14210-E

An unexpected error occurred
during a Favorite Report Window
update. (maintenance information
= maintenance-information)

A database error occurred during
updating of the Favorite Report
Window information.

An unexpected error occurred
during a Favorite Chart update.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

A database error occurred during
updating of the Favorite Chart
information.

An unexpected error occurred
during a user update.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

A database error occurred during
updating of user information.

An unexpected error occurred
during a Favorite Report Window

A database error occurred during
deletion of the Favorite Report
Window information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

deletion. (maintenance information Contact the system
= maintenance-information)
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN14211-E

KATN14212-E

A database error occurred during
deletion of the Favorite Chart
information.

An unexpected error occurred
during a user deletion.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

A database error occurred during
deletion of user information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14401-E

An unexpected error occurred
An internal error occurred while a
during processing to display a
report was being displayed.
report. (maintenance information = Contact the system
maintenance-information)
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14402-E

An unexpected error occurred
during acquisition of configuration
information.

KATN14407-E
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An unexpected error occurred
during a Favorite Chart deletion.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

An error occurred in a data
access related to the database.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Data from an agent could not be
The Agent list which belongs to
processed. (service ID of the agent the system might not be updated
after installing or upgrading the
Agent.
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Message ID

KATN14408-W

Message

Corrective Action

= service-ID-of-Agent-that-couldnot-process-the-collected-data)

Refresh the Agent list. If the
version of the Agent that has
been installed is newer than the
versions that the system
supports, downgrade the Agent
version or upgrade the system
version.

An agent to monitor the resource
performance information is not
connected or has been deleted
from Device Manager.

An Agent which is monitoring
some resources has been deleted
from Collection Manager or
Device Manager.
To view resource performance
information, connect the Agent.
If the resource is a storage
system and has been deleted
from Device Manager, add the
resource to the monitoring
targets.

KATN14409-E

At least one agent could not be
accessed temporarily because the
agent information was being
refreshed.

Accessing an Agent failed
temporarily because the Agent
information was being refreshed.

The system stopped accessing the
agent because the Agent did not
respond within the timeout period.
(Agent = Agent-service-ID)

The Agent might be busy, or an
excessive amount of data is
being acquired.

System is so busy that system can
not start processing to display a
window.

Too many requests are being
processed.

KATN14801-I

Agent information has been
updated.

--

KATN14811-W

An attempt to update some Agent
information failed during
processing to update the Agent list.
(Agent = Agent-service-ID,
maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The cause of the error is one of
the following:

KATN14410-E

KATN14411-E

Re-display the window.

Re-display the window. If timeout
continues to occur after redisplaying the window, shorten
the report window period and
then re-display the window.

Wait a while, and then re-display
the window.

1.

The Agent was not started.

2.

Either Agent for RAID Map or
Agent for Platform does not
exist on the Agent host.

3.

Multiple Agents were
monitoring the same target.
For the service IDs of the
relevant Agents, see the
KATN14826-W message.

4.
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The monitoring target of an
Agent was not started.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
5.

Data could not be acquired
from an Agent because the
Agent was busy.

6.

Before this message was
output, either the
KATN16001-E or
KATN16003-E message was
output.

7.

Collection Manager was not
started.

8.

Before this message is
output, the KATN14870-W
message was output.

Take the action below that
corresponds to the cause:

KATN14812-E

An unexpected error occurred
during acquisition of the Agent list.

1.

Start the services of the
relevant Agents.

2.

Correctly set up the relevant
Agents, and then start their
services.

3.

Set up the relevant Agents
so that they monitor
separate targets. Do this by
referring to the KATN14826W message.

4.

Start the monitoring target
services of the relevant
Agents.

5.

Execute the jpcctrl list
command. Update the list of
Agents while the Agents are
not busy.

6.

Take action as instructed by
the KATN16001-E or
KATN16003-E message.

7.

Start the Collection Manager
service.

8.

Take the action described in
the KATN14870-W message.

An error occurred during
database processing.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN14813-E

KATN14814-E

KATN14815-E

KATN14816-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update the
Agent list.

An error occurred during
database processing.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update the
Agent list.

License information could not be
acquired.

An unexpected error occurred
during acquisition of information
from Device Manager. (Device
Manager identification information
= Device-Manager-identificationinformation-that-could-not-beacquired)

An error occurred during
database processing.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

An attempt to update the Agent list Collection Manager might not
failed.
have started.
Make sure that Collection
Manager has started.

KATN14817-E

KATN14818-E

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update the
Agent list.

An error occurred during
database processing.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update the
Agent list.

An error occurred during
database processing.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14819-E
KATN14820-E

The Agent list is now being
updated.

A list of agents is being updated.

An unexpected error occurred.

An error occurred during
database processing.

Wait for the updating to finish.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN14821-E

KATN14822-E

KATN14823-W

KATN14825-W

KATN14826-W
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An unexpected error occurred
during acquisition of Agent
information.

An error occurred during
database processing.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update the
Agent list.

An unexpected exception
occurred.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update the
Agent list. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

Acquisition of agent information
failed due to an internal error.

The Agent list was not updated
because a license has not been
registered.

The license has not been
registered.

Duplicated Agents are monitoring
the same target(s).(Agent =
Agent-service-ID)

Multiple Agents are monitoring
the same target. Set up the
Agents so that they monitor
separate targets.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Check whether the URL used for
starting a Tuning Manager server
whose version is earlier than v6.0
has been registered, and if so,
delete it.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

From the Login window, start the
License window to check the
license status.
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Message ID
KATN14850-E

Message
Collection Manager could not be
connected to.

Corrective Action
Collection Manager might not
have started.
Make sure that Collection
Manager has started.

KATN14851-E

KATN14852-E

KATN14853-E

An Agent could not be connected
to. (Agent = Agent-service-ID,
maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The agent might not have
started.

A memory shortage occurred in
Collection Manager during
connection to an Agent. (Agent =
Agent-service-ID)

A Collection Manager memory
shortage occurred.

An unexpected error occurred
during connection to Collection
Manager. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

Make sure that the agent has
started.

•

Make sure that true is
specified for
blockTransferMode in the
initial settings file
(config.xml). If true is
specified for
blockTransferMode, divided
report data can be retrieved
from View Server.

•

Shorten the time interval for
collecting reports.

•

Decrease the number of
reports collected at the same
time.

An unexpected error occurred on
the connection to Collection
Manager.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14854-E

An unexpected error occurred
The Main Console state is
during communication with an
incorrect.
Agent. (maintenance information = Contact the system
maintenance-information)
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14855-E

An unexpected error occurred
during connection to Collection
Manager. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

The connection to Collection
Manager failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14856-E

An Agent was deleted from
Collection Manager. (Agent =
Agent-service-ID)

An agent was removed from
Collection Manager.
If the agents connected to
Collection Manager have been
changed, update the list of
agents.
If the agent has been removed
inadvertently, re-establish the
connection between the agent
and Collection Manager.

KATN14857-E

KATN14858-E

KATN14859-E

KATN14860-E

An unexpected error occurred
during the initialization for Agent
connection processing.

The settings file could not be
loaded.

An error occurred during
communication with Collection
Manager.

Collection Manager might not
have started.

An error occurred during
communication with Collection
Manager. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

Collection Manager might not
have started.

An unexpected error occurred
during connection to Collection
Manager.

Connecting to Collection Manager
is impossible because there are
no available sessions.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Make sure that Collection
Manager has started.

Make sure that Collection
Manager has started.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN14861-E
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An unexpected error occurred
during the initialization for Agent
connection processing.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

Log initialization failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14862-E

Authentication processing for
Collection Manager has failed.

The authentication file cannot be
accessed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14863-E

An unexpected error occurred
during communication with
Collection Manager.

An unexpected error occurred
during communication with
Collection Manager.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14864-E

KATN14865-E

An unexpected error occurred
during communication with an
Agent. (Agent = Agent-service-ID,
maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

Information cannot be acquired
from the Agent.

Authentication processing for
Collection Manager has failed.

The authentication file contains
incorrect information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN14866-E

Authentication processing for
Collection Manager has failed.

The authentication file contains
incorrect information.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN14867-E

The processing to collect agent
The Agent might be busy.
data timed out because there was
Retry the operation.
no response from the agent. (agent
= Agent-service-ID)

KATN14868-E

Information could not be acquired
from the Agent. (Agent = Agentservice-ID)

The monitoring target of the
Agent might not be running.

KATN14869-I

The Agent is busy.(Agent = Agentservice-ID)

The collection of performance
information by the Agent is
taking time.

KATN14870-W

The Agent information failed to be
acquired. (Agent = Agent-serviceID, maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

Possible causes of the error are
as follows:

Check the status of the
monitoring target.

1.

Communication cannot be
established from Collection
Manager to the Agent.

2.

The Agent host is using an
invalid IP address.

3.

The IP address of the Agent
host could not be acquired.

4.

The Agent could not be
connected to because it was
busy.

5.

The Agent terminated
abnormally immediately after
being connected to by
Collection Manager.

6.

The Agent terminated
abnormally immediately after
sending the requested data.

Take the corresponding action
below:
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1.

Correctly set up the Agent
and start it. Also make sure
that a connection error has
not occurred, and then retry
the operation.

2.

Check and correct the IP
address and network
settings, and then retry the
operation.

3.

Check and correct the IP
address and network
settings, and then retry the
operation.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
4.

Execute the jpcctrl list
command, and then retry the
operation when the Agent is
not busy.

5.

Contact the system
administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

6.

Contact the system
administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

KATN14872-E

The target Device Manager is a
version that cannot connect to
Tuning Manager server.

The target Device Manager is a
version that cannot connect to
the Tuning Manager server.
Upgrade Device Manager to
version 8.0 or later.

KATN14876-W

KATN14877-W

KATN15000-E

The number of targets has
exceeded the maximum number
that Tuning Manager server can
monitor. (item = exceeded-item,
maximum = maximum-number(threshold-value))

The number of devices managed
by Device Manager has exceeded
the maximum number of devices
that can be monitored by the
Tuning Manager server.

Main Console does not support
monitoring a host whose name
exceeds 255 characters. (host
name = host-name-thatexceeds-255-characters)

A host whose name exceeds 255
characters was detected.

An unexpected error occurred
during database initialization.

An unexpected error occurred
during database initialization.

Make sure that the number of
devices managed by the Tuning
Manager server does not exceed
the maximum number of devices
that can be monitored by the
Tuning Manager server.

Specify the name of a host using
no more than 255 characters,
and then perform a refresh or
polling again.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN15001-E

An unexpected error occurred
during connection to the database.

The connection to the Main
Console database failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN15002-E

Connection to Device Manager has
failed. (host name = DeviceManager-host-name)

The connection to the Device
Manager database failed.
Make sure that the host name
setting and service startup status
of the linked Device Manager are
correct, and then restart the
Tuning Manager server.
If some other action is necessary,
contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN15003-E

An error occurred in the database.

An error occurred in the Main
Console database.
If the database capacity is
insufficient, use the htm-dbsetup command to increase the
capacity.
If some other action is necessary,
contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN15004-E

2-82

An error occurred in the database.
(host name = Device-Managerhost-name)

An error occurred in the Device
Manager database.
If the database capacity is
insufficient, use the htm-dbsetup command to increase the
capacity.
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Message

Corrective Action
If some other action is necessary,
contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN15005-E

KATN15006-E

KATN15007-E

KATN15008-E

KATN15009-E

A communication error occurred
during connection to the database.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

A communication error occurred
on the connection to a database.

Database capacity is insufficient.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The database capacity is
insufficient.

An unexpected error occurred
during connection to the database.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The state of the database RD
area is incorrect.

A temporary error occurred in the
database. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

A temporary error occurred in the
database.

An unexpected error occurred
during connection to the database.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

Possible causes of the error are
as follows:

Check the startup status of the
Main Console service, and then
restart the Tuning Manager
server. If the service cannot be
started or if the service has
started, but the problem has not
been resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Use the htm-db-setup command
to increase the database
capacity.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Wait a while, and then try again.

1.
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The database for Tuning
Manager server 5.9 or earlier
might have been restored or
imported, or the database
might not have been
installed correctly.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
2.

An internal error might have
occurred while the database
was being accessed.

Take the action below that
corresponds to the cause:
1-1. Make sure that the database
for Tuning Manager server 5.9 or
earlier has been correctly
installed.
1-2. Restore the backup of a
supported database.
2. If
ConnectionWrapper#getAutoCom
mit is displayed in the error
message, no action is required
because the system will continue
to run the service. In all other
cases, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN15010-E

The database work area is
insufficient.

The database work area is
insufficient.

KATN15012-E

Tuning Manager access to DB is
blocked. Problem is detected in
Tuning Manager. Call server
administrator.

The RDAREA for the database has
been blocked.

Tuning Manager access to DB is
blocked. Problem is detected in
Device Manager. Call server
administrator.

The RDAREA for the database has
been blocked.

Main Console failed to connect to
Device Manager. Make sure that
the htm-dvm-setup and Device
Manager htmsetup commands

Possible causes of the error are
as follows:

KATN15013-E

KATN15014-E

2-84

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

1. Possible causes of the error on
the Tuning Manager server host
side:
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Message ID

Message
were executed and that Device
Manager is running.

Corrective Action
•

The htm-dvm-setup
command might not have
been executed.

•

There might be a mistake in
the information for the
destination Device Manager
host specified in the htmdvm-setup command.

•

There might be a mistake in
the information for the
destination host that Device
Manager will be installed on
(specified during the Tuning
Manager server installation).

2. Possible causes of the error on
the Device Manager host side:
2-1.
•

The htmsetup command
might not have been
executed on the destination
Device Manager host.

•

There might be a mistake in
the specified option in the
htmsetup command that was
executed on the destination
Device Manager host.

2-2.
The destination Device Manager
host might not be running.
2-3.
The version of the destination
Device Manager host might not
be compatible with this Tuning
Manager server.Alternatively, if
Hitachi Compute Systems
Manager v8.1.1 or later is
installed on the same host as the
destination Device Manager host,
upgrade Device Manager to
v8.1.1 or later.
3. Possible causes of the error on
both the Tuning Manager and
Device Manager hosts:
The firewall is blocking all
communication between the two.
Take the action below that
corresponds to the cause:
1. Resolving the problem when it
is on the Tuning Manager server
host side:
Execute the htm-dvm-setup /
list (or in Linux, the htm-dvm-
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
setup --list) command on the
Tuning Manager server host, and
then make sure that the
information about the destination
Device Manager host has been
correctly set up. If the
destination host has not been
correctly set up, execute the
htm-dvm-setup command on the
Tuning Manager server host to
properly configure the
information for the destination
Device Manager host.
2. Resolving the problem when it
is on the Device Manager host
side:
2-1.
Execute the htmsetup command
on the destination Device
Manager host, and then make
sure that the Tuning Manager
server information is correct. If
the Tuning Manager server
information is not correct, change
it. For details about the htmsetup
command, see the Hitachi
Command Suite Installation and
Configuration Guide.
2-2.
Make sure that the destination
Device Manager host is running.
If it is not, start it.
2-3.
Make sure that the version of the
destination Device Manager host
is compatible with this Tuning
Manager server.
If the versions are not
compatible, install a version of
Device Manager that is
compatible with this Tuning
Manager server.
3. Resolving the problem when it
is on both the Tuning Manager
and Device Manager hosts:
Make sure that the firewall is
enabled on both hosts. If it is,
then make sure that the hosts
can communicate with each
other. If not, change the firewall
settings so that the hosts can
communicate with each other. In
addition, make sure that the
socket communication within
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Corrective Action
both of the hosts is being
blocked. If the socket
communication is being blocked,
change the firewall settings in
order to be able to correctly
perform socket communication
within both hosts.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN15015-E

KATN16000-W

KATN16001-E

KATN16002-E

Main Console could not connect to
the Tuning Manager server
database. Make sure the database
is running.

The database at Tuning Manager
server might be stopped.

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = property-name,
specified-value, default-value)

An invalid value has been set in
an internal file.

Unsupported agent was detected
during the collection of data from
Agents. (agent = Agent-service-ID,
maintenance information = valuetype, unsupported-value)

An attempt was made to collect
data for an unsupported Agent.

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = value-type,
unknown-value)

Data collection was performed for
an unknown agent.

Make sure that the database is
running. If it is not running, then
re-start the Tuning Manager
server. If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Delete the unsupported Agent
from Collection Manager.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN16003-E

KATN16004-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unsupported monitoring target
was detected. (maintenance
information = detailed-errorinformation)

Main Console does not support
the object being monitored by
the agent.

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = detailed-errorinformation)

The reference relationships
between resource data items to
be processed could not be
resolved during data collection
from the agent.

Disconnect the agent.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN16005-W

2-88

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = resource-classname)

This message might be output if
the previous data collection failed
before it was complete.

KATN16006-W

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = resource-classname)

The repository database contains
more than one latest CONFIG
Resource instance. The previous
polling might have failed before it
was complete. If a similar
warning is output repeatedly
when the previous polling has
terminated normally, contact the
system administrator. If the
problem cannot be resolved,
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN16007-E

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = detailed-errorinformation)

An error might have occurred in
the repository database.

If a similar warning is output
repeatedly when the previous
polling has terminated normally,
contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
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determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16008-E

KATN16009-W

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = detailed-errorinformation)

A problem might have occurred
in the connected agent.

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = detailed-errorinformation)

When data collection was
terminated due to an error, an
exception occurred for any of the
following: releasing synchronized
objects, releasing objects that
access the agent, issuing a
ROLLBACK request to the
ROLLBACK repository database,
reporting to the execution history
management process, or
reporting to the progress
monitoring object.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN16010-E

An unexpected error occurred
during the collection of data from
an Agent. (maintenance
information = detailed-errorinformation)

An internal error occurred.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16011-W

Data could not be acquired from an Data might not be collected by
Agent. (Agent name = Agentthe Agent.
service-ID, record name = record- Check the Agent status.
name)

KATN16012-W

Processing to convert data
collected from an agent has failed.
(agent = Agent-service-ID,
maintenance information = Agentdata-model-version)

The Agent information might not
be the most recent one, or the
version of the Agent might not be
supported by Main Console.
Update the Agent list.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If the problem occurs after
updating, check the version, and
then connect the Agent whose
version is supported by Main
Console.

KATN16013-W

Subnet mask information could not
be acquired. (host name = host
name, IP address = IP address)

Either of the following IP
addresses might be set in the
specifications file for
communication IP addresses
(jpcagteparm.ini) used by
Agent for RAID Map on the target
host:
•

An IP address that is not
assigned to the target host

•

An IP address that is
included in the 33rd and
following IP addresses
displayed by the ipconfig
command (Windows) or the
ifconfig command (UNIX)

Delete the specifications file for
communication IP addresses
(jpcagteparm.ini) used by
Agent for RAID Map on the target
host, and then restart the Agent
for RAID Map service.
KATN16150-E

The connection to Device Manager
has failed. The Device Manager
version to be connected with
Tuning Manager it not compatible
with this Tuning Manager, or
Device Manager might be starting a
service. (maintenance information
= Device-Manager-databaseschema-version, earliest-versionof-the-supported-Tuning-Managerserver)

The cause of the error is one of
the following:
1. The version of the connected
Device Manager is not compatible
with the version of this Tuning
Manager server.
2. Startup of services did not
complete immediately after the
connected Device Manager was
upgraded from version 7.6.1 or
earlier to version 8.0 or later.
3. During migration of the
database of the connected Device
Manager, startup of services did
not complete immediately after a
database of version 7.6.1 or
earlier was imported.
Take the action below that
corresponds to the cause:
Cause 1
Install a version of Tuning
Manager server that is
compatible with the connected
Device Manager. Alternatively,
install a version of Device
Manager that is compatible with
this Tuning Manager server.
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Corrective Action
Causes 2 and 3
After startup of the connected
Device Manager's services
completes and you confirm that
you can log in to Device
Manager, restart the Tuning
Manager server service.

KATN16151-W

Collection of data about a storage
system was interrupted. (model
name = model-name-of-thestorage-system-whose-data-is-tobe-collected, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected)

KATN16152-I

Collection of data about a storage
Updating data for each storage
system finished successfully.
system has been completed
(model name = model-name-ofsuccessfully.
the-storage-system-whose-data-isto-be-collected, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected)

KATN16153-W

Collection of data about a storage
system was interrupted. (model
name = model-name-of-thestorage-system-whose-data-is-tobe-collected, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected)

Device Manager might be
refreshing or reconfiguring the
storage system whose data is to
be collected.

Collection of data about a storage
system has failed. (model name =
model-name-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected, serial number = serialnumber-of-the-storage-systemwhose-data-is-to-be-collected)

A database connection error
occurred during data collection
from the storage system.

KATN16154-E

KATN16157-I

The storage system whose data
is to be collected might have
been removed from Device
Manager. Check Device Manager
for the status of the relevant
storage system, and then
perform polling again.

Check Device Manager for the
status of the relevant storage
system, and then perform polling
again.

See the error message that was
output immediately before this
one.

Data collection from Device
-Manager has been completed.
(storage systems for which data
acquisition was successful =
comma-delimited-storage-systemserial-numbers, storage systems
for which data acquisition was
interrupted = comma-delimitedstorage-system-serial-numbers,
storage systems for which data
acquisition was canceled = commadelimited-storage-system-serialnumbers, storage systems for
which an error occurred during
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

data acquisition = commadelimited-storage-system-serialnumbers, storage systems for
which data acquisition was not
performed = comma-delimitedstorage-system-serial-numbers)
KATN16158-E

KATN16159-E

An unexpected error occurred
during collection of data from
Device Manager. (model name =
model-name-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected, serial number = serialnumber-of-the-storage-systemwhose-data-is-to-be-collected)

An unexpected error occurred
during acquisition of storage
system data.

An unexpected error occurred
during collection of data from
Device Manager.

An unexpected error occurred
during data acquisition from
Device Manager.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN16161-I

KATN16162-W

KATN16163-W

Collection of data about a storage
system has been canceled. model
name = model-name-of-thestorage-system-whose-data-is-tobe-collected, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected)

The user canceled polling.

Collection of data about a storage
system was interrupted. (model
name = model-name-of-thestorage-system-whose-data-is-tobe-collected, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected)

The storage system data in
Device Manager is inconsistent.

Collection of data about one or
more storage systems was
interrupted during collection of the
data from Device Manager.

An update operation for Device
Manager data was detected in
one or more managed storage
systems.

Perform polling again.

Check Device Manager for the
status of the relevant storage
system, and then perform polling
again.

Check Device Manager for the
status of managed storage
systems, and then perform
polling again.
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KATN16164-I

A storage system not supported by
Tuning Manager has been detected
in Device Manager. The storage
system will be ignored. (model
name = model-name-of-thestorage-system-whose-data-is-tobe-collected, serial number =
serial-number-of-the-storagesystem-whose-data-is-to-becollected)

Device Manager is managing a
storage system that is not
supported by the Tuning Manager
server.

KATN16167-I

A connection to Device Manager
was successfully established. (host
name = host-name-or-IP-addressof-the-connected-Device-Managerhost)

A connection to Device Manager
was successfully established.

KATN16169-I

An unknown CHA has been
detected. (storage system =
storage-system-name, CHA =
CHA-name, maintenance
information 1 = maintenanceinformation-1, maintenance
information 2 = maintenanceinformation-2)

An unknown CHA has been
detected.

KATN16171-I

Collection of data from Device
-Manager about virtualization
servers has finished. (finished
successfully = number-ofvirtualization-servers-whose-datawas-collected-successfully,
interrupted = number-ofvirtualization-servers-whose-datacollection-was-interrupted, an error
occurred = number-ofvirtualization-servers-for-which-anerror-occurred-during-datacollection, not executed = numberof-virtualization-servers-whosedata-collection-has-not-beenperformed-yet)

KATN16172-W

Collection of data about a
virtualization server was
interrupted. (virtualization server
name = name-of- virtualizationserver-whose-data-will-becollected)

Device Manager might still be in
the process of collecting data
from the virtualization server
whose data will be collected.

Collection of data about one or
more virtualization servers was
interrupted during collection of the
data from Device Manager.

An attempt to update data from
Device Manager or an error has
been detected on one or more
virtualization servers whose data
will be collected.

KATN16173-W

Make sure that Device Manager is
not attempting any operations on
the virtualization server, and
then retry polling.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
See the error message that was
output immediately before this
message.

KATN16175-I

Collection of data about a
virtualization server has been
canceled.

Polling has been canceled by a
user.

KATN16176-W

Collection of data about a
virtualization server was
interrupted. (virtualization server
name = name-of- virtualizationserver-whose-data-will-becollected)

Data acquired from Device
Manager about the virtualization
server is invalid.

Collection of data about the
virtualization environment has
failed.

A database connection error has
occurred during collection of data
from Device Manager about the
virtualization environment.

KATN16177-E

Check the error status on Device
Manager, and then retry polling.
If no error is found on Device
Manager, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

See the error message that was
output immediately before this
message.
KATN16178-W

The number of resources has
exceeded the maximum number
that Tuning Manager can monitor.
(item = item-that-exceeded-themaximum-number, maximum =
maximum-number)

The number of resources
controlled by Device Manager in
the virtualization environment
has exceeded the maximum
number that the Tuning Manager
server can monitor.
Check the number of resources
monitored by the Tuning
Manager server in the
virtualization environment, and
then reduce the number of
resources controlled by Device
Manager to less than the
maximum number that the
Tuning Manager server can
monitor.

KATN16181-E

An attempt to count the number of
monitoring resources has failed.

A database connection error
occurred while counting the
number of resources monitored
by the Tuning Manager server.
See the error message that was
output immediately before this
one.

KATN16183-I
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The version of the connected
Device Manager is one that is
unable to acquire some data.

The Tuning Manager server was
unable to acquire information
from the connected Device
Manager.
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Message

Corrective Action
Upgrade the connected Device
Manager version.

KATN16184-I

Collection of data from Device
-Manager about hosts has finished.
(finished successfully = number-ofhosts-in-agentless-mode-forwhich-data-collection-wassuccessful, interrupted = numberof-hosts-in-agentless-mode-forwhich-data-collection-wasinterrupted, an error occurred =
number-of-hosts-in-agentlessmode-for-which-an-error-occurredduring-data-collection, not
executed = number-of-hosts-inagentless-mode-for-which-datacollection-was-not-performed)

KATN16185-W

Collection of data about a host was
interrupted. (host name = nameof-host-from-which-data-was-tobe-collected)

Device Manager might currently
be acquiring information about
the host indicated in the
message.
Re-execute polling when Device
Manager is not performing any
operations on the indicated host.

KATN16186-W

Collection of data about one or
more hosts was interrupted during
collection of the data from Device
Manager.

On some of the hosts from which
data was to be collected, a data
update operation from Device
Manager or an error was
detected.
See the error message that was
output immediately before this
message.

KATN16187-I

Collection of data about a host has
been canceled.

Polling has been canceled by a
user.

KATN16188-W

Collection of data about a host was
interrupted. (host name = nameof-host-from-which-data-was-tobe-collected)

Device Manager did not
successfully complete collecting
data from hosts.
Check the error status on Device
Manager, and then retry polling.
If no error is found on Device
Manager, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN16189-E

Collection of data about the host
has failed.

A database connection error
occurred while host data was
being acquired from Device
Manager.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
See the error message that was
output immediately before this
message.

KATN16190-W

KATN16191-W

The number of resources has
exceeded the maximum number
that Tuning Manager server can
monitor. (host name = host-name,
item = item-for-which-themaximum-number-of-resourceswas-exceeded, maximum =
maximum-number-(thresholdvalue))

The number of resources used by
the hosts managed by Device
Manager has exceeded the
maximum number of resources
that can be monitored by the
Tuning Manager server.

Invalid data was detected during
the collection of host data. (item =
item-for-which-invalid-data-wasdetected)

Invalid data was detected while
host data was being acquired
from Device Manager.

Make sure that the number of
resources used by the hosts
managed by Device Manager
does not exceed the maximum
number of resources that can be
monitored by the Tuning
Manager server.

Check the error status on Device
Manager, and then retry polling.
If no error is found on Device
Manager, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN16195-I

Collection of data about a host
The host-based data update
finished successfully. (host name = completed normally.
name-of-host-from-which-datawas-acquired)

KATN16201-E

An unexpected error occurred
during summarization processing.

An unexpected error occurred
during summarization processing.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16202-E
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An unexpected error occurred
during summarization processing.
(maintenance information =
loaded-system-file-name, errorcode)

Loading of the system file for the
aggregation function failed.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN16302-E

Message
An unexpected error occurred
during deletion.

Corrective Action
Information about the data
retention period could not be
acquired from the database.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16303-E

An unexpected error occurred
during deletion.

A database error occurred in the
database during data deletion.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16304-E

An unexpected error occurred
during deletion.

There is either no data retention
period or more than one data
retention period in the database.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16399-E

An unexpected error occurred
during data deletion.

An unexpected error occurred
during data deletion.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN16400-E

During polling, the interval of time
for which Agent data could not be
acquired exceeded the monitoring
time specified for the alert
definition. (Agent = if-data-couldnot-be-collected-during-thespecified-monitoring-period,-theAgent-service-ID-is-displayed-foran-Agent-or-HDvM-is-displayed-forHDvM)

Data cannot be collected from
the agent because the specified
time has been reached.
Check the startup status of the
agent.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATN16401-W

The scheduled polling will be
skipped because polling is now
being performed.

Polling is currently in progress.

KATN16402-W

The specified processing time for
polling was exceeded.

A long time has passed since
polling started. Polling often
requires a long time when the
polling is performed the first time
(includes the first polling after a
long stoppage) or when new
storage systems are added.
If this message is output
frequently, reduce the number of
monitored objects or increase the
polling interval.

KATN16403-E

An attempt to perform polling has
failed. (maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

Polling failed.
Collection Manager might not be
connected. Make sure that
Collection Manager is connected
and has been activated.
The database capacity might be
insufficient. If it is, use the htmdb-setup command to expand
the capacity.

KATN16410-E

KATN16421-E

KATN16422-E

The database usage threshold has
been exceeded. (threshold =
threshold%)

The database capacity is
insufficient.

The SMTP Server could not be
connected to for email
notifications. (SMTP server =
specified-value-for-the-SMTPserver)

A connection to the specified
SMTP Server could not be
established.

SMTP authentication for email
notifications has failed.

SMTP authentication failed.

Decrease the data retention
period or increase the capacity.

Check the SMTP Server
specification.
Check and correct the user name
and password for SMTP
authentication.

KATN16424-I

A test mail for alert notification has -been sent.

KATN16430-E

Acquisition of alert information has
failed.

A database error occurred during
acquisition of alert information.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN16500-E

KATN16501-E

KATN16601-E

KATN16602-E

KATN16603-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected error occurred
during confirmation of database
free space. (maintenance
information = hcmdsdbfstatfscommand-return-value)

An error occurred in the
command that checks the
database capacity.

An unexpected error occurred
during database deletion.
(maintenance information =
hcmdsdbreclaim-command-returnvalue)

An error occurred during
processing to delete the
database.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update
system reports.

A data access error occurred in
the database.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update
system reports.

A data access error occurred in
the database.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update
system reports.

A data access error occurred in
the database.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN16604-E

KATN16700-E

KATN16701-E

KATN16702-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update
system reports. (maintenance
information = task-ID)

An internal error occurred in Main
Console.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing to update
system reports.

Initialization of polling execution
control failed.

An attempt to start manual polling
has failed.

Polling is currently in progress.

An unexpected error occurred
when polling started.

Acquisition of the polling settings
failed.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
Use a system report to make
sure that polling has been
completed.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN16703-I

Polling was stopped.

--

KATN16704-E

An error occurred during polling.

An error occurred while the list of
agents was being updated.
Possible causes are as follows:
Collection Manager might not
have started. Make sure that
Collection Manager has started.
An error might have occurred in
the Device Manager database.
Make sure that the host name
setting and service startup status
of the linked Device Manager are
correct, and then try again.
The URL used for starting the
Tuning Manager server whose
version is earlier than v6.0 might
have been registered. Check
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
whether the URL has been
registered, and if so, delete it.

KATN16705-E

An error occurred during polling.

An error that prevents the
continuation of polling has
occurred.
See the error message that was
output immediately before this
message.

KATN16706-W

A temporary error occurred in an
Agent during polling.

A temporary error occurred while
the agent was being polled.
See the error message that was
output immediately before this
message.

KATN16707-E

KATN16708-E

The database usage threshold has
been exceeded. (threshold =
threshold%)

The database capacity is
insufficient.

An unexpected error occurred
during polling.

An unexpected error occurred
during polling.

Decrease the data retention
period or increase the capacity.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN16709-W

Polling was not executed because a The license has not been
license has not been registered.
registered.
From the Login window, start the
License window to check the
license status.

KATN16710-I

Polling processing has finished.

Polling processing has finished
successfully.

KATN16711-W

Polling processing has finished but
part of the processing failed.

Part of the polling processing has
failed.
Check the information in the
System Report window.

KATN16712-I

Polling processing will now start.

Polling processing has started.

KATN16900-E

An unexpected error occurred
during data conversion.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

An unexpected error occurred
during polling.
Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN17000-E

KATN17001-E

Message

Corrective Action

Initialization for log output
processing has failed.
(maintenance information =
return-value-for-CommonComponent-logging-service-API)

Initialization of logging
processing failed.

An attempt to read an internal file
has failed. (maintenance
information = properties-file-name,
error-code)

Loading of an internal file failed.
The cause of the error is
indicated by one of the following
error codes:

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

0: The file does not exist.
1: There is no access permission
for the file.
2: The file format is incorrect.
Back up the Tuning Manager
server, and then perform an
overwrite installation of the
Tuning Manager server.
KATN17002-E

An attempt to read a property file
has failed. (property file name =
properties-file-name, error code =
error-code)

Loading of the properties file
failed. The cause of the error is
indicated by one of the following
error codes:
0: The file does not exist.
1: There is no access permission
for the file.
2: The file format is incorrect.
Take the action appropriate for
the error code:
0: Locate the corresponding
properties file to the appropriate
location.
1: Make sure that the file has the
proper access permissions.
2: Change to the correct format.
For details about the properties
file, see the Tuning Manager
Server Administration Guide.

KATN17003-E

KATN17004-E

2-102

An unknown property has been
specified. (property name =
property-name)

An unknown property has been
set.
Check and correct the property
settings.

A property is not defined. (property A necessary property is missing
name = undefined-property-name) in the properties file.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Define the property in the
properties file.

KATN17005-E

KATN17006-E

KATN17007-E

KATN17008-E

KATN17009-E

The value specified for a property
is invalid. (property file name =
property-file-name, property name
= property-name, specified value
= specified-value)

The value of a property is
incorrect.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
family-name-of-the-message-file)

Loading of the message file
failed.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information = filename-of-the-logging-propertiesfile)

Loading of the logging properties
file failed.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
family-name-of-the-message-file,
locale-name)

Loading of the message file
failed.

An unexpected error occurred.

An internal error occurred in Main
Console.

Correct the property setting.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN17010-W

Log output has failed.
(maintenance information = logtype)

Logging failed.
One of the following log types is
indicated:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
htmMessage: Output to the
message log failed.
htmTrace: Output to the trace
log failed.
htmErrorDetail: Output to the
error details log failed.
htmLoggingAdapter: Output to
the Commons-Logging common
component failed.
Check and correct the logging
properties file, and then restart
the service. If this message is
output again after the restart,
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN17012-E

KATN17013-E

KATN17014-E

KATN17015-E

KATN17016-E

2-104

Invalid characters are specified for
the value of a property. (property
name = property-name, specified
value = value-specified-in-theproperties-file)

The value of a property is
incorrect.

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information =
property-name)

An unknown property has been
set as a system property.

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information =
property-file-name, propertyname)

A system property has not been
set.

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information =
property-file-name, propertyname, specified-value)

The value of a system property is
incorrect.

An error occurred in work directory
operation processing. (property file
name = property file name,
property name = property name,
directory path name = directory
path name, error information =
error information)

Possible causes of an error during
processing for work directory
operations are as follows
depending on the error
information:

Correct the property setting.

Back up the Tuning Manager
server, and then perform an
overwrite installation of the
Tuning Manager server.

Back up the Tuning Manager
server, and then perform an
overwrite installation of the
Tuning Manager server.

Back up the Tuning Manager
server, and then perform an
overwrite installation of the
Tuning Manager server.

NOT_EXIST: The work directory
does not exist, or a network drive
is specified for the work
directory.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
INVALID_PERMISSION: The work
directory is not accessible
because of invalid permissions.
ROOT_DIRECTORY: The root
directory is specified for the work
directory.
TOO_LONG_PATH: The path of the
work directory exceeds 128
bytes.
NOT_DIRECTORY: The path
specified for the work directory is
not a directory path.
ACCESS_FAILURE: An unexpected
error occurred while accessing
the work directory.
Take the following measures
depending on the error
information:
NOT_EXIST: Make sure that the
specified directory exists, and
eliminate the problem.
Otherwise, specify a local disk for
the work directory.
INVALID_PERMISSION: Check
and, if necessary, revise the
permissions for the specified
directory, to eliminate the
problem.
ROOT_DIRECTORY: Specify a
directory other than the root
directory for the work directory.
TOO_LONG_PATH: Specify a
directory whose path has 128 or
fewer bytes for the work
directory.
NOT_DIRECTORY: Make sure that
the path specified for the
directory is a directory path, and
eliminate the problem.
ACCESS_FAILURE: Contact the
system administrator. If the
problem cannot be solved, a
detailed investigation may be
required to determine the cause
and solve the problem. Collect
maintenance information and
contact the Support Center.
Perform the above procedures,
and then restart the Tuning
Manager server. If the problem
cannot be solved, a detailed
investigation may be required to
determine the cause and solve
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the problem. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
Support Center.

KATN17051-E

KATN17052-E

KATN17053-E

KATN17054-E

KATN17055-E

KATN17058-E

KATN17059-E

2-106

A value outside of the valid range
is specified for a property.
(property name = property-name,
specified value = value-specifiedin-the-properties-file, minimum
specifiable value = minimumspecifiable-value, maximum
specifiable value = maximumspecifiable-value)

A value outside the specifiable
range has been set.

The specified value for a property
is either not a number, or it is
outside the range from
Integer.MIN_VALUE to
Integer.MAX_VALUE. (property
name = property-name, specified
value = value-specified-in-theproperties-file)

The specified value contains a
character that cannot be
recognized as a numeric value or
that is abnormal in a numeric
value.

The specified value for a property
is either not a number, or it is
outside the range from
Long.MIN_VALUE to
Long.MAX_VALUE. (property name
= property-name, specified value
= value-specified-in-theproperties-file)

The specified value contains a
character that cannot be
recognized as a numeric value or
that is abnormal in a numeric
value.

The specified value for a property
is not an IP address. (key name =
property-name, specified value =
value-specified-in-the-propertiesfile)

The specified value is not in IP
address format or is not
appropriate.

The IP address of the host specified
for a property could not be found.
(property name = property-name,
specified value = value-specifiedin-the-properties-file)

Conversion from a host name to
an IP address failed.

The length of the value specified
for a property is invalid. (property
name = property-name, specified
value = value-specified-in-theproperties-file, minimum string
length = minimum-string-length,
maximum string length =
maximum-string-length)

The length of the value of a
property is too long or too short.

The number of values specified for
a property is invalid. (property
name = property-name, number of
specified values = value-specified-

The number of property values
that have been set is less than
the minimum or greater than the
maximum.

Make sure that the property is
set to a value that is not greater
than the maximum and not
smaller than the minimum.

Specify a value in the range from
Integer.MIN_VALUE to
Integer.MAX_VALUE.

Specify a value in the range from
Long.MIN_VALUE to
Long.MAX_VALUE.

Specify an IP address in IPv4 or
IPv6 format.

Make sure that the system
settings are correct. For example,
make sure that the host name is
assigned an IP address.

Make sure that the length of the
property value is in the range
from the indicated minimum to
the indicated maximum.
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Message ID

KATN17060-E

KATN17070-E

Message

Corrective Action

in-the-properties-file, minimum
number = minimum-number,
maximum number = maximumnumber)

Check the number of property
values that can be specified, and
then specify an appropriate
number of property values. As
the separator, use a comma (,).

The value specified for a property
is invalid. (property name =
property-name, specified value =
value-specified-in-the-propertiesfile, specifiable values =
specifiable-values)

The value of the property is
incorrect.

An unexpected error occurred.

An internal error occurred during
processing of a child process that
calls an external command.

Specify one of the specifiable
values indicated in the message.

Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and then try again. If
you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATN17071-E

KATN17072-E

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
command-line)

A timeout occurred before the
child process was completed.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
command-line, detailed-errorinformation)

See the error details indicated in
the message.

Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and try again. If you
are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and try again. If you
are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Message ID
KATN17073-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
command-line)

Startup of a child process failed.

KATN17074-E

The value specified for a property
is invalid. (property name =
property-name, specified value =
value-specified-in-the-propertiesfile)

The value specified for the
property is invalid.

KATN17200-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An internal error occurred.

Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If it has not,
re-install it and try again. If you
are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

Make sure that the Tuning
Manager server has been
installed correctly. If not, reinstall the Tuning Manager
server, and then try the
operation again. If you are
unable to determine the cause of
the error, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.
KATN17201-E

KATN17203-E

2-108

Initialization failed because the
version of the database schema is
invalid. (maintenance information
= number-that-indicates-thedatabase-schema-version)

The database schema version is
newer than the installed version
of the Tuning Manager server.

A database that is newer than the
version of Tuning Manager server
being installed was detected during
updating the Tuning Manager
server database. Update the
version of the Tuning Manager
server, or restore the database by
using a backup that is this version
or earlier. (maintenance
information = number-indicatingthe-detected-database-schemaversion)

A version of the database has
been installed that is newer than
the schema corresponding to the
installed Tuning Manager server.

Update the version of the Tuning
Manager server or restore a
backup that was created by the
installed version of the Tuning
Manager server.

1.

Upgrade the installed Tuning
Manager server.

2.

Restore a backup that was
obtained using the installed
Tuning Manager server.

After doing either of the above,
restart the service.
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Message ID
KATN17205-E

Message

Corrective Action

Database capacity is insufficient
during updating the Tuning
Manager server database. Please
expand the RD area. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

There is not enough unused
capacity in the Tuning Manager
server database.

KATN17206-E

The database work area is
insufficient during updating the
Tuning Manager server database.
Please expand the database work
area.

The Tuning Manager server
database workspace is not big
enough.

KATN17209-E

An unexpected error occurred
during updating the Tuning
Manager server database.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

An internal error occurred while
attempting to access the Tuning
Manager server database.

KATN17210-I

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database started.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The Tuning Manager server
database upgrade has started.

KATN17211-I

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database ended.

The Tuning Manager server
database upgrade has ended.

KATN17212-I

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database is now in
progress. (number-of-itemcurrently-being-upgraded / totalnumber-of-items-to-be-upgraded,
maintenance information =
maintenance-information)

The Tuning Manager server
database is now being upgraded.

KATN17213-E

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database failed. An
error occurred with work directory
operation processing. (cause-code
= cause-code, directory-pathname
= directory-path-name)

An error occurred during work
directory operation processing.
The following cause codes
indicate the possible causes of
the error:

Execute the htm-db-setup
command to increase the total
size of the database, and then
restart the service.

To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

Cause codes
NOT_EXIST: The work
directory does not exist.
Alternatively, a network
directory was specified for
the work directory. (This
might be output in
Windows.)
INVALID_PERMISSION: The
user does not have the
proper permissions for
accessing the work directory.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
ROOT_DIRECTORY: The root
directory was specified for
the work directory.
TOO_LONG_PATH: The length
of the work directory path
exceeds 128 bytes.
NOT_DIRECTORY: A path that
is not a directory was
specified for the work
directory.
ACCESS_FAILURE: An
unexpected error occurred
while accessing the work
directory.
Take action as follows according
to the output cause code.
Cause codes
NOT_EXIST: Make sure that
the directory indicated for
directory-path-name exists,
and then correct the
problem. Alternatively,
specify a directory on a local
disk for the work directory.
INVALID_PERMISSION: Check
the access permissions for
the directory indicated by
directory-path-name, and
then correct the problem.
ROOT_DIRECTORY: Specify a
work directory that is not the
root directory.
TOO_LONG_PATH: Specify a
work directory whose path
length is 128 bytes or less.
NOT_DIRECTORY: Make sure
that the path indicated for
directory-path-name is a
directory, and correct the
problem.
ACCESS_FAILURE: Contact
the system administrator. If
the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.
After taking the above action,
restart the Tuning Manager
server. If the problem has not
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
been resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATN17214-E

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database failed.
There might not be enough disk
space in the work directory.
(directory-pathname = directorypath-name)

The database version failed to be
updated for one of the following
reasons:
•

The system-resource limit
(the maximum file size) for
the root user was exceeded.
(This applies in UNIX).

•

There is not enough unused
disk capacity in the work
directory.

Take one of the following actions
according to the cause, and then
restart the Tuning Manager
server:
•

When the system-resource
limit for the root user was
exceeded:
Set the system-resource
limit (the maximum file size)
for the root user to 30% or
more of the database usage
indicated by the htm-dbstatus command.
Use the OS limit or ulimit
command to check the
system limit setting.

•

When there is not enough
unused disk capacity in the
work directory:
Allocate enough unused disk
capacity so that it is equal to
or greater than 30% of the
database usage indicated by
the htm-db-status
command.

If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.
KATN17215-E

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database failed. An
error occurred while deleting a file
or directory under the work

An attempt to delete a file or
directory under the work
directory has failed. Another user
or program might be accessing
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Message ID

Message
directory. (directory-pathname =
directory-path-name)

Corrective Action
the directory or file that is
attempting to be deleted.
Stop any applications and
services that might access or lock
the directory or file under the
work directory, and then restart
the Tuning Manager server.

KATN17216-E

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database failed. A
file I/O error occurred. (filepathname = file-path-name)

A file I/O error occurred.
Probable causes are as follows:
•

You do not have the write
permission for the file.

•

The file is locked.

Take the following actions:
•

Check whether you have the
write permission for the file.

•

Stop any applications and
services that might lock the
file.

After resolving the problem,
restart the Tuning Manager
server.
KATN17217-E

The version update of the Tuning
Manager server database failed.
There might not be enough disk
space in the work directory, or the
work directory might have failed to
be deleted. (directory-pathname =
directory-path-name)

The database version failed to be
updated for one of the following
reasons:
•

The system-resource limit
(the maximum file size) for
the root user was exceeded.
(This applies in UNIX).

•

There is not enough unused
drive capacity in the work
directory. An attempt to
delete the work directory
also failed.

Take one of the following actions
according to the cause, and then
restart the Tuning Manager
server:
•

If the system-resource limit
for the root user was
exceeded:
Set the system-resource
limit (the maximum file size)
for the root user to 30% or
more of the database usage
indicated by the htm-dbstatus command.
Use the OS limit or ulimit
command to check the
system limit setting.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

If there is not enough
unused drive capacity in the
work directory:
Allocate enough unused drive
capacity so that it is equal to
or greater than 30% of the
database usage indicated by
the htm-db-status
command.

After taking one of the above
actions, stop any applications
and services that might access or
lock directories or files under the
work directory, and then restart
the Tuning Manager server. If the
problem cannot be resolved,
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.
KATN17218-I

The restoration of the monitoring
host data started. (host name =
host-name)

Restoration of data on a
monitored host has started.

KATN17219-I

The restoration of the monitoring
host data finished. (host name =
host-name)

Restoration of data on a
monitored host has finished.

KATN17220-E

An unexpected inconsistency was
detected during the database
restoration. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation)

An unexpected inconsistency was
detected during the database
restoration.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
window-definition-data-file-name,
error-code)

Loading of the window definition
data file failed.

An unexpected error occurred.
(maintenance information =
window-definition-data-file-name,
error-code)

Loading of the window definition
data file failed.

KATN17400-E

KATN17401-E

To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

To determine the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Contact
the Support Center, who might
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KATN18002-E

The response to the request to
acquire performance information
from Device Manager failed
because the request from Device
Manager is invalid. (Device
Manager host name: DeviceManager-host-name)

Device Manager attempted to
acquire performance information
from the Tuning Manager server
while the time difference
between the Tuning Manager
server host and the Device
Manager host is greater than 5
minutes. Alternatively, an invalid
request for acquiring
performance information was
sent.
Synchronize the time of the
Tuning Manager server host with
the time of the Device Manager
host. For details about how to
change the time of the Tuning
Manager server host, see the
notes on installation in the
Tuning Manager Installation
Guide. If the problem cannot be
resolved, a detailed investigation
is required to determine the
cause and resolve the problem.
Contact the Support Center, who
might ask you to collect
maintenance information.

KATN18003-E

KATN18004-E

KATN18005-E
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The response to the request to
acquire performance information
from Device Manager failed
because the version of Device
Manager is not compatible. (Device
Manager host name: DeviceManager-host-name) Maintenance
information: maintenanceinformation-1, maintenanceinformation-2

An incompatible Device Manager
sent a request for acquiring
performance information.

Communication with Device
Manager failed during the response
to the request to acquire
performance information from
Device Manager. (Device Manager
host name: Device-Manager-hostname)

Communication with Device
Manager failed while responding
to the request for acquiring
performance information that had
been received from Device
Manager.

An unexpected error occurred
during the response to the request
to acquire performance information
from Device Manager. (Device
Manager host name: DeviceManager-host-name)

An internal error occurred while
responding to the request for
acquiring performance
information that had been
received from Device Manager.

Upgrade the versions of the
Tuning Manager server and
Device Manager to versions
which support the performance
information acquisition
functionality.

Check the status of the network
to which Device Manager is
connected.

Contact the system
administrator. If the problem
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
cannot be resolved, a detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
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Error Messages from Common
Component
This chapter describes the format of messages output by Common
Component and HiRDB.
□ Error Message Format
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Error Message Format
This section describes the format of error messages output by Common
Component and HiRDB. For the description and corrective action for the error
messages not described in Note below, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Messages Guide.
•

Format of error messages output by Common Component
KAPMmmmmm-z message-text
KDJEmmmmm-z message-text
KEHGmmmmm-z message-text

•

Format of error messages output by HiRDB
KFPAmmmm-z message-text
KFPCmmmm-z message-text
KFPDmmmm-z message-text
KFPHmmmm-z message-text
KFPImmmm-z message-text
KFPKmmmm-z message-text
KFPLmmmm-z message-text
KFPOmmmm-z message-text
KFPRmmmm-z message-text
KFPSmmmm-z message-text
KFPUmmmm-z message-text
KFPXmmmm-z message-text

Each error message output by Common Component and HiRDB consists of a
message ID and a message text (message body). mmmm indicates the
message number, and z indicates the message level.
Note: If any of the messages listed in the following table are output, take
appropriate action as described under Description and Action in the following
table rather than referring to the Hitachi Command Suite Messages Guide.
Error Code
KAPM04383-E

Error Message
IOException occurred. aa...aa

Description and Action
An IOException has occurred.

aa...aa: Exception message

To determine the cause and resolve
the
problem, detailed investigation is
Output destinations: Destinations
required. Contact the Support
for output level 0.
Center, who might ask you to collect
maintenance information.
Note that this message might be
output while the Tuning Manager
server is being installed. However, if
the installation ends normally, no
action needs to be taken.
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Collection Manager Error Codes and
Messages
This chapter explains the format and output destinations of Collection
Manager messages, shows which messages are output to syslog and the
Windows event log, and describes the messages in detail.
□ Message Format (Collection Manager)
□ Message Output Destinations (Collection Manager)
□ Messages Output to Syslog and Event Log (Collection Manager)
□ Messages (Collection Manager)
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Message Format (Collection Manager)
This section describes the format of messages issued by Collection Manager
and the format of the message explanations in this chapter.

Format of Output Messages (Collection Manager)
This section explains the format of messages that are issued by Collection
Manager. Each message consists of a message ID followed by a message
text. The following is the message format:
KAVE(see Note)nnnnn-Y message-text
Note: For health check agent messages, KAVL replaces KAVE.
The message ID indicates the following:
•

K: System identifier

•

AVE: Indicates a Collection Manager message.

•

AVL: Indicates a health check agent message.

•

nnnnn: Serial number of the message. Collection Manager message
numbers are from 00001 to 19999. Health check agent message numbers
are from 15000 to 15999.

•

Y: Type of message:
- E: Error
Message issued when the system cancels processing
- W: Warning
Message issued when the system resumes processing after message
output
- I: Information
Message in which the system provides the user with information
- Q: Query
Message in which the system prompts the user for a response

Correspondence of Message Types to the Syslog Priority Levels
•

•

•

4-2

E
¢

Level: LOG_ERR

¢

Description: Error message

W
¢

Level: LOG_WARNING

¢

Description: Warning message

I
¢

Level: LOG_INFO

¢

Description: Additional information message
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•

Q
(Not output)

Correspondence of Message Types to Windows Event Log Types
•

•

•

•

E
¢

Level: Error

¢

Description: Error message

W
¢

Level: Warning

¢

Description: Warning message

I
¢

Level: Information

¢

Description: Additional information message

Q
¢

(Not output)

Message Description Format (Collection Manager)
This section describes the format of the message explanations in this chapter.
The portion of a message text that is shown in italics represents information
that is variable depending on the situation. The manual lists the messages in
the order of the message IDs. The following is an example of a message
explanation:
message-ID message-text# message-explanatory-text
(S) Explains the processing performed by the system.
(O) Explains the action the operator should take when the message is
displayed.
#:
If the product-name display function is enabled, a product name is
displayed instead of a service key in a message text.
Note: If a problem occurs during operation, collect the log information by
referring to the chapter that explains error-handling procedures in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide, and perform the initial investigation.
To perform the initial investigation of the problem cause, refer to the OS log
information (the Windows event log for Windows, and the syslog for UNIX) as
well as the various types of log information output by the Tuning Manager
server. In these types of log information, check the details for the time period
in which the problem occurred, and take measures to avoid or correct the
problem. Also record the operation method leading up to the problem. At the
same time, try to determine whether the problem recurs.
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Message Output Destinations (Collection Manager)
Table 4-1 Output Destinations of Collection Manager Messages on page 4-4
lists the output destinations of the messages that are output by the Collection
Manager.

Table 4-1 Output Destinations of Collection Manager Messages
Output
Destinations
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Message ID

•

Common
message log

KAVE00018 - KAVE00020, KAVE00024 - KAVE00027,
KAVE00109, KAVE00132, KAVE00135, KAVE00142 - KAVE00156,
KAVE00158 - KAVE00159, KAVE00165, KAVE00178 KAVE00180, KAVE00183 - KAVE00192, KAVE00203, KAVE00213,
KAVE00215, KAVE00216, KAVE00227 - KAVE00233, KAVE00251,
KAVE00255 - KAVE00262, KAVE00308, KAVE00310, KAVE00311
- KAVE00315, KAVE00320 - KAVE00323, KAVE00325 KAVE00327, KAVE00331, KAVE00332, KAVE00342, KAVE00343,
KAVE00349 - KAVE00361, KAVE00364, KAVE00366, KAVE00369,
KAVE00370, KAVE00373, KAVE00375, KAVE00376, KAVE00493,
KAVE00536, KAVE05222 - KAVE05226, KAVE05315, KAVE05834,
KAVE05959, KAVE06017, KAVE06029 - KAVE06031

•

Common
message log

•

Standard error
output

KAVE04902, KAVE05000 - KAVE05034, KAVE05036 KAVE05038, KAVE05041 - KAVE05068, KAVE05071, KAVE05078,
KAVE05079, KAVE05082, KAVE05085, KAVE05086, KAVE05088,
KAVE05091 - KAVE05101, KAVE05106 - KAVE05124, KAVE05127
- KAVE05135, KAVE05137, KAVE05138, KAVE05141 KAVE05145, KAVE05147 - KAVE05149, KAVE05154, KAVE05159
- KAVE05161, KAVE05163 - KAVE05165, KAVE05173,
KAVE05175 - KAVE05217, KAVE05227 - KAVE05232, KAVE05234
- KAVE05237, KAVE05264 - KAVE05271, KAVE05275 KAVE05276, KAVE05278, KAVE05280 - KAVE05284, KAVE05286,
KAVE05288 - KAVE05289, KAVE05291, KAVE05293 KAVE05294, KAVE05297 - KAVE05300, KAVE05303 KAVE05306, KAVE05309 - KAVE05311, KAVE05313 KAVE05314, KAVE05340, KAVE05342 - KAVE05345, KAVE05348
- KAVE05350, KAVE05810 - KAVE05817, KAVE05821,
KAVE05823, KAVE05832, KAVE05833, KAVE05837, KAVE05840,
KAVE05843, KAVE05846, KAVE05849, KAVE05851, KAVE05853,
KAVE05855, KAVE05857, KAVE05859 - KAVE05865, KAVE05867
- KAVE05868, KAVE05871, KAVE05872, KAVE05875 KAVE05881, KAVE05900 - KAVE05905, KAVE05915, KAVE05918
- KAVE05931, KAVE05944, KAVE05945, KAVE05948 KAVE05950, KAVE05961, KAVE06016, KAVE06018 - KAVE06021,
KAVE06027, KAVE06028, KAVE06049, KAVE06053 - KAVE06056,
KAVE06069, KAVE06197

•

Common
message log

•

Standard output

KAVE05069, KAVE05070, KAVE05080, KAVE05081, KAVE05083,
KAVE05084, KAVE05087, KAVE05090, KAVE05125, KAVE05126,
KAVE05136, KAVE05139, KAVE05140, KAVE05155 - KAVE05158,
KAVE05162, KAVE05166 - KAVE05172, KAVE05174, KAVE05233,
KAVE05242 - KAVE05246, KAVE05261 - KAVE05263, KAVE05272
- KAVE05273, KAVE05277, KAVE05279, KAVE05285,
KAVE05287, KAVE05290, KAVE05292, KAVE05295 - KAVE05296,
KAVE05301 - KAVE05302, KAVE05312, KAVE05337 KAVE05339, KAVE05346, KAVE05347, KAVE05360, KAVE05800,
KAVE05801, KAVE05835, KAVE05836, KAVE05838, KAVE05839,
KAVE05841, KAVE05842, KAVE05844, KAVE05845, KAVE05847,
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Output
Destinations

Message ID
KAVE05848,
KAVE05858,
KAVE05932,
KAVE05954,
KAVE06026,

KAVE05850, KAVE05852, KAVE05854, KAVE05856,
KAVE05906 - KAVE05914, KAVE05916, KAVE05917,
KAVE05933, KAVE05946, KAVE05947, KAVE05951,
KAVE05955, KAVE06014, KAVE06015, KAVE06025,
KAVE06047, KAVE06048

•

Common
message log

KAVE00001 - KAVE00014, KAVE00021 - KAVE00023, KAVE00028
- KAVE00108, KAVE00115 - KAVE00128, KAVE00131,
KAVE00133, KAVE00134, KAVE00137 - KAVE00141, KAVE00157,
KAVE00160 - KAVE00164, KAVE00166 - KAVE00171,
KAVE00173, KAVE00175 - KAVE00176, KAVE00181 KAVE00182, KAVE00193 - KAVE00202, KAVE00205 KAVE00206, KAVE00252 - KAVE00254, KAVE00318, KAVE00319,
KAVE00324, KAVE00328 - KAVE00330, KAVE00344 KAVE00347, KAVE00374, KAVE00999, KAVL15000 - KAVL15012,
KAVL15100 - KAVL15104

•

syslog

•

Windows event
log

•

Standard error
output

KAVE05035, KAVE05102 - KAVE05105, KAVE05146, KAVE05227
- KAVE05232, KAVE05239 - KAVE05241, KAVE05822,
KAVE05873, KAVE05874, KAVE06023, KAVE06024

•

Standard output

KAVE05089, KAVE05150 - KAVE05153, KAVE05162, KAVE05274,
KAVE05307 - KAVE05308, KAVE06000 - KAVE06006,
KAVE06009, KAVE06010, KAVE06013, KAVE06022

•

Standard output

KAVE05238, KAVE06007, KAVE06008

•

Trace log

•

Agent event

KAVE00339

Messages Output to Syslog and Event Log (Collection
Manager)
This section shows the list of message information that is output by Collection
Manager to the syslog and the Windows event log.
The syslog is output to a syslog file. For the storage location of the syslog file,
see the syslog daemon configuration file (the default is /etc/syslogd.conf).
The Windows event log is displayed in the application log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps and then Event
Viewer.

For an event that is output by Collection Manager, an identifier PFM is
displayed for Source in the Event Viewer window.
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Table 4-2 Messages Output to Syslog and Windows Event Log on page 4-6
shows a list of message information that is output by Collection Manager to
the syslog and the Windows event log.

Table 4-2 Messages Output to Syslog and Windows Event Log
Message ID
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Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

Type

KAVE00001-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

1

Information

KAVE00002-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

2

Information

KAVE00003-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

3

Information

KAVE00004-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

4

Information

KAVE00005-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

5

Information

KAVE00006-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

6

Information

KAVE00007-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

7

Information

KAVE00008-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

8

Information

KAVE00009-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

9

Information

KAVE00010-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

10

Information

KAVE00011-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

11

Information

KAVE00012-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

12

Information

KAVE00013-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

13

Information

KAVE00014-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

14

Information

KAVE00015-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

15

Information

KAVE00016-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

16

Information

KAVE00021-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

21

Information

KAVE00022-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

22

Information

KAVE00023-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

23

Information

KAVE00028-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

28

Information

KAVE00029-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

29

Information

KAVE00100-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

100

Error

KAVE00101-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

101

Error

KAVE00102-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

102

Error

KAVE00103-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

103

Error

KAVE00104-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

104

Error

KAVE00105-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

105

Error

KAVE00106-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

106

Error

KAVE00107-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

107

Error
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Message ID

Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

Type

KAVE00108-E

LOG_USER or
LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

108

Error

KAVE00115-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

115

Error

KAVE00116-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

116

Error

KAVE00117-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

117

Error

KAVE00118-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

118

Error

KAVE00119-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

119

Error

KAVE00120-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

120

Error

KAVE00121-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

121

Error

KAVE00123-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

123

Error

KAVE00126-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

126

Error

KAVE00128-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

128

Error

KAVE00131-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

131

Error

KAVE00133-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

133

Error

KAVE00134-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

134

Error

KAVE00137-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

137

Error

KAVE00138-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

138

Error

KAVE00139-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

139

Error

KAVE00140-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

140

Error

KAVE00141-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

141

Error

KAVE00157-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

157

Error

KAVE00160-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

160

Error

KAVE00161-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

161

Error

KAVE00162-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

162

Error

KAVE00163-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

163

Error

KAVE00164-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

164

Error

KAVE00166-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

166

Warning

KAVE00167-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

167

Error

KAVE00168-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

168

Error

KAVE00169-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

169

Error

KAVE00170-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

170

Error

KAVE00171-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

171

Error

KAVE00172-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

172

Error
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Message ID

4-8

Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

Type

KAVE00173-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

173

Error

KAVE00174-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

174

Error

KAVE00175-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

175

Error

KAVE00176-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

176

Error

KAVE00181-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

181

Warning

KAVE00182-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

182

Error

KAVE00192-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

192

Warning

KAVE00193-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

193

Error

KAVE00194-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

194

Error

KAVE00195-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

195

Error

KAVE00196-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

196

Error

KAVE00197-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

197

Error

KAVE00198-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

198

Error

KAVE00199-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

199

Error

KAVE00200-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

200

Error

KAVE00201-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

201

Error

KAVE00202-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

202

Error

KAVE00205-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

205

Warning

KAVE00206-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

206

Error

KAVE00252-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

252

Error

KAVE00253-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

253

Error

KAVE00254-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

254

Error

KAVE00318-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

318

Warning

KAVE00319-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

319

Warning

KAVE00324-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

324

Warning

KAVE00328-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

328

Error

KAVE00329-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

329

Error

KAVE00330-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

330

Error

KAVE00344-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

344

Error

KAVE00345-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

345

Error

KAVE00346-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

346

Error

KAVE00347-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

347

Error

KAVE00999-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

999

Error
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Syslog

Message ID

Windows Event Log

Facility

Level

Event ID

Type

KAVL15000-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

15000

Information

KAVL15001-I

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

15001

Information

KAVL15002-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15002

Error

KAVL15003-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15003

Error

KAVL15004-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15004

Error

KAVL15005-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

15005

Warning

KAVL15006-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15006

Error

KAVL15007-W

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_WARNING

15007

Warning

KAVL15008-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15008

Error

KAVL15009-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15009

Error

KAVL15010-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15010

Error

KAVL15011-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15011

Error

KAVL15012-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15012

Error

KAVL15013-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15013

Error

KAVL15100-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15100

Error

KAVL15101-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15101

Error

KAVL15102-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15102

Error

KAVL15103-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15103

Error

KAVL15104-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

15104

Error

Messages (Collection Manager)
Table 4-3 Messages Issued by Collection Manager on page 4-9 explains the
messages issued by Collection Manager, and explains what actions to take in
response to the messages.

Table 4-3 Messages Issued by Collection Manager
Message ID
KAVE00001-I

Message
Name Server has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Corrective Action
The Name Server service has
started.
(S)
Starts the Name Server service
processing.

KAVE00002-I

Name Server has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Name Server service has
stopped.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the Name Server service
processing.

KAVE00003-I

Master Manager has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Master Manager service has
started.
(S)
Starts the Master Manager
service processing.

KAVE00004-I

Master Manager has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Master Manager service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Master Manager service
processing.

KAVE00005-I

Master Store has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Master Store service has
started.
(S)
Starts the Master Store service
processing.

KAVE00006-I

Master Store has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Master Store service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Master Store service
processing.

KAVE00007-I

Correlator has started. (host=host- The Correlator service has
name, service=service-id)
started.
(S)
Starts the Correlator service
processing.

KAVE00008-I

Correlator has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Correlator service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Correlator service
processing.

KAVE00009-I

Action Handler has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Action Handler service has
started.
(S)
Starts the Action Handler service
processing.

KAVE00010-I

Action Handler has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Action Handler service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Action Handler service
processing.

KAVE00011-I
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Trap Generator has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Trap Generator service has
started.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Starts the Trap Generator service
processing.

KAVE00012-I

Trap Generator has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Trap Generator service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Trap Generator service
processing.

KAVE00013-I

View Server has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The View Server service has
started.
(S)
Starts the View Server service
processing.

KAVE00014-I

View Server has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The View Server service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the View Server service
processing.

KAVE00018-I

KAVE00019-I

KAVE00020-I

KAVE00021-I

The command ended normally.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id, rc=return-code)

A command defined in an action
definition has ended.

The command was started.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id)

A command defined in an action
definition has started.

The e-mail was sent.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
address=email-address)

An email defined in an action
definition was sent.

Agent Store has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Agent Store service has
started.

(S)
Ends the command.

(S)
Starts the command.

(S)
Sends the email.

(S)
Starts the Agent Store service
processing.

KAVE00022-I

Agent Store has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Agent Store service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Agent Store service
processing.

KAVE00023-I

Service was stopped by the forced
termination request. (host=hostname, service1=stopped-serviceid, service2=request-sourceservice-id)

The service was stopped by the
forced termination request.
(S)
Stops the service.
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Message ID
KAVE00024-I

KAVE00025-I

Message
Alarm issue: time, agent, hostname, status, alarm-name, alarmtable-name, message-text

Corrective Action
An alarm was issued.
(S)
Issues the alarm.

service-name was forcibly stopped. The jpcstop command's
(PID=process-ID)
kill=immediate option forced
the service to stop.
(S)
Forces the service to stop.

KAVE00026-I

Manager was successfully
connected, so stand-alone mode
will now end. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Connection with the Tuning
Manager server was established
successfully; so the stand-alone
mode will now end and the
service will be placed in the
normal mode.
(S)
Places the service in the normal
mode.

KAVE00027-I

Manager was successfully
connected. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Connection with the Tuning
Manager server was established
successfully.
(S)
Updates the service settings.

KAVE00028-I

Status Server has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Status Server service has
started.
(S)
Starts the Status Server service
processing.

KAVE00029-I

Status Server has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Status Server service has
stopped.
(S)
Stops the Status Server service
processing.

KAVE00100-E

An error occurred in an OS
API(api-name). (en=os-detailcode, arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in an OS API.
The code indicated by en= is the
errno of a system call or a
detailed code of Win32API.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the OS detailed code. If
the cause cannot be determined,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator.
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Message ID
KAVE00101-E

Message
An error occurred in a function
(function-name).
(rc=maintenance-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

Corrective Action
An error occurred in a function
being controlled.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator.

KAVE00102-E

The system environment is invalid. The system environment is
(rc=maintenance-code)
invalid. The system file was
illegally deleted or its access
permission was changed.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Reinstall the Tuning Manager
server.

KAVE00103-E

An unexpected exception has
occurred. (rc=maintenance-code)

An unexpected exception has
occurred.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator.

KAVE00104-E

Memory is insufficient.
(size=allocated-size)

Memory allocation failed due to
memory shortage.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Quit those applications that are
not currently being used or
increase the memory size.
Memory shortage might have
caused the service stoppage.
Execute the jpcctrl list
command to check the service
status. If the Master Store
service or Agent Store service
has stopped, the database might
be corrupted. Restore the
database from the backup data,
or execute a database recreation, and then restart the
Master Store service or Agent
Store service.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this message is output by the
View Server service, the cause
might be a limit on the amount of
memory that can be used for that
service. Enable the report cache
file function, or increase the
upper limit on the amount of
memory available for the View
Server service. For details, see
the chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Server Administration
Guide.

KAVE00105-E

The disk capacity is insufficient.

File access failed due to disk
capacity shortage.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Delete unnecessary files or
increase the disk capacity.
•

Disk capacity shortage might
have caused the service
stoppage.
Execute the jpcctrl list
command to check the
service status. If the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service has stopped, the
database might be
corrupted. Restore the
database from the backup
data or, execute a database
re-creation, and then restart
the Master Store service or
Agent Store service.

•

KAVE00106-E

4-14

An error occurred in the network.
(rc=maintenance-code)

If the Agent Collector
service, Agent Store service,
or Master Store service
outputs this message while
displaying a real-time report,
or historical report, check the
disk containing the directory
to which temporary files are
output. The capacity of this
disk might be insufficient.
For details on the directory
to which temporary files are
output, see the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

An error occurred during TCP/IP
communication, or a
communication timeout occurred.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the activation status of the
remote server and the network
status.
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for use.
Make sure that communication by
using IPv6 addresses is possible.

KAVE00107-E

The network environment is
invalid. (rc=maintenance-code)

TCP/IP initialization failed or
socket generation failed.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the local host's network
environment and the system
environment.
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for use.
Make sure that communication by
using IPv6 addresses is possible.

KAVE00108-E

A fatal error occurred in (functionname). Processing stopped.
(rc=error-message or error-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

Processing was stopped because
a fatal error occurred in the
function specified by (functionname).
(S)
Stops the service.
(O)
Correct the cause of the error
based on the error message or
error code. If the cause cannot
be determined, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.

KAVE00109-W

An error occurred in (functionname). Processing continue.
(rc=error-message or error-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in the function
specified by (function-name), but
processing continues by skipping
the function.
(S)
Skips the process that caused the
error and continues processing.
Some of the processes have not
been terminated normally.
(O)
Correct the cause of the error
based on the error message or
error code. If the cause cannot
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
be determined, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.

KAVE00115-E

An attempt to start Name Server
has failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to start the Name
Server service has failed.
(S)
The Name Server service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00116-E

An attempt to start Master
Manager has failed. (host=hostname, service=service-id)

An attempt to start the Master
Manager service has failed.
(S)
The Master Manager service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00117-E

An attempt to start Master Store
has failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to start the Master
Store service has failed.
(S)
The Master Store service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00118-E

An attempt to start Correlator has
failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to start the Correlator
service has failed.
(S)
The Correlator service processing
finishes.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00119-E

An attempt to start Action Handler
has failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to start the Action
Handler service has failed.
(S)
The Action Handler service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00120-E

An attempt to start Trap Generator An attempt to start the Trap
has failed. (host=host-name,
Generator service has failed.
service=service-id)
(S)
The Trap Generator service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00121-E

An attempt to start View Server
has failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to start the View
Server service has failed.
(S)
The View Server service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00123-E

An attempt to get the port number
failed. (port=service-name-ofport-number)

An attempt to get the port
number failed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Interrupts service start
processing.
(O)
Check the services file to see
whether the port number to be
used is assigned to the service of
Collection Manager or Agents. If
the port number is assigned to
another program, change the
port number by executing the
jpcnsconfig port command.

KAVE00126-E

Invalid entry in jpcsto.ini. (product
id=product-id, section=sectionname, entry=entry-name)

The specification in the
jpcsto.ini file is invalid.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing.
(O)
Check the content of the
jpcsto.ini file.

KAVE00128-E

Illegal data was detected in the
Store database (db=database-filename)

An unexpected service stoppage
or machine shutdown created
illegal data in the database of the
Master Store service or Agent
Store service.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
•

When a backup file is
available:
Restore the database from
the backup file again.

•

When a backup file is not
available:
Stop the Master Store
service or Agent Store
service, delete the database
files (.DB and .IDX
extensions) of the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service, and then restart the
service.

KAVE00131-E

The number of open files exceeded The file could not be opened
the system limit.
because the number of open files
(rc=maintenance-code)
exceeded the system limit.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Quit those applications that are
not currently being used or
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
increase the system limit. The
service might have been stopped
because the system limit was
exceeded.
Execute the jpcctrl list
command to check the service
status. If the Master Store
service or Agent Store service
has stopped, the database might
be corrupted. Restore the
database from the backup data,
or execute a database recreation, and then restart the
Master Store service or Agent
Store service.

KAVE00132-E

Invalid data was detected in the
communication message.
(rc=maintenance-code)

Invalid data was detected in the
communication message.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the same report
number is not being used by
another program.

KAVE00133-E

A service that uses the same
service ID is already running.
(service=service-id)

The service could not be started
because a service that uses the
same service ID is already
running.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Are there multiple services
with the same instance name
specified?

•

Is the service already
running?

•

Do a physical host and a
logical host has the same
name on the cluster system?
The service cannot be
started in an environment
where a physical host name
and a logical host name are
the same on a cluster
system. The physical host
names and the logical host
names should both be
distinct.
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Message ID
KAVE00134-E

Message
An IP address could not be
resolved. (host=host-name)

Corrective Action
The necessary host information is
not set up in the hosts file or
DNS environment.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the necessary
host information is set up in the
hosts file or DNS environment.

KAVE00135-E

An attempt to establish a
communication connection with
Name Server failed.
(rc=maintenance-code)

Failed to establish communication
connection with the Name Server
service.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the Name Server
service is running.
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for use.
Make sure that communication by
using IPv6 addresses is possible.

KAVE00137-E

The data directory (directoryname) is specified for two or more
services.

The same Store database
directory, backup directory, or
export directory is specified for
multiple services.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing.
(O)
Check the directory settings.

KAVE00138-E

The specified data directory
(directory-name) does not exist.

The specified Store database
directory, backup directory,
export directory, or temporaryfile output destination directory
does not exist.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing if the service is being
initialized.
Interrupts the requested
processing if the service is
running.
(O)
Make sure that the specified
directory exists.
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Message ID
KAVE00139-E

Message
You do not have permission to
access the specified data directory
(directory-name).

Corrective Action
You do not have permission to
access the specified Store
database directory, backup
directory, or export directory.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing.
(O)
Check the access permission for
the specified directory.

KAVE00140-E

An I/O error occurred.
(rc=maintenance-code)

An I/O error occurred during
processing.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the file system status. An
I/O error might have stopped the
service. Execute the jpcctrl
list command to check the
service status. If the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service has stopped, the
database might be corrupted.
Restore the database from the
backup data, or execute a
database re-creation, and then
restart the Master Store service
or Agent Store service.

KAVE00141-E

An attempt to access a file or
directory (file-name or directoryname) failed.

An attempt to access a file or
directory failed.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE00142-E

KAVE00143-E

The command abnormally ended.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id, signal=signalnumber)

A command defined in an action
definition received a signal and
terminated abnormally.

The command could not be
started. (alarm=alarm-name,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
system call=system-call-name,
en=os-detail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed. The code displayed for
en= is either errno of system call
or detail code of Win32API.

(S)
Stops the command.

(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the OS detail code.

KAVE00144-E

An error has occurred during the
starting of the command.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id, system
call=system-call-name, en=osdetail-code)

An error occurred while a
command defined in an action
definition was starting. The code
displayed for en= is either errno
of system call or detail code of
Win32API.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the OS detail code.

KAVE00145-E

An attempt to send the e-mail
failed. (alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
address=email-address)

An attempt to send an email
defined in an action definition
failed.
(S)
Stops the email transmission
processing.
(O)
Check the status of the email
server.

KAVE00146-E

A shutdown request was issued, so Backup or export processing was
backup or export processing is
interrupted because a shutdown
interrupted.
request was issued.
(S)
Interrupts the backup or export
processing.

KAVE00147-E

Reception of a signal interrupted
service processing. (signal=signalnumber)

The service processing was
terminated because a signal was
received.
(S)
Stops the service processing.

KAVE00148-E

The command could not be started
because the character string
substitution processing failed.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
string=[name-of-replacementcharacter-string])

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because a character string
replacement failed.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the contents of the action
definition.

KAVE00149-E
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The command could not be started An attempt to start a command
because the access permission was defined in an action definition
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Message ID

Message
denied. (alarm=alarm-name,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
system call=system-call-name,
en=OS-detail-code)

Corrective Action
failed because the access
permission was inadequate.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the access permission of
the file specified by the command
named in the action definition.

KAVE00150-E

The command could not be
started, because the pipe
generation was failed.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name, system
call=system-call-name, en=OSdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
failed because a pipe could not
be generated. The code displayed
in en=OS-detail-code is either
errno of system call or detail
code of Win32API.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the OS detail code.

KAVE00151-E

The command could not be started
because the execution file does not
exist. (alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name, system
call=system-call-name, en=OSdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because no execution file
could be found.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the file specified by the
command named in the action
definition.

KAVE00152-E

The command could not be started
because the file is not an
executable file. (alarm=alarmname, alarm table=alarm-tablename, system call=system-callname, en=OS-detail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because the specified file
cannot be executed.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the file specified by the
command named in the action
definition.

KAVE00153-E

The command could not be started
because the access permission was
denied. (alarm=alarm-name,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id, system
call=system-call-name, en=osdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because the access
permission was inadequate.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the access permission for
the file specified by the command
named in the action definition.

KAVE00154-E

The command could not be started
because the execution file does not
exist. (alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id, system
call=system-call-name, en=osdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because no execution file
could be found.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the file specified by the
command named in the action
definition.

KAVE00155-E

The command could not be started
because the file is not an
executable file. (alarm=alarmname, alarm table=alarm-tablename, pid=process-id, system
call=system-call-name, en=osdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because the specified file
cannot be executed.
(S)
Stops the start processing of the
command.
(O)
Check the file specified by the
command named in the action
definition.

KAVE00156-E

The command could not be started
because memory is insufficient.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because memory is
insufficient.
(S)
Stops the start processing for the
command.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.

KAVE00157-E

An attempt to start Agent Store
has failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Startup of the Agent Store
service failed.
(S)
Agent Store service processing
finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00158-E

The command could not be started
because memory is insufficient.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name, system
call=system-call-name, en=osdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because memory is
insufficient.
(S)
Stops the start processing for the
command.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.

KAVE00159-E

The command could not be started
because memory is insufficient.
(alarm=alarm-name, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
pid=process-id, system
call=system-call-name, en=osdetail-code)

An attempt to start a command
defined in an action definition
failed because memory is
insufficient.
(S)
Stops the start processing for the
command.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.

KAVE00160-E

An attempt to initialize a service
failed. (rc=maintenance-code)

An attempt to initialize a service
failed.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator.

KAVE00161-E

The number of entries in the
system lock table exceeded a
system dependent maximum.

The file could not be locked
because the number of entries in
the lock table exceeded the
system-dependent maximum.
(S)
Stops the service.
(O)
Check the maximum limit for the
number of entries in the lock
table.

KAVE00162-E

The same service cannot be
started.

The service could not be started
because it is already running or
being started.
(S)
Stops the service.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list command
to check the startup status of the
service.

KAVE00163-E

The database type is illegal.
(db=database-file-name, product
id1=product-id-1, product
id2=product-id-2,
version1=version-information-1,
version2=version-information-2)

The database type for the Store
database is invalid.
(S)
Stops the service.
(O)
The meanings of the values that
are output to the message are
explained as follows.
•

database-file-name
Indicates the name of the
database file in which the
error was detected.

•

product-id-1
Indicates the product ID that
must be written inside the
database file.

•

product-id-2
Indicates the product ID that
is written in the database file
indicated by database-filename.

•

version-information-1
Indicates the database file
version information that
must be written inside the
database file.

•

version-information-2
Indicates the database file
version information that is
written inside the database
file specified by databasefile-name.

KAVE00164-E

The communication connection to
another service failed.
(rc=maintenance-code)

The communication connection to
another service failed.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing.
(O)
Make sure that all services are
running. For IPv6 environments,
IPv6 addresses are prioritized for
use. Make sure that
communication by using IPv6
addresses is possible. The
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
meaning of the maintenancecode is explained as follows.

KAVE00165-W

The reception of the trap will be
canceled because the event was
from an undefined agent. (product
id=product-id)

•

-2: Communication timeout
occurred.

•

-6: No response.

•

-13: Connection processing
failed.

•

-39: Data could not be sent
to another related service.

A trap transmission event was
received from an Agent that is
not defined in the product
definitions.
(S)
Interrupts the trap transmission
processing.
(O)
Add and set up the Agent.

KAVE00166-W

Store service is delayed and the
load of the service is high. Please
check the collecting items and
their collection intervals.(queue
length=the-number-ofunprocessed-requests)

A processing delay occurred in
the Master Store service or Agent
Store service because there were
too many requests.
(S)
Increases the consumption
resources for the Master Store
service or Agent Store service to
maintain requests.
(O)
Review the settings for collecting
records and collection intervals,
and then adjust the number of
requests for the Master Store
service or Agent Store service.

KAVE00167-E

The action definition could not be
converted because memory is
insufficient. (service=service-id,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to convert the
character codes of an action
definition failed because memory
is insufficient.
(S)
The defined action might not
execute correctly when an alarm
event is generated.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.
Rebind the alarm table on which
the error occurred.

KAVE00168-E

The alarm event could not be
converted because memory is
insufficient. (service=service-id,

An attempt to convert the
character codes of an alarm
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Message ID

Message
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

Corrective Action
event failed because memory is
insufficient.
(S)
The defined action might not
execute correctly when an alarm
event is generated.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.
Check if the action defined for
the alarm on which the error
occurred is executing normally.

KAVE00169-E

The alarm definition could not be
converted because memory is
insufficient. (service=service-id,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to convert the
character codes of an alarm
definition failed because memory
is insufficient.
(S)
The defined alarm might be
issued correctly.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.
Rebind the alarm table on which
the error occurred.

KAVE00170-E

The event information could not be
converted because memory is
insufficient. (service=service-id,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to convert the
character codes of event
registration information failed
because memory is insufficient.
(S)
The defined action might not
execute correctly when an alarm
event is generated.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.
Perform the following procedure
to update the event registration
information for the alarm on
which the error occurred:

KAVE00171-E
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The alarm table binding
information could not be converted
because memory is insufficient.
(service=service-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name)

1.

Select the alarm on which
the error occurred.

2.

Choose File, and then Edit.

3.

Click the Finish button
without changing any of the
settings.

An attempt to convert the
character codes of alarm table
binding information failed
because memory is insufficient.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The defined alarm might be
issued correctly.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.
Rebind the alarm table on which
the error occurred.
If KAVE00141-E has been output
to the Agent log, create the
folder specified in environment
variable JPC_TMPDIR, or change
the setting of environment
variable JPC_TMPDIR.

KAVE00173-E

The LOGIF expression could not be An attempt to convert the
converted because memory is
character codes of a log output
insufficient. (service=service-id)
condition expression failed
because memory is insufficient.
(S)
The log output condition
expression might not be set
correctly.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.
Re-set the log output condition
expression.

KAVE00175-E

The E-mail title could not be
converted because memory is
insufficient.

An attempt to convert the
character codes of an email title
failed because memory is
insufficient.
(S)
Continues processing without
converting the character codes.
The email title might be displayed
in inappropriate character codes.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.

KAVE00176-E

The E-mail text could not be
converted because memory is
insufficient.

An attempt to convert the
character codes of an email text
failed because memory is
insufficient.
(S)
Continues processing without
converting the character codes.
The email text might be
displayed in inappropriate
character codes.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.

KAVE00178-W

An attempt to connect to Manager
failed, so the service will be
started in stand-alone mode.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The service will be started in the
stand-alone mode because
connection with the Tuning
Manager server failed.
(S)
Starts the service in stand-alone
mode. If communication with the
Tuning Manager server is
recovered, the service will
automatically enter normal mode.
When the status management
function is not available, if you
use the jpcctrl list command
from a remote machine to check
the status of a service started in
stand-alone mode, Inactive is
displayed. When the status
management function is
available, S Active or S Busy is
displayed depending on the
status of a service. A service is
started in stand-alone mode in
the following situations:
•

When the Tuning Manager
server is stopped:
If you start the Agent service
or Action Handler service
while the Tuning Manager
server is stopped, the service
starts in stand-alone mode.

•

When automatic activation is
selected:
The Agent service or Action
Handler service starts
without waiting for activation
of the Collection Manager
service to finish. Thus, the
service might start in standalone mode. If it does, the
service will automatically
enter normal mode after the
Tuning Manager server
starts.

•

When the Tuning Manager
server is in a busy state:
When multiple Agent
services are running
concurrently, they have to
wait for a communication
connection to be established
with the Tuning Manager
server. Thus, the Agent
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
service or Action Handler
service might start in standalone mode. If
communication with the
Tuning Manager server is
recovered, the service will
automatically enter normal
mode.
•

When a communication
connection cannot be
established with the Tuning
Manager server due to a
communication error:
The Agent service or Action
Handler service starts in
stand-alone mode. The
service will automatically
enter normal mode after the
communication recovers
from the error.

KAVE00179-W

Invalid entry was detected in the
jpchosts.

The jpchosts file contains an
invalid entry.
(S)
Ignores the invalid entry and
resumes processing.
(O)
Check the entries in the
jpchosts file.
Correct the invalid entry and
restart the service.

KAVE00180-E

An error occurred during reading
the jpchosts.

An error occurred during reading
of the jpchosts file.
(S)
Ignores the jpchosts file settings
and resumes processing.
(O)
Check the jpchosts file for any
invalid attribute or character,
correct the error, and then
restart the service.

KAVE00181-W

Correlator was not able to acquire
alarm status information from
Collector. (service=service-id)

Alarm status information could
not be acquired from the
Collector service during the
initialization of the Correlator
service. service-ID indicates the
Agent that could not acquire the
alarm status information.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Assumes that the status of all
alarm status information for the
corresponding Agent is normal,
and continues initialization of the
Correlator service.
(O)
Rebind the alarm table for the
corresponding Agent.

KAVE00182-E

The record data could not be
stored because the Store database
reached the writing limit.
(record=record-ID, file=file-name)

Record storage failed because the
Store database has reached its
writing limit.
(S)
Stops the service.
(O)
Clear data from the database by
performing the following steps. If
the database contains data you
need, export the data in CSV or
HTML format. If this message is
output, the settings of the
collection items and their
collection intervals might not be
appropriate. Check and, if
necessary, correct the settings of
the collection items and their
collection intervals. If necessary,
upgrade to Store database
version 2.0.
For Agent Store:
1.

Use the jpcasrec update
command of Performance
Reporter to specify the
settings so that all records
are not collected.
For details about the
jpcasrec update command,
see the chapter explaining
commands in the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference
Guide.
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2.

Start the stopped Agent
Store service.

3.

Export the data you need in
CSV or HTML format, using
Performance Reporter.

4.

Delete data from the
database by executing the
jpcctrl clear command.

5.

Use the jpcasrec update
command of Performance
Reporter to specify the
settings for collecting
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
records, and then resume
operation.
For Master Store:
1.

Use the jpcctrl list
command and check that the
Master Store service has
stopped.
For details about the
jpcctrl list command, see
the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

2.

Delete the files below
manually.
Note that the following file
paths indicate the default
location. If you have
changed them to a different
location, delete the files in
that folder.
If you are running Tuning
Manager server on a physical
host in a Windows
environment:
- The STPA.DB and STPA.IDX
files under installation-folder
\mgr\store
If you are running Tuning
Manager server on a physical
host in UNIX environment:
- The STPA.DB and STPA.IDX
files under /opt/jp1pc/mgr/
store
If you are running Tuning
Manager server on a logical
host in Windows
environment:
- The STPA.DB and STPA.IDX
files under environmentdirectory\jp1pc\mgr\store
If you are running Tuning
Manager server on a logical
host in UNIX environment:
- The STPA.DB and STPA.IDX
files under environmentdirectory/jp1pc/mgr/store

3.

KAVE00183-E

The alarm could not be evaluated
because memory is insufficient.

Execute the jpcstart
command to start Collection
Manager and Agent services.

An alarm could not be evaluated
because memory is insufficient.
(S)
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Message ID

Message
(service=service-id,
record=record-ID)

Corrective Action
Continues processing without
evaluating the alarm targeting
the record indicated by record-id.
(O)
Quit any application that is not
being used or increase memory.

KAVE00184-W

The number of characters after
expanding the variable exceeds
the maximum for the value field.
(service=service-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

During expansion of a variable
specified for one of the following
items, the character string could
not be displayed correctly
because its length exceeded the
indicated maximum number of
characters allowed for that item:
•

Message Text label in the
General subsection of the
alarm definition file: 255
bytes

•

Message Text label in the
Action Definition E-mail
subsection of the alarm
definition file: 1,000 bytes

•

Message Text label in the
Action Definition Command
subsection of the alarm
definition file: 2,047 bytes

•

The value of mail-subject in
the parameter file specified
for the argument of the
jpcahprp update command:
100 bytes

(S)
Outputs the characters up
through the character that
immediately precedes the
maximum number of allowable
characters, and continues
processing.
The characters that are output
are determined as follows:
•

If the maximum number of
allowable characters was
exceeded by the value of the
expanded variable:
Characters of the variable up
through the character
immediately preceding the
maximum number of allowed
characters are output.

•
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If the variable was expanded
successfully, but the
maximum number of
allowable characters was

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
exceeded by a subsequent
character:
Characters up through the
character immediately
preceding the maximum
number of allowed
characters are output.
(O)
Re-specify the number of
characters in the expanded
variable so that the characters do
not exceed the maximum
allowable number of characters.

KAVE00185-W

The number of characters entered
in the value field exceeded the
maximum length. (record=recordID, maximum length=maximumnumber-of-bytes-that-can-beentered)

The number of characters
entered in the value for the filter
condition expression that was
specified for the report definition
exceeds the maximum allowed
for that field. Alternatively, the
record ID that was specified by
using the jpcctrl dump
command exceeds 4 bytes in
length. Note that a record-ID is
not displayed if it exceeds 4
bytes.
(S)
If the number of characters
entered in the value for the filter
condition expression that was
specified for the report definition
exceeds the maximum allowed
for that field, the conditions are
compared up to the maximum
number of characters for the
valid range for that field. If the
record ID specified by using the
jpcctrl dump command exceeds
4 bytes, processing is continued
using only the first 4 bytes of the
record ID.
(O)
Revise the number of characters
entered in the value for the filter
condition expression that was
specified for the report definition.
Alternatively, use the jpcctrl
dump command to specify a
record ID of no more than 4
bytes.

KAVE00186-W

A record will be deleted because
an invalid record was detected in
the database. (prodid=product-id,
db=database-file-name)

An incorrect record was detected
in the Store database. It will be
deleted.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Deletes the incorrect record and
starts the service.
(O)
If this message is displayed when
the Name Server service or
Master Manager service is being
used, no action is required
because the system automatically
starts the service without any
effect on service operation or
data. If this message is displayed
in the Master Store service or
Agent Store service that is being
used, an inconsistency will occur
in related performance data that
is used for trend analysis because
one or more records will have
been deleted. To solve this
inconsistency problem, take the
following action. Note, however,
that the problem will not affect
the Master Store service or Agent
Store service even if you take no
action
•

If a backup file exists:
Restore the backup file. For
information on backup
operations, see the section
that explains backup and
disk management in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

•

If no backup file exists:
After the Master Store
service or Agent Store
service stops, delete the
database file (*.DB) specified
in the message from the
Store directory, and then
restart the service.

KAVE00187-E

An error occurred during
communications processing.
(service=service-ID)

Communication processing failed.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the following for the
service indicated by the service
ID:
•

Is the service running?

•

Is online communication
possible?
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
use. Make sure that
communication by using IPv6
addresses is possible.
•

Is the specification for the
connection-target Tuning
Manager server correct?

Although this error message
might be displayed immediately
after the Tuning Manager server
is started, it can be safely
ignored unless it is repeatedly
displayed.
KAVE00188-E

An attempt to send an event has
failed. (service=service-id)

Transmission of an event failed.
(S)
Skips transmission of the event.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Is the service of the
connection-target Tuning
Manager server running?

•

Is online communication with
the connection-target Tuning
Manager server possible?
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for
use. Make sure that
communication by using IPv6
addresses is possible.

•

KAVE00189-I

The re-send of the event was
successful. (service=service-id)

Is the connection-target
Tuning Manager server
specified by jpcnshostname
correct?

Re-transmission of the Agent
startup event has succeeded.
(S)
Stops re-transmission of the
event.

KAVE00190-W

During collection of real-time data,
the number of instances of a multiinstance record exceeded the
maximum. (record = record-ID)

The number of instances of a
multi-instance record obtained
during collection of real-time data
exceeded 32,767. The 32,768th
and subsequent instances are
truncated.
(S)
Resumes processing.

KAVE00191-W

During alarm evaluation, the
number of instances of a multiinstance record exceeded the
maximum. (alarm table=alarm-

During alarm evaluation, the
number of instances collected
from a multi-instance record in a
single acquisition exceeded
32,767. Alarm evaluation cannot
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Message ID

Message
table-name, alarm=alarm-name,
record= record-ID)

Corrective Action
be performed for more than
32,767 instances. The excess
instances are stored in the Store
database.
(S)
Resumes processing.

KAVE00192-W

Reception of a signal caused the
service to stop. (signal=signalnumber)

The service will stop when a
signal is received.
(S)
Stops the service processing.

KAVE00193-E

Name Server stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Name Server service stopped
abnormally.
(S)
The Name Server service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00194-E

Master Manager stopped
abnormally. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Master Manager service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
The Master Manager service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00195-E

Master Store stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Master Store service stopped
abnormally.
(S)
The Master Store service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.
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Message ID
KAVE00196-E

Message
Correlator stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Corrective Action
The Correlator service stopped
abnormally.
(S)
The Correlator service processing
finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00197-E

Action Handler stopped
abnormally. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Action Handler service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
The Action Handler service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00198-E

Trap Generator stopped
abnormally.(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Trap Generator service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
The Trap Generator service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00199-E

View Server stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The View Server service stopped
abnormally.
(S)
The View Server service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.
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Message ID
KAVE00200-E

Message
Agent Store stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Corrective Action
The Agent Store service stopped
abnormally.
(S)
The Agent Store service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00201-E

An attempt to access the
configuration file failed. (file=filename)

An access error occurred in the
configuration file. The read or
write operation has failed.
(S)
Stops the processing to read
from or write to the configuration
file.
(O)
If this message is output when
the service starts, the service
might be running with the
incorrect settings. Restart the
service so that the service can
run with the correct settings.
If this message is output when
the jpcasrec output or
jpcaspsv output command of
Performance Reporter is
executed, the contents of the
output file are incorrect. Delete
the output file and then reexecute the command.
If this message is output when
the jpcasrec update or
jpcaspsv update command of
Performance Reporter is
executed, the settings have not
been entered correctly. Reexecute the command.

KAVE00202-E

Status Server stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Status Server service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
The Status Server service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E message is output
to the common message log.

KAVE00203-W

An attempt to contact the Status
Server service has failed.
(host=host-name)

The system attempted to connect
to the Status Server service on
the indicated host to acquire the
status of each service of
Collection Manager or Agents, but
could not do so. Possible causes
are as follows:
•

The Status Server service is
not running or is being
started.

•

Because of network or server
environment problems,
either a response from the
Status Server service takes a
long time or the Status
Server service cannot be
connected.

(S)
Directly checks the status of each
service of Collection Manager or
Agents, and continues
processing.
(O)
•

No action is required if this
message is output during a
period of temporary heavy
server load, such as when
the server is started, and if
no message indicating a
Status Server service startup
failure or a Status Server
service stoppage is output. If
neither of these messages is
output before or after the
current message, the
connection to the Status
Server service will be
restored after output of the
current message.

•

If this message is output
repeatedly each time a
command operation is
executed for a Collection
Manager or Agent service,
the Status Server service
might have stopped. Check
the status of the Status
Server service, and start it if
it has stopped.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

KAVE00205-W

An agent has been registered for
which PFM - Manager cannot
recognize the product ID or data
model version. Please execute
setup. (product id=product-id,
version=data-model-version).

For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for
use. Make sure that
communication by using IPv6
addresses is possible.

A connection has been
established from an Agent that
has a product or data model
version that is not set up in the
Tuning Manager server.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
To manage added Agents, they
must be set up in the Tuning
Manager server and Performance
Reporter. For details about how
to set up Agents, see the section
that explains how to set up an
Agent in Performance Reporter in
the Tuning Manager Installation
Guide, and the chapter explaining
commands in the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

KAVE00206-E

An attempt to start Status Server
has failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to start the Status
Server service has failed.
(S)
The Status Server service
processing finishes.
(O)
Check the cause that is output to
the common message log. If
processing terminated because a
signal was received, the
KAVE00147-E or KAVE00192-W
message is output to the
common message log.

KAVE00213-W
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Collection of the performance data
will be skipped because collection
processing was delayed. (skipped
time=scheduled-collection-time,
scheduled time=next-scheduledcollection-time, record=recordname, type=collection-type)

Collection of performance data
will be skipped because collection
processing was delayed. The next
collection is re-set to the time
closest to the current time. This
message might be output when
the collection completion time of
the performance data has
exceeded the next collection time
or when the collection time
specified using the offset value is
close to the collection time of
another record. scheduledcollection-time indicates the
collection time that was skipped.
next-scheduled-collection-time
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
indicates the re-set collection
time. scheduled-collection-time
and next-scheduled-collectiontime are displayed as local time
in YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss
format.
record-name indicates the record
name for which collection was
skipped. collection-type indicates
realtime for real-time data, or
historical for historical data
and alarm monitoring data.
(S)
Skips collection. The performance
data for the skipped time is not
collected.
(O)
Check the performance data
items to be collected, the
collection interval, and the offset
value. For details on how to
record the performance data, see
the chapter that explains
database management in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE00215-W

Recovery processing was
performed because invalid
information was detected in the
service configuration information
file. (service=service-ID)

Recovery processing was
performed because invalid
information was detected in the
service configuration information
file (jpcns.ini).
service-id indicates the service ID
of the service related to the
detected invalid information.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Make sure that the following
information is correct. If the
information is not specified
correctly, re-set it.

KAVE00216-E

The requested amount of data
cannot be processed because it is
too large.

•

Host name of the
connection-target Tuning
Manager server.

•

Fixed port numbers when the
service uses fixed port
numbers.

The amount of data requested to
be displayed in a report has
reached the processing limit. This
message might be output if too
much data is requested for a
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
real-time report or historical
report.
(S)
Interrupts the requested
processing.
(O)
Reduce the time period of the
record data specified for the realtime report or historical report to
reduce the amount of data that is
collected in a single operation.
For details on how to calculate
the amount of data collected in a
single operation, see the chapter
that explains how to estimate the
temporary file size in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVE00227-W

The maximum file size of the Store
database has been reached, so the
newly acquired function
information will be partially
deleted. (db=database, record
type=record-type)

Some of the newly-collected
performance data will be
discarded because the Store
database file size has reached the
upper limit.
(S)
Stops storing data, and continues
processing.
(O)
Check the estimated disk
capacity for the Store database,
and change the collection interval
and collection items.

KAVE00228-I

Storage of Store database data will Storing of data in the Store
now restart. (db=database, record database will restart.
type=record-type)
(S)
Restarts storing data.

KAVE00229-E

The data model version of import
data is different from the data
model version of current product.
(ver1=data-model-version,
ver2=data-model-version)

The data model version of import
data is different from the data
model version of the current
product.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Because the data model version
of the product was upgraded, the
data model version of the import
data became obsolete. Before
you can view the import data,
you must upgrade the data
model version of the import data
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Message

Corrective Action
using the jpcdbctrl dmconvert
command. If you do not want to
upgrade the data model version,
you can either change the import
directory using the jpcdbctrl
config command or manually
delete the different files in the
import directory.

KAVE00230-E

An attempt to access the import
data has failed. (file=file-name)

An attempt to access the import
data has failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Check whether you can access
the import data. If you can
access the import data, the
import data might be corrupted.
Change the import directory to
another by using the jpcdbctrl
config command, or manually
delete the files in the import
directory.

KAVE00231-W

An attempt to delete a directory
has failed. (dir=directory-name,
rc=maintenance-code)

An attempt to delete a directory
has failed. Directories are deleted
when one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
•

When a record becomes
older than the retention
period in Store database
version 2.0

•

When you delete the Store
database by using the
jpcctrl clear command

•

When you delete the import
directory by using the
jpcdbctrl import command

(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
The cause of the failure might be
that the other programs such as
the explorer, shells, backup
software, and virus scan software
are used.
•

If the system failed to delete
a record older than the
retention period in Store
database version 2.0:
End other programs.
Directories are deleted on
the next deletion attempt.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

If you failed to delete a
directory by using the
jpcctrl clear command or
jpcdbctrl import
command:
End other programs, and
then re-execute the jpcctrl
clear command or
jpcdbctrl import
command.

KAVE00232-W

IPv4 will be used for
communication because no IPv6
addresses are available.

There are no available IPv6
addresses on the local host. To
use IPv6, a global address must
be set.
(S)
Continues processing, using IPv4
for communication for services
and commands.
(O)
Take any one of the following
actions:

KAVE00233-E

•

In the jpchosts file, specify
a global address as the local
host IPv6 address.

•

In the hosts file of the
system, specify a global
address as the local host
IPv6 address.

•

If you are using the DNS,
add a global address as the
host IPv6 address to the
DNS.

An attempt to get the node
An attempt to get the node
information of Status Server failed. information of Status Server
(service=service-id)
failed. A communication
connection with Status Server
could not be established.
(S)
Continues processing. The
operating status of the service
cannot be acquired correctly
because a communication
connection with Status Server
could not be established.
(O)
Make sure that the port number
specified for Status Server is
correct. If not, specify the correct
port number. Use the
jpcnsconfig port command to
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Message

Corrective Action
check and specify the port
number. For details on the
jpcnsconfig port command,
see the chapter that describes
this command in the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide. If
the problem cannot be resolved
even after you specify the port
number, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE00251-W

A property was specified that
exceeds 4096 bytes.
(service=service-id,
property=property-name)

A property was specified that
exceeds 4,096 bytes. The
property will be reduced to 4,096
bytes and updated.
service-id displays the ID of the
service that set the property.
property-name displays the
property name that exceeded
4,096 bytes. The output name is
the full path name from the root.
(S)
Reduces the property to 4,096
bytes, and updates the property.
(O)
Check the property setting
displayed in this message, and
correctly re-set the value.

KAVE00252-E

Action execution requests were
discarded because the number of
actions awaiting execution reached
the limit. (service=service-ID)

Action execution requests were
discarded because the number of
actions awaiting execution
exceeded the limit.
For details about the discarded
actions, check the message
KAVE00255-E in the common
message log.
(O)
The number of alarms that
occurred might have exceeded
the estimate. Revise the alarm
definition.
In addition, to balance requests
for executing actions, consider
distributing the Action Handlers
that execute actions.
Re-execute the command as
necessary.
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Message ID
KAVE00253-E

Message
Actions awaiting execution were
discarded because a shutdown
request was issued.
(service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
The command is not executed for
actions awaiting execution
because a shutdown request was
issued.
For details about the discarded
actions, check the message
KAVE00255-E in the common
message log.
(O)
Re-execute the command as
necessary.

KAVE00254-E

The action execution process timed
out and will now be forcibly ended.
(service=service-ID, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name,
agent=service-ID-of-an-agent-inwhich-an-alarm-occurred)

The action execution process
timed out and will now be forcibly
ended.
(S)
Forcibly ends the action
execution process.
(O)
Determine and then remove the
cause of the action execution
timeout.
Re-execute the command as
necessary.

KAVE00255-E

The action execution request will
now be discarded.
(service=service-ID, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name,
agent=service-ID-of-an-agent-inwhich-an-alarm-occurred)

The action execution request will
now be discarded.
A message (KAVE00252-E or
KAVE00253-E) that describes the
reason will be output immediately
after this message.
(S)
Does not execute the commands
for the relevant action.
(O)
Check the message (KAVE00252E or KAVE00253-E) that describes
the reason.

KAVE00258-I

KAVE00259-I

The action is now awaiting
execution. (service=service-ID,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name,
agent=service-ID-of-an-agent-inwhich-an-alarm-occurred, queue
length=waiting-requests-count)

The action is now awaiting
execution because the maximum
number of actions that can be
concurrently executed was
reached.
(S)
Manages the relevant action as
an action awaiting execution.

All actions awaiting execution were All actions awaiting execution
executed. (service=service-ID)
were executed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Executed all actions awaiting
execution.

KAVE00260-I

KAVE00261-W

The service will now start with the
synchronous execution controller
for actions enabled.
(service=service-ID, concurrent
count=number-of-actions-to-beexecuted-concurrently, queue
size=maximum-number-ofactions-waiting-to-be-executed,
time limit=time-until-forcedtermination)

The service will now start with
the synchronous execution
controller for actions enabled.

The synchronous execution
controller for actions will now be
disabled because an invalid value
is set. (label=label-name, specified
value=specified-value)

The service will now start with
the synchronous execution
controller for actions disabled
because an invalid value is set.

(S)
Starts the service with the
synchronous execution controller
for actions enabled.

(S)
Starts the service with the
synchronous execution controller
for actions disabled.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the specified value. To apply the
changed settings, restart the
Action Handler service.

KAVE00262-E

An attempt to forcibly end the
action execution process failed.
(service=service-ID, pid=processID)

An attempt to forcibly end the
action execution process failed.
(S)
Continues processing and
excludes the failed processes
from the number of actions to be
executed concurrently.
(O)
Check the process status
displayed for process-ID, and
forcibly stop the process as
necessary.

KAVE00308-I

View Server was started in the PFM The View Server will start.
authentication mode. (host=host(S)
name, service=service-id)
Starts the View Server.

KAVE00310-W

An attempt to read the
authentication mode has failed.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

An attempt to read an internal
file failed.

The alias name is invalid. (Host
Alias Name=alias-name)

The host name cannot be
acquired because the alias name
is invalid.

KAVE00311-E

(S)
Starts the View Server.

(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Interrupts the service startup
processing if the service is being
initialized.
Returns an error without
acquiring the host name if the
service is running.
(O)
Change the alias name.
You can use 1-32 one-byte
alphanumeric characters for the
alias name.
You cannot specify localhost or
an IP address as the alias name.

KAVE00312-E

The setting used for acquiring the
physical host name is invalid. (Get
Host Mode=value)

The host name cannot be
acquired because the setting of
the monitoring host name is
invalid.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing if the service is being
initialized.
Returns an error without
acquiring the host name if the
service is running.
(O)
Change the setting of the
monitoring host name (value
specified for Get Host Mode in
Common Section in the
jpccomm.ini file). The value
must be 0, 1, or 2.

KAVE00313-E

The alias name is the same as the
logical host name. (Host Alias
Name=alias-name)

The specified physical host name
is the same as the logical host
name on the same host.
(S)
Interrupts the service startup
processing if the service is being
initialized (only when the
monitoring host name setting
function is enabled).
Returns an error without
acquiring the host name if the
service is running (only when the
host name setting function is
enabled).
(O)
Change the alias name.
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Message ID
KAVE00314-E

Message
The logical host name is the same
as the physical host name.
(lhost=logical-host-name)

Corrective Action
The logical host environment
cannot be set up because the
specified logical host name is the
same as the alias name on the
same host.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Change the logical host name.

KAVE00315-E

The installed agent does not
support the functionality for
changing a physical host name.

An Agent that does not support
the monitoring host name setting
function has been installed.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
An Agent that does not support
the monitoring host name setting
function might have been
installed.
To continue operation in the
current environment, you must
change the setting to acquire a
host name by using a real host
name.

KAVE00318-W

The setting for the PFM service
auto-restart functionality will be
reset to the default setting
because the current setting is
invalid. (service=service-id,
label=label-name, previous
value=set-value, current
value=value-to-be-applied)

The setting for the service autorestart functionality will be
updated to the default setting
because the current setting is
invalid. If the setting is specified
directly under Restart
Configurations,
service=service-ID is not
displayed.
(S)
Updates the value specified for
label-name for service-id to the
default value indicated by valueto-be-applied.
(O)
Use Performance Reporter to
check the settings for service-ID
and label-name.

KAVE00319-W

The scheduled restart functionality
will be disabled because the
setting for the PFM service autorestart functionality is invalid.
(service=service-id)

The scheduled restart
functionality for the service
indicated by service-id is disabled
because the setting for the
service auto-restart functionality
is invalid.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Disables the scheduled restart
functionality for the service
indicated by service-id.
(O)
Use Performance Reporter to
check the setting for the service
indicated by service-id.

KAVE00322-W

PFM service auto-restart
functionality will run with the
default setting temporarily because
the current setting is invalid.
(service=service-ID, label=labelname, applied value=value-to-beapplied)

The service auto-restart
functionality will temporarily use
the default value for the invalid
setting. However, the invalid
setting will not be changed to its
default value. If the invalid
setting belongs to an item
located directly under Restart
Configurations, the
service=service-id part of the
message will not be displayed.
(S)
Uses the default value, which is
displayed in value-to-be-applied,
for the service-id label-name
value.
(O)
Use Performance Reporter to
check the settings for the service
indicated by service-id and labelname.

KAVE00323-W

The auto-restart functionality has
failed to check a status of a
service. (service=service-ID)

The auto-restart functionality
failed to check the operating
status of the service. service-id
indicates the service ID of the
service whose operating status
was failed to be detected. This
message is output if an attempt
to access to the service status
management file. The following
causes are possible in the access
error:
•

The file is locked by an
external application such as
a virus scan program.

•

The service is under heavy
load and then the status is
frequently updated.

At the interval specified in Auto
Restart - Interval, the status
of the service is checked again. It
can be safely ignored unless the
message is output for the same
service in the next check
attempt.
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Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops to check the operating
status of the service and
continues to check the status of
the other services.
(O)
If the message is repeatedly
output for the same service, use
the jpcctrl list command to
check the status of the service. If
the service is stopped, restart the
service.

KAVE00324-W

The auto-restart functionality has
detected an abnormal termination
of a service. (service=service-id,
reason=reason)

The auto-restart functionality has
detected an abnormal
termination of a service. serviceid indicates the service ID of the
service whose abnormal
termination was detected. reason
indicates why the abnormal
termination was determined.
(S)
Uses the auto-restart
functionality to try to restart the
service.

KAVE00325-I

The auto-restart functionality will
restart the service. (host=hostname, servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name)

The auto-restart functionality will
restart the service because an
abnormal termination of the
service was detected. host-name,
service-key, and instance-name
indicate information about the
service to be started. For
Collection Manager or a singleinstance Agent, inst=instancename is not displayed.
(S)
Starts the service indicated by
service-key and instance-name.

KAVE00326-I

The scheduled restart functionality
will stop the service.
(service=service-id)

The scheduled restart
functionality will stop the service.
service-ID indicates the service
ID of the service to be stopped.
(S)
Stops the service indicated by
service-id.

KAVE00327-I

The scheduled restart functionality
will restart the service.
(host=host-name,
servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name)

The scheduled restart
functionality will restart the
service. host-name, service-key,
and instance-name indicate
information about the service to
be started. For Collection
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Manager or a single-instance
Agent, inst=instance-name is
not displayed.
(S)
Starts the service indicated by
service-key and instance-name.

KAVE00328-E

An attempt to stop the service
failed. (service=service-id)

An attempt to stop the service
failed. service-id indicates the
service ID of the service that
could not be stopped.
(S)
Stops the scheduled restart
processing. The startup
processing for the service will not
be performed.
(O)
Determine and eliminate the
cause of the error, manually stop
the service, and then manually
restart the service. You can
determine the cause of the error
from the message that was
output before this message.

KAVE00329-E

An attempt to restart the service
failed. (host=host-name,
servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name)

An attempt to restart the service
failed. host-name, service-key,
and instance-name indicate
information about the service
that could not be started. For
Collection Manager or a singleinstance Agent, inst=instancename is not displayed.
(S)
Stops the startup processing for
the service.
(O)
Determine and eliminate the
cause of the error, and then
manually restart the service. You
can determine the cause of the
error from the message that was
output before this message.

KAVE00330-E

4-54

The service cannot be restarted
because the maximum number of
consecutive attempts to restart it
has been reached.
(service=service-ID,
count=consecutive-restart-count)

The service cannot be restarted
by the auto-restart functionality
because the number of
consecutive attempts to restart
the service has reached the
maximum. service-id indicates
the service ID of the service for
which the number of consecutive
restart attempts exceeds the
maximum.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Does not perform the startup
processing for the service.
(O)
Determine and eliminate the
cause of the abnormal
termination of the service. You
can determine the cause of the
error from the message output
by the service.

KAVE00331-E

An attempt to acquire the list
containing information about the
agent service has failed.

An attempt to acquire the list
containing information about the
Agent service has failed.
(S)
Continues processing. Some
Agents might not be displayed
because the status of the list
containing information about the
Agent service is invalid.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Does a file for the list
containing information about
the Agent service exist?

•

Do you have the access
permission (view permission)
for the file for the list
containing information about
the Agent service?
If the answer to either is no,
stop the Collection Manager
service and then take action
as follows:
If the file for the list
containing information about
the Agent service does not
exist, copy the contents of
the
setagentlist.ini.model
file into the
setagentlist.ini file.(see
Note)
If no access permission has
been set for the file for the
list containing information
about the Agent service, set
the appropriate permission.
Note: When you copy the
contents of the
setagentlist.ini.model
file into the
setagentlist.ini file, the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
list containing information
about the Agent service is
initialized. If necessary,
register the Agent you want
to display. For details about
how to register Agents, see
the chapter that describes
the jpcagtsetup command
in the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

KAVE00332-E

An attempt to modify the list
containing information about the
agent service has failed.

An attempt to modify the list
containing information about the
Agent service has failed.
(S)
Continues processing. Some
Agents might not be displayed
because the status of the list
containing information about the
Agent service is invalid.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Does a file for the list
containing information about
the Agent service exist?

•

Do you have the access
permission (view permission)
for the file for the list
containing information about
the Agent service?
If the answer to either is no,
stop the Collection Manager
service and then take action
as follows:
If the file for the list
containing information about
the Agent service does not
exist, copy the contents of
the
setagentlist.ini.model
file into the
setagentlist.ini file.(see
Note)
If no access permission has
been set for the file for the
list containing information
about the Agent service, set
the appropriate permission.
Note: When you copy the
contents of the
setagentlist.ini.model
file into the
setagentlist.ini file, the
list containing information
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Message

Corrective Action
about the Agent service is
initialized. If necessary,
register the Agent you want
to display. For details about
how to register Agents, see
the chapter that describes
the jpcagtsetup command
in the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

KAVE00339-E

The PFM service stopped
abnormally. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Collection Manager and
Agent services have abnormally
stopped.
(S)
Stops processing the Collection
Manager and Agent services.
(O)
Check the cause of the problem
that has been output to the
common message log for the
host that issued the event.

KAVE00342-I

The service will start with the
product name display functionality
disabled. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The service will now start with
the product name display
functionality disabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
product name display
functionality disabled.

KAVE00343-I

The service will start with the
product name display functionality
enabled. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The service will now start with
the product name display
functionality enabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
product name display
functionality enabled.

KAVE00344-E

An attempt to register the action
execution service information has
failed. (service=service-ID,
count=number-of-actionssuccessfully-registered / numberof-actions-that-were-to-beregistered)

An attempt to register the
information about the action
execution service specified in an
alarm definition has failed
because communication with the
Tuning Manager server was not
possible.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Is the Tuning Manager server
running?

•

Is it possible to connect to
the Tuning Manager server
for communication?
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If the Tuning Manager server can
be connected to normally, it is
possible that the service
indicated by service-ID has been
assigned as the action execution
service to too many actions. In
this case, after taking action as
described below to reduce the
number of actions to number-ofactions-successfully-registered or
fewer, restart the indicated
service, and then re-execute the
jpcalarm command, or perform
the operation again from the
Performance Reporter GUI.
Action to take if the error
occurred when the indicated
service started:
•

Distribute the action
handlers on the execution
target over multiple Action
Handler services.

•

Set the action handlers on
the execution target to
LOCAL.

Action to take if the error
occurred during execution of the
jpcalarm command or operation
from the Performance Reporter
GUI:
•

Perform the operation on an
alarm basis rather than on
an alarm table basis.

The number of actions is
obtained as follows:
Number of actions assigned to
one service = Total number of
alarm conditions under which an
action is executed by the
indicated service (service-ID)
Example of obtaining the number
of actions:
This example shows how to
obtain the number of actions if
alarm definition alarm1 in alarm
table TABLE1 and alarm definition
alarm2 in alarm table TABLE2 are
set for the same Action Handler
service to execute an action
under the following conditions:
•
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Alarm definition alarm1:
Abnormal and Warning

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

Alarm definition alarm2:
Normal

Number of actions = 2 (number
of action execution conditions set
for alarm1) + 1 (number of
action execution conditions set
for alarm2) = 3
KAVE00345-E

An attempt to delete the action
execution service information has
failed. (service=service-ID,
count=number-of-actionssuccessfully-deleted / number-ofactions-that-were-to-be-deleted)

An attempt to delete the
information about the action
execution service specified in an
alarm definition has failed
because communication with the
Tuning Manager server was not
possible.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Is the Tuning Manager server
running?

•

Is it possible to connect to
the Tuning Manager server
for communication?

If the Tuning Manager server can
be connected to normally, it is
possible that the service
indicated by service-ID has been
assigned as the action execution
service to too many actions. In
this case, after taking action as
described below to reduce the
number of actions to number-ofactions-successfully-deleted or
fewer, restart the indicated
service, and then re-execute the
jpcalarm command, or perform
the operation again from the
Performance Reporter GUI.
Action to take if the error
occurred when the indicated
service started:
•

Distribute the action
handlers on the execution
target over multiple Action
Handler services.

•

Set the action handlers on
the execution target to
LOCAL.

Action to take if the error
occurred during execution of the
jpcalarm command or an
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
operation from the Performance
Reporter GUI:
•

Perform the operation on an
alarm basis rather than on
an alarm table basis.

The number of actions is
obtained as follows:
Number of actions assigned to
one service = Total number of
alarm conditions under which an
action is executed by the
indicated service (service-ID)
Example of obtaining the number
of actions:
This example shows how to
obtain the number of actions if
alarm definition alarm1 in alarm
table TABLE1 and alarm definition
alarm2 in alarm table TABLE2 are
set for the same Action Handler
service to execute an action
under the following conditions:
•

Alarm definition alarm1:
Abnormal and Warning

•

Alarm definition alarm2:
Normal

Number of actions = 2 (number
of action execution conditions set
for alarm1) + 1 (number of
action execution conditions set
for alarm2) = 3
KAVE00346-E

Processing to register the action
execution service information has
failed. (service=service-ID,
count=number-of-successfullyregistered-actions)

The service indicated by serviceID requested registration of
information about the service
that will execute the actions
specified in the alarm definitions,
but the registration processing
failed.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Is the service indicated by
service-ID running?

•

Is it possible to connect to
the service indicated by
service-ID for
communication?

If the service indicated by
service-ID can be connected to
normally, it is possible that the
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Corrective Action
service has been assigned as the
action execution service to too
many actions. In this case, take
either of the following actions to
change the action handler
settings, and then restart the
service.
•

Distribute the action
handlers on the execution
target over multiple Action
Handler services.

•

Set the action handlers on
the execution target to
LOCAL.

The number of actions is
obtained as follows:
Number of actions assigned to
one service = Total number of
alarm conditions under which
action is executed by the
indicated service
Example of obtaining the number
of actions:
This example shows how to
obtain the number of actions if
alarm definition alarm1 in alarm
table TABLE1 and alarm definition
alarm2 in alarm table TABLE2 are
set for the same Action Handler
service to execute an action
under the following conditions:
•

Alarm definition alarm1:
Abnormal and Warning

•

Alarm definition alarm2:
Normal

Number of actions = 2 (number
of action execution conditions set
for alarm1) + 1 (number of
action execution conditions set
for alarm2) = 3
KAVE00347-E

Processing to delete the action
execution service information has
failed. (service=service-ID,
count=number-of-actions-forwhich-deletion-was-successful)

The service indicated by serviceID requested deletion of
information about the service
that will execute the actions
specified in alarm definitions, but
the deletion processing failed.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Check the following:
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Message

Corrective Action
•

Is the service indicated by
service-ID running?

•

Is it possible to connect to
the service indicated by
service-ID for
communication?

If the service indicated by
service-ID can be connected to
normally, it is possible that the
service has been assigned as the
action execution service to too
many actions. In this case, take
either of the following actions to
change the action handler
settings, and then restart the
service.
•

Distribute the action
handlers on the execution
target over multiple Action
Handler services.

•

Set the action handlers on
the execution target to
LOCAL.

The number of actions is
obtained as follows:
Number of actions assigned to
one service = Total number of
alarm conditions under which
action is executed by the
indicated service
Example of obtaining the number
of actions:
This example shows how to
obtain the number of actions if
alarm definition alarm1 in alarm
table TABLE1 and alarm definition
alarm2 in alarm table TABLE2 are
set for the same Action Handler
service to execute an action
under the following conditions:
•

Alarm definition alarm1:
Abnormal and Warning

•

Alarm definition alarm2:
Normal

Number of actions = 2 (number
of action execution conditions set
for alarm1) + 1 (number of
action execution conditions set
for alarm2) = 3
KAVE00349-I

4-62

The service will start with the
metric-output at alarm-recovery

The service will start with the
measured value output
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Message
function enabled. (host=hostname, service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
functionality in a normalization
alarm enabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
measured value output
functionality in a normalization
alarm enabled.
(O)
After this message is output by
the Name Server service, the
setting is applied to any Agents
that are started or restarted. If
you have changed the setting,
restart the Agent.

KAVE00350-I

The service will start with the
metric-output at alarm-recovery
function disabled. (host=hostname, service=service-ID)

The service will start with the
measured value output
functionality in a normalization
alarm disabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
measured value output
functionality in a normalization
alarm disabled.
(O)
After this message is output by
the Name Server service, the
setting is applied to any Agents
that are started or restarted. If
you have changed the setting,
restart the Agent.

KAVE00351-W

The metric-output at alarmrecovery function will now be
disabled because an invalid value
was set. (label=label-name,
specified value=value)

The service will start with the
measured value output
functionality in a normalization
alarm disabled because an invalid
value was set. In the message,
label-name indicates the label
name of the item for which an
invalid value is set. value
indicates the invalid value that is
set.
(S)
Starts the service with the
measured value output
functionality in a normalization
alarm disabled.
(O)
Review the value set for the item
with the indicated label name in
the jpccomm.ini file.

KAVE00352-W

The setting of historical data
collection was changed.

The setting for historical data
collection was changed.
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Message ID

Message
(service=service-ID,
record=record-name, log=newcollection-setting)

Corrective Action
(S)
If log=Y is displayed, the system
has enabled historical data
collection for the record.
If log=N is displayed, the system
has disabled historical data
collection for the record.
Historical data will no longer be
displayed after the message is
output.
(O)
If log=Y is displayed, change the
settings for the record, such as
the collection interval, as
necessary.
If log=N is displayed, no action is
required.

KAVE00353-W

The Correlator quick start function
will be disabled because one or
more invalid values are set.
(label=label-name, specified
value=value)

The function for quick-starting
the Correlator service without
acquiring the alarm status will be
disabled (the default setting)
because the setting for this
function is invalid. In the
message, label-name indicates
the label name of the item for
which an invalid value is set.
value indicates the invalid value
that is set.
(S)
Disables the function for quickstarting the Correlator service,
and then continues processing.
(O)
Check the value indicated by
value specified for the label name
indicated by label-name in the
jpccomm.ini file.

KAVE00354-I

The service will start with the
Correlator quick start function
disabled. (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

The service will start with the
function for quick-starting the
Correlator service without
acquiring the alarm status
disabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
function for quick-starting the
Correlator service disabled.
(O)
For details about how to enable
the function for quick-starting the
Correlator service, see the Tuning
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Corrective Action
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVE00355-I

The service will start with the
Correlator quick start function
enabled (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

The service will start with the
function for quick-starting the
Correlator service without
acquiring the alarm status
enabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
function for quick-starting the
Correlator service enabled.

KAVE00356-W

The alarm status reacquisition
function will be enabled because
one or more invalid values are set.
(label=label-name, specified
value=value)

If the alarm status cannot be
acquired, the function for
reacquiring the alarm status will
be enabled (the default setting)
because the setting for this
function is invalid. In the
message, label-name indicates
the label name of the item for
which an invalid value is set.
value indicates the invalid value
that is set.
(S)
Enables the function for
reacquiring the alarm status, and
then continues processing.
(O)
Check the value indicated by
value specified for the label name
indicated by label-name in the
jpccomm.ini file.

KAVE00357-I

The service will start with the
alarm status reacquisition function
disabled. (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

If the alarm status cannot be
acquired, the service will start
with the function for reacquiring
the alarm status disabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the
function for reacquiring the alarm
status disabled.

KAVE00358-I

The service will start with the
alarm status reacquisition function
enabled. (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

If the alarm status cannot be
acquired, the service will start
with the function for reacquiring
the alarm status enabled.
(S)
Starts the service with the alarm
status reacquisition function
enabled.

KAVE00359-W

Correlator was not able to acquire
alarm status information from
Collector. (service=service-ID)

The Correlator service could not
acquire alarm status information
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
from the Collector service. If an
alarm event is received from the
applicable Agent, the Correlator
service will reacquire alarm
status information because the
function for quick-starting the
Correlator service or the function
for reacquiring alarm status
information is enabled.
service-ID indicates the Agent
that could not acquire the alarm
status information.
(S)
If an alarm event is received
from the applicable Agent, alarm
status information will be
reacquired. Note that the system
operates by assuming that the
alarm status information for the
applicable Agent is either of the
following statuses:
•

When an alarm event has
not been received from the
applicable Agent after the
Correlator service starts:
The system assumes that the
status of the Agent is the
same as the last time the
Tuning Manager server
stopped.

•

When an alarm event has
been received from the
applicable Agent after the
Correlator service starts:
The system assumes the
status of the Agent based on
the alarm event received
after the Correlator service
started.

(O)
If the alarm status information
displayed by Performance
Reporter is different from the
actual Agent status and you need
to synchronize the information
immediately, restart the
applicable Agent or rebind the
alarm table for the Agent.
KAVE00360-I
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Correlator successfully acquired
alarm status information from
Collector by retrying.
(service=service-ID)

Alarm status information was
successfully acquired from the
Collector service during
reacquisition processing. serviceID indicates the Agent that
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Message

Corrective Action
acquired the alarm status
information.
(S)
The system operates by using the
acquired alarm status
information.

KAVE00361-E

An attempt to read the
configuration file failed. (file=filename, section=section-name,
label=label-name)

An attempt to read the
configuration file failed. If this
message is output when the
service starts, then the
configuration was not read
correctly.
(S)
Stops startup processing for the
service.
(O)
Restart the service.

KAVE00364-E

An error occurred during reading
the configuration file. (file=filename, section=section-name,
label=label-name)

An attempt to access to the
configuration file has failed.
(S)
Stops the startup processing for
the service.
(O)
Restart the service. If this
message is output, check
whether you have the access
permission (view permission) for
the configuration file. If you
cannot determine the cause of
the error, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVE00366-I

KAVE00369-W

The service will start with the
option for restricting remote
operation from Agent hosts
disabled.

Ignore this message because it is
maintenance information.

The option for restricting remote
operation from Agent hosts will
now be enabled because an
attempt to acquire a setting failed.

This is a maintenance
information.

(S)
Continues to start the service.

(S)
Continues to start the service.
(O)
Check for any preceding or
following errors. If there are no
errors, ignore this message.

KAVE00370-I

The service will start with the
Ignore this message because it is
option for restricting the viewing of maintenance information.
service information from Agent
(S)
Continues to start the service.
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Corrective Action

hosts enabled. (label=label-name,
specified value=value)
KAVE00373-W

The option for restricting the
viewing of service information from
Agent hosts will now be enabled
because an attempt to acquire a
setting failed.

This is maintenance information.
(S)
Continues to start the service.
(O)
Check for any preceding or
following errors. If there are no
errors, ignore this message.

KAVE00374-E

An alarm definition failed to be
updated and is in an invalid state.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

The alarm definition failed to be
updated and then became
invalid. Re-update the output
alarm definition to recover it.
Information for the invalid alarm
definition is output to product-id,
alarm-table-name, and alarmname.
(S)
Interrupts processing to update
the alarm definition.
(O)
The alarm definition became
invalid. Re-update the output
alarm definition.

KAVE00375-W

An attempt to delete action
execution service information
failed. (product id=product-id,
alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to delete action
execution service information,
which was performed when an
alarm was updated, has failed.
Actions performed when the
status is recovered to normal
might be performed because an
alarm is updated. However, this
does not affect operations on the
updated alarm and actions.
Information for the alarm
definition whose action execution
service information failed to be
deleted is output to product-id,
alarm-table-name, and alarmname.
(S)
Continues processing.

KAVE00376-W

An attempt to send an action
definition to an Action Handler
failed. (service=service-ID,
product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

The action definition failed to be
delivered to Action Handler, and
then became invalid.
The service ID of Action Handler
which failed to receive the action
is output to service-id.
Information for the alarm
definition which failed to be
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Corrective Action
delivered is output to product-id,
alarm-table-name, and alarmname.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Because Action Handler might
stop, check whether Action
Handler is running. If Action
Handler stops, restart it. In
addition, because network
problems might exist, review
network settings such as the
firewall setting, and then rebind
the alarm from the jpcalarm
command or restart Action
Handler.

KAVE00493-E

A service could not start because
the current physical host name of
the server at startup is different
from the physical host name at the
last startup. (last host=previoushost-name, current host=currenthost-name, mode=mode,
service=service-id)

A service could not start because
the current physical host name of
the server at startup is different
from the physical host name at
the last startup.
(S)
Interrupts service start
processing.
(O)
Change the host name by
following the correct procedure.
For details about the correct
procedure, see the section that
explains how to change the host
name in the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

KAVE00536-I

The Store service uses
ExtendedDB. (service=service-id)

The Store service uses
ExtendedDB.
(S)
The Store service uses
ExtendedDB.

KAVE00999-E

Assertion failed. (ex=(conditionalexpression), file=file-name,
line=line-number)

The service was stopped due to a
fatal error.
(S)
Stops the service.
(O)
Possible causes of this error are a
logical inconsistency, unexpected
system call error, or memory
shortage. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.
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Message ID
KAVE04902-E

Message
Cannot continue process due to an
error caused by the system
environment, such as memory
shortage.

Corrective Action
Cannot continue process due to
an error caused by the system
environment, such as memory
shortage.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Make sure that sufficient memory
is available.
If you re-execute the process and
this message is displayed again,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator.

KAVE05000-E

The specified service is not
running.

The service matching the
specified service ID and the host
name is not running.
(S)
•

When this message is output
during command execution:
Stops command execution.

•

When this message is output
during installation:
Continues the processing.

(O)
Check whether the following are
applicable:
•

When this message is output
during command execution:
Specify the correct service ID
and the host name, and then
re-execute the command. To
check the service ID and
host name, execute the
jpcctrl list command.

•

When this message is output
during installation:
Ignore the message.

KAVE05001-E

The specified service is running.

The specified service is running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
the host name, and then reexecute the command. To check
the service ID and host name,
execute the jpcctrl list
command.
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KAVE05002-E

Message
A sub-command name is invalid.

Corrective Action
The specified sub-command
name is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct sub-command
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05003-E

The specified database ID is
invalid.

The specified database ID is
invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct database ID
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05004-E

The start time is invalid.

The specified data start time
exceeds the maximum length, or
its format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct data start
time and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05005-E

The end time is invalid.

The specified data end time
exceeds the maximum length, or
its format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct data end time
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05006-E

The end time must not be before
the start time.

The specified data end time is
before the data start time.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a data end time that is
after the data start time. Specify
the correct data end time and
data start time, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05007-E

No record corresponds to the
specified record type.

No record corresponds to the
specified record type.
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Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct record type
and then re-execute the
command. For details about
record types, see the chapter
that explains the overview of the
data handled in the Tuning
Manager series in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVE05008-E

The service ID is not specified.

The service ID is not specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05009-E

The start time is not specified.

No data start time is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct data start
time and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05010-E

The end time is not specified.

No data end time is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct data end time
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05011-E

The export file name is not
specified.

No export file name is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct export file
name and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05012-E

The specified export file name is
invalid.

The specified export file name
exceeds the maximum length, or
its format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Corrective Action
Specify the correct export file
name and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05013-E

The database ID is not specified.

No database ID is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct database ID
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05014-E

The record type is not specified.

No record type is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct record type
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05015-E

A service necessary for this
operation is not running.

A service that is required for this
operation has not started, or an
error occurred during
communication with the required
service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the required service is stopped,
start it and then re-execute the
command. If the required service
is running, the jpcctrl backup
command or dump command
might be executing. Wait until
the jpcctrl backup command or
dump command has finished, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05016-E

A backup file or directory is
inaccessible.

A backup file or directory is
inaccessible. The file permission
for the backup file or directory
has been illegally altered or
deleted.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the file permission for the
backup file or directory has been
altered, restore it first and then
re-execute the command. If
changing the access permission
and re-executing the command
do not resolve this error, the
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Corrective Action
backup file or directory might
have been deleted. In such a
case, restart the Master Store
service or Agent Store service,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05017-E

An export file or directory is
inaccessible.

An export file or directory is
inaccessible. The file permission
for the export file or directory has
been illegally altered or deleted.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the file permission for the
export file or directory has been
altered, restore it first and then
re-execute the command. If
changing the access permission
and re-executing the command
do not resolve this error, the
export file or directory might
have been deleted. In such a
case, restart the Master Store
service or Agent Store service,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05018-E

A backup file or directory was not
found.

A backup file or directory was not
found.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the backup file or
directory. Also check that the
specified backup directory is the
backup data of the currently used
Store database version.

KAVE05019-E

The specified sub-command is
valid for the Store services only.

The specified command can be
issued only for the Agent Store
service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
host name, and then re-execute
the command. Execute the
jpcctrl list command to check
the service ID and host name.

KAVE05020-E
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The specified service ID is invalid.

The specified service ID exceeds
the maximum length, or its
format is invalid.
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Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
then re-execute the command.
Execute the jpcctrl list
command to check the service
ID.

KAVE05021-E

The specified host name is invalid.

The specified host name exceeds
the maximum length, or its
format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct host name
and then re-execute the
command. Execute the jpcctrl
list command to check the host
name.

KAVE05022-E

For the export file name, specify a
file name that does not include a
directory name.

For the export file name, specify
a file name that does not include
a directory name.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct export file
name and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05023-E

The specified backup directory
name is invalid.

The specified backup directory
name exceeds the maximum
length, or its format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the backup directory
name.

KAVE05024-E

The specified service is not
registered.

The specified service information
has already been deleted, or the
specified service ID or host name
is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
the host name, and then reexecute the command. Execute
the jpcctrl list command to
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Corrective Action
check the service ID and the host
name.

KAVE05026-E

Backup processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(service=service-id)

Backup processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05027-E

Clear processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(service=service-id,
dbid=database-id)

Clear processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05028-E

Dump processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(service=service-id,
dbid=database-id)

Dump processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05029-E

List processing of the service
information terminated
abnormally.

List processing of the service
information terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05030-E

Delete processing of the service
information terminated
abnormally. (service=service-id)

Delete processing of the service
information terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05031-E

Register processing of the service
information terminated
abnormally. (service=service-id)

Re-registration processing of the
service information terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05032-E

Restore processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.

Restore processing of the Store
database terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05033-E

A service could not start.
(service=service-name,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name,
rc=maintenance-code)

The service could not be started.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that has been output to
the common message log.

KAVE05034-E

A service could not stop.
(service=service-name,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name,
rc=maintenance-code)

The service could not be stopped.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that has been output to
the common message log.

KAVE05035-E

The collection of maintenance
information ended abnormally.

Collection of the maintenance
information terminated
abnormally.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error
and re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the error
message that was output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05036-E

The sub-command is not specified.

The specified command name is
invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct command
name and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05037-E

Shutdown processing of the
service terminated abnormally.
(service=service-ID)

Shutdown processing of the
service failed because the service
did not respond.
(S)
Forcibly stops the service if the
scheduled restart functionality is
used. Stops the service shutdown
processing if the functionality is
not used.
(O)
Check the preceding message
output to the system log or the
common message log, and take
the action indicated in the
message.
If the scheduled restart
functionality is used, check the
common message log to make
sure that the service indicated by
the service ID has restarted after
this message is output. If the
service has restarted, no action is
required.

KAVE05038-E

The specified record type is invalid. The specified record type exceeds
the maximum length, or its
format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a correct record type and
then re-execute the command.
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Message ID
KAVE05041-E

Message
The specified instance name is
invalid.

Corrective Action
The specified instance name
exceeds the maximum length, or
its format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct instance
name and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05042-E

An incorrect argument is specified.

An incorrect argument is
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct argument and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05043-E

The specified service needs the
instance startup environment.
(service=service-name)

The specified service requires an
instance startup environment.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
•

When the jpcstart
command displays this
message:
Set up an instance startup
environment, and then reexecute the command.

•

When the jpcstop command
displays this message:
Set up an instance startup
environment.

•

When the jpcnsconfig port
command displays this
message:
Set up an instance startup
environment, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05044-E

A service could not start because a
communication connection with a
Manager component could not be
established.

The Agent Collector service,
Agent Store service, or Action
Handler service could not be
started because a communication
connection with the Tuning
Manager server could not be
established.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the host name of
the connection-target Tuning
Manager server is correct. If it is
correct, check the following:
•

Is the Tuning Manager server
service running?

•

Can a communication
connection be established?
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for
use. Make sure that
communication by using IPv6
addresses is possible.

KAVE05045-E

The current directory is not
correct.

The current directory is not
correct.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Move the current directory to the
correct location and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05046-E

The specified sub-command cannot The specified sub-command
be used on an Agent host.
cannot be used on an Agent host.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct command and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05047-E

The specified service needs the
instance name.

The specified service needs an
instance name.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify an instance name and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05048-E

The error occurred in the update
processing of the system file.

Updating of the system file failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The system file might be
corrupted. Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVE05049-E

There is no executable service
corresponding to specified
subcommand and service ID.

There is no executable service
corresponding to the specified
command.
(S)
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Message

Corrective Action
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the service startup status
and the service ID by executing
the jpcctrl list command. If
no service ID is displayed even
after executing the jpcctrl list
command, restart Performance
Reporter and Collection Manager,
and then check the service ID in
the Agents window of
Performance Reporter.

KAVE05051-E

The file does not exist. (path)

The file specified for loading or
writing does not exist. Possible
causes of this error are:
•

An incorrect file name was
specified.

•

The file system has been
unmounted.

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the file or directory
indicated by path, correct the
cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.
KAVE05052-E

An attempt to access a file or
directory (path) failed.

An error other than a disk
capacity shortage occurred
during normal access, such as file
creation, deletion, loading, or
writing. Possible causes of this
error are:
•

No access permission

•

The file system has been
unmounted.

•

A directory path is used for a
file path.

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
•

When this message is output
during command execution:
Make sure that the status of
the file or directory indicated
by path is appropriate,
eliminate the cause of the
access failure, and then reexecute the command.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

When this message is output
during a version upgrade
installation of Agent:
Make sure that the status of
the file or directory indicated
by path is appropriate,
eliminate the cause of the
access failure, and then reinstall Agent.

•

KAVE05053-E

No empty area is available for file
or directory creation. (path)

If a directory path is
specified, a file name that
starts with PFM might
remain. After changing the
access permission, delete the
file name that starts with
PFM.

Disk capacity shortage occurred
during the creation or expansion
of a file or directory.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Increase the available capacity in
the file system indicated by path,
or change the configuration
destination for the file or
directory, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05054-E

An attempt to register a Windows
service failed. (service-name)

This message is output when an
unexpected error occurs during
the registration of a Windows
service. Windows service status
incompatibility or resource
shortage might cause this error.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Restart the system and then reexecute the command. If the
error persists, the system might
be corrupted. Collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.

KAVE05055-E

An attempt to delete a Windows
service failed. (service-name)

This message is output when an
unexpected error occurs during
the deletion of a Windows
service. Windows service status
incompatibility or resource
shortage might cause this error.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
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Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Restart the system and then reexecute the command. If the
error persists, the system might
be corrupted. Collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.

KAVE05057-E

The setup command is executing in The setup command can only be
another session.
used in one session.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Wait for a short while and then
execute the command. If a setup
command is being left in an
execution state in another
session because the command is
waiting for a response, quit this
setup command.

KAVE05058-E

The specification of the service key An invalid value is specified for
is incorrect.
the service key. This error also
occurs if a service key that
cannot be processed by the
command is specified. For
example, if mgr is specified for
the jpcinssetup command,
which creates an instance
environment, this specification is
not recognized. Also, the Agent
for the specified service key
might not be properly set up.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the command syntax and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05059-E

The specification of the logical host The specified host name (logical
name is incorrect.
host name) is too long or an
invalid value was specified.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Make sure that the following
settings are correct for the
argument specified in the -lhost
option, and then re-execute the
command.
•
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The specified character string
contains a space.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

The specified character string
is longer than 32 characters
(bytes).

•

In the jpchasetup create
command, localhost was
specified for the -lhost
option.
If the JPC_HOSTNAME
environment variable has
been set, disable the setting
and then re-execute the
command with the -lhost
option specified.

KAVE05060-E

The specification of the instance
name is incorrect.

The specified instance name
exceeds the maximum length, or
an invalid value was specified.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the argument specified in
the -inst option for either of the
following errors, and then reexecute the command:

KAVE05061-E

The specification of the
environment directory is incorrect.

•

The specified character string
is longer than 32 characters
(bytes).

•

The specified character string
contains a space.

The specified environment
directory name is too long or an
invalid value was specified.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the -d option to make sure
that the specified argument is no
longer than 80 characters
(bytes), and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05062-E

The specified service is not
installed or is not set up.
(servicekey=service-key)

The system was unable to obtain
the product information from the
specified service key. One of the
following might be applicable to
the product corresponding to the
specified service key:
•

The product has not been
installed in the system.

•

The product has not been set
up.

(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Correct the service key
specification and then re-execute
the command. If the product has
not been installed, install it.

KAVE05063-E

The specified service is not
supported for logical host startup.
(servicekey=service-key)

The product indicated by the
service key specified in the
jpchasetup command does not
support logical host startup.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Correct the service key
specification and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05064-E

The specified service is not
supported for multi-instance
startup. (servicekey=service-key)

The program indicated by the
specified service key does not
support instance startup.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Correct the service key
specification and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05068-E

The logical host environment has
already been created.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name)

An attempt was made with the
jpchasetup command to create
an already-registered logical host
environment.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Use the jpchasetup list
command to check the alreadyregistered logical host
environment.

KAVE05069-I

Creating the logical host
The logical host environment is
environment. (servicekey=service- being created.
key, lhost=logical-host-name,
(S)
dir=environment-directory-name)
Resumes the requested
processing.

KAVE05070-I

The logical host environment was
created. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
dir=environment-directory-name)

The logical host environment has
been created.

The attempt to create the logical
host environment failed.

A message indicating the cause
was output before this message.

KAVE05071-E

(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID

Message
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
dir=environment-directory-name)

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the error displayed in the
prior message, correct the error,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05078-E

The instance environment does not An attempt was made to
exist. (servicekey=service-key,
reference, update, or delete the
lhost=logical-host-name,
setting information of a noninst=instance-name)
existent instance environment.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check for the created instances
using the jpcinslist command.

KAVE05079-E

The instance environment has
already been created.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

An attempt was made to add an
instance environment that is
already created.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check for the created instances
using the jpcinslist command.

KAVE05080-I

The instance environment is now
being created.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The instance environment is now
being created.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.

KAVE05081-I

The instance environment has
The instance environment has
been created. (servicekey=service- been created.
key, lhost=logical-host-name,
(S)
inst=instance-name)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05082-E

The instance environment could
not be created.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

A message indicating the cause
has been output before this
message.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Refer to the error displayed
before this message and remove
the error cause, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05083-I

The instance environment is being
deleted. (servicekey=service-key,

The instance environment is
being deleted.
(S)
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Message ID

KAVE05084-I

KAVE05085-E

Message

Corrective Action

lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Continues the requested
processing.

The instance environment was
deleted. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The instance environment has
been deleted.

The instance environment could
not be deleted.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

A message indicating the cause
has been output before this
message.

(S)
Stops command execution.

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Refer to the error message
displayed before this message
and correct the cause of the
error, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05086-E

The specification of the host name
is incorrect.

The specified host name exceeds
the maximum length, or an
invalid value was specified.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check that there is no error, such
as one of the following, and then
re-execute the command:

KAVE05087-I

The connecting host has changed.
(host-name-before-change ->
host-name-after-change)

•

The specified character string
is longer than 128 characters
(bytes).

•

The IP address is specified
directly.

•

The character string contains
a space.

The connection-target host has
changed.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.

KAVE05088-E

The connection host cannot be
changed in this environment.

Possible causes of this error are:
•

At a host where Collection
Manager is installed, an
attempt was made to specify
another host as the
connection target.

•

At a host where there is no
service that can start on the
physical host, an attempt
was made to change the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
connection target of the
physical host.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check command execution
environment.

KAVE05089-Q

Running services will be forcedly
terminated. Do you want to
continue? (Y/N)

This message indicates that the
service of a Tuning Manager
series program must be stopped
before the environment can be
changed using the setup
command.
•

When the jpcinssetup
command is executed:
The service of only the
applicable Agent is stopped.
Continues the requested
processing.

•

When the jpcinsunsetup
command is executed:
The service of only the
applicable Agent is stopped.

•

When the jpcnsconfig port
command is executed with
the define option:
The services of all Tuning
Manager series programs are
stopped.

•

When the jpcnshostname
command is executed:
The services of all Tuning
Manager series programs are
stopped.

(S)
Continues processing only if Y or
y is specified. Stops processing if
any other character (including a
blank space or character string)
is specified.
(O)
Respond to the command.
KAVE05090-I

Service is stopped.

This message is displayed while
the service is stopped (while a
command is internally being
called). The result of an internal
command is not displayed on the
terminal because the result was
redirected elsewhere.
(S)
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Corrective Action
Continues the requested
processing.

KAVE05091-E

An internal command cannot be
executed. (command-line)

An attempt to execute an internal
command called by the command
has failed. The system
environment might not be
correct.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check whether the file exists in
the location indicated in
command-line, and whether
execution of the command is
permitted. Relay the command
line indicated by this message
and the reason code in the
KAVE05092-E message, which is
output following this message, to
the system administrator or
support service.

KAVE05092-E

An error occurred so command
execution was terminated.
(rc=reason-code)

Command execution was
terminated because an error
occurred. One of the following
reason codes is displayed
depending on the situation:
•

When this message is
displayed following
KAVE05091-E:

•

1 is displayed as the reason
code.
When this message is
displayed following
KAVE05099-E:
The termination code of an
internal command is
displayed as the reason
code.

•

All other cases:
The detail code of the
preceding error message is
displayed.

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Refer to the error message
displayed before this message
and correct the cause of the
error, and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVE05093-E

Message
Mutually-exclusive options are
specified.

Corrective Action
Mutually-exclusive options are
specified.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Specify the correct option and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05094-E

An option is duplicated. (option)

The option specification is
duplicated.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Specify the correct option and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05095-E

A required argument for this option No argument is specified for the
is not specified. (option)
option.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Specify the correct option and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05096-E

The connecting host has not been
set yet.

A service configuration
information file cannot be found,
or no host entry has been set up
at the connection destination.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Specify a host name using the -s
or -u option of the
jpcnshostname command.

KAVE05097-E

An option is invalid. (option)

The specified option is invalid.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Specify the correct option and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05098-E

The instance name is not specified. No instance name is specified.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Specify the correct instance
name and then re-execute the
command.
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KAVE05099-E

Message
An internal command terminated
abnormally. (command-line)

Corrective Action
The internal command called by
the setup command returned an
error.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the messages output to
the system log and common
message log. If the problem
cannot be resolved, collect the
command line indicated by this
message and the reason code in
the message KAVE05092-E, which
is output following this message,
and then contact the system
administrator or support service.

KAVE05100-E

The specified service is not
installed.

The specified service is not
installed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
host name, and then re-execute
the command. Execute the
jpcctrl list command to check
the service ID and host name.

KAVE05101-E

The service keyname is not
specified.

The service keyname is not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a service keyname and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05102-E

The collection-destination directory The collection-destination
is not specified.
directory is not specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a collection-destination
directory and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05103-E

The name of the specified
collection-destination directory is
incorrect.

The specified collectiondestination directory name
exceeds the maximum length, or
its format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Specify a correct collectiondestination directory and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05104-E

The collection-destination directory The collection-destination
cannot be accessed.
directory cannot be accessed
because the access permission is
invalid or the disk capacity is
insufficient.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the directory with the
correct access permission or a
directory with sufficient disk
capacity, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05105-E

The collection-destination directory The collection-destination
was not found.
directory was not found.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a correct collectiondestination directory and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05106-E

The name of the backup-file
directory is not specified.

The name of the backup-file
directory is not specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the name of the backupfile directory and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05107-E

The name of the backup-file
directory is incorrect.

The specified backup-file
directory name exceeds the
maximum length or its format is
invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a correct backup-file
directory and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05108-E

4-92

The start, stop, or setup command
is being executed.

An attempt was made to execute
a command while the jpcstart,
jpcstop, or jpcnsconfig
command was executing.
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Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command after
the jpcstart, jpcstop, or
jpcnsconfig command has
terminated.

KAVE05110-E

The host name is not specified.

The logical host name is not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the logical host name and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05111-E

The environment directory is not
specified.

The environment directory is not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the environment
directory and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05112-E

The specification of the file name is The specified file name is invalid.
incorrect.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct file name and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05113-E

The file name is not specified.

The file name is not specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the file name and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05114-E

You do not have permission to
access the specified environment
directory. (dir=environmentdirectory)

The specified environment
directory is not accessible.
Possible causes of this error are:
•

There is no such directory.

•

There is no access
permission.

•

There is not enough unused
capacity on the disk.

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Correct the directory specification
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05115-E

Multiple logical hosts cannot be set Another Collection Manager has
for the Manager service.
already been set up for a logical
host in the Tuning Manager series
system.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Delete the logical host
environment of the Collection
Manager service that has become
unnecessary, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05116-E

The environmental directory was
already set up for the specified
logical host. (lhost=logical-hostname, dir=environment-directory)

To add a service to an existing
logical host, you cannot specify
any directory other than the
currently defined environment
directory.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the environment
directory in use by the logical
host, and then re-execute the
command; or re-execute the
command without specifying an
environment directory.

KAVE05117-E

Manager is set up for a logical
host, so the processing of Manager
for a physical host cannot be
executed.

The processing for a physical
host cannot be executed because
the Tuning Manager server has
already been set up for a logical
host.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the logical host option
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05118-E

4-94

The service required for setup of a
logical host does not exist.

The service required for setup of
a logical host was not found.
Possible causes of this error are:
•

If you have specified all for
the service key, there was no
Agent service that supports
logical hosts.

•

A logical host has already
been set up for the service.
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Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the installed products and
specified logical host options.

KAVE05119-E

The specified service is not set up
for a logical host.

The specified service has not
been set up for a logical host.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the service has
been set up for a logical host or
that the correct logical host
option is specified.

KAVE05120-E

The specified file does not exist.
(file=file-name)

The specified file was not found.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct file name and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05121-E

An attempt to access the specified
file failed. (file=file-name)

Access to the specified file failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the file access permission
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05122-E

An attempt to open the specified
file failed. (file=file-name)

An open error occurred on the
specified file.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct file name and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05123-E

A logical host is set up, so the
The specified service cannot be
specified service cannot be started. started because a logical host has
(servicekey=service-key)
been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the logical host option
and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVE05124-E

Message
A set up logical host does not
exist.

Corrective Action
No logical host has been set up
for the programs in the Tuning
Manager series.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct logical host
option and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05125-I

Deleting the logical host
The logical host environment is
environment. (servicekey=service- being deleted.
key, lhost=logical-host-name)
(S)
Resumes the requested
processing.

KAVE05126-I

The logical host environment was
deleted. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name)

The logical host environment has
been deleted.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05127-E

Attempt to delete the logical host
environment failed.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name)

No logical host has been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the cause of the error and
then re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the
message that was displayed
immediately before this message.

KAVE05128-E

An instance environment exists, so The logical host cannot be
the logical host environment
deleted because there is an
deletion is not possible.
instance environment.
(servicekey=service-key)
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Delete all instances on the logical
host and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05129-E

The service required for deletion of The service that is required in
the logical host does not exist.
order to delete the logical host is
not available.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command arguments
and logical host environment.
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Message ID
KAVE05132-E

Message
A physical host definition cannot
be set because a logical host is
already set up.

Corrective Action
A physical host definition cannot
be set because a logical host has
been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the logical host option
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05133-E

A physical host definition cannot
be referenced because a logical
host is set up.

A physical host definition cannot
be referenced because a logical
host has been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the logical host option
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05134-E

The service key (service-key)
cannot be specified.

An unsupported service key was
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check that the correct service
key is specified.

KAVE05135-E

A service that is not supported for
the specified sub-command is
specified. (subcmd=subcommand,
service=service-key)

The specified sub-command does
not support the specified service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check that the correct subcommand or service key is
specified.

KAVE05136-I

The logical host startup
The logical host startup
information listing ended normally. information listing ended
successfully.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05137-E

The logical host startup
information listing ended
abnormally.

The logical host startup
information listing ended
abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the cause of the error and
then re-execute the command.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
For the cause, check the
message that was displayed
immediately before this message.

KAVE05138-E

The environment directory cannot
be accessed. (dir=directory-name)

The environment directory is not
accessible.
(S)
•

When this message is output
during command execution:
Stops command execution.

•

When this message is output
during installation:
Continues the processing.

(O)
Check whether the following are
applicable:
•

When this message is output
during command execution:
The specified directory
exists.
The command is not being
executed in the standby
node.

•

Response to this message
varies based upon the node
the installation was
performed on:
- If this was an active node
installation: Ensure that the
shared disk on which an
environment directory exists
has been mounted.
- If this was a standby node
installation: Ignore the
message, if the installation
on the standby node was
successful.

KAVE05139-I

The export processing of the
logical host environment definition
file ended normally.

The logical host environment
definition file has been exported
successfully.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05140-I

The import processing of the
logical host environment definition
file ended normally.

The logical host environment
definition file has been imported
successfully.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID
KAVE05141-E

Message
The export processing of the
logical host environment definition
file ended abnormally.

Corrective Action
Export processing on the logical
host environment definition file
ended abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the cause of the error and
then re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the
message that was displayed
immediately before this message.

KAVE05142-E

The import processing of the
logical host environment definition
file ended abnormally.

Import processing on the logical
host environment definition file
ended abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the cause of the error and
then re-execute the command.
For the cause, check the
message that was displayed
immediately before this message.

KAVE05143-E

A service is running, so the
processing is not possible.

Processing cannot be executed
because a service is running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
To create or delete a logical host
environment, do the following, as
applicable, and then re-execute
the command:
•

To create or delete a logical
host environment for the
Tuning Manager server
service, make sure that all
services at the same host
have stopped.

•

To delete the logical host
environment for the Agent
service, make sure that the
logical host service for the
Agent to be deleted has
stopped.

•

To delete the last service in
the specified logical host,
make sure that the Action
Handler service with the
same logical host name has
stopped.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
This message might be
output during start or stop
processing of a service; so
make sure that the service
has stopped completely, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05144-E

The import file format is invalid.
(file=file-name)

The import file's format is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct import file
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05145-E

The logical host service is running,
so the processing is not possible.
(lhost=logical-host-name)

The requested processing cannot
be executed because the service
to start the logical host service is
running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Stop the service to start the
logical host service and then reexecute the command. This
message might be output when
start or stop processing of a
service takes a long time; so
make sure that the service has
stopped completely, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05146-Q

The file already exists. Do you
want to update the file? (Y/N)

The specified file already exists.
(S)
If Y or y is entered, the system
updates the file and resumes
processing. If any other character
(including a space or any
character string) is entered, the
system stops command
execution.
(O)
Check that the specified file can
be overwritten.

KAVE05147-E

The export processing of the
logical host environment definition
file was cancelled.

Export processing was cancelled
because Y was not entered to
confirm file update processing.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Back up the existing file or
change the specified file name,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05148-E

The jp1pc directory does not exist
in the environment directory on
the specified logical host.
(lhost=logical-host-name,
dir=environment-directory)

The jp1pc directory does not
exist in the environment
directory on the logical host that
has been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check that the environment
directory on the specified logical
host contains the jp1pc
directory, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05149-E

The environment directory cannot
be created because the jp1pc
directory already exists in the
specified directory. (dir=directoryname)

The environment directory cannot
be created because the specified
directory already contains the
jp1pc directory.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a directory that does not
contain the jp1pc directory, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05150-Q

A logical host environment that is
not in the import file exists. Do
you want to delete the logical host
environment? (lhost=logical-hostname, servicekey=service-key)
(Y/N) [N]:

The target logical host has a
logical host environment that is
not specified in the import file.
(S)
If Y or y is entered, the system
deletes the logical host
environment. If any other
character (including a space or
any character string) is entered,
the system does not delete the
logical host environment.
(O)
Check that the specified logical
host environment can be deleted.

KAVE05151-Q

Do you want to create the
The import file contains a newly
specified logical host environment? added logical host environment.
(lhost=logical-host-name,
(S)
servicekey=service-key) (Y/N) [Y]:
If N or n is entered, the system
does not create the logical host
environment. If any other
character (including a space or
any character string) is entered,
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the system creates the logical
host environment.
(O)
Check that the specified logical
host environment can be created.

KAVE05152-Q

A logical host environment that is
not in the import file exists. Do
you want to delete the logical host
environment? (lhost=logical-hostname, servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name) (Y/N) [N]:

The target logical host contains a
logical host environment that is
not specified in the import file.
(S)
If Y or y is entered, the system
deletes the logical host
environment. If any other
character (including a space or
any character string) is entered,
the system does not delete the
logical host environment.
(O)
Check that the specified logical
host environment can be deleted.

KAVE05153-Q

Do you want to create the
specified logical host environment?
(lhost=logical-host-name,
servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name) (Y/N) [Y]:

The import file contains a newly
added logical host environment.
(S)
If N or n is entered, the system
does not create the logical host
environment. If any other
character (including a space or
any character string) is entered,
the system creates the logical
host environment.
(O)
Check that the specified logical
host environment can be created.

KAVE05154-E

The Windows service (Windowsservice-name) is marked as a
target of deletion.

The Windows service has already
been marked for deletion
processing.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Restart the system and complete
the deletion processing.

KAVE05155-I

KAVE05156-I

The creating of the logical host
environment will now be skipped.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name)

The system will skip creation of
the logical host environment.

The deleting of the logical host
environment will now be skipped.

The system will skip deletion of
the logical host environment.

(S)
Skips creation of the logical host
environment.

(S)
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Message ID

KAVE05157-I

KAVE05158-I

KAVE05159-E

Message

Corrective Action

(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name)

Skips deletion of the logical host
environment.

The creating of the logical host
environment will now be skipped.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The system will skip creation of
the logical host environment.

The deleting of the logical host
environment will now be skipped.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The system will skip deletion of
the logical host environment.

The environment directory cannot
be created because the specified
directory does not exist.
(dir=directory)

The environment directory cannot
be created because the specified
directory does not exist.

(S)
Skips creation of the logical host
environment.

(S)
Skips deletion of the logical host
environment.

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify an existing directory and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05160-W

Processing is skipped because the
service is running.
(servicekey=service-key)

Processing is being skipped
because the service is already
running.
(S)
Resumes command execution.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list command
to check the service start status.
This message might be output
when start or stop processing of
a service takes a long time; so
make sure that the service has
stopped completely, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05161-E

The specification of the option is
incorrect. (option)

A specified option is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command options.

KAVE05162-I

The Store service is not supported The Master Store service or
for the process of creating indexes. Agent Store service version that
(version=version)
is being used does not support
Store database index creation. A
Store database index is created
when the Master Store service or
Agent Store service starts.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Store service version that
supports index creation is 3.2 or
later.
(S)
Skips index creation processing.

KAVE05163-E

An error occurred in the Windows
service control manager. (service
= service-name, lhost = logicalhost-name, inst = instance-name,
rc=maintenance-code)

While starting up the service, an
error occurred in the Windows
Service Control Manager.
(S)
Cancels command execution.
(O)
Check the following, and then reexecute the jpcstart command:
•

Were no other Windows
services activated
concurrently?

•

Were there any invalid
settings?

•

Are the resources sufficient?

•

From the service where an
error occurred, was a
message output to the
system log and the common
message log?
If re-execution of the
command does not resolve
this error, change the
interval and number of
retries for service startup
automatically executed by
the jpcstart command. For
details about how to change
the retry interval and the
number of retries, see the
section explaining start-up
errors with service control
manager (Windows) in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05164-E

The number of open files exceeded The file could not be opened
the system limit.
because the number of open files
reached the system limit.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Quit any applications that are not
currently being used, or increase
the system limit for open files.

KAVE05165-E
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An I/O error occurred during
processing.

An I/O error occurred during
processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the file system status.

KAVE05166-I

KAVE05167-I

The host name will now be
changed. (newhost=new-hostname)

The host name will be changed.

The host name was successfully
changed. (newhost=new-hostname)

The host name was successfully
changed.

(S)
Starts command execution.

(S)
Terminates the command
normally.

KAVE05168-I

KAVE05169-I

KAVE05170-I

KAVE05171-I

KAVE05172-I

The logical host name will now be
changed. (oldhost=old-logicalhost-name, newhost=new-logicalhost-name)

The host name will be changed.

The logical host name was
successfully changed.
(oldhost=old-logical-host-name,
newhost=new-logical-host-name)

The logical host name was
successfully changed.

The setting used for acquiring the
physical host name will now be
changed. (mode=mode, Host Alias
Name=alias-name)

The mode for acquiring a physical
host name will be set.

The setting used for acquiring the
physical host name was
successfully changed.
(mode=mode, Host Alias
Name=alias-name)

The setting of the mode for
acquiring a physical host name
was successfully changed.

The host information was
successfully backed up.
(dir=backup-directory)

The host information was
successfully backed up.

(S)
Starts command execution.

(S)
Terminates the command
normally.

(S)
Starts command execution.

(S)
Terminates the command
normally.

(S)
Continues processing.

KAVE05173-E

An attempt to back up host
information has failed.
(dir=backup-directory)

An attempt to back up the host
information has failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.
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Message ID
KAVE05174-I

Message
The backup of host information
was successfully deleted.
(dir=backup-directory)

Corrective Action
The backup of the host
information was successfully
deleted.
(S)
Continues processing.

KAVE05175-W

An attempt to delete the backup of An attempt to delete the backup
host information has failed.
of the host information has failed.
(dir=backup-directory)
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Check the backup directory, and
then manually delete it.

KAVE05176-E

The specified alias name is invalid.
(Host Alias Name =alias-name)

The alias name was specified
incorrectly.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure of the following
regarding the specification of the
alias name, make any necessary
corrections, and then re-execute
the command:
- The specified character string is
not longer than 32 characters
(bytes).
- The IP address is not specified
directly.
- The character string does not
contain a space.
- The character string localhost
is not specified.

KAVE05177-E

The alias name is the same as the
logical host name. (Host Alias
Name=alias-name)

The specified alias name is the
same as the logical host name on
the host.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify an alias name that is
different from the logical host
name on the host, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05178-E

The installed agent does not
support the functionality for
changing a physical host name.

An Agent that does not support
the functionality for changing a
physical host name has been
installed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
The method for acquiring a
physical host name cannot be
changed because the version of
the installed Agent is earlier than
5.7. Use a real host name for
operation.

KAVE05179-E

The specified host name is invalid.
(host=host-name)

The host name was specified
incorrectly.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure of the following
regarding the specification of the
host name, make any necessary
corrections, and then re-execute
the command:
- The specified character string is
not longer than 255 characters
(bytes).
- The IP address is not specified
directly.
- The character string does not
contain a space.
- The character string localhost
is not specified.

KAVE05180-W

An attempt to set a port number
failed because the port number
information was duplicated.
(service=service-id)

The fixed port number setting for
a service was already enabled
when the port number was
updated. The fixed port number
setting for the service is disabled.
(S)
Disables the fixed port number
setting for the service, and then
continues processing.
(O)
If necessary, set the fixed port
number for the service again.

KAVE05181-E

An attempt to change the host
name ended abnormally.
(newhost=new-host-name)

An attempt to change the host
name terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error by
following the action in the
previous message. After that,
restore the backed-up data and
definition file from the backup
directory specified in -d, and
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
then re-execute the jpcconf
host hostname command to
change the host name. For
details on restoring data, see the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide.
Starting Collection Manager and
the Agent service before the host
name is successfully changed can
cause the Collection Manager and
Agent service management
information to become invalid. Do
not start Collection Manager or
the Agent service until the host
name is successfully changed.
If you cannot determine the
cause of the error, collect the
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details on how to collect
maintenance information, see the
troubleshooting chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05182-E

An attempt to change the logical
host name ended abnormally.
(oldhost=old-logical-host-name,
newhost=new-logical-host-name)

An attempt to change the logical
host name terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error by
following the action in the
previous message. After that,
restore the backed-up data and
definition file from the backup
directory specified in -d, and
then re-execute the jpcconf
host hostname command to
change the logical host name. For
details on restoring data, see the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide.
Starting Collection Manager and
the Agent service before the
logical host name is successfully
changed can cause the Collection
Manager and Agent service
management information to
become invalid. Do not start
Collection Manager or the Agent
service until the logical host
name is successfully changed.
If you cannot determine the
cause of the error, collect the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details on how to collect
maintenance information, see the
troubleshooting chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05183-E

An attempt to change the setting
used for acquiring the physical
host name ended abnormally.
(mode=mode, Host Alias
Name=alias-name)

An attempt to set the mode for
acquiring a physical host name
terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error by
following the action in the
previous message. After that,
restore the backed-up data and
definition file from the backup
directory specified in -d, and
then re-execute the jpcconf
host hostmode command to set
the mode for acquiring a physical
host name. For details on
restoring data, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Starting Collection Manager and
the Agent service before the
mode for acquiring a physical
host name is successfully set can
cause the Collection Manager and
Agent service management
information to become invalid. Do
not start Collection Manager or
the Agent service until the mode
for acquiring a physical host
name is successfully set.
If you cannot determine the
cause of the error, collect the
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details on how to collect
maintenance information, see the
troubleshooting chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05184-E

The new host name is not
specified.

A new host name was not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the new host name, and
then re-execute the command.
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Message ID
KAVE05185-E

Message
The backup directory is not
specified.

Corrective Action
A backup directory was not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a backup directory, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05186-E

The mode for acquiring the
physical host name is not
specified.

The mode for acquiring the
physical host name was not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the mode for acquiring
the physical host name, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05187-E

The alias name is not specified.

An alias name was not specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify an alias name, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05188-E

The specified logical host name is
the same as the physical host
name. (lhost=logical-host-name)

The specified logical host name is
the same as the physical host
name.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a logical host name that
is different from the physical host
name, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05189-E

The specified physical host name is The specified physical host name
the same as the logical host name. is the same as the logical host
(lhost=logical-host-name)
name.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a physical host name that
is different from the logical host
name, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05190-E

An attempt to update the file
failed. (file=file-name)

An attempt to update the file has
failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Restore the data from the backup
file specified during execution of
the jpcconf host command, and
then re-execute the command. If
the problem cannot be resolved
by re-executing the command,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details on how
to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05191-E

A specified argument cannot be
specified in this environment.
(argument=argument)

An argument that cannot be
specified in this environment was
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
An argument that cannot be
specified in the environment was
specified. Review the explanation
of the argument in the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

KAVE05192-E

A specified logical host name is
The name of a logical host that
already in use. (lhost=logical-host- has already been set up was
name)
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the name of a logical host
that has not been set up, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05200-E

You do not have permission to
execute the command.

You do not have permission to
execute the command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check command execution
permission.

KAVE05202-E

An unexpected exception has
occurred. (rc1=maintenancecode-1, rc2=maintenance-code-2)

An unexpected error has
occurred.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the message that was
output to the system log or
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
common message log. If the
problem cannot be resolved,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator.

KAVE05203-E

Memory is insufficient.

Memory allocation failed because
of insufficient memory.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Quit the applications that are not
being used or increase the
memory size.

KAVE05204-E

The disk capacity is insufficient.

File access failed because of
insufficient disk capacity.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Delete unnecessary files or
increase the disk capacity.

KAVE05205-E

An error occurred in the network.
(rc=maintenance-code)

An error occurred during TCP/IP
communication, or a
communication timeout occurred.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the activation status of the
remote server and the network
status.
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for use.
Make sure that communication by
using IPv6 addresses is possible.

KAVE05206-E

The network environment is
incorrect. (rc=maintenance-code)

TCP/IP initialization failed or
socket generation failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the local host's network
environment and the system
environment.
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for use.
Make sure that communication by
using IPv6 addresses is possible.

KAVE05209-E
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The specified sub-command is
invalid for the Master Manager,

The specified command cannot
be issued for the Master
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Message ID

Message
Master Store, Name Server or
Status Server service.

Corrective Action
Manager, Master Stores, Name
Server, or Status Server service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05212-E

Specified logical hostname is not
set up. (lhost=logical-host-name)

The specified logical host name
has not been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Correct the logical host name and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05213-E

The system environment is
incorrect. (rc=maintenance-code)

The system environment is
incorrect. The system file was
illegally deleted or its access
permission was changed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)

KAVE05215-E

Processing cannot continue
because Name Server is not
running.

•

When this message is output
during command execution,
refer to the immediately
preceding common message.
If no such message exists,
re-install the Agent.

•

When this message is output
during a failed version
upgrade installation of
Agent, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Install the Agent from before
the version upgrade.

3.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

The Name Server service is not
running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Start the Collection Manager
service and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVE05216-E

Message
Processing cannot continue
because Master Manager is not
running.

Corrective Action
The Master Manager service is
not running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Start the Collection Manager
service and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05217-E

A host IP address could not be
resolved.

The necessary host information is
not set up in the hosts file or
DNS environment.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Set up the necessary host
information in the hosts file or
DNS environment, and then reexecute the command.
Check whether the IP address for
the host name of the target host
can be resolved and whether the
IP address for the host name of
each machine in the Tuning
Machine system can be resolved,
set the host information required
for the jpchosts file, hosts file,
or the DNS environment, and
then re-execute the command.
For more details, see the section
that explains setting the IP
address in the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

KAVE05222-E

Parsing failed. There is a parse
error near option.

Option parsing failed. An invalid
character is specified near the
character indicated.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Specify the correct parameter.

KAVE05223-E

The specified message text is too
long.

The specified message text is too
long.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Specify correct message text.

KAVE05224-E
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option is defined more than once.

The option indicated by option
cannot be specified more than
once.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Specify the correct parameter.

KAVE05225-E

An operand of option option-name
is missing.

No value is specified for the
option indicated by option.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Specify the correct parameter.

KAVE05226-E

The specification of the operand
parameter is incorrect.

The value specified for the
parameter indicated by
parameter is invalid. The
specified parameter value cannot
be used.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Specify the correct parameter.

KAVE05227-E

Processing was terminated
because a signal was received.

Processing was terminated
because a signal was received.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05228-E

The Store database files could not
be accessed.

The database file of the Master
Store or Agent Store service
cannot be accessed. The file
access permission for the
database or directory has been
illegally altered.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the file permission for the
database file or directory of the
Master Store or Agent Store
service has been altered, restore
it first and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05229-E

The specified sub-command is
invalid for the Name Server or
Status Server service.

The specified sub-command
cannot be issued for the Name
Server or Status Server service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct service ID and
then re-execute the command.
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Message ID
KAVE05230-E

Message
The specified instance name is not
set up. (inst=instance-name)

Corrective Action
The specified instance name is
not set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the correct instance
name and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05231-W

Processing is skipped because the
service has stopped.
(service=service-id)

Processing is skipped because the
service was stopped.
(S)
Continues command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the service is
running and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05232-E

Because backup or export was
being processed, the request was
refused.

Because backup or export was
being processed, the request was
refused.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Wait for the backup or export to
be finished, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05233-W

Processing is skipped because the
service is running.
(service=service-id)

Processing is skipped because the
service is running.
(S)
Continues command execution.
(O)
Check the service's startup status
by executing the jpcctrl list
command.

KAVE05234-E

The communication time-out
occurred.

A time-out occurred during
communication.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the following and then reexecute the command:
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•

Is the communicating service
stopped?

•

Does processing of a large
volume of data take
considerable time?
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If you are trying to execute
the jpcctrl dump command,
take the following action to
reduce the volume of data to
be processed:
- Narrow the interval
between the start date and
end date specified for the
command option.
- Specify a specific record ID
instead of a wildcard
character for the record ID to
be specified for the
command option.
•

KAVE05235-E

The backup processing was
interrupted because the Store
service stopped. (service=serviceid)

If you execute the jpcctrl
backup or jpcctrl dump
command for Agent for RAID
while it is connecting to the
Tuning Manager server, the
command might fail and the
KAVE05234-E message will
be output. In this case,
execute the jpcctrl backup
or jpcctrl dump command
with the -alone option
specified.

Backup processing was
interrupted because the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service was stopped.
(S)
Interrupts the backup processing.
(O)
Start the Master Store service or
Agent Store service, and then reexecute backup processing. Also,
do not restore the data that was
being saved when this message
was output.

KAVE05236-E

The dump processing was
interrupted because the Store
service stopped. (service=serviceid, dbid=database-id)

Export processing was
interrupted because the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service was stopped.
(S)
Interrupts the export processing.
(O)
Start the Master Store service or
Agent Store service, and then reexecute export processing.

KAVE05237-E

The service did not return the
response to the request of the

The service did not return a
response to the demand of the
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Message ID

Message
command in time.
(service=service-name,
inst=instance-name,
rc=maintenance-code)

Corrective Action
command in time. Possible
causes of this error are:
•

The service is busy.

•

An error occurred when
starting a service for UNIX,
and the service cannot start.

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the service status by
executing the jpcctrl list
command. If the busy status of
the service continues for a long
time, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
on how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
Note that if the service name is
Correlator, make sure that the
function for quick-starting the
Correlator service without
acquiring the alarm status is
enabled. For details about how to
check and specify the setting, see
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
KAVE05238-W

The service will now forcibly stop
because the service does not
respond. (service=service-name,
inst=instance-name,
option=option)

The service did not stop within
the predetermined time. The
service is forcibly stopped with
the specified option.
(S)
Forcibly stops the service.

KAVE05239-E

An error occurred in archiving files. An error occurred during file
archiving using the tar
command.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the content of the
standard error output and correct
the cause of the error.

KAVE05240-E

An error occurred in compressing
the archive.

An error occurred during archive
compression using the compress
or gzip command.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Skips the compression and
continues processing.
(O)
Make sure that the compress or
gzip command has been
installed. If neither are installed,
install one of them, and then
manually compress the collected
maintenance information,
In all other cases, check the
standard error output and correct
the cause of the error.

KAVE05241-E

The file copying failed because the
disk capacity is insufficient or the
destination path is too long.

An error occurred while a
collected file was being copied.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Make sure there is sufficient
capacity available at the copy
destination drive. If there is
sufficient unused capacity on the
disk, the copying might have
failed because the path of the
collected file is too long. If that is
the case, shorten the destination
directory path, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05242-W

KAVE05243-Q

An attempt to acquire additional
information of an agent failed.
(servicekey=service-key,
rc=return-code)

Acquisition of additional Agent
information failed.

A port number that does not exist
in the import file exists in the
services file. Do you want to delete
it? (service=service-name,
port=port-number) (Y/N) [N]:

The services file contains a port
number that is not specified in
the import file.

(S)
Resumes processing.

(S)
If Y or y is entered, the system
deletes the port number. If any
other character (including a
space or any character string) is
entered, the system does not
delete the port number.
(O)
Check that the specified port
number can be deleted.

KAVE05244-Q

The specified port number is
registered in the services file. Is
this OK? (service=service-name,
port=port-number) (Y/N) [Y]:

The specified port number will be
registered in the services file.
(S)
If N or n is entered, the system
does not register the port
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
number in the services file. If
any other character (including a
space or any character string) is
entered, the system registers the
port number in the services file.
(O)
Check that the specified port
number can be registered in the
services file.

KAVE05245-E

The specified port number is
already in use by another service.
(service=service-name, port=portnumber)

The specified port number cannot
be registered in the services file
because it is already in use by
another service.
(S)
Skips registration of the port
number in the services file.
(O)
Check the port number and
specify a port number that is not
being used in the services file.

KAVE05246-Q

The same service name exists in
the services file but the port
number is different. Do you want
to change the port number from
(old-port-number) to (new-portnumber)? (service=service-name)
(Y/N) [Y]:

The services file contains the
same service name with a
different port number.
(S)
If N or n is entered, the system
does not change the port number
in the services file. If any other
character (including a space or
any character string) is entered,
the system changes the port
number in the services file.
(O)
Check that the port number in
the services file can be
changed.

KAVE05261-I

The port number deletion
Deletion of the port number will
processing will now be skipped.
be skipped.
(service=service-name, port=port- (S)
number)
Skips deletion of the port
number.

KAVE05262-I

The port number registration
Registration of the port number
processing will now be skipped.
will be skipped.
(service=service-name, port=port- (S)
number)
Skips registration of the port
number.

KAVE05263-I

The port number update
processing will now be skipped.

Updating of the port number will
be skipped.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

(service=service-name, port=port- Skips updating of the port
number)
number.
KAVE05264-W

The collection of database
information will be skipped
because the service is running.
(service=service-id, lhost=logicalhost-name, inst=instance-name)

The system skipped database
information collection processing
because the Master Store service
or Agent Store service was
active.
If the service was activated on a
physical host, lhost=logical-hostname is not displayed. In the
case of an Agent service which
does not require an instance
environment, inst=instancename is not displayed.
(S)
Skips database information
collection processing.
(O)
If you want to collect database
information, stop the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05265-E

The processing is not possible
because the Store service or
restore command is accessing the
Store database.

The system was unable to
perform the specified processing
because the Master Store service,
Agent Store service, or
restoration command was
accessing the Store database.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Stop the Master Store service,
Agent Store service, or the
jpcresto command, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05266-E

The backup command was
interrupted because Master
Manager stopped.

The system interrupted jpcctrl
backup command processing
because Master Manager stopped
its service.
(S)
Stops the jpcctrl backup
command processing, but allows
the Master Store service or Agent
Store service to continue backup
processing.
(O)
You can check the outcome of the
backup processing that continued
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
after the backup command was
interrupted, by reading the
BACKUP.LOG file that was output
to the Store database save
directory with generation number
01. The backup processing has
normally terminated if you see
Ended normally. in the file.

KAVE05267-E

The dump command was
interrupted because Master
Manager stopped. (dbid=databaseID)

The system interrupted jpcctrl
dump command processing
because Master Manager stopped
its service.
(S)
Stops the jpcctrl dump
command processing, but allows
the Master Store service or Agent
Store service to continue export
processing.
(O)
You can check the outcome of the
export processing that has
continued after the command
was interrupted, by reading the
DUMP.LOG file that was output to
the Store database export
directory. The export processing
has normally terminated if you
see Ended normally. in the file.

KAVE05268-E

An attempt to communicate with
the Store service has failed.
(service=service-id)

An attempt to communicate with
the Master Store service or Agent
Store service has failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the startup status of the
service:
•

Is the service running?

•

Is online communication
possible?
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for
use. Make sure that
communication by using IPv6
addresses is possible.

•

KAVE05269-E
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A file I/O error occurred in
processing of the Store database.
(service=service-id)

Is the specification for the
connection-target Tuning
Manager server correct?

An I/O error occurred during file
processing for the Master Store
service or Agent Store service.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the file system status in
the system where the Master
Store service or Agent Store
service is running.

KAVE05270-E

An attempt to create a backup or
export process has failed.
(service=service-id)

Creation of a backup or export
process failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that there is sufficient
memory available in the system
where the Master Store service or
Agent Store service is running.

KAVE05271-E

The processing to import the alarm
definition ended abnormally.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to import an alarm
definition terminated abnormally.
(S)
Processing continues if other
alarm definitions are being
imported. If no other alarm
definitions are being imported,
command processing terminates.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05272-I

The processing to import the alarm An attempt to import alarm
definition ended normally. (product definition terminated normally.
id=product-id, alarm table=alarm- (S)
table-name, alarm=alarm-name)
Processing continues if other
alarm definitions are being
imported. If no other alarm
definitions are being imported,
command processing terminates.

KAVE05273-I

The processing to import the alarm
definition was skipped. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to import an alarm
definition was skipped because a
character other than N or n was
entered in response to the
message requesting confirmation
to overwrite the alarm.
(S)
Processing continues if other
alarm definitions are being
imported. If no other alarm
definitions are being imported,
command processing terminates.
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Message ID
KAVE05274-Q

Message

Corrective Action

An alarm with the same name
already exists. Would you like to
overwrite it? (product id=productid, alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name) (Y/N)

An alarm with the same name
already existed when an attempt
was made to import an alarm
definition.
(S)
Overwrites the existing alarm if Y
or y is entered. The alarm is not
overwritten if any other character
(including a space or a character
string) is entered.
(O)
Confirm that the specified alarm
is overwritten.

KAVE05275-E

An alarm table with a different
data model version exists.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
ver=data-model-version)

An alarm table of a different data
model version already existed
when an attempt was made to
import an alarm definition.
(S)
Stops the alarm definition import
processing.
(O)
Check the data model version of
the alarm definition, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05276-E

The processing to export the alarm An attempt to export an alarm
definition was cancelled.
definition was cancelled because
a character other than N or n was
entered in response to a message
requesting confirmation to
update the file.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the export
destination file is valid, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05277-I

The processing to export the alarm An attempt to export an alarm
definition ended normally.
definition terminated normally.
(S)
Ends command execution.

KAVE05278-E

The processing to export the alarm An attempt to export an alarm
definition ended abnormally.
definition terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.
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KAVE05279-I

Message
The processing to display the
alarm definition ended normally.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name)

Corrective Action
Processing to display an alarm
definition terminated normally.
The alarm name is not displayed
if you specified only -key in the
jpcalarm list command.
(S)
Ends command execution.

KAVE05280-E

The processing to display the
alarm definition ended abnormally.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name)

Processing to display an alarm
definition terminated abnormally.
The alarm name is not displayed
if you specified only -key in the
jpcalarm list command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05281-E

The specified alarm table does not
exist. (product id=product-id,
alarm table=alarm-table-name)

The specified alarm table does
not exist.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a valid alarm table, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05282-E

The specified alarm does not exist.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

The specified alarm does not
exist.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a valid alarm, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05283-E

The processing to bind the alarm
table ended abnormally.
(serviceid=service-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name)

Processing to bind an alarm table
terminated abnormally.
(S)
Processing continues if there are
other agents to be bound. The
command terminates if there are
no other agents to be bound.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05284-E

The agent that corresponds to the
specified service ID does not exist.

There is no Agent that
corresponds to the specified
service ID.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05285-I

The processing to bind the alarm
table ended normally.
(serviceid=service-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name).

KAVE05286-E

Processing to bind an alarm table
terminated normally.
(S)
Processing continues if there are
other agents to be bound. The
command terminates if there are
no other agents to be bound.

The processing to unbind the alarm Processing to unbind an alarm
table ended abnormally.
table terminated abnormally.
(serviceid=service-id, alarm
(S)
table=alarm-table-name)
Processing continues if there are
other agents to be unbound. The
command terminates if there are
no other agents to be unbound.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05287-I

The processing to unbind the alarm Processing to unbind an alarm
table ended normally.
table terminated normally.
(serviceid=service-id, alarm
(S)
table=alarm-table-name)
Processing continues if there are
other agents to be unbound. The
command terminates if there are
no other agents to be unbound.

KAVE05288-W

The alarm table is not bound to the The alarm table is not bound to
specified agent. (product
the specified agent.
id=product-id, alarm table=alarm- (S)
table-name)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the agents to which the
alarm table is bound, specify a
valid service agent, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05289-E

Alarm activation failed. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to activate an alarm
failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05290-I
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Alarm activation succeeded.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to activate an alarm
succeeded.
(S)
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Message

Corrective Action
Ends command execution.

KAVE05291-E

Alarm deactivation failed. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to deactivate an
alarm failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05292-I

KAVE05293-E

Alarm deactivation succeeded.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

An attempt to deactivate an
alarm succeeded.

The processing to copy the alarm
ended abnormally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name,
name=copy-destination -name)

Processing to copy an alarm
terminated abnormally.

(S)
Ends command execution.

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05294-E

The processing to copy the alarm
table ended abnormally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, name=copydestination -name)

Processing to copy an alarm table
terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05295-I

KAVE05296-I

KAVE05297-E

The processing to copy the alarm
ended normally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name,
name=copy-destination -name)

Processing to copy an alarm
terminated normally.

The processing to copy the alarm
table ended normally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, name=copydestination -name)

Processing to copy an alarm table
terminated normally.

An alarm with the specified name
already exists. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

An alarm with the specified name
already exists.

(S)
Ends command execution.

(S)
Ends command execution.

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the names of the alarms in
the alarm table, specify a valid
alarm name, and then re-execute
the command.
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Message ID
KAVE05298-E

Message

Corrective Action

An alarm table with the specified
name already exists. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name)

An alarm table with the specified
name already exists.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the alarm table name
defined by the specified service
key, specify a valid alarm table
name, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05299-E

The processing to delete the alarm
ended abnormally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

Processing to delete an alarm
terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05300-E

The processing to delete the alarm
table ended abnormally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name)

Processing to delete an alarm
table terminated abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05301-I

KAVE05302-I

KAVE05303-E

The processing to delete the alarm
ended normally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

Processing to delete an alarm
terminated normally.

The processing to delete the alarm
table ended normally. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name)

Processing to delete an alarm
table terminated normally.

The alarm table cannot be edited
because it is read-only. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name)

The alarm table cannot be
modified (importing or copying
cannot be performed) because
the table is set to read-only.

(S)
Ends command execution.

(S)
Ends command execution.

(S)
Stops updating (import or copy
processing) of the alarm table.
(O)
Check if the specified alarm table
is a solution set. If it is a solution
set, specify a different alarm
table, and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVE05304-E

Message
The number of alarms exceeds the
alarm table maximum. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name)

Corrective Action
The number of alarms in the
alarm table exceeds the
maximum number allowed.
(S)
Stops adding alarms to the alarm
table.
(O)
Check the number of alarms in
the specified alarm table. If the
number of defined alarms
exceeds the maximum, specify
another alarm table, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05305-E

The alarm definition file is invalid.
(error=error-cause, line=linenumber)

The alarm definition file is invalid.
(S)
•

For the jpcalarm import
command:
Stops command execution.

•

For the jpcalarm check
command:
Continues processing. Stops
adding alarms to the alarm
table.

(O)
Correct the alarm definition file
based on the cause and location
of the error, and then reexecutes the command.
KAVE05306-E

The View Server service does not
support the alarm operation
command.

The View Server service does not
support alarm operation
commands.
(S)
Stops command execution. The
Tuning Manager server must be
version 5.1 or later to execute
alarm operation commands.
(O)
Do not execute alarm operation
commands if the Tuning Manager
server is not version 5.1 or later.

KAVE05307-Q

The specified alarm table will now
be deleted. Is this OK? (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name) (Y/N)

Requests confirmation that the
specified alarm table is to be
deleted.
(S)
Deletes the alarm table if Y or y
is entered. The alarm table is not
overwritten if any other character
(including a space or a character
string) is entered.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check that the specified alarm
table is deleted.

KAVE05308-Q

The specified alarm will now be
deleted. Is this OK? (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)
(Y/N)

Requests confirmation that the
specified alarm is to be deleted.
(S)
Deletes the alarm if Y or y is
entered. The alarm is not
overwritten if any other character
(including a space or a character
string) is entered.
(O)
Check that the specified alarm is
deleted.

KAVE05309-E

The processing to delete the alarm
table was cancelled. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name)

Processing to delete the alarm
table was cancelled because a
character other than Y or y was
entered in response to the
message requesting confirmation
that the alarm table was to be
deleted.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a valid alarm table name,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05310-E

The processing to delete the alarm
was cancelled. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

The processing to delete the
alarm was cancelled because a
character other than Y or y was
entered in response to the
message requesting confirmation
that the alarm was to be deleted.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify a valid alarm name, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05311-W

The number of alarms that can be
defined at the same time in the
alarm definition file exceeded the
maximum. (the number of
alarm=number-of-alarmsexported/maximum-number-ofalarms-that-can-be-definedconcurrently)

The number of alarms defined in
the alarm table exceeded the
maximum number of alarms that
can be defined concurrently.
(S)
Resumes processing.
(O)
Divide the definitions in the alarm
definition file into two separate
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Message

Corrective Action
files, and then re-import the
definitions.

KAVE05312-I

The processing to check the alarm
definition ended normally.

Processing to check that the
alarm definition ended normally.
(S)
Ends command execution.

KAVE05313-E

The processing to check the alarm
definition ended abnormally.

Processing to check that the
alarm definition terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message output
immediately before this message.

KAVE05314-E

You cannot create an alarm table
whose name starts with PFM.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name)

An alarm table name beginning
with PFM was specified when an
alarm table was being copied or
created.
(S)
Stops copying or creation of the
alarm table.
(O)
You cannot use an alarm table
name that begins with PFM.
Specify an alarm table name that
begins with characters other than
PFM, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05315-E

An error occurred in an OS
API(api-name). (en = OS-detailedcode, arg1 = argument-1, arg2 =
argument-2, arg3 = argument-3)

An error occurred in an OS API.
The code indicated by "en =" is
the errno of a system call or a
detailed code of Win32API.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the OS detailed code. If
the cause cannot be determined,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
explains error-handling
procedures in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVE05337-I

An alarm with the specified name
already exists. (file=file-name,
product id=product-id, alarm

An alarm with the specified name
already exists. If you are
importing this alarm, a message
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Message ID

Message
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

Corrective Action
asking whether or not the
existing alarm is to be
overwritten is also displayed.
(S)
Resumes processing.
(O)
An alarm with the same name
already exists in the alarm
definition file. Check the
messages that are output to the
common message log.

KAVE05338-E

The processing cannot be
continued because the alarm is
being updated. (product
id=product-id, alarm table=alarmtable-name, alarm=alarm-name)

Processing cannot continue
because the alarm is being
updated.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the status of the specified
alarm and alarm table, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05339-E

The alarm table of data model
version (alarm-table-data-modelversion) cannot be bound to an
agent of data model version
(agent-data-model-version).
(alarm table=%3)

The alarm table of the data
model version that cannot be
bound is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the data model versions of
the Agent and the alarm tables,
and then re-execute the
command. For details about the
data model version, see the
appendix in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.

KAVE05340-E

There is no alarm definition for the
specified agent. (service key=
service-key)

The system cannot continue
processing because there is no
alarm definition for the Agent
specified with the service key.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check whether there is an alarm
definition for the Agent specified
with the service key.

KAVE05342-W

Processing is skipped because the
service does not support the
processing. (service=service-id)

Processing is skipped because the
service does not support the
processing.
(S)
Continues command execution.
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Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check whether the specified
service supports the processing.

KAVE05343-E

The status management function
cannot be disabled because a
dependent function is enabled.

The status management function
cannot be disabled because a
function dependent on the status
management function is enabled.
The following function is
dependent on the status
management function:
•

Health check function

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Disable the function dependent
on the status management
function, and then re-execute the
command.
KAVE05344-E

The specified sub-command can
only be used on a Manager host.

The specified sub-command can
only be used on a Tuning
Manager server host.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Execute the sub-command on a
Tuning Manager server host.

KAVE05345-E

The health check function cannot
be enabled because the status
management function is not
available.

The health check function cannot
be enabled because the status
management function has not
been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Set up the status management
function, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05346-I

The setup of the health check
function will now start.
(host=host-name)

Setup of the health check
function will start. host-name
indicates the name of the host
where the health check function
will be set up.
(S)
Starts setup of the health check
function.

KAVE05347-I

The setup of the health check
function ended normally.
(host=host-name)

Setup of the health check
function ended normally. hostname indicates the name of the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
host where the health check
function has been set up.
(S)
Ends the setup of the health
check function.

KAVE05348-E

The setup of the health check
function terminated abnormally.
(host=host-name)

The setup of the health check
function ended abnormally. hostname indicates the name of the
host where the setup of the
health check function was
attempted.
(S)
Ends the setup of the health
check function.
(O)
Check the preceding message
and take the action indicated in
the message. If the cause cannot
be determined, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVE05349-E

The import processing cannot be
executed because the status
management function is not
available.

Because the status management
function has not been set up, the
specified logical host
environment definition file cannot
be imported. The definition to be
imported contains the following
function that is dependent on the
status management function:
•

Health check function

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Enable the status management
function, and then re-execute the
command.
KAVE05350-W

The health check function on a
physical host will be disabled
because the status management
function is not available.

The health check function on the
physical host is disabled because
the status management function
has not been set up.
(S)
Disables the health check
function on the physical host, and
continues processing.
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Message

Corrective Action
(O)
To enable the health check
function again, set up the status
management function and then
set the health check function.

KAVE05360-E

The alarm definition is invalid.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

The alarm definition for the alarm
indicated by product-id, alarmtable-name, and alarm-name is
invalid.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Delete the alarm definition for
the displayed alarm.

KAVE05800-I

The updating of the data model
will now start.

Upgrading of the data model will
now start.
(S)
Starts command execution.

KAVE05801-I

The updating of the data model
ended.

Upgrading of the data model has
finished.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05810-E

An option is not specified.

An option is not specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Specify the option and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05811-E

The specified dictionary file was
not found. (dict=dictionary-filename)

The specified dictionary file was
not found.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
•

If you saved the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Install the Agent from before
the version upgrade.

3.

Recover the Store database.
For details on how to do this,
see the chapter that explains
backup and disc
management in the Tuning
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05812-E

The specified dictionary file is
invalid. (dict=dictionary-file-name,
line=line-number,
errmsg=message)

4.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

•

If you did not save the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

The contents of the dictionary file
are invalid.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
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•

If you saved the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Install the Agent from before
the version upgrade.

3.

Recover the Store database.
For details on how to do this,
see the chapter that explains
backup and disc
management in the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

4.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

•

If you did not save the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.
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Message ID
KAVE05813-E

Message
A datatype cannot be converted.
(dict=dictionary-file-name,
line=line-number)

Corrective Action
A data type cannot be converted.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)

KAVE05814-E

A rule cannot be converted.
(dict=dictionary-file-name,
line=line-number)

•

If you saved the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Install the Agent from before
the version upgrade.

3.

Recover the Store database.
For details on how to do this,
see the chapter that explains
backup and disc
management in the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

4.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

•

If you did not save the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

The integration rule cannot be
converted.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
•

If you saved the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Install the Agent from before
the version upgrade.

3.

Recover the Store database.
For details on how to do this,
see the chapter that explains
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
backup and disc
management in the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05815-E

The specified directory was not
found. (dir=dictionary)

4.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

•

If you did not save the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation, carry out the
following procedure:

1.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

2.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

The specified directory was not
found.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
Check whether the indicated
directory can be created. If it
cannot be created, eliminate the
cause of the problem and then
re-install the Agent.

KAVE05816-E

The specified Store database is
invalid. (db=database,
errmsg=message)

The contents of the Store
database are invalid.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
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•

If this message is output
when a version upgrade
installation of Agent is
successful, an invalid record
has been detected. However,
no special action is required
because the consistency of
the data has been recovered
due to the invalid record
being deleted.

•

If this message is output
when a version upgrade
installation of Agent fails:

1.

If you saved the Store
database performing the
version upgrade installation,
carry out the following
procedure:
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Message

Corrective Action
2.

Remove the Agent for which
the version upgrade failed.

3.

Install the Agent from before
the version upgrade.

4.

Recover the Store database.
For details on how to do this,
see the chapter that explains
backup and disc
management in the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

5.

Re-install the Agent for
which the version upgrade
failed.

6.

If you did not save the Store
database before performing
the version upgrade
installation
Delete the Store database
files (files that have the
extension .DB or .IDX) of the
Agent Store service for which
the version upgrade
installation failed, and then
re-install the Agent.

KAVE05817-E

The Store database directory
cannot be specified as the work
directory. (wkdir=work-directory,
stdir=database-directory)

You cannot specify a Store
database directory as a work
directory.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
Check whether the work directory
is a symbolic link to the database
directory. If it is, delete the
symbolic link and then re-install
the Agent.

KAVE05821-E

The product ID of the data model
is incorrect. (prodid1=product-ID,
prodid2=product-id)

The backup data or Store
database does not pertain to the
Agent specified in the command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the service key of the
specified Agent. Specify the
correct Agent or Store database,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE05823-E

The version of the data model is
The data model version of the
incorrect. (ver1=data-modelbackup data is different from the
version, ver2=data-model-version) data model version of the Store
database.
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Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the data model version of
the specified Agent, specify the
correct backup data and the
correct Store database, and then
re-execute the command. For
information on each Agent's data
model versions, see the chapter
that explains records in the
Tuning Manager Operating
System Reports Reference, the
Tuning Manager Hardware
Reports Reference or the Tuning
Manager Application Reports
Reference.

KAVE05832-E

An attempt to access a file failed.
(file=file-name, api=api-name,
en=error-code, errmsg=message)

An access error occurred on the
specified file.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
Check whether the file is
accessible. If it is not accessible,
eliminate the cause of the error
and then re-install the Agent.

KAVE05833-E

An attempt to access a directory
failed. (dir=directory-name,
api=api-name, en=error-code,
errmsg=message)

An attempt to access the
specified directory has failed.
(S)
Stops installation processing.
(O)
Check whether the directory is
accessible. If it is not accessible,
eliminate the cause of the error
and then re-install the Agent.

KAVE05834-W

4-140

The records of the database-ID
database up to the databasedeletion-time were deleted
because the Store database
reached the write limit during the
update of the data model. (drawer
= summary-category, db =
database-file-name)

The records were deleted
because the Store database
reached the write limit during the
data-model upgrade.
•
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When the database ID is PI:
The category of the summary
records to be deleted differs
depending on the drawer
value. The drawer value is
one of the following: 1:
minute, 2: hour, 3: day, 4:
week, 5: month, or 6: year.
Any records in the category
that are shorter than the

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
summary category to which
the drawer value
corresponds are deleted, and
any records in the category
that are longer than that
summary category are not
deleted. The records
collected up to the deletion
time are deleted from the
summary records in the
category corresponding to
the drawer value. Records
collected at the deletion time
might be partly deleted.
•

When the database ID is
other than PI:
Records collected up to the
deletion time are deleted.
However, records are saved
in the database up to the
write limit. Therefore,
records collected at the
deletion time might only be
partly deleted. The drawer
value is always set to 1.

(S)
Deletes the records and
continues installation processing.
(O)
The data retention period might
not have been properly set for
the data model after the
upgrade. Revise the settings for
the data retention period
according to the new data model.
KAVE05835-I

KAVE05836-I

KAVE05837-E

Setup of the Store database
extended functionality will now
start. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Setup of the Store database
extended functionality will now
start.

Setup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
normally. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Setup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
normally.

Setup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
abnormally. (servicekey=service-

Setup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
abnormally.

(S)
Starts the setup of the Store
database extended functionality.

(S)
Setup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
normally.
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Message ID

Message
key, lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Corrective Action
(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05838-I

KAVE05839-I

KAVE05840-E

Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality will now
start. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality will now
start.

Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
normally. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
normally.

Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
abnormally. (servicekey=servicekey, lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
abnormally.

(S)
Starts the unsetup of the Store
database extended functionality.

(S)
Unsetup of the Store database
extended functionality ended
normally.

(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05841-I

KAVE05842-I

KAVE05843-E

Import processing of the Store
database will now start.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name, dir=directoryname)

Import processing of the Store
database will now start.

Store database import processing
ended normally.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name, dir=directoryname)

Store database import processing
ended normally.

Store database import processing
ended abnormally.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name, dir=directoryname)

Store database import processing
ended abnormally.

(S)
Starts the import processing of
the Store database.

(S)
Store database import processing
ended normally.

(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.
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Message ID
KAVE05844-I

KAVE05845-I

KAVE05846-E

Message

Corrective Action

Data imported into the Store
database will now be cleared.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Data imported into the Store
database will now be cleared.

Clearing of data imported Store
database ended normally.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The processing to clear data
imported into the Store database
ended normally.

Clearing of data imported Store
database ended abnormally.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The processing to clear data
imported into the Store database
ended abnormally.

(S)
Starts clearing data imported into
the Store database.

(S)
Processing to clear data imported
into the Store database ended
normally.

(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05847-I

Data model conversion of backup
data will now start. (dir=directoryname)

Processing to convert the data
model of backup data will now
start.
(S)
Starts converting the data model
of backup data.

KAVE05848-I

Data model conversion of backup
data ended normally.
(dir=directory-name)

Processing to convert the data
model of backup data ended
normally.
(S)
Data model conversion of backup
data ended normally.

KAVE05849-E

Data model conversion of backup
data ended abnormally.
(dir=directory-name)

Processing to convert the data
model of backup data ended
abnormally.
(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error by
following the action in the
previous message. After that,
restore the backed-up data and
definition files from the backup
that was acquired when the
jpcdbctrl dmconvert command
was executed, and then reexecute the jpcdbctrl
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Message

Corrective Action
dmconvert command. For details
on restoring data, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Before you restore data, ensure
that you are not using a Tuning
Manager series program
command or service to perform
any operation on, or view, the
Store database for the backup
directories.
If you cannot determine the
cause of the error, collect the
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details on how to collect
maintenance information, see the
troubleshooting chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05850-I

The update processing of the files
ended normally.

Updating of the ini file ended
normally.
(S)
Ends command execution.

KAVE05851-E

An attempt to update files failed.

Updating of the ini file failed.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the following:

KAVE05852-I

Displaying the version information
of backup data ended normally.
(dir=directory-name)

•

If you have specified a
service key, make sure that
a model file exists.

•

If you have specified the ini
file name, make sure that
the specified file exists.

The processing to display the
version information of backup
data ended normally.
(S)
Processing to display the version
information of backup data ended
normally.

KAVE05853-E

Displaying the version information
of backup data ended abnormally.
(dir=directory-name)

The processing to display the
version information of backup
data ended abnormally.
(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
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Message

Corrective Action
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05854-I

Displaying the version information
of the Store database ended
normally.

The processing to display the
version information of the Store
database ended normally.
(S)
Processing to display the version
information of the Store database
ended normally.

KAVE05855-E

Displaying the version information
of the Store database ended
abnormally.

The processing to display the
version information of the Store
database ended abnormally.
(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05856-I

KAVE05857-E

Updating the configuration
information of the Store database
ended normally.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name, label=labelname)

The processing to update the
configuration information of the
Store database ended normally.

Updating the configuration
information of the Store database
ended abnormally.
(servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name, label=labelname)

The processing to update the
configuration information of the
Store database ended abnormally

(S)
Processing to update the
configuration information of the
Store database ended normally.

(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05858-I

KAVE05859-E

Displaying Store database
configuration information ended
normally. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The processing to display
configuration information of the
Store database ended normally.

Displaying Store database
configuration information ended
abnormally. (servicekey=servicekey, lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The processing to display
configuration information of the
Store database ended
abnormally.

(S)
Processing to display
configuration information of the
Store database ended normally.

(S)
Ends the command.
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Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05860-E

The specified directory does not
exist. (dir=directory-name)

The directory displayed as
directory-name does not exist.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Make sure that the directory
specified in the argument exists.

KAVE05861-E

A specified setting is incorrect.

A value specified in the argument
is incorrect.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Make sure that the setting value
is correct. If the setting value is a
directory, make sure that the
specified directory exists.

KAVE05862-E

The format of the specified
directory is invalid. (dir=directoryname)

The format of the directory
displayed as directory-name is
invalid.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Make sure that the directory
displayed as directory-name is
the backup directory for the
Store database. If this message
is output when you execute the
jpcdbctrl import command,
make sure that the import
destination Agent and the
specified backup directory have
the same product ID and data
model version.

KAVE05863-E

The Store database extended
functionality is already setup.

The Store database extended
functionality is already setup.
(S)
Stops the setup processing
because the Store database
extended functionality is already
setup.
(O)
Make sure that the arguments
are correctly specified.
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Message ID
KAVE05864-E

Message
The Store database extended
functionality is not setup.

Corrective Action
The Store database extended
functionality is not setup.
(S)
Stops the setup processing
because the Store database
extended functionality is already
setup.
(O)
Make sure that the arguments
are correctly specified.

KAVE05865-E

The specified directory is not
empty. (dir=directory-name)

The directory directory-name is
not empty.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
The specified directory must be
empty. To clear the directory
displayed as directory-name,
delete the files in the directory
after checking them.
Alternatively, specify another
directory.

KAVE05867-E

Initialization of the Store database
failed.

Initialization of the Store
database failed.
(S)
Ends the command.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05868-E

Processing will now stop because,
in the current status, the service
cannot process requests.
(service=service-name,
status=status)

Processing will now stop because,
in the current status, the service
displayed as service-name cannot
process requests. The status of
the service is displayed as status.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error,
and then try again.

KAVE05871-E

A request was refused because
importing was being performed.

Import processing could not be
performed because import
processing was already being
performed by the Store service.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
After the currently executing
import processing finishes, try
again.

KAVE05872-E

The Store database does not exist
in the specified environment.

There is no information to be
displayed because the Store
service does not exist in the
specified environment.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Make sure the command
arguments are correct, and then
try again.

KAVE05873-Q

If you continue the processing, the This message, asking whether
Store database will be initialized.
the Store database can be
Do you want to continue? (Y/N)
initialized, is displayed when
unsetup of the Store database's
extended function is performed.
(S)
Continues the processing only
when Y or y is specified. If other
characters (including a space
character and character string)
are entered, the processing is
stopped.
(O)
Enter the response to the
command.

KAVE05874-Q

If you continue the processing, the This message, asking whether
import data will be initialized. Do
the import data already placed in
you want to continue? (Y/N)
the import directory can be
initialized, is displayed when the
Store database is imported.
(S)
Continues the processing only
when Y or y is specified. If other
characters (including a space
character and character string)
are entered, the processing is
stopped.
(O)
Enter the response to the
command.

KAVE05875-E

The specified Store service does
not support import processing.

Import processing could not be
performed because the specified
Store service does not support
import processing.
(S)
Stops the processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Import processing to the Agent
Store service of Store database
version 1.0 is not available.
Enable the Store database's
extended functionality, and then
execute the command again.

KAVE05876-E

Conversion of a database has
failed. (db=database-name)

The processing will now stop
because an attempt to convert
the database displayed as
database-name has failed.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE05877-E

An attempt to transfer a database
file has failed. (db=databasename)

The processing will now stop
because an attempt to transfer
the database file displayed as
database-name has failed.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error,
and then execute the command
again. Any of the following might
be the cause of this failure:

KAVE05878-E

The specified service does not
support the Store database
extended functionality.

•

The capacity of the
destination disk is
insufficient.

•

You do not have permission
to access the directory.

Setup processing could not be
performed because the service
specified in the argument does
not support the Store database's
extended functionality.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
The Store database's extended
functionality is available for an
Agent product whose version is
5.7 or later. After the upgrade of
the Agent finishes, execute the
command again.

KAVE05879-E

Master Store service backup data
cannot be specified.

The jpcdbctrl display
command or the jpcdbctrl
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
dmconvert command was
executed for the backup data of
the Master Store service. These
commands can only be used for
backup data of the Agent Store
service.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Make sure that the argument and
backup data are correct, and
then try again.

KAVE05880-E

An I/O error occurred during
processing. (file-name)

An I/O error occurred while
accessing the file or directory
that is displayed as file-name.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the error,
and then execute the command
again. Any of the following might
be the cause of this I/O error:

KAVE05881-E

The current configuration
information exceeds the Store
database extended functionality
limit. (dir=directory-name,
label=label-name)

•

The capacity of the disk is
insufficient.

•

You do not have permission
to access the file.

•

The file or directory does not
exist.

The directory name specified for
the label name exceeds the limit
value for directories used by the
Store database's extended
functionality.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Reconfigure the value of the
directory name specified for the
label name so that the name can
be handled by the Store
database's extended
functionality, and then reexecute.

KAVE05900-E

No setup file exists. (path)

The setup file stored in the
following Agent setup file
directory could not be found:
•
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In Windows: installationdirectory\setup\

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

In UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/
setup/

The setup file name that
corresponds to the specified
service key is displayed in path.
However, if the setup file cannot
be found in the Agent setup file
directory when all is specified as
the service key, NULL is
displayed.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Copy the Agent setup file to be
added to the Agent setup file
directory, and then re-execute
the command.
KAVE05901-E

An attempt to extract the setup file An error occurred during the
failed. (path)
extraction of the setup file
indicated by path. Possible
causes of this error are:
•

You do not have access
permission for the setup file.

•

You do not have access
permission for the following
Agent setup file extraction
directory:
In Windows: installationdirectory\setup\extract\
In UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/
setup/extract/

•

An invalid file exists in the
following Agent setup file
directory:
In Windows: installationdirectory\setup\
In UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/
setup/

•

Insufficient unused capacity
on the disk

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the following and then reexecute the command:
•
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Do you have access
permission for the setup file
indicated by path?
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Message ID

KAVE05902-E

Message

An attempt to setup the new agent
(agent-service-key) for Manager
failed (version=setup-archive-fileversion).

Corrective Action
•

Do you have access
permission for the Agent
setup file extraction
directory?

•

Is there an invalid file in the
Agent setup file directory?

•

Is there enough unused
capacity on the disk?

An attempt to set up an Agent,
indicated by agent-service-key,
for the Tuning Manager server
failed. Possible causes of this
error are:
•

You do not have access
permission for the following
directories:
In Windows:
- installation-folder\mgr
\manager\
- installation-folder\mgr
\viewsvr\
In UNIX:
- /opt/jp1pc/mgr/
manager/
- /opt/jp1pc/mgr/
viewsvr/

•

There is insufficient unused
capacity on the disk.

•

There is a service that is
running.

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the following and then reexecute the command:

KAVE05904-E

•

Do you have access
permission for the directory?

•

Is there enough unused
capacity on the disk?

•

Is there any service that is
running?

An attempt to setup the new agent An attempt to copy the
(agent-service-key) failed.
information about the Agent,
(version=setup-archive-fileindicated by agent-service-key,
version)
to the jpcplist.ini file, failed.
It is possible that the following
file does not exist or you do not
have access permission for it:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

In Windows: installationfolder\jpcplist.ini

•

In UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/
jpcplist.ini

(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the following and then reexecute the command:

KAVE05905-E

An attempt to delete temporary
files failed. (path)

•

Does the jpcplist.ini file
exist?

•

Do you have access
permission for the
jpcplist.ini file?

The files under the directory
indicated by path could not be
deleted.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
After the command is terminated,
delete the files under the
directory indicated by path, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE05906-I

A new agent (agent-service-key)
was added for Manager.
(version=setup-archive-fileversion)

The solution set of the Agent,
indicated by agent-service-key,
was added to the Tuning
Manager server.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.

KAVE05908-I

New agent setup (agent-servicekey) ended successfully.
(version=setup-archive-fileversion)

The information about the Agent,
indicated by agent-service-key,
was added to the jpcplist.ini
file, and the setup processing
was normally terminated.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
However, processing continues if
all was specified for the service
key and unprocessed setup files
remain.

KAVE05912-Q

The instance environment already
exists. Do you want to update?
(Y/N)

This is a confirmation message
asking whether or not to update
the instance environment.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Resumes processing only when
the response is an explicit
uppercase letter Y or lowercase
letter y (1 byte). If the response
is a space character or a
character other than an
uppercase letter Y or lowercase
letter y, processing is cancelled.
(O)
Enter a response to the
command.

KAVE05913-I

The instance environment is being
updated. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The system is updating the
instance environment assigned
by the service key and instance
name.
(S)
Resumes the requested
processing.

KAVE05914-I

The instance environment was
updated. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The instance environment
assigned by the service key and
instance name has been updated.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05915-E

The instance environment was not
updated. (servicekey=service-key,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

A message indicating the cause
has been issued before this
message.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the previous message for
the nature of the error, correct
the error, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVE05916-I

The service configuration
Display of the service
information listing ended normally. configuration information
terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05917-I

The service configuration
information definition ended
normally.

Definition of the service
configuration information
terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE05918-W

The specified port number is in use An attempt was made to specify
by another.
a port number that has already
been registered for another
service.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Resumes the requested
processing.
(O)
Check and re-enter a port
number that has not been
registered.

KAVE05919-E

The port number is not registered
correctly in the services file.

The port number is not registered
correctly in the services file.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Register the correct port number
in the services file.
Set the correct port number by
performing the following steps:
•

If the list option of the
jpcnsconfig port command
displays <error> in the
Services field:
Execute the jpcnsconfig
port command with the
define option specified, and
then re-set the port number.

•

If the list option of the
jpcnsconfig port command
displays <error> in the Port
field:

1.

Check the services file to
see whether an incorrect port
number has been duplicated.
If the port number has been
duplicated, delete that port
number.

2.

Execute the jpcnsconfig
port command with the
define option specified, and
then re-set the port number.

•

Otherwise:

1.

Check the services file to
see whether the port number
for the Name Server service
is correctly registered. If not,
enter the next port number
in the services file:
jp1pcnsvr 22285/tcp

2.
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Execute the jpcnsconfig
port command with the
define option specified, and
then re-set the port number.
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Message ID
KAVE05920-W

Message
The value 'value' is out of range.

Corrective Action
The value is outside the valid
range.
(S)
Resumes the requested
processing.
(O)
Check and re-enter the port
number.

KAVE05921-W

The processing was cancelled by a
user operation.

The user requested cancellation
of processing in response to a
message.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.

KAVE05922-E

No port number that can be set for The services file contains no
the services file exists.
available port number.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the port number registered
in the services file, and then reexecute the command.

KAVE05923-W

Characters other than 1-byte
characters were entered.

Something other than 1-byte
alphanumeric characters or
symbols was entered.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Check the input and then enter
the correct characters.

KAVE05924-W

An invalid character string was
entered. (OK word=specifiablecharacter-string)

An invalid character string was
entered.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Check the input and then enter
the correct character string.

KAVE05925-W

Invalid characters were entered.
(NG word=invalid-character)

Invalid characters were entered.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Check the input value and then
enter the correct characters.
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Message ID
KAVE05926-W

Message
No input value was entered.

Corrective Action
Input consisting only of white
space, or the pressing of the
Enter key, are invalid.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Enter a value that is neither
blank, nor consisting only of a
newline character.

KAVE05927-W

The entered value exceeded the
maximum length. (maximum
length=maximum-number-ofbytes-that-can-be-entered)

The entered value exceeds the
maximum length supported.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Check the maximum length and
then enter the correct value.

KAVE05928-W

The entered value was smaller
than the minimum value allowed.
(minimum value=minimum-inputvalue)

The entered value is smaller than
the minimum value supported.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Check the minimum input value
and enter the correct value.

KAVE05929-W

The entered value was larger than The entered value is larger than
the maximum value allowed.
the maximum value supported.
(maximum value=maximum-input- (S)
value)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Check the maximum input value
and enter the correct value.

KAVE05930-W

A non-numerical value was
entered.

The entered value is not numeric.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Enter a numeric value.

KAVE05931-W

The re-entered value does not
match the previous value.

The re-entered value does not
match the value entered first.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Re-enter the same value you
entered first.

KAVE05932-I

The setup of the IPv6
communication function will now
start. (mode)

The setup of the IPv6
communication function will now
start.
(S)
Starts setup of the IPv6
communication function.

KAVE05933-I

An attempt to set up the IPv6
communication function ended
normally. (mode)

The setup of the IPv6
communication function ended
normally.
(S)
The setup of the IPv6
communication function ended
normally.

KAVE05944-W

The processing to set up the new
agent for the Manager will be
skipped because a newer version
of the agent has already been set
up. (servicekey=agent-servicekey, version=setup-archive-fileversion)

The processing to set up a new
Agent for the Tuning Manager
server will be skipped because
the setup archive used for setting
up the new Agent indicated by
agent-service-key is older than
the setup archive included in the
Tuning Manager server. version
indicates the version of the
archive used for setting up the
new Agent.
(S)
Skips setup of the new Agent for
the Tuning Manager server.
(O)
Check the setup archive used for
setting up the new Agent.
If the setup archive is correct,
the Agent has been set up for the
Tuning Manager server. You do
not need to set it up. If you want
to define a report or alarm for
the Agent before connecting the
Agent, execute the jpcagtsetup
command with the -register
option specified.

KAVE05945-E

The specified option can only be
used on a Manager host.

The specified option can only be
used on a Tuning Manager server
host.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Execute the command on a
Tuning Manager server host.

KAVE05946-I

The agent was registered in the
Manager successfully.
(servicekey=agent-service-key)

The specified Agent was
successfully registered in the
Tuning Manager server.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.

KAVE05947-I

The agent was set up for the
Manager successfully.
(servicekey=agent-service-key,
version=setup-archive-file-version)

The specified Agent was
successfully set up for the Tuning
Manager server.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.

KAVE05948-E

An attempt to setup the agent for
the Manager failed.
(servicekey=agent-service-key,
version=setup-archive-file-version)

An attempt to set up the Agent
indicated by agent-service-key
for the Tuning Manager server
has failed. Possible causes are as
follows:
You do not have the access
permission for the following
directories, or there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk:
In Windows:
installation-folder\mgr\manager\
installation-folder\mgr\viewsvr\
In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
When the Tuning Manager server
has been set up on a logical host
on the active node, you do not
have the access permission for
the following directories, or there
is not enough unused capacity on
the disk:
In Windows:
environment-directory\jp1pc
\mgr\manager\
environment-directory\jp1pc
\mgr\viewsvr\
In UNIX:
environment-directory/
jp1pc/mgr/manager/
environment-directory/
jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
When this message is output
during installation of the Tuning
Manager server, check the
following and then re-install the
Tuning Manager server.
•

Whether you have the access
permission for the directory.

•

Whether there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system
administrator. For details
about how to collect
maintenance information,
see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE05949-E

An attempt to register the agent
into the Manager failed.
(servicekey=agent-service-key)

An attempt to register the
specified Agent into the Tuning
Manager server has failed.
Possible causes are as follows:
•

The specified Agent is not
included in the Tuning
Manager server.

•

The following files do not
exist, or you do not have the
access permission for the
following files:
When the Tuning Manager
server is running on a
physical host:
In Windows: installationfolder\mgr\manager
\setagentlist.ini
In UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/mgr/
manager/setagentlist.ini
When the Tuning Manager
server is running on a logical
host:
In Windows: environmentdirectory\jp1pc\mgr
\manager
\setagentlist.ini
In UNIX: environmentdirectory/jp1pc/mgr/
manager/setagentlist.ini

(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Check the following and then reexecute the command:
•

Has the specified Agent been
set up in the Tuning Manager
server (check the Release
Notes)?

•

Does the setagentlist.ini
file exist?

•

Do you have the access
permission for the
setagentlist.ini file?
If the setagentlist.ini file
does not exist, copy the
contents of the
setagentlist.ini.model
file to the setagentlist.ini
file, and then try to register
the Agent into the Tuning
Manager server again.

KAVE05950-E

The specified agent is not set up
for the Manager.
(servicekey=agent-service-key)

The specified Agent cannot be
registered into the Tuning
Manager server because the
Agent has not been set up for the
Tuning Manager server.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.
(O)
Use the setup archive to add and
set up the Agent.

KAVE05951-W

The specified agent is already
registered in the Manager.
(servicekey=agent-service-key)

Registration in the Tuning
Manager server was requested
for an Agent that has already
been registered in the Tuning
Manager server.
(S)
Stops the requested processing.

KAVE05954-E

The specified port number is in use
by another. (service=service-IDor-component-name,
value=specified-value)

An attempt was made to specify
a port number that has already
been registered for another
service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Find an unregistered port
number, and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVE05955-E

Message
The value 'value' is out of range.
(service=service-ID-orcomponent-name)

Corrective Action
The value is not in the supported
range.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the port number and then
re-execute the command.

KAVE05959-E

An alarm definition failed to be
updated and is in an invalid state.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

The alarm definition failed to be
updated and then became
invalid. Delete or re-update the
output alarm definition to recover
it.
Information about the invalid
alarm definition is output to
product-id, alarm-table-name,
and alarm-name.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The alarm definition became
invalid. Delete or re-update the
output alarm definition.

KAVE05961-E

Alarm table contains alarms of
different data model versions.
(product id=product-id, alarm
table=alarm-tablename,version1=data-modelversion, version2=data-modelversion)

The processing cannot be
continued because the alarm
definition file is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the data model version
specified in the alarm definition
file, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE06000-I

Backup processing of the Store
database terminated normally.
(service=service-id)

Backup processing of the Store
database terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06001-I

KAVE06002-I

KAVE06003-I
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Clear processing of the Store
database terminated normally.
(service=service-id,
dbid=database-id)

Clear processing of the Store
database terminated normally.

Dump processing of the Store
database terminated normally.
(service=service-id,
dbid=database-id)

Export processing of the Store
database terminated normally.

List processing of the service
information terminated normally.

List processing of the service
information terminated normally.

(S)
Stops command execution.

(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06004-I

Delete processing of the service
information terminated normally.
(service=service-id)

Deletion of the service
information terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06005-I

Register processing of the service
information terminated normally.
(service=service-id)

Re-registration of the service
information terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06006-I

Restore processing of the Store
database terminated normally.

Restoration of the Store database
terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06007-I

KAVE06008-I

KAVE06009-I

The service will now start.
(service=service-name,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The service will now start.

The service will now stop.
(service=service-name,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

The service will now stop.

The collection of maintenance
information will now start.

Collection of the maintenance
information begins.

(S)
Starts the service.

(S)
Stops the service.

(S)
Starts command execution.
KAVE06010-I

The collection of maintenance
information ended normally.

Collection of the maintenance
information terminated normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06013-I

The file was not found for the
specified information.

An archive file could not be
created because there were no
files that satisfied the specified
collection options.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Check if valid collection options
were specified.

KAVE06014-I

The creation of indexes will now
start. (servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name, host=hostname)

The system is starting index file
creation. If the service was
activated on a logical host,
lhost=logical-host-name is
displayed instead of host=hostname. In the case of an Agent
service that does not require an
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
instance environment,
inst=instance-name is not
displayed.
(S)
Starts index file creation.

KAVE06015-I

The creation of indexes succeeded.
(servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name, host=hostname)

Index creation was successful. If
the service was activated on a
logical host, lhost=logical-hostname is displayed instead of
host=host-name. In the case of
an Agent service that does not
require an instance environment,
inst=instance-name is not
displayed.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06016-E

An attempt to create indexes
failed. (servicekey=service-key,
inst=instance-name, host=hostname)

Index creation failed. If the
service was activated on a logical
host, lhost=logical-host-name is
displayed instead of host=hostname. In the case of an Agent
service that does not require an
instance environment,
inst=instance-name is not
displayed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the error message that
was output immediately before
this message.

KAVE06017-W

Processing will now be skipped
because the instance environment
does not exist. (service=servicekey)

Processing will now be skipped
because the instance
environment does not exist.
(S)
Continues command execution.
(O)
•

If this message is output
when the jpcstart
command is executed:
Set up an instance startup
environment, and then reexecute the command.

•

If this message is output
when the jpcstop command
is executed:
Set up an instance startup
environment
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Message ID
KAVE06018-W

Message
Processing will be skipped because
the service is in a state in which
processing cannot be requested.
(service=service-id, status=status)

Corrective Action
Processing is being skipped
because the service is in a state
in which the service cannot
process requests.
The current state of the service is
displayed in status in the same
format as the execution result of
the jpcctrl list command.
(S)
Continues command execution.

KAVE06019-E

When the -stat option is specified, When the -stat option is
wildcard characters cannot be used specified, wildcard characters
in the host name.
cannot be used in the host name.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command without
using wildcard characters in the
host name specified by the
host=host-name option.

KAVE06020-E

Status Server cannot process the
request. (host=host-name)

The Status Server service cannot
process the request.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the Status Server
service is running on the host
displayed in host=host-name.

KAVE06021-W

The detailed information cannot be Detailed information cannot be
displayed because Status Server is displayed because the Status
not running. (host=host-name)
Server either is not running or is
not connected to the host.
(S)
Continues command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the Status Server
service is running on the host
displayed in host=host-name.
Also check if communications can
be established from the Status
Server to that host.
For IPv6 environments, IPv6
addresses are prioritized for use.
Make sure that communication by
using IPv6 addresses is possible.

KAVE06022-I

Status Server will not be stopped
because a service that relies on
Status Server is running.

The Status Server service will not
be stopped because a service
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
that relies on the Status Server
service is running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Before stopping the Status
Server service, stop all the
services other than the Status
Server service, of the physical
and logical hosts on the machine
for which you executed the
command.
If there are services other than
the Status Server service
running, stop them and then reexecute the command.
This message's appearance could
depend on the time when the
other services were stopped.
Ignore this message, if you
discover that all the services
other than the Status Server
service have already been
stopped.

KAVE06023-E

The specified processing cannot be
executed because the status
management function is not
available.

The specified processing cannot
be executed because the status
management function is not set
up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
When the status management
function is not set up, the -stat
option and the stat service key
cannot be specified. Set up the
status management function, and
then re-execute the command.

KAVE06024-E
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The processing cannot be
continued because the service is in
the status of start pending or stop
pending.(service=service-name,
lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Processing cannot continue
because the service is performing
start or stop processing. Even if
the jpcstart or jpcstop
command is aborted, this
message might be displayed if
the service has already accepted
a start or stop request and is
performing that processing. In a
Windows environment, this
message might be displayed
when you execute the jpcstart
or jpcstop command during
execution (from the Windows
Service Control Manager) of start
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
or stop processing for the
service.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list command
to check whether the service is
waiting for a request or is
stopped, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVE06025-I

The setup of the status
management function will now
start.

The setup of the status
management function will now
start.
(S)
Starts the setup of the status
management function.

KAVE06026-I

An attempt to set up the status
management function ended
normally.

An attempt to set up the status
management function ended
normally.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVE06027-E

The setup of the status
management function terminated
abnormally.

An attempt to set up the status
management function failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Confirm the error message
displayed immediately before this
message.

KAVE06028-W

The configuration file was not
updated because the environment
directory was inaccessible.
(dir=directory-name)

The configuration file was not
updated because the
environment directory was
inaccessible. This message might
be displayed when the shared
disk in which the environment
directory exists is not mounted or
when a command is being
executed on the standby node.
(S)
Continues the requested
processing.
(O)
Make sure that the environment
directory is accessible, and then
execute the command on the
active node also.
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Message ID
KAVE06029-I

Message

Corrective Action

The port number was successfully
The port number was successfully
registered. (service=service-name, registered into the services file.
port=port-number)
(S)
Continues import processing.

KAVE06030-W

The port number is duplicated.
Another service is using the same
(service=service-name, port=port- port number as the port number
number)
that is registered in the services
file for service-name.
(S)
Continues installation processing.
(O)
Quit any Tuning Manager series
services that are running, and
then use the jpcnsconfig port
command to change the port
number of the relevant service.

KAVE06031-E

An attempt to register the port
number has failed.
(service=service-name, port=portnumber)

An attempt to register a port
number into the services file
failed.
(S)
Interrupts installation processing.
(O)
Check if the services file can be
written to, and then re-install the
problematic Tuning Manager
server series program.

KAVE06047-I

Setup of the product name display
functionality will now start.
(host=host-name)

Setup of the product name
display functionality will now
start. host-name indicates the
name of the host to which the
setup of product name display
functionality will be performed.
(S)
Starts the setup of the product
name display functionality.

KAVE06048-I

Setup of the product name display
functionality ended normally.
(host=host-name)

Setup of the product name
display functionality ended
normally. host-name indicates
the name of the host to which
the setup of the product name
display functionality has been
performed.
(S)
Ends the setup of the product
name display functionality.

KAVE06049-E
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Setup of the product name display
functionality ended abnormally.
(host=host-name)

Setup of the product name
display functionality ended
abnormally. host-name indicates
the name of the host to which
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the setup of the product name
display functionality has been
performed.
(S)
Cancels the setup of the product
name display functionality.
(O)
Check the message that was
output prior to this message, and
follow the instructions given in
the message. If you are unable to
determine the cause of the
problem, collect maintenance
information and then contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVE06053-E

The specified target name is
invalid.

The specified target name is
invalid.
(S)
Cancels the command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command by
specifying the valid target name.

KAVE06054-E

The target is not specified.

The target name is not specified
properly.
(S)
Cancels the command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command by
specifying the target name
properly.

KAVE06055-E

The specified operation name is
invalid.

The specified operation name is
invalid.
(S)
Cancels the command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command by
specifying the valid operation
name.

KAVE06056-E

The operation has not been
specified.

The operation name is not
specified properly.
(S)
Cancels the command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Re-execute the command by
specifying the operation name
properly.

KAVE06069-E

The specification of the directory is The specified directory is invalid.
incorrect. (dir=directory-name)
(S)
Cancels the command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command by
specifying a valid directory name.

KAVE06197-E

The processing was interrupted
because the Store service is using
ExtendedDB. (servicekey=servicekey, lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)

Processing for the Store database
cannot be executed because
ExtendedDB is being used..
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Processing for the Store database
cannot be executed because
ExtendedDB is being used. To
execute processing for
ExtendedDB, use the command
dedicated to ExtendedDB that is
provided with each agent
product.

KAVL15000-I

Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

Startup of the Agent Collector
service has been completed.
(S)
Starts the collection of
performance data by using the
Agent Collector service.

KAVL15001-I

Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Agent Collector service
ended normally.
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVL15002-E

An attempt to start Agent Collector An attempt to start the Agent
has failed. (host=host-name,
Collector service has failed.
service=service-id)
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the preceding message
output to the system log or the
common message log, and take
the action indicated in the
message. If the processing of the
Agent Collector service has
stopped because a signal was
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
received, KAVL15004-E or
KAVL15005-W is output to the
common message log. If the
cause cannot be determined,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15003-E

Agent Collector stopped
abnormally. (host=host-name,
service=service-id)

The Agent Collector service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the preceding message
output to the system log or the
common message log, and take
the action indicated in the
message. If the processing of the
Agent Collector service has
stopped because a signal was
received, KAVL15004-E or
KAVL15005-W is output to the
common message log. If the
cause cannot be determined,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15004-E

Reception of a signal interrupted
service processing. (signal=signalnumber)

Processing of the service has
been interrupted because a signal
was received. The code indicated
by signal-number is an OS signal
number.
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVL15005-W

Reception of a signal caused the
service to stop. (signal=signalnumber)

The service has stopped because
a signal was received. The code
indicated by signal-number is an
OS signal number.
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
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Message ID
KAVL15006-E

Message
The health check process will be
stopped because an abnormal
termination of the service process
was detected.

Corrective Action
The health check process will be
stopped because an abnormal
termination of a service process
was detected.
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the cause of the abnormal
termination of the service
process in the message output to
the system log or the common
message log, and take the action
indicated in the message. If the
cause cannot be determined,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15007-W

The health check process will be
restarted because an abnormal
termination of the health check
process was detected.

The health check process will be
restarted because an abnormal
termination of the health check
process was detected.
(S)
Restarts the health check
process.
(O)
If this message appears
repeatedly, check the cause of
the abnormal termination of the
health check process in the
message output to the system
log or the common message log,
and take the action indicated in
the message. If the cause cannot
be determined, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVL15008-E

An attempt to start the health
check process has failed.

An attempt to start the health
check process has failed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the preceding message
output to the system log or the
common message log, and take
the action indicated in the
message. If the cause cannot be
determined, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15009-E

The health check process stopped
abnormally.

The health check process stopped
abnormally.
(S)
Ends the processing of the health
check process.
(O)
Check the preceding message
output to the system log or the
common message log, and take
the action indicated in the
message. If the cause cannot be
determined, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15010-E

Initialization of Agent Collector has Initialization failed during startup
failed.
of the Agent Collector service.
(S)
Ends the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the service
startup information file
(jpcagt.ini) exists. If the file
does not exist, copy the contents
of the jpcagt.ini.model file to
the jpcagt.ini file and then set
up the health check function
again. If the cause cannot be
determined, collect maintenance
information and contact the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15011-E

Initialization of the health check
process has failed.

Initialization failed during startup
of the health check process.
(S)
Ends the processing of the health
check process.
(O)
Check the preceding message
output to the system log or the
common message log, and take
the action indicated in the
message. If the cause cannot be
determined, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15012-E

The same service cannot be
started.

An attempt to start a service
failed because the same service
has already been started.
(S)
Stops the service.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list command
to check the startup status of the
service.

KAVL15100-E

An error occurred in an OS API
(api-name). (en=os-detail-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in an OS API.
The code indicated by OS-detailcode is errno of the system call
or a Win32API detail code.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Check the OS detail code. If the
cause cannot be determined,
collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
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Message ID
KAVL15101-E

Message
An error occurred in a function
(function-name). (rc=
maintenance-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

Corrective Action
An error occurred in a function
between controls.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15102-E

The system environment is invalid. The system environment is
(rc= maintenance-code)
invalid. The system file was
deleted illegally or the access
permission was changed.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Re-install the Tuning Manager
series programs.

KAVL15103-E

An unexpected exception has
occurred. (rc= maintenance-code)

An unexpected error occurred.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVL15104-E

Memory is insufficient.
(size=allocated-size)

Memory allocation failed.
(S)
Interrupts processing.
(O)
Stop applications that are not
being used or increase memory.
Services might have stopped due
to insufficient memory. Use the
jpcctrl list command to check
the status of the services.
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5
Agent Error Codes and Messages
This chapter describes the Agent message format, lists the locations to which
messages are output, shows which messages are output to syslog and the
Windows event log, and describes the messages in detail.
□ Message Types (Agent)
□ Message Format (Agent)
□ Agent Messages (Common to All Agents)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for Platform (UNIX))
□ Agent Messages (Agent for Platform (Windows))
□ Agent Messages (Agent for Oracle)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for Enterprise Applications)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for RAID)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for RAID Map)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for NAS)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for SAN Switch)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for DB2)
□ Agent Messages (Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server)
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Message Types (Agent)
Table 5-1 Message Description Locations on page 5-2 lists the manuals
that describe various messages.

Table 5-1 Message Description Locations
Message ID

Section Describing the System Messages

KAVF10000 - KAVF10999

Agent Messages (Agent for Platform (UNIX)) on page
5-65

KAVF11000 - KAVF11999

Agent Messages (Agent for Platform (Windows)) on
page 5-82

KAVF12000 - KAVF12999

Agent Messages (Agent for Oracle) on page 5-97

KAVF14000 - KAVF14999

Agent Messages (Agent for Enterprise Applications) on
page 5-125

KAVF18000 - KAVF18999

Agent Messages (Agent for RAID) on page 5-162

KAVF19000- KAVF19999

Agent Messages (Agent for RAID Map) on page 5-228

KAVF21000 - KAVF21999

Agent Messages (Agent for Microsoft SQL Server) on
page 5-288

KAVF24000 - KAVF24900

Agent Messages (Agent for NAS) on page 5-311

KAVF24901 - KAVF24999

Agent Messages (Common to All Agents) on page
5-4

KATR00100 - KATR13999
KAVF25000 - KAVF25999

Agent Messages (Agent for SAN Switch) on page
5-338

KAVF29000 - KAVF29999

Agent Messages (Agent for DB2) on page 5-399

KAVL12000 - KAVL12999

Agent Messages (Agent for Microsoft Exchange
Server) on page 5-405

Message Format (Agent)
This section describes the format of messages issued by Agents and the
format of the message explanations in this chapter.

Format of Output Messages (Agent)
This section explains the format of the messages issued by Agents. Each
message consists of the message ID, followed by the message text. The
following is the message format:
KAVF#nnnnn-Y message-text
#
For Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server, the string KAVL is output instead
of KAVF. For messages output when the Tuning Manager API is used, the
string KATR is output instead of KAVF.
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The message ID indicates the following:
•

K: System identifier

•

AVF or AVL: Indicates an Agent message
ATR: Indicates a message that is output when the Tuning Manager API is
used.

•

nnnnn: Serial number of the message.

•

Y: Type of message:
¢

E: Error
Message issued when the system cancels processing

¢

W: Warning
Message issued when the system resumes processing after message
output

¢

I: Information
Message in which the system provides the user with information

¢

Q: Query

Message in which the system prompts the user for a response
The following is the correspondence of the message types to the syslog
priority levels:
¢

E
- Level: LOG_ERR
- Description: Error message

¢

W
- Level: LOG_WARNING
- Description: Warning message

¢

I
- Level: LOG_INFO
- Description: Additional information message

¢

Q

- (Not output)
The following is the correspondence of the message types to the Windows
event log types:
¢

E
- Level: Error
- Description: Error message

¢

W
- Level: Warning
- Description: Warning message

¢

I
- Level: Information
- Description: Additional information message

¢

Q
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- (Not output)

Format of Message Explanations (Agent)
This section describes the format of the message explanations in this chapter.
The portion of a message text that is shown in italics represents information
that is variable depending on the situation. The manual lists the messages in
the order of the message IDs. The following illustrates the format of a
message explanation:
message-ID message-text# message-explanatory-text
(S) Explains the processing performed by the system.
(O) Explains the action the operator should take when the message is
displayed.
#:
If the product name display function is enabled, a product name is
displayed instead of a service key in the message text.
Note: If a problem occurs during operation, collect log information and
conduct initial checking according to the procedures in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.
When you conduct initial checking to determine the cause of a problem,
examine all applicable log information, such as the log information for the OS
(Windows event log in Windows and syslog in UNIX) and the log information
output by Agent. This log information enables you to understand the details
of the problem, take appropriate action, and prevent the problem from
occurring in the future. You should also make a record of the operations that
led to the problem and determine whether or not the problem is likely to
recur.

Agent Messages (Common to All Agents)
This section lists the output destinations of the common messages issued by
Agents and explains the messages. There are two types of common
messages: messages output when performing an installation and messages
output after starting operations.

Message Output Destinations (Common to All Agents)
Table 5-2 Output Destinations of Agent Messages (Common to All Agents) on
page 5-5 lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agents
after stating operations.
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Table 5-2 Output Destinations of Agent Messages (Common to All Agents)
Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Common
message log

KAVF24901, KAVF24902, KAVF24904, KAVF24905

•

Standard error
output

•

Standard
output

KAVF24903

•

message log

KAVF24921 - KAVF24939

•

Common
message log

•

message log

KATR00104, KATR00114 - KATR00129, KATR10021 - KATR10038,
KATR10046 - KATR10117, KATR12010, KATR12014, KATR12025 KATR12027, KATR12029, KATR12047, KATR12053, KATR13202 KATR13212, KATR13214, KATR13215, KATR13217, KATR13219 KATR13226, KATR13228, KATR13230 - KATR13244, KATR13246 KATR13255, KATR13999

•

syslog

KATR13000

Messages output by Agents when performing an installation are displayed
differently in Windows and UNIX. In Windows, messages are displayed in
pop-up windows. In UNIX, messages are displayed in standard output or
standard error output. Note that these messages will not be output to log
files.

Messages (Common to All Agents)
Table 5-3 Messages Output by Agents When Performing an Installation (in
Windows) on page 5-5 and Table 5-4 Messages Output by Agents When
Performing an Installation (in UNIX) on page 5-14 list messages output by
Agents when performing an installation and explain what actions to take in
response to the messages.
Table 5-6 Messages Output by Agents After Starting Operations on page
5-22 lists messages output by Agents after starting operations and explains
what actions to take in response to the messages.

Messages Output by Agents When Performing an Installation (in Windows)
Table 5-3 Messages Output by Agents When Performing an Installation (in
Windows)
Code
80

Message
Setup was cancelled.
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Corrective Action
•

Ignore this message if you
intentionally terminated the
installation by clicking the
Cancel button.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
•

If this message appears even
though you did not
intentionally terminate the
installation, check the
following and correct the
problem:
a.

Make sure that multiple
quotation marks are not
used successively in the
PATH environment
variable for Windows.
Example: "C:
\temp";"D:\abc""
If there are successive
double quotation marks,
delete the excess double
quotations mark and then
perform the installation
again.

b.

Examine the common log,
and use the command
error code and message
to determine the cause.

If none of the above actions
are applicable, collect the
maintenance information and
then contact the system
administrator.
80

The product does not support
this operating system. Please
check the computer you are
using.

Check which OSs are supported by
the product and the OS of the
installation destination.

80

An attempt to update the data
model failed. Reinstall the
product.

Make sure that no errors occurred
during the execution of a common
command.
Examine the common log, and, if
an error occurred during the
execution of a common command,
use the command error code and
message to determine the cause.

5-6

80

Installation is aborted because
an attempt to stop service failed.
<service=Tuning Manager Agent REST Web Service,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

Manually stop the service Tuning
Manager - Agent REST Web
Service, and then retry installing
Agent.

80

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. Make sure to have
sufficient free memory space,
and then perform the installation
again. <component=REST API,

Make sure that you have sufficient
memory by closing other
programs, and then retry
installing Agent.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action

rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>
80

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. Make sure to have
sufficient free disk space, and
then perform the installation
again. <component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

Make sure that you have sufficient
disk capacity, and then retry
installing Agent.

80

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. <component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

Retry installing Agent.
However, if the following return
code (rc) and detailed information
are displayed, take the required
action, and then retry the
installation.
Return code = 111, Detailed
information = -1
Check whether the port
numbers (from 24221 to
24226) used by Tuning
Manager Agent REST API
Component by default are
already being used. If any
port numbers are being used,
stop that usage.
If the retry fails, detailed
investigation is required to identify
the cause and to resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.

80

A JDK required for installation of
Tuning Manager - Agent
Common Component is not
found. Revise the settings for the
JDK by htmchgjdk command,
and then try the installation
again. <component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

80

A symbolic link could not be
Check whether the used file
created in the installation folder. system supports symbolic links.
Make sure that the file system of
the installation folder supports
symbolic links. path-of-thedirectory-in-which-the -TuningManager-product-is-installed

80

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. Restart the machine, and
then try the installation again.
<component=REST API,
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Use the htmchgjdk command to
review the settings for the JDK
used by Tuning Manager Agent
REST API Component and then try
the installation of the Agent again.

Restart the machine, and then
reinstall Agent for RAID.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action

rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>
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80

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. Delete the directory
indicated in the path after this
message, and then try the
installation again.
<component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information,
path=Agent-installation-folder
\htnm\HBasePSB >

Delete the directory indicated by
the path that is output in the
message, and then retry the
installation.

80

The Hybrid Store and Tuning
Manager API use a 64-bit JDK.
To use an Oracle JDK when using
the Hybrid Store and Tuning
Manager API, after completing
the installation, specify a 64-bit
Oracle JDK by using the
htmchgjdk command.

To use an Oracle JDK, after the
installation is complete, use the
htmchgjdk command to specify
the 64-bit Oracle JDK.

80

An attempt to convert to Hybrid
Store databases failed. After the
installation finishes, follow the
action to be taken when the
htmhsmigrate command fails,
and then perform the settings to
convert to Hybrid Store
databases.
<command=htmhsmigrate,
rc=command-return-code>

After the installation is complete,
specify the settings for converting
to Hybrid Store by following the
corrective action to be taken when
execution of the htmhsmigrate
command fails.

80

Conversion to Hybrid Store
databases has not finished. After
the installation finishes, perform
the settings to convert to Hybrid
Store databases, and then start
operation.

After the installation is complete
and before operation starts,
specify the settings for converting
to Hybrid Store.

81

Setup could not find a file
file_name required to perform
installation.

•

Make sure that the file output
to file_name in the message
exists.

•

If you performed the
installation by transferring the
data on the installation DVDROM to the installationdestination host, make sure
that the transfer method did
not alter the data and that
there are no problems with
accessing the disk the data
was transferred to.

•

Make sure that no problems
exists with the installation
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
DVD-ROM. (That is, make
sure that the DVD-ROM can
be properly read.)
Clean the DVD-ROM.
If the retry fails, detailed
investigation is required to identify
the cause and to resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.

82

A file or a directory file_name
cannot be made.

•

Make sure that there is
enough unused capacity on
the disk.
Delete any unnecessary data
and applications to increase
the unused capacity on the
disk, and then retry the
installation.

•

Make sure that no file (or
directory) with the same
name as that to be created
already exists.
Delete the file or directory
that has the same name, and
then retry the installation.

If the retry fails, detailed
investigation is required to identify
the cause and to resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.
82

An attempt to write to the
registry registry_name failed.

Before performing installation,
make sure that no other
applications are running.
Close all other applications, and
then retry the installation.

82

An error occurred during the
accessing of the file file_name.

•

Make sure that the file output
to file_name in the message
is not being edited in an
editor.
If the file is being edited,
close the editor, and then
retry the installation.

•

Make sure that the file output
to file_name in the message
is not being viewed in
Explorer or from a command
prompt.
Close Explorer or the
command prompt, and then
retry the installation.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that no errors
occurred during the execution
of a common command.
Examine the common log,
and, if an error occurred
during the execution of a
common command, use the
command error code and
message to determine the
cause.

If the retry fails, detailed
investigation is required to identify
the cause and to resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.
82

An attempt to update the
instance failed. Reinstall the
product.

Make sure that no errors occurred
during the execution of a common
command.
Examine the common log, and, if
an error occurred during the
execution of a common command,
use the command error code and
message to determine the cause.

82

83

The command executedcommand abnormally ended.

An attempt to register the
TCP/IP port service-name failed.
Confirm the condition of the
services file.

•

Make sure that no security
program is running. If a
security program is running, it
might interfere with an Agent
installation. If a security
program is running, stop its
service, and then retry the
installation.

•

Examine the common log,
and use the command error
code and message to
determine the cause.

•

Make sure that the TCP/IP
protocol is installed on the
host.
If the TCP/IP protocol is not
installed, install it.

•

Make sure that the services
file is not being edited.
If this file is being edited,
close the editor, and then
retry the installation.

83
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An attempt to register the
Windows service service-name
failed. Start the service applet
from the control panel, and
confirm the condition of the
service. When a service marked
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Make sure that no Tuning Manager
series programs were previously
installed or removed.
If such a program was installed or
removed, restart the system, and
then retry the installation.

Code

Message

Corrective Action

as an object for deletion exists,
restart the system, and then
complete the deletion.
83

83

An attempt to delete the
Windows service service-name
failed. Start the service applet
from the control panel, and
confirm the condition of the
service. When a service marked
as an object for deletion exists,
restart the system, and then
complete the deletion.

Make sure that no Tuning Manager
series programs were previously
installed or removed.
If such a program was installed or
removed, restart the system, and
then retry the installation.

The Internet protocol (TCP/IP)
•
cannot be prepared. Reconsider
the configuration of the network.

Make sure that no other
applications are performing
socket communication.
Close any applications that
are performing socket
communication, and then
retry the installation.

•

Make sure that the TCP/IP
protocol is installed on the
host.
If the TCP/IP protocol is not
installed, install it.

83

An error occurred during access
of an internal component. error
code

•

Verify that Administrator
Console is not running. If it is
running, stop it, and then
reattempt the installation.

•

Examine the common log and
the common message log,
and use the error code and
message to determine the
cause of the error.

If the retry fails, detailed
investigation is required to identify
the cause and to resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.
85

An error occurred during the
accessing of the file file_name.

•

Make sure that the file output
to file_name in the message
is not being edited in an
editor.
If the file is being edited,
close the editor, and then
retry the installation.

•
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Make sure that the file output
to file_name in the message
is not being viewed in
Explorer or from a command
prompt.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
Close Explorer or the
command prompt, and then
retry the installation.
•

Make sure that no errors
occurred during the execution
of a common command.
Examine the common log,
and, if an error occurred
during the execution of a
common command, use the
command error code and
message to determine the
cause.

•

Make sure that you can
access the file output to
file_name in the message.

•

If you performed the
installation by transferring the
data on the installation DVDROM to the installationdestination host, make sure
that the transfer method did
not alter the data and that
there are no problems with
accessing the disk the data
was transferred to.

•

Make sure that no problems
exists with the installation
DVD-ROM. (That is, make
sure that the DVD-ROM can
be properly read.)
Clean the DVD-ROM.

If the retry fails, detailed
investigation is required to identify
the cause and to resolve the
problem. Collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
Support Center.
86

Check the free space on the disk.

(See Note 1)

There is not enough free disk
space for installation.

91

Installation path is illegal.

Check the installation path in the
Choose Destination Location
dialog box, and then perform the
following:

If there is insufficient free space,
reserve sufficient free space by,
for example, deleting unneeded
files, and then perform a reinstallation.

•
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Make sure that there are no
spaces before or after path
separators (\).

Code

91

91

91

Message

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that the path does
not end with a period (.).

•

Make sure that the path
includes a drive letter (such
as C), a colon (:), and a path
separator (\), in order.

The name of the installation
folder is too long. Specify the
name within 80 bytes.

Make sure that the installation
path is no more than 80 bytes.

The name of the installation
folder is invalid. It is not possible
to install to a path that contain
multi-byte code.

Make sure that the installation
path does not contain any multibyte characters.

If the path exceeds 80 bytes,
specify another installation path.

If the path contains such
characters, specify a different
path.

The name of the installation
Make sure that the specified
folder is invalid. It is not possible installation folder is on the hard
to install on the network drive.
disk.
Open Explorer, right-click the
drive icon, and then choose
Properties. Make sure that the
value entered for the Type item
on the General tab is a local disk.

91

92

The installation destination folder
is not empty. Remove any files
remaining from the last
installation or removal.

Make sure that the installation
folder contains no files or folders.

The logon account does not have
permission to set up. Use the
Administrator's account to set up
this product.

Perform the following procedure to
make sure that the current login
account has Administrator
permissions:

Open Explorer, and then check the
contents of the specified folder. If
any files or folders exist in the
installation folder, either delete
them or specify a different
installation folder.

1.

In the command prompt,
enter net user user-ID.
Note: For user-ID, specify the
user ID for the current login
account.

2.

Make sure that the displayed
message indicates that the
login account is in the
Administrators for the local
group to which the account
belongs.

If it does not, log on as a user in
the Administrators group.
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Code
222

Message

Corrective Action

An attempt to update the
instance failed. Reinstall the
product.

Make sure that no errors occurred
during the execution of a common
command.
Examine the common log, and, if
an error occurred during the
execution of a common command,
use the command error code and
message to determine the cause.

255

An attempt to update the data
model failed. Reinstall the
product.

Make sure that no errors occurred
during the execution of a common
command.
Examine the common log, and, if
an error occurred during the
execution of a common command,
use the command error code and
message to determine the cause.

(See Note 2)

The command Tuning-Managerseries-program-installationfolder\tools\jpciniupdate.exe
abnormally ended.

Examine the common log, and use
the command error code and
message to determine the cause.

Note 1:
This is output to the installation log file.
Note 2:
No maintenance code is output for this message.

Messages Output by Agents When Performing an Installation (in UNIX)
When installing the Agent, if the message KAVE05217-E is output to the
console, the host name might not have been changed according to the
correct procedure. Change the host name according to the correct procedure.

Table 5-4 Messages Output by Agents When Performing an Installation (in
UNIX)
Code
1

Message
The service processes are not
stopped.

Corrective Action
Make sure that Collection Manager or
Agent services are stopped.
Execute the jpcctrl list command
and make sure that the status for the
logical host service or physical host
service is Inactive. If the status is
Active on the physical host, execute
the jpcstop command to stop the
service. If the status is Active on the
logical host, stop the service by using
the cluster software.
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Code
1

Message
The Name Server port number
cannot be acquired from the
'services' file.

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that the services file
exists in the system.
Execute the find command to try
to find the services file. If you
cannot find the file, problems
exist in the system. In this case,
consider re-installing the
operating system.

•

Make sure that the entry for the
Name Server service exists in the
services file.
Open the services file in an
editor, and then make sure that
the line jp1pcnsvr 22285/tcp
Performance Management Name
Server exists. If it does not, reinstall the Tuning Manager series
program.

1

An IP address cannot be
resolved.

•

Make sure that the hosts file
exists in the system.
Execute the find command to try
to find the hosts file. If you
cannot find the file, problems
exist in the system. In this case,
consider re-installing the
operating system.

1

•

Make sure that the required host
information is specified in the
hosts file or DNS environment.

A newer version of product-name •
is already installed on this
system.

Make sure that the same product
is not already installed at the
installation destination.

You cannot downgrade productname.

Execute the jpctminfo service-ID
command.
•

1

/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop: Failed.
Script failed(exit 1): sourcename

1

mkdir /opt/jp1pc_serviceIDTMP/: Failed.

Check the version of the installed
product by executing the
jpctminfo command. Installation
cannot be performed if the
version of the installed product is
later than that of the product to
be installed.

Make sure that no errors occurred
during execution of the command.
Check the common log, and, if an
error occurred during execution of the
jpcstop command, use the command
error code and message to determine
the cause.
•
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Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
Execute the df command (or the
bdf command for HP-UX) to
check the amount of unused
capacity on the disk. If there is
not enough unused capacity,
secure additional unused capacity
by deleting unnecessary files.
•

Make sure that the /opt
and /opt/jp1pc directories exist.
Execute the ls /opt and
ls /opt/jp1pc commands. If the
commands cause an error, the
directories do not exist. In this
case, manually create the /opt
and /opt/jp1pc directories.

1

Creation failed the directory:
directory-path

•

Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.
Execute the df command (or the
bdf command for HP-UX) to
check the amount of unused
capacity on the disk. If there is
not enough unused capacity,
secure additional unused capacity
by deleting unnecessary files.

•

Make sure that no file exists with
the same name as the directory
that could not be created.
Delete any such files.

If the retry fails, detailed investigation
is required to identify the cause and
to resolve the problem. Collect
maintenance information, and then
contact the Support Center.
1

Copying failed: file-path

•

Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.
Execute the df command (or the
bdf command for HP-UX) to
check the amount of unused
capacity on the disk. If there is
not enough unused capacity,
secure additional unused capacity
by deleting unnecessary files.

•

Make sure that no directory exists
with the same name as the file
that could not be created.
Delete any such directories.

If the retry fails, detailed investigation
is required to identify the cause and
to resolve the problem. Collect
maintenance information, and then
contact the Support Center.
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Code
1

Message
Creation failed the symbolic link:
symbolic-link-path

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.
Execute the df command (or the
bdf command for HP-UX) to
check the amount of unused
capacity on the disk. If there is
not enough unused capacity,
secure additional unused capacity
by deleting unnecessary files.

•

Make sure that no file or directory
exists with the same name as the
symbolic link that could not be
created.
Delete any such files or
directories.

1

cpio: IndividualFiles Failed.
/bin/rm -rf file-path

1

Script failed(exit 1): sourcename

Execute the df command (or the bdf
command for HP-UX) to check the
amount of unused capacity on the
disk. If there is not enough unused
capacity, secure additional unused
capacity by deleting unnecessary files.

cpio: CommonFiles Failed.

Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.

/bin/rm -rf file-path

1

Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.

Script failed(exit 1): sourcename

Execute the df command (or the bdf
command for HP-UX) to check the
amount of unused capacity on the
disk. If there is not enough unused
capacity, secure additional unused
capacity by deleting unnecessary files.

error : services update failed.

•

Script failed(exit 1): sourcename

Make sure that there is enough
unused capacity on the disk.
Execute the df command (or the
bdf command for HP-UX) to
check the amount of unused
capacity on the disk. If there is
not enough unused capacity,
secure additional unused capacity
by deleting unnecessary files.

•

Make sure that the services file
exists in the system.
Execute the find command to try
to find the services file. If you
cannot find the file, problems
exist in the system. In this case,
consider re-installing the
operating system.

1

file-path: No such file exists or
permission was denied.

•
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Make sure that the corresponding
file exists in the system
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
Execute the find command to try
to find the file. If the file does not
exist, re-install the Tuning
Manager series program.
•

Make sure that execution
permissions for the corresponding
file have been granted.
Execute the ls -l
corresponding-file command,
where corresponding-file is the
name of the corresponding file,
and make sure that execution
permissions (the x in rwx) have
been granted. If they have not
been granted, re-install the
Tuning Manager series program.

If the retry fails, detailed investigation
is required to identify the cause and
to resolve the problem. Collect
maintenance information, and then
contact the Support Center.
1

executed-command: Failed.

Make sure that no errors occurred
during execution of the command.
Examine the common log, and, if an
error occurred during execution of the
command, use the command error
code and message to determine the
cause.
If the cause cannot be determined,
collect the maintenance information
and then contact the system
administrator.

1

executed-command: Failed.(error Make sure that no errors occurred
code=command-return-code)
during execution of the command.
Examine the common log, and, if an
error occurred during execution of the
command, use the command error
code and message to determine the
cause.
If the cause cannot be determined,
collect the maintenance information
and then contact the system
administrator.

1

Installing The Common Files.
./setup failed( exit code :
errno ).
The Common Files install failed.
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Installation of a shared component
has failed. Table 5-5 Possible Causes
and Corrective Actions for Each Error
Indicated by Errno (Messages Output
by Agents When Performing an
Installation) on page 5-22 describes
possible causes and corrective actions
for each error indicated by errno.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
If the retry fails, detailed investigation
is required to identify the cause and
to resolve the problem. Collect
maintenance information, and then
contact the Support Center.

1

This product does not support
this kind of processor.

Check the type of the processor for
the installation destination host.

Please check the computer.
1

Installation of this product stops
because there is a product that
cannot coexist with it.

The installed Tuning Manager series
programs might be in an incorrect
status. Collect the maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator.

1

The product does not support
this operating system. Please
check the computer you are
using.

Check which OSs are supported by
the product and the OS of the
installation destination.

1

Not found file-name-or-directory- •
name.

Make sure that the file or
directory that was output to filename or directory-name exists.

•

If you performed the installation
by transferring the data on the
installation DVD-ROM to the
installation-destination host,
make sure that the transfer
method did not alter the data and
that there are no problems with
accessing the disk the data was
transferred to.

•

Make sure that no problems
exists with the installation DVDROM. (That is, make sure that the
DVD-ROM can be properly read.)
Clean the DVD-ROM.

1

The environment is invalid.

•

If you cannot resolve the
problem, contact the Support
Center.

•

If you performed the installation
by transferring the data on the
installation DVD-ROM to the
installation-destination host,
make sure that the transfer
method did not alter the data and
that there are no problems with
accessing the disk the data was
transferred to.

•

Make sure that no problems
exists with the installation DVDROM. (That is, make sure that the
DVD-ROM can be properly read.)
Clean the DVD-ROM.
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Code

Message

Corrective Action
•

If you cannot resolve the
problem, contact the Support
Center.

1

Installation is aborted because
Manually stop the service Tuning
an attempt to stop service failed. Manager - Agent REST Web Service,
<service=Tuning Manager and then retry installing Agent.
Agent REST Web Service,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

1

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. <component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

Retry installing Agent.
However, if the following return code
(rc) and detailed information are
displayed, take the required action,
and then retry the installation.
Return code = 111, Detailed
information = -1
Check whether the port numbers
(from 24221 to 24226) used by
Tuning Manager Agent REST API
Component by default are already
being used. If any port numbers
are being used, stop that usage.
If the retry fails, detailed investigation
is required to identify the cause and
to resolve the problem. Collect
maintenance information, and then
contact the Support Center.

1

A JDK required for installation of
Tuning Manager - Agent
Common Component is not
found. Revise the settings for the
JDK by htmchgjdk command,
and then try the installation
again. <component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

Use the htmchgjdk command to
review the settings for the JDK used
by Tuning Manager Agent REST API
Component and then try the
installation of the Agent again.

1

The prerequisite package is not
installed. (Package Name =
package-name-architecture)

Apply the package indicated in
package-name-architecture, and then
retry the installation.

The prerequisite package is not
installed. (Package Name =
package-name)

Apply the package indicated in
package-name, and then retry the
installation.

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. Restart the machine, and
then try the installation again.
<component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information>

Restart the machine, and then
reinstall Agent for RAID.

(See Note)
1
(See Note)
1
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Code

Message

Corrective Action

1

Installation of Tuning Manager Agent Common Component
failed. Delete the directory
indicated in the path after this
message, and then try the
installation again.
<component=REST API,
rc=command-return-code,
detail=detail-information,
path=/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB >

Delete the directory indicated by the
path that is output in the message,
and then retry the installation.

1

The Hybrid Store and Tuning
Manager API use a 64-bit JDK.
To use an Oracle JDK when using
the Hybrid Store and Tuning
Manager API, after completing
the installation, specify a 64-bit
Oracle JDK by using the
htmchgjdk command.

To use an Oracle JDK, after the
installation is complete, use the
htmchgjdk command to specify the
64-bit Oracle JDK.

1

An attempt to convert to Hybrid
Store databases failed. After the
installation finishes, follow the
action to be taken when the
htmhsmigrate command fails,
and then perform the settings to
convert to Hybrid Store
databases.
<command=htmhsmigrate,
rc=command-return-code>

After the installation is complete,
specify the settings for converting to
Hybrid Store by following the
corrective action to be taken when
execution of the htmhsmigrate
command fails.

1

Conversion to Hybrid Store
databases has not finished. After
the installation finishes, perform
the settings to convert to Hybrid
Store databases, and then start
operation.

After the installation is complete and
before operation starts, specify the
settings for converting to Hybrid
Store.

1

There is not enough free disk
space for installation.

Check the free space on the disk.

(See Note)

If there is insufficient free space,
reserve sufficient free space by, for
example, deleting unneeded files, and
then perform a re-installation.

Note:
This is output to the installation log file.
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Possible Causes and Corrective Actions for Each Errno Value of Messages Output
by Agents When Performing an Installation
Table 5-5 Possible Causes and Corrective Actions for Each Error Indicated
by Errno (Messages Output by Agents When Performing an Installation)
Errno

Corrective Action

1

Examine the common message log file to determine whether an error
message was output. If an error message was output, see Chapter 4,
Collection Manager Error Codes and Messages on page 4-1 to find the
output message and then follow the instructions described for the
message as necessary. If no error messages exist, collect all the files
in the directory /etc/.hitachi, and then contact the maintenance
personnel.

2

A required file was not found on the DVD. If you copied an Agent from
a DVD to install it, make sure that all required files were successfully
copied from the DVD.

3

The Agent installer was canceled by an interruption. Please re-install
the Agent.

4

(This error code is for Linux only.) Install the ncurses package into the
OS, and then re-install the Agent.

5

Log on as a root user, and then re-install the Agent.

6

Allocate more than 1 MB of free space to the disk used for the
directory /etc, and then re-install the Agent.

7

The Agent installer was canceled by an interruption. Please re-install
the Agent.

Messages Output by Agents After Starting Operations
Table 5-6 Messages Output by Agents After Starting Operations
Message ID
KAVF24901-E
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Message
An attempt to acquire product
information has failed.
(servicekey=service-key)
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Corrective Action
The jpctminfo command failed
to acquire the information about
the product specified by the
indicated service key. Possible
causes are as follows:
•

The version of the Tuning
Manager series program
specified in service-key is
earlier than 4.0.

•

The command was executed
during installation or
removal of a Tuning
Manager series program.

•

If the cause is not one of the
above, the environment for
the Tuning Manager series
program specified in servicekey is invalid.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the command was executed
during installation or removal of
a Tuning Manager series
program, re-execute the
command after the installation or
removal finishes. If the
environment is invalid, collect
maintenance information, and
then overwrite-install the Tuning
Manager series program
indicated by service-key.

KAVF24902-E

There is no product information.
(servicekey=service-key)

The Tuning Manager series
program indicated by service-key
in the message and specified in
the jpctminfo command has not
been installed.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVF24903-I

There is no patch history
information.

There is no patch history
information for the Tuning
Manager series program
specified in the jpctminfo
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVF24904-E

An error occurred while reading
the patch history information.

An error occurred while the
command was reading the patch
history information for the
specified Tuning Manager series
program.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
A Tuning Manager program is
probably being installed or
removed. After installation or
removal finishes, re-execute the
command. If no Tuning Manager
program is being installed or
removed, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF24905-E

The service key(service-key)
cannot be specified.

An invalid service key was
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check whether a correct service
key was specified.

KAVF24921-I

KAVF24922-W

The performance-data filemanagement function was
enabled. (service=ID-of-theagent-service-that-output-themessage, directory=full-path-ofthe-output-destination-directory)

Performance data file
management was enabled.

The directory that is required for
outputting performance data files
does not exist. (service=ID-of-theagent-service-that-output-themessage, directory=full-path-ofthe-necessary-directory)

Performance data files cannot be
output because the destination
directory does not exist.

(S)
Enabled performance data file
management.

(S)
Stops outputting performance
data files.
(O)
Perform the following operations:

KAVF24923-W

During output of a performance
data file, an attempt to create a
directory failed. (service=ID-ofthe-agent-service-that-output-themessage, directory=full-path-ofthe-directory-that-failed-to-create,
rc=return-value-from-the-fileoperation-function)

•

Make sure that the directory
indicated in the message
exists.

•

If the destination directory
has been changed, check for
the new destination
directory.

The directory to which
performance data files are to be
output could not be created.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
Outputting of the file for the
performance data collected this
time is skipped.
(O)
Perform the following operations:

KAVF24924-W

5-24

Output of a performance data file
failed. (service=ID-of-the-agentservice-that-output-the-message,
file=full-path-of-the-file-to-beoutput, rc=return-value-from-thefile-operation-function)
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•

Make sure that write
permission is set for all
parent directories of the
directory indicated in the
message.

•

Make sure that the free disk
space for the directory
indicated in the message is
sufficient.

An attempt to output a
performance data file failed.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
Outputting of the performance

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
data file requested this time is
skipped.
(O)
Perform the following operations:

KAVF24925-W

The disk that contains the output
directory for performance data
files has insufficient free space.
(service=ID-of-the-agent-servicethat-output-the-message, file=fullpath-of-the-file-to-be-output)

•

Make sure that write
permission is set for the
directory to which the file
indicated in the message is
to be output.

•

Make sure that there is
sufficient free disk space for
the directory to which the
file indicated in the message
is to be output.

An attempt to output a
performance data file failed
because there was not sufficient
free disk space for the
destination directory for that file.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
Outputting of the file for data
collection requested this time is
skipped.
(O)
Make sure that there is sufficient
free disk space for the directory
to which the file indicated in the
message is to be output.

KAVF24926-W

Deletion of a performance data file
failed. (service=ID-of-the-agentservice-that-output-the-message,
file=full-path-of-the-file-to-bedeleted, rc=return-value-from-thefile-operation-function)

A performance data file could not
be deleted.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Perform the following operations:
•

Make sure that delete
permission is set for the file
indicated in the message.

•

Stop all applications and
services that could lock the
file indicated in the
message.

•

Stop the following programs,
which might hinder the
processing:
- Security monitoring
program
- Antivirus program
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
- Process monitoring
program

KAVF24927-W

During deletion of a performance
data file, deletion of a directory
failed. (service=ID-of-the-agentservice-that-output-the-message,
directory=full-path-of-thedirectory-to-be-deleted, rc=returnvalue-from-the-directoryoperation-function)

A directory could not be deleted
during deletion of performance
data files.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Perform the following operations:
•

Make sure that delete
permission is set for the
directory indicated in the
message.

•

Stop all applications and
services that could lock the
directory indicated in the
message.

•

Stop the following programs,
which might hinder the
processing:
- Security monitoring
program
- Antivirus program
- Process monitoring
program

KAVF24928-E

An unexpected error occurred in
the performance-data filemanagement function.
(service=ID-of-the-agent-servicethat-output-the-message, error
detail=detailed-message)

An unexpected error occurred
during output or deletion of a
performance data file.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
If the same error occurs again,
use the jpcras command to
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF24929-W

The directory that is specified as
the output directory for
performance data files does not
exist. (service=ID-of-the-agentservice-that-output-the-message,
directory=directory-that-is-set)

A non-existent directory is
specified as the destination
directory for performance data
files.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service, and
disables performance data file
management.
(O)
Perform the following operations:
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Message ID

KAVF24930-W

Message

The default value will be used in
property because the value is
invalid or not specified.
(service=ID-of-the-agent-servicethat-output-the-message,
file=property-file-name,
section=property-section-name,
subsection=property-subsectionname, label=property-label-name,
default value=default-value-ofthe-property)

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that the directory
indicated in the message
exists.

•

If the destination directory
for performance data files
was changed, confirm the
new destination directory.

The default value is applied
because no value is set for the
property, or an invalid value is
set.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service. The
default value is set for the
property.
(O)
Review the property settings.

KAVF24931-E

KAVF24932-E

Fail in reading property file.
(service=ID-of-the-agent-servicethat-output-the-message,
file=property-file-name,
section=property-section-name,
subsection=property-subsectionname, label=property-label-name)

Failed to read the property file.

The Agent service will start with
performance-data filemanagement function disabled
because there was a fail in reading
property files. (service=ID-of-theagent-service-that-output-themessage)

Output of the performance data
files will be disabled and then the
Agent Collector service will be
started because an attempt to
read property files failed.

(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Review the property settings.

(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service. Disables
the performance data file
management function.
(O)
Review the property settings.

KAVF24933-I

KAVF24934-I

The performance-data filemanagement function was
disabled. (service=ID-of-theagent-service-that-output-themessage)

Performance data file
management was disabled.

Performance-data files will be
output to the specified directory.
(service=ID-of-the-agent-servicethat-output-the-message,
directory=directory-name)

Performance-data files will be
output to the specified directory.
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(S)
Performance data file
management was disabled.

(S)
Outputs performance-data files
to the specified directory.
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Message ID
KAVF24935-I

KAVF24936-E

Message

Corrective Action

Performance-data files will be
output to the specified directory.
(service=ID-of-the-agent-servicethat-output-the-message,
record=record-name,
directory=directory-name)

Performance-data files will be
output to the specified directory.

The Agent service will start with
the performance-data filemanagement function disabled,
because the creation of system
directories failed. (service=ID-ofthe-agent-service-that-output-themessage, directory=directoryname)

The Agent service will start with
the performance-data filemanagement function disabled,
because the creation of system
directories failed.

(S)
Outputs performance-data files
to the specified directory.

(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service. Disables
the performance data file
management function.
(O)
Confirm the following:

KAVF24937-E

The length of the directory path
specified as the output directory
for performance data files exceeds
the upper limit. (directory = pathto-the-specified-output-directoryfor-performance-data-files)

•

You have permission to write
to the directory in which the
directory is to be created.

•

No file has the same name
as the directory to be
created.

Failed to start the service
because the length of the
directory path specified as the
output directory for performance
data files exceeds the upper
limit.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the directory path specified as
the output directory for
performance data files, which is
set in the property, and then
restart the Agent Store and
Agent Collector services.

KAVF24938-E

The directory path specified as the
output directory for performance
data files is invalid.
(directory=path-to-the-specifiedoutput-directory-for-performancedata-files)

Failed to start the service
because the directory path
specified as the output directory
for performance data files is
invalid.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check and, if necessary, revise
the directory path specified as
the output directory for
performance data files, which is
set in the property, and then
restart the Agent Store and
Agent Collector services.

KAVF24939-E

Failed to read a properties file.
(service = ID-of-the-agentservice-that-output-the-message,
file = name-of-the-properties-file,
section = property-section-name,
subsection = property-subsectionname, label = property-labelname)

If the setup for conversion to
Hybrid Store is incomplete,
restart the Agent Store and
Agent Collector services after
setup for conversion is complete.
If the error occurs repeatedly,
collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Review the property settings.

KATR00104-E

An invalid option is specified.
(option = name-of-the-invalidoption)

An invalid option is specified.
(S)
Outputs the usage of the
command to the standard
output, and then terminates the
command.
(O)
Confirm the syntax of the
command, and then re-execute
the command with the
appropriate syntax.

KATR00114-E

A required option is not specified.
(option = invalid-option-name)

A required option is not
specified.
(S)
Outputs the usage to the
standard output, and then stops
the command.
(O)
Check the syntax of the
command, and then re-execute
the command by using the
correct syntax.

KATR00115-E

No value is specified for the
option. (option = invalid-optionname)

A required option is not
specified.
(S)
Outputs the usage to the
standard output, and then stops
the command.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check the syntax of the
command, and then re-execute
the command by using the
correct syntax.

KATR00116-E

An invalid value is specified.
(option = name-of-option-forwhich-an-invalid-value-isspecified, value =invalid-value)

An invalid value is specified.
(S)
Outputs the usage to the
standard output, and then stops
the command.
(O)
Check the syntax of the
command, and then re-execute
the command by using the
correct syntax.

KATR00117-E

An invalid servicekey is specified.
(servicekey = specified-servicekey)

The specified service key is
invalid.
(S)
Outputs the usage to the
standard output, and then stops
the command.
(O)
Check the service key, specify a
valid service key, and then reexecute the command.

KATR00118-E

An invalid path is specified.
(directory = specified-path)

The specified path is invalid.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Check the method for specifying
the path, and then re-execute
the command by using the
correct specification method.

KATR00119-E

The specified directory does not
exist. (directory = specified-path)

The specified directory does not
exist.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Check the directory, and then reexecute the command.

KATR00120-E

The specified logical host is not set The specified logical host is not
up. (lhost = specified-host-name) set up.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the specified logical host
name, and then re-execute the
command.

KATR00121-E

The specified agent instance does
not exist. (instance name =
specified-agent-instance-name)

The specified agent instance
does not exist.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Check the specified agent
instance name, and then reexecute the command.

KATR00122-E

You do not have the necessary
You do not have permission to
privilege to execute the command. execute the command.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Re-execute the command as a
user who has administrator
permissions.

KATR00123-E

The system environment is invalid. The system environment is
(detailed information = detailedinvalid.
error-information)
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
If the htmhsconvert command
was executed, check that the
current directory is correct. If
this does not resolve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR00124-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.
(detailed information = detailederror-information)

An internal error occurred.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Contact the system
administrator.If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR00125-E

Memory is insufficient.

A memory shortage occurred.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Ensure that there is enough
memory, such as by closing any
unnecessary applications or
windows.

KATR00126-E

The start, stop, or setup command The start, stop, or setup
of the service is being executed.
command of the service is being
executed.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Wait for a while, and then reexecute the command.

KATR00127-E

KATR00128-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.
(servicekey = service-key-of-theagent, instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name =hostname, detailed information =
detailed-error-information)

An internal error occurred.

The length of the specified
directory path exceeds the-upperlimit-of-the-directory-path-length
bytes. (directory = the-specifiedpath)

The length of the specified
directory path exceeds the upper
limit.

(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Contact the system
administrator.If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Shorten the path length, and
then try again.

KATR00129-E

The specified directory path is not The specified directory path is
an absolute path. (directory = the- not an absolute path.
specified-path)
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Specify the directory by using an
absolute path.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATR10021-I

The htmssltool command finished
successfully.

The htmssltool command
finished successfully.

KATR10022-E

Creation of a private key failed.

Creation of a private key failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10023-E

Creation of a self-signed certificate Creation of a self-signed
failed.
certificate failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10024-E

Creation of a CSR failed.

Creation of a CSR failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10025-E

Creation of a certificate content file Creation of a certificate content
failed.
file failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10026-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.
(detailed information = detailederror-information)

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Perform the following
procedures:
•

If you have executed
htmrestctrl command, make
sure that the port numbers
set in the property file are
not used in other processes.

•

Check that there are enough
free memory.

•

Wait a while, and then retry
the operation. If this does
not resolve the problem,
contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
Support Center, who might
ask you to collect
maintenance information.

KATR10027-W

Deletion of a key store failed.

Deletion of a key store failed.

KATR10028-I

A service will now start. (service = A service will now start.
service-name)

KATR10029-I

A service will now stop. (service =
service-name)

A service will now stop.

KATR10030-E

An attempt to start a service
failed. (service = service-name)

An attempt to start a service
failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Perform the following
procedures:
•
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Make sure to execute the
command with administrator
privileges.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

Make sure the port number
set in the property file is not
used.

•

Check that there are enough
free memory.

•

Wait a while, and then retry
the operation. If the error
occurs again, restart
services.

If this does not resolve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.
KATR10031-E

An attempt to stop a service failed. An attempt to stop a service
(service = service-name)
failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10032-I

The specified service is already
running. (service = service-name)

The specified service is already
running.

KATR10033-I

The specified service is stopped.
(service = service-name)

The specified service is stopped.
(O)
If the service does not start
when you specified start option,
perform the following procedure:
•

Make sure the port number
set in the property file is not
used.

•

Check that there are enough
free memory.

•

Wait a while, and then retry
the operation.If it occurs
again, try restart services.

If this does not resolve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10034-E

Confirmation of the status of a
service failed. (service = servicename)

Confirmation of the status of a
service failed.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10035-I

A change to the startup type of a
service succeeded. (service =
service-name)

A change to the startup type of a
service succeeded.

KATR10036-E

A change to the startup type of a
service failed. (service = servicename)

A change to the startup type of a
service failed.
(O)
See the log to check the
message and remove the cause
of the error. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10037-I

Tuning Manager API was enabled.

Use of Tuning Manager API was
Data collection for the API will now enabled.
start.
Data collection for the API will
now start.

KATR10038-I

Tuning Manager API was disabled.

KATR10046-E

An attempt to read an internal file
has failed. (maintenance
information = properties-filename, error-code)

Use of Tuning Manager API was
Data collection for the API will now disabled.
stop.
Data collection for the API will
now stop.
Loading of an internal file failed.
The cause of the error is
indicated by one of the following
error codes:
0: The file does not exist.
1: There is no access permission
for the file.
2: The file format is incorrect.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Terminates the initial processing.
(O)
Back up the Agent, and then
perform an overwrite installation
of the Agent.

KATR10047-E

An attempt to read a property file
has failed. (property file name =
properties-file-name, error code =
error-code)

Loading of the properties file
failed. The cause of the error is
indicated by one of the following
error codes:
0: The file does not exist.
1: There is no access permission
for the file.
2: The file format is incorrect.
(S)
Terminates the initial processing.
(O)
Take the action appropriate for
the error code:
0: Locate the corresponding
properties file to the appropriate
location.
1: Make sure that the file has the
proper access permissions.
2: Change to the correct format.

KATR10048-E

An unknown property has been
specified. (property name =
property-name)

An unknown property has been
set.
(S)
Continues checking other
properties and then terminates
the system.
(O)
Check and correct the property
settings.

KATR10049-E

The value specified for a property
is invalid. (property file name =
properties-file-name, property
name = property-name, specified
value = specified-value)

The value of a property is
incorrect.
(S)
Terminates the initial processing.
(O)
Correct the property setting.

KATR10050-E

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information =
property-name)

An unknown property has been
set as a system property.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Back up the Agent, and then
perform an overwrite installation
of the Agent.

KATR10051-E

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information =
properties-file-name propertyname, specified-value)

The value of a system property is
incorrect.
(S)
Terminates the initial processing.
(O)
Back up the Agent, and then
perform an overwrite installation
of the Agent.

KATR10052-E

An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.
(detailed information =returnvalue-of-the-command)

An internal error occurred while
executing the htmchgjdk
command.
(S)
Terminates the processing.
(O)
Take the following actions
according to the value of the
detailed information:
•

247:
Install an Agent for RAID by
overwriting the existing one,
and then re-execute the
command.

•

249:
Reinstall an Oracle JDK, and
then re-execute the
command.

•

253:
Make sure that the following
files are not being used, and
then re-execute the
command.
- In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\server
\usrconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService
\usrconf.cfg
- In Linux:
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
usrconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/
usrconf.cfg

•

254:
Specify the JDK by taking
the following actions:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
- To use the JDK included in
the Hitachi Command Suite
product package, specify the
default option, and then reexecute the command.
- To use an Oracle JDK,
specify the jdkpath option,
and then re-execute the
command.
If this does not resolve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR10053-E

The specified JDK does not exist.
(When the jdkpath option is
specified: the-path-for-thespecified-Oracle-JDK | When the
default option is specified:"bundled
JDK")

The specified JDK does not exist.
(S)
Terminates processing to set the
JDK path.
(O)
When the jdkpath option is
specified, perform the following
checks, specify a path where
Oracle JDK exists, and then reexecute the htmchgjdk
command.
1.

Does the specified path
exist?

2.

Is the Oracle JDK correctly
installed?

When the default option is
specified, perform an overwrite
installation of Agent for RAID
and then re-execute the
htmchgjdk command.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.
KATR10054-E

The JDK version could not be
acquired.

Failed to analyze the Oracle JDK
version. The specified JDK might
not be supported.
(S)
Terminates the processing to set
the JDK path.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
If the specified JDK is not
supported, specify a supported
JDK, and then execute the
htmchgjdk command. For details
about versions of supported
Oracle JDKs, see Hitachi
Command Suite System
Requirements.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR10055-E

The specified JDK is not supported. The specified Oracle JDK is not
(version-and-architecture-of-thesupported.
specified-Java)
(S)
Terminates the processing to set
the JDK path.
(O)
Specify a supported JDK, and
then execute the htmchgjdk
command. For details about
versions of supported Oracle
JDKs, see Hitachi Command
Suite System Requirements.

KATR10056-E

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information = filepath)

The environment of the agent
installation-destination is invalid.
(S)
Terminates the processing to set
the JDK path.
(O)
Install an Agent for RAID by
replacing the existing one, and
then re-execute the htmchgjdk
command.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR10057-E

Failed to create a symbolic link.

The system environment is
invalid.
(S)
Terminates the processing to set
the Oracle JDK path.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Take the following actions:
1.

Check whether the used file
system supports symbolic
links. If the file system does
not support symbolic links,
change the file system to
one that supports symbolic
links.

2.

Wait for a while, and then
re-execute the htmchgjdk
command.

If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.
KATR10058-E

Failed to set a JDK path.

Command execution failed.
(S)
Terminates the processing.
(O)
Take action to solve the
preceding error.

KATR10059-E

A JDK required to execute the
command was not found.

A JDK required to execute the
command was not found.
(S)
Terminates the processing.
(O)
If the OS of the agent host is
Windows or Linux, use the
htmchgjdk command to respecify the JDK to be used by
Tuning Manager Agent REST API
Component. If the OS is not
Windows or Linux and the
problem remains unsolved after
performing the above action,
detailed investigation is required
to determine the cause and
resolve the problem. Contact
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR10060-E

Command format is invalid.
The syntax of the command is
(option =invalid-argument-as-an- invalid.
option | If no argument is specified (S)
for the command: "no argument" |
If the jdkpath option is not used to
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Message ID

Message
specify the path for Oracle JDK:
"no jdkpath")

Corrective Action
Outputs the usage to the
standard output, and then stops
the command.
(O)
Check the syntax of the
command, and then re-execute
the htmchgjdk command or the
htmhschgmem command by using
the correct syntax.

KATR10061-I

Tuning Manager Agent REST API
Component will use new JDK
setting after restart the service.

Tuning Manager Agent REST API
Component will use new JDK
setting after restart the service.

KATR10062-I

Processing to convert the database
will now start. (servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent, instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name

Processing to convert the
database will now start.

Processing to convert the database
ended normally. (servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent, instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name)

Processing to convert the
database ended normally.

KATR10063-I

KATR10064-E

Processing to convert the database
ended abnormally. (servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent, instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name)

Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.
Processing to convert the
database ended abnormally.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Check the log file and the
message, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute
the command. If the problem
persists, contact the customer
support center.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10065-I
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Processing to convert records will
now start.(servicekey = servicekey-of-the-agent, instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name, dbid = database-ID,
record = record-name)
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Processing to convert records will
now start.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10066-I

The Store database is empty.
(servicekey = service-key-of-theagent, instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name = hostname, dbid =database-ID)

The Store database is empty.
(S)
Stops the command.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10067-E

The Store database contains
invalid data. (servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent, instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name, dbid =
database-ID, record = recordname)

The Store database contains
invalid data.
(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
The Store database could not be
converted because it contains
invalid data. If a backup file
exists, use the backup file to
convert the database. If the
backup file does not exist, use
the jpcctrl clear command to
delete the data of the applicable
agent instance, and then reexecute the command.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10068-E

Processing to convert the database
will be skipped, because an error
occurred in the processing to
convert database. (servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent, instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name)

Processing to convert the
database ended abnormally.
(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Check the log file and the
message, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute
the command. If the problem
persists, contact the customer
support center.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.
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Message ID
KATR10069-W

Message

Corrective Action

Processing to convert the database
will be skipped, because the
service is running.(servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent, instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name)

Processing to convert the
database will be skipped because
the service is running.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Stop the service, and then reexecute the command.

KATR10070-E

The version of Store database is
invalid.(servicekey = service-keyof-the-agent, instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name)

The version of the Store
database is invalid.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Upgrade the Store database to
version 2.0, and then re-execute
the command.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10071-I

The Performance database will be
changed to a type-of-theperformance-database.

The Performance database will
be changed.

KATR10072-I

The Performance database was
The Performance database was
changed to type-of-thechanged. Restart the Agent
performance-database. Restart the service.
Agent service.

KATR10073-I

The Performance database is
already type-of-the-performancedatabase.

The Performance database is the
type of the Performance
database that appeared in the
message text.

KATR10074-E

The Agent service is running.

The service is running.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Stop the service, and then reexecute the command.

KATR10075-E

Store database conversion failed.
(servicekey = service-key-of-theagent, instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name = hostname)

Failed to execute the command.
(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Take the corrective action that
was taken to resolve the last
error.

KATR10076-E

The Performance database could
not be changed to type-of-theperformance-database, because
the system configuration is not
supported.

The configuration is not
supported.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Review the prerequisites for
converting the Performance
database.

KATR10077-E

There is not enough disk capacity
to execute the command.
(command name = command
name, servicekey = service-keyof-the-agent, instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name)

The disk does not have enough
free space to execute the
command.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Increase the free disk space or
change the output destination,
and then re-execute the
command.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10078-E

Failed to inherit the configuration
Possible causes are as follows:
information. (servicekey = service- 1. You cannot access the file or
key-of-the-agent, instance name =
directory.
Agent-instance-name, host name
2
.
The value in the properties
= host-name, detailed information
file is invalid.
= detailed-information)
3. An unexpected error
occurred.
(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Identify the cause of the error,
and then try again. If you cannot
resolve the problem, contact the
system administrator. If the
problem persists, to identify the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is required.
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the customer
support center.
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Message ID
KATR10079-E

Message
Failed to delete the Store
database. (servicekey = servicekey-of-the-agent, instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name)

Corrective Action
Failed to delete the Store
database.
(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Contact the system
administrator.If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR10080-E

Failed to change the Performance
database.

Failed to execute the command.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Take the corrective action that
was taken to resolve the last
error.

KATR10081-E

The file or directory could not be
Possible causes are as follows:
accessed. (servicekey = service•
You do not have access
key-of-the-agent, instance name =
permissions.
Agent-instance-name, host name
•
The file system is
= host-name)
unmounted.
•

A directory path is specified
for the file path.

(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Check whether the specified
directory is accessible, and then
re-execute the command.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.
KATR10082-E

The specified Agent type is not
supported for Hybrid Store.
(servicekey = service-key-of-theagent)

The specified agent type does
not support Hybrid Store
databases.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Review the prerequisites of the
agent concerning support for
Hybrid Store databases, and
then re-execute the command.

KATR10083-E

Processing failed for some or all
Agent instances. (command name
= processing-name-(databaseconversion))

Failed to execute the command.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Take the corrective action that
was taken to resolve the last
error.

KATR10084-E

KATR10085-E

Processing failed for some or all
Agent instances. (command name
= processing-name-(backup-orrestoration), servicekey = servicekey-of-the-agent, instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name)

Failed to execute the command.

There is not enough disk capacity
to execute the command.
(command name = processingname-(database-conversion,backup,-or-restoration),
servicekey = service-key-of-theagent, instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name = hostname)

The disk does not have enough
free space to execute the
command.

(O)
Take the corrective action that
was taken to resolve the last
error.

(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Increase the free disk space or
change the output destination,
and then re-execute the
command.
Note
If you execute the htmhsconvert
command with the from option
specified, the host name is
displayed as <N/A>.

KATR10086-I

Database backup will now start.

Database backup will now start.

KATR10087-I

Database backup ended normally.
(output destination = outputdestination)

Database backup ended
normally.

KATR10088-E

The Performance database of the
specified Agent instance is not a
Hybrid Store. (servicekey =
service-key)

The Performance database of the
specified agent is not a Hybrid
Store database.
(S)
Stops processing for the
applicable agent type.
(O)
Specify an agent that uses a
Hybrid Store database.
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Message ID
KATR10089-E

Message

Corrective Action

Failed to back up the Hybrid Store. Failed to execute the command.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Take the corrective action that
was taken to resolve the last
error.

KATR10090-I

Hybrid Store backup will now start. Hybrid Store backup will now
(servicekey = service-key-of-thestart.
agent, instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name = hostname, record = record-name)

KATR10091-I

Hybrid Store restoration will now
start. (backup file = backupdirectory)

Hybrid Store restoration will now
start.

KATR10092-I

Hybrid Store restoration ended
successfully.

Hybrid Store restoration ended
successfully.

KATR10093-E

The instance name of the backup
data does not match the name of
the instance to which the data is to
be restored.

The instance name of the restore
destination does not match the
instance name of the backup
data.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Unify the instance name of the
restore destination and the
instance name of the backup
data, and then re-execute the
command.

KATR10094-E

The version and revision number
(version-information-of-the-agentin-the-restoration-destination) of
the Agent of backup data does not
match that of the Agent to which
the data is to be restored.

The version and revision number
of the restore-destination agent
do not match the version and
revision number of the backup
data.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Unify the version and revision
number of the restoredestination agent and the
version and revision number of
the backup data, and then reexecute the command.

KATR10095-E
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The backup data is invalid.
(servicekey = service-key-of-theagent, instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name = hostname)
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Restoration failed because the
backup data is invalid.
(S)
Stops processing for the
applicable agent type.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
The database could not be
restored because the backup
data is invalid. If other backup
data exists, use the other backup
data to restore the database.

KATR10096-E

Hybrid Store restoration failed.

Failed to execute the command.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Take the corrective action that
was taken to resolve the last
error.

KATR10097-I

Hybrid Store restoration will now
start. (servicekey = service-keyof-the-agent, instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name, record = recordname)

Hybrid Store restoration will now
start.

KATR10098-E

The specified directory is not
empty.

The specified directory is not
empty.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Empty the specified directory or
specify another directory, and
then re-execute the command.

KATR10099-E

This command cannot be
executed, because the database is
being used as a Hybrid Store.

This command cannot be
executed, because the database
is being used as a Hybrid Store.
(S)
Stops the command.

KATR10100-E

Failed to enable the Tuning
Failed to enable the Tuning
Manager API. (detailed information Manager API.
= detailed-information)
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Check the log file and the
message, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute
the command. If the problem
persists, contact the customer
support center.

KATR10101-E

Failed to update the configuration
file. (detailed information =
detailed-information)
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The possible causes are as
follows:
1.

You cannot access the file or
directory.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
2.

The value in the properties
file is invalid.

3.

An unexpected error
occurred.

(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Identify the cause of the error,
and then try again. If the
problem persists, contact the
system administrator. If the
problem is still unsolved, to
identify the cause and resolve
the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.
KATR10102-I

The conversion results will be
output to the directory.
(servicekey = service-key-of-theagent , instance name = Agentinstance-name, host name = hostname, output directory =
directory-name)

The conversion results will be
output to the directory.
(servicekey = service-key-ofthe-agent , instance name =
Agent-instance-name, host name
= host-name, output directory =
directory name)

KATR10103-E

Failed to update the instance
information. (detailed information
= detailed-information)

Failed to update the instance
information.
(S)
Stops the processing.
(O)
Wait for a while, and then reexecute the command. If the
error occurs again, contact the
system administrator. If the
problem persists, to identify the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is required.
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the customer
support center.

KATR10104-E

The file or directory could not be
accessed.

The possible causes are as
follows:
•

You do not have access
permissions.

•

The file system is
unmounted.

•

A directory path is specified
for the file path.

(S)
Stops the processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check whether the specified
directory is accessible, and then
re-execute the command.

KATR10105-E

The result of the conversion
cannot be output because the
length of the storage destination
directory path for the Store
database exceeds maximumlength-of-the-path-to-the-storagedirectory bytes. (servicekey =
service-key-of-the-agent , instance
name = Agent-instance-name,
host name = host-name, directory
= directory-name)

The conversion result cannot be
output to the directory because
the length of the path to the
directory that stores the Store
database has exceeded the
upper limit.
(S)
Stops the processing for the
applicable agent instance.
(O)
Change the Store database
storage directory, and then
convert to a Hybrid Store
database. Alternatively, specify a
path for the Hybrid Store
database storage directory that
is different from the path of the
Store database storage directory,
and then convert the Store
database and switch to a Hybrid
Store database.

KATR10106-W

Setup for conversion to Hybrid
Store is incomplete.

Setup for conversion to Hybrid
Store is incomplete.

KATR10107-E

The specified agent instance does
not exist. (servicekey = servicekey-of-the-agent)

The agent instance does not
exist in the specified service key.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Check the service key, and then
re-execute the command.

KATR10108-E

The specified agent instance does
not exist.

The agent instance to be backed
up or restored does not exist.
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Make sure that the agent
instance to be backed up or
restored exists, and then reexecute the command.

KATR10109-E

The backup data is invalid.
(directory = backup-data-storagedirectory-specified-by-the-option)

Restoration failed because the
backup data is invalid.
(S)
Stops restoration.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check whether the directory
specified by the option is correct.
If the directory is correctly
specified, the backup data is
invalid and the restoration
cannot be performed. If other
backup data exists, use the other
backup data to restore the
database.

KATR10110-E

A empty directory is specified.
(directory = backup-data-storagedirectory-specified-by-the-option)

A empty directory is specified.
(S)
Stops restoration.
(O)
Check whether the directory
specified by the option is correct.

KATR10111-I

Revise the configuration of the
agent instance that is restored.

Revise the settings of the
instance for which restoration is
complete.
(O)
Revise the settings of the
instance for which restoration is
complete.

KATR10112-E

Processing to convert the database An attempt to convert the
failed. (detailed information =
database failed.
detailed-error-information)
(S)
Stops the command.
(O)
Check the content of the detailed
information, remove the cause of
the error, and then re-execute
the command.If the problem
persists, to identify the cause
and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is required.
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the customer
support center.

KATR10113-I

The change to the maximum
memory size used by Hybrid Store
is applied after the service of the
Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component is restarted.

The change of the maximum
memory size used by Hybrid
Store is applied after the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API
component is restarted.

KATR10114-E

Failed to set the memory size.

Command execution failed.
(S)
Terminates the processing.
(O)
Take action to solve the
preceding error.
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Message ID
KATR10115-E

Message
An unexpected error occurred
during command execution.
(detailed information = returnvalue-of-the-command)

Corrective Action
An internal error occurred while
executing the htmhschgmem
command.
(S)
Terminates the processing.
(O)
Take the following actions
according to the value of the
detailed information:
•

247:
Install an Agent for RAID by
overwriting the existing one,
and then re-execute the
htmhschgmem command.

•

253:
Make sure that the following
files are not being used, and
then re-execute the
htmhschgmem command.
- In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\server
\usrconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService
\usrconf.cfg
- In Linux:
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
usrconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/
usrconf.cfg

•

254:
Make sure that the following
files are not being used, and
then re-execute the
htmhschgmem command.
- In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm
\Rest\system
\agtrestmemsize.dat
- In Linux:
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/
system/
agtrestmemsize.dat

If this does not resolve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

KATR10116-E

An internal file is invalid.
(maintenance information = filepath)

The environment of the agent
installation-destination is invalid.
(S)
Stops the processing of setting
the memory size for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST
Application Service.
(O)
•

If executed by specifying the
status option:
Specify the mx option,
execute the htmhschgmem
command, and then reset
the maximum memory size
used by Hybrid Store.

•

If executed by specifying the
mx option:
Install an Agent for RAID by
replacing the existing one,
and then re-execute the
htmhschgmem command.

If this does not resolve the
problem, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.
KATR10117-E

An invalid value is specified.
(option = name-of-option-forwhich-an-invalid-value-isspecified, value = invalid-value)

An invalid value is specified.
(S)
Stops the processing of setting
the memory size for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST
Application Service.
(O)
Specify a valid value, and then
re-execute the htmhschgmem
command.

KATR12010-E

Initialization failed.

An abnormality occurred during
the initiation.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Restart Tuning Manager - Agent
REST Web Service. If the error
occurs again, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR12014-E

Initialization is incomplete.

An attempt was made to
continue the processing after the
initiation failed.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Restart Tuning Manager - Agent
REST Web Service. If the error
occurs again, contact the system
administrator. If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KATR12025-E

A property file cannot be read.
(property file = property-file)

A property file could not be read.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Check whether the property file
exists, and verify the
permissions needed to access
the property file.

KATR12026-E

Check whether the property file
"property-file" exists and its
permissions.

Check whether the property file
exists, and verify the
permissions needed to access
the property file.

KATR12027-E

A required property is not
specified. (property file =
property-file, key = property-key)

A necessary property is not set.
(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Check the property file settings.

KATR12029-W

A system property cannot be
accessed. The default value will be
used. (key = property-key)

A system property is not set.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Set the system property.
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Message ID
KATR12047-W

Message
The value of a property cannot be
converted to a numerical value.
The default value will be used.
(key = property-key)

Corrective Action
The value of the property that
sets numerical values cannot be
converted to a numerical value.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the value set for the property.

KATR12053-E

Performance data could not be
acquired because initialization
processing failed after a
restoration or migration. (host
name = host-name, agent type =
Agent-type, instance name =
Agent-instance-name)

The target data for restoration
(htmhsrestore command), or for
migration (htmhsconvert
command or htmhsmigrate
command) is corrupted.
(S)
Stops sending requests to obtain
performance data.
(O)
Check that the prerequisite
conditions for restoration
processing (htmhsrestore
command) or for migration
processing (htmhsconvert
command or htmhsmigrate
command) are met. If a problem
exists, after the prerequisite
conditions are met, follow the
procedures in the manual, and
then try again.

KATR13000-E

KATR13202-W
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An error occurred in the
initialization processing.
(initialization target =
initialization-target, cause of the
error = cause)

An error occurred in the
initialization processing.

Processing to collect Agent
instance information was skipped,
because an error occurred. (host
name:host-name, instance
name:instance-name)

Failed to collect instance
information.
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(O)
Contact the system
administrator.If the problem
cannot be resolved, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the
Support Center, who might ask
you to collect maintenance
information.

(O)
If the problem occurs repeatedly,
contact the system
administrator. If the problem
persists, to identify the cause
and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is required.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the customer
support center.

KATR13203-E

KATR13204-E

Failed to create a Hybrid Store.
(Host-name:host-name, instance
name:instance-name, Agent
type:Agent-type)

Failed to create a directory while
initializing Hybrid Store.

Failed to read a performance data
file. (file path:path)

Either the file is corrupted, or
you do not have permission to
access the file.

(O)
Check whether the disk has
enough free space and whether
the directory and the file are
accessible, and then re-execute
the command.

(O)
Check whether the file is
accessible, and then try again. If
the problem persists, contact the
system administrator. In this
case, to identify the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.
KATR13205-E

No instance key is specified.

The instance name is not
specified.
(O)
Specify the instance name, and
then try again.

KATR13206-E

No record name is specified.

The record name is not specified.
(O)
Specify the record name, and
then try again.

KATR13207-E

The specified startTime is later
than the endTime.

The specified startTime is later
than the endTime.
(O)
Specify both startTime and
endTime, and then try again.

KATR13208-E

No startTime is specified, or no
endTime is specified.

Either startTime or endTime is
specified.
(O)
Specify both startTime and
endTime, and then try again.

KATR13209-E

The value specified for the
restriction is invalid. (field
name:field-name, value:value)
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The value specified for the
restriction is invalid.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the value of the
conditional expression, and then
try again.

KATR13210-E

KATR13211-E

The format of the value specified
for the date restriction is invalid.
(field name:field-name,
value:value)

The format of the value specified
for the date restriction is invalid.

The format of the value specified
for the utime restriction is invalid.
(field name:field-name,
value:value)

The format of the value specified
for the utime restriction is
invalid.

(O)
Specify the correct date format.

(O)
Specify the correct format for
utime.

KATR13212-E

The specified field type is not
The specified field type is not
supported. (field name:field-name, supported.
value:value)
(O)
Check the supported fields, and
then try again.

KATR13214-I

Processing to update all instances
will start. (task ID:task-ID,
number of instances:number-ofinstances )

Processing to update all
instances will start.

KATR13215-I

Processing to update all records of
the instance will start. (task
ID:task-ID, instance
information:instance-information,
number of record types:name-ofthe-record-type)

Processing to update all records
of the instance will start.

KATR13217-E

An error occurred when a record is
updated. (task ID:task-ID,
instance information:instanceinformation, record name:nameof-the-record-type, task
name:processing-name)

A disk I/O error or an internal
error occurred.

Processing to update the instance
ended. (task ID:task-ID, instance
information:instance-information,
number of record types:numberof-instance-record-types, records
that were successfully

Processing to update the
instance ended.

KATR13219-I
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(O)
Check whether the disk has
enough free space and whether
the disk is accessible. If a
problem exists, resolve it, and
then restart the Agent service. If
the problem persists, contact the
system administrator. In this
case, to identify the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

updated:number-of-types-ofsuccessful-records, records that
failed to be updated:number-offailed-records)
KATR13220-I

Processing to update all instances
ended. (task ID:task-ID, number
of instances:instance-information,
instances that were successfully
updated:number-of-successfulinstances, instances whose update
was skipped:number-of-skippedinstances, instances that failed to
be updated:number-of-failedinstances)

Processing to update all
instances ended.

KATR13221-W

Processing to update an instance
was skipped, because the
processing to update the instance
is still running. (task ID:task-ID,
instance information:instanceinformation, skip count:count-ofcontinuous-skips)

Processing to update instances
was skipped, because the
processing to update instances is
still running.

KATR13222-E

The Hybrid Store database will be
made read-only because an
internal error occurred. (instance
info:instance-information,
record:record-type)

An attempt to access the file or
the directory failed, or an
internal error occurred.

KATR13223-I

The Hybrid Store is in read-only
mode. (instance
information:instance-information,
record:record-type)

The Hybrid Store is in read-only
mode.

KATR13224-E

Data acquisition failed, because an A disk I/O error or an internal
unexpected error occurred.
error occurred.
(query:query-information)
(O)

(O)
Check the status of the network
and the disk. If a problem exists,
resolve it, and then restart the
Agent service. If the problem
persists, contact the system
administrator. In this case, to
identify the cause and resolve
the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.

Check the status of the network
and the disk. If a problem exists,
resolve it, and then restart the
Agent service. If the problem
persists, contact the system
administrator. In this case, to
identify the cause and resolve
the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.

KATR13225-E

KATR13226-E

An error occurred during the
processing to update an instance.
(task ID:task-ID, instance
information:instance-information)

A disk I/O error or an internal
error occurred.

An error occurred during the
processing to update all instances.
(task ID:task-ID)

A disk I/O error or an internal
error occurred.

(O)
Check whether the disk has
enough free space and whether
the disk is accessible. If a
problem exists, resolve it, and
then restart the Agent service. If
the problem persists, contact the
system administrator. In this
case, to identify the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.

(O)
Check whether the disk has
enough free space and whether
the disk is accessible. If a
problem exists, resolve it, and
then restart the Agent service. If
the problem persists, contact the
system administrator. In this
case, to identify the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.

KATR13228-I

Agent instances will be updated.
(instances to be updated:list-ofinstance-information)

Agent instances will be updated.

KATR13230-E

Failed to create performance data
files.

The initialization processing after
migration or restoration of data
in the Performance database
failed.
(O)
If data exists in the migrationdestination directory, delete the
data, re-execute the command,
and then restart the service. If
the problem persists, contact the
system administrator. If the
problem persists, to identify the
cause and resolve the problem,
detailed investigation is required.
Collect maintenance information,
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
and then contact the customer
support center.

KATR13231-E

KATR13232-E

KATR13233-E

KATR13234-E

KATR13235-E

KATR13236-E

KATR13237-E

The required values could not be
obtained from the definition file.
(file path:path-of-the-definitionfile, section:section-name,
subsection:subsection-name,
key:key-name)

The value does not exist in the
definition file.

The required values could not be
obtained from the definition file.
(file path:path-of-the-definitionfile, key:key-name)

The value does not exist in the
definition file.

The format of the value specified
in the definition file is invalid. (file
path:path-of-the-definition-file,
section:section-name,
subsection:subsection-name,
key:key-name, value:value,
correct format:valid-format)

The format of the value in the
definition file is invalid.

The format of the value specified
in the definition file is invalid. (file
path:path-of-the-definition-file,
key:key-name, value:value,
correct format:valid-format)

The format of the value in the
definition file is invalid.

The value specified in the
definition file is outside of the valid
range. (file path:path-of-thedefinition-file, section:sectionname, subsection:subsectionname, key:key-name,
value:maximum-value, minimum
value:minimum-value, maximum
value:maximum-value)

The value in the definition file is
outside of the valid range.

The value specified in the
definition file is outside of the valid
range. (file path:path-of-thedefinition-file, key:key-name,
value:maximum-value, minimum
value:minimum-value, maximum
value:maximum-value)

The value in the definition file is
outside of the valid range.

The length of the value specified in
the definition file exceeds the
maximum length. (file path:pathof-the-definition-file,
section:section-name,
subsection:subsection-name,

The length of the value in the
definition file is too long.
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(O)
Change the value in the
definition file, and then restart
the service.

(O)
Change the value in the
definition file, and then restart
the service.

(O)
Change the format of the value
in the definition file, and then
restart the service.

(O)
Change the format of the value
in the definition file, and then
restart the service.

(O)
Change the value in the
definition file, and then restart
the service.

(O)
Change the value in the
definition file, and then restart
the service.

(O)
Change the value in the
definition file, and then restart
the service.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

key:key-name, maximum
length:maximum-length)
KATR13238-E

KATR13239-E

The length of the value specified in
the definition file exceeds the
maximum length. (file path:pathof-the-definition-file, key:keyname, maximum
length:maximum-length)

The length of the value in the
definition file is too long.

Failed to load the definition file.
(file path:path-of-the-definitionfile)

An error occurred while reading
the definition file.

(O)
Change the value in the
definition file, and then restart
the service.

(O)
Check whether the definition file
is accessible, and then restart
the service.

KATR13240-E

KATR13241-E

Failed to parse the definition file.
(file path:path-of-the-definitionfile, cause of the
error:explanation-of-the-cause)

An error occurred while parsing
the definition file.

The required definition file could
not be found. (file path:path-ofthe-definition-file)

An error occurred while reading
the definition file. Alternatively,
switching to Hybrid Store was
performed.

(O)
Change the coding format of the
definition file, and then restart
the service.

(O)
Check whether the definition file
exists, and then restart the
service. If the file does not exist,
try the installation again.
Output of this message
immediately after switching to
Hybrid Store is normal behavior.
If switching to Hybrid Store is
performed and finishes
successfully by using the installer
or the htmhsmigrate command,
no action is required.
If this message is output after a
brief interval after switching is
performed, check whether the
definition file exists, and then
restart the service. If the file
does not exist, try the
installation again.
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KATR13242-W

The definition file could not be
found. (file path:path-of-thedefinition-file)

An error occurred while reading
the definition file.

KATR13243-I

Collection of the performance data
file is now possible.

Succeed in recovery.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

KATR13244-I

A performance data file was
created successfully.

Succeed in regenerate.

KATR13246-E

The length of the directory path
specified as the output directory
for performance data files exceeds
the upper limit. (directory:path)

The length of the path to the
output directory of the
performance data file has
exceeded the maximum
specifiable value.
(O)
Correct the path to the output
directory of the performance
data file specified in the
property, and then restart the
service.

KATR13247-E

The length of the directory path
specified as the output directory
for performance data files exceeds
the upper limit. (hostname:hostname, instance name:instancename, directory:path)

The length of the path to the
output directory of the
performance data file has
exceeded the maximum
specifiable value.
(O)
Correct the path to the output
directory of the performance
data file specified in the
property, and then restart the
service.

KATR13248-E

Either conversion or restoration of
a Performance database did not
finish, or a service failed to start
after a conversion or restoration.

The length of the path to the
output directory of the
performance data file has
exceeded the maximum
specifiable value.
(O)
Check that the prerequisite
conditions for restoration
processing (htmhsrestore
command) or for migration
processing (htmhsconvert
command or htmhsmigrate
command) are met. If a problem
exists, after the prerequisite
conditions are met, follow the
procedures in the manual, and
then try again.

KATR13249-W

The update processing will be
skipped because the Hybrid Store
database is currently read-only.
(instance info:instanceinformation)

New updating task is skipped
because the instance is now
read-only.

KATR13250-E

Failed to access a directory while a Either the directory does not
performance data file was being
exist, or you do not have
read. (directory:path)
permission to access the
directory.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check whether the directory is
accessible, and then try again. If
the problem persists, contact the
system administrator. In this
case, to identify the cause and
resolve the problem, detailed
investigation is required. Collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the customer
support center.

KATR13251-E

The output directory for
performance data files does not
exist. (directory:path)

The output directory for
performance data files does not
exist.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the directory path specified in
the property as the output
directory for performance data
files, and then restart the
service.

KATR13252-E

The output directory for
performance data files path is not
absolute path. (directory:path)

The output directory for
performance data files is not an
absolute path.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the directory path specified in
the property as the output
directory for performance data
files, and then restart the
service.

KATR13253-E

KATR13254-E
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The output directory for
performance data files does not
exist. (hostname:host-name,
instance name:instance-name,
directory:path)

The output directory for
performance data files does not
exist.

The output directory for
performance data files is not
absolute path. (hostname:hostname, instance name:instancename, directory:path)

The output directory for
performance data files is not an
absolute path.
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(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the directory path specified in
the property as the output
directory for performance data
files, and then restart the
service.

(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the directory path specified in
the property as the output
directory for performance data
files, and then restart the
service.

Message ID
KATR13255-E

Message

Corrective Action

Failed to delete a file during a
service startup. (file
path:absolute-path-to-the-filethat-failed-to-be-deleted)

The file cannot be deleted
because it is locked or you do
not have sufficient permissions.
(O)
Perform the following operations:
•

Make sure that delete
permission is set for the file
path indicated in the
message.

•

Stop all applications and
services that could lock the
file path indicated in the
message.

•

Stop the following programs,
which might hinder the
processing:
- Security monitoring
program
- Antivirus program
- Process monitoring
program

Change the file to a deletable
state, and then restart the
service.
KATR13999-I

Processing to output messages to
log files started. (level:outputlevel, file size:file-size, number of
files:number-of-files)

Processing to output messages
to log files started.

Agent Messages (Agent for Platform (UNIX))
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
messages, lists the messages output to syslog, and lists and explains the
messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for Platform (UNIX))
Table 5-7 Output Destinations of Agent for Platform (UNIX) Messages on
page 5-65 lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for
Platform (UNIX).

Table 5-7 Output Destinations of Agent for Platform (UNIX) Messages
Output Destinations
•

Common message
log

Message ID
KAVF10010, KAVF10011, KAVF10100, KAVF10203,
KAVF10503, KAVF10600, KAVF10700, KAVF10701
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Output Destinations

Message ID

•

Common message
log

KAVF10001 - KAVF10003, KAVF10101 - KAVF10103,
KAVF10200 - KAVF10202

•

syslog

•

Common message
log

•

Agent event (See
Note)

•

Common message
log

•

syslog

•

Agent event (See
Note)

•

Standard output

KAVF10800, KAVF10806

•

Standard output

KAVF10801, KAVF10803 - KAVF10805

•

Conversion log

•

Standard error output KAVF10802, KAVF10807 - KAVF10810

•

Conversion log

KAVF10150, KAVF10204 - KAVF10206, KAVF10300,
KAVF10301, KAVF10500 - KAVF10502

KAVF10004

Note: Agent events notify the Tuning Manager server of changes to the
Agent status. To issue agent events, the versions of the Tuning Manager
server and Agent for Platform (UNIX) must be 6.3 or later.

List of Messages Output to Syslog (Agent for Platform (UNIX))
This section lists the messages that Agent for Platform (UNIX) outputs to
syslog.
The syslog information is output to the syslog file. For the installation
location of the syslog file, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
path is /etc/syslogd.conf).
Table 5-8 Messages that Agent for Platform (UNIX) Outputs to Syslog on
page 5-66 lists the messages that Agent for Platform (UNIX) outputs to
syslog.

Table 5-8 Messages that Agent for Platform (UNIX) Outputs to Syslog
Message ID
KAVF10001-I

5-66

Syslog
Facility
LOG_DAEMON

Level
LOG_INFO

KAVF10002-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF10003-I

LOG_INFO

KAVF10004-E

LOG_ERR
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Syslog

Message ID

Facility

Level

KAVF10101-E
KAVF10102-E
KAVF10103-E
KAVF10200-E
KAVF10201-E
KAVF10202-E

Messages (Agent for Platform (UNIX))
Table 5-9 Messages Issued by Agent for Platform (UNIX) on page 5-67
explains the messages issued by Agent for Platform (UNIX), and explains
what actions to take in response to the messages.

Table 5-9 Messages Issued by Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Message ID
KAVF10001-I

Message

Corrective Action

Agent Collector has stopped.
The Agent Collector service
(host=host name, service=service stopped normally.
ID)
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF10002-E

Agent Collector failed to start.

The Agent Collector service failed
to start.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was issued to the
common message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF10003-I

Agent Collector has started.
Startup of the Agent Collector
(host=host name, service=service service was completed.
ID)
(S)
Starts collecting performance data
for the Agent Collector service.

KAVF10004-E

Agent Collector stopped
abnormally.

The Agent Collector service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to the
common message log and take
appropriate action. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10010-I

Name Server has been connected. A connection was established
successfully to the Name Server
service during startup of the
Agent Collector service.
(S)
Resumes startup of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF10011-I

Agent Store has been connected.

A connection was established
successfully to the Agent Store
service during startup of the
Agent Collector service.
(S)
Resumes startup of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF10100-E

An error occurred in an OS API
(API-name). (en=OS-detail-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in the indicated
OS API. The code displayed in en
is the system call error number
(errno).
(S)
If the error occurred during
startup, stops processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the OS detail code. If you
cannot determine the cause of the
problem, collect maintenance
information and then contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10101-E
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An error occurred in a function
(function-name).
(rc=maintenance-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)
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An error occurred in the indicated
control function.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10102-E

A signal has been accepted.
(sn=signal-number)

A signal interrupt occurred. The
code displayed in sn is the OS
signal number.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10103-E

An exception occurred.
(msg=exception-message)

An exception occurred during
processing of the Agent Collector
service.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check whether system resources
such as memory are sufficient. If
you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10150-W

An error occurred in an OS API
(API-name). (en=OS-detail-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in an API of the
OS. The error code indicated in en
is the system call error number
(errno).
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service. If argument-1 is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
jpc_ufss, the Agent Collector
service cannot collect the User
File System Storage (PD_UFSS)
record.
(O)
Check the OS detail code, remove
the cause of the error, and then
restart the Agent Collector
service. If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10200-E

An attempt to initialize a
connection failed.

Connection establishment failed
during startup of the Agent
Collector service.
(S)
Stops startup of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check that the applicable host is
connected to the network. If you
cannot determine the cause of the
problem, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10201-E

Initialization of Agent
Configuration failed.

Initialization of Agent
Configuration failed during startup
of the Agent Collector service.
(S)
Stops startup of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check that the service startup
information file (jpcagt.ini) is
under the /opt/jp1pc/agtu/
agent/ directory. If it is not under
this directory, copy the
jpcagt.ini.model file into the
jpcagt.ini file. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect maintenance
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10202-E

An attempt to initialize a record
failed.

Initialization of a record failed
during startup of the Agent
Collector service.
(S)
Stops startup of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10203-W

Invalid entry in file-name.

An error was detected in a
definition file.
(S)
Ignores the invalid definition and
resumes startup of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Edit the definition information in
the indicated file and restart the
service.

KAVF10204-W

An attempt to collect the OS
information failed.

The OS version information could
not be collected.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
Note that the values of the
following record fields cannot be
collected correctly:
CPU - Per Processor Detail
(PI_CPUP)
•

Boot Time
(SYSTEM_BOOT_TIME)

•

Status (PROCESSOR_STATUS)

•

Up Time (SYSTEM_UP_TIME)

System Summary Overview (PI)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

Boot Time
(CURRENT_SYSTEM_BOOT_TIME
)

•

Free Swap Mbytes
(FREE_SWAP_MBYTES)

•

ICMP Pkts In
(ICMP_PACKETS_IN)

•

ICMP Pkts Out
(ICMP_PACKETS_OUT)

•

IP Pkts In (IP_PACKETS_IN)

•

IP Pkts Out
(IP_PACKETS_OUT)

•

System Up Time
(CURRENT_BOOT_SYSTEM_UP_T
IME)

•

TCP Pkts In
(TCP_PACKETS_IN)

•

TCP Pkts Out
(TCP_PACKETS_OUT)

•

Total Pkts (TOTAL_PACKETS)

•

Total Pkts In
(TOTAL_PACKETS_IN)

•

Total Pkts Out
(TOTAL_PACKETS_OUT)

•

Total Physical Mem Mbytes
(TOTAL_MEMORY_MBYTES)

•

Total Swap Mbytes
(TOTAL_SWAP_MBYTES)

•

UDP Pkts In
(UDP_PACKETS_IN)

•

UDP Pkts Out
(UDP_PACKETS_OUT)

IPC Summary (PD_IPCS)
•

Max Shared Mem Size
(SHMMAX)

•

Min Shared Mem Size
(SHMMIN)

•

Shared Mem IDs (SHMMNI)

(O)
Secure a sufficient amount of
unused capacity (about 50 KB)
under /tmp, and then restart the
Agent Collector service.
KAVF10205-W

Initialization of interprocess
communication failed.

Initialization of communication
between the jpcagtu process and
the child process failed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
Note, however, that the following
fields cannot be collected:
•

The IP Address (IP_ADDRESS)
field in the File System Detail
- Remote (PD_FSR) record

•

The Network Mask
(NETWORK_MASK) field in the
Network Interface Detail
(PI_NIND) record

•

All fields in the following
records (in the Solaris 64-bit
environment only):
Process Detail (PD), Process
Detail Interval (PD_PDI),
Process Summary (PD_PDS),
Program Summary (PD_PGM),
Terminal Summary
(PD_TERM), User Summary
(PD_USER), Workgroup
Summary (PI_WGRP)

(O)
If none of the fields listed above
are being collected, ignore this
message.
If any of the fields listed above
are being collected, check
whether the system resources are
sufficient. If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.
KAVF10206-W

Interprocess communication
failed.

Communication between the
jpcagtu process and the child
process failed.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
Note, however, that the following
fields cannot be collected:
•
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field in the File System Detail
- Remote (PD_FSR) record
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

The Network Mask
(NETWORK_MASK) field in the
Network Interface Detail
(PI_NIND) record

•

All fields in the following
records (in the Solaris 64-bit
environment only):
Process Detail (PD), Process
Detail Interval (PD_PDI),
Process Summary (PD_PDS),
Program Summary (PD_PGM),
Terminal Summary
(PD_TERM), User Summary
(PD_USER), Workgroup
Summary (PI_WGRP)

(O)
If none of the fields listed above
are being collected, ignore this
message.
If any of the fields listed above
are being collected, check
whether the system resources are
sufficient. If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.
KAVF10300-W

An attempt to collect a record
failed. (record=record-ID)

An attempt to use the Agent
Collector service to collect data
for the indicated record has failed.
(S)
Resumes processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
If this message is output
repeatedly, check for invalid
settings in the system
environment for the system being
monitored. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.
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Message ID
KAVF10301-W

Message

Corrective Action

An attempt to collect performance An error occurred during
data used for record-ID record has collection of performance data for
failed.
use with the displayed record.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
Note that the performance data
for the displayed records cannot
be collected correctly.
(O)
If you are not collecting the
displayed record, ignore this
message.
If you are collecting the displayed
record, check the message that
was output to the common
message log immediately previous
to this one, and follow the
instructions in the message. If
you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10500-W

Memory is insufficient. (required
memory=size)

An attempt to acquire memory
has failed.
(S)
Resumes processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Stop applications that are not
being used, or increase the
amount of memory.

KAVF10501-W

The disk capacity is insufficient.

File access failed because there is
not enough unused capacity on
the disk.
(S)
Resumes processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Increase the amount of unused
capacity on the disk by, for
example, deleting unnecessary
files.

KAVF10502-W

An I/O error occurred.

An I/O error occurred.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Resumes processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
The file system might be
inaccessible because of a hard
disk failure. Determine and
correct the cause of the I/O error.

KAVF10503-W

Reception of a signal caused the
service to stop. (signal=signalnumber)

The Agent Collector service
stopped because a signal was
received. The displayed signal
code indicates an OS signal
number.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
The system might have been
terminated without setting up the
service automatic stop script.
Check whether the service
automatic stop script has been set
up.
If the service automatic stops
script has not been set up, set up
the script. For details about how
to set up the service automatic
stop script, see the chapter
describing how to start and stop
an agent (in a UNIX environment)
in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
If the service automatic stop
script has been set up, or this
message is output at a time other
than while the system is
terminating, collect the
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF10600-W

An invalid collection event
occurred. (record=record-ID,
rc=maintenance-code)

An event not supported for the
record indicated by record-ID
occurred.
(S)
Does not collect the indicated
record, and continues processing
of the Agent Collector service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
An attempt was made (1) to
create a real-time report for an
unsupported record, (2) to
monitor an unsupported record by
using alarms, or (3) to store an
unsupported record in the Store
database.

KAVF10700-W

•

For (1), stop collection of the
record.

•

For (2), unbind the alarm
used for the record
unsupported by the host. For
details about how to unbind
an alarm, see the chapter
that describes operation
monitoring by using alarms in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

•

For (3), cancel collection of
unsupported records. For
details about how to specify
that records not be collected,
see the chapter that
describes how to use the
Store database to manage
data in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.

It failed to occur JP1 system event An attempt to issue an agent
or Agent event extension.
event has failed.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message issued to the common
message log, and then take
appropriate action. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect the maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator.
For details on how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVF10701-W

It failed to issue JP1 system event An attempt to issue an agent
or Agent event extension, because event failed because there was
Memory is insufficient.
not enough memory.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check whether there are enough
system resources, such as
memory. If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
the maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVF10800-Q

Do you want to convert? (Y/N)

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
processes will be created by using
the same settings as those for
applications.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To perform the conversion,
enter Y or y. To choose not to
perform the conversion, enter
N or n. If you enter any other
value, the same message
reappears.

KAVF10801-I

Conversion of a setting was
successful.

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
processes were created
successfully by using the same
settings as those for applications.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
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Message ID
KAVF10802-E

Message
An attempt to convert a setting
has failed.

Corrective Action
The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
processes could not be created by
using the same settings as those
for applications.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Check the preceding
message.

KAVF10803-W

An attempt to convert a setting
will now halt.

Creation of the settings for
collection of the operating status
information for processes by using
the same settings as those for
applications will now stop.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Halts processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
To perform conversion, reexecute the jpcappcvt
command.

KAVF10804-W

A settings for collecting
application operation and nonoperation information does not
exist.

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
applications do not exist.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Continues processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
In the Services tree of
Performance Reporter, specify
the settings for collection of
the operating status
information for processes.

KAVF10805-W

A settings for collecting
application operation and nonoperation information is not
correct.

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
applications are not correct.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Continues processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
The settings file might be
corrupted. You might be able
to restore the file by respecifying the settings for
collection of the operating
status information for
applications in the Services
tree of Performance Reporter.
Alternatively, in the Services
tree of Performance Reporter,
specify the settings for
collection of the operating
status information for
processes.

KAVF10806-Q

A settings for collecting process
operation and non-operation
information already exists. Would
you like to overwrite it? (Y/N)

Make sure that you want to
overwrite the settings for
collection of the operating status
information for processes.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions
6.4 and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To overwrite the settings for
collection of the operating
status information for
processes, enter Y or y. To
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
choose not to overwrite them,
enter N or n. If you enter any
other value, the same
message reappears.

KAVF10807-E

Superuser permissions are
required.

A user who does not have
superuser permissions attempted
to execute the jpcappcvt
command.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Make sure that a user who
has superuser permissions
executes the jpcappcvt
command.

KAVF10808-E

A fatal error has occurred.

A fatal error has occurred.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information, and then contact
the system administrator.

KAVF10809-E

An attempt to allocate memory
failed.

An attempt to allocate memory
failed.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Increase the amount of
available memory by
terminating other applications
or by adding memory. If the
cause of this error cannot be
determined, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details
about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVF10810-E

Convert command is being
executed.

A command was executed while
the jpcappcvt command was
being executed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Wait until the jpcappcvt
command finishes, and then
re-execute the command.

Agent Messages (Agent for Platform (Windows))
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for Platform (Windows)
messages, lists the messages output to the Windows event log, and lists and
explains the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for Platform (Windows))
Table 5-10 Output Destinations of Agent for Platform (Windows) Messages on
page 5-82 lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for
Platform (Windows).

Table 5-10 Output Destinations of Agent for Platform (Windows)
Messages
Output Destinations

Message ID

•

Common message
log

KAVF11005, KAVF11006, KAVF11100, KAVF11201,
KAVF11319 - KAVF11327, KAVF11407, KAVF11500,
KAVF11501

•

Common message
log

•

Windows event log

KAVF11001 - KAVF11003, KAVF11101, KAVF11301,
KAVF11302, KAVF11307, KAVF11308, KAVF11310,
KAVF11313

•

Common message
log

•

Agent event (See
Note 1)

•

Common message
log

•

Windows event log

•

Agent event (See
Note 1)

•

Fields in Event Log
(PD_ELOG) record

KAVF11300, KAVF11304, KAVF11311, KAVF11406

KAVF11004

KAVF11405

(See Note 2)
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•

Agent event (See
Note 1)

KAVF11502

•

Standard output

KAVF11600, KAVF11606
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Output Destinations
•

Standard output

•

Conversion log

•

Standard error
output

•

Conversion log

Message ID
KAVF11601, KAVF11603 - KAVF11605
KAVF11602, KAVF11607 - KAVF11611

Note: 1: Agent events notify the Tuning Manager server of changes to the
Agent status. To issue agent events, the versions of the Tuning Manager
server and Agent for Platform (Windows) must be 6.3 or later.
Note: 2: This message is output as collected data to the DESCRIPTION field of
the Event Log (PD_ELOG) record. The message is not output to a log.

Messages Output to the Windows Event Log (Agent for Platform
(Windows))
This section lists the messages that Agent for Platform (Windows) outputs to
the Windows event log.
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps and then Event
Viewer.

For an event issued by Agent for Platform (Windows), the identifier PFMPlatform is displayed in the Source column of the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-11 Messages that Agent for Platform (Windows) Outputs to Windows
Event Log on page 5-83 lists the messages that Agent for Platform
(Windows) outputs to the Windows event log.

Table 5-11 Messages that Agent for Platform (Windows) Outputs to
Windows Event Log
Windows Event Log

Message ID

Event ID

Type

KAVF11001-I

11001

Information

KAVF11002-E

11002

Error

KAVF11003-I

11003

Information
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Windows Event Log

Message ID

Event ID

KAVF11004-E

11004

KAVF11101-E

11101

KAVF11301-E

11301

KAVF11302-E

11302

KAVF11307-E

11307

KAVF11308-E

11308

KAVF11310-E

11310

KAVF11313-E

11313

Type
Error

Messages (Agent for Platform (Windows))
Table 5-12 Messages Issued by Agent for Platform (Windows) on page 5-84
explains the messages issued by Agent for Platform (Windows), and explains
what actions to take in response to the messages.

Table 5-12 Messages Issued by Agent for Platform (Windows)
Message ID
KAVF11001-I

Message
Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
The Agent Collector service
stopped normally.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF11002-E

Agent Collector failed to start.

The Agent Collector service
startup failed.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was issued to the
common message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF11003-I

Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Startup of the Agent Collector
service has completed.
(S)
Starts performance data collection
processing of the Agent Collector
service.

KAVF11004-E

Agent Collector stopped
abnormally.

The Agent Collector service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to the
event log and common message
log and take appropriate action.

KAVF11005-I

Agent Store has been connected.

Connection to the Agent Store
service was established
successfully during Agent Collector
service startup processing.
(S)
Continues startup processing of
the Agent Collector service.

KAVF11006-I

Name Server has been
connected.

Connection to the Name Server
service was established
successfully during the Agent
Collector service startup
processing.
(S)
Continues startup processing of
the Agent Collector service.

KAVF11100-E

An error occurred in an OS API
(function-name). (rc=error-code,
maintenance-information)

An error occurred in the OS API. If
there is no maintenance
information, blanks are displayed.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service if the error
occurred during startup.
(O)
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVF11101-E

An error occurred in a function
An error occurred in the indicated
(function-name). (rc= error-code, control function. If there is no
maintenance information)
maintenance information, blanks
are displayed.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Collect maintenance information,
and then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
information, see the chapter that
describes troubleshooting in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVF11201-W

An illegal collection event
occurred. (record-ID, rc=
maintenance-information)

An event not supported for the
record indicated by record-ID
occurred.
•

rc = 0: Real-time report

•

rc = 1: History report or
alarm

(S)
Does not collect the indicated
record, and continues processing
of the Agent Collector service.
(O)
An attempt was made (1) to
create a real-time report for an
unsupported record, (2) to
monitor an unsupported record by
using alarms, or (3) to store an
unsupported record in the Store
database.

KAVF11300-W

An attempt to allocate memory
for (record-ID) failed.

•

For (1), stop collection of the
record.

•

For (2), unbind the alarm
used for the record
unsupported by the host. For
details about how to unbind
an alarm, see the chapter
that describes operation
monitoring by using alarms in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

•

For (3), cancel collection of
unsupported records. For
details about how to specify
that records not be collected,
see the chapter that describes
how to use the Store
database to manage data in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

Memory allocation for the
indicated record failed. If UNKOWN
is displayed for record-ID,
memory allocations for multiple
records have failed.
(S)
Cancels the indicated record
collection and executes the next
record collection processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Either stop some other application
or increase the amount of
available memory.
If you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF11301-E

Initialization of Agent
Configuration failed.

An attempt to read the service
startup initialization file failed
during startup processing for the
Agent Collector service.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check that the service startup
initialization file (jpcagt.ini) is
located in installation-folder\agtt
\agent. If it is not, copy the
contents of the jpcagt.ini.model
file into the jpcagt.ini file. If
you cannot determine the cause of
the problem, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF11302-E

TCP/IP Initialization failed.

Initialization of TCP/IP failed
during the Agent Collector service
startup processing.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check whether the network
settings are correct.

KAVF11304-W

Data could not be collected for a
record record-ID. (rc=returncode).

The system was unable to collect
the indicated record data.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check that the service appropriate
to the indicated record has been
installed and has been started.
Also check the description for the
return-code and check whether
system resources (such as
memory) are insufficient.
If you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information and then
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF11307-E

The registry key could not be
opened. (registry-key-name,
rc=error-code)

The system was unable to open
the indicated registry key.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check that the registry is
accessible. If it is not accessible,
check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11308-E

The value for the open registry
key could not be obtained.
(registry-key-name, rc=returncode)

The system opened successfully
the indicated registry key, but was
unable to obtain the registry
value.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check that the registry is
accessible. If it is not accessible,
check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11310-E

Information about the open
registry key could not be
retrieved. (registry-key-name,
rc=return-code)

The system was unable to obtain
information from the open registry
key.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
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Message

Corrective Action
Check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11311-W

An attempt to open a file
(filename) failed. (rc=returncode)

An open error occurred in the
indicated file, which is a
performance data definition file or
performance data definition log
file.
This error has no effect on the
operation of the currently active
Agent Collector service because
this service obtains the same
information by referencing the
Windows registry, but part of the
system may have been damaged.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check whether or not the
indicated file exists. If it does not
exist, check for an operating
system error.

KAVF11313-E

Information about the
The system was unable to obtain
performance registry could not be information from the performance
retrieved.
registry.
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11319-E

jpctRegistry terminated with
error. (rc=return-code)

jpctRegistry terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Continues processing of Agent
Collector.
(O)
Check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11320-E

jpctRegistry timed out.
(rc=return-code)
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jpctRegistry timed out.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Continues processing of Agent
Collector.
(O)
Check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11321-E

jpctRegistry64Sub failed to start.
(rc=return-code,en=OS-detailcode)

jpctRegistry64Sub could not be
started during startup of Agent
Collector.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Check whether or not there are
sufficient operating system
resources or whether or not an
error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11322-E

jpctRegistry64Sub failed to
restart. (rc=return-code,en=OSdetail-code)

jpctRegistry64Sub could not be
restarted after abnormal
termination.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is output
continually, check whether or not
there are sufficient operating
system resources or whether or
not an error has occurred in the
operating system.

KAVF11323-E

jpctRegistry failed to start.
(rc=return-code, en=OS-detailcode)

jpctRegistry failed to start.
(S)
Continues processing of Agent
Collector.
(O)
If this message is output
continually, check whether there
are sufficient operating system
resources or whether an error has
occurred in the operating system.

KAVF11324-E

jpctRegistry64Sub terminated
with error. (rc=return-code)

jpctRegistry64Sub terminated
abnormally during startup of
Agent Collector.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check whether there are sufficient
operating system resources or
whether an error has occurred in
the operating system.

KAVF11325-E

jpctRegistry64Sub terminated
with error. (rc=return-code)

jpctRegistry64Sub terminated
abnormally while it was being
restarted after abnormal
termination.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is output
continually, check whether there
are sufficient operating system
resources or whether an error has
occurred in the operating system.

KAVF11326-E

jpctRegistry64Sub timed out.
(rc=return-code)

jpctRegistry64Sub timed out
during startup of Agent Collector.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
If this message is output
continually, check whether there
are sufficient operating system
resources or whether an error has
occurred in the operating system.

KAVF11327-E

jpctRegistry64Sub timed out.
(rc=return-code)

jpctRegistry64Sub timed out while
it was being restarted after
abnormal termination.
(S)
Continues processing of Agent
Collector.
(O)
If this message is output
continually, check whether there
are sufficient operating system
resources or whether an error has
occurred in the operating system.

KAVF11405-W

The description for Event ID
(event-ID) in Source (sourcename) cannot be found. The local
computer may not have the
necessary registry information or
message DLL files to display
messages from a remote
computer. You may be able to
use the /AUXSOURCE= flag to
retrieve this description; see Help
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Windows Server 2003 was unable
to acquire the event log message
indicated by event-ID and sourcename.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the service
corresponding to the specified
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Message ID

KAVF11406-W

Message

Corrective Action

and Support for details. The
following information is part of
the event: character-string.

source name has not been
removed, and that a file exists
with the indicated source name.

The system resources have been
modified. (record-ID)

The related system resource
indicated by record-ID has been
changed.
(S)
Twice skips collection of the
indicated record.

KAVF11407-E

Performance data cannot be
collected because the Remote
Registry Service (service name :
RemoteRegistry) is not running.
(rc = return-code)

Performance data cannot be
collected because the Remote
Registry Service (service name :
RemoteRegistry) is not running.
(rc = return-code)
(S)
Stops processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Start the service indicated by
service-name, and then start the
Agent Collector service.

KAVF11500-W

It failed to occur JP1 system
event or Agent event extension.

An attempt to issue an agent
event has failed.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message issued to the common
message log, and then take
appropriate action. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect the maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF11501-W

It failed to issue JP1 system
event or Agent event extension,
because Memory is insufficient.

An attempt to issue an agent
event has failed.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check whether there are enough
system resources, such as
memory. If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
the maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF11502-W

Message

Corrective Action

The event log message indicated
by Event ID (event-ID) in Source
(source-name) could not be
obtained. See Help and Support
for details. The following
information is part of the event:
character-string.

The event log message indicated
by source-name and event-ID
could not be obtained in Windows
Server 2003.
(S)
Continues processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the service
corresponding to the specified
source name has not been
removed, and that a file with the
indicated source name exists.

KAVF11600-Q

Do you want to convert? (Y/N)

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
processes will be created by using
the same settings as those for
applications.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To perform the conversion,
enter Y or y. To choose not to
perform the conversion, enter
N or n. If you enter any other
value, the same message
reappears.

KAVF11601-I

Conversion of a setting was
successful.

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
processes were created
successfully by using the same
settings as those for applications.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
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Message ID
KAVF11602-E

Message
An attempt to convert a setting
has failed.

Corrective Action
The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
processes could not be created by
using the same settings as those
for applications.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Check the preceding
message.

KAVF11603-W

An attempt to convert a setting
will now halt.

Creation of the settings for
collection of the operating status
information for processes by using
the same settings as for
applications will now stop.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Halts processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
To perform conversion, reexecute the jpcappcvt
command.

KAVF11604-W

A settings for collecting
application operation and nonoperation information does not
exist.

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
applications do not exist.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Continues processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
In the Services tree of
Performance Reporter, specify
the settings for collection of
the operating status
information for processes.

KAVF11605-W

A settings for collecting
application operation and nonoperation information is not
correct.

The settings for collection of the
operating status information for
applications are not correct.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Continues processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
The settings file might be
corrupted. You might be able
to restore the file by respecifying the settings for
collection of the operating
status information for
applications in the Services
tree of Performance Reporter.
Alternatively, in the Services
tree of Performance Reporter,
specify the settings for
collection of the operating
status information for
processes.

KAVF11606-Q

A settings for collecting process
operation and non-operation
information already exists. Would
you like to overwrite it? (Y/N)

Make sure that you want to
overwrite the settings for
collection of the operating status
information for processes.
Collection of the operating status
information for applications is an
existing function from versions 6.4
and earlier. Collection of the
operating status information for
processes is an enhanced version
of the above function.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To overwrite the settings for
collection of the operating
status information for
processes, enter Y or y. To
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
choose not to overwrite them,
enter N or n. If you enter any
other value, the message
reappears.

KAVF11607-E

Administrator permissions are
required.

A user who is not a member of the
Administrators group attempted to
execute the jpcappcvt command.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Make sure that a member of
the Administrators group
executes the jpcappcvt
command.

KAVF11608-E

An attempt to execute a
command has failed, because of
not executing from the
Performance Management
Administrator Console.

The jpcappcvt command was not
executed from Administrator
Console.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Use one of the following
procedures to execute the
jpcappcvt command from
Administrator Console.
In Windows Server 2008:
•

From the Windows Start
menu, choose All Programs,
Hitachi Command Suite,
Tuning Manager, and then
Administrator Console.

•

From the Windows Start
menu, choose All Programs,
and then choose
Accessories. Right-click
Command Prompt, and then
choose Run as
administrator.

In Windows Server 2012:

KAVF11609-E

A fatal error has occurred.

•

Choose All apps, Hitachi
Command Suite, and then
Administrator Console.

•

Choose All apps, Command
Prompt, and then Run as
administrator.

A fatal error has occurred.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information, and then contact
the system administrator.

KAVF11610-E

An attempt to allocate memory
failed.

An attempt to allocate memory
has failed.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Increase the amount of
available memory by
terminating other applications
or by adding memory. If the
cause of this error cannot be
determined, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details
about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVF11611-E

Convert command is being
executed.

A command was executed while
the jpcappcvt command was
being executed.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
jpcappcvt command.
(O)
Wait until processing of the
jpcappcvt command finishes,
and then re-execute the
command.

Agent Messages (Agent for Oracle)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for Oracle messages, lists
the messages output to syslog and the Windows event log, and lists and
explains the messages.
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Message Output Destinations (Agent for Oracle)
Table 5-13 Output Destinations of Agent for Oracle Messages on page 5-98
lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for Oracle.

Table 5-13 Output Destinations of Agent for Oracle Messages
Output Destinations

Message ID

•

Common message KAVF12009, KAVF12019, KAVF12301, KAVF12302, KAVF12306,
log
KAVF12401,KAVF12411 - KAVF12413, KAVF12634, KAVF12519,
KAVF12629, KAVF12630

•

Common message KAVF12001 - KAVF12004, KAVF12010, KAVF12011, KAVF12014,
log
KAVF12015, KAVF12017, KAVF12018, KAVF12020 - KAVF12023,
KAVF12303 - KAVF12305, KAVF12402
syslog

•
•

Windows event
log

•

Common message KAVF12633
log

•

Agent log (Error
log)

•

Standard output

KAVF12501, KAVF12502

(See Note 1)
•

Standard output

KAVF12504

(See Note 1 and
Note 2)
•

Standard output

KAVF12505 - KAVF12518

(See Note 2)
•

Agent log (Normal KAVF12601 - KAVF12612, KAVF12635, KAVF12636
log)

•

Agent log (Error
log)

KAVF12600, KAVF12613 - KAVF12628, KAVF12631, KAVF12632,
KAVF12634, KAVF12638

Note: 1: This message is output during execution of the sp_inst.sql script
or the sp_inst_seg2.sql script.
Note: 2: This message is output during execution of the mk_user.sql script.

Messages Output to Syslog and the Windows Event Log (Agent for
Oracle)
This section lists the messages that Agent for Oracle outputs to syslog and
to the Windows event log.
The syslog information is output to the syslog file. For the installation
location of the syslog file, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
path is /etc/syslogd.conf).
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The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer can be displayed as follows:
•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.

For an event issued by Agent for Oracle, the identifier PFM-Oracle is displayed
in the Source column of the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-14 Messages that Agent for Oracle Outputs to Syslog and to Windows
Event Log on page 5-99 lists the messages that Agent for Oracle outputs to
syslog and to the Windows event log.

Table 5-14 Messages that Agent for Oracle Outputs to Syslog and to
Windows Event Log
Message ID

Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

Type

LOG_INFO

12001

Information

KAVF12002-E

LOG_ERR

12002

Error

KAVF12003-I

LOG_INFO

12003

Information

KAVF12004-E

LOG_ERR

12004

Error

KAVF12001-I

LOG_DAEMON

KAVF12010-E

12010

KAVF12011-E

12011

KAVF12014-E

12014

KAVF12015-E

12015

KAVF12017-E

12017

KAVF12018-E

12018

KAVF12020-E

12020

KAVF12021-E

12021

KAVF12022-E

12022

KAVF12023-E

12023

KAVF12303-E

12303

KAVF12304-E

12304

KAVF12305-E

12305

KAVF12402-E

12402
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Messages (Agent for Oracle)
Table 5-15 Messages Issued by Agent for Oracle on page 5-100 explains the
messages issued by Agent for Oracle, and explains what actions to take in
response to the messages.

Table 5-15 Messages Issued by Agent for Oracle
Message ID
KAVF12001-I

Message
Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name, service=serviceID)

Corrective Action
Agent Collector stopped
normally.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12002-E

Agent Collector failed to start.

Agent Collector startup failed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
issued to the common
message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF12003-I

Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name, service=serviceID)

Agent Collector startup was
completed.
(S)
Starts Agent Collector's
performance data collection
processing.

KAVF12004-E

Agent Collector stopped abnormally.

Agent Collector stopped
abnormally.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common
message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF12009-W

The object to be monitored is not
available. (host=host-name,
service=service-name)

Agent Collector was unable to
establish a connection with
the Oracle database to be
monitored.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check to see if the Oracle
database is active. Also check
for errors in the following
information specified during
instance environment setup:

KAVF12010-E

An attempt to read the initialization
file failed.

•

oracle_home

•

oracle_sid

•

oracle_user

•

oracle_passwd

An attempt to read the service
startup initialization file failed
during startup processing for
Agent Collector.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check to see if the service
startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini) is stored in
either of the following
directories:
•

For Windows
installation-folder\agto
\agent\instance-name

•

For UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name
If the service startup
initialization file is not
found at the indicated
location, copy the
contents of the
jpcagt.ini.model file
into the jpcagt.ini file.
If the cause of the error is
unknown, collect
maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details
about how to collect
maintenance information,
see the chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF12011-E

Initialization of interprocess
communication failed.
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Preparations could not be
made to enable
communication between
Agent Collector and the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
performance data collection
program.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common
message log and take
appropriate action.
If there is no such message,
collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12014-E

The [Agent | Collector] semaphore Semaphore acquisition failed.
could not be obtained.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the kernel parameters
for semaphores and specify
valid information. For details
about semaphore values, see
the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

KAVF12015-E

The Collector process could not
start.

Startup of the performance
data collection program failed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12017-E
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be set.
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Agent for Oracle was unable
to set the indicated
environment variable.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12018-E

An attempt to start the collector
Startup of the performance
failed. (GetProgram=program-name) data collection program failed
because of invalid database
monitoring settings.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check to see if the Oracle
database is active. Also check
for errors in the following
information specified during
instance environment setup:

KAVF12019-W

External command could not be
called while collecting record-name.
(Command=command-line)

•

oracle_home

•

oracle_sid

•

oracle_user

•

oracle_passwd

The indicated external
command call failed.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that the OS and Oracle
are running normally.
Make sure that the command
that is output to the command
line can be executed.

KAVF12020-E

While executing function-name
An error occurred during
function called-function-name failed. execution of the indicated
function.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Depending on the situation,
take either of the following
actions:
•

When the Load
Library() function failed
Make sure that oracle
home specified during the
setup of the instance
environment is correct.

•

In other cases
Collect maintenance
information and contact
the system administrator.
For details about how to
collect maintenance
information, see the
chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF12021-E

Error occurred by function functionname. (en=error-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred during
execution of the indicated
function.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12022-E

Processing was interrupted by
signal. (signal=signal-number)

Processing was interrupted by
the indicated signal.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.
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Message ID
KAVF12023-E

Message
Agent Collector is going to stop
because the error has occurred.

Corrective Action
Agent Collector will be
stopped because of an error.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common
message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF12301-W

At Agent Collector startup, the
system could not connect to Oracle.
(rc=return-code)

An attempt to connect to the
Oracle database has failed.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Take the appropriate action
indicated in the message that
follows this message.

KAVF12302-W

An OCI call failed because of
function function-name. (rc=returncode, errcode=error-number)

An OCI call resulted in an
error when an attempt was
made to connect to the Oracle
database.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Based on the error number
(value of errcode displayed in
the message), do one of the
following:
•

errcode value is 942
Check if you are
attempting to collect a
record that is not
supported by the current
configuration.
Alternatively, check if you
have granted the system
permission required for
the Oracle account that is
specified for oracle
user. If you have granted
a permission as a role,
explicitly grant the
system permission (the
GRANT permission).

•
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errcode value is 1017 or
1031
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Agent for Oracle failed to
log on the Oracle
database to be
monitored, because the
user name or password is
invalid. Make sure that
you have specified the
correct user name and
password during the
setup of the instance
environment. For details
about how to check the
instance environment,
see the chapter in the
Tuning Manager
Installation Guide that
describes how to update
the instance environment.
•

errcode value is 6550
- You must execute the
sp_inst.sql script for
the Oracle database from
which you want to collect
data. For details about
how to execute the script,
see the chapter that
describes how to set up
the instance environment
in the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.
- You must connect to the
Oracle database by using
the oracle_user account
that was specified when
creating the instance
environment, and then
execute the sp_inst.sql
script. Check the account
to be used to execute the
sp_inst.sql script.

•

errcode value is 1013
Collection of performance
data might have been
canceled because the
maximum access time for
the Oracle database,
which is monitored during
record creation, has been
exceeded. Check whether
the KAVF12636-I
message has been output
to the normal log file of
the agent log. To prevent
the collection of the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
performance data from
being canceled, check and
revise the timeout value.
For details about how to
do this, see the chapter
that describes how to set
up Agents in the Tuning
Manager Installation
Guide.
•

errcode value is 12546
If the user (OTHER user)
does not have execution
permission for the files in
the Oracle home directory
(the same directory as
that specified in the
environment variable
ORACLE_HOME), the user
might not connect to the
Oracle database. You can
solve this problem by
specifying Y for sqlnet
when setting up an
instance environment. For
details about how to
check the instance
environment, see the
chapter that describes
how to update the
instance environment in
the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

•

When any other value is
displayed for errcode
See the Oracle manual
and take appropriate
action.

KAVF12303-E

An attempt to allocate memory
failed. (RecordName=record-name,
Size=size)

Memory allocation for the
indicated record failed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Increase the amount of
available memory.

KAVF12304-E

Semaphore is insufficient.

Semaphore is insufficient.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Increase the semaphore value
in the kernel parameter. For
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
details about semaphore
values, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

KAVF12305-E

exception-name exception raised.
(Detail: detailed-information)

The indicated exception
occurred.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12306-W

An attempt to allocate memory
failed. (RecordName=record-name,
Size=size)

Memory allocation failed,
because memory was
insufficient.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Increase the amount of
available memory.

KAVF12401-W

An attempt to collect a record failed. Collection of the indicated
(RecordName=record-name)
record failed.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is issued
repeatedly, check the system
environment settings for the
program being monitored. If
you cannot identify the cause
of the error, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system
administrator. For details
about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.
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Message ID
KAVF12402-E

Message

Corrective Action

An unexpected abnormality occurred Record collecting has been
during the collection of records.
canceled due to an
(RecordName=record-name)
unexpected error.
(S)
Terminates Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect the maintenance
information and then contact
the system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12411-W

The listener's information cannot be
collected. (ListenerName=listenername)

The system was unable to
collect the listener information
indicated by listener-name.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
An open or write error may
have occurred on a work file.
Check to see if there is
enough unused capacity on
the disk.
If there is enough unused
capacity on the disk, collect
the maintenance information
and then contact the system
administrator. For details
about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12412-W

The listener does not exist.
(ListenerName=listener-name)

The system was unable to
collect the information,
because the listener indicated
by listener-name does not
exist.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check listener_name
specified during the instance
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
environment setup for any
error.

KAVF12413-W

The listener is not running.
(ListenerName=listener-name)

The system cannot collect the
information because the
listener indicated by listenername is not active.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Start the listener.

KAVF12501-E

This Oracle Version is not supported. The Oracle database version is
not supported.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
Check whether the version of
the Oracle database you want
to monitor is supported. You
can monitor the Oracle
database only if the version is
supported.

KAVF12502-E

The permission for monitoring the
Oracle Database is insufficient.

The privilege is insufficient for
monitoring the Oracle
database.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
If the user executing the
script is not the one specified
for oracle_user, have the
user specified for
oracle_user re-execute the
script.
If the user executing the
script is the one specified for
oracle_user, set the
privileges for referencing and
executing SYS schema objects
for this user and then reexecute the script.

KAVF12504-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error has
occurred.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
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Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the granted
permission is correct. If there
is no problem with the
granted permission, collect
the executed script and
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF12505-E

The script ended normally.

The script ended normally.
(S)
Ends the script execution.

KAVF12506-E

Script processing will now stop
because an error occurred.

The script processing will stop
because an error occurred.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The script processing stopped
due to some error. For details
about the cause of the error,
see the message that is
output after this message.

KAVF12507-E

The number of entered characters
exceeded the maximum.

The length of the entered
character string exceeded the
maximum.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The character string that was
entered was too long. You can
enter a maximum of 30 bytes.
Check and, if necessary,
correct the entered value that
caused the error, and then reexecute the script.

KAVF12508-E

The entered value is invalid.

The entered value is invalid.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
Review the entered value, and
then re-execute the script by
entering a valid value. For the
character strings that can be
entered, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

KAVF12509-E

A user with the same name already
exists.

An account that has the same
name already exists.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
An account that has the
specified name already exists
in the database. Check and, if
necessary, correct the account
name, and then re-execute
the script.

KAVF12510-E

The specified user name is invalid.

The specified account name is
invalid.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The specified account name
contains an invalid symbol.
Check and, if necessary,
correct the account name, and
then re-execute the script.

KAVF12511-E

The password is not specified or is
invalid.

The password is either not
specified or invalid.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
If you did not specify the
password, specify it and reexecute the script. If you did
specify the password, then
that password contains an
invalid symbol. Check and, if
necessary, correct the
password, and then reexecute the script.

KAVF12512-E

The password did not meet the
necessary complexity specifications.

The password does not meet
the requested complexity.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The specified password does
not meet the complexity
requested by Oracle. Check
and, if necessary, correct the
password, and then reexecute the script. Also
contact the database
administrator regarding the
complexity required for the
password.

KAVF12513-E

The tablespace name is not
specified.

The tablespace name is not
specified.
(S)
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Message

Corrective Action
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The name of the default
tablespace or default
temporary tablespace is not
specified. Specify the default
tablespace name or the
default temporary tablespace
name, and then re-execute
the script.

KAVF12514-E

The specified tablespace name is
invalid.

The specified tablespace name
is invalid.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The specified default
tablespace name or default
temporary tablespace name
contains an invalid symbol.
Check and, if necessary,
correct the default tablespace
name or default temporary
tablespace name, and then
re-execute the script.

KAVF12515-E

The specified tablespace does not
exist.

The specified tablespace name
does not exist.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
The specified default
tablespace or default
temporary tablespace does
not exist in the database.
Check and, if necessary,
correct the entered item, and
then re-execute the script.

KAVF12516-E

The specified tablespace cannot be
used as the default tablespace.

The specified tablespace name
cannot be used for the default
tablespace.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
You specified the name of a
tablespace, such as a
temporary tablespace, that
cannot be used as the default
tablespace. Check and, if
necessary, correct the default
tablespace name, and then
re-execute the script.
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Message ID
KAVF12517-E

Message
The specified tablespace cannot be
used as the default temporary
tablespace.

Corrective Action
The specified tablespace name
cannot be used for the default
temporary tablespace.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
You specified the name of a
temporary tablespace, such as
an UNDO tablespace, that
cannot be used as the default
temporary tablespace. Check
and, if necessary, correct the
default temporary tablespace
name, and then re-execute
the script.

KAVF12518-E

The permission for executing the
script is insufficient.

You do not have sufficient
permissions for executing the
script.
(S)
Cancels the script execution.
(O)
Make sure that the CREATE
USER and GRANT ANY
PRIVILEGE system
permissions are assigned to
the Oracle account with which
you attempted to execute the
script. If that account does
not have the necessary
permissions, grant the
necessary permissions to the
account, or use a different
account that has the
necessary permissions to reexecute the script.

KAVF12519-E

Failed to output to Agent log. OSfunction failed. Error code = errorcode.

An attempt to output an Agent
log has failed. The indicated
OS function failed due to the
error indicated by error-code.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing. Subsequent Agent
logs will not be collected until
the error has been corrected.
(O)
Check the output destination
path of the Agent log and
access permissions.

KAVF12600-E
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An error occurred in OS function
function-name. (rc=error-code)
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An error occurred during
execution of the function
indicated by function-name.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
error-code is a value returned
by the system call.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Make sure that the OS has
sufficient resources and that
no errors have occurred in the
OS. If this message is issued
repeatedly, check the system
environment settings for the
program being monitored. If
you cannot identify the cause
of the error, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system
administrator.
For details about how to
collect maintenance
information, see the chapter
in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF12601-I

Agent : Started : Collecting records.

Agent has started collecting
records.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12602-I

Agent : Started : Sending a request
to the collector. (process-ID)

Agent has started sending a
processing request to the
collector with the ID indicated
by process-ID.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12603-I

Collector : Started : Receive a
request.

The collector process has
started receiving a processing
request from Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12604-I

Agent : Ended : Sending a request
to the collector. (process-ID)

Agent has finished sending a
processing request to the
collector with the ID indicated
by process-ID. Agent will now
wait for the results.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
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Message ID
KAVF12605-I

Message
Collector : Ended : Receive a
request. (record-name)

Corrective Action
The collector process has
finished receiving a processing
request for the record-name
from Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12606-I

Agent : Waiting for the results.

Agent is waiting for the results
from the collector process.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12607-I

Collector : Started : Sending the
results.

The collector process has
finished accessing the Oracle
database, and has started
sending the results to Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12608-I

Agent : Received the results.

Agent has finished receiving
the results from the collector
process.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12609-I

Collector : Ended : Sending the
results.

The collector process has
finished sending the results to
Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12610-I

Agent : Started : Storing the results
to the Store DB. (record-name)
count=number-of-records

Agent has started storing the
records indicated by recordname in the Store database.
The number of records to be
stored is indicated by numberof-records.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12611-I

Agent : Ended : Storing the results
to the Store DB. (record-name)

Agent has finished storing the
records indicated by recordname in the Store database.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
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Message ID
KAVF12612-I

Message
Agent : Ended : Collecting records.

Corrective Action
Agent has finished collecting
records.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12613-W

The object to be monitored is not
available. (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Agent for Oracle cannot
connect to the Oracle server
to be monitored.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)

KAVF12614-E

The environment variable
[environment-variable] could not
be set.

1.

Check whether the Oracle
Database has started.

2.

Also make sure that the
following items were
correctly specified during
setup of the instance
environment:

•

oracle_sid

•

oracle_home

•

oracle_user

•

oracle_passwd

Agent for Oracle was unable
to set the indicated
environment variable.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF12615-W

External command could not be
called while collecting record-name.
(Command=command-line)

The indicated external
command call failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that the OS and Oracle
are running normally.
Make sure that the command
that is output to the command
line can be executed.

KAVF12616-E

While executing function-name
An error occurred during
function called-function-name failed. execution of the function
indicated by function-name.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator. For
details about how to collect
maintenance information, see
the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF12617-E

Error occurred by function functionname. (en=error-code,
arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred during
execution of the function
indicated by function-name.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF12618-E

Processing was interrupted by
signal. (signal=signal-number)

Processing was interrupted by
the indicated signal.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF12619-W

At Agent Collector startup, the
system could not connect to Oracle.
(rc=return-code)

Connection establishment with
the Oracle server failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Take the appropriate action
indicated in the message that
follows this message.

KAVF12620-W

An OCI call failed because of
function function-name. (rc=returncode, errcode=error-number)

OCI call resulted in an error
during connection
establishment with the Oracle
server.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Based on the error number
(value of errcode displayed in
the message), do one of the
following:
•

errcode value is 942
Check if you are
attempting to collect a
record that is not
supported by the current
configuration.
Alternatively, check if you
have granted the system
permission required for
the Oracle account that is
specified for oracle
user. If you have granted
a permission as a role,
explicitly grant the
system permission (the
GRANT permission).

•

errcode value is 6550
- You must execute the
sp_inst.sql script for
the Oracle database from
which you want to collect
data. For details about
how to execute the script,
see the chapter that
describes how to set up
the instance environment
in the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.
- You must connect to the
Oracle database by using
the oracle_user account
that was specified when
creating the instance
environment, and then
execute the sp_inst.sql
script. Check the account
to be used to execute the
sp_inst.sql script.

•

errcode value is 1013
Collection of performance
data might have been
canceled because the
maximum access time for
the Oracle database,
which is monitored during
record creation, has been
exceeded. Check whether
the KAVF12636-I
message has been output
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
to the normal log file of
the agent log. To prevent
the collection of the
performance data from
being canceled, check and
revise the timeout value.
For details about how to
do this, see the chapter
that describes how to set
up Agents in the Tuning
Manager Installation
Guide.
•

errcode value is 12546
If the user (OTHER user)
does not have execution
permission for the files in
the Oracle home directory
(the same directory as
that specified in the
environment variable
ORACLE_HOME), the user
might not connect to the
Oracle database. You can
solve this problem by
specifying Y for sqlnet
when setting up an
instance environment. For
details about how to
check the instance
environment, see the
chapter that describes
how to update the
instance environment in
the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

•

When any other value is
displayed for errcode
See the Oracle manual
and take appropriate
action.

KAVF12621-E

An attempt to allocate memory
failed. (RecordName=record-name,
Size=size)

Memory allocation for the
indicated record failed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Increase the amount of
available memory.

KAVF12622-E

exception-name exception raised.
(Detail: detailed-information)

The indicated exception
occurred.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF12623-W

An attempt to allocate memory
failed. (RecordName=record-name,
Size=size)

Memory allocation for the
indicated record failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Increase the amount of
available memory.

KAVF12624-W

An attempt to collect a record failed. An attempt to collect the
(RecordName=record-name)
record indicated by recordname failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message appears
repeatedly, check the settings
of the system environment
being monitored. If you
cannot identify the cause of
the error, collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF12625-E

An unexpected abnormality occurred Record collecting has been
during the collection of records.
canceled due to an
(RecordName=record-name)
unexpected error.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information and contact the
system administrator.

KAVF12626-W

The listener's information cannot be
collected. (ListenerName=listenername)

Information about the listener
indicated by listener-name
cannot be collected.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
An open or write error may
have occurred on a work file.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check whether there is
sufficient unused capacity on
the disk.
If there is enough unused
capacity on the disk, collect
the maintenance data and
then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF12627-W

The listener does not exist.
(ListenerName=listener-name)

Information cannot be
collected because the listener
indicated by listener-name
does not exist.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Make sure that
listener_name was specified
correctly during setup of the
instance environment.

KAVF12628-W

The listener is not running.
(ListenerName=listener-name)

The system was unable to
collect the information
because the listener indicated
by the listener name was not
active.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Start the listener.

KAVF12629-I

Agent log. path = Agent-log-outputfolder-path

The system has recorded that
the path for Agent log output
is the folder indicated by
Agent-log-output-folder-path.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12630-W

Agent property property-name is
outside injustice or the range.
(Range: range-value)

An invalid value or a value
outside the valid range is
specified for a property of the
Agent Collector service.
(S)
Invalidates the specified value
and continues Agent Collector
processing. The value of the
indicated property remains
unchanged. If the TIMEOUT
property is set to a value in
the range 1 - 9, the value is
replaced with a value of 10.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check the specified value. If
there is a problem with the
specified value, specify an
appropriate value.

KAVF12631-E

An error occurred: error-details

An error occurred during
Agent Collector service
processing.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Make sure that the OS has
sufficient resources and that
no errors have occurred in the
OS. If this message is issued
repeatedly, check the system
environment settings for the
program being monitored. If
you cannot identify the cause
of the error, collect
maintenance information and
contact the system
administrator.
For details about how to
collect maintenance
information, see the chapter
in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF12632-W

A warning-level error occurred:
warning-error-details

A warning error occurred
during Agent Collector service
processing.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Make sure that:

KAVF12633-W

Can't get data from Oracle.

•

The OS has sufficient
resources.

•

No errors have occurred
in the OS.

•

The system environment
to be monitored is set up
correctly.

Information in the Oracle
database could not be
obtained.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Cannot connect to Oracle
database.
(O)
Check whether the Oracle
database is running normally.
Also, check whether the
information set during the
instance setup is correct.

KAVF12634-W

Getting record error ( recordname ). This record is only in
drilldown reports.

The record indicated in
record-name could not be
obtained. This record is
displayed only in drilldown
reports.
(S)
Continues processing the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Associate this record with a
record whose fields contain
the key field unique to the
above record so that it is
displayed in drilldown reports.
For details on how to define
and display drilldown reports,
see the Tuning Manager User
Guide.

KAVF12635-I

Agent : Elapsed time required-time
sec. (record-name)

The number of seconds
required for collecting the
record indicated in recordname will be recorded.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12636-I

The cancellation of the record
collection (record-name) by the
time-out was accepted.

The collection of the
performance data was
canceled because access to
the monitored Oracle
Database (when the record
indicated in record-name was
being generated) timed out.
Cancellation (caused by a
timeout) of collection of the
record indicated in recordname was accepted.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF12638-W

5-124

An ORACLE_SID mismatch was
oracle_sid, which was
detected. (SID-of-monitored-Oracle- specified during the instance
database)
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Message

Corrective Action
environment setup, and the
SID of the monitored Oracle
database do not match.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Make sure that oracle_sid,
which was specified during the
instance environment setup,
and the SID of the monitored
Oracle database match. Also,
make sure that the value for
net_service_name, which was
also specified during the
instance environment setup,
is valid.

Agent Messages (Agent for Enterprise Applications)
This section lists and explains the output destinations of Agent for Enterprise
Applications messages, the messages output to syslog, and the content of the
messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for Enterprise Applications)
Table 5-16 Output Destinations of Agent for Enterprise Applications Messages
on page 5-125 lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent
for Enterprise Applications.

Table 5-16 Output Destinations of Agent for Enterprise Applications
Messages
Output Destinations
•
•

Message ID

syslog

KAVF14000 - KAVF14002, AVF14133, KAVF14136, KAVF14150,
Common message KAVF14178, KAVF14179
log

•

Common message KAVF14100, KAVF14103
log

•

Agent event
(See Note)

•

Common message KAVF14105, KAVF14122, KAVF14126
log

•

syslog

•

KAVF14121, KAVF14125, KAVF14127 - KAVF14129, KAVF14131,
Common message KAVF14134, KAVF14160, KAVF14161, KAVF14171 - KAVF14177
log
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Output Destinations
•

Message ID

Agent event
(See Note)

•

syslog

KAVF14151, KAVF14152

•

Common message
log

•

Agent event
(See Note)

•

Standard output

KAVF14200, KAVF14201, KAVF14210, KAVF14212, KAVF14213,
KAVF14215, KAVF14216, KAVF14273, KAVF14275, KAVF14277

•

Standard error

KAVF14211, KAVF14220 KAVF14233, KAVF14240 KAVF14253 - KAVF14257,
KAVF14270 - KAVF14272,

KAVF14227, KAVF14229 KAVF14243, KAVF14250, KAVF14251,
KAVF14260 - KAVF14263,
KAVF14274, KAVF14276, KAVF14278

Note: Agent events notify the Tuning Manager server of a change in the
Agent status. For details about agent events, see the chapter that describes
event display in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide. Note that
agent events are issued only when connection is established with the Tuning
Manager server. To issue agent events, the version of the Tuning Manager
server must be 6.3 or later.

Messages Output to Syslog (Agent for Enterprise Applications)
This subsection lists the messages that Agent for Enterprise Applications
outputs to syslog.
The syslog information is output to the syslog file. For the installation
location of the syslog file, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
path is /etc/syslogd.conf).
The following table lists the messages that Agent for Enterprise Applications
outputs to syslog.

Table 5-17 Messages that Agent for Enterprise Applications Outputs to
Syslog
Message ID
KAVF14000-I

syslog
Facility
LOG_DAEMON

Level
LOG_INFO

KAVF14001-I
KAVF14002-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF14105-I

LOG_INFO

KAVF14121-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF14125-E
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Message ID

syslog
Facility

Level

KAVF14127-E
KAVF14128-E
KAVF14129-E
KAVF14131-E
KAVF14133-E
KAVF14134-E
KAVF14136-E
KAVF14150-E
KAVF14151-E
KAVF14152-E
KAVF14160-I

LOG_INFO

KAVF14161-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF14171-W

LOG_WARNING

KAVF14172-W
KAVF14173-W
KAVF14174-W
KAVF14175-W
KAVF14176-W
KAVF14178-W
KAVF14179-W

Messages (Agent for Enterprise Applications)
Table 5-18 Messages Issued by Agent for Enterprise Applications on page
5-127 explains the messages issued by Agent for Enterprise Applications, and
explains what actions to take in response to the messages.

Table 5-18 Messages Issued by Agent for Enterprise Applications
Message ID
KAVF14000-I

Message
Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
Startup or initialization of the
Agent Collector service has been
completed.
(S)
Starts collecting SAP system
performance data.
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Message ID
KAVF14001-I

Message
Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
The Agent Collector service has
stopped because of a termination
request issued by the jpcstop
command or because of a signal
interrupt.
In the case of a signal interrupt,
this message is preceded by the
KAVF14151-E message indicating
the signal reception event and
supplemental signal number.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.

KAVF14002-E

Agent Collector failed to start.
(rc=maintenance-code)

The Agent Collector service cannot
continue because startup or
initialization of the Agent Collector
service failed.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to syslog
or the common message log, and
then take appropriate action.

KAVF14100-I

Connected to the SAP system.
(sid=SAP-system-ID)

RFC connection has been
established with the SAP system.
(S)
Resumes initialization of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF14103-I

Reconnected to the SAP system.
(sid=SAP-system-ID)

RFC connection has been reestablished with the SAP system.
This message is issued when
connection had already been
established with the SAP system
since the Agent Collector service
started but was broken for some
reason, and now the connection
has been re-established.
(S)
Resumes initialization of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF14105-I

The connection to the SAP system RFC connection with the SAP
was closed. (sid=SAP-system-ID) system has been closed.
This message is issued when
processing based on a termination
request is to be executed or when
the RFC handle is to be released
due to a transient error during
operation.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If processing based on a
termination request is to be
executed, the system terminates
the Agent Collector service.
If the RFC handle is to be released
due to a transient error during
operation, the system waits until
the next connection.

KAVF14121-E

An error occurred in the RFC API.
(name-of-API-resulting-in-error)

An RFC function call resulted in an
error. For an RFC API error during
connection establishment with the
SAP system, the KAVF14127-E or
KAVF14128-E message is issued
instead of this message. Following
this message, the KAVF14122-E
message providing detailed error
information is output to the
common message log. Possible
causes of this error are as follows:
•

The SAP system is not active.

•

The SAP system cannot
accept an RFC request due to
heavy workload.

•

There is a problem in the
network settings.

(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Continues monitoring. The
system closes any open RFC
handle and re-establishes
connection when the next
collection begins. Updating of
the performance data that
was supposed to take place
during this collection period
will be delayed.

(O)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Re-evaluate the status, such
as the connection parameters
set in the Agent Collector
service startup initialization
file (jpcagt.ini), the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
operating status of the SAP
system, and the network
status, correct the error, and
then restart.
•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
A fatal error, such as SAP
system shutdown, may have
occurred. Check the
KAVF14122-E message output
to the common message log
before or after the time of this
error and resolve the
problem.
Before correcting an error in
the connection parameters in
the Agent Collector service
startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini), check if Agent
for Enterprise Applications
was stopped by the jpcstop
command.
If this error occurred due to
planned termination (such as
for SAP system maintenance
purposes), you can ignore this
message. When the SAP
system restarts, Agent for
Enterprise Applications will reestablish connection and
continue with monitoring.

KAVF14122-E

RFC_ERROR_INFO_EX:
GROUP=error-group-name,
KEY=error-key, MESSAGE=errormessage

This message is output following
the KAVF14121-E, KAVF14127-E,
or KAVF14128-E message. It
provides details of the RFC API
error. The meanings of the values
displayed in the message are as
follows:
•

GROUP: 3-byte integer
identifying the key

•

KEY: Code (maximum of 32
bytes) that identifies the error

•

MESSAGE: Text (maximum of
512 bytes) that describes the
error (may include linefeed
codes)

These are the member values in
the RFC_ERROR_INFO_EX structure
obtained by the
GetRfcLastErrorEx function that
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
returns the RFC API error. For
details about RFC, see the
documentation for the SAP
system.
(S)
This message is preceded by the
KAVF14121-E, KAVF14127-E, or
KAVF14128-E message; see that
message for the system
processing.
(O)
Check the KAVF14121-E,
KAVF14127-E, or KAVF14128-E
message displayed before this
message, and eliminate the cause
of the error.

KAVF14125-E

An error occurred in the function
module of the SAP system.
(name-of-function-moduleresulting-in-error)

An SAP system function module
returned an unexpected error
code. This message is followed in
the common message log by the
KAVF14126-E message that
provides detailed error
information. The cause of the
error is defined for each function
module that was called. For details
about the cause of the error, see
the KAVF14126-E message.
(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Continues monitoring. The
system postpones updating of
the performance data that
was supposed to take place at
this time.

(O)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Check the version of the SAP
system. BAPI_XMI_LOGON may
result in an error during
authorization checking.
In such a case, grant the
SXMI_PROD authorization
object to the user who is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
attempting to establish
connection.
•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Check the KAVF14126-E
message output to the
common message log before
or after this error occurred,
and resolve the problem.

KAVF14126-E

BAPIRET2: TYPE=message-type,
ID=message-class,
NUMBER=message-number,
MESSAGE=message-text

This message provides the details
of an error in the function module
(BAPI). The meanings of the
values displayed in the message
are as follows:
•

TYPE: One-byte character
indicating the severity level of
the message (S: normal, E:
error, W: warning, I:
information, A: forced
termination)

•

ID: Message class (maximum
of 20 bytes)

•

NUMBER: Error code
(maximum of 3 bytes) that
identifies the error

•

MESSAGE: Text (maximum of
220 bytes) that describes the
nature of the error

These are the member values in
the BAPIRET2 structure that stores
a BAPI error. For details about
BAPI, see the documentation for
the SAP system. For details about
the specification of the called
BAPI, see the documentation for
the SAP system's object navigator
(SE80), BAPI browser (BAPI) or
the SAP system.
(S)
This message is preceded by the
KAVF14125-E message; see that
message for system processing.
(O)
Check the KAVF14125-E message
displayed before this message and
eliminate the cause of the error.
KAVF14127-E
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Cannot connect to the SAP
system. (name-of-the-functionresulting-in-error)
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A connection error occurred during
connection establishment with the

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
SAP system. For an RFC API error
during connection establishment
with the SAP system, this
message or the KAVF14128-E
message is issued instead of the
KAVF14121-E message. Following
this message, the KAVF14122-E
message providing detailed error
information is output to the
common message log.
Possible causes of this error are as
follows:
•

The SAP system is not active.

•

The SAP system cannot
accept an RFC request due to
heavy workload.

•

There is a problem in the
network settings.

•

The destination information is
invalid (there is an error in
the information, such as host
name or system number).

(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Continues monitoring. The
system closes any open RFC
handle and re-establishes
connection the next time
performance data is collected.
Updating of the performance
data that was supposed to
take place during this
collection period will be
delayed.

(O)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Re-evaluate the status, such
as the connection parameters
set in the Agent Collector
service startup initialization
file (jpcagt.ini), the
operating status of the SAP
system, and the network
status, correct the error, and
then restart.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
A fatal error, such as SAP
system shutdown, may have
occurred. Check the
KAVF14122-E message output
to the common message log
before or after the time of this
error and resolve the
problem.
Before correcting an error in
the connection parameters in
the Agent Collector service
startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini), check if Agent
for Enterprise Applications
was stopped by the jpcstop
command.
If this error occurred due to
planned termination, such as
for SAP system maintenance
purposes, you can ignore this
message. When the SAP
system restarts, Agent for
Enterprise Applications reestablishes connection and
continues monitoring.

KAVF14128-E

Cannot log on to the SAP system.
(name-of-the-function-resultingin-error)

A logon error occurred during
connection establishment with the
SAP system. For an RFC API error
during connection establishment
with the SAP system, this
message or the KAVF14127-E
message is issued instead of the
KAVF14121-E message. Following
this message, the KAVF14122-E
message providing detailed error
information is output to the
common message log. Possible
causes of this error are as follows:
•

The logon information is
invalid (there is an error in
the information, such as client
name, user name, or
password).

•

The user's password has been
changed.

•

The user does not have the
required authorization.
This refers to the
authorization (S_RFC) needed
to establish RFC connection
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Corrective Action
with the function module
(BAPI).
•

An extended password
containing lower-case letters
is defined in the SAP system
based on SAP NetWeaver 7.0
or later, but N (do not use
extended passwords) was
specified in the EXTPWD
instance information item.

(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Continues monitoring. The
system closes any open RFC
handle and re-establishes
connection the next time
performance data is collected.
Updating of the performance
data that was supposed to
take place during this
collection period will be
delayed.

(O)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Re-evaluate the settings, such
as the connection parameters
in the Agent Collector service
startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini) and the user
definitions in the SAP system,
correct the error, and then
restart.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Possible causes include
deletion of the user or a
change in the password.
Check the KAVF14122-E
message output to the
common message log before
or after this error occurred,
and resolve the problem.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Before correcting an error in
the connection parameters in
the Agent Collector service
startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini), check if Agent
for Enterprise Applications
was stopped by the jpcstop
command.

KAVF14129-E

SAP instance=SAP instance-name This message displays the name
of the SAP instance resulting in a
communication error when the
KAVF14121-E or KAVF14127-E
message has been displayed.
(S)
This message is preceded by the
KAVF14121-E or KAVF14127-E
message; see that message for
the system processing.
(O)
Check the KAVF14121-E or
KAVF14127-E message displayed
before this message, and
eliminate the cause of the error.

KAVF14131-E

The system resources are
insufficient.

There is a shortage in system
resources, such as memory or
handles. The system resources do
not meet the requirements of the
Tuning Manager series or the
system has become unstable
because of a resource leak in
another application.
(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
The Agent Collector service
attempts to continue
monitoring as much as
possible. A series of
operations or requests is
rejected, and updating of the
performance data that was
supposed to take place at this
time is delayed.

(O)
Identify the problem as soon as
possible and recover the system
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Corrective Action
status. Secure the system
resources by re-estimating the
required resources as well as reevaluating the memory expansion
and kernel parameters.

KAVF14133-E

An error occurred in an internal
function. (func=function-name,
rc=maintenance-code)

A function error occurred in an
internal function interface.
(S)
If this error occurs during startup
processing, the Agent Collector
service terminates abnormally. If
the error occurs after completion
of startup processing (during
operation), the Agent service
continues monitoring. However, a
series of operations or requests is
rejected and updating of the
performance data that was
supposed to take place at this
time is delayed.
(O)
If the error occurs frequently and
cannot be recovered, collect
maintenance data and contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
data, see the chapter that
describes error handling
procedures in the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.

KAVF14134-E

A file or directory cannot be
accessed. (path)

An error (other than a shortage of
disk space) occurred during a
general file access, such as a
creation, deletion, read, or write
operation. Possible causes of this
error are as follows:
•

The file does not exist.

•

There is no access
permission.

•

The file system has been
unmounted.

•

The specified file path is a
directory path (invalid
environment).

(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•
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When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
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Corrective Action
processing (during
operation):
The Agent Collector service
attempts to continue
monitoring as much as
possible. A series of
operations or requests is
rejected, and updating of the
performance data that was
supposed to take place at this
time is delayed.
(O)
Check the status of the file
indicated by path in the message
and correct the error.

KAVF14136-E

The content of the Agent
Collector service startup
initialization file is invalid.
(section=section-name,
subsection=subsection-name,
label=label-name)

The Agent Collector service
startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini) contains an invalid
specification.
(S)
Cancels startup processing and
stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the section-name,
subsection-name, and label-name
displayed in the message, correct
the invalid specification in the
Agent Collector service startup
initialization file (jpcagt.ini),
and then restart the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF14150-E

The system environment is
invalid. (rc=maintenance-code)

The system environment is
invalid. This error occurs when
installation and setup are
incomplete or system files and
registry information have been
deleted or modified erroneously.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service abnormally.
(O)
Back up all necessary data,
remove the system, and then reinstall it. If this does not resolve
the problem, collect maintenance
data and then contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance data,
see the chapter that describes
error handling procedures in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
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Message ID
KAVF14151-E

Message
The processing was interrupted
by a signal. (signal=signalnumber)

Corrective Action
The Agent Collector service
stopped because a process
termination signal was accepted
as a result of an event such as
system shutdown.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.

KAVF14152-W

Reception of a signal caused the
service to stop. (signal=signalnumber)

In UNIX, reception of the indicated
signal caused the Agent Collector
service to stop the processing.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service
processing.

KAVF14160-I

The performance data will now be The Agent Collector service has
collected. (sid=SAP-system-ID,
started collecting performance
server=SAP-instance-name)
data. At this point, all collectionrelated initialization processing
has been completed.
(S)
Collects performance data.

KAVF14161-E

The SAP instance does not exist.
(sid=SAP-system-ID,
server=SAP-instance-name)

No instance information was found
in the connection-target SAP
system due to an error in the
specification of the SAP system ID
or SAP instance name in the
[Agent]-[Target] subsection in
the Agent Collector service startup
initialization file (jpcagt.ini).
(S)
•

When this error occurs during
startup processing:
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

•

When this error occurs
subsequent to startup
processing (during
operation):
Continues monitoring. The
system delays the updating of
performance data that was
supposed to take place at this
time.

(O)
Re-evaluate the SAP instance
name (value of the SERVER
parameter in the Target section)
specified in the Agent Collector
service startup initialization file
(jpcagt.ini). The SAP instance
name is usually in the format
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
host-name_system-ID_systemnumber.

KAVF14171-W

The performance data could not
be updated. (record-ID[.fieldname])

Collection of performance data
failed. This message is preceded
by a message that indicates the
direct cause of the error, such as
a communication error or function
module (BAPI) error. This
message displays the affected
record ID and field name,
separated by a period. The
displayed record ID and field
name are Manager names.
(S)
Continues with performance data
collection. Updating of the
performance data is delayed until
the next collection request.
(O)
Eliminate the cause of the error.

KAVF14172-W

The performance data cannot be
collected now.

This message indicates that
performance data is not being
collected due to a communications
error. Performance data cannot be
collected at this agent until output
of the KAVF14103-I message that
indicates that connection to the
SAP system has been recovered,
followed by output of the
KAVF14160-I message indicating
completion of initialization.
(S)
Attempts to reconnect with the
SAP system at each collection
request. Note that the subsequent
connection errors are not
reported. When connection with
the SAP system is recovered, the
system displays the KAVF14103-I
message.
(O)
Check the KAVF14121-E and
KAVF14122-E communication error
messages displayed before this
message, and eliminate the cause
of the error.

KAVF14173-W

The performance data cannot be
reported. (record-ID[.fieldname])

The connection-target SAP system
does not support this performance
data.
No data source corresponding to
the performance data was found
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in the connection-target SAP
system.
This message displays the record
ID and field name, separated by a
period, of the unsupported
performance data. The displayed
record ID and field name are
Manager names.
(S)
Stops monitoring for this
performance data and resumes
initialization of agent.
(O)
Check the supported performance
data. For details about the
supported performance data, see
the Tuning Manager Application
Reports Reference.

KAVF14174-W

During collection of data, the
number of instances of a multiinstance record exceeded the
maximum. (record=record-ID,
limit=maximum-value,
instance=instances-count)

During data collection, the number
of instances for a multi-instance
record exceeded the maximum
value. The excess instances are
being discarded.
(S)
Resumes processing.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the target monitor settings.

KAVF14175-W

The specified monitor set name is One of the following may apply to
invalid. (monitor-set-name)
the settings in the [Agent] [PI_UMP] folder for the properties
of the Agent Collector service:
•

The MONITOR_SET property
has not been set.

•

The monitor set name that
was set is undefined in the
SAP system.

•

The defined monitor set name
is invalid.

(S)
Cancels collection of the User
defined Monitor (Perf.) (PI_UMP)
record and resumes processing.
(O)
Check in the [Agent] - [PI_UMP]
folder for the properties of the
Agent Collector service whether
the monitor set name set in the
MONITOR_SET property exists in
the SAP system.
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Message

Corrective Action
You can check the monitor set
name by means such as
transaction code RZ20. The
monitor set name may be shown
as monitor set. Note that the
settings are case sensitive.

KAVF14176-W

The specified monitor name is
invalid. (monitor-name)

One of the following may apply to
the settings in the [Agent] [PI_UMP] folder for the properties
of the Agent Collector service:
•

The MONITOR_SET property
has not been set.

•

The monitor name that was
set is undefined in the SAP
system.

•

The defined monitor name is
invalid.

(S)
Cancels collection of the User
defined Monitor (Perf.) (PI_UMP)
record and resumes processing.
(O)
Check in the [Agent] - [PI_UMP]
folder for the properties of the
Agent Collector service whether
the monitor name set in the
MONITOR_SET property exists in
the SAP system.
You can check the monitor name
by means such as transaction
code RZ20. The monitor name
may be shown as monitor set.
Note that the settings are case
sensitive.
KAVF14177-W

The Performance data could not
be collected. (record-ID, monitorset-name, monitor-name, MTEname)

Collection of the performance data
indicated by the MTE name failed
(BAPI error). This message is
preceded by a message that
indicates the specific cause of the
error, such as a communication
error or function module (BAPI)
error.
(S)
Cancels collection of the
performance data indicated by the
MTE name and resumes
processing. Updating of the
performance data that was to be
acquired at this time will be
delayed until the next collection
time.
(O)
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Corrective Action
Check the message output
immediately preceding this
message and eliminate the cause
of the error.

KAVF14178-W

It failed to issue JP1 system
event or Agent event extension.

The Agent Collector service failed
to issue an agent event. Note that
any subsequent event issuance
failures will not be reported.
(S)
The Agent Collector service
resumes processing.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message issued to the common
message log, and then take
appropriate action. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect the maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator.
For details on how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVF14179-W

It failed to issue JP1 system
event or Agent event extension,
because Memory is insufficient.

The Agent Collector service failed
to issue an agent event because
system memory was insufficient.
The system resources do not meet
the requirements of the Tuning
Manager series or the system has
become unstable because of a
resource leak in another
application.
(S)
The Agent Collector service
resumes processing.
(O)
Identify the problem and recover
the system status. Secure the
necessary system resources by reestimating the required resources
as well as by expanding the
memory.

KAVF14200-I

Usage:
jr3slget [-h application-serverhost -s system-number]

This message displays the usage
of the jr3slget command when
the -help option has been
specified.

[-c client -u user {-p password | (S)
p2 extended password}
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[-l language] [-codepage
codepage]]

Corrective Action
Terminates the command
normally.

[-server sap-instance-name]
[-lasttime time-stamp-file]
[{-x log-file | -x2}]
[-cnf environment-parameter-file]
[-help] [-v]
KAVF14201-I

Usage:
jr3alget [-h application-serverhost -s system-number]

This message displays the usage
of the jr3alget command when
the -help option has been
specified.

[-c client -u user {-p password | (S)
p2 extended password}
Terminates the command
[-l language] [-codepage
normally.
codepage]]
[-c client -u user -p password [-l
language] [-codepage codepage]]
[-ms monitor-set-name -mn
monitor-name]
[-lasttime time-stamp-file]
[{-x log-file | -x2}]
[-cnf environment-parameter-file]
[-help] [-v]
KAVF14210-I

The command ended normally.

This message indicates that the
command has terminated
normally. This message is
displayed only when the -v option
was specified in the command.
(S)
Terminates the command with
termination code 0.

KAVF14211-E

The command ended abnormally.
(exit=termination-code)

This message indicates that the
command has terminated
abnormally.
(S)
Terminates the command with the
displayed termination-code.
(O)
Check the cause message that
was displayed before this
message.

KAVF14212-I

Connected to the SAP system.

RFC connection has been
established with the SAP system.
This message is displayed only
when the -v option was specified
in the command.
(S)
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Following this message, the
system displays the KAVF14213-I
and KAVF14215-I messages
indicating the parameter
information used for connection,
and then resumes processing.

KAVF14213-I

SAP system data:
ashost=application-server-host,
sysnr=system-number

Following the KAVF14212-I
message during establishment of
RFC connection, this message
displays the parameters used as
the RFC connection information
(destination). This message is
displayed only when the -v option
was specified in the command.
(S)
Following the KAVF14212-I
message, the system displays the
parameter information used for
connection establishment.

KAVF14215-I

SAP user data: client=client,
user=user, lang=language,
codepage=code-page

Following the KAVF14212-I
message during establishment of
RFC connection, this message
displays the parameters used as
the RFC connection information
(logon information). This message
is displayed only when the -v
option was specified in the
command. If the language and
code page were omitted, no
values are set in lang= and
codepage=. This message does
not display the password.
(S)
Following the KAVF14212-I
message, the system displays the
parameter information used for
connection establishment.

KAVF14216-I

Logged on to the external
interface. (interface=interfacename, version=version)

The system successfully logged on
to the external interface of the
SAP system. This message
displays the interface name and
version of the logon target. This
message is displayed only when
the -v option was specified in the
command.
(S)
Resumes processing.

KAVF14220-E

An error occurred in the RFC API.
(RFC-API-name-resulting-inerror)
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An RFC API call resulted in an
error.
(S)
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Corrective Action
Following this message, the
system displays the KAVF14221-E
message that provides detailed
error information. The system
may also display a supplemental
message on the errors that can be
classified into categories. The
system then cancels execution of
the command.
(O)
Check any subsequent messages,
eliminate the cause of the error,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF14221-E

RFC_ERROR_INFO_EX:
group=error-group-name,
key=error-key, message=errormessage

This message displays the details
of an RFC API error. This message
follows the KAVF14220-E message.
The meanings of the values
displayed in the message are as
follows:
•

group: 3-byte integer
identifying the key

•

key: Code (maximum of 32
bytes) that identifies the error

•

message: Text (maximum of
512 bytes) that describes the
error (may include linefeed
codes)

These are the member values in
the RFC_ERROR_INFO_EX structure
obtained by the
GetRfcLastErrorEx function that
returns the RFC API error. For
details about RFC, see the
documentation for the SAP
system.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Correct the error and then reexecute the command.
KAVF14222-E

An error occurred in the function
module of the SAP system.
(function-module-name)

The function module (BAPI) of the
SAP system returned an error.
(S)
Following this message, the
system displays the KAVF14223-E
or KAVF14224-E message that
provides detailed error
information. The system may also
display a supplemental message
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
on the errors that can be classified
into categories. The system then
cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check any subsequent messages,
eliminate the cause of the error,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF14223-E

BAPIRET2: type=message-type,
id=message-class,
number=message-number,
message=message-text

When an error is detected in the
function module (BAPI), this
message is displayed immediately
after the KAVF14222-E message.
The meanings of the values
displayed in the message are as
follows:
•

type: One-byte character
indicating the severity level of
the message (S: normal, E:
error, W: warning, I:
information, A: forced
termination)

•

id: Message class (maximum
of 20 bytes)

•

number: Error code
(maximum of 3 bytes) that
identifies the error

•

message: Text (maximum of
220 bytes) that describes the
nature of the error

These are the member values in
the BAPIRET2 structure that stores
a BAPI error. For details about
BAPI, see the documentation for
the SAP system. For details about
the specification of the called
BAPI, see the documentation for
the SAP system's object navigator
(SE80), BAPI browser (BAPI) or
the SAP system.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Correct the error and then reexecute the command.
KAVF14224-E

RFC_EXCEPTION: error-causecode
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When an error is detected in a
function module by an RFC
exception, this message is
displayed following the
KAVF14222-E message.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Correct the error and then reexecute the command.

KAVF14225-E

Cannot connect to the SAP
system.

A communications error occurred
while RFC connection with the SAP
system was being established.
This message immediately follows
the KAVF14220-E and KAVF14221E messages that provide the name
of the function resulting in the
error and detailed information.
Possible causes of this error are as
follows:
•

The specified RFC connection
inventory is invalid (such as
the host name cannot be
resolved or the specified
system number is invalid).

•

The SAP system is not active.

•

The SAP system cannot
accept an RFC request due to
heavy workload.

•

There is a problem in the
network settings.

(S)
Following this message, the
system displays the KAVF14227-E
and KAVF14229-E messages that
provide the parameter information
used for connection
establishment. The system then
cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the destination specified as
the RFC connection information to
re-evaluate the operating status
of the SAP system and the
network status, correct the error,
and then re-execute the
command.
KAVF14226-E

5-148

Cannot connect to the SAP
system, because an attempt to
log on failed.
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A logon error occurred when RFC
connection was being established
with the SAP system. This
message immediately follows the
KAVF14220-E and KAVF14221-E
messages that provide the name
of the function resulting in the
error and detailed information.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Possible causes of this error are as
follows:
•

The specified RFC connection
inventory is invalid (such as
the specified user does not
exist or the specified
password is invalid).

•

The user has been locked out.

•

The user does not have the
correct S_RFC authorizations.

•

An extended password
containing lower-case letters
is defined in the SAP system
based on SAP NetWeaver 7.0
or later, but the specified
connection information (-p
option and PASSWD label in the
environment parameters file)
does not support extended
passwords.

(S)
Following this message, the
system displays the KAVF14227-E
and KAVF14229-E messages that
provide the parameter information
used for connection
establishment. The system then
cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Determine the user specified for
the RFC connection information
and check for undefined
information, password expiration,
lockout, and authorizations,
correct the error, and then reexecute the command.
KAVF14227-E

SAP system data:
ashost=application-server-host,
sysnr=system-number

In the event of an RFC connection
error, following the KAVF14225-E
or KAVF14226-E message, this
message displays the parameters
that were used as the RFC
connection information
(destination).
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Correct the error and then reexecute the command.
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Message ID
KAVF14229-E

Message
SAP user data: client=client,
user=user, lang=language,
codepage=code-page

Corrective Action
In the event of an RFC connection
error and following output of the
KAVF14225-E or KAVF14226-E
message, this message displays
the parameters that were used as
the RFC connection information
(logon). If the language and code
page were omitted, no values are
set in lang= and codepage=. This
message does not display the
password.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Correct the error and then reexecute the command.

KAVF14230-E

Cannot log on to the external
interface. (interface=logontarget-interface-name,
version=version)

A logon request for the external
interface of the SAP system was
rejected (BAPI error). This
message is preceded by the
KAVF14222-E and KAVF14223-E
messages that provide the name
of the function module (BAPI)
resulting in the error and detailed
information. Possible causes of
this error are as follows:
•

The connection-target SAP
system does not support this
interface.

•

The user does not have the
S_XMI_PROD authorization.

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Make sure that the release and
patch level of SAP Basis (SAP
WebAS) in the connection-target
SAP system meet the
requirements. If the
BAPI_XMI_LOGON function module
resulted in an error during
authorization checking, grant the
SXMI_PROD authorization object to
the user being used for RFC
connection.
KAVF14231-E
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The specified server name is
invalid. (specified-SAP-instancename)
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The SAP instance name specified
by one of the following methods is
undefined or invalid (BAPI error):

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

-server option of the
jr3slget command

•

Environment parameters file
(SERVER label of the TARGET
section)

This message is preceded by the
KAVF14222-E and KAVF14223-E
messages that provide the name
of the function module (BAPI)
resulting in the error and detailed
information.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the specified SAP instance
name and re-execute the
command. You can use
transaction code SM51 to check
the SAP instance name. The SAP
instance name is usually in the
format host-name_systemID_system-number. The SAP
instance names are casesensitive.
KAVF14232-E

The specified monitor set name is The monitor set name specified by
invalid. (specified-monitor-setone of the following methods is
name)
undefined or invalid (BAPI error):
•

-ms option of the jr3alget
command

•

Environment parameters file
(MONITOR_SET label of the
TARGET section)

This message is preceded by the
KAVF14222-E and KAVF14223-E
messages that provide the name
of the function module (BAPI)
resulting in the error and detailed
information.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the specified monitor set
name and re-execute the
command. You can use
transaction code RZ20 to check
the monitor set name. The
monitor set name may be shown
as monitor set. The monitor set
names are case-sensitive.
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Message ID
KAVF14233-E

Message
The specified monitor name is
invalid. (specified-monitor-name)

Corrective Action
The monitor name specified by
one of the following methods is
undefined or invalid (BAPI error):
•

-mn option of the jr3alget
command

•

Environment parameters file
(MONITOR label of the TARGET
section)

This message is preceded by the
KAVF14222-E and KAVF14223-E
messages that provide the name
of the function module (BAPI)
resulting in the error and detailed
information.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the specified monitor name
and re-execute the command. You
can use transaction code RZ20 to
check the monitor set name and
monitor name. The monitor set
name may be shown as monitor
set. The monitor names are casesensitive.
KAVF14240-E

The command execution will be
terminated because the system
resources are insufficient.

Processing cannot continue
because of a memory shortage.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Terminate an unneeded
application or expand the
memory, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF14241-E

A file or directory cannot be
opened. (name-of-file-ordirectory-resulting-in-error)

An error occurred during file or
directory open or creation
processing. If a relative path is
shown in the message, it is the
path from the work directory for
the command. If you have
specified a different work directory
in the environment parameters
file, it may be different from the
current directory. Possible causes
of this error are as follows:
•
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The file or directory does not
exist (when an existing file is
opened).

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

The user executing the
command does not have the
permission to open this file or
directory.

•

There are not enough system
resources to create the file or
directory.

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the permissions of the user
executing the command and the
status of the indicated path,
correct the error, and then reexecute the command.
KAVF14242-E

The available free space is
insufficient for extending the file
or directory. (name-of-file-ordirectory-resulting-in-error)

A disk space shortage occurred
when the open file or directory
space was to be extended. If a
relative path is shown in the
message, it is the path from the
work directory for the command.
If you have specified a different
work directory in the environment
parameters file, it may be
different from the current
directory. If an access error has
occurred on the standard input/
output, a null character string is
displayed for name-of-file-ordirectory-resulting-in-error.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Increase the available space in the
indicated file system or change
the location where the file is to be
created, and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF14243-E

An error occurred during the
accessing of the file or directory.
(name-of-file-or-directoryresulting-in-error)
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A general access to a file or
directory resulted in an I/O error.
If a relative path is shown in the
message, it is the path from the
work directory for the command.
If you have specified a different
work directory in the environment
parameters file, it may be
different from the current
directory. If an access error has
occurred on the standard input/
output, a null character string is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
displayed for name-of-file-ordirectory-resulting-in-error.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
path, correct the error, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVF14250-W

A specified environment
parameter is invalid.
(section=section-name,
label=label-name)

The value of the environment
parameter indicated by sectionname and label-name is invalid in
the environment parameters file.
Possible causes of this error are as
follows:
•

The value is too long.

•

The value contains an invalid
character.

•

The specified numeric value is
outside the permitted range.

(S)
Ignores the specified value and
resumes processing. The
command will not terminate
abnormally as a result of this
warning.
(O)
Re-evaluate the values specified in
the environment parameters file.
If you do not specify an
environment parameters file with
the -cnf option, the default
environment parameters file
(command-name.ini in the
current directory) is referenced.
KAVF14251-E

A required option is missing.

A required option or an option that
cannot be omitted due to a
required combination of options is
missing. For example, if you
specify the -h option for RFC
connection information, you
cannot omit the -s option.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Re-evaluate the command syntax
and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVF14253-E

Message
The option value is invalid.
(option)

Corrective Action
The indicated option value is
invalid. Possible causes of this
error are as follows:
•

The value is omitted.

•

The value is too long.

•

The value contains an invalid
character.

•

The specified numeric value is
outside the permitted range.

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Re-evaluate the command syntax
and then re-execute the
command.
KAVF14254-E

An option is invalid. (option)

The indicated option character
string is invalid.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Re-evaluate the command syntax
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF14255-E

Mutually-exclusive options are
specified.

Mutually-exclusive options are
specified. For example, the -x and
-x2 options for specifying the
output destination cannot both be
specified.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Re-evaluate the command syntax
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF14256-E

An option is duplicated. (option)

The indicated option cannot be
specified more than once.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Re-evaluate the command syntax
and then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVF14257-E

Message

Corrective Action

Mutually exclusive keys or section Mutually exclusive key section
names are specified as
names are specified in the
environment parameters.
environment parameters file. The
following is a possible cause of
this error:
•

PASSWD and PASSWD2 are both
specified, but these sections
are mutually exclusive for
specifying a password.

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check and, if necessary, revise
the settings in the environment
parameters file.
KAVF14260-E

The specified RFC connection
parameter (destination) is
incomplete.

Processing cannot continue
because arguments (-h and -s
options) were omitted and the
RFC-connection-information
environment parameters are
undefined or invalid in the
environment parameters file. If
you are omitting the arguments,
make sure that the following items
are defined correctly in the
CONNECT section of the
environment parameters file:
•

Application server host
(ASHOST)

•

System number (SYSNR)

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Re-evaluate the values specified in
the environment parameters file
and then re-execute the
command. If the environment
parameters file is not specified
with the -cnf option, the default
environment parameters file
(command-name.ini in the
current directory) is used.
KAVF14261-E
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The specified RFC connection
parameter (logon) is incomplete.
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Processing cannot continue
because arguments (-c, -u, and p options) were omitted and the
RFC-connection-information
environment parameters are
undefined or invalid in the
environment parameters file. If

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
you are omitting the arguments,
make sure that the following items
are defined correctly in the
CONNECT section of the
environment parameters file:
•

Client (CLIENT)

•

User (USER)

•

Password (PASSWD)

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the values specified in the
environment parameters file and
then re-execute the command. If
you do not specify an environment
parameters file with the -cnf
option, the default environment
parameters file (commandname.ini in the current
directory) is referenced.
KAVF14262-E

The specified target is
incomplete.

•

For the jr3slget command:
Processing cannot continue
because an argument (server) was omitted and the
target environment parameter
is undefined or invalid in the
environment parameters file.
If you are omitting the
argument, make sure that the
following item is defined
correctly in the TARGET
section of the environment
parameters file:
Application server (SERVER)

•

For the jr3alget command:
Processing cannot continue
because arguments (-ms and
-mn) were omitted and the
target environment parameter
is undefined or invalid in the
environment parameters file.
If you are omitting the
arguments, make sure that
the following items are
defined correctly in the
TARGET section of the
environment parameters file:
Monitor set name
(MONITOR_SET)
Monitor name (MONITOR)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the values specified in the
environment parameters file and
then re-execute the command. If
you do not specify an environment
parameters file with the -cnf
option, the default environment
parameters file (commandname.ini in the current
directory) is referenced.

KAVF14263-E

The specified output place is
incomplete.

Processing cannot continue
because the -x2 option was
omitted and the output-target
path in the X2PATH label of the
EXTRACTFILE section is undefined
or invalid in the environment
parameters file.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the values specified in the
environment parameters file and
then re-execute the command. If
you do not specify an environment
parameters file with the -cnf
option, the default environment
parameters file (commandname.ini in the current
directory) is referenced.

KAVF14270-E

The environment parameter
settings file cannot be accessed.
(path-name-of-erroneousenvironment-parameters-file)

The environment parameters file
specified with the -cnf option is
not accessible. If a relative path is
shown in the message, it is
relative to the current directory.
Possible causes of this error are as
follows:
•

The file does not exist.

•

The user executing the
command does not have the
read permissions.

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the permissions granted to
the user executing the command
and the status of the indicated
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
path, correct the error, and then
re-execute the command.

KAVF14271-W

The trace file cannot be accessed. An error occurred one or more
(path-name-of-erroneous-tracetimes during a trace file open or
file)
write operation. It may be that no
maintenance information was
collected or that some
maintenance information is
missing. If the indicated path is a
relative path, it is relative to the
work directory for the command.
If you have specified a different
work directory in the environment
parameters file, it may be
different from the current
directory. Possible causes of this
error are as follows:
•

The file does not exist.

•

The user executing the
command does not have the
read or write permissions.

(S)
Resumes processing. The
command will not terminate
abnormally as a result of this
warning.
(O)
Check the permissions granted to
the user executing the command
and the status of the indicated
path, and then correct the error.
You can use the environment
parameters file to change the
output destination of the trace file.
KAVF14272-E

The work directory cannot be
changed. (work-directory)

The work directory cannot be
changed to the path specified in
the environment parameters file
(value specified for the WORKDIR
label in the COMMAND section).
Possible causes of this error are as
follows:
•

An invalid path was specified.

•

The specified value is not a
directory.

•

The directory does not have
the execution (search)
permissions.

(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the path specified in the
environment parameters file
(value specified for the WORKDIR
label in the COMMAND section),
correct the error, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF14273-I

The time-stamp file was
initialized. (timestamp-file-name)

A new timestamp file was created
and management information was
initialized. This message is
displayed the first time the
command is executed with the lasttime option specified (when
the specified timestamp file does
not exist). This message is
displayed only when the -v option
is specified in the command.
(S)
Terminates the command
normally.
(O)
Differential information is output
the next time the command is
executed. Re-execute the
command with the same
timestamp file specified.

KAVF14274-E

The time-stamp file cannot be
updated. (timestamp-file-name)

An unexpected error occurred
when the timestamp file was
updated. Because the system was
unable to store the command
result, correct differential records
may not be reported the next time
the command is executed (records
may be duplicated in reports).
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Check the status of the path
indicated by timestamp-file-name
and then correct the error.

KAVF14275-I

Number of processing records:
processed-records-count

This message shows the number
of records reported by the
command. This message is
displayed only when the -v option
was specified in the command.
(S)
Resumes processing.

KAVF14276-W
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The specified output format
column value is invalid.
(specified-value)
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The value specified for a COLUMN
label is invalid in the FORMAT
section of the environment
parameters file.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Ignores the value of the
corresponding column and
resumes processing (fewer
columns are displayed). This
command is not canceled as a
result of this warning.
(O)
Specify a valid field ID in the
COLUMN label of the FORMAT section
in the environment parameters
file. For details about the field ID,
see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide. If you do not
specify an environment
parameters file with the -cnf
option, the default environment
parameters file (commandname.ini in the current
directory) is referenced.

KAVF14277-I

The time-stamp file was updated.
(timestamp-file-name)

The timestamp file was updated.
This message is displayed only
when the -v option was specified
in the command.
(S)
Terminates the command
normally.

KAVF14278-E

The time-stamp file format is
invalid. (name-of-erroneoustimestamp-file)

The file specified with the lasttime option is not a
timestamp file. If the indicated file
name is a relative path, it is
relative to the work directory for
the command. If you have
specified a different work directory
in the environment parameters
file, it may be different from the
current directory.
(S)
Cancels execution of the
command.
(O)
Specify the correct timestamp file
and then re-execute the
command. If the timestamp file
management information has
been damaged due to a file access
error, delete the timestamp file
and re-create it.
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Agent Messages (Agent for RAID)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for RAID messages, lists
the messages output to syslog and the Windows event log, and lists and
explains the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for RAID)
Table 5-19 Output Destinations of Agent for RAID Messages on page 5-162
lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for RAID.

Table 5-19 Output Destinations of Agent for RAID Messages
Output
Destinations

5-162

Message ID

•

Common
message log

KAVF18101, KAVF18103, KAVF18109, KAVF18111, KAVF18113,
KAVF18117 - KAVF18127, KAVF18200 - KAVF18204, KAVF18206 KAVF18210, KAVF18212, KAVF18500 - KAVF18504, KAVF18508,
KAVF18509, KAVF18511 - KAVF18514, KAVF18600 - KAVF18604,
KAVF18608, KAVF18609, KAVF18616 - KAVF18619, KAVF18622,
KAVF18624, KAVF18625, KAVF18631, KAVF18633, KAVF18635 KAVF18638

•

Common
message log

KAVF18115, KAVF18710, KAVF18742 - KAVF18744, KAVF18878

•

Standard error
output

•

Common
message log

•

Standard output

•

Common
message log

•

Standard error
output

•

syslog

•

Windows event
log

•

Common
message log

•

Standard output

•

syslog

•

Windows event
log

•

Common
message log

•

syslog

•

Windows event
log

KAVF18850

KAVF18114, KAVF18116, KAVF18722, KAVF18724, KAVF18731,
KAVF18740, KAVF18741, KAVF18804 - KAVF18808, KAVF18810,
KAVF18811

KAVF18700, KAVF18701, KAVF18800, KAVF18801

KAVF18000 - KAVF18004, KAVF18100, KAVF18102, KAVF18105 KAVF18108, KAVF18110, KAVF18211, KAVF18505, KAVF18506,
KAVF18605, KAVF18606, KAVF18612, KAVF18620, KAVF18621,
KAVF18623, KAVF18626, KAVF18627, KAVF18629, KAVF18630,
KAVF18632, KAVF18634, KAVF18639
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Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Standard error
output

KAVF18452 - KAVF18459, KAVF18721, KAVF18812, KAVF18851,
KAVF18852, KAVF18855, KAVF18856, KAVF18858 - KAVF18871,
KAVF18873 - KAVF18877, KAVF18879 - KAVF18883

•

Standard output KAVF18450, KAVF18451

Messages Output to Syslog and the Windows Event Log (Agent for
RAID)
This section lists the messages that Agent for RAID outputs to syslog and to
the Windows event log.
System log events are output to the syslog file. For information about where
the syslog file is stored, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
path is /etc/syslogd.conf).
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.

In the case of an event issued by Agent for RAID, the identifier PFM-RAID is
displayed in the Source column of the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-20 Messages that Agent for RAID Outputs to Syslog and Windows
Event Log on page 5-163 lists the messages that Agent for RAID outputs to
syslog and to the Windows event log.

Table 5-20 Messages that Agent for RAID Outputs to Syslog and Windows
Event Log
Message ID
KAVF18000-I

Syslog
Facility
LOG_DAEMON

Windows Event Log
Level

LOG_INFO

KAVF18001-I
KAVF18002-E

Event ID
18000

Type
Information

18001
LOG_ERR

18002

KAVF18003-E

18003

KAVF18004-E

18004
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Message ID

Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

KAVF18100-E

18100

KAVF18102-E

18102

KAVF18105-E

18105

KAVF18106-E

18106

KAVF18107-E

18107

KAVF18108-E

18108

KAVF18110-E

18110

KAVF18114-E

18114

KAVF18116-E

18116

KAVF18211-E

LOG_USER

18211

KAVF18505-E

LOG_DAEMON

18505

KAVF18506-E

18506

KAVF18605-E

18605

KAVF18606-E

18606

KAVF18612-E

18612

KAVF18620-E

18620

KAVF18621-E

18621

KAVF18623-E

18623

KAVF18626-E

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

18626

KAVF18627-E

18627

KAVF18629-E

18629

KAVF18630-E

18630

KAVF18632-E

18632

KAVF18634-E

18634

KAVF18639-E

18639

KAVF18700-I

LOG_USER

LOG_INFO

KAVF18701-I
KAVF18722-E

18700

Type

Error

Information

18701
LOG_ERR

18722

KAVF18724-E

18724

KAVF18731-E

18731

KAVF18740-E

18740

KAVF18741-E

18741

KAVF18800-I
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Event ID

LOG_INFO
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18800

Error

Information

Syslog

Message ID

Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

KAVF18801-I

Event ID

Type

18801

KAVF18804-E

LOG_ERR

18804

KAVF18805-E

18805

KAVF18806-E

18806

KAVF18807-E

18807

KAVF18808-E

18808

KAVF18810-E

18810

KAVF18811-E

18811

Error

Messages (Agent for RAID)
Table 5-21 Messages Issued by Agent for RAID on page 5-165 explains the
messages issued by Agent for RAID, and explains what actions to take in
response to the messages.

Table 5-21 Messages Issued by Agent for RAID
Message ID
KAVF18000-I

Message
Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name, service=serviceID)

Corrective Action
Starting and initializing the
Agent Collector service has
finished.
(S)
Starts collecting the
performance data.

KAVF18001-I

Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name, service=serviceID)

The Agent Collector service
stopped due to the stop
request of the jpcstop
command or the Windows
service termination.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

KAVF18002-E

Agent Collector could not start.
(rc=maintenance-code)

Agent Collector service
processing cannot continue
because starting and
initializing the Agent
Collector service failed.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check syslog (in UNIX),
eventlog (in Windows), or
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the immediately preceding
message that was output to
the common message log,
and follow the instructions.

KAVF18003-E

Agent Collector has aborted.
(rc=maintenance-code)

Agent Collector service
processing cannot continue
because a fatal error
occurred during the
operation.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check syslog (in UNIX),
eventlog (in Windows), or
the immediately preceding
message that was output to
the common message log,
and follow the instructions.

KAVF18004-E

The service cannot be started
because it is already running.
(instance=instance-name)

The service is already
running. You cannot run a
duplicated service.
(S)
Cancels the launch of the
service.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list
command to check the
running status of the
service.

KAVF18100-E

Insufficient system resources.
(name=API-name, rc=error-code)

System resources, such as
memory or handles, are
insufficient. Resources
required for the system are
insufficient, or the system is
unstable because of a
resource leak by another
application.
The name indicated in APIname is the API which
detected the insufficiency of
the system resource. The
error code indicated in
error-code can be obtained
by using errno (for a
system call or the runtime
library of C) or
GetLastError (for
Win32API).
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this error occurs during
startup processing, the
Agent Collector service ends
abnormally.
If this error occurs after
startup has finished (that is,
during operation), the
Agent service continues
monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations
or requests will be rejected.
Also, collection of
performance data is skipped
for this collection interval.
(O)
Reserve the system
resource.

KAVF18101-E

An error occurred in an OS API.
(name=API-name, error =errorcode)

An error occurred in an API
of the OS. Error code
indicated in error-code can
be obtained by using errno
(for a system call or the
runtime library of C) or
GetLastError (for
Win32API).
(S)
If this error occurs during
startup processing, the
Agent Collector service ends
abnormally.
If this error occurs after
startup has finished (that is,
during operation), the
Agent service continues
monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations
or requests will be rejected.
Also, collection of
performance data is skipped
for this collection interval.
(O)
The cause of the error
might be determined from
the API-name and the API
error-code. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, or if the error
does not recover because a
problem occurs frequently,
collect maintenance
information by using the
jpcras command, and then
contact the system
administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF18102-E

Message
An error occurred in a function.
(name=function-name, rc=returnvalue)

Corrective Action
A function error occurred in
the function interface
between the internal
controls.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information by using the
jpcras command, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18103-E

A file or directory cannot be
accessed. (path=path)

An error other than
insufficient unused capacity
on the disk occurred during
the processing for creating,
deleting, reading, or writing
a file.
The cause may be one of
the following:
•

The file does not exist.

•

You do not have access
permission.

•

The file system is
unmounted.

•

The path specification
has a syntax error:
UNIX syntax is used for
a Windows path, or
Windows syntax is used
for a UNIX path.

(S)
If this error occurs during
startup processing, the
Agent Collector service ends
abnormally.
If this error occurs after
startup has finished (that is,
during operation), the
Agent service continues
monitoring as much as
possible, but all the
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the status of the
path indicated in path and
correct the error.

KAVF18105-E

The system environment is
incorrect. (rc=maintenance-code)

The system environment is
invalid.
This message is output
when the installation or the
setup is incomplete, or
when the system file or the
registry was deleted or
changed incorrectly.
If you cannot use a
message catalog, messages
are output in English even
in a Japanese environment.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Reinstall the system, or
back up all the required
data and remove the
programs, and then
reinstall the system.
If you cannot determine the
cause of the problem,
collect maintenance
information by using the
jpcras command, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18106-E

A prerequisite program product is
not installed correctly.
(rc=maintenance-code)

The installation
environment for the
prerequisite program is
invalid. This message is
output when the installation
or the setup of the
prerequisite program is
incomplete, or when the
registry was deleted or
changed incorrectly.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Reinstall the prerequisite
program. If you cannot
determine the cause of the
problem, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18107-E

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

The processing of the Agent
Collector service was
stopped because a signal
was received.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

KAVF18108-E

Permission denied. (rc=error-code)

Execution permissions are
insufficient.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Confirm that:

KAVF18109-W

The storage system name could not
be acquired. (rc=return-code,
vendor id=vendor-id, raid id=raidid)

•

The user allocated to
the service account is a
member of the
Administrators group
(in Windows).

•

The user running this
service has root user
permissions (in UNIX).

The storage name could not
be acquired from the
product map file
(ProductMap.dat).
Possible causes are as
follows:
•

The monitored storage
system is not
supported.

•

The product map file
does not exist or the
contents of the product
map file are incorrect.

(S)
Outputs a warning
message, and continues
processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Depending on the cause,
take either or both of the
following actions:
•
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Make sure that the
monitored storage
system is a supported
model.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

Reinstall Agent for
RAID.
If you cannot resolve
the problem, collect
maintenance
information by using
the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18110-E

An attempt to acquire the cluster
definition information failed.
(path=path, rc=return-code)

Information could not be
obtained from the cluster
definition file
(jpcagtha.ini).
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Confirm the following:

KAVF18111-W

The port name could not be
acquired. (rc=return-code, vendor
id=vendor-id, raid id=raid-id,
port=port-number)

•

The cluster definition
file resides in the
designated directory.

•

The read and write
access permission is
specified for the cluster
definition file.

•

The contents of the
cluster definition file
are valid.

The port name could not be
acquired from the port map
file.
Possible causes are as
follows:
•

The monitored storage
system is not
supported.

•

The port map file does
not exist or the
contents of the port
map file are incorrect.

(S)
Outputs a warning
message, and continues
processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Depending on the cause,
take either or both of the
following actions:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

Make sure that the
monitored storage
system is a supported
model.

•

Reinstall Agent for
RAID.
If you cannot resolve
the problem, collect
maintenance
information by using
the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18113-W

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

Processing of the Agent
Collector service stopped
because a signal was
received while the Agent
Collector service was
running.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.

KAVF18114-E

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

Processing of the command
stopped because a signal
was received while the
command was executing.
(S)
Stops the command.

KAVF18115-W

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

Processing of the command
stopped because a signal
was received while the
command was executing.
(S)
Stops the command.

KAVF18116-E

System resources are insufficient.
(name=API-name, rc=return-value,
error=error-number)

System resources, such as
memory or handles, are
insufficient. Resources
required for the system are
insufficient, or the system is
unstable because of a
resource leak by another
application.
The name indicated in APIname is the API that
detected the insufficiency of
the system resource. The
error code indicated in
error-code can be obtained
by using errno (for a
system call or the runtime
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
library of C) or
GetLastError (for
Win32API).
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Reserve the system
resource.

KAVF18117-I

The agent refreshes the storage
configuration information at the
following times. (instance=instancename, times=scheduled-collectiontimes)

Configuration information
for the storage system is
collected only at times
defined in the collection
time definition file
(conf_refresh_times.ini)
. In scheduled-collectiontimes, the scheduled time is
displayed at which
configuration information is
collected. A maximum of 12
scheduled times are
displayed in the message. If
there is no valid time
defined in the collection
time definition file, None is
displayed for scheduledcollection-times. If None is
displayed, configuration
information will not be
collected after the servicestartup time, when the
configuration information is
collected, regardless of the
information contained in the
definition file.
(S)
Agent for RAID collects
configuration information
for the storage system only
at times defined in the
collection time definition
file. Also, collection of the
configuration information,
which is performed
periodically when a record
of the PD record type (see
Note) is created, is
canceled.
Note: This is not applied to
the CLPR Configuration
(PD_CLPC) records, Pool
Configuration (PD_PLC)
records, and Virtual Volume
Configuration (PD_VVC)
records.
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Message ID
KAVF18118-E

Message

Corrective Action

The content of the collection time
definition file is invalid.
(instance=instance-name, line=linenumber, error-code=error-code)

The contents of the
collection time definition file
(conf_refresh_times.ini)
are invalid.
(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service.
However, configuration
information for the storage
system will not be collected
at the time defined in the
line indicated by linenumber in the collection
time definition file.
(O)
Modify the contents of the
collection time definition
file, and then restart Agent
for RAID.

KAVF18119-E

An attempt to access the collection
time definition file has failed.
(instance=instance-name,
errno=error-number)

An error occurred when the
collection time definition file
(conf_refresh_times.ini)
was accessed.
(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service.
However, configuration
information for the storage
system will not be collected
at the times defined in the
collection time definition
file. The configuration
information will be collected
periodically when a record
of the PD record type is
created.
(O)
Possible causes of this error
are as follows:
•

You do not have access
permissions.

•

The file system is
unmounted.

•

The path that should be
to a file is to a directory
(the environment is
invalid).
Remove the cause of
the error, and then
restart Agent for RAID.
If the error cannot be
resolved, collect
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
maintenance
information by using
the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18120-I

An attempt to refresh the storage
configuration information by using
the jpctdrefresh command was
successful. (instance=instancename)

An attempt to collect
configuration information
for the storage system by
executing the
jpctdrefresh command
was successful.
(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service.

KAVF18121-E

An attempt to refresh the storage
configuration information by using
the jpctdrefresh command has
failed. (instance=instance-name)

An attempt to collect
configuration information
for the storage system by
using the jpctdrefresh
command has failed.
(S)
Does not collect
configuration information
for the storage system.
(O)
Follow the instructions
given by the message that
was output to the common
message log at the same
time as this message. If the
error cannot be resolved,
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18122-E

An attempt to access the
refresh.dat file has failed.
(instance=instance-name,
errno=error-number)

An error occurred when the
internal file (refresh.dat),
which was created when the
jpctdrefresh command
was executed, was
accessed.
(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service
without collecting
configuration information
for the storage system.
(O)
Restart Agent for RAID. If
this message still appears
even after Agent for RAID is
restarted, collect
maintenance information by
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18123-I

The logical device filtering function
is enabled. (instance=instancename)

The logical device filtering
function, which is used to
specify logical devices as
monitoring targets, was
enabled. From among
logical devices included in
the storage system, only
the logical devices that are
defined in the logical device
definition file
(ldev_filter.ini) will be
monitored.
(S)
The Agent Collector service
continues running, while the
logical device filtering
function is enabled, until
the service stops.

KAVF18124-I

An attempt to read the logical
device definition file was successful.
(instance=instance-name, valid line
count=number-of-valid-lines, invalid
line count=number-of-invalid-lines)

From the logical device
definition file
(ldev_filter.ini), logical
device numbers of the
logical devices that are to
be monitored were read.
The value displayed in
number-of-valid-lines
indicates the number of
logical devices that were
correctly set as monitoring
targets. If the same logical
device number is defined
more than once in the
logical device definition file,
those definitions are
counted and displayed as
one device file for numberof-valid-lines.
If a value of 1 or more is
displayed in number-ofinvalid-lines, any of the
following problems might
have occurred.
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•

The format of the
logical device number
defined in the logical
device definition file is
invalid.

•

The logical device
definition file contains a
multi-byte character.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Note that the following lines
are not counted as numberof-valid-lines, or numberof-invalid-lines.
•

A line that begins with
a single byte hash
mark (#).

•

A line in which no
characters are entered.

(S)
The Agent Collector service
only monitors as many
logical devices as counted
in number-of-valid-lines.
(O)
If a value of 1 or more is
displayed in number-ofinvalid-lines, check the
contents of the logical
device definition file. If
there is no problem with the
contents of the file, you can
leave the service running. If
there is a problem, modify
the logical device definition
file, and then restart Agent
for RAID.
KAVF18125-W

Valid values are not specified in the
logical device definition file.
(instance=instance-name)

In the logical device
definition file
(ldev_filter.ini), there
are no defined logical
device numbers that can be
set as the monitoring
target.
(S)
The Agent Collector service
continues running while the
logical device filtering
function is enabled.
However, no logical devices
will be monitored.
(O)
If there is no problem with
the contents of the logical
device definition file, you
can leave the service
running. If there is a
problem, modify the logical
device definition file, and
then restart Agent for RAID.
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Message ID
KAVF18126-W

Message
The logical device filtering function
is disabled because an attempt to
access the logical device definition
file has failed. (instance=instancename, errno = error-number)

Corrective Action
An error occurred when the
logical device definition file
(ldev_filter.ini) was
accessed.
(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service.
However, the logical device
filtering function, which is
used to specify logical
devices as monitoring
targets, will be disabled.
Agent for RAID monitors all
logical devices that can be
monitored.
(O)
Possible causes of this error
are as follows:
•

You do not have access
permissions.

•

The file system is
unmounted.

•

The path that should be
to a file is to a
directory. (the
environment is invalid)
Remove the cause of
the error, and then
restart Agent for RAID.
If the error cannot be
resolved, collect
maintenance
information by using
the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18127-W

The logical device filtering function
is disabled because the content of
the logical device definition file is
invalid. (instance= instance-name,
line=line-number, error-code=errornumber)

An error occurred while the
logical device definition file
(ldev_filter.ini) was
being read. The length of a
character string contained
in a line of the logical
device definition file might
exceed 1,024 bytes.
(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service.
However, the logical device
filtering function, which is
used to specify logical
devices as monitoring
targets, will be disabled.
Agent for RAID monitors all
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
logical devices that can be
monitored.
(O)
Correct the content of the
logical device definition file,
and then restart Agent for
RAID.

KAVF18200-I

The configuration information
collection process has started.
(instance name =instance-name)

The child process for
collecting configuration
information for the storage
system has started.
(S)
Starts configuration
information collection
processing performed in the
child process.

KAVF18201-I

The configuration information
collection process has stopped.
(instance name=instance-name)

According to a stop request
from the Agent Collector
service, the child process
for collecting configuration
information for the storage
system has stopped.
(S)
Stops configuration
information collection
processing performed in the
child process.

KAVF18202-E

An attempt to start the configuration
information collection process has
failed. (instance name=instancename)

An attempt to start the
child process for collecting
configuration information
for the storage system has
failed.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information by using the
jpcras command, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18203-E

Agent Collector detected that the
configuration information collection
process stopped. (instance
name=instance-name)

The child process for
collecting configuration
information for the storage
system has stopped.
(S)
If the Agent Collector
service is running, it
restarts the child process
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
for collecting configuration
information for the storage
system.

KAVF18204-E

The configuration information
collection process detected that the
Agent Collector stopped. (instance
name=instance-name)

The Agent Collector service
has stopped.
(S)
Stops the child process for
collecting the configuration
information of the storage
system.
(O)
Check syslog (for UNIX) or
eventlog (for Windows), or
check the Agent Collector
service message that was
output to the common
message log, and follow the
instructions.

KAVF18206-E

An attempt to initialize inter-process Initialization of interprocess
communication has failed.
communication has failed.
(process=process-type, instance
(S)
name=instance-name)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Collect maintenance
information by using the
jpcras command, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18207-E

An attempt to send an inter-process
communication message has failed.
(sender process=process-type,
instance name=instance-name)

The message could not be
sent between processes.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of configuration information
about the storage system is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If this error recurs
frequently, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF18208-E

Message
An attempt to receive an interprocess communication message
has failed. (receiver
process=process-type, instance
name=instance-name)

Corrective Action
The message could not be
received between
processes.
(S)
Restarts the child process
for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system, and
then continues the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
If this error recurs
frequently, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18209-E

An attempt to obtain a semaphore
has failed. (process=process-type,
instance name=instance-name)

An attempt to acquire the
semaphore for interprocess
communication has failed.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check the kernel
parameters for semaphores
and specify valid
information. For details
about semaphore values,
see the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

KAVF18210-E

An inter-process communication lock An attempt to acquire
has failed. (process=process-type,
exclusive control of
instance name=instance-name)
interprocess communication
has failed.
(S)
Restarts the child process
for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system, and
then continues the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
If this error recurs
frequently, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF18211-E

Message
Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

Corrective Action
The processing of the child
process for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system was
stopped because a signal
was received while the child
process was running.
(S)
If the Agent Collector
service is running, the
Agent Collector service
restarts the child process
for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system.

KAVF18212-W

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

The processing of the child
process for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system was
stopped because a signal
was received while the child
process was running.
(S)
If the Agent Collector
service is running, the
Agent Collector service
restarts the child process
for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system.

KAVF18450-I

An attempt to register a request to
refresh the storage configuration
information was successful.

A request for collecting
configuration information of
the storage system was
registered. The
configuration information
will be collected when the
immediately following
periodic information
collection that is based on
Collection Interval
occurs.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVF18451-I

A request to refresh the storage
configuration information has
already been registered.

A request for collecting the
configuration information of
the storage system has
already been registered.
(S)
Stops command execution.
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Message ID
KAVF18452-E

Message
An invalid option is specified.

Corrective Action
An unrecognized option has
been specified for the
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18453-E

A required option is not specified.

A mandatory option is not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18454-E

The specified instance name is not
set up. (instance name=instancename)

The instance corresponding
to the specified instance
name could not be found.
The instance name or
logical host might not be
specified properly.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18455-E

The specified logical host name is
invalid. (lhost name=logical-hostname)

The specified logical host
has not been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18456-E

The agent environment is invalid.

Either the Agent for RAID
installation or setup was not
performed properly, or the
installation environment is
corrupt.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Either re-install Agent for
RAID or perform setup for
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the instance again, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18457-E

The current directory is not correct.

The current directory is
incorrect.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Move the current directory
to the correct location, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18458-E

The environment directory cannot
be accessed. (dir=directory-name)

You cannot access the
environment directory.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Possible causes of this error
are as follows:
•

There is no
environment directory
for the specified logical
host.

•

The command was
executed on the
standby node.
Resolve the problem,
and then re-execute
the command.

KAVF18459-E

You do not have permission to
execute the command.

You do not have the
permission to execute the
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check your permission for
the command execution. If
you are using Windows
Server 2008 or Windows
Server 2012, execute the
command from
Administrator Console.

KAVF18500-E

Internal error. (rc=error-code)

An error occurred in the
internal command.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
be rejected. Also collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs
frequently and the error is
not resolved, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18501-E

A command device cannot be
connected. (device=commanddevice-file-name)

Cannot connect to the
command device.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring as much as
possible, but all the
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Confirm that:

KAVF18502-E

The command device cannot be
detached. (device=commanddevice-file-name)

•

There are no problems
with the fibre cable or
power supply switch for
the storage system.

•

The name of the
command device file is
correct.

•

The account privilege
for starting the Agent is
the root privilege (in
UNIX) or the user is a
member of the
Administrators group
(in Windows).

•

The RAID Manager LIB
has been installed
correctly (in UNIX).

The command device could
not be detached.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Confirm that:

KAVF18503-E

I/O error on the command device.
(device=command-device-filename)

•

There are no problems
with the fibre cable or
power supply switch for
the storage system.

•

The name of the
command device file is
correct.

I/O processing on the
command device failed, or
the processing was
rejected.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Confirm that:

KAVF18504-E

An operation on a command device
failed. (device=command-devicefile-name)

•

There are no problems
with the fibre cable or
port status for the
storage system.

•

The status of the
command device is
normal.

•

The RAID Manager LIB
has been installed
correctly (in UNIX).

An operation to the
command device failed, or
the processing was
rejected.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Confirm that:
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Message ID

KAVF18505-E

Message

The specified storage system does
not support the requested function.
(device=command-device-filename, function=function-name)

Corrective Action
•

There are no problems
with the fibre cable or
port status for the
storage system.

•

The status of the
command device is
normal.

•

The RAID Manager LIB
has been installed
correctly (in UNIX).

The storage system to be
monitored does not support
this function.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check the microcode
version of the storage
system.

KAVF18506-E

The specified storage system is not
supported.

The specified command
device is an unsupported
storage system.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the
monitored storage system
is a supported model.

KAVF18508-I

The agent is running in SLPR
restricted mode. (target SLPR
number=SLPR-number)

The Agent is running in
SLPR restricted mode.
Agents that run in SLPR
restricted mode collect only
information about resources
that belong to the target
SLPR.
(S)
The Agent operates in SLPR
restricted mode.

KAVF18509-I

The agent is running in normal
mode.

The Agent is running in
normal mode. Agents that
run in normal mode collect
information about all
resources that belong to the
monitored storage system.
(S)
The Agent operates in
normal mode.
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Message ID
KAVF18511-I

KAVF18512-W

Message

Corrective Action

The agent is monitoring the
following storage system. (storage
system name=storage-systemname, serial number=serialnumber)

The Agent monitors the
specified storage system.

An error occurred in the storage
system.

The monitored storage
system reported a noncritical or temporary error.

(S)
Continues processing for
the Agent Collector service.

(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If this message is issued
frequently, check the status
of the storage system.
KAVF18513-E

The specified Volume GUID is
invalid. (device=volume-GUID)

The specified volume GUID
is invalid.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Execute the jpctdlistraid
command to check the
GUID of the volume.

KAVF18514-W

Pool monitoring information is being
aggregated in the storage system.
(instance=instance-name, Pool
ID=Pool ID)

The monitoring information
for the pools in the storage
system cannot be acquired
because that information is
currently being aggregated.
A maximum of 16 pool
numbers are displayed in
one message.
(S)
The Agent service
continues monitoring to
the extent possible, but
all other operations or
requests will be
rejected. Also,
collection of pool
monitoring information
is skipped for this
collection interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this message is
output frequently,
change the Collection
Interval or
Collection Offset of
the PD_PLR, PD_PLTR,
and PD_PLTS records so
that both the collection
of these records and
the aggregation of pool
monitoring information
are not executed at the
same time.

KAVF18600-E

Internal error. (rc=API-returnvalue)

An internal error occurred in
the program.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs
frequently and the error is
not resolved, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18601-E

Memory is insufficient.

There is insufficient
memory.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Stop applications that are
not being used, or increase
the amount of memory.

KAVF18602-E

The device definition file cannot be
accessed.

The device definition
information file
(utlprm.inf file) cannot be
accessed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Make sure that the read
and write access permission
exists for the device
definition information file.

KAVF18603-E

The device definition file is incorrect. The storage system cannot
be accessed because the
contents of the device
definition information file
are invalid.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Re-create the device
definition information file by
using Storage Navigator
Modular, and copy the file.

KAVF18604-E

The specified storage system does
not exist. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name)

The specified storage
system is not defined.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Confirm that:
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•

The device definition
information file exists
in the correct directory.

•

The content of the
device definition
information file is
correct.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

KAVF18605-E

The specified storage system does
not support the requested function.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name,
function=function-name)

The array unit name
specified at the
instance setup is
correct.

The storage system to be
monitored does not support
this function.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check the microcode
version for this storage
system.

KAVF18606-E

The specified storage system is not
supported.

This storage system is not
supported.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the
monitored storage system
is a supported model.

KAVF18608-E

An error occurred in communication
with the storage system.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, rc=API-returnvalue)

A communication error
occurred during an attempt
to acquire performance
information from the
storage system.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The following lists possible
causes of the error and
their corrective actions.
Check the communication
status between the Agent
host and the storage
system, and take the
appropriate action:
•
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The IP address or host
name of the storage
system specified as
information of an Agent
instance might be
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
incorrect. Stop Agent,
and use the
jpcinssetup command
to set the correct IP
address or host name
of the storage system.
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•

The storage system
might not have started.
Check the status of the
storage system. Also, if
the storage system has
not started, start it.

•

The storage system
might be in the process
of restarting. Wait until
it has restarted.

•

An error might have
occurred on a
communication device
between the storage
system and the Agent
host. Remove the
cause of the problem,
and then try again.

•

If the default port
number of the storage
system has been
changed, the port
number specified in the
services file on the
Agent host might be
different than the port
number of the storage
system. Specify the
storage system port
number as the port
number in the
services file on the
Agent host. For details
on how to set the port
number, refer to the
documentation for the
storage system being
used.

•

If secure
communication is not
used, the usual storage
system port might be
disabled. Restore the
port to enabled status.
For details on how to
set the port status,
refer to the
documentation for the
storage system being
used.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
To enable secure
communication, use the
jpcinssetup command
to specify Y or y for
Secure Port
function? in the
instance information.
•

If secure
communication has
already been enabled,
the storage system
might not support
secure communication.
Hitachi AMS/WMS
series storage system,
which does not support
secure communication,
uses the jpcinssetup
command to specify N
or n for Secure Port
function? in the
instance information.
For the HUS100 series,
Hitachi AMS2000
series, and Hitachi SMS
series, update the
microcode version of
the storage system. For
details on the
correspondence
between the microcode
versions of storage
systems and Agent for
RAID functions, see the
explanation of records
in the Tuning Manager
Hardware Reports
Reference.
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•

If IPv6 addresses are
being used for storage
systems that have been
specified in the Agent
instance information,
the Agent host might
not support connections
using an IPv6 address.
Set up an IPv6
environment for the
Agent host.

•

If Agent for RAID is
installed on an AIX
host, IPv6 addresses
might be used for
storage systems that
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
have been specified in
the Agent instance
information. If an IPv6
address is being used,
change it to an IPv4
address, and then
update the instance
information.

KAVF18609-E

An error occurred in the storage
system. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, rc=APIreturn-value)

An error occurred in the
storage system. The
meaning of the 4-byte error
code is shown below.
•

0x01XXYYZZ: Check
condition error
occurred.
(XX: sense key, YYZZ:
sense code)

•

0x0000010A: The
status in Diagnostic
(0xF0) is 0x80
(hardware error)

•

0x00010000: The
status is BUSY.

•

0x00020000: The
status is QUEUE FULL.

•

0x00030000: The
status is RESERVATION
CONFLICT.

(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If this error occurs
frequently, check the status
of the storage system.
KAVF18612-E

The password length is invalid.

The storage system cannot
be accessed because the
password length is invalid.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Repeat the instance setup,
and specify the correct
password.
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Message ID
KAVF18616-W

Message
Another program is already logged
in the storage system.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name)

Corrective Action
The Agent Collector service
cannot log in to the storage
system because another
program is already logged
in to the system.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
When the Password
Protection facility is
enabled, Agent for RAID
cannot collect data while
another program is being
used to log in to the
system.

KAVF18617-W

An error occurred in the storage
system. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name,
invalid_ctl=ctl-name, rc=error-code)

An error occurred in the
storage system. The
meaning of the 4-byte error
code is as follows:
•

0x01XXYYZZ: A check
condition error
occurred.
(XX: sense key, YYZZ:
sense code)

•

0x0000010A: The
status in Diagnostic
(0xF0) is 0x80
(hardware error)

•

0x00010000: The
status is BUSY.

•

0x00020000: The
status is QUEUE FULL.

•

0x00030000: The
status is RESERVATION
CONFLICT.

•

0x00040000 to
0x00090000: An error
occurred in
communication with the
storage system.

(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If this warning message is
issued frequently, check the
status of the storage
system.
Note that, if another
message indicating the
detailed cause of the error
is output immediately after
this message, take
appropriate action in
accordance with that
message.

KAVF18618-I

5-196

Performance Statistics collection
policy has changed in DAMP or SNM.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name,
PORT=configuration-for-portinformation-collection,
LU=configuration-for-LUinformation-collection,
CACHE=configuration-for-CACHEinformation-collection,
PROCESSOR=configuration-forPROCESSOR-information-collection,
DRIVE_OPR=configuration-forDRIVE-operation-informationcollection)

The settings for collecting
performance statistics have
been changed by using
Storage Navigator Modular.

KAVF18619-I

The storage system controller is
back to the healthy operating state.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, valid_ctl=ctlname, rc=error-code)

Performance information for
the controller where an
error occurred can now be
acquired.

KAVF18620-E

An instance parameter setting is not The instance information
specified. (instance name=instance- setting value for Array Unit
name)
Name or IP Address or Host
Name(Controller 0), which
is set by executing the
jpcinssetup command,
has not been set.
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(S)
The Agent Collector service
continues.
(O)
When monitoring the
HUS100 series or Hitachi
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series, set up the monitored
storage system to collect
performance statistics. The
values for some fields will
not take effect without this
setting being made. For
details on the settings for
collection of performance
statistics, see the Storage
Navigator Modular or Disk
Array Management Program
manual, and your storage
system manual.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Execute the jpcinssetup
command to set the
instance information, and
then execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct.

KAVF18621-E

There is a conflict between a setting
for the agent instance and the
storage system's configuration.
(instance name=instance-name,
parameter name=instanceparameter-name, parameter
value=parameter-value,
errno=error-number)

The instance information
setting value for IP Address
or Host Name(Controller 0)
or IP Address or Host
Name(Controller 1), which
is set by executing the
jpcinssetup command,
does not match the storage
system configuration.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the instance
information setting value
matches the storage system
configuration. If the value
does not match, update the
instance environment
again, and then execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct. These
values might not match due
to one of the following
reasons:
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•

The controller 1 value
is set for IP Address or
Host Name(Controller
0).

•

The controller 0 value
is set for IP Address or
Host Name(Controller
1).

•

The controller set for IP
Address or Host
Name(Controller 0) and
IP Address or Host
Name(Controller 1) is a
storage system with a
different serial number.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

KAVF18622-E

An attempt to use an agent instance
parameter to access the storage
system has failed. (instance
name=instance-name, parameter
name=instance-parameter-name,
parameter value=parameter-value,
errno=error-number)

Even though the
storage system has a
DUAL configuration, a
value has not been
entered for IP Address
or Host
Name(Controller 1).

An attempt to access the
storage system using the
instance information setting
value for IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0), IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 1), or Secure
Port function?, as set by
executing the jpcinssetup
command, has failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations
or requests will be rejected.
Also, collection of
performance data is skipped
for this collection interval.
(O)
To resolve the problem,
stop the Agent, and then
check the transmission
environment, or instance
information setting value
for IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0), IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 1), or Secure
Port function?, as set by
executing the jpcinssetup
command. Then, execute
the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18623-E

The following device is not specified
in the device definition file.
(instance name=instance-name,
parameter value=parameter-value)

In the device definition
information file
(utlprm.inf), the device
definition information has
not been specified for the
instance information setting
value Array Unit Name.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Either copy the device
definition information file
(utlprm.inf) for the device
definition information of the
parameter value to the
following location, or
execute the jpcinssetup
command to re-set the
instance information.
In Windows:
installation-folder\agtd
\agent\instance-name
In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agent/
instance-name
Then, execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct.

KAVF18624-W

Acquisition of performance
information from the storage system
stopped because a conflict with
other processing occurred.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, rc=error-code)

Acquisition of performance
information for this
collection interval or for a
real-time request stopped
because the processing
conflicted with other
processing in the storage
system.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations
or requests will be rejected.
Also, collection of
performance data is skipped
for this collection interval.
(O)
If this message is output
immediately after the
KAVF18617-W message, you
do not need to take special
action.

KAVF18625-E

An attempt to login to the storage
system has failed.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, errno=errornumber)
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An attempt to log in to the
storage system failed.
(S)
If an attempt to log in failed
because the account
settings were invalid, the
Agent Collector service will
end abnormally. If the
attempt failed due to other
causes, the Agent Collector
service will continue.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Take appropriate action by
following the message that
was output to the common
message log at the same
time. If you cannot resolve
the problem, contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18626-E

The specified user ID or password is
invalid. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, user
ID=user-ID)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
specified user ID or
password is invalid.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
If Account Authentication is
enabled, make sure that the
user ID and password which
are used exclusively for
Agent for RAID and which
are specified in Storage
Navigator Modular are
correct. Then, execute the
jpcinssetup command to
specify the correct user ID
and password again. Lastly,
execute the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18627-E

A user ID is not specified.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
user ID was not specified
during the instance setup
that was executed by using
the jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
To monitor an HUS100
series or a Hitachi
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series storage system, if
Account Authentication is
enabled, you need an
account that has only the
Storage Administrator
(View Only) role and is
used exclusively for Agent
for RAID.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the user ID
which is used exclusively for
Agent for RAID and which is
specified in Storage
Navigator Modular is
correct. Then, execute the
jpcinssetup command to
specify the correct user ID
and password again. Lastly,
execute the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18629-E

The role of the account is invalid.
You do not have the necessary
permissions. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name,
user ID=user-ID)

Appropriate permissions are
not set for the account
specified during the
instance setup that was
executed by using the
jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Use Storage Navigator
Modular to set the Storage
Administrator (View
Only) role only for the
account that is used
exclusively for Agent for
RAID. Then, execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct.

KAVF18630-E

The role of the account is invalid.
Modify permissions exist.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, user ID=user-ID)

Appropriate permissions are
not set for the account
specified during the
instance setup that was
executed by using the
jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Use Storage Navigator
Modular to set the Storage
Administrator (View
Only) role only for the
account that is used
exclusively for Agent for
RAID, and delete all the
other roles. And then,
execute the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18631-E

You cannot login because the
maximum number of users are
logged in. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name,
user ID=user-ID)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
maximum number of users
who can log in to the
storage system has been
reached.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but all other
operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection
of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval. Attempt to log in
again the next time the
performance data is
obtained.
(O)
Log out of the sessions of
other programs that have
logged in to the HUS100
series or Hitachi
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series.

KAVF18632-E

You cannot login because the
specified account is disabled.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, user ID=user-ID)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
specified account is invalid.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
The specified account is set
to disabled. Check the
status of the account by
using Storage Navigator
Modular. After setting the
account to enabled, execute
the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18633-W

The session was disconnected.
The session has been
(unitname=storage-system-namedisconnected.
or-instance-name, user ID=user-ID) (S)
Logs in to the storage
system again because the
session has been
disconnected.
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Corrective Action
(O)
If an attempt to log in again
failed and the Agent
Collector service is stopped,
the account that is used
exclusively for Agent for
RAID might be in the
following status:
•

The account is disabled
due to some causes
such as forced logout.

•

The account is in the
invalid status due to
other causes.
In these cases, take
appropriate action by
following the message
that was output at the
same time.
If this message is
output frequently while
the Agent Collector
service is running, use
the jpcras command
to collect maintenance
information, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18634-E

While processing the recovery after
the session was disconnected, the
session was disconnected again.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, user ID=user-ID)

The session was
disconnected again during
recovery processing after
the session had been
disconnected.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Possible causes are as
follows:
•

The account that is
used exclusively for
Agent for RAID and
which is specified in
Storage Navigator
Modular is not enabled.

•

Communication with
the storage system
takes too much time.
Resolve the problem,
and then execute the
jpctdchkinst
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Message

Corrective Action
command to make sure
that the instance
settings are correct. If
this error cannot be
resolved, use the
jpcras command to
collect maintenance
information, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18635-I

An attempt to login to the storage
An attempt to log in to the
system has ended successfully.
storage system was
(unitname=storage-system-namesuccessful.
or-instance-name, user ID=user-ID)

KAVF18636-E

An error occurred while secure
communication with the storage
system. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, rc=APIreturn-value)

An error occurred during
secure communication with
the storage system.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but collection of
performance data is skipped
for this collection interval.
(O)
Check the status of the
storage system and
connection environment. If
the error cannot be
resolved, use the jpcras
command to collect
maintenance information,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18637-I

The secure port function of Agent
for RAID is enabled. (instance
name=instance-name)

The Secure Port
function? instance setting
has been enabled. Secure
communication with the
storage system will be
performed.
(S)
Performs secure
communication with the
storage system.

KAVF18638-E

The specified IP address is incorrect,
or it failed in the name resolution of
the host name. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name,
error number=error-number)

An incorrect IP address
might have been specified
for the instance setting IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 0) or IP Address
or Host Name (Controller
1), or host name resolution
might have failed.
(S)
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Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent
possible, but collection of
performance data is skipped
for this collection interval.
(O)
The following lists possible
causes of the error and
their corrective actions:
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•

The IP address or host
name of a storage
system specified in an
Agent instance might
be incorrect. Use the
jpcinssetup command
to specify the correct IP
address or host name
of the storage system,
and then update the
instance information.

•

The host name
resolution might have
failed by attempting to
use the IP address of a
storage system
specified in an Agent
instance. Specify a
valid host name or IP
address in the hosts
file to correct the name
resolution problem.

•

If an IPv6 address is
being used for storage
systems that have been
specified in the Agent
instance information,
the Agent host might
not support connections
using an IPv6 address.
Set up an IPv6
environment for the
Agent host, or use the
jpcinssetup command
to change the IP
address to an IPv4
address, and then
update the instance
information.

•

If Agent for RAID is
installed on an AIX
host, IPv6 addresses
might be used for
storage systems that
have been specified in
the Agent instance
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Message

Corrective Action
information. If an IPv6
address is being used,
change it to an IPv4
address, and then
update the instance
information.

KAVF18639-E

The protocol version of IP address or
the host name specified for
controller 0 and controller 1 do not
match. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, error
number=error-number)

An IPv4 address has been
specified for one of the
following instance items,
but an IPv6 address has
been specified for the
other: IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0) and IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 1).
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Use the same protocol
version (either IPv4 or
IPv6) to specify IP
addresses for the instance
settings IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0) and IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 1), and then
update the instance
information.

KAVF18700-I

The detection of the monitorable
storage system has begun.

Processing to detect a
monitorable storage system
will now start.
(S)
Processing continues.

KAVF18701-I

The detection of the monitorable
storage system has ended.

Processing to detect a
monitorable storage system
will now stop.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVF18710-W

No storage system that can be
monitored exists.

No storage systems that are
monitorable by Agent for
RAID were found. Either
setup has not been
performed on the storage
system, or the setup was
performed incorrectly.
(S)
Processing to detect a
monitorable storage system
will now stop.
(O)
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Corrective Action
Check the settings on the
storage system, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18721-E

The agent environment is invalid.

Either the Agent for RAID
installation or setup was not
performed properly, or the
installation environment is
corrupt.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Either re-install Agent for
RAID or perform setup for
the instance again, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18722-E

The agent environment is invalid.

Either the Agent for RAID
installation or setup was not
performed properly, or the
installation environment is
corrupt.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Either re-install Agent for
RAID or perform setup for
the instance again, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18724-E

An invalid option is specified.

An unrecognized argument
has been specified for the
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18731-E

The user does not have permission
to execute the command.

Permissions to execute the
command are lacking.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command
with an account that has
the permissions required for
command execution. If you
are using Windows Server
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Corrective Action
2008 or Windows Server
2012, execute the
command from
Administrator Console.

KAVF18740-E

An internal error occurred.

An internal error occurred.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the problem occurs
frequently and the error is
not resolved, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18741-E

An error occurred during system call
or OS command execution.
(name=API-name or commandname, rc=return-value, error=errorcode)

An error occurred with an
OS command or API.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The error cause can be
determined from API-name
and the API error-code.
If you cannot determine the
cause, or if the problem
occurs frequently and the
error is not resolved, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18742-W

An error occurred during system call
or OS command execution.
(name=API-name or commandname, rc=return-value, error=errorcode)

An error occurred with an
OS command or API.
(S)
Processing continues.
(O)
The error cause can be
determined from API-name
and the API error-code.
If you cannot determine the
cause, or if the problem
occurs frequently and the
error is not resolved, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF18743-W

Message
An attempt to get the device
information has failed. (device
name=device-name)

Corrective Action
The error indicated by the
message KAVF18742-W,
which is output along with
this message, occurred
during an attempt to collect
device information on the
device device-name.
(S)
Processing continues.
(O)
If this error occurred at the
target device from which
device information is to be
collected, make sure that
the physical connection
status matches the OS's
device recognition status
(for example, perform the
procedure that will cause
the OS to recognize the
device, or reboot the host).
Then, re-execute the
command.
If this error occurred at a
non-target device, please
ignore this message.

KAVF18744-E

A file or directory cannot be
accessed. (path=path)

An error occurred during
the creation, deletion,
reading, or writing of a file,
or some other type of
general access.
Possible causes are as
follows:
•

There is no free space
on the partition on
which the system was
installed.

•

A directory that has the
same name as the file
exists.

•

You do not have the
proper access
permission.

(S)
Stops command
execution.
(O)
Check the message
that was output to the
console or common
message log right
before this message,
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Corrective Action
and take appropriate
action.
Check the status of the
file indicated by the
path, and then correct
the error. If you cannot
determine the cause, or
if the error cannot be
resolved because
problems are occurring
frequently, use the
jpcras command to
collect maintenance
information, and then
contact the system
administrator.

KAVF18800-I

The verification of the agent
instance settings will now start.
(instance name=instance-name)

Processing to apply the
Agent instance settings will
now start.

KAVF18801-I

The verification of the agent
instance settings will now end.

Processing to inspect the
Agent instance settings has
ended.

KAVF18804-E

Invalid option is specified.

An unrecognized option has
been specified for the
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18805-E

A required option is not specified.

Mandatory option is not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18806-E

The specified instance name is not
set up. (instance name=instancename)

The instance corresponding
to the specified instance
name could not be found.
The instance name or
logical host might not be
specified properly.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Corrective Action
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18807-E

The specified logical host name is
invalid. (lhost name=logical-hostname)

The specified logical host
has not been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the command line,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18808-E

An error occurred during system call
or OS command execution.
(name=API-name or commandname, rc=return-value, error=errorcode)

An error occurred with an
OS command or API.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The error cause can be
determined from API-name
and the error-code. If you
cannot determine the
cause, or if the problem
occurs frequently and the
error is not resolved, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18809-W

An error occurred during system call
or OS command execution.
(name=API-name or commandname, rc=return-value, error=errorcode)

An error occurred with an
OS command or API.
(S)
Processing continues.
(O)
The error cause can be
determined from API-name
and the error-code. If you
cannot determine the
cause, or if the error cannot
be resolved because
problems are occurring
frequently, collect
maintenance information by
using the jpcras command,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18810-E

The user does not have permission
to execute the command.

Permissions to execute the
command are lacking.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message

Corrective Action
Re-execute the command
with an account that has
the permissions required for
command execution. If you
are using Windows Server
2008 or Windows Server
2012, execute the
command from
Administrator Console.

KAVF18811-E

The agent environment is invalid.

Either the Agent for RAID
installation or setup was not
performed properly, or the
installation environment is
corrupt.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Either re-install Agent for
RAID or perform setup
again for the instance, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18812-E

The agent environment is invalid.

Either the Agent for RAID
installation or setup was not
performed properly, or the
installation environment is
corrupt.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Either re-install Agent for
RAID or perform setup
again for the instance, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18850-I

No error was found during
verification of the agent instance
setting.

An error was not found
during verification of Agent
instance information.
(S)
Information about the
monitored storage system
is output, and then the
command terminates.

KAVF18851-E

5-212

An attempt to access the device set
by the agent instance parameter has
failed. (parameter name=instanceparameter-name, parameter
value=parameter-value)
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The device file name set for
the Command Device File
Name parameter, which is
part of the Agent instance
information, cannot be
accessed. The current
settings for the device file
name might be incorrect, or

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the device status might
have a problem. If the
Agent instance is started
with the current settings,
the Agent Collector service
will not be able to collect
information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the Agent instance
information and the device
status, resolve the problem,
and then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18852-E

The device set by the agent instance
parameter is not a command device.
(parameter name=instanceparameter-name, parameter
value=parameter-value)

The device specified for the
Command Device File Name
parameter, which is part of
the Agent instance
information, is part of a
storage system supported
by Agent for RAID but no
command device attribute
has been set. If the Agent
instance is started with the
current settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Either set a command
device attribute for the
device specified for the
Command Device File Name
parameter or check the
value set for the Agent
instance information,
resolves the problem, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18855-E

There is a conflict between the
setting for agent instance and the
storage system's configuration.
(parameter name=instanceparameter-name, parameter
value=parameter-value)

There is a conflict between
the value set for the Agent
instance information and
the configuration of the
monitored storage system.
This message might have
been output due to the
following:
•
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The controller 1 value
is set for IP Address or
Host Name(Controller
0).
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•

The controller 0 value
is set for IP Address or
Host Name(Controller
1).

•

For the IP Address or
Host Name(Controller
0) setting, even though
the storage system has
a DUAL configuration, a
value has not been
entered for IP Address
or Host
Name(Controller 1).

If the Agent instance is
started with the current
settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the value that was
set for the Agent instance
information, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.
KAVF18856-E

An attempt to use an agent instance
parameter to access the storage
system has failed. (parameter
name=instance-parameter-name,
parameter value=parameter-value,
errno=error-number)

The storage system could
not be accessed, because
the value set for the Agent
instance is invalid. The
Agent instance information
might contain an error, or
there might be a
communication problem
between the Agent host and
the storage system. If the
Agent instance is started
with the current settings,
the Agent Collector service
will not be able to collect
information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Resolve the communication
problem between the Agent
host and the storage
system, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18858-E

5-214

An attempt to access the device
definition file has failed. (parameter
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For the Agent instance
information, even though
the Array Unit Name
parameter has been

Message ID

Message
name=instance-parameter-name,
parameter value=parameter-value)

Corrective Action
specified, the device
definition information file
(utlprm.inf) could not be
found. After the monitored
storage system was
registered as a device for
Storage Navigator Modular,
the generated device
definition information file
might not have been placed
in the proper location or
might not have been placed
properly. If the Agent
instance is started with the
current settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the location of the
device definition
information file, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18859-E

The specified unit name was not
found in the device definition
information file. (parameter
name=instance-parameter-name,
parameter value=parameter-value)

The unit name set in the
Agent instance information
does not exist in the device
definition information file.
Either a different name has
been specified from that
which was specified as the
Array Unit Name parameter
during Storage Navigator
Modular device registration,
or the device definition
information file has not
been placed in the proper
location. If the Agent
instance is started with the
current settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the value
set for the Agent instance
information is correct and
that the device definition
information file is placed in
the proper location, resolve
the problem, and then reexecute the command.
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Message ID
KAVF18860-E

Message
The command device cannot be
specified directly for an instance on
a logical host. (parameter
name=instance-parameter-name,
parameter value=parameter-value)

Corrective Action
For an Agent instance set
up on a logical host, the
command device of the
target storage system
needs to be specified in the
cluster definition file
(jpcagtha.ini) of a
physical host. Specify the
static keyword HACMDDEV for
the Command Device File
Name parameter, which is
part of the Agent instance
information. If the Agent
instance is started with the
current settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the value that was
set for the Agent instance
information, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18861-E

An attempt to access the cluster
definition file has failed.

The Agent instance is set up
on a logical host, but either
permissions required to
access the cluster definition
file are lacking, or the
cluster definition file
(jpcagtha.ini) does not
exist. If the Agent instance
is started with the current
settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the placement of the
cluster definition file,
resolve the problem, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18862-E

5-216

An attempt to acquire command
device information from the cluster
definition file has failed.
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The Agent instance is set up
on a logical host, but
information required in the
cluster definition file
(jpcagtha.ini) does not
exist. If the Agent instance
is started with the current
settings, the Agent

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the contents of the
cluster definition file,
resolve the problem, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF18863-E

The agent does not support the
device specified for the agent
instance parameter. (parameter
name=instance-parameter-name,
parameter value=parameter-value)

The device specified for the
Command Device File Name
parameter, which is part of
the Agent instance
information, is not
supported by Agent for
RAID. If the Agent instance
is started with the current
settings, the Agent
Collector service will not be
able to collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the value that was
set for the Agent instance
information, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18864-E

Required parameters for the agent
instance are not specified.

Required settings for the
Agent instance have not
been set. If you have
selected 1 in the Storage
Model parameter, you must
set a value in IP Address or
Host Name (Controller 0) or
in Array Unit Name. If the
Agent instance is started
with the current settings,
the Agent Collector service
will not be able to collect
information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the value that was
set for the Agent instance
information, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.
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Message ID
KAVF18865-E

Message

Corrective Action

An error occurred during access to
the storage system.
(name=command-name or functionname, rc=return-value)

An error occurred during
access to the storage
system by the
jpctdchkinst command.
This message is output in
situations such as when a
prerequisite program is not
installed, a failure occurred
on the storage system, or a
problem exists with the
physical connection to the
storage system.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the status of the
prerequisite program,
storage system, and the
connection, resolve the
problem, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18866-W

Another program is already logged
in the storage system.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name)

The jpctdchkinst
command cannot log in to
the storage system because
another program is already
logged in to the system.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the Password Protection
facility is enabled, make
sure that no other program
is being used to log in to
the system, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF18867-W

Acquisition of performance
information from the storage system
stopped because a conflict with
other processing occurred.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, rc=error-code)

Inspection of the Agent
instance settings stopped
because of a conflict with
other processing in the
storage system.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command.

KAVF18868-E

5-218

The specified volume GUID is
invalid. (device=volume-GUID)
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The specified volume GUID
is invalid. If the Agent
instance is started with this
setting, the Agent Collector
service will terminate
abnormally.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Execute the jpctdlistraid
command to check GUID of
the volume, correct the
error, and then re-execute
the command.

KAVF18869-E

An attempt to login to the storage
system has failed.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, errno=errornumber)

An attempt to log in to the
storage system failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Take appropriate action by
following the message that
was output at the same
time. If you cannot resolve
the problem, contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18870-E

The specified user ID or password is
invalid. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, user
ID=user-ID)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
specified user ID or
password is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If Account Authentication is
enabled, make sure that the
user ID and password which
are used exclusively for
Agent for RAID and which
are specified in Storage
Navigator Modular are
correct. Then, execute the
jpcinssetup command to
specify the correct user ID
and password again. Lastly,
execute the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18871-E

A user ID is not specified.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
user ID was not specified
during the instance setup
that was executed by using
the jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message

Corrective Action
To monitor an HUS100
series or a Hitachi
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series storage system, if
Account Authentication is
enabled, you need an
account that has only the
Storage Administrator
(View Only) role and is
used exclusively for Agent
for RAID.
Make sure that the user ID
which is used exclusively for
Agent for RAID and which is
specified in Storage
Navigator Modular is
correct. Then, execute the
jpcinssetup command to
specify the correct user ID
and password again. Lastly,
execute the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18873-E

The role of the account is invalid.
You do not have the necessary
permissions. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name,
user ID=user-ID)

Appropriate permissions are
not set for the account
specified during the
instance setup that was
executed by using the
jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Use Storage Navigator
Modular to set the Storage
Administrator (View
Only) role only for the
account that is used
exclusively for Agent for
RAID. Then, execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct.

KAVF18874-E

The role of the account is invalid.
Modify permissions exist.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, user ID=user-ID)

Appropriate permissions are
not set for the account
specified during the
instance setup that was
executed by using the
jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Corrective Action
Use Storage Navigator
Modular to set the Storage
Administrator (View
Only) role only for the
account that is used
exclusively for Agent for
RAID, and delete all the
other roles. And then,
execute the jpctdchkinst
command to make sure that
the instance settings are
correct.

KAVF18875-E

You cannot login because the
maximum number of users are
logged in. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name,
user ID=user-ID)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
maximum number of users
who can log in to the
storage system has been
reached.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Log out of the sessions of
other programs that have
logged in to the HUS100
series or Hitachi
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series.

KAVF18876-E

You cannot login because the
specified account is disabled.
(unitname=storage-system-nameor-instance-name, user ID=user-ID)

You cannot log in to the
storage system because the
specified account is invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The specified account is set
to disabled. Use Storage
Navigator Modular to check
the status of the account.
After setting the account to
enabled, execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct.

KAVF18877-E

The session was disconnected.
The session has been
(unitname=storage-system-namedisconnected.
or-instance-name, user ID=user-ID) (S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The account that is used
exclusively for Agent for
RAID is disabled due to
some cause such as a
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
forced logout, or is in the
invalid status due to some
other cause. Use Storage
Navigator Modular to check
the status of the account
that is used exclusively for
Agent for RAID.
If the error cannot be
resolved, use the jpcras
command to collect
maintenance information,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18878-E

The specified storage system is not
supported.

The specified storage
system is not supported.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the
monitored storage system
is a supported model.

KAVF18879-E

An error occurred while secure
communication with the storage
system. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, rc=APIreturn-value)

An error occurred during
secure communication with
the storage system.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the status of the
storage system and
connection environment. If
the error cannot be
resolved, use the jpcras
command to collect
maintenance information,
and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF18880-E

Possible error causes are as
followings:

The specified Agent
instance information might
be invalid, or there might
-The specified IP address or host
be a communication
name of the target storage system
problem between the Agent
is incorrect.
host and the storage
-The target storage system does not system. If the Agent
support the secure port function.
instance is started with the
current settings, Agent
-The target storage system is
Collector will not be able to
inactive.
collect information.
-A communication error has
(S)
occurred.
-The port number of the target
storage system is incorrect.
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Stops command execution.
(O)

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the following and
take appropriate action to
resolve the communication
problem between the Agent
host and the storage
system, and then reexecute the command:
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•

The IP address or host
name of the storage
system specified as
information of an Agent
instance might be
incorrect. Use the
jpcinssetup command
to set the correct IP
address or host name
of the storage system.

•

The storage system
might not have started.
Check the status of the
storage system. If the
storage system has not
started, start it.

•

The storage system
might be in the process
of restarting. Wait until
it has restarted.

•

An error might have
occurred on a
communication device
between the storage
system and the Agent
host. Correct the error
on the communication
device.

•

If the default port
number of the storage
system has been
changed, the port
number specified in the
services file on the
Agent host might be
different than the port
number of the storage
system. Specify the
storage system port
number as the port
number in the
services file on the
Agent host. For details
on how to set the port
number, refer to the
documentation for the
storage system being
used.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

If secure
communication is
already enabled, the
storage system might
not support secure
communication.
Hitachi AMS/WMS
series storage system,
which does not support
secure communication,
uses the jpcinssetup
command to specify N
or n for Secure Port
function? in the
instance information.
For the HUS100 series,
Hitachi AMS2000
series, and Hitachi SMS
series, update the
microcode version of
the storage system. For
details on the
correspondence
between the microcode
versions of storage
systems and Agent for
RAID functions, see the
explanation of records
in the Tuning Manager
Hardware Reports
Reference.
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•

If IPv6 addresses are
being used for storage
systems that have been
specified in the Agent
instance information,
the Agent host might
not support connections
using an IPv6 address.
Set up an IPv6
environment for the
Agent host

•

If Agent for RAID is
installed on an AIX
host, IPv6 addresses
might be used for
storage systems that
have been specified in
the Agent instance
information. If an IPv6
address is being used,
change it to an IPv4
address, and then
update the instance
information.

Message ID
KAVF18881-E

Message
Possible error causes are as
followings:
-The specified IP address or host
name of the target storage system
is incorrect.
-The non-secure port status on the
storage system is disabled.
-The target storage system is
inactive.
-A communication error has
occurred.
-The port number of the target
storage system is incorrect.

Corrective Action
The specified Agent
instance information might
be invalid, or there might
be a communication
problem between the Agent
host and the storage
system. If the Agent
instance is started with the
current settings, Agent
Collector will not be able to
collect information.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the following and
take appropriate action to
resolve the communication
problem between the Agent
host and the storage
system, and then reexecute the command:
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•

The IP address or host
name of the storage
system specified as
information of an Agent
instance might be
incorrect. Use the
jpcinssetup command
to set the correct IP
address or host name
of the storage system.

•

The storage system
might not have started.
Check the status of the
storage system. If the
storage system has not
started, start it.

•

The storage system
might be in the process
of restarting. Wait until
it has restarted.

•

An error might have
occurred on a
communication device
between the storage
system and the Agent
host. Correct the error
on the communication
device.

•

If the default port
number of the storage
system has been
changed, the port
number specified in the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
services file on the
Agent host and the port
number of the storage
system might differ.
Re-specify the storage
system port number as
the port number in the
services file on the
Agent host. For details
on how to set the port
number, refer to the
documentation for the
storage system being
used.
•

If secure
communication is not
used, the usual storage
system port might be
disabled. Restore the
port to enabled status.
For details on how to
set the port status,
refer to the
documentation for the
storage system being
used.
To enable secure
communication, use the
jpcinssetup command
to specify Y or y for
Secure Port
function? in the
instance information.
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•

If IPv6 addresses are
being used for storage
systems that have been
specified in the Agent
instance information,
the Agent host might
not support connections
using an IPv6 address.
Set up an IPv6
environment for the
Agent host

•

If Agent for RAID is
installed on an AIX
host, IPv6 addresses
might be used for
storage systems that
have been specified in
the Agent instance
information. If an IPv6
address is being used,
change it to an IPv4
address, and then

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
update the instance
information.

KAVF18882-E

The specified IP address is incorrect,
or it failed in the name resolution of
the host name. (unitname=storagesystem-name-or-instance-name,
error number=error-number)

An incorrect IP address
might have been specified
for the instance setting IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 0) or IP Address
or Host Name (Controller
1), or host name resolution
might have failed.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
The following lists possible
causes of the error and
their corrective actions.
After correcting the
problem, execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct:
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•

The IP address or host
name of a storage
system specified in an
Agent instance might
be incorrect. Use the
jpcinssetup command
to specify the correct IP
address or host name
of the storage system,
and then update the
instance information.

•

The host name
resolution might have
failed by attempting to
use the IP address of a
storage system
specified in an Agent
instance. Specify a
valid host name or IP
address in the hosts
file to correct the name
resolution problem.

•

If IPv6 addresses are
being used for storage
systems that have been
specified in the Agent
instance information,
the Agent host might
not support connections
using an IPv6 address.
Set up an IPv6
environment for the
Agent host, or use the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
jpcinssetup command
to change the IP
address to an IPv4
address, and then
update the instance
information.
•

KAVF18883-E

The protocol version of IP address or
the host name specified for
controller 0 and controller 1 do not
match. (unitname=storage-systemname-or-instance-name, error
number=error-number)

If Agent for RAID is
installed on an AIX
host, IPv6 addresses
might be used for
storage systems that
have been specified in
the Agent instance
information. If an IPv6
address is being used,
change it to an IPv4
address, and then
update the instance
information.

An IPv4 address has been
specified for one of the
following instance items,
but an IPv6 address has
been specified for the
other: IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0) and IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 1).
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Use the same protocol
version (either IPv4 or
IPv6) to specify IP
addresses for the instance
settings IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0) and IP
Address or Host Name
(Controller 1), and then
update the instance
information. After the
instance information has
been updated, execute the
jpctdchkinst command to
make sure that the instance
settings are correct.

Agent Messages (Agent for RAID Map)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for RAID Map messages,
lists the messages output to syslog and the Windows event log, and lists and
explains the messages.
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Message Output Destinations (Agent for RAID Map)
Table 5-22 Output Destinations of Agent for RAID Map Messages on page
5-229 lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for RAID
Map.

Table 5-22 Output Destinations of Agent for RAID Map Messages
Output Destinations

Message ID

•

Common message
log

KAVF19604 - KAVF19605, KAVF19607, KAVF19608, KAVF19612
- KAVF19615, KAVF19619, KAVF19635 - KAVF19657,
KAVF19659 - KAVF19673, KAVF19675 - KAVF19679

•

Common message
log

KAVF19600 - KAVF19603, KAVF19606, KAVF19609,
KAVF19610, KAVF19620, KAVF19631, KAVF19633, KAVF19634

•

syslog

•

Windows event log

•

Other than the
above
See Note

KAVF19006 - KAVF19020, KAVF19024, KAVF19027 KAVF19030, KAVF19038 - KAVF19041, KAVF19100 KAVF19110, KAVF19112 - KAVF19120, KAVF19150 KAVF19153, KAVF19203 - KAVF19207, KAVF19209 KAVF19220, KAVF19251 - KAVF19255, KAVF19300 KAVF19310, KAVF19312 - KAVF19319, KAVF19350 KAVF19354, KAVF19400 - KAVF19410, KAVF19412 KAVF19419, KAVF19450, KAVF19451, KAVF19500 KAVF19510, KAVF19512 - KAVF19518, KAVF19550, KAVF19551

Note: Messages from KAVF19006 to KAVF19551 are output to the following
files:
•

In Windows
installation-destination-folder-for Agent-for-RAID-Map\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\log\hldu_err.log
installation-destination-folder-for Agent-for-RAID-Map\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\log\hldu_err_bak.log

•

In UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/HLDUtility/log/hldu_err.log
/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/HLDUtility/log/hldu_err_bak.log

Messages Output to Syslog and the Windows Event Log (Agent for
RAID Map)
This section lists the messages that Agent for RAID Map outputs to syslog
and to the Windows event log.
System log events are output to the syslog file. For information about where
the syslog file is stored, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
path is /etc/syslogd.conf).
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
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The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.

In the case of an event issued by Agent for RAID Map, the identifier PFMRAIDMap is displayed in the Source column of the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-23 Messages that Agent for RAID Map Outputs to Syslog and
Windows Event Log on page 5-230 lists the messages that Agent for RAID
Map outputs to syslog and to the Windows event log.

Table 5-23 Messages that Agent for RAID Map Outputs to Syslog and
Windows Event Log
Message ID
KAVF19600-I

Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

LOG_DAEMON

LOG_INFO

KAVF19601-I

Event ID
19600

Type
Information

19601

KAVF19602-E

LOG_ERR

19602

KAVF19603-E

19603

KAVF19606-E

19606

KAVF19609-E

19609

KAVF19610-E

19610

KAVF19620-E

19620

KAVF19631-E

19631

KAVF19633-E

19633

KAVF19634-E

19634

Error

Messages (Agent for RAID Map)
Table 5-24 Messages Issued by Agent for RAID Map on page 5-230 explains
the messages issued by Agent for RAID Map, and explains what actions to
take in response to the messages.

Table 5-24 Messages Issued by Agent for RAID Map
Message ID
KAVF19006-E

Message
Cannot find the file.

Corrective Action
The execution result log file does
not exist.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19007-E

Cannot copy the file.(The file is
busy.)

The execution result log file
cannot be copied.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19008-E

Cannot remove the file.(The file is
busy.)

The execution result log file
cannot be deleted.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19009-E

Permission denied.

You do not have required
execution permission.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19010-E

This OS is not supported.

The operating system cannot be
identified.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Check the type or the version of
the operation system.

KAVF19011-E

Fail to invoke sub-command.

The sub-command could not be
started.
(S)
The items that were successfully
obtained will be updated.
Updating will be postponed for
any performance data that was to
be obtained by the failed
subcommand.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19012-E

Hldutil detects an unrecoverable
error.

The internal command hldutil
cannot be executed.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19013-E

Cannot find hldutil.conf.

The settings file was not found.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19014-E

A line in hldutil.conf has more than The content of the settings file is
512 characters.
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19015-E

Cannot find [OS Name] section in The content of the settings file is
hldutil.conf.
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19016-E

Cannot find [DKC List] section in
hldutil.conf.

The content of the settings file is
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.
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Message ID
KAVF19017-W

Message

Corrective Action

Cannot find [HISTORY] section in The content of the settings file is
hldutil.conf.
invalid.
(S)
The default value is assumed to
be set in the [HISTORY] section
value, and operations are
performed.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19018-E

Cannot find valid OS names in
hldutil.conf.

The content of the settings file is
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19019-E

Cannot find valid product names in The content of the settings file is
hldutil.conf.
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19020-E

A product name in [DKC List] has The content of the settings file is
more than 16 characters.
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19024-E

Invalid description in configuration The format of the settings file is
file. (Line: line-number)
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19027-E

Insufficient memory.

There is insufficient memory.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory, and re-execute.

KAVF19028-E

Cannot determine privilege level.

Execution privileges cannot be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19029-E

Internal Error (module-number
error-code)

An internal error occurred.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19030-E

Invalid directory structure.

The directory structure is invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Follow the instructions given by
the message that was output to
the common message log at the
same time as this message.

KAVF19038-E

Invalid the file.

The specified file is not an
execution result log file.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19039-W

Cannot remove the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
deleted.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Use the DEL command or its
equivalent to delete the indicated
file.
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Message ID
KAVF19040-W

Message
Cannot rename the file. (src =
source-file-name, dst =
destination-file-name)

Corrective Action
An attempt to rename the
temporary file has failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19041-E

An error occurred in an OS API.
(name=API-name, rc=API-errorcode)

An error occurred in an API of the
OS. The code indicated in APIerror-code can be obtained by
using errno (for system call or
the runtime library of C) or
GetLastError (for Win32API).
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring as much as possible,
but all operations or requests will
be rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
The cause of the error can be
determined from the API name
indicated in API-name and the
code indicated in API-error-code.
If the cause cannot be
determined or if the problem
occurs frequently and the error is
not resolved, collect maintenance
information by using the jpcras
command, and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF19100-E

Failed to write log records.
(temporary-log-file-name)

A temporary log file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check that the disk can be read
from and written to, and contains
sufficient unused capacity.

KAVF19101-E

Failed to obtain device special file
name. (special-file-name)

The special file name could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the format
command runs normally.

KAVF19102-E

The log file seems to have some
records. (temporary-log-filename)

A temporary log file already
exists. A third party may have
created the temporary log file
incorrectly.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.

KAVF19103-E

Cannot find the file. (temporarylog-file-name)

A temporary log file does not
exist.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19104-W

Cannot create the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file cannot be
created.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19105-W

Failed to write records to the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19106-W

Failed to invoke mount (1m)
command.

The mount command could not
obtain information.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the mount
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
mount command.

KAVF19107-W

Failed to invoke 'vxdisk list'
command.

An error occurred in the vxdisk
list command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the VxVM environment.
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vxdisk command.

KAVF19108-W

Failed to read records from the
file. (temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
read.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the
temporary file indicated in the
message.

KAVF19109-E

Failed to invoke hldu_dkchk
command.

The internal command
hldu_dkchk cannot be executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19110-W

Cannot remove the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
deleted.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Use the rm command or its
equivalent to delete the indicated
file.

KAVF19112-W

Failed to open the special file.
(special-file, error=error-number)

The special file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
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Corrective Action
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
device special file.

KAVF19113-W

Cannot obtain disk device
information. (DKIOCINFO IOCTL
(device name = device file name)
(error = error-number))

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19114-W

Failed to invoke command-name
command.

The command could not be
executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19115-W

Cannot obtain disk device
information. (INQUIRY IOCTL
(device name = device file name)
(error = error-number))

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.
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Message ID
KAVF19116-W

Message
Failed to open the 'hldutil.conf'.

Corrective Action
The attempt to open the settings
file failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The hldutil.conf file cannot be
found. Reinstall the program.

KAVF19117-W

Failed to open the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
file.

KAVF19118-W

Failed to invoke 'metastat'
command.

An error occurred in the
metastat command.
(S)
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
metastat command.

KAVF19119-W

Failed to invoke 'metaset'
command.

An error occurred in the metaset
command.
(S)
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
metaset command.

KAVF19120-W

Failed to invoke 'vxprint'
command.

An error occurred in the vxprint
command.
(S)
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Corrective Action
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vxprint command.

KAVF19150-W

Failed to invoke 'vxdmpadm'
command. (DMP name)

An error occurred in the
vxdmpadm command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the vxdmpadm
command: for example, when an
attempt is made to enable a
controller that cannot be used.
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Make sure that the vxdmpadm
command is running.

KAVF19151-W

Failed to invoke 'prtconf -vP'
command.

An error occurred in the prtconf
command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the prtconf command.
The information will not be
obtained but the processing will
continue executing.
(O)
Check the running status of the
prtconf command.

KAVF19152-E

Insufficient memory.

There is insufficient memory.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory, and then retry.

KAVF19153-W

Failed to invoke 'zpool status'
command.(errno=error-code)

An error occurred in the zpool
status command.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Confirm that the ZFS pool
environment is running normally.

KAVF19203-E

Cannot find file. (temporary-logfile-name)

A temporary log file does not
exist.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19204-E

Failed to write log records.
(temporary-log-file-name)

A temporary log file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19205-E

Cannot create the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file (log) needed for
processing could not be created.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
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Corrective Action
disk, or some other problem
prevents writing.

KAVF19206-E

Failed to write records to the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19207-W

Cannot remove the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
deleted.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Use the DEL command or its
equivalent to delete the indicated
file.

KAVF19209-W

Cannot obtain disk device
information.

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19210-E

Cannot find hldutil.conf.

The settings file was not found.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
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Corrective Action
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The hldutil.conf file cannot be
found. Reinstall the program.

KAVF19211-E

Failed to invoke sub-command.
(subcommand-name)

The sub-command could not be
started.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19212-E

Insufficient memory.

Insufficient memory
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory, and re-execute.

KAVF19213-E

Permission denied.

You do not have execution
privileges.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
A user who is a member of the
Administrators group or who has
root privileges must execute this
command.
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Message ID
KAVF19214-E

Message
Cannot determine privilege level.

Corrective Action
Execution privileges cannot be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
A user who is a member of the
Administrators group or who has
root privileges must execute this
command.

KAVF19215-E

Internal Error (module-number
error-code)

An internal error occurred.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
The file may be corrupted. If this
error often occurs, reinstall the
file.

KAVF19216-E

A line in hldutil.conf is incorrect.

The content of the settings file is
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
hldutil.conf may be corrupted.
Reinstall the program.

KAVF19217-E

Line line-number of hldutil.conf is
incorrect.

The format of the settings file is
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
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Corrective Action
hldutil.conf may be corrupted.
Reinstall the program.

KAVF19218-E

A product name in [DKC List] has The content of the settings file is
more than 16 characters.
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
hldutil.conf may be corrupted.
Reinstall the program.

KAVF19219-E

Cannot find [DKC List] section in
hldutil.conf.

The content of the settings file is
invalid.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
hldutil.conf may be corrupted.
Reinstall the program.

KAVF19220-E

A sub-command is terminated
abnormally.

An error occurred in the subcommand
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
The internal command ended
abnormally. For details, see the
error log.

KAVF19251-W

Failed to invoke 'dlnkmgr view
the-option-argument' command.

An error occurred in the dlnkmgr
command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the dlnkmgr command.
The information will not be
obtained but the processing will
continue executing.
(O)
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Corrective Action
Check the running status of the
dlnkmgr command.

KAVF19252-W

This VxVM is not supported.

The VxVM version cannot be
identified.
(S)
This error occurs when the VxVM
version is not supported. The
information will not be obtained
but the processing will continue
executing.
(O)
Check the VxVM version.

KAVF19253-E

The command interpreter was not
found. (rc=return-value,
error=error-number)

The command interpreter was not
found.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the environment
is appropriate for the executing
command interpreter by checking
the values of the environment
variables ComSpec and path.

KAVF19254-E

An attempt to execute the ver
command has failed. (rc=returnvalue, error=error-number,
cmd=command)

An attempt to execute the ver
command has failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the operational status of
the ver command.

KAVF19255-E

An attempt to acquire the
computer name has failed.
(error=error-number)

An attempt to acquire the
computer name has failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19300-E

Failed to write log records. (filename)

A temporary log file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check that the disk can be read
from and written to, and contains
sufficient unused capacity.

KAVF19301-E

Failed to obtain device special file
name. (special-file-name)

The special file name could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the format
command runs normally.

KAVF19302-E

The log file seems to have some
records. (log-file-name)

A temporary log file already
exists. A third party may have
created the temporary log file
incorrectly.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
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Message ID
KAVF19303-E

Message
Cannot find the file. (log-filename)

Corrective Action
A temporary log file does not
exist.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19304-W

Cannot create the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file cannot be
created.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19305-W

Failed to write records to the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19306-W

Failed to invoke lsvg command.

The lsvg command could not
obtain information.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the lsvg
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Corrective Action
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
lsvg command.

KAVF19307-W

Failed to invoke lspv command.

An error occurred in the lspv
command.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the lspv
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
lspv command.

KAVF19308-W

Failed to read records from the
file. (temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
read.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
temporary file.

KAVF19309-E

Failed to invoke hldu_dkchk
command.

The internal command
(hldu_dkchk) cannot be
executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.
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Message ID
KAVF19310-W

Message
Cannot remove the file.
(temporary-file-name)

Corrective Action
A temporary file could not be
deleted.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Use the rm command or its
equivalent to delete the indicated
file.

KAVF19312-W

Failed to open the I/O-controller
device file. (device-file-name,
error=error-number)

An attempt to open the device file
of the I/O controller failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
I/O controller device file.

KAVF19313-W

Cannot obtain disk device
Device information could not be
information. (START IOCTL (device obtained.
name = device file name) (error = (S)
error-number))
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19314-W

Failed to invoke command-name
command.

The system failed to execute the
command.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
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Corrective Action
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19315-W

Cannot obtain disk device
information. (INQUIRY IOCTL
(device name = device file name)
(error = error-number))

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19316-W

Failed to open the 'hldutil.conf'.

hldutil.conf could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The hldutil.conf file cannot be
found. Reinstall the program.

KAVF19317-W

Failed to open the file.
(temporary-file-name)

The temporary file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
temporary file.
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Message ID
KAVF19318-W

Message
Failed to obtain I/O-controller
device name. (device-file-name)

Corrective Action
The SCSI controller device file
could not be opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the SCSI
controller device file (indicated in
the device file name) that
controls I/O for the device.

KAVF19319-W

Failed to function-name.
(maintenance information)

An error occurred during ODM
connection.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the connections to the
storage system.
For AIX, check that the
environment variable ODMDIR is
set. If the variable is not set, set
it.

KAVF19350-W

An error occurred in the 'dlnkmgr
view -drv' command.

An error occurred in the dlnkmgr
view -drv command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the dlnkmgr command.
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
dlnkmgr command.

KAVF19351-W

An error occurred in the 'dlnkmgr
view the-option-argument'
command.

An error occurred in the dlnkmgr
view the-option-argument
command.
(S)
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Message

Corrective Action
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the dlnkmgr command.
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
dlnkmgr command.

KAVF19352-W

Failed to invoke mount(1m)
command.

The mount command could not
obtain information.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the mount
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
mount command.

KAVF19353-W

Failed to invoke 'vxdisk list'
command.

An error occurred in the vxdisk
list command.
(S)
This error occurs when either the
OS does not support the vxdisk
command, or the VxVM
environment does not exist. The
information will not be obtained,
but processing will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vxdisk command. If the VxVM
environment does not exist,
ignore this message.

KAVF19354-W

Failed to invoke 'vxdmpadm'
command. (DMP-name)

An error occurred in the
vxdmpadm command.
(S)
This error occurs in situations
such as when an attempt is made
to enable a controller that cannot
be used. The information will not
be obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vxdmpadm command.

KAVF19400-E

Failed to write log records. (filename)

A temporary log file could not be
written.
(S)
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Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check that the disk can be read
from and written to, and contains
sufficient unused capacity.

KAVF19401-E

Failed to obtain device special file
name. (special-file-name)

The special file name could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the ioscan
command runs normally, and
then re-execute.

KAVF19402-E

The log file seems to have some
records. (log-file-name)

A temporary log file already
exists. A third party may have
created the temporary log file
incorrectly.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.

KAVF19403-E

Cannot find the file. (log-filename)

A temporary log file does not
exist.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
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Corrective Action
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19404-W

Cannot create the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file cannot be
created.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19405-W

Failed to write records to the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19406-W

Failed to invoke mount (1m)
command.

The mount command could not
obtain information.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the mount
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
mount command.

KAVF19407-W

Failed to invoke 'vxdisk list'
command.

An error occurred in the vxdisk
list command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the VxVM environment.
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Corrective Action
The information will not be
obtained, but processing will
continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vxdisk command.

KAVF19408-W

Failed to read records from the
file. (temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
read.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
temporary file.

KAVF19409-E

Failed to invoke hldu_dkchk
command.

The internal command
(hldu_dkchk) cannot be
executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19410-W

Cannot remove the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
deleted.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Use the rm command or its
equivalent to delete the indicated
file.

KAVF19412-W

Failed to open the special file.
(special-file-name, error=errornumber)

The special file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the ioscan
command runs normally, and
then re-execute.

KAVF19413-W

Cannot obtain disk device
information. (DESCRIBE IOCTL
(device name = device file name)
(error = error-number))

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19414-W

Failed to invoke command-name
command.

The command cannot be invoked.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19415-W

Cannot obtain disk device
information. (INQUIRY IOCTL

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
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Message ID

Message
(device name = device file name)
(error = error-number))

Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19416-W

Failed to open the 'hldutil.conf'.

The settings file (hldutil.conf)
could not be opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The hldutil.conf file cannot be
found. Reinstall the program.

KAVF19417-W

Failed to open the file.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
temporary file.

KAVF19418-W

Failed to invoke vgdisplay
command.

An error occurred in the
vgdisplay command.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the vgdisplay
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vgdisplay command.
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Message ID
KAVF19419-W

Message
Failed to invoke scsimgr
command.

Corrective Action
An error occurred in the scsimgr
command.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the scsimgr
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
scsimgr command.

KAVF19450-W

Failed to invoke 'dlnkmgr view drv' command.

An error occurred in the dlnkmgr
command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the dlnkmgr command.
The information will not be
obtained but the processing will
continue executing.
(O)
Check the running status of the
dlnkmgr command.

KAVF19451-E

Insufficient memory.

There is insufficient memory.
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory, and then retry.

KAVF19500-E

An attempt to write log records
has failed. (file-name)

A temporary log file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check that the disk can be read
from and written to, and contains
sufficient unused capacity.
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Message ID
KAVF19501-E

Message
An attempt to obtain the device
special file name has failed.
(special-file-name)

Corrective Action
The special file name could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the content of
the /proc/partitions file is
correct.

KAVF19502-E

The log file already exists. (logfile-name)

A temporary log file already
exists. A third party may have
created the temporary log file
incorrectly.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.

KAVF19503-E

The file could not be found. (logfile-name)

A temporary log file does not
exist.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19504-W

The file cannot be created.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file cannot be
created.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19505-W

An attempt to write records to the
file has failed. (temporary-filename)

A temporary file could not be
written.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether there is not
enough unused capacity on the
disk, or whether there is some
other problem.

KAVF19506-W

An attempt to invoke mount (8)
command has failed.

The mount command could not
obtain information.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the mount
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
mount command.

KAVF19507-W

An attempt to invoke 'vgdisplay'
command has failed.

An error occurred in the
vgdisplay command.
(S)
This error occurs when the OS
does not support the vgdisplay
command. The information will
not be obtained, but processing
will continue.
(O)
Check the running status of the
vgdisplay command.

KAVF19508-W

An attempt to read records from
A temporary file could not be
the file has failed. (temporary-file- read.
name)
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
temporary file.

KAVF19509-E

An attempt to invoke hldu_dkchk
command has failed.

The internal command
(hldu_dkchk) cannot be
executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19510-W

The file cannot be deleted.
(temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
deleted.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Use the rm command or its
equivalent to delete the indicated
file.

KAVF19512-W

An attempt to open the special file
has failed. (special-file-name,
error= error-number)

The special file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the contents of
the /proc/partitions file are
correct.

KAVF19513-W

Disk device information cannot be
obtained.
(SCSI_IOCTL_GET_IDLUN (device
name = error-number))

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19514-W

An attempt to invoke the
command-name command has
failed.

The command cannot be invoked.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the system is
overloaded or insufficient
memory prevents the program
from being executed, and then
re-execute. If this error occurs
repeatedly, reinstall the program.

KAVF19515-W

Disk device information cannot be
obtained. (INQUIRY IOCTL (device
name = device-file-name)(error =
error-number))

Device information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the power supply and
connections to the storage
system.

KAVF19516-W

An attempt to open the
'hldutil.conf' file has failed.

The settings file (hldutil.conf)
could not be opened.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The hldutil.conf file cannot be
found. Reinstall the program.

KAVF19517-W

An attempt to open the file has
failed. (temporary-file-name)

A temporary file could not be
opened.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the status of the indicated
temporary file.

KAVF19518-W

Failed to invoke OS command.
(command-name rc=returnedvalue error=error-number)

An attempt to execute the OS
command failed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the OS command
operates normally.

KAVF19550-W

Failed to invoke 'dlnkmgr view drv' command.

An error occurred in the dlnkmgr
command.
(S)
This error occurs when a problem
exists in the environment for
executing the dlnkmgr command.
The information will not be
obtained but the processing will
continue executing.
(O)
Check the running status of the
dlnkmgr command.

KAVF19551-E

Insufficient memory.
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There is insufficient memory.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
The Agent service attempts to
continue monitoring, but all other
operations or requests will be
rejected. Also, collection of
performance data is skipped for
this collection interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory, and then retry.

KAVF19600-I

Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID).

Starting and initializing the Agent
Collector service has finished.
(S)
Collecting the performance data
begins.

KAVF19601-I

Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID).

The Agent Collector service will
stop due to a stop request of the
jpcstop command or a Windows
service termination.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.

KAVF19602-E

Agent Collector could not start.
(rc=maintenance-code)

The Agent Collector service
processing cannot continue
because starting and initializing
the Agent Collector service failed.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Confirm syslog (for UNIX) or the
eventlog (for Windows), or
confirm the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common message
log, and follow the instructions.

KAVF19603-E

Agent Collector has aborted.
(rc=maintenance-code)

The Agent Collector service
processing cannot continue
because a fatal error occurred
during the operation.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Confirm syslog (for UNIX) or the
eventlog (for Windows), or
confirm the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common message
log, and follow the instructions.
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Message ID
KAVF19604-E

Message
Insufficient system resources.
(name=API-name, rc=error-code)

Corrective Action
System memory or the handle
resource is insufficient. Resource
required for the system is
insufficient, or the system is
unstable because of another
application's resource leak.
The name indicated in API-name
is the API which detected the
insufficiency of the system
resource. The error code
indicated in error-code can be
obtained by using errno (for a
system call or the runtime library
of C) or GetLastError (for
Win32API).
(S)
If this error occurs during startup
processing, the Agent Collector
service ends abnormally.
If this error occurs after startup
has finished (that is, during
operation), the Agent service
continues monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Reserve the system resources.
The resource limits (such as data
segment size) might have been
reached. Check the system
settings.

KAVF19605-E

An error occurred in an OS API.
(name=API-name, rc=API-errorcode)

An error occurred in an API of the
operating system. Code indicated
in API-error-code can be obtained
by using errno (for system call or
the runtime library of C) or
GetLastError (for Win32API).
(S)
If this error occurs during startup
processing, the Agent Collector
service ends abnormally.
If this error occurs after startup
has finished (that is, during
operation), the Agent service
continues monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
The error cause may be
determined from API-name and
the API error-code.
If the cause cannot be
determined or If the problem
occurs frequently and the error is
not resolved, collect maintenance
information by using the jpcras
command, and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF19606-E

An error occurred in a function.
(name=function-name, rc=returnvalue)

A function error occurred in the
function interface between the
internal controls.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19607-E

A file or directory cannot be
accessed. (path=path)

An error other than insufficient
unused capacity on the disk
occurred during the processing
for creating, deleting, reading, or
writing a file.
The cause may be whether:
•

The file does not exist.

•

You do not have the proper
access permission.

•

The file system is
unmounted.

•

The path that must be
specified as a file is specified
as a directory (invalid
environment).

(S)
If this error occurs during startup
processing, the Agent Collector
service ends abnormally.
If this error occurs after startup
has finished (that is, during
operation), the Agent service
continues monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Confirm the file status and
remove the error.

KAVF19608-E

An attempt to create a file or
directory failed. (path=path,
rc=return-value)

Creating or extending the file or a
directory failed.
(S)
If this error occurs during startup
processing, the Agent Collector
service ends abnormally.
If this error occurs after startup
has finished (that is, during
operation), the Agent service
continues monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Confirm the file or the directory
indicated in path and then
remove the error cause.

KAVF19609-E

The system environment is
incorrect. (rc=maintenance-code)

The system environment is
invalid.
This phenomenon occurs when
the installation or the setup is
incomplete, or when the file
system and the registry was
deleted or changed incorrectly.
If you are in a situation of not
being able to use a message
catalog, the message is output in
English even in a Japanese
environment.
(S)
Aborts the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Reinstall the system, or back up
all the required data and remove
the programs, and then reinstall
the system.
If the cause cannot be
determined, collect maintenance
information by using the jpcras
command, and then contact the
system administrator.

KAVF19610-E

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

The Agent Collector service
processing stopped because a
signal was received.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Agent Collector service ends.

KAVF19612-E

An internal command error
occurred. Please examine the log
file.

An error occurred in the internal
command.
(S)
If this error occurs during startup
processing, the Agent Collector
service ends abnormally.
If this error occurs after startup
has finished (that is, during
operation), the Agent service
continues monitoring as much as
possible, but all operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19613-E

Os information could not be
obtained.

Os information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19614-E

Internet Protocol address
information cannot be acquired.

IP address information could not
be obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19615-E

Filesystem information could not
be obtained.

File system information could not
be obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19619-W

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (signal=signal-number)

The Agent Collector service
processing was stopped, because
a signal was received while it was
running.
(S)
The Agent Collector service ends.

KAVF19620-E

The service cannot be started
because it is already running.

The service is already running.
You cannot run a duplicated
service.
(S)
Cancels the launch of the service.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list command
to check the running status of the
service.

KAVF19631-E

Memory is insufficient.

There is insufficient memory.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19633-E

Illegal function parameter. NULL
value. (function=function-name,
param=parameter-number)

The function parameter is invalid.
It contains a null value.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19634-E

Illegal function parameter. Invalid
value. (function=function-name,
param=parameter-number)

The function parameter is invalid.
It contains an invalid value.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19635-E

OS information could not be
obtained. (function=functionname, errno=error-number)

Os information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
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Message

Corrective Action
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19636-E

OS information could not be
obtained. (command or
file=command-name-or-file-name,
rc=return-value)

An error occurred while a
command was being executed or
a file was being used.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19637-E

OS information could not be
obtained. Access is denied.
(command or file=commandname-or-file-name)

Access is denied.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
execute the command or perform
the file operation. Check that you
are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19638-E

OS information could not be
obtained. The command was not
found. (command=commandname)

The file or directory was not
found.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the command
exists. If the directory
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
configuration is invalid, you need
to reinstall.

KAVF19639-E

OS information could not be
obtained. There is no executable
file. (command or file=commandname-or-file-name)

The file cannot be executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The format of the executable file
may be invalid or the executable
file may be damaged. Check the
format of the executable file. If
the executable file is damaged,
reinstall the file.

KAVF19640-E

OS information could not be
obtained. Memory is insufficient.
(command or file=commandname-or-file-name)

Memory is insufficient.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19641-E

OS information could not be
The format of the operating
obtained. Invalid entry in OS
system information is invalid.
information data. (reason=reason- (S)
for-invalidity)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19642-E
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OS information could not be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. (errno=error-number)
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Os information could not be
obtained.
(S)

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19643-E

OS information could not be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. Access is denied.

Access is denied.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
perform the file operation. Check
that you are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19644-E

OS information could not be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. There is no such file or
directory.

The file or directory was not
found.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the file exists. If
the directory configuration is
invalid, you need to reinstall.

KAVF19645-E

OS information could not be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. Memory is insufficient.
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Memory is insufficient.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19646-E

OS information could not be
obtained. The work file cannot be
read. (errno=error-number)

Os information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19647-E

IP information cannot be obtained. IP information could not be
(function=function-name,
obtained.
errno=error-number)
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19648-E

IP information cannot be obtained.
(command or file=commandname-or-file-name, rc=returnvalue)

An error occurred during
command execution or a file
operation.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19649-E

IP information cannot be obtained. Access is denied.
Access is denied. (command or
(S)
file=command-name-or-file-name)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
execute the command or perform
the file operation. Check that you
are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19650-E

IP information cannot be obtained. The file or directory was not
There is no such file or directory.
found.
(command or file=command(S)
name-or-file-name)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the command or
the file exists. If the directory
configuration is invalid, you need
to reinstall.

KAVF19651-E

IP information cannot be obtained. The file cannot be executed.
There is no executable file.
(S)
(command or file=commandThe Agent service continues
name-or-file-name)
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The format of the executable file
may be invalid or the executable
file may be damaged. Check the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
format of the executable file. If
the executable file is damaged,
reinstall the file.

KAVF19652-E

IP information cannot be obtained. Memory is insufficient.
Memory is insufficient. (command (S)
or file=command-name-or-fileThe Agent service continues
name)
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19653-E

IP information cannot be obtained. The format of the IP information
There is an invalid entry in the IP
is invalid.
information data. (reason=reason- (S)
for-invalidity)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19654-E

IP information cannot be obtained. IP information could not be
The work file cannot be opened.
obtained.
(errno=error-number)
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF19655-E

Message

Corrective Action

IP information cannot be obtained. Access is denied.
The work file cannot be opened.
(S)
Access is denied.
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
perform the file operation. Check
that you are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19656-E

IP information cannot be obtained. The file or directory was not
The work file cannot be opened.
found.
There is no such file or directory.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the file exists. If
the directory configuration is
invalid, you need to reinstall.

KAVF19657-E

IP information cannot be obtained. Memory is insufficient.
The work file cannot be opened.
(S)
Memory is insufficient.
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19659-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. (function=functionname, errno=error-number)

FS information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19660-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. An attempt to execute
an internal command failed.
Access is denied.

Access is denied.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
execute the command. Check
that you are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19661-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. An attempt to execute
an internal command failed. There
is no such file or directory.

The file or directory was not
found.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the command or
the file exists. If the directory
configuration is invalid, you need
to reinstall.

KAVF19662-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. An attempt to execute
an internal command failed. There
is no executable file.

The file cannot be executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
The format of the executable file
may be invalid or the executable
file may be damaged. Check the
format of the executable file. If
the executable file is damaged,
reinstall the file.

KAVF19663-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. An attempt to execute
an internal command failed.
Memory is insufficient.

Memory is insufficient.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19664-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. An internal command
ended abnormally. (rc=returnvalue)

FS information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check the log of internal
commands.
For AIX, check that the
environment variable ODMDIR is
set. If the variable is not set, set
it.
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19665-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. The internal command
log file could not be obtained.
(errno=error-number)
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FS information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19666-E

FS information cannot be
Access is denied.
obtained. An internal command log (S)
file cannot be obtained. Access is
The Agent service continues
denied.
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
perform the file operation. Check
that you are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19667-E

FS information cannot be
The file or directory was not
obtained. An internal command log found.
file cannot be obtained. There is
(S)
no such file or directory.
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the file exists. If
the directory configuration is
invalid, you need to reinstall.

KAVF19668-E

FS information cannot be
Memory is insufficient.
obtained. An internal command log (S)
file cannot be obtained. Memory is
The Agent service continues
insufficient.
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.
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Message ID
KAVF19669-E

Message
FS information cannot be
obtained. The internal command
log data contains an invalid entry.
(reason=reason-for-invalidity)

Corrective Action
The format of the IP information
is invalid.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19670-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. (errno=error-number)

FS information could not be
obtained.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19671-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. Access is denied.

Access is denied.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
perform the file operation. Check
that you are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.
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Message ID
KAVF19672-E

Message
FS information cannot be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. There is no such file or
directory.

Corrective Action
The file or directory was not
found.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the file exists. If
the directory configuration is
invalid, you need to reinstall.

KAVF19673-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. The work file cannot be
opened. Memory is insufficient.

Memory is insufficient.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

KAVF19675-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. (command or
file=command-name-or-file-name,
rc=return-value)

An error occurred during
command execution or a file
operation.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
If the problem occurs frequently
and the error is not resolved,
collect maintenance information
by using the jpcras command,
and then contact the system
administrator.

KAVF19676-E
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FS information cannot be
obtained. Access is denied.
(command or file=commandname-or-file-name)
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Access is denied.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
You do not have permission to
execute the command or perform
the file operation. Check that you
are a member of the
Administrators group or have root
privileges needed to execute this
command.

KAVF19677-E

FS information cannot be
The file or directory was not
obtained. There is no such file or
found.
directory. (command or
(S)
file=command-name-or-file-name)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
Check whether the command or
the file exists. If the directory
configuration is invalid, you need
to reinstall.

KAVF19678-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. There is no executable
file. (command or file=commandname-or-file-name)

The file cannot be executed.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
(O)
The format of the executable file
may be invalid or the executable
file may be damaged. Check the
format of the executable file. If
the executable file is damaged,
reinstall the file.

KAVF19679-E

FS information cannot be
obtained. Memory is insufficient.
(command or file=commandname-or-file-name)
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Memory is insufficient.
(S)
The Agent service continues
monitoring to the extent possible,
but all other operations or
requests will be rejected. Also,
collection of performance data is
skipped for this collection
interval.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Increase the amount of free
memory.

Agent Messages (Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
messages, lists the messages output to the Windows event log, and lists and
explains the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)
Table 5-25 Output Destinations of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server Messages
on page 5-288 lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent
for Microsoft SQL Server.

Table 5-25 Output Destinations of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Messages
Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Common
message log

KAVF21200, KAVF21400 - KAVF21411, KAVF21600, KAVF21608,
KAVF21700, KAVF21614, KAVF21845

•

Common
message log

KAVF21001 - KAVF21004, KAVF21601 - KAVF21607, KAVF21609
- KAVF21613

•

Windows event
log

•

Agent log
(normal log)

KAVF21800 - KAVF21809, KAVF21818, KAVF21819, KAVF21823,
KAVF21825, KAVF21827, KAVF21847

•

Agent log (error
log)

KAVF21810 - KAVF21817, KAVF21820 - KAVF21822, KAVF21824,
KAVF21826, KAVF21828 - KAVF21844, KAVF21846

Messages Output to the Windows Event Log (Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server)
This section lists the messages that Agent for Microsoft SQL Server outputs to
the Windows event log.
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
•
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In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.
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•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.

For an event issued by Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, the identifier PFM-SQL
is displayed in the Source column of the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-26 Messages that Agent for Microsoft SQL Server Outputs to Windows
Event Log on page 5-289 lists the messages that Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server outputs to the Windows event log.

Table 5-26 Messages that Agent for Microsoft SQL Server Outputs to
Windows Event Log
Windows Event Log

Message ID

Event ID

Type

KAVF21001

21001

Information

KAVF21002

21002

Error

KAVF21003

21003

Information

KAVF21004

21004

Error

KAVF21601

21601

KAVF21602

21602

KAVF21603

21603

KAVF21604

21604

KAVF21605

21605

KAVF21606

21606

KAVF21607

21607

KAVF21609

21609

KAVF21610

21610

KAVF21611

21611

KAVF21612

21612

KAVF21613

21613

Messages (Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)
Table 5-27 Messages Issued by Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on page
5-290 explains the messages issued by Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, and
explains what actions to take in response to the messages.
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Table 5-27 Messages Issued by Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Message ID
KAVF21001-I

Message
Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
The Agent Collector service
terminated normally.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.

KAVF21002-E

Agent Collector has failed to
start.

An attempt to start the Agent
Collector service has failed.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was issued to the
common message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF21003-I

Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

Startup for the Agent Collector
service has completed.
(S)
Processing to collect performance
data for the Agent Collector service
starts.

KAVF21004-E

Agent Collector has stopped
abnormally.

The Agent Collector service
terminated abnormally.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to the
event log and common message log
and take appropriate action.

KAVF21200-I

The connection to the SQL
Server has been recovered.

Connection to Microsoft SQL Server
was recovered during record
collection processing.
(S)
Processing to collect records for the
Agent Collector service continues.

KAVF21400-W

An attempt to connect to the
SQL Server has failed.

A connection to the monitoring target
Microsoft SQL Server could not be
established.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Ensure that the Microsoft SQL Server
has been started. Also ensure that
the following items entered during
the creation of the instance
environment were correct:
•

Instance-name of Microsoft SQL
Server

•

SQL_HOST (host name)

•

SQL_USER (user name)

•

SQL_PASSWORD (password)

If the Instance-name of Microsoft
SQL Server is incorrect, cancel setup
of the instance environment, and
then set up the instance environment
again with a correct instance name.
If other items are incorrectly
specified, update the instance
environment with correct values.
KAVF21401-W

Data collection for recordname has failed.

The data necessary for creating the
record indicated by record-name
could not be collected.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
If this message is output repeatedly,
ensure that the system environment
settings for the monitoring target
system are correct. If you cannot
determine the cause of the problem,
collect maintenance information and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about how
to collect maintenance information,
see the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide
that describes troubleshooting.

KAVF21402-W

Agent Collector has failed in
opening the SQL Server log
file. (path=log-file-path)

An attempt to open the Microsoft
SQL Server error log file failed.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•
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SQL_ERRORLOG (error log file
name)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.

KAVF21403-W

Agent Collector has failed to
open registry key registryname, with error code
maintenance-code.

An attempt to open the registry
indicated by registry-name failed.
maintenance-code is a Win32 system
error code.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
Ensure that OS resources are
sufficient and that no error has
occurred in the OS itself.

KAVF21404-W

Agent Collector has failed to
get the value of registry key
registry-name, with error
code maintenance-code.

An attempt to load the registry
indicated by registry-name failed.
maintenance-code is a Win32 system
error code.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
Ensure that Microsoft SQL Server has
been installed correctly and that no
error has occurred in the OS itself.

KAVF21405-W

No entry for setting-item in
the service startup
initialization file. The default
value is default-value.

The value indicated by setting-item
could not be obtained from the
service startup initialization file.
(S)
Uses the default value for the setting
item.
(O)
Use the jpcinslist command to
confirm that each property of the
Agent has been set correctly. If there
is an error, reset the property.

KAVF21406-W

The specified file file-name is Because the specified error log file is
not an error log file of SQL
not an error log file of Microsoft SQL
Server.
Server, data on the Microsoft SQL
Server error log could not be
collected.
(S)
Data for the Microsoft SQL Server
error logs is not collected, and
processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•

SQL_ERRORLOG (error log file
name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with the correct setting.
KAVF21407-W

The version of the specified
error log file file-name of
SQL Server is not supported.

Because the specified error log file is
an error log file of Microsoft SQL
Server not supported by Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server, data on the
Microsoft SQL Server error log could
not be collected.
(S)
Data for the Microsoft SQL Server
error logs is not collected, and
processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
Ensure that the monitoring target
Microsoft SQL Server is a version
supported by Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server.

KAVF21408-W

Agent Collector could not
collect the record for the SQL
Server Log due to the wrong
format of jpcagt.ini file.

The record for the Microsoft SQL
Server error log could not be
collected because the jpcagt.ini
file was invalid.
(S)
Data for the Microsoft SQL Server
error logs is not collected, and
processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
First, check the following and take
the appropriate action:
•

Is access permission to the
jpcagt.ini file granted?
If not, assign access permission
to the jpcagt.ini file.

•

Is the jpcagt.ini file writeenabled?
If not, write-enable the
jpcagt.ini file.
If neither of the above is
applicable, the jpcagt.ini file is
damaged.
To repair the file:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
1.

Stop the service of the Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server instance
environment.

2.

Copy the jpcagt.ini.model file
to the jpcagt.ini file.
Copy source: installation-folder
\agtq\agent\instance-name
\jpcagt.ini.model
Copy destination: installationfolder\agtq\agent\instancename\jpcagt.ini

3.

Start the service of Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server.

4.

Set up record collection.
Use the jpcinssetup command
to specify an appropriate value
in each property of the Agent.

KAVF21409-W

Agent property setting-item
has been set to the minimum
value minimum-value since
the specified value exceeded
the lower limit of the
property.

The minimum allowed value was set,
because a value smaller than the
range of specifiable values was
specified as an Agent property.
(S)
Ignores the specified value, sets the
minimum value, and continues
processing.
(O)
Check whether the specified value is
acceptable. If it is not, re-specify an
appropriate value.

KAVF21410-W

Agent property setting-item
has been set to the
maximum value maximumvalue since the specified
value exceeded the upper
limit of the property.

The maximum allowed value was set,
because a value greater than the
range of specifiable values was
specified as an Agent property.
(S)
Ignores the specified value, sets the
maximum value, and continues
processing.
(O)
Check whether the specified value is
acceptable. If it is not, re-specify an
appropriate value.

KAVF21411-W

A non-numeral character is
specified to the Agent
property field.

The item value could not be updated,
because a non-numerical value was
specified in the Agent property field,
which requires a numerical value.
(S)
Ignores the specified value and
continues processing using the
existing value.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Make sure that only a numerical
value is specified.

KAVF21600-E

Initialization of the trace log
is failed due to: cause

An attempt to initialize log output
processing failed.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that no error has occurred in
the OS itself.

KAVF21601-E

Initialization of Agent
Collector has failed.

An attempt to load the service
startup initialization file failed during
startup processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the service startup
initialization file (jpcagt.ini) is
located under installation-folder
\agtq\agent\instance-name.

KAVF21602-E

No entry for the SQL Server
instance name in the service
startup initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the instance
name of the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server instance from the service
startup initialization file failed during
startup processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•

Instance-name of Microsoft SQL
Server

If this item is incorrectly specified,
cancel setup of the instance
environment, and then set up the
instance environment again with a
correct instance name.
KAVF21603-E

No login ID for instance
instance-name in the service
startup initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the account
name (user name) of the monitored
Microsoft SQL Server instance from
the service startup initialization file
failed during startup processing for
the Agent Collector service.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•

SQL_USER (user-name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21604-E

No password entry for
instance instance-name in
the service startup
initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the password of
the monitored Microsoft SQL Server
instance from the service startup
initialization file failed during startup
processing for the Agent Collector
service.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•

SQL_PASSWORD (password)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21605-E

No log file path to the SQL
Server for instance instancename in the service startup
initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the log file path
of the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server instance from the service
startup initialization file failed during
startup processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•

SQL_ERRORLOG (error-log-filename)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21606-E
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An error occurred during
initialization of the SQL
Server API.

An attempt to initialize the database
access API failed.
(S)
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Message

Corrective Action
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that no error has occurred in
the OS itself.

KAVF21607-E

Initialization of TCP/IP has
failed, with error code
maintenance-code.

An attempt to perform TCP/IP
initialization failed during startup
processing for the Agent Collector
service.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the network settings are
correct.

KAVF21608-E

The execution of the SQL
query has failed, with error
code maintenance-code.

Execution of SQL query failed during
data collection.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
If this message is output repeatedly,
ensure that the system environment
settings for the monitoring target
system are correct. If you cannot
determine the cause of the problem,
collect maintenance information and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about how
to collect maintenance information,
see the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide
that describes troubleshooting.

KAVF21609-E

No host name for instance
instance-name in the service
startup initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the host name
of the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server instance from the service
startup initialization file failed during
startup processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.

KAVF21610-E

Agent Collector could not
connect to the SQL Server
due to the SQL Server
Authentication failure.

Connection to the Microsoft SQL
Server could not be established using
the SQL Server authentication mode.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following items
entered during the creation of the
instance environment were correct:
•

SQL_HOST (host-name)

•

SQL_USER (user-name)

•

SQL_PASSWORD (password)

If these items are incorrectly
specified, update the instance
environment with correct values.
KAVF21611-E

Agent Collector could not
connect to the SQL Server
due to the Windows
Authentication failure.

Connection to the Microsoft SQL
Server could not be established using
the Windows authentication mode.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Ensure that the following items
entered during the creation of the
instance environment were correct:
•

SQL_HOST (host name)

•

SQL_USER (user name)

If these items are incorrectly
specified, update the instance
environment with correct values.
KAVF21612-E

While executing functionname function calledfunction-name failed.

An error occurred during the
execution of the function indicated
by function-name.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Collect maintenance information and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about how
to collect maintenance information,
see the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide
that describes troubleshooting.
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Message ID
KAVF21613-E

Message
exception-name exception
raised. (Detail: detailedinformation)

Corrective Action
The exception indicated by
exception-name occurred.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Collect maintenance information and
then contact the system
administrator. For details about how
to collect maintenance information,
see the chapter in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide
that describes troubleshooting.

KAVF21614-E

Failed to output to Agent log. An attempt to output an Agent log
OS-function failed. Error
has failed. The indicated OS-function
code = "error-code".
failed due to the error indicated by
error-code.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing. Subsequent Agent logs
will not be collected until the error
has been corrected.
(O)
Check the output destination path of
the Agent log and access
permissions.

KAVF21700-E

Memory allocation for object
object-name has failed.

An attempt to allocate memory for
the object indicated by object-name
has failed.
(S)
Processing for the Agent Collector
service stops.
(O)
Increase the available memory.

KAVF21800-I

Server: computer-name,
User: user-name, Errorlog:
SQL-Server-error-log-filepath

The information of the Agent
Collector service for Microsoft SQL
Server will be recorded.
(S)
Starts the processing of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF21801-I

Agent Collector started :
processing

The Agent Collector service is
starting. processing will be
represented by one of the following:
•

Now starting

•

TCP/IP Initialization Successful

•

Initializing

(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Starts the Agent Collector service.

KAVF21802-I

Agent Collector ended.

The Agent Collector service is
stopping.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.

KAVF21803-I

Records collection started.

The processing to collect records is
started.
(S)
Starts the processing to collect
records of the Agent Collector
service.

KAVF21804-I

Connection to SQL Server
started. Authentication :
authentication-method

The connection to Microsoft SQL
Server is started.
(S)
Starts the processing to connect to
Microsoft SQL Server.

KAVF21805-I

Connection to SQL Server
ended normally.

The connection to Microsoft SQL
Server is established.
(S)
The connection to Microsoft SQL
Server has been established. The
system continues processing.

KAVF21806-I

The process of the record
started = record-name

The processing for the relevant
record has started.
(S)
Starts the processing for the relevant
record of the Agent Collector service.

KAVF21807-I

KAVF21808-I

Getting record ended =
record-name -> Storing
started [ count = thenumber-of-records ]

The processing to collect the data of
the relevant record has ended.

The Process of the record
ended = record-name

The processing for the relevant
record has ended.

(S)
The processing to collect the data of
the relevant record has ended. The
system starts storing the collected
data in the Store database.

(S)
Ends the processing for the relevant
record of the Agent Collector service.
KAVF21809-I

Records collection ended.

The processing to collect records has
ended.
(S)
Ends the processing to collect
records of the Agent Collector
service.
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Message ID
KAVF21810-E

Message
An attempt to connect to
SQL Server failed. (detailsof-Microsoft-SQL-Servererror)

Corrective Action
An error occurred in the processing
to connect to Microsoft SQL Server.
details-of-Microsoft-SQL-Server-error
indicates the error code returned
from Microsoft SQL Server (ADO). If
a message corresponding to the
error code is returned from Microsoft
SQL Server, the message will also be
displayed.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the Microsoft SQL
Server has started. In addition, make
sure that the following items entered
during the creation of the instance
environment are correct:
•

Instance-name of Microsoft SQL
Server

•

SQL_HOST (host name)

•

SQL_USER (user name)

•

SQL_PASSWORD (password)

If the instance-name of Microsoft
SQL Server is incorrect, cancel setup
of the instance environment, and
then set up the instance environment
again with a correct instance name.
If other items are incorrectly
specified, update the instance
environment with correct values.
If Microsoft SQL Server started
normally and the above items are
correct, remove the cause of the
error that the Microsoft SQL Server
error code indicates. For details
about the Microsoft SQL Server error
code, refer to the document of
Microsoft SQL Server.
KAVF21811-E

An error occurred in OS
function Win32-API-name.
(rc = maintenance-code)

An error occurred in the function
indicated by Win32-API-name.
maintenance-code indicates the
Win32 system error code.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the OS has sufficient
resources and that no errors have
occurred in the OS. If this message
is output repeatedly, check the
system environment settings for the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
program being monitored. If you
cannot identify the cause of the
error, collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator. For details
about how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF21812-E

SQL Server (ADO) returned
an error. (rc = MicrosoftSQL-Server-error-code, msg
= error-message-fromMicrosoft-SQL-Server)

An error was returned when
accessing Microsoft SQL Server.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that Microsoft SQL Server
has started, and then remove the
cause of the error that the Microsoft
SQL Server error code indicates. If a
Microsoft SQL Server error message
exists, the message corresponding to
the error code will be output. For
details about the Microsoft SQL
Server error code, refer to the
document of Microsoft SQL Server.

KAVF21813-E

SQL Server (ADO) returned
an error. (rc = MicrosoftSQL-Server-error-code,
method = ADO-methodname, msg = errormessage-from-MicrosoftSQL-Server)

An error was returned when
accessing Microsoft SQL Server via
ADO (Microsoft ActiveX data object).
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that Microsoft SQL Server
has started, and then remove the
cause of the error that the Microsoft
SQL Server error code indicates. If a
Microsoft SQL Server error message
exists, the message corresponding to
the error code will be output.
For details about the Microsoft SQL
Server error code, refer to the
document of Microsoft SQL Server.

KAVF21814-E

An attempt to open an SQL
Server log file failed. (rc =
maintenance-code, path =
log-file-path)

An attempt to open the Microsoft
SQL Server error log file failed.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
maintenance-code indicates the
Win32 system error code.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment is correct:
•

SQL_ERRORLOG (error log file
name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21815-E

An error occurred: errordetails

An error occurred during Agent
Collector service processing.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Make sure that the OS has sufficient
resources and that no errors have
occurred in the OS. If this message
is issued repeatedly, check the
system environment settings for the
program being monitored. If you
cannot identify the cause of the
error, collect maintenance
information and contact the system
administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF21816-E

An exception occurred:
details-of-an-exception-error

An exception error occurred during
Agent Collector service processing.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the OS has sufficient
resources and that no errors have
occurred in the OS. If this message
is output repeatedly, check the
system environment settings for the
program being monitored. If you
cannot identify the cause of the
error, collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that describes
troubleshooting.
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Message ID
KAVF21817-W

Message
A warning-level error
occurred: warning-errordetails

Corrective Action
A warning error occurred during
Agent Collector service processing.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Make sure that:

KAVF21818-I

Process processing-name
started.

•

The OS has sufficient resources.

•

No errors have occurred in the
OS.

•

The system environment to be
monitored is set up correctly.

The Agent Collector service has
started the processing of processingname.
(S)
The Agent Collector service starts the
processing of processing-name.

KAVF21819-I

Process processing-name
ended.

The Agent Collector service has
finished the processing of
processing-name.
(S)
The Agent Collector service finished
the processing of processing-name.

KAVF21820-E

Process processing-name
failed.

The Agent Collector service detected
an error in the processing of
processing-name.
(S)
Continues the process of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF21821-W

The value of the agent
property property-name is
invalid or not within the
allowable range. (Allowable
range: range-value)

An invalid value or a value outside
the valid range was specified for a
property of the Agent Collector
service.
(S)
Invalidates the specified value and
continues the processing. The value
of the indicated property remains
unchanged.
(O)
Check the specified value. If there is
a problem with the value, specify a
valid value.

KAVF21822-W

Connection to SQL Server
will be retried.

Because an attempt to connect to
Microsoft SQL Server failed, the
processing to connect will be retried.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Retries to connect to Microsoft SQL
Server.

KAVF21823-I

Agent Collector has stopped.
(host= host-name ,service=
service-ID)

Agent Collector has stopped
normally.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF21824-E

Agent Collector has failed to
start.

An attempt to start Agent Collector
failed.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to the
common message log, and follow the
instructions for resolving the
problem.

KAVF21825-I

KAVF21826-E

Agent Collector has started.
(host=host-name, service=
service-ID)

Agent Collector has started.

Agent Collector has stopped
abnormally.

Agent Collector has stopped
abnormally.

(S)
Starts collecting performance data
for the Agent Collector service.

(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to the
event log and common message log
and take appropriate action.
KAVF21827-I

The connection to the SQL
Server has been recovered.

Connection to Microsoft SQL Server
was recovered during record
collection processing.
(S)
Continues the processing to collect
records of the Agent Collector
service.

KAVF21828-W

Agent Collector has failed in
opening the SQL Server log
file. (path=log-file-path)

An attempt to open the Microsoft
SQL Server error log file failed.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment is correct:
•

SQL_ERRORLOG (error log file
name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21829-W

Agent Collector has failed to
open registry key registryname, with error code
maintenance-code.

An attempt to open the registry
indicated by registry-name failed.
maintenance-code indicates the
Win32 system error code.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the OS has sufficient
resources and that no errors have
occurred in the OS.

KAVF21830-W

Agent Collector has failed to
get the value of registry key
registry-name, with error
code maintenance-code.

An attempt to read the registry
indicated by registry-name failed.
maintenance-code indicates the
Win32 system error code.
(S)
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that Microsoft SQL Server
has been installed correctly and that
no errors have occurred in the OS.

KAVF21831-W

No entry for setting-item in
the service startup
initialization file. The default
value is default-value.

The value indicated by setting-item
could not be obtained from the
service startup initialization file.
(S)
Uses the default value for the setting
item.
(O)
Use the jpcinssetup command to
confirm that each property of the
Agent has been set correctly. If there
is an error, reset the property.

KAVF21832-W

The specified file file-name is Because the specified error log file is
not an error log file of SQL
not an error log file of Microsoft SQL
Server.
Server, data on the Microsoft SQL
Server error log could not be
collected.
(S)
Data for the Microsoft SQL Server
error logs is not collected, and
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
processing for the Agent Collector
service continues.
(O)
Ensure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment was correct:
•

SQL_ERRORLOG (error log file
name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with the correct setting.
KAVF21833-W

The version of the specified
error log file file of SQL
Server is not supported.

Because the specified error log file
belongs to a version of Microsoft SQL
Server not supported by Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server, data in the
Microsoft SQL Server error log could
not be collected.
(S)
Does not collect data in the Microsoft
SQL Server error log, and continues
the processing of the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the version of the
monitoring target Microsoft SQL
Server is supported by Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server.

KAVF21834-E

Initialization of the trace log
is failed due to: reason

Initialization of the log output
processing failed.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that no errors have
occurred in the OS.

KAVF21835-E

No login ID for instance
instance-name in the service
startup initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the account
name (user name) of the monitored
Microsoft SQL Server instance from
the service startup initialization file
failed during startup processing for
Agent Collector.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment is correct:
•
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.

KAVF21836-E

No password entry for
instance instance-name in
the service startup
initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the password of
the monitored Microsoft SQL Server
instance from the service startup
initialization file failed during startup
processing for Agent Collector.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment is correct:
•

SQL_PASSWORD (password)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21837-E

No log file path to the SQL
Server for instance instancename in the service startup
initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the log file path
of the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server instance from the service
startup initialization file failed during
startup processing for Agent
Collector.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment is correct:
•

SQL_ERRORLOG (error log file
name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21838-E

Initialization of TCP/IP has
failed, with error code
maintenance-code.

Initialization of TCP/IP failed during
Agent Collector startup processing.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the network settings
are correct.

KAVF21839-E
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The execution of the SQL
query has failed, with error
code maintenance-code.

Execution of SQL query failed during
data collection.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Continues the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
If this message is output repeatedly,
make sure that the system
environment settings for the
monitoring target system are correct.
If you cannot determine the cause of
the problem, collect maintenance
information, and then contact the
system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF21840-E

No host name for instance
instance-name in the service
startup initialization file.

An attempt to obtain the host name
of the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server instance from the service
startup initialization file failed during
startup processing for Agent
Collector.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the following item
entered during the creation of the
instance environment is correct:
•

SQL_HOST (host name)

If this item is incorrectly specified,
update the instance environment
with a correct setting.
KAVF21841-E

While executing "functionname" function "calledfunction-name" failed.

An error occurred during execution of
the function indicated by functionname.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF21842-E

"exception-name" exception
raised. (Detail: "detailedinformation")

The indicated exception occurred.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Collect maintenance information and
contact the system administrator.
For details about how to collect
maintenance information, see the
chapter in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that describes
troubleshooting.

KAVF21843-E

Memory allocation for object
object-name has failed.

An attempt to secure memory for the
object indicated by object-name
failed.
(S)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Increase the amount of available
memory capacity.

KAVF21844-E

The version of target SQL
The version of the specified Microsoft
Server is not supported.
SQL Server is not supported.
(Ver= version-of-connection- (S)
destination-SQL-Server)
Stops the processing of the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Make sure that the version of the
monitored Microsoft SQL Server is
supported by Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server.

KAVF21845-I

Agent log. path = "Agentlog-output-folder-path"

The system has recorded that the
path for Agent log output is the
folder indicated by Agent-log-outputfolder-path.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF21846-W

Getting record error
( "record-name" ). This
record is only in drilldown
reports.

The record indicated in record-name
could not be obtained. This record is
displayed only in drilldown reports.
(S)
Continues processing the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Associate this record with a record
whose fields contain the key field
unique to the above record so that it
is displayed in drilldown reports. For
details on how to define and display
drilldown reports, see the Tuning
Manager User Guide.

KAVF21847-I
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Because the fact that free
space size rate(percent) of

Because the percentage of unused
capacity in the database is less than
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Message ID

Message
the database is smaller than
0 percent is inspected, size
rate was revised. before =
("percentage-of-free-spacebefore-setup"): after =
("percentage-of-free-spaceafter-setup"): dbname=
("database-name").

Corrective Action
0, the value for the unused capacity
percentage is set to the value of
DB_FREE_PERC_NUMBER that was
specified when the jpcinssetup
command was executed.
(S)
Continues processing the Agent
Collector service.

Agent Messages (Agent for NAS)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for NAS messages, lists the
messages output to syslog and the Windows event log, and lists and explains
the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for NAS)
Table 5-28 Output Destinations of Agent for NAS Messages on page 5-311
lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for NAS.

Table 5-28 Output Destinations of Agent for NAS Messages
Output Destinations

Message ID

•

Common message
log

KAVF24100,
KAVF24135,
KAVF24155,
KAVF24167,
KAVF24174,

KAVF24113, KAVF24118, KAVF24131 KAVF24137 - KAVF24140, KAVF24151 KAVF24158, KAVF24160, KAVF24163 KAVF24169 - KAVF24171, KAVF24173,
KAVF24176 - KAVF24182

•

Common message
log

•

syslog

•

Windows event log

KAVF24001 - KAVF24004, KAVF24101, KAVF24105,
KAVF24107, KAVF24112, KAVF24114, KAVF24116, KAVF24120
- KAVF24122, KAVF24130, KAVF24150, KAVF24156,
KAVF24157, KAVF24159, KAVF24161, KAVF24162,
KAVF24168, KAVF24175, KAVF24183, KAVF24185

Messages Output to Syslog and the Windows Event Log (Agent for
NAS)
This section lists the messages output by Agent for NAS to syslog and the
Windows event log.
System log events are output to the syslog file. For information on where the
syslog file is stored, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
is /etc/syslogd.conf).
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
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•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.

For events output by Agent for NAS, the identifier PFM-NAS is displayed
under Source in the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-29 Messages that Agent for NAS Outputs to Syslog and Windows
Event Log on page 5-312 lists the message information output by Agent for
NAS to syslog and to the Windows event log.

Table 5-29 Messages that Agent for NAS Outputs to Syslog and Windows
Event Log
Message ID

Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

Type

LOG_INFO

24001

Information

KAVF24002-E

LOG_ERR

24002

Error

KAVF24003-I

LOG_INFO

24003

Information

KAVF24004-E

LOG_ERR

24004

Error

KAVF24001-I
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Syslog

LOG_DAEMON

KAVF24101-E

24101

KAVF24105-E

24105

KAVF24107-E

24107

KAVF24112-E

24112

KAVF24114-E

24114

KAVF24116-E

24116

KAVF24120-E

24120

KAVF24121-E

24121

KAVF24122-E

24122

KAVF24130-E

24130

KAVF24150-E

24150

KAVF24156-E

24156

KAVF24157-E

24157

KAVF24159-E

24159

KAVF24161-E

24161

KAVF24162-E

24162

KAVF24168-E

24168

KAVF24175-E

24175
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Syslog

Message ID

Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

KAVF24183-E

24183

KAVF24185-E

24185

Type

Messages (Agent for NAS)
Table 5-30 Messages Issued by Agent for NAS on page 5-313 explains the
messages issued by Agent for NAS, and explains what actions to take in
response to the messages.

Table 5-30 Messages Issued by Agent for NAS
Message ID
KAVF24001-I

KAVF24002-E

Message

Corrective Action

Agent Collector has stopped.
(host=Agent-host-name,
service=service-ID)

Agent Collector has stopped.

An attempt to start Agent
Collector has failed.
(host=Agent-host-name,
service=service-ID)

The attempt to start Agent
Collector failed.

(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.

(S)
Stops Agent Collector startup
processing.
(O)
The most likely cause is that an
attempt to acquire dictionary
information or to load the
information collection facility
failed. Check the system
environment. If you are unable to
identify the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system administrator.

KAVF24003-I

Agent Collector has started.
(host=Agent-host-name,
service=service-ID)

Agent Collector startup has been
completed.
(S)
Begins collecting Agent Collector
performance information.

KAVF24004-E

Agent Collector stopped
abnormally. (host=Agenthost-name, service=serviceID)

Agent Collector service processing
cannot continue because a fatal
error occurred while Agent
Collector services were operating.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to syslog
(UNIX) or the event log
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(Windows), or to the common
message log, and follow the
message's instructions for
resolving the problem.

KAVF24100-W

An attempt to allocate
memory failed.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
record=record-name)

The attempt to allocate an area for
storing the indicated record failed
due to insufficient memory. Either
system resources are insufficient
or the system has become
unstable due to a resource leak
from another application.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the system environment;
expand capacity if necessary.

KAVF24101-E

An attempt to initialize Agent
Configuration failed.
(instance=Agent-instancename)

Agent Configuration processing
failed while Agent Collector was
starting.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Either the service startup
initialization file (jpcagt.ini) is
not in the following directory or
information in the file is invalid:
•

Windows
installation-folder\agtn\agent
\instance-name

•

UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name
If the jpcagt.ini file does
not exist, copy the
jpcagt.ini.model file to
jpcagt.ini. If you are unable
to identify the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24105-E

An error occurred in an OS
API. (name=API-name,
error=code)

The error indicated by code
occurred during the processing
indicated by API-name.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Determine the cause of the error
from the indicated API-name and

5-314
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
code, and eliminate it based on
this determination. If you are
unable to identify the cause,
collect maintenance information
and contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24107-E

A file or directory cannot be
accessed. (path=path)

An error, other than insufficient
disk capacity, occurred during an
operation such as file creation,
deletion, read, or write processing.
One of the following is the most
likely cause:
•

The file does not exist.

•

The user does not have access
privileges.

•

An associated file system is
not mounted.

•

A directory is specified in the
path required to specify the
file (invalid environment).

(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Using a file that indicates the file
path, determine the cause of the
error, and eliminate it based on
this determination. If you are
unable to identify the cause,
collect maintenance information
and contact a system
administrator.
KAVF24112-E

An internal error occurred.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
rc=code)

An internal error occurred while
performance information was
being collected.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact a system
administrator. Before contacting a
system administrator, also collect
the error logs of the NAS Manager.

KAVF24113-W

A signal interrupted the
processing. (service=serviceID, signal=signal-number)

Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (The OS signal is indicated
by the displayed signal-number.)
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
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Message ID
KAVF24114-E

Message
A signal interrupted the
processing. (service=serviceID, signal=signal-number)

Corrective Action
Processing was interrupted by a
signal. (The OS signal is indicated
by the displayed signal-number.)
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24116-E

An attempt to acquire the
destination host IP address
information has failed.
(service=service-ID,
errno=errno,
detailcode=detail-code)

An attempt to read the service
startup initialization file in which
the destination host IP address is
set failed, or the format of the IP
address is invalid. One of the
following is the most likely cause:
errno: 11
An attempt to obtain the
destination_address from
the service startup
initialization file failed.
Causes:
¢
¢

¢

The file does not exist.
The user does not have
access privileges.
The file system has been
unmounted.

errno: 12
An attempt to obtain the
detour_address from the
service startup initialization
file failed.
Causes:
¢
¢

¢

The file does not exist.
The user does not have
access privileges.
The file system has been
unmounted.

errno: 21
The IP address specified for
destination_address is
invalid.
Causes:
¢
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The specified IP address
is not an IPv4 address in
dot-decimal notation, or
the specified IP address is
not an IPv6 address in
colon-hexadecimal
notation.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
¢

¢

An IPv4 address was
specified in an
environment in which
IPv4 addresses cannot be
resolved (the IPv4
protocol is disabled).
An IPv6 address was
specified in an
environment in which
IPv6 addresses cannot be
resolved (the IPv6
protocol is disabled).

errno: 22
The IP address specified for
detour_address is invalid.
Causes:
¢

¢

¢

The specified IP address
is not an IPv4 address in
dot-decimal notation, or
the specified IP address is
not an IPv6 address in
colon-hexadecimal
notation.
An IPv4 address was
specified in an
environment in which
IPv4 addresses cannot be
resolved (the IPv4
protocol is disabled).
An IPv6 address was
specified in an
environment in which
IPv6 addresses cannot be
resolved (the IPv6
protocol is disabled).

(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Correct the problem in the service
startup information file
(jpcagt.ini), and then restart
the Agent Collector.
•

Windows
installation-folder\agtn\agent
\instance-name

•

UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name
If you are unable to identify
the cause, collect
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
maintenance information and
contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24118-W

Memory became insufficient
during the acquisition of
performance information.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID)

Memory became insufficient during
collection of performance
information. Either system
resources are insufficient or the
system has become unstable due
to a resource leak from another
application.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check system resources, and
expand capacity if necessary.

KAVF24120-E

An attempt to acquire the port An attempt to read the service
number information has
startup initialization file in which
failed. (service=service-ID)
the port number is set failed. One
of the following is the most likely
cause:
•

The file does not exist.

•

The user does not have access
privileges.

•

An associated file system is
not mounted.

•

The port number value is
invalid.

(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Correct the problem in the service
startup information file
(jpcagt.ini), and then restart
the Agent Collector.
•

Windows
installation-folder\agtn\agent
\instance-name

•

UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name
If you are unable to identify
the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24121-E

5-318

An attempt to acquire the
definition has failed.
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The definition information specified
by the definition name could not

Message ID

Message
(definition name=definitionname, service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
be loaded. One of the following is
the most likely cause:
•

The file does not exist.

•

The user does not have access
privileges.

•

An associated file system is
not mounted.

•

The item value is invalid (for
example, something other
than a numeric is specified for
a numeric item value.)

(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Perform an overwrite install, and
then restart the Agent Collector. If
you are unable to identify the
cause, collect maintenance
information and contact a system
administrator.
KAVF24122-E

The NAS system at the
specified IP address is not
supported. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID)

The NAS system specified by the
IP address (NAS-system-IPaddress) during instance creation
is not supported.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.

KAVF24130-E

KAVF24131-W

An internal error occurred
during the acquisition of
information from the NAS
system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode,
detailcode=detail-code)

An internal error occurred during
the collection of performance
information from the NAS system.

Memory became insufficient
during the acquisition of
information from the NAS
system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode,
detailcode=detail-code)

Memory became insufficient during
the collection of performance
information from the NAS system.
Either system resources are
insufficient or the system has
become unstable due to a
resource leak from another
application.
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(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact a system
administrator. Before contacting a
system administrator, also collect
the error logs of the NAS Manager.

(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check system resources, and
expand capacity if necessary.

KAVF24132-W

The format of the message
received from the NAS system
is invalid.(address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode)

An attempt to create the record
indicated by record-name failed
because a message received from
the NAS system was in an
incorrect format. The format and
contents of the received message
header might be incorrect.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that both the NAS system
from which information is being
collected and the network
environment are operating
properly. If this error recurs
frequently even after you have
verified correct operation, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system administrator.

KAVF24133-W

KAVF24134-W

5-320

An attempt to initialize the
establishment of the
connection to the NAS system
has failed. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode,
detailcode=detail-code)

An attempt to initialize
establishment of a connection to
the NAS system failed.

An attempt to establish the
connection to the NAS system
has failed. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,

An attempt to establish a
connection to the NAS system
failed. One of the following is the
most likely cause of the error:
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(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the network environment
and make sure the network is
running, check that the NAS
system is running; or, check the
operation of the TCP/IP protocol
on the system on which Agent for
NAS is running. Correct the
problem. If you are unable to
identify the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system administrator.
Before contacting a system
administrator, also collect the
daemon logs of the NAS Manager.

•

The destination host address
is invalid.

•

The destination port number
is invalid.

Message ID

Message
errno=errno, libcode=libcode,
detailcode=detail-code)

Corrective Action
•

The destination host is not
active.

•

The system environment is
invalid.

•

The NAS system was not
properly started.

(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the following and correct
the problem.
•

Are the destination host
address and port number
correct?

•

Was the destination host (NAS
system) started?

•

Is the TCP/IP protocol
operating on the system on
which Agent for NAS is
running?
If you are unable to identify
the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system
administrator. Before
contacting a system
administrator, also collect the
daemon logs of the NAS
Manager.

KAVF24135-W

A network error occurred in
the communication with the
NAS system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode,
detailcode=detail-code)
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An error occurred during
communication with the NAS
system. Therefore, the record
indicated by record-name could
not be created.
One of the following is the most
likely cause of the error:
•

A network problem has
occurred in the NAS system or
the Agent for NAS.

•

The NAS system was not
properly started.

•

The NAS system cannot
properly operate due to an
abnormal condition, such as
insufficient memory.

•

The NAS system does not
return performance
information.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

The OS, running the Agent for
NAS, is not operating
properly.

(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the network status and the
operating status of the NAS
system, and eliminate the
problem. If you are unable to
identify the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system administrator.
Before contacting a system
administrator, also collect the
daemon logs of the NAS Manager.
KAVF24137-W

The key information is not
contained in the information
extracted from the NAS
system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name)

An attempt to create the record
indicated by record-name failed,
because the key information does
not exist in the information
collected from the NAS system. No
devices may be assigned to the
NAS system, or the NAS system
may not be properly operating.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check if the device was assigned
and is operating on the NAS
system. If this error recurs
frequently, collect maintenance
information and contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24138-W

The key information is
duplicated in the information
extracted from the NAS
system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name)

An attempt to create the record
indicated by record-name failed,
because key information is
duplicated in the information
collected from the NAS system.
The NAS system may not be
properly operating.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the operation status of the
NAS system. If this error recurs
frequently, collect maintenance
information and contact a system
administrator.
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Message ID
KAVF24139-W

Message

Corrective Action

An attempt to acquire NAS
system information has failed.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
error=error-code)

The result code of the command
for acquiring NAS system
information is invalid. Therefore
the record (indicated by the record
name) could not be created. If
error=57 was output, the
information on the NAS system
may have been deleted. In case of
a problem, error=57 will be output
continuously. If it is not output
continuously, it is not an error.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the operating status of the
NAS system, and eliminate the
problem. If you are unable to
identify the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system administrator.

KAVF24140-W

An error occurred in a
command on the NAS system.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
command=command-name,
error=error-code)

The command (indicated by the
command name) for acquiring NAS
system information has failed.
Therefore the record (indicated by
the record name) could not be
created. If command=sar -q,
error=2 was output, the
information on the NAS system
may have been deleted. In case of
a problem, command=sar -q,
error=2 will be output
continuously. If it is not output
continuously, it is not an error.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the operating status of the
NAS system, and eliminate the
problem. If you are unable to
identify the cause, collect
maintenance information and
contact a system administrator.

KAVF24150-E

An internal error occurred
during the analysis of the
information acquired from the
NAS system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
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An internal error occurred while
information collected from the NAS
system was being analyzed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

function=function-name,
Collect maintenance information
errno=errno, libcode=libcode) and contact a system
administrator. Before contacting a
system administrator, also collect
the error logs of the NAS Manager.
KAVF24151-W

An attempt to analyze the
information acquired from the
NAS system failed because
the data format is invalid.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode)

The data format of the information
acquired from the NAS system is
invalid. Therefore the record
(indicated by the record name)
could not be created.
(S)
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that both the NAS system
from which information is being
collected and the network
environment are operating
properly. If this error recurs
frequently even after you have
verified correct operation of the
NAS system, collect maintenance
information and contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24152-W

Memory became insufficient
during the analysis of the
information acquired from the
NAS system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
function=function-name,
errno=errno, libcode=libcode)

Memory became insufficient while
information collected from the NAS
system was being analyzed. Either
system resources are insufficient
or the system has become
unstable due to a resource leak
from another application.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check system resources, and
expand capacity if necessary.

KAVF24153-W

An attempt to analyze the
information acquired from the
NAS system failed because
the data format is invalid.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
record=record-name)

An attempt to create the record
indicated by record-name failed
because the information collected
from the NAS system was in an
invalid format.
One of the following is the most
likely cause:
•

There is a mismatch of the
commands in the received
information.

•

The command result code
format or the data length
format is invalid.

(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Resumes Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that both the NAS system
from which information is being
collected and the network
environment are operating
properly. If this error recurs
frequently even after you have
verified correct operation of the
NAS system, collect maintenance
information and contact a system
administrator.

KAVF24154-W

A record was created with a
field for which a value of 0
was set. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
record=record-name,
field=Manager-name)

A value of 0 was set in the field
indicated by Manager-name, in the
record indicated by record-name.
The previously collected data
became smaller because the
collected performance data
exceeded the upper limit of the
NAS system. Therefore, the
difference with the data collected
previously in the field indicated by
Manager-name became negative.
If DEVD is output as a recordname, the field value of PI_DEVS
record generated in the same
period of time may become
smaller.
(S)
Continues processing for the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF24155-W

An attempt to collect recordname record has failed.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID)

An error occurred during collection
of performance data. Therefore,
the record indicated by recordname could not be created.
(S)
Continues processing for the Agent
Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately preceding
message that was output to the
common message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVF24156-E

No file exists.
(instance=Agent-instancename, file=file-name)

The file was not found.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the file
indicated in the message
exists.
If the file does not exist,
install Agent for NAS.

KAVF24157-E

An attempt to load the file
failed. (instance=Agentinstance-name, file=filename)

An attempt to read a file failed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check whether you have read
permission for the file
indicated in the message. If
you do not have read
permission, add the
permission to the file or start
the instance as a user who
has read permission.

KAVF24158-W

A memory shortage occurred
while collecting information
from the NAS system.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename)

Memory became insufficient while
collecting information from the
NAS system.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the system
environment, and secure a
sufficient amount of memory.
For details about the amount
of memory required, see the
Tuning Manager Installation
Guide.

KAVF24159-E

A property value is invalid.
(instance=Agent-instancename, file=file-name,
property=property-name)

The property value is invalid.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
The property value displayed
in the message is invalid.
Review the value specified in
the property. For details about
specifiable property values,
see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVF24160-W

5-326

Output of the information
collected from the NAS
system failed. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instance-
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An attempt to output information
collected from the NAS system
failed.
(S)

Message ID

Message
name, path=directory-nameor-file-name,
command=command-name,
errno=errno)

Corrective Action
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the following and
correct the problem:
¢

¢

KAVF24161-E

JDK was not found.
(service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename)

Make sure that sufficient
free space exists in the
path that is displayed in
the message. If not
enough free space exists,
secure some. For details
about the amount of free
space required, see the
Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.
Make sure that you have
write permission for the
path that is displayed in
the message. If you do
not have write
permission, either add
write permission or start
the instance as a user
who has write permission.

JDK (a prerequisite program) was
not found.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If you have set a path for
agtn.agent.JDK.location in
the agtn.properties file,
make sure that the path is
correctly set. If you have not
set a path for
agtn.agent.JDK.location in
the agtn.properties file, the
installation environment for
Agent for NAS might be
corrupt. Re-install Agent for
NAS.

KAVF24162-E

An internal error occurred.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, errno=errno)

An internal error occurred.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24163-W

An attempt to log in to the
NAS system failed.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename)

An attempt to log in to the NAS
system failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the following and
correct the problem:
Make sure that the following
items, which were specified
when the instances were set
up, are correct:
¢

¢

KAVF24164-W

An error occurred while
communicating with the NAS
system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename)

IP address of the NAS
system
User and password for
logging in to the NAS
system

An error occurred during
communication with the NAS
system.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the following and
correct any problems:
¢

¢

¢

Make sure that the IP
address of the NAS
system that was specified
when the instances were
set up is correct:
Check the network status,
such as any firewall
settings.
Make sure that the NAS
system is running.

Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you are unable to identify
the cause, collect
maintenance information, and
then contact customer
support.
KAVF24165-W

5-328

Collection of the information
has failed. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
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An attempt to collect information
failed.

Message ID

Message
service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, UUID=cluster-UUID ,
node=node-name,
command=command-name)

Corrective Action
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is repeatedly
output, data might not have
been correctly collected from
the NAS system.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24166-W

A timeout occurred while
collecting information from
the NAS system.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename)

A timeout occurred while
information was being collected
from the NAS system.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is repeatedly
output, the collection-target
record might not have been
correctly collected from the
NAS system.
Adjust the collection interval
and the timeout value for
each record. Timeout values
are set for the following
properties in the
agtn.properties file:
¢

smu.ver.timeout

¢

smu.conf.timeout

¢

smu.perf.timeout

¢

smu.del.timeout

For details about the
appropriate collection interval
and the timeout value, see the
description that explains the
notes on records in Tuning
Manager Hardware Reports
Reference.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot resolve the
problem by adjusting the
collection interval and the
timeout value, collect
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
maintenance information, and
then contact customer
support.

KAVF24167-W

An error occurred while
analyzing the information
collected from the NAS
system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, UUID=cluster-UUID ,
node=node-name,
command=command-name)

An error occurred while
information that was collected
from the NAS system was being
analyzed.
An error occurred while
information that was collected
from the monitored NAS system
was being analyzed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that the NAS system
being monitored is supported
by Agent for NAS.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24168-E

The setting of the instance is
not correct. (instance=Agentinstance-name)

The instance settings are not
correct.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Setup the instance indicated
in the message again.

KAVF24169-I

Creating a record was
cancelled, because requested
record is not supported.
(service=service ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, record=record-name)

Creation of the record is canceled
because a request to create an
unsupported record was issued.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that the NAS system
supports the record indicated
in record.

KAVF24170-W
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An attempt to create a real
time record failed.
(service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, record=record-name)
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An attempt to create a real-time
record failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
If collection of performance
data was not performed at all,
or if the previous collection of
performance data failed, a
real-time record is not
created.
Check the collection conditions
of the performance data for
the record indicated in record
to make sure that the settings
are configured so that
performance data is collected.
As the default, performance
data is collected at the
following intervals:
¢

¢

Records that begin with
PD: At the zero-minute of
every hour.
Records that begin with
PI: At the zero-second of
every minute

Make sure that the collection
timing is triggered after the
instance is activated and
before the real-time reports
are displayed.
If the conditions for periodic
collection of performance data
are met but this message is
output, the previous collection
of performance data might
have failed.
Review the following settings
and make sure that collection
of performance data is
performed correctly.
¢

¢

In the instance, the IP
address, user ID, and
password for the NAS
system are correctly set.
No problems exist with
the operating status of
the NAS system.

Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.
KAVF24171-W

Deletion of a file failed.
(service=service-ID,
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An attempt to delete a file failed.
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Message ID

Message
instance=Agent-instancename, path=directory-nameor-file-name, errno=errno)

Corrective Action
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is output, the
Agent for NAS service might
have created a large number
of files, which reduces the
available disk space.
If the following directory
contains a large number of
files or subdirectories, remove
the cause that prevents the
files and subdirectories from
being deleted, and then delete
the files and subdirectories.
¢

In Windows:
installation-destinationfolder\agtn\agent
\instance-name\hnas

¢

In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas

KAVF24173-W

An attempt to collect NAS
system configuration
information failed.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, errno=errno)

An attempt to collect NAS system
configuration information failed.
An attempt to create a record
failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
While this message is being
output, configuration and
performance information is
not being collected from the
NAS system correctly.
If this message is repeatedly
output, the NAS system is not
being correctly monitored by
Agent for NAS.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24174-W

Record creation failed.
(service=service-ID,

An attempt to create the record
failed.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

instance=Agent-instancename, record=record-name)

Continues Agent Collector
processing. Part or all of the
record indicated in record of
the data group, which is to be
generated at this time, cannot
be created.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
issued to the common
message log, and then take
appropriate action.

KAVF24175-E

An attempt to obtain the
version of the NAS system
has failed. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
instance=Agent-instancename)

An attempt to acquire the version
of the NAS system failed.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
issued to the common
message log, and then take
appropriate action.

KAVF24176-W

Deletion of a file failed.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, file=file-name)

An attempt to delete a file failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
If this message is output, files
might remain in the following
directory of the NAS system
indicated in address:
/tmp/htnm
If files remain, remove the
cause that prevents the files
from being deleted, and then
delete the files. Note that
during the collection of
performance data,
unnecessary files in this
directory are deleted.

KAVF24177-W

An error occurred while
executing a command on the
NAS system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, UUID=cluster-UUID,
command=ssc-commandname)
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An attempt to collect information
from the NAS system failed
because the command indicated in
command, which was used for
collecting information from the
NAS system, failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Check that the command
indicated in the message can
be executed either on the
cluster or on the node
indicated in UUID.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24178-W

An error occurred while
executing a command on the
NAS system. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, UUID=cluster-UUID,
node=node-name,
command=rusc-commandname)

An attempt to collect information
from the NAS system failed
because the command indicated in
command, which was used for
collecting information from the
NAS system, failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check that the command
indicated in the message can
be executed on the node
indicated in UUID and node.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24179-W

A portion of the information
collected from the NAS
system was omitted.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, errno=errno)

Part of the collected information is
missing because an attempt to
collect information from the NAS
system failed.
Creation of the record continues,
but part of the record for the NAS
system cannot be created.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing. Part of the record
that is to be created at this
time cannot be created.
(O)
Check the contents of the
preceding message, and
correct the problem.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If this message is repeatedly
output, the NAS system is not
being correctly monitored by
Agent for NAS.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
Collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24180-W

The performance information
of the NAS system could not
be collected because no
configuration information
exists. (address=NAS-systemIP-address, service=serviceID, instance=Agent-instancename)

An attempt to collect the
performance information failed
because the configuration
information collected from the NAS
system does not exist.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Performance information is
not collected if collection of
the performance data for the
configuration information was
not performed or if the
previous collection of the
performance data failed.
Check and, if necessary,
revise the instance settings to
ensure that collection of the
performance data for the
configuration information is
performed correctly.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24181-W

An error occurred while
performing a file operation on
the NAS system.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename, UUID=cluster-UUID,
node=node-name,
errno=errno)

An attempt to collect information
from the NAS system failed
because the file operation on the
NAS system failed.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the operating status of
the NAS system and correct
the problem.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
information, and then contact
customer support.

KAVF24182-W

Some records could not be
created because there are too
many resources.
(address=NAS-system-IPaddress, service=service-ID,
instance=Agent-instancename , record=record-name)

The number of creatable records
exceeds the maximum because
the number of NAS system
resources exceeds the maximum
that Agent for Network Attached
Storage supports.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
processing. Records in excess
of the limit are not created.
(O)
Check that the NAS system
configuration is within the
supported range of Agent for
NAS. For the number of each
record that can be created in
Agent for NAS, see the Tuning
Manager Hardware Reports
Reference.

KAVF24183-E

The NAS system at the
specified IP address is not
supported. (address=NASsystem-IP-address,
instance=Agent-instancename)

The IP address (NAS-system-IPaddress) for the NAS system that
was specified when the instance
was created is not supported.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector
processing.
(O)
Check the following to resolve
the problem:
- Make sure that the IP
address of the NAS system
that was specified when the
instance was set up is correct.
- Make sure that Agent for
Network Attached Storage
supports the monitored NAS
system.

KAVF24185-E
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An attempt to acquire the
destination host IP address
information has failed.
(instance=Agent-instancename, errno=errno)
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Either an attempt to read the
service startup information file in
which the IP address of the
destination host is specified has
failed, or the format of the IP
address is invalid. Possible causes
are as follows:

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

error=13
An attempt to obtain the SMU
IP Address from the servicestartup initialization file failed.
- The file does not exist.
- The user does not have
access permissions.
- The file system has been
unmounted.

•

error=23
The SMU IP Address setting is
invalid.
- The IP address is not
specified either as an IPv4
address in dotted-decimal
notation or as an IPv6 address
in colon-hexadecimal notation.
- An IPv4 address is specified
in an environment in which
IPv4 addresses cannot be
resolved (an environment in
which the IPv4 protocol is
disabled)
- An IPv6 address is specified
in an environment in which
IPv6 addresses cannot be
resolved (an environment in
which the IPv6 protocol is
disabled)

(S)
Agent Collector service
processing stops.
(O)
Resolve the problem in the
service startup information file
(jpcagt.ini) that is located in
the following directory, and
then restart Agent Collector
service.
In Windows:
installation-destination-folder
\agtn\agent\instance-name
In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect maintenance
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
information, and then contact
customer support.

Agent Messages (Agent for SAN Switch)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for SAN Switch messages,
lists the messages output to syslog and the Windows event log, and lists and
explains the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for SAN Switch)
Table 5-31 Output Destinations of Agent for SAN Switch Messages on page
5-338 lists the output destination of each message output by Agent for SAN
Switch.

Table 5-31 Output Destinations of Agent for SAN Switch Messages
Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Common
message log

KAVF25140, KAVF25141, KAVF25153, KAVF25205 - KAVF25220,
KAVF25401 - KAVF25404, KAVF25409 - KAVF25421, KAVF25901

•

Common
message log

•

syslog

•

Windows event
log

KAVF25001 - KAVF25004,
KAVF25114, KAVF25120 KAVF25150 - KAVF25152,
KAVF25607 - KAVF25610,
KAVF25702

KAVF25100 - KAVF25107,
KAVF25132, KAVF25142 KAVF25601 - KAVF25603,
KAVF25612 - KAVF25631,

KAVF25113,
KAVF25147,
KAVF25605,
KAVF25701,

Messages Output to Syslog and the Windows Event Log (Agent for
SAN Switch)
This section provides a list of messages output to syslog and the Windows
event log by Agent for SAN Switch.
System log events are output to the syslog file. For information about where
the syslog file is stored, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default
is /etc/syslogd.conf).
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
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•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
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Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.
When Agent for SAN Switch outputs an event, the identifier PFM-SANSwitch
is displayed under Source in the Event Viewer window.
Table 5-32 Messages that Agent for SAN Switch Outputs to Syslog and
Windows Event Log on page 5-339 lists the message information output by
Agent for SAN Switch to syslog and the Windows event log.

Table 5-32 Messages that Agent for SAN Switch Outputs to Syslog and
Windows Event Log
Message ID
KAVF25001-I

Syslog
Facility
LOG_DAEMON

Windows Event Log
Level

LOG_INFO

KAVF25002-I
KAVF25003-E

LOG_ERR

25003

LOG_INFO

25100

LOG_ERR

25102
25103

KAVF25104-E

25104

KAVF25105-E

25105

KAVF25106-E

25106

KAVF25107-E

25107
LOG_INFO

KAVF25114-I
KAVF25120-E

Error

Information

25101

KAVF25103-E

KAVF25113-I

Information

25004

KAVF25101-I
KAVF25102-E

25001

Type

25002

KAVF25004-E
KAVF25100-I

Event ID

25113

Error

Information

25114
LOG_ERR

25120

KAVF25121-E

25121

KAVF25122-E

25122

KAVF25123-E

25123

KAVF25124-E

25124

KAVF25125-E

25125

KAVF25126-E

25126

KAVF25127-E

25127

KAVF25128-E

25128

KAVF25129-E

25129

KAVF25130-E

25130
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Error
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Message ID
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Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

KAVF25131-E

25131

KAVF25132-E

25132

KAVF25142-E

25142

KAVF25143-E

25143

KAVF25144-E

25144

KAVF25145-E

25145

KAVF25146-E

25146

KAVF25147-E

25147

KAVF25150-E

25150

KAVF25151-E

25151

KAVF25152-E

25152

KAVF25601-E

25601

KAVF25602-E

25602

KAVF25603-E

25603

KAVF25605-E

25605

KAVF25607-E

25607

KAVF25608-E

25608

KAVF25609-E

25609

KAVF25610-E

25610

KAVF25612-E

25612

KAVF25613-E

25613

KAVF25614-E

25614

KAVF25615-E

25615

KAVF25616-E

25616

KAVF25167-E

25617

KAVF25618-E

25618

KAVF25619-E

25619

KAVF25620-E

25620

KAVF25621-E

25621

KAVF25622-E

25622

KAVF25623-E

25623

KAVF25624-E

25624

KAVF25625-E

25625
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Type

Message ID

Syslog
Facility

Windows Event Log
Level

Event ID

KAVF25626-E

25626

KAVF25627-E

25627

KAVF25628-E

25628

KAVF25629-E

25629

KAVF25630-E

25630

KAVF25631-E

25631

KAVF25701-E

25701

KAVF25702-E

25702

Type

Messages (Agent for SAN Switch)
Table 5-33 Messages Issued by Agent for SAN Switch on page 5-341 explains
the messages issued by Agent for SAN Switch, and explains what actions to
take in response to the messages.

Table 5-33 Messages Issued by Agent for SAN Switch
Message ID
KAVF25001-I

Message
Agent Collector has started.
(instance=instance-name,
host=hostname)

Corrective Action
Startup and initialization of
Agent Collector services have
finished.
(S)
Completed startup of Agent
Collector services.

KAVF25002-I

Agent Collector has stopped.
(instance=instance-name,
host=hostname)

Agent Collector services have
stopped because of a stop
request from the jpcstop
command, or because a
Windows service has stopped.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.

KAVF25003-E

Agent Collector could not start.
(instance=instance-name,
host=hostname, rc=maintenancecode)

Agent Collector service
processing cannot continue due
to a failure in starting or
initializing Agent Collector
services.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to syslog (UNIX) or the
event log (Windows), or to the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
common message log, and
follow the message's
instructions for resolving the
problem.

KAVF25004-E

Agent Collector stopped abnormally.
(instance=instance-name,
host=hostname, rc=maintenancecode)

Agent Collector service
processing cannot continue
because an error occurred
while Agent Collector services
were operating.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to syslog (UNIX) or the
event log (Windows), or to the
common message log, and
follow the message's
instructions for resolving the
problem.

KAVF25100-I

The verification of the agent
instance settings will now start.
(instance name=instance-name)

Verification of the Agent
instance settings will now start.
(S)
Starts verification of the
Agent instance settings.

KAVF25101-I

The verification of the agent
instance settings will now end.
(instance name=instance-name)

Verification of the Agent
instance settings will now end.
(S)
Stops verification of the
Agent instance settings.

KAVF25102-E

An invalid option is specified.

An option that the command
cannot recognize is specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check and, if necessary,
revise the command line.
Then re-execute the
command.

KAVF25103-E

A required option is not specified.

A required option is not
specified.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check and, if necessary,
revise the command line.
Then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVF25104-E

Message
The specified instance name is not
set up. (instance name=instancename)

Corrective Action
The instance of the specified
instance name was not found.
The instance name or the
logical host might be specified
incorrectly.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check and, if necessary,
revise the command line.
Then re-execute the
command.

KAVF25105-E

The specified logical host name is
invalid. (lhost name=logical-hostname)

The specified logical host has
not been set up.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check and, if necessary,
revise the command line.
Then re-execute the
command.

KAVF25106-E

The user does not have permission
to execute the command.

The user does not have
permission to execute the
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-execute the command
with an account that has
the permissions required
for command execution.
If you are using Windows
Server 2008 or Windows
Server 2012, execute the
command from the
Administrator Console.

KAVF25107-E

The agent environment is invalid.

Either the Agent for SAN
Switch installation or setup
was not performed properly, or
the installation environment is
corrupted.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-install Agent for SAN
Switch or perform setup
for the instance again, and
then re-execute the
command.
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Message ID
KAVF25108-E

Message
The agent environment is invalid.

Corrective Action
Either the Agent for SAN
Switch installation or setup
was not performed properly, or
the installation environment is
corrupted.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Re-install Agent for SAN
Switch or perform setup
for the instance again, and
then re-execute the
command.

KAVF25113-I

The verification of the information
collection time will now start.
(instance name=instance-name)

Verification of the information
collection time will now start.
(S)
Starts verification of the
information collection
time.

KAVF25114-I

KAVF25120-E

The verification of the information
collection time will now end.
(instance name=instance-name,
collection time=information
collection time (seconds))

Verification of the information
collection time will now end.

An error was detected while
processing Agent Collector service
startup information. (instance
name=instance-name,
detail=detailed-information)

The Agent Collector service
startup information file
contains an error, or the file
does not exist.

(S)
Stops verification of the
information collection
time.

(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
If the Agent Collector
service startup information
file does not exist, copy
the model file
(jpcagt.ini.model) for
the Agent Collector service
startup information file,
and then re-create the
instance environment. If
the Agent Collector service
startup information file
exists, it contains an error.
Either revise the file based
on the model Agent
Collector service startup
information file, or recreate the agent instance
environment.
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Message ID
KAVF25121-E

Message
The specified connection destination
is not supported. (instance
name=instance-name, Connection
Destination=connectiondestination-name)

Corrective Action
The specified connection
destination for the instance is
not supported by the
command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the
connection destination is
supported.

KAVF25122-E

The specified Connection
Destination is invalid. (instance
name=instance-name, Connection
Destination=connectiondestination-name)

The specified connection
destination is invalid. An
invalid character string is
specified for the connection
destination. The code that is
displayed in place of
connection-destination-name is
the connection destination that
you entered when you created
the instance environment.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check and correct the
connection destination that
was specified when the
instance environment was
created.

KAVF25123-E

An instance parameter setting is not A required value is not
specified. (instance name=instance- specified in the instance
name)
information that is set by
executing the jpcinssetup
command or the jpcconf inst
setup (Japanese version 6.3 or
later) command.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Some items in the instance
information must be
changed because Agent for
SAN Switch was updated.
Execute the jpcinssetup
command or the jpcconf
inst setup (Japanese
version 6.3 or later)
command to update the
instance information.
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Message ID
KAVF25124-E

Message
The specified Target Switch WWN is
invalid. (instance name=instancename, WWN=WWN)

Corrective Action
The specified Target Switch
WWN value is invalid. Either the
default value is specified for
Target Switch WWN, or an
invalid character string is
specified. The code that is
displayed in place of WWN is
the value that you entered for
Target Switch WWN when you
created the instance
environment.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check and correct the
value that was specified
for Target Switch WWN
when the instance
environment was created.

KAVF25125-E

The agtw.properties file was not
found. (instance name=instancename)

The agtw.properties file was
not found.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check whether the
agtw.properties file is in
one of the following
locations:
¢

In Windows:
installationdestination-folder
\agtw\agent

¢

In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtw/
agent

If you do not find the
agtw.properties file,
take either of the following
actions:
¢

If the
agtw.properties file
has been backed up:
Use the backup copy
to restore the
agtw.properties file.

¢
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If the
agtw.properties file
has not been backed
up:

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Re-install Agent for
SAN Switch.

KAVF25126-E

An attempt to read agtw.properties
file has failed. (instance
name=instance-name,
detail=detailed-information)

You do not have read
permission for the
agtw.properties file.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check whether you have
read permission for the
agtw.properties file. If
you do not have read
permission, add the
permission to the file or
start the instance as a
user who has read
permission.

KAVF25127-E

An attempt to get the property
value has failed. (instance
name=instance-name,
property=property-name,
detail=detailed-information)

A required property has not
been defined in the
agtw.properties file.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the
property indicated in the
message is defined in the
agtw.properties file.

KAVF25128-E

The property value is invalid.
(instance name=instance-name,
property=property-name,
detail=detailed-information)

The value of a property in the
agtw.properties file is
invalid.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Make sure that the value
of the property in the
agtw.properties file that
is indicated in the message
is correct.

KAVF25129-E

An attempt to access the
prerequisite program has failed.
(instance name=instance-name,
detail=detailed-information)

Neither JDK nor JRE was
found, although one or the
other is required.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
¢
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A prerequisite
program (32-bit
version JDK or JRE)
does not exist in the
path set for
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
agtw.agent.JRE.loca
tion in the
agtw.properties file.
Alternatively, the path
is not correctly set for
agtw.agent.JRE.loca
tion. Check and, if
necessary, correct the
path.
¢

KAVF25130-E

An attempt to read the
configuration file has failed.
(instance name=instance-name,
file=configuration-file-name,
detail=detailed-information)

In Windows or Linux,
if a path has not been
set for
agtw.agent.JRE.loca
tion in the
agtw.properties file,
re-install Agent for
SAN Switch.

You do not have read
permission for the
configuration file.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check whether you have
read permission for the
configuration file. If you do
not have read permission,
add the permission to the
file or start the instance as
a user who has read
permission.

KAVF25131-E

The configuration file is invalid.
(instance name=instance-name,
file=configuration-file-name,
line=line-number, detail=detailedinformation)

The configuration file contains
an error.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the line indicated in
the message.
If 0 was output for linenumber, re-create the
configuration file.

KAVF25132-E

The number of switches not being
monitored has reached the
maximum. (instance
name=instance-name,
maximum_count=maximumallowable-value)

The number of WWNs of
switches not being monitored,
which was set in the
unmonitored switch
configuration file, has reached
the maximum value.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the
maximum value that is
indicated in the message is
not exceeded.

KAVF25140-I

A session with the SMI Agent has
been established. (instance
name=instance-name, address=IPaddress)

A session with SMI Agent has
been established. The code
that is displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
SMI Agent.
(S)
Continues processing.

KAVF25141-I

Sessions with the SMI Agent and
the proxy switch have been
established. (instance
name=instance-name, SMI Agent
address=IP-address, proxy switch
address=IP-address)

Sessions with SMI Agent and
the proxy switch have been
established. The codes that are
displayed in place of IPaddress are the IP addresses of
SMI Agent and proxy switch.
(S)
Continues processing.

KAVF25142-E

A session with the SMI Agent could
not be established. (instance
name=instance-name, address=IPaddress, rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

An attempt to establish a
session with SMI Agent failed.
The code that is displayed in
place of IP-address is the IP
address of SMI Agent.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Perform the following,
correct the problem, and
then re-execute the
command:
•

If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that
there are no problems with
the values of Login ID,
Login Password, SMI-A
user, and SMI-A user
Password, which were
specified during the
creation of the instance
environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65825 or 65831, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
IP address of SMI Agent or
port number of SMI Agent,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(2) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and SMI Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
•

If detailed-information is
65828, a timeout occurred
while waiting for a
response because the
timeout value for
monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with SMI
Agent. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and SMI Agent.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
maintenance information, and
then contact customer support.
•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command

•

If Network Advisor SMI
Agent is used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

If DCFM SMI Agent is
used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent

•

If SMI Agent for FOS is
used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

If DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
is used:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

KAVF25143-E

A session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch could not be
established. (instance
name=instance-name, SMI Agent
address=IP-address, proxy switch
address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

An attempt to establish a
session between SMI Agent
and the proxy switch failed.
The codes that are displayed in
place of IP-address are the IP
addresses of SMI Agent and
proxy switch.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Perform the following,
resolve the problem, and
then re-execute the
command:
•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
values of Connection
Destination, IP Address,
Login ID, and Password,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment.
(2) Make sure that the
proxy switch is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and SMI Agent.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
•

If detailed-information is
65828, a timeout occurred
while waiting for a
response because the
timeout value for
monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with the
proxy switch. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that the
proxy switch is running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and SMI Agent.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

•

Make sure that no other
commands have
established a session with
a proxy switch.

Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
maintenance information, and
then contact customer support.

KAVF25144-E

5-352

Data cannot be collected from SMI
Agent for monitored the switch.
(instance name=instance-name,
WWN=WWN, detail=detailedinformation)
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•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command

•

Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command

•

Support files for SMI Agent

Data for the monitored switch
cannot be collected from SMI
Agent.
The code displayed in place of
WWN is the value for Target

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Switch WWN that you entered
when you created the instance
environment.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Check the following items
and take the appropriate
action.
•

If detailed-information is
65828, a timeout occurred
while waiting for a
response because the
timeout value for
monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with a
monitored switch and SMI
Agent, Network Advisor,
DCFM, or DCNM-SAN. In
this case, perform the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
operating status of the
monitored switches, SMI
Agent, Network Advisor,
DCFM, and DCNM-SAN.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches, SMI Agent,
Network Advisor, DCFM,
and DCNM-SAN.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
(5) Make sure that two or
more jpctwchkinst
commands are not being
executed simultaneously.
(6) Make sure that the
instance that is to be
verified has not started
during the execution of the
jpctwchkinst command.

•
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If detailed-information is
65830, perform the
following, resolve the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
problem, and then reexecute the command:
(1) Make sure that there is
no problem with the value
for Target Switch WWN
that was specified during
the creation of the
instance environment.
(2) If the system has
started with the WWN of a
specific switch specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that the switch
identified by Target
Switch WWN exists in the
fabric managed by SMI
Agent, Network Advisor,
DCFM, or DCNM-SAN.
(3) If the system has
started with ALL specified
for Target Switch WWN,
make sure that at least
one switch is managed by
SMI Agent, Network
Advisor, DCFM, or DCNMSAN.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches, SMI Agent,
Network Advisor, DCFM,
and DCNM-SAN.
(5) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(6) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
maintenance information, and
then contact customer support.
•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command

•

If Network Advisor SMI
Agent is used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent
•

If DCFM SMI Agent is
used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent

•

If SMI Agent for FOS is
used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

If DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
is used:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

KAVF25145-E

A timeout occurred during data
collection. (instance
name=instance-name)

A timeout occurred while
information was being
collected.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Perform the following,
resolve the problem, and
then re-execute the
command:
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•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the
network environment.

•

Make sure that the
switches in the fabric, SMI
Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, Network Advisor,
and DCFM are running.

•

Make sure that two or
more jpctwchkinst
commands are not being
executed simultaneously.

•

Make sure that the
instance that is to be
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
verified has not started
during the execution of the
jpctwchkinst command.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the cause
and to resolve the problem.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
maintenance information, and
then contact customer support.
•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command

•

If Network Advisor SMI
Agent is used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent

•

If DCFM SMI Agent is
used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent

•

If SMI Agent for FOS is
used:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

If DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
is used:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

KAVF25146-E

The command cannot be executed
because an instance is running.
(instance name=instance-name)

The instance verification
command cannot be executed
because the instance that is to
be verified is running.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stop the instance that is to
be verified, and then reexecute the command.

KAVF25147-E

Creation of the switch information
failed. (instance name=instancename, WWN=WWN)

An attempt to configure switch
information failed.
(S)
Continues processing.
(O)
Data collection from the
monitored fabric might
have failed. Make sure
that the switches in the
fabric, SMI Agent, DCNMSAN SMI-S Agent, Network
Advisor, and DCFM are
running. Also check the
load on the network,
monitored switches, SMI
Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, Network Advisor,
and DCFM.
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the
cause and to resolve the
problem.
If you cannot determine
the cause, collect the
following maintenance
information, and then
contact customer support.
•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command

•

If Network Advisor SMI
Agent is used for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent

•

If DCFM SMI Agent is used
for monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

If SMI Agent for FOS is
used for monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

If DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
is used for monitoring:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

KAVF25150-E

An error occurred in an OS API
(API-name). (instance
name=instance-name, error=errorcode, arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in an API of
the OS. The code indicated in
error-code is the value of
errno (system call error
number) or the value of
GetLastError() or
WSAGetLastError().
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the
cause and to resolve the
problem.
Use the jpcras command
to collect the maintenance
information, and then
contact customer support.

KAVF25151-E

An error occurred in a function.
(function-name). (instance
name=instance-name, error=errorcode, arg1=argument-1,
arg2=argument-2,
arg3=argument-3)

An error occurred in an internal
function.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the
cause and to resolve the
problem.
Use the jpcras command
to collect the maintenance
information, and then
contact customer support .

KAVF25152-E

Interruption by a signal. (instance
name=instance-name,
signal=signal-number)

Processing was interrupted by
a signal.
(S)
Stops command execution.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Detailed investigation is
required to identify the
cause and to resolve the
problem.
Use the jpcras command
to collect the maintenance
information, and then
contact customer support.

KAVF25153-W

Interruption by a signal. (instance
name=instance-name,
signal=signal-number)

Processing was interrupted by
a signal.
(S)
Stops command execution.

KAVF25205-I

A session with the seed switch has
been established.
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

A session with the seed switch
was established. The code that
is displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the seed switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25206-I

A session with the seed switch has
been established in the retry
process. (instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

A session with the seed switch
was established by means of
retry processing. The code that
is displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the seed switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25207-I

Sessions with the SMI Agent and
the proxy switch have been
established. (instance=instancename, SMI Agent address=IPaddress, proxy switch address=IPaddress)

Sessions with the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch have
been established. The codes
that are displayed in place of
IP-address are the IP
addresses of the SMI Agent
and proxy switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25208-I

Sessions with the SMI Agent and
the proxy switch have been
reestablished in the retry process.
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address)

Sessions with the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch have
been reestablished. The codes
that are displayed in place of
IP-address are the IP
addresses of the SMI Agent
and proxy switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.
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Message ID
KAVF25209-I

Message
Start to establish sessions with the
SMI Agent and the proxy switch.
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address)

Corrective Action
Establishment of sessions with
the SMI Agent and the proxy
switch will be started. The
codes that are displayed in
place of IP-address are the IP
addresses of the SMI Agent
and proxy switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25210-I

Start to reestablish sessions with
the SMI Agent and the proxy switch
because it failed in the collection of
data. (instance=instance-name,
SMI Agent address=IP-address,
proxy switch address=IP-address)

Reestablishment of sessions
with the SMI Agent and the
proxy switch will be started
because the collection of data
has failed. The codes that are
displayed in place of IPaddress are the IP addresses of
the SMI Agent and proxy
switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25211-I

Start to close sessions with the SMI
Agent and the proxy switch.
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address)

Disconnection of sessions with
the SMI Agent and the proxy
switch will be started. The
codes that are displayed in
place of IP-address are the IP
addresses of the SMI Agent
and proxy switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25212-I

Sessions with the SMI Agent and
the proxy switch have been closed.
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address)

Sessions with the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch have
been disconnected. The codes
that are displayed in place of
IP-address are the IP
addresses of the SMI Agent
and proxy switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25213-I

A session with the SMI Agent has
been established.
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

A session with the SMI Agent
has been established. The code
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.
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Message ID
KAVF25214-I

Message
A session with the SMI Agent has
been established in the retry
process. (instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

Corrective Action
A session with the SMI Agent
has been established by using
the retry process. The code
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.

KAVF25215-I

KAVF25216-I

KAVF25217-I

The configuration file was
successfully read.
(instance=instance-name,
file=configuration-file-name)

The configuration file was read.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.

WWNs for the switches not being
monitored were successfully
acquired. (instance=instance-name,
count=number-of-unmonitoredswitches)

The WWNs of the switches not
being monitored were
acquired.

Creation of the JavaVM will now
start. (instance=instance-name,
path=Java-path)

Java VM creation will start. The
path (Java-path) indicates the
path to Java used by Agent
Collector.

(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.

(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
KAVF25218-I

A session with the DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent has been established.
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

A session with the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent has been
established. The code
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.

KAVF25219-I

A session with the DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent has been established in the
retry process. (instance=instancename, address=IP-address)

Retry processing has
established a session with the
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent. The
code displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.

KAVF25220-I

A monitoring period for the
establishment and termination of
sessions has been set.
(session.timeout=The timeout value
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The timeout value for
monitoring session
establishment and termination
was set.
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Message ID

KAVF25401-W

Message

Corrective Action

for monitoring session
establishment and termination)

(S)

Memory allocation failed.
(instance=instance-name,
name=API-name, rc=maintenancecode)

An attempt to secure memory
failed. Either system memory
is insufficient, or the system
has become unstable due to a
memory leak from another
application. The name that is
displayed in place of API-name
is the name of the API that
detected insufficient memory.
The information that is
displayed in place of
maintenance-code is a code
that can be obtained from
errno for system calls or Clanguage runtime libraries, or
from GetLastError for a
Win32 API.

Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.

(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. At this
time, performance data is not
collected.
(O)
Secure sufficient system
resources.
KAVF25402-W

It failed in the processing of the
record generation.
(instance=instance-name,
record=record-name)

Build processing failed for the
record with the name displayed
in record-name.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. However,
the record that was to be built
(record that is displayed in
record-name) is not built at
this time.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common
message log, and follow the
instructions for resolving the
problem.

KAVF25403-W
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It failed in the collection of data
necessary to make the record.
(instance=instance-name,
record=record-name,
counts=number-of-instances,
Domain IDs= domain-id)
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An attempt to collect data
required to build the record
whose name is displayed in
place of record-name has
failed. The value that is
displayed in place of numberof-instances indicates the

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
number of record instances
that failed to create records.
The value displayed in place of
domain-id indicates the domain
ID of the switch for which
record creation failed. If record
creation failed for multiple
switches with the same domain
ID, the number of times the
same domain ID is displayed is
equal to the number of
multiple switches. When the
following records are displayed
in record-name, the
information displayed in place
of domain-ID is as follows:
•

PD_DEVD
N/A is always displayed.

•

PD_PTD, PD_CPTD
If switch port data is being
collected, the switch
domain ID is displayed.
If node port data is being
collected, the switch
domain ID is not
displayed.

(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. However,
the record that was to be built
(record that is displayed in
record-name) is not built at
this time.
(O)
If this message is output
repeatedly, data collection
from the monitored fabric
might have failed. Make sure
that the switches in the fabric,
SMI Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, Network Advisor, and
DCFM are running. Also check
the load on the network,
monitored switches, SMI
Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, Network Advisor, and
DCFM.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:
•
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Maintenance information
that can be collected by
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
using the jpcras
command.
•

When Network Advisor
SMI Agent is connected for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent

•

When DCFM SMI Agent is
connected to for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent

•

When SMI Agent for FOS is
connected to for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

When DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent is connected to for
monitoring:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

•

When a Cisco (Seed
Switch) is connected to for
monitoring:
Information that can be
obtained by using the show
tech-support command

KAVF25404-W

An internal error occurred in the
An internal program error
program. (instance=instance-name, occurred.
rc=maintenance-code)
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.
Performance data is not
collected at this time.
(O)
Use the jpcras command to
collect maintenance
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KAVF25409-W

Data cannot be collected from
Fabric Management Server for the
monitored switch.
(instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn)

Data of the monitored switch
cannot be collected from the
Fabric Management Server.
The value that is displayed in
place of wwn is the value for
Target Switch WWN that you
entered when creating the
instance environment.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. When the
system starts with the WWN of
a specific switch specified for
Target Switch WWN,
performance data will not be
collected until the data of the
switch that has the Target
Switch WWN is collected from
the Fabric Management Server.
When the system starts with
ALL specified for Target
Switch WWN, performance data
will not be collected until data
from at least one switch is
collected from the Fabric
Management Server.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:

Agent Error Codes and Messages
Hitachi Tuning Manager Messages

•

If the system has started
with ALL specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that at least one
switch is managed by
Network Advisor or DCFM.

•

If the system has started
with the WWN of a specific
switch specified for Target
Switch WWN, make sure
that the switch identified
by Target Switch WWN is
managed by Network
Advisor or DCFM.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the load
on the network, the
monitored switches,
Network Advisor, and
DCFM.

5-365

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

KAVF25410-W

A session with the Seed Switch was
detected being not established.
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files for Network
Advisor or DCFM.

During the Agent Collector
operation, the system detected
that a session with the seed
switch was disconnected. The
code that is displayed in place
of IP-address is the IP address
of the seed switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made
when the next performance
data collection request occurs.
(O)
Check the following:
•

Make sure that the
network environment or
seed switch is running.

•

Make sure that the CIM
server is in the enable
status.

•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure there are no
problems with the load on
the network.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

KAVF25411-W

5-366

A session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch could not be
reestablished in the retry process.

Agent Error Codes and Messages
Hitachi Tuning Manager Messages

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Information that can be
collected by using the
show tech-support
command.

An attempt to reestablish a
session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch has

Message ID

Message
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

Corrective Action
failed. The code that is
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent and proxy
switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made
when the next performance
data collection request occurs.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that the
values of IP Address,
Login ID, and Password,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment,
match the current settings
on the switch side.
(2) Make sure that the
proxy switch is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Information that can be
collected by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command.

•

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

5-367

Message ID
KAVF25412-W

Message
A session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent could
not be closed. (instance=instancename, SMI Agent address=IPaddress, rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

Corrective Action
An attempt to disconnect the
session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent
has failed. The code that is
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing.
(O)
Check whether any session
with the SMI Agent is still
connected by using the
netstat -a command. If any
session with the SMI Agent is
still connected, restart the SMI
Agent.

KAVF25413-W

A session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch could not be
closed. (instance=instance-name,
SMI Agent address=IP-address,
proxy switch address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

An attempt to disconnect the
session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch has
failed. The codes that are
displayed in place of IPaddress are the IP addresses of
the SMI Agent and proxy
switch.
(S)
Continues the processing of
the Agent Collector services.
(O)
Check whether any session
with the SMI Agent is still
connected by using the
netstat -a command. If any
session with the SMI Agent is
still connected, restart the SMI
Agent.

KAVF25414-W

A session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent could
not be established in the retry
process. (instance=instance-name,
SMI Agent address=IP-address,
SMI-A user=SMI-A-user,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

An attempt to reestablish a
session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent
has failed. The code that is
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent. The code that
is displayed in place of SMI-Auser is the user information for
identifying the mapping
definition.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made

5-368
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
when the next performance
data collection request occurs.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that the
values of SMI-A user and
SMI-A user Password,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment,
match the current settings
on the SMI Agent side.

•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that the
values of SMI Agent IP
Address and SMI Agent
Port Number, which were
specified during the
creation of the instance
environment, match the
current IP address and
port number on the SMI
Agent side.
(2) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

KAVF25415-W

A session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch could not be

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

An attempt to establish a
session between the SMI Agent

5-369

Message ID

Message
established. (instance=instancename, SMI Agent address=IPaddress, proxy switch address=IPaddress, rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

Corrective Action
and the proxy switch has
failed. The codes that are
displayed in place of IPaddress are the IP addresses of
the SMI Agent and the proxy
switch.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made
when the next performance
data collection request occurs.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
values of Connection
Destination, IP Address,
Login ID, and Password,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment.
(2) Make sure that the
proxy switch is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

5-370

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files that can be
collected by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
•

KAVF25416-W

A session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent could
not be established.
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, SMI-A
user=SMI-A-user, rc=maintenancecode, detail=detailed-information)

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

An attempt to establish a
session between the Agent
Controller and the SMI Agent
has failed. The code that is
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent. The code that
is displayed in place of SMI-Auser is the user information for
identifying the mapping
definition.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made
when the next performance
data collection request occurs.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that
there are no problems with
the values of SMI-A user
and SMI-A user Password,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
values of SMI Agent IP
Address and SMI Agent
Port Number, which were
specified during the
creation of the instance
environment.
(2) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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5-371

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

KAVF25417-W

A session with the SMI Agent was
detected being not established.
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address)

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

Disconnection of a session with
the SMI Agent was detected
during operation of the SMI
Agent. The code displayed in
place of IP-address is the IP
address of the SMI Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made
when the next performance
data collection request occurs.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

Make sure that SMI Agent
is running.

•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25418-W

5-372

Data cannot be collected from SMI
Agent for the monitored switch.

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files for the SMI
Agent.

•

Log files for Network
Advisor or DCFM.

Data for the monitored switch
cannot be collected from the
SMI Agent. The value that is

Message ID

Message
(instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn)

Corrective Action
displayed in place of wwn is
the value for Target Switch
WWN that you entered when you
created the instance
environment.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. If the
system has started with the
WWN of a specific switch
specified for Target Switch
WWN, performance data will not
be collected until the data of
the switch identified by Target
Switch WWN is collected from
the SMI Agent. If the system
has started with ALL specified
for Target Switch WWN,
performance data will not be
collected until data from at
least one switch is collected
from the SMI Agent.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If the system has started
with the WWN of a specific
switch specified for Target
Switch WWN, make sure
that the switch identified
by Target Switch WWN
exists in the fabric
managed by the SMI
Agent.

•

If the system has started
with ALL specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that at least one
fabric is managed by the
SMI Agent.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the load
on the monitored switches
and the SMI Agent.

•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
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5-373

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25419-W

A session with the DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent was detected being not
established. (instance=instancename, address=IP-address)

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command.

•

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

Disconnection of a session with
the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
was detected during operation
of the DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent. The code displayed in
place of IP-address is the IP
address of the DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. An attempt
to reconnect will be made
when the next performance
data collection request is
issued.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

Make sure that DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent is running.

•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25420-W

5-374

Data cannot be collected from
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent for the
monitored switch.

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

Support information for
DCNM-SAN

Data for the monitored switch
cannot be collected from the
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent. The

Message ID

Message
(instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn)

Corrective Action
code displayed in place of wwn
is the value of Target Switch
WWN specified when the
instance environment was
created.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing. If the
system is running with the
WWN of a specific switch
specified for Target Switch
WWN, performance data will not
be collected until the data of
the switch identified by the
Target Switch WWN value is
collected from the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent. If the system is
running with ALL specified for
Target Switch WWN,
performance data will not be
collected until data for at least
one switch is obtained from the
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

If the system is running
with the WWN of a specific
switch specified for Target
Switch WWN, make sure
that the switch identified
by the Target Switch
WWN value exists in the
fabric managed by DCNMSAN.

•

If the system is running
with ALL specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that at least one
fabric is managed by
DCNM-SAN.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the load
on the monitored switches
and DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent.

•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the
network environment.

5-375

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25421-W

Information cannot be obtained
from the SMI Agent at the specified
connection destination.
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address,
detail=detailed-information)

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

Support information for
DCNM-SAN

Information cannot be obtained
from the SMI Agent that was
specified as the connection
destination during instance
environment setup.
IP-address indicates the IP
address of SMI Agent.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service, and
collects performance data
supported by Network Advisor
SMI Agent or DCFM SMI Agent.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If the SMI Agent specified
during instance
environment setup was
Network Advisor SMI
Agent or DCFM SMI Agent:
- Make sure that Network
Advisor and Network
Advisor SMI Agent are
running.
- Make sure that DCFM
and DCFM SMI Agent are
running.

If you cannot determine the
cause of the problem, collect
the following information, and
contact the system
administrator:

5-376

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command.

•

If Network Advisor SMI
Agent is used for
monitoring:

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent
•

If DCFM SMI Agent is used
for monitoring:
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent

KAVF25601-E

Initialization of Agent Collector
failed. (instance=instance-name,
cause=cause)

A failure occurred during
initialization of Agent Collector.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Check the problem indicated
by cause. Also check whether
the service startup initialization
file (jpcagt.ini) is in one of
the following folders:
•

In Windows:
installation-folder\agtw
\agent\instance-name\

•

In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/
instance-name/

If the service startup
initialization file is not in one of
the above folders, copy the
jpcagt.ini.model file to the
jpcagt.ini file.
If you cannot determine the
cause, use the jpcras
command to collect
maintenance information, and
then contact a system
administrator.
KAVF25602-E

An exception occurred. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
exception=exception-message)

An exception occurred while
Agent Collector was operating.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Use the jpcras command to
collect maintenance
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KAVF25603-E

Interruption by a signal.
(instance=instance-name,
signal=signal-number)

Processing was interrupted by
a signal. (The OS signal is
indicated by the displayed
signal-number.)
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
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5-377

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Use the jpcras command to
collect maintenance
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KAVF25605-E

An error was detected while
processing Agent Collector service
startup information.
(instance=instance-name,
detail=details)

Either there is a mistake in the
Agent Collector service startup
initialization file, or the file
does not exist.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
If the Agent Collector service
startup initialization file does
not exist, copy the model
Agent Collector service startup
initialization file
(jpcagt.ini.model), and
recreate an instance
environment. If the Agent
Collector service startup
initialization file does exist, it
contains a mistake. Either
revise it based on the model
Agent Collector service startup
initialization file, or recreate
the agent instance
environment.

KAVF25607-E

The specified Target Switch WWN is
invalid. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn)

The specified Target Switch
WWN is invalid. The default
value or invalid character
strings are specified in Target
Switch WWN. The value that is
displayed in place of wwn is
the value for Target Switch
WWN that you entered when
creating the instance
environment.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Check the Target Switch WWN
that was specified when the
instance environment was
created, and allocate a correct
value.

KAVF25608-E

5-378

Data cannot be collected from
Fabric Management Server for the
monitored switch. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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Data of the monitored switch
cannot be collected from the
Fabric Management Server.
The value that is displayed in
place of wwn is the value for
Target Switch WWN that you

Message ID

Message
wwn=wwn, detail=detailedinformation)

Corrective Action
entered when creating the
instance environment.
(S)
Continues Agent Collector
service processing
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
wait for response timed
out because the timeout
value for monitoring
session establishment and
termination expired during
communication with
Network Advisor or DCFM.
In this case, perform the
following:
(1) Make sure that the
monitored switches,
Network Advisor, and
DCFM are running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on the
monitored switches,
Network Advisor, and
DCFM.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

•

If detail-information is
65830, perform the
following, resolve the
problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector
service:
(1)Make sure that the
Target Switch WWN, which
was specified when
creating the instance
environment, has no
problems.
(2)If the system has
started with the WWN of a
specific switch specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that the switch
identified by Target

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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5-379

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Switch WWN is managed by
Network Advisor or DCFM.
(3)Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the network, the
monitored switches,
Network Advisor, and
DCFM.
(4)If the system has
started with ALL specified
for Target Switch WWN,
make sure that at least
one switch is managed by
Network Advisor or DCFM.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

KAVF25609-E

The service cannot be started
because it is already running.
(instance= instance-name)

•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files for Network
Advisor or DCFM.

The service is already running.
You cannot run a duplicated
service.
(S)
Cancels the launch of the
service.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list
command to check the running
status of the service.

KAVF25610-E

A session with the seed switch could An attempt to establish a
not be established. Exiting...
session with the seed switch
(instance=instance-name,
has failed. The code that is
address=IP-address,
displayed in place of IPrc=maintenance-code,
address is the IP address of
detail=detailed-information)
the seed switch.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

5-380

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that
there are no problems with
the values of Login ID and
Password, which were

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
specified for the seed
switch during the creation
of the instance
environment.
•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
value of IP Address, which
was specified for the seed
switch during the creation
of the instance
environment.
(2) Make sure that the CIM
server is set to "enable"
on the seed switch.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with
operation of the seed
switch.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the seed switch.
(5) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(6) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
wait for response timed
out because the timeout
value for monitoring
session establishment and
termination expired during
communication with the
seed switch. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
operating status of the
seed switch.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on the
seed switch.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
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5-381

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25612-E

A session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch could not be
established. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Information that can be
collected by using the
show tech-support
command.

An attempt to establish a
session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch has
failed. The codes that are
displayed in place of IPaddress are the IP addresses of
the SMI Agent and proxy
switch.
(S)
Stops the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
values of Connection
Destination, IP Address,
Login ID, and Password
that were specified during
the creation of the
instance environment.
(2) Make sure that the
proxy switch is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

•

5-382

Agent Error Codes and Messages
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If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
timeout occurred while
waiting for a response
because the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with the
proxy switch. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that the
proxy switch is running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on the
monitored switches and
SMI Agent.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
•

Make sure that, for one
Proxy Switch, there is no
session from any software
other than the Agent for
SAN Switch.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact a
system administrator:

KAVF25613-E

A session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent could
not be established. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, SMI-A
user=SMI-A-user, rc=maintenancecode, detail=detailed-information)

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command

•

Support files for the SMI
Agent

An attempt to establish a
session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent
has failed. The code that is
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent. The code that
is displayed in place of SMI-Auser is the user information for
identifying the mapping
definition.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
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5-383

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that
there are no problems with
the values of SMI-A user
and SMI-A user Password,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
values of SMI Agent IP
Address and SMI Agent
Port Number, which were
specified during the
creation of the instance
environment.
(2) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
timeout occurred while
waiting for a response
because the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with SMI
Agent. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on the
monitored switches and
SMI Agent.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25614-E

An attempt to close the session
between the Agent Collector and
the SMI Agent has failed. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

•

Maintenance information
that can be collected by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

An attempt to disconnect the
session between the Agent
Collector and the SMI Agent
has failed. The code that is
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent.
(S)
Stops the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether any session
with the SMI Agent is still
connected by using the
netstat -a command. If any
session with the SMI Agent is
still connected, restart the SMI
Agent.

KAVF25615-E

An attempt to close the session
between the SMI Agent and the
proxy switch has failed. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name, SMI
Agent address=IP-address, proxy
switch address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

An attempt to disconnect the
session between the SMI Agent
and the proxy switch has
failed. The codes that are
displayed in place of IPaddress are the IP addresses of
the SMI Agent and proxy
switch.
(S)
Stops the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether any session
with the proxy switch is still
connected by using the
netstat -a command. If any
session with the proxy switch
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
is still connected, restart the
SMI Agent.

KAVF25616-E

An attempt to access the
prerequisite program has failed.
Exiting... (instance=instance-name,
detail=detailed-information)

Neither JDK nor JRE was
found, although one or the
other is required.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check whether a prerequisite
program (32-bit version JDK or
JRE) is installed on the same
host. If JDK or JRE is installed,
make sure that the path is
correctly set to
agtw.agent.JRE.location in
the agtw.properties file.
If a path has not been set for
agtw.agent.JRE.location in
the agtw.properties file, reinstall Agent for SAN Switch.

KAVF25617-E

The agtw.properties file was not
found. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name)

The agtw.properties file was
not found.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check whether the
agtw.properties file is in the
following location.
•

In Windows:
installation-folder\agtw
\agent\

•

In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/
If the agtw.properties
file does not exist, take
the following action:
If a backup of the
agtw.properties file has
been created, use the
backup copy to restore the
agtw.properties file.
If a backup of the
agtw.properties file has
not been created, re-install
Agent for SAN Switch.
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Message ID
KAVF25618-E

Message
An attempt to read agtw.properties
file has failed. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
detail=detailed-information)

Corrective Action
You do not have read
permission for the
agtw.properties file.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check whether you have read
permission for the
agtw.properties file. If you
do not have read permission,
add the permission to the file
or start the instance as a user
who has read permission.

KAVF25619-E

An attempt to get the property
value has failed. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
property=property-name,
detail=detailed-information)

A required property has not
been defined in the
agtw.properties file.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the property
indicated in the message is
defined in the
agtw.properties file.

KAVF25620-E

A session with the SMI Agent could
not be established. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

A session with the SMI Agent
could not be established. The
code displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the SMI Agent.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that
there are no problems with
the values of Login ID and
Password, which were
specified during the
creation of the instance
environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65825, check the
following:
(1) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
values of IP Address and
SMI Agent Port Number,
which were specified
during the creation of the
instance environment.
(2) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(3) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the SMI Agent,
Network Advisor, and
DCFM.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
timeout occurred while
waiting for a response
because the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with SMI
Agent. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that SMI
Agent is running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on SMI
Agent, Network Advisor,
and DCFM.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files for the SMI
Agent.

•

Log files for Network
Advisor or DCFM.

Message ID
KAVF25621-E

Message

Corrective Action

The specified Target Switch WWN is
invalid. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn)

The specified Target Switch
WWN is invalid. Either the
default value is specified for
Target Switch WWN, or an
invalid character string is
specified. The value displayed
in place of wwn is the value for
Target Switch WWN that you
entered when you created the
instance environment.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check and correct the value of
Target Switch WWN specified
during creation of the instance
environment.

KAVF25622-E

Data cannot be collected from SMI
Agent for monitored the switch.
Exiting... (instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn, detail=detailedinformation)

Data for the monitored switch
cannot be collected from the
SMI Agent. The value displayed
in place of wwn is the value for
Target Switch WWN that you
entered when you created the
instance environment.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
timeout occurred while
waiting for a response
because the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with the
monitored switches and
SMI Agent. In this case,
perform the following:
(1) Make sure that the
monitored switches and
SMI Agent are running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on the
monitored switches and
SMI Agent.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
•

If detailed-information is
65830, perform the
following, resolve the
problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector
service:
(1)Make sure that there
are no problems with
Target Switch WWN, which
was specified during the
creation of the instance
environment.
(2)If the system has
started with the WWN of a
specific switch specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that the switch
identified by Target
Switch WWN exists in the
fabric managed by the SMI
Agent.
(3)If the system has
started with ALL specified
for Target Switch WWN,
make sure that at least
one fabric is managed by
the SMI Agent.
(4)Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and the SMI
Agent.
(5) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(6)Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command.

•

Log files that can be
obtained by using the

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
supportShow or
supportSave command.
•

KAVF25623-E

Support files for the SMI
Agent.

An instance parameter setting is not A required value is not
specified. (instance=instancespecified in the instance
name)
information set by executing
the jpcinssetup command.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Some items in the instance
information must be changed
when Agent for SAN Switch is
upgraded. Execute the
jpcinssetup command to
update the instance
information.

KAVF25624-E

An attempt to read the
configuration file has failed.
Exiting... (instance=instance-name,
file=configuration-file-name,
detail=detailed-information)

You do not have read
permission for the
configuration file.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that you have read
permission. If you do not have
read permission, either add it
or start an instance as a user
who has it.

KAVF25625-E

The configuration file is invalid.
Exiting... (instance=instance-name,
file=configuration-file-name,
line=line-number, detail=detailedinformation)

The configuration file contains
an error.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Check the line indicated in the
message. If 0 was output for
line-number, re-create the
configuration file.

KAVF25626-E

The number of switches not being
monitored has reached the
maximum. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
maximum_count=maximumallowable-value)

The number of WWNs of the
switches not being monitored,
which was set in the
unmonitored switch
configuration file, has reached
the maximum allowable value.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the maximumallowable-value shown in the
message is not exceeded.

KAVF25627-E

A timeout occurred during data
collection. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name)

A timeout occurred while
information was being
collected.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

Make sure that no firewalls
are installed.

•

Make sure that there are
no problems with the
network environment.

•

Make sure that the
switches in the fabric, SMI
Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, Network Advisor,
and DCFM are running.

If you cannot determine the
cause of the problem, collect
the following information, and
then contact the system
administrator:
•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

When Network Advisor
SMI Agent is connected for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent

•

When DCFM SMI Agent is
connected to for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent
•

When SMI Agent for FOS is
connected to for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

When DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent is connected to for
monitoring:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

•

When a Cisco (Seed
Switch) is connected to for
monitoring:
Information that can be
obtained by using the show
tech-support command

KAVF25628-E

The property value is invalid.
Exiting... (instance=instance-name,
property=property-name,
detail=detailed-information)

The value of a property in the
agtw.properties file is
invalid. For the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and termination,
you can specify from 600 to
3,600 (seconds). An error
occurs if the value of the
property does not consist of
single-byte numeric characters
only.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Make sure that the value of the
property in the
agtw.properties file indicated
in the message is correct.

KAVF25629-E

A session with the DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent could not be established.
Exiting... (instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

A session with the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent could not be
established. The code
displayed in place of IPaddress is the IP address of
the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65809, make sure that
there are no problems with
the values of Login ID
and Login Password that
were specified when the
instance environment was
created.

•

If detailed-information is
65825 or 65831, confirm
the following:
(1) There are no problems
with the value of IP
Address for the DCNMSAN SMI-S Agent specified
when the instance
environment was created.
(2) Make sure that DCNMSAN SMI-S Agent is
running.
(3) There are no problems
with the load on the
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(4) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(5) There are no problems
with the network
environment.

•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
timeout occurred while
waiting for a response
because the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
In this case, perform the
following:
(1) Make sure that DCNMSAN SMI-S Agent is
running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25630-E

Data cannot be collected from
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent for
monitored the switch. Exiting...
(instance=instance-name,
wwn=wwn, detail=detailedinformation)

•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

Support information for
DCNM-SAN

Data for the monitored switch
cannot be collected from
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent. The
code displayed in place of wwn
is the value of Target Switch
WWN specified when the
instance environment was
created.
(S)
Terminates the Agent Collector
service.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
timeout occurred while
waiting for a response
because the timeout value
for monitoring session
establishment and
termination expired during
communication with
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
In this case, perform the
following:
(1) Make sure that the
monitored switches and
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
are running.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
status of the load on the
monitored switches and
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
(3) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(4) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
•

If detailed-information is
65830, perform the
following, resolve the
problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector
service:
(1)Make sure that the
value specified for Target
Switch WWN when the
instance environment was
created is correct.
(2)If the system has
started with the WWN of a
specific switch specified for
Target Switch WWN, make
sure that the switch
identified by Target
Switch WWN exists in the
fabric managed by DCNMSAN.
(3)If the system has
started with ALL specified
for Target Switch WWN,
make sure that at least
one fabric is managed by
DCNM-SAN.
(4)Make sure that there
are no problems with the
load on the monitored
switches and DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent.
(5) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(6)Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.

If you cannot determine the
cause, collect the following
information, and then contact
the system administrator:

KAVF25631-E

5-396

A session between the Agent
Collector and the connection
destination could not be established
in the retry process. Exiting...
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•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

Support information for
DCNM-SAN

Re-establishment of a session
between Agent Collector and
the connection destination
failed. IP-address indicates the

Message ID

Message
(instance=instance-name,
address=IP-address,
rc=maintenance-code,
detail=detailed-information)

Corrective Action
IP address of the connection
destination.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Perform the following, resolve
the problem, and then restart
the Agent Collector service:
•

If detailed-information is
65828, it means that a
wait for response timed
out because the timeout
value for monitoring
session establishment and
termination expired during
communication with the
connection destination. In
this case, perform the
following:
(1) Make sure that no
firewalls are installed.
(2) Make sure that there
are no problems with the
network environment.
(3) Make sure that the
switches in the fabric, SMI
Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, Network Advisor,
and DCFM are running.

If you cannot determine the
cause of the problem, collect
the following information, and
then contact the system
administrator:
•

Maintenance information
that can be obtained by
using the jpcras
command

•

When Network Advisor
SMI Agent is used for
monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for Network
Advisor SMI Agent

•

If DCFM SMI Agent is used
for monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Log files for DCFM SMI
Agent
•

If SMI Agent for FOS is
used for monitoring:
- Log files that can be
obtained by using the
supportShow or
supportSave command
- Support files for SMI
Agent for FOS

•

If DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
is used for monitoring:
- Support information for
DCNM-SAN

•

If the seed switch is
connected for monitoring
Cisco switches:
- Information that can be
obtained by using the show
tech-support command

KAVF25701-E

An error occurred in an OS API
(API-name). (instance=instancename, en=detail-code, arg1=arg-1,
arg2=arg-2, arg3=arg-3)

An error occurred in an OS
API. The code that is displayed
in place of detail-code is the
value returned in errno (error
number), or by the
GetLastError() or
WSAGetLastError() functions.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Use the jpcras command to
collect maintenance
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KAVF25702-E

An error occurred in a function
(function-name).
(instance=instance-name,
en=detail-code, arg1=arg-1,
arg2=arg-2, arg3=arg-3)

An error occurred in an internal
function.
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.
(O)
Use the jpcras command to
collect maintenance
information, and then contact a
system administrator.

KAVF25901-W

5-398

Interruption by a signal.
(instance=instance-name,
signal=signal-number)
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Processing was interrupted by
a signal. (The OS signal is
indicated by the displayed
signal-number.)

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Stops Agent Collector services.

Agent Messages (Agent for DB2)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for DB2 messages, lists the
messages output to syslog, and lists and explains the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for DB2)
Table 5-34 Output Destinations of Agent for DB2 Messages on page 5-399
lists the output destinations of the messages issued by Agent for DB2.

Table 5-34 Output Destinations of Agent for DB2 Messages
Output Destinations
•

Common message
log

•

syslog

Message ID
KAVF29001 to KAVF29007, and KAVF29010 to KAVF29024

Messages Output to Syslog (Agent for DB2)
This section lists the messages that Agent for DB2 outputs to syslog.
The syslog information is output to the syslog file. For the installation location
of the syslog file, see the syslog daemon configuration file (default path
is /etc/syslogd.conf).
Table 5-35 Messages that Agent for DB2 Outputs to Syslog on page 5-399
lists the messages that Agent for DB2 outputs to syslog.

Table 5-35 Messages that Agent for DB2 Outputs to Syslog
Syslog

Message ID
KAVF29001-E

Facility
LOG_DAEMON

KAVF29002-I

Level
LOG_ERR
LOG_INFO

KAVF29003-I
KAVF29004-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF29005-E
KAVF29006-E
KAVF29007-W

LOG_WARNING
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Syslog

Message ID

Facility

KAVF29010-E

Level
LOG_ERR

KAVF29011-E
KAVF29012-E
KAVF29013-W
KAVF29014-E

LOG_WARNING
LOG_DAEMON

LOG_ERR

KAVF29015-E
KAVF29016-W

LOG_WARNING

KAVF29017-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF29018-E
KAVF29019-W

LOG_WARNING

KAVF29020-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF29021-W

LOG_WARNING

KAVF29022-W
KAVF29023-E

LOG_ERR

KAVF29024-E

Messages (Agent for DB2)
Table 5-36 Messages Issued by Agent for DB2 on page 5-400 explains the
messages issued by Agent for DB2, and explains what actions to take in
response to the messages.

Table 5-36 Messages Issued by Agent for DB2
Message ID
KAVF29001-E

Message

Corrective Action

The Agent for IBM DB2 does not
Agent for DB2 was executed for
support this DB2 version.
an unsupported version of DB2.
(host=host-name, service=service- (S)
ID)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Use a supported version of DB2.
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KAVF29002-I

Agent Collector has started.
Startup of the Agent Collector
(host=host-name, service=service- service has completed.
ID)

KAVF29003-I

Agent Collector has stopped.
The Agent Collector service
(host=host-name, service=service- stopped.
ID)
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Message ID
KAVF29004-E

Message
Memory could not be allocated.

Corrective Action
Memory is insufficient.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Increase the amount of available
memory.

KAVF29005-E

An attempt to write to file filename has failed.

The system could not write to
the file indicated by file-name.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the permissions for the
file. Also check whether the file
capacity has been exceeded or
whether the disk has become
full.

KAVF29006-E

The file was not found. (file name
= file-name)

The file indicated by file-name
could not be found.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether the file indicated
by file-name exists.

KAVF29007-W

No records could be collected for
record type=record-name

The record record-name could
not be collected.
(S)
Continues processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
If this message is issued
repeatedly, check the system
environment settings for the
programs being monitored. If
you cannot identify the cause of
the error, collect the
maintenance information, and
then contact the system
administrator. For details on
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter
that describes troubleshooting in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

KAVF29010-E

File format error: file-name
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The format of the file indicated
by file-name is invalid.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the format of the file
indicated by file-name.

KAVF29011-E

A message could not be written to
the log file log-file-name.

The system could not output a
message to the file indicated by
log-file-name.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
If the file indicated by log-filename exists in the path, check
its write permissions. If the file
indicated by log-file-name does
not exist in the path, check
whether you have read and
write permissions for the
specified path.

KAVF29012-E

The file does not have read
The user does not have read
permission. (file name = file-name) permissions for the file indicated
by file-name.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the permissions for the
file.

KAVF29013-W

An attempt to initialize Agent
Collector has failed. (host=hostname, service=service-ID)

The system failed to initialize
the Agent Collector service.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check all initialization
configurations of the Agent
Collector service.

KAVF29014-E

System information could not be
acquired.

The system could not acquire
system information such as host
names.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the environment settings
of the OS.

5-402
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Message ID
KAVF29015-E

Message
An attempt to execute function
command-name has failed.

Corrective Action
An error occurred during
execution of the command
indicated by command-name.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

KAVF29016-W

Connection to DB2 is not possible.
The system cannot connect to
(host=host-name, service=service- DB2
ID)
(O)
Make sure of the following:

KAVF29017-E

KAVF29018-E

•

The settings for the DB2
Agent instance are correct.

•

The DB2 to be monitored is
running.

A program error has occurred.
Please connect maintenance
personnel. (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

A program error occurred.

SQLCA:DB2-error-message

This is error message
information returned by DB2

(O)
Collect maintenance information
and contact the system
administrator. For details about
how to collect maintenance
information, see the chapter in
the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide that
describes troubleshooting.

(O)
Check the DB2 manual and
eliminate the cause of the error.
KAVF29019-W

An overflow error has
occurred:data-source(host=hostname, service=service-ID)

Data collected from DB2
exceeded 32 bits.
(S)
The value set for the field
indicated by data-source is the
data that was collected from
DB2 with the uppermost 4 bytes
truncated.
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Message ID
KAVF29020-E

Message
Reception of a signal interrupted
service processing. (signal=signalnumber)

Corrective Action
A signal other than SIGTERM
was received.
(S)
Terminates processing for the
Agent Collector service.

KAVF29021-W

KAVF29022-W

Reception of a signal caused the
service to stop. (signal=signalnumber)

A SIGTERM signal was received.

The number of getting records is
over predetermined-number.

The number of records obtained
simultaneously exceeded the
predetermined number.

(S)
Terminates processing for the
Agent Collector service.

(S)
Obtains the predetermined
number of records.
KAVF29023-E

The Agent for IBM DB2 cannot set
the snapshot monitor switches to
ON.

The Agent for DB2 cannot set
the snapshot monitor switches
to ON.
(S)
Terminates processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the user permission that
was specified for db2_user in
the instance information.

KAVF29024-E

An attempt to load the shared
library failed.

An attempt to load the shared
library failed.
(S)
Terminates processing of Agent
Collector.
(O)
AIX:
Make sure that the correct DB2
installation path has been
specified for db2_dir in the
instance information of Agent for
DB2.
Also make sure that the DB2 to
be monitored has the library for
32-bit applications.
Linux:
Make sure that the DB2 library
location has correctly been set in
the LD_LIBRARY_PATH
environment variable on the
terminal on which jpcstart is
being executed.
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Agent Messages (Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server)
This section lists the output destinations of Agent for Microsoft Exchange
Server messages, lists the messages output to the Windows event log, and
lists and explains the messages.

Message Output Destinations (Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server)
Table 5-37 Output Destinations of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Messages on page 5-405 lists the output destinations of the messages issued
by Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server.

Table 5-37 Output Destinations of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Messages
Output Destinations

Message ID

•

Common message
log

KAVL12007, KAVL12008, KAVL12009, KAVL12010, KAVL12011,
KAVL12012, KAVL12013

•

Common message
log

KAVL12001, KAVL12002, KAVL12003, KAVL12004

•

Windows event log

Messages Output to the Windows Event Log (Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server)
This section lists the messages that Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
outputs to the Windows event log.
The Windows event log is displayed in Application Log of the Event Viewer
window.
The Event Viewer window can be displayed as follows:
•

In Windows Server 2008:
From the Start menu, choose Settings, Control Panel, Administrative
Tools, and then Event Viewer.

•

In Windows Server 2012:
Choose Administrative Tools, or choose All apps, and then Event
Viewer.

For an event issued by Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server, the identifier
PFM-MSExchange is displayed in the Source column of the Event Viewer
window.
Table 5-38 Messages that Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server Outputs to
Windows Event Log on page 5-406 lists the messages that Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server outputs to the Windows event log.
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Table 5-38 Messages that Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server Outputs to
Windows Event Log
Windows Event Log

Message ID

Event ID

KAVL12001

12001

KAVL12002

12002

KAVL12003

12003

KAVL12004

12004

Type
Information

Error

Messages (Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server)
Table 5-39 Messages Issued by Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server on page
5-406 explains the messages issued by Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server,
and what actions to take in response to the messages.

Table 5-39 Messages Issued by Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Message ID
KAVL12001-I

Message
Agent Collector has started. (host=hostname, service=service-ID)

Corrective Action
Startup of the Agent
Collector service was
completed.
(S)
Starts collecting
performance data for the
Agent Collector service.

KAVL12002-I

Agent Collector has stopped. (host=host- The Agent Collector service
name, service=service-ID)
stopped normally.
(S)
Stops the processing of the
Agent Collector service.

KAVL12003-E

An attempt to start Agent Collector has
failed. (host=host-name,
service=service-ID)

The Agent Collector service
failed to start.
(S)
Stops the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common
message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVL12004-E

Agent Collector stopped abnormally.
(host=host-name, service=service-ID)

The Agent Collector service
stopped abnormally.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check the immediately
preceding message that was
output to the common
message log and take
appropriate action.

KAVL12007-W

Data could not be collected for the record
record-ID. (function=Win32API-functionname, rc=return-code-of-Win32APIfunction)

Performance data of the
record indicated by recordID could not be collected.
(S)
Continues the processing of
the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether the service
corresponding to the record
indicated by record-ID has
been installed, and whether
that service has started.

KAVL12008-W

Memory became insufficient during
collection of the record record-ID.

Memory became insufficient
during collection of the
record indicated by recordID.
(S)
Continues the processing of
the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether the system
resources are sufficient.

KAVL12009-W

Microsoft(R) Exchange Server is not
installed.

Microsoft Exchange Server
is not installed.
Alternatively, the Microsoft
Exchange Server Mailbox
Role is not installed.
(S)
Stops the processing of the
Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether Microsoft
Exchange Server is
installed. If Microsoft
Exchange Server is
installed, check whether the
Microsoft Exchange Server
Mailbox Role is installed.

KAVL12010-W

Memory became insufficient during
collection of the record record-ID.
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Memory became insufficient
during collection of the
record indicated by recordID.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

(size=size-of-memory-that-could-not-be- (S)
secured)
Continues the processing of
the Agent Collector service.
(O)
Check whether the system
resources are sufficient.
KAVL12011-W

Microsoft(R) Exchange Server does not
start. I stop collection of records.

The MSExchangeIS service
of Microsoft Exchange
Server has not started.
Collection of records is
canceled.
(S)
Cancels the collection of the
record until Microsoft
Exchange Server starts.

KAVL12012-W

Microsoft(R) Exchange Server started. I
reopen collection of records.

The MSExchangeIS service
of Microsoft Exchange
Server has started.
Collection of records is
resumed.
(S)
Resumes the collection of
the record.

KAVL12013-W

The record record-ID is reserved and
cannot be used.

The record that is displayed
in place of record-ID could
not be collected because the
record is reserved.
(S)
Outputs this message only
when this problem occurs
for the first time while the
system is running, and then
continues the Agent
Collector service processing.
The record that is displayed
in place of record-ID will not
be collected.
(O)
Do not use the record that
is displayed in place of
record-ID. Also, unbind the
alarm that uses this record.
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Performance Reporter Messages
This chapter explains the format of the Performance Reporter messages, and
lists the messages.
□ Message Format (Performance Reporter)
□ Package IDs (Performance Reporter)
□ List of Output Destinations for Messages (Performance Reporter)
□ Messages (Performance Reporter)
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Message Format (Performance Reporter)
This section describes the format of messages issued by Performance
Reporter and the format of the message explanations in this chapter.

Format of Output Messages (Performance Reporter)
The following explains the format of messages that are output by
Performance Reporter. A message consists of a message ID followed by the
message text. The following is the message format:
KAVJxmnnn-z message-text
The message ID indicates the following:
•

KAVJ: Indicates that the message is a Performance Reporter message.

•

x: Package ID. For details about the package ID, see Package IDs
(Performance Reporter) on page 6-3.

•

m: Number indicating the type of message:
¢

0 to 4: Error (E)

¢

5 to 7: Information (I)

¢

8: Query (Q)

¢

9: Processing in progress (K)

•

nnn: Serial number of the message, from 000 to 999

•

z: Alphabetic letter indicating the message type:
¢

E: Error (trace level Fatal)
The system cancels processing.

¢

I: Information (trace level Warn)
The system provides the user with information.

¢

Q: Query (trace level Warn)
The system prompts the user for a response.

¢

K: Processing in progress (trace level Warn)
The system resumes processing after outputting the message.

Notations Used to Explain Messages (Performance Reporter)
This section describes the format of the message explanations in this chapter.
The portion of a message text that is shown in italics represents information
that is variable depending on the situation. The manual lists the messages in
the order of the message IDs. The following shows the format of a message
explanation:
message-ID message-text message-explanatory-text
(S) Explains the processing performed by the system.
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(O) Explains the action the operator should take when the message is
displayed.

Package IDs (Performance Reporter)
Table 6-1 Package IDs on page 6-3 lists the package IDs shown in
messages.

Table 6-1 Package IDs
Package ID

Package Name

Meaning

A

app

Application

C

cache

Information holder

D

draw

Draw module

E

export

CSV export

F

form

Action Form Bean

H

desc

Description module

I

init

Initialization

J

jsp

JSP

K

cmd

Command

L

logging

Logging

S

servlets

Servlet

T

tools

tool

V

vsa

ViewServerAccess

Z

Common

Package-independent, and generally applicable to
any Performance Reporter

List of Output Destinations for Messages (Performance
Reporter)
Table 6-2 Output Destinations for Messages Output by Performance Reporter
on page 6-3 lists the output destinations for each message output by
Performance Reporter.

Table 6-2 Output Destinations for Messages Output by Performance
Reporter
Output
Destinations

Message ID

•

Trace log

•

Standard output

KAVJH0001, KAVJH0002, KAVJS0010, KAVJS4007

•

syslog
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Output
Destinations
•

Windows®
event log

•

Trace log

•

Standard error
output

•

syslog

•

Windows®
event log

•

Trace log

•

6-4

Message ID

KAVJV2552 - KAVJV2554

KAVJF2501, KAVJF2502, KAVJH0003 - KAVJH0005, KAVJS0001,
Standard output KAVJS0002, KAVJS0004 - KAVJS0009, KAVJS0011 - KAVJS0023,
KAVJS0025, KAVJS0026, KAVJS0031 - KAVJS0069, KAVJS2501 KAVJS2508, KAVJS2529, KAVJS2531, KAVJS2551 - KAVJS2588,
KAVJS2601 - KAVJS2607, KAVJS2612, KAVJS2613, KAVJS2651 KAVJS2662, KAVJS2671, KAVJS2681, KAVJS2682, KAVJS2701,
KAVJS2702, KAVJS2751 - KAVJS2760, KAVJS2826, KAVJS2827,
KAVJS2829 - KAVJS2834, KAVJS3001, KAVJS4001 - KAVJS4004,
KAVJS4008 - KAVJS4012, KAVJS5001 - KAVJS5003, KAVJS6552,
KAVJS6562, KAVJS6701

•

Trace log

KAVJK0001 - KAVJK0010,
KAVJK0106, KAVJK0109 KAVJK0301 - KAVJK0306,
KAVJK0505, KAVJK0601 KAVJK0648 - KAVJK0654,
KAVJK2701, KAVJK2709 -

KAVJK0051 - KAVJK0054, KAVJK0101 KAVJK0180, KAVJK0201 - KAVJK0214,
KAVJK0401 - KAVJK0406, KAVJK0502 KAVJK0607, KAVJK0609 - KAVJK0646,
KAVJK2512 - KAVJK2514, KAVJK2557,
KAVJK2733, KAVJK2736, KAVJK4001

•

Standard error
output

•

Trace log

KAVJL5001, KAVJS6564, KAVJV2501 - KAVJV2507, KAVJV2551,
KAVJV2701, KAVJV4003 - KAVJV4011, KAVJV5001 - KAVJV5005,
KAVJV9001, KAVJV9002, KAVJV9004, KAVJV9005, KAVJZ5001,
KAVJZ5002, KAVJZ5010 - KAVJZ5015, KAVJZ5999

•

Trace log

•

syslog

KAVJV2558, KAVJV2561 - KAVJV2564, KAVJV4001, KAVJV4002,
KAVJV5006, KAVJZ5003

•

Windows®
event log

•

Standard output KAVJK5001, KAVJK6701, KAVJK8001 - KAVJK8004, KAVJT5005 KAVJT5008, KAVJZ0998, KAVJZ0999, KAVJZ1999

•

Standard error
output

KAVJK0510, KAVJK0511, KAVJK2506, KAVJT0005 - KAVJT0011,
KAVJT0014 - KAVJT0019, KAVJT0023, KAVJT0024

•

syslog

•

Windows®
event log

KAVJA0001 - KAVJA0017, KAVJA4001 - KAVJA4003, KAVJA5002,
KAVJA5004

•

GUI

KAVJJ0001 - KAVJJ0003, KAVJJ2551,
KAVJJ6610, KAVJJ8001 - KAVJJ8015,
KAVJJ8526 - KAVJJ8531, KAVJJ8551,
KAVJJ8626, KAVJJ8627, KAVJJ8651 -
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KAVJJ5001, KAVJJ6601 KAVJJ8501, KAVJJ8502,
KAVJJ8601, KAVJJ8602,
KAVJJ8653

Messages (Performance Reporter)
Table 6-3 Messages Issued by Performance Reporter on page 6-5 explains
the messages issued by Performance Reporter, and explains what actions to
take in response to the messages.

Table 6-3 Messages Issued by Performance Reporter
Message ID
KAVJA0001-E

Message
<installDir> is not correctly
specified in the configuration file.

Corrective Action
The <installDir> is set by the
installer, so the user cannot
modify this statement.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Reinstall the application.

KAVJA0002-E

The directory specified for the
value of <installDir> in the
configuration file does not exist.

The <installDir> is set by the
installer, so the user cannot
modify this statement.

Path name: specified-installationdirectory

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Reinstall the application.

KAVJA0003-E

The value of <installDir> in the
configuration file is not a
directory.

The <installDir> is set by the
installer, so the user cannot
modify this statement.

Path name: specified-installationdirectory

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Reinstall the application.

KAVJA0004-E

An attempt to access the directory The logged-in user does not have
specified by <installDir> in the
permission to read the directory.
configuration file failed.
(S)
Path name: specified-installation- Aborts processing.
directory
(O)
Make sure that the permission
settings to access this directory
are correct.

KAVJA0005-E

During the initialization, a
memory shortage occurred.

It is impossible for the server to
allocate enough memory.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information,
module-name

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Stop unnecessary applications and
close unused windows to increase
available memory.
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Message ID
KAVJA0006-E

Message

Corrective Action

The initialization of the logging
function failed.

The initialization of the logging
function failed.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJA0007-E

The path to the initialization
information file is not set in the
java execution environment.

The path to the initialization
information file is not set in the
java execution environment.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJA0008-E

The specified initialization
information file of the java
execution environment was not
found.

The specified initialization
information file of the java
execution environment was not
found.

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Reinstall the application.

KAVJA0009-E

The specified initialization
information file of the java
execution environment is not a
file.

The specified initialization
information file of the java
execution environment is not a
file.

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Reinstall the application.

KAVJA0010-E

An attempt to read the specified
initialization information file of the
java execution environment failed
because of a lack of permission.

An attempt to read the specified
initialization information file of the
java execution environment failed
because of a lack of permission.

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the logged-in user
has the required permission to
read the initialization file.

KAVJA0011-E

A severe error due to an invalid
configuration was detected while

Causes (Details are displayed
following the error message.):
(S)
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Message ID

KAVJA0012-E

Message
the configuration file was being
read.

Aborts processing.

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

A syntax error was found while
the configuration file was being
read.

Causes (Details are displayed
following the error message.):

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

Aborts processing.

Line: line-number

KAVJA0013-E

Corrective Action
(O)

(S)
(O)
Modify the line in the parameter
file to remove the invalid
specification, and then retry.

An error was detected during the
reading of the configuration file.

Causes (Details are displayed
following the error message.):

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Modify the line in the parameter
file to remove the invalid
specification, and then retry.

KAVJA0014-E

An error was detected while a
process was terminating.

An error was detected while a
process was terminating.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information, cause

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJA0015-E

KAVJA0016-E

An I/O error occurred during the
reading of the configuration file.

An I/O error occurred during the
reading of the configuration file.

Path name: path-for-initialsettings-file

(S)

Error information: errorinformation

(O)

A directory referenced during
system initialization does not
exist.
Maintenance information =
(directory-name)

Aborts processing.
Remove the error cause and then
retry.
The directory does not exist.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Confirm that the directory exists,
and try again.

KAVJA0017-E

Access permissions for a directory
referenced during system
initialization are unavailable.
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The directory cannot be accessed
because read permissions are not
available.
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Message ID

Message
Maintenance information =
(directory-name)

Corrective Action
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Confirm that the access
permission settings for this
directory are correct.

KAVJA4001-E

An internal inconsistency was
detected during the initialization.

An internal inconsistency was
detected during the initialization.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJA4002-E

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization.

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization.

Module name: module-name

(S)

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJA4003-E

An attempt to read the message
resource file failed.

An attempt to read the message
resource file failed.

File name: resource-file-name

(S)

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information, cause

Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJA5002-I

The activation process has
completed.

The activation process has
completed.
(S)
Completes the activation process.

KAVJA5004-I

The termination process has
completed.

The termination process has
completed.
(S)
Completes the process.

KAVJF2501-E

An unexpected error occurred
during an attempt to access the
report cache file.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing.

Report output will be canceled.

Cancels the output of the report.

(S)
(O)
Contact the system administrator.
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Message ID
KAVJF2502-E

Message

Corrective Action

An I/O error occurred during an
attempt to access the report
cache file.

An I/O error occurred during
processing.

Report output will be canceled.

Cancels the output of the report.

(S)
(O)
From the report window, display
the print window again.
If you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information by using
the jpcprras command, and then
contact the system administrator.

KAVJH0001-E

KAVJH0002-E

KAVJH0003-E

An unexpected error was detected An unexpected error was detected
while initiating the system.
while initiating the system.
Module Name: DESCRIPTION

(S)

Class Name: invalid-class

Aborts processing.

Maintenance Information: cause
(maintenance-message)

(O)

An attempt to read a data-model
file has failed.

The store directory of a datamodel file cannot be accessed.

Module Name: DESCRIPTION

(S)

Class Name: invalid-class

Aborts processing.

Maintenance Information: cause
(maintenance-message)

(O)

An attempt to read a data-model
file has failed.

The user does not have access
permission for the data model file.

Maintenance Information: cause
(maintenance-message)

(S)

Contact the system administrator.

Make sure the file below the
directory "/resources" exists and
the permission settings to access
this directory are correct.

Display of the Description window
will now be canceled.
(O)
Make sure the file below the
directory "/resources" exists and
the permission settings to access
this directory are correct.

KAVJH0004-E

An attempt to read a data-model
file has failed.

The data-model file is corrupted.

Maintenance Information: cause
(maintenance-message)

Display of the Description window
will now be canceled.

(S)

(O)
Re-execute the setup command.
KAVJH0005-E

An unexpected error has occurred. An unexpected error has
occurred.
(S)
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Message ID

Message
Maintenance Information: cause
(maintenance-message)

Corrective Action
Display of the Description window
will now be canceled.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJJ0001-E

Select a display format (Graph,
List or Table).

You must select at least one
display format.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Select at least one display format
(Graph, List or Table).

KAVJJ0002-E

KAVJJ0003-E

Specify the required items.

A required item is not specified.

Item Name: <item-name(startdate-and-time,end-date-andtime,maximum-recordnumber,filter-formula (filterformula-number),updateinterval,display-number) | itemname(user-name,password) |
item-name(initial-value,minimumvalue,display-number)>

(S)

The drilldown target report
definition was not found.

The drilldown target report
definition has been removed.

Aborts processing.
(O)
Enter the required item(s).

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify an existing report
definition as the drilldown target.
KAVJJ2551-E

The selected report doesn't
correspond to the Multiple Agents
specification.

Multiple agents cannot be
specified when 'Historical (Multiple
Agents)' is not selected for the
report type.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Select the 'Historical(Multiple
Agents)' report, or Select only one
agent.

KAVJJ5001-I

Close this window once the file
has been downloaded.

A window is opened to download
the report in CSV format.
(O)
The window be closed once the
file has been downloaded.

KAVJJ6601-E

The service is now starting.

The service is now starting.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ6602-E

The service is active.

The service is active.
(S)
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ6603-E

The service is now stopping.

The service is now stopping.
(S)
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ6604-E

The service is currently stopped.

The service is currently stopped.
(S)
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ6605-I

Service: service-name the state of Service: service-name the state of
the service : The service stopped. the service : The service stopped.
(S)
This message displays, in the
information frame, the result of
executing the stop command for
a service.

KAVJJ6606-I

Service: service-name the state of Service: service-name the state of
the service : Service was forced
the service : Service was forced
terminated.
terminated.
(S)
This message displays, in the
information frame, the result of
executing a forced termination for
a service.

KAVJJ6607-I

Service: service-name the state of
the service : An attempt to force
the service to terminate has
failed.

Service: service-name the state of
the service : An attempt to force
the service to terminate has
failed.
(S)
This message displays, in the
information frame, the result of
executing a forced termination for
a service.

KAVJJ6608-I

The service is active. [Stand-alone The service is active. [Standmode]
alone mode]
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ6609-I

The service is processing a
request.

The service is processing a
request.
(S)
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ6610-I

The service is processing a
request. [Stand-alone mode]

The service is processing a
request. [Stand-alone mode]
(S)
This message is displayed on the
information frame as status
information.

KAVJJ8001-Q

the-number-of-reports reports will An attempt was made to display
be displayed.
multiple reports.
Each report will be displayed in a
separate report window.

(S)

Do you want to continue?

(O)

Waits for a reply.
Click OK button for proceeding.
Click Cancel button not to
display.

KAVJJ8002-Q

Do you want to delete the "foldernames" folder?

Confirm deletion of the folder.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click the OK button to delete the
folder. Click the Cancel button to
cancel.

KAVJJ8003-Q

Do you really want to delete the
report definition "folder-path/
report-name"?

Make sure that the report
definition is to be deleted.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click the OK button to delete the
report definition. Click the Cancel
button to cancel.

KAVJJ8004-Q

The folder folder-name and
everything in it will be deleted. Is
this OK?

The system is confirming that you
want to delete the folder and
everything in it.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To delete the folder and
everything in it, click the OK
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
button. To cancel, click the
Cancel button.

KAVJJ8005-Q

KAVJJ8006-Q

When using one of the [Line],
[Area], and [Stacked Area] graph
formats, only one field can be
selected for the Multi-Instance's
or the Multi-Agent's graph
window. If you select more than
one, the graph format will change
to [Column]. Is this OK?

Confirm selection the field.

A report of the same name
(report-name) already exists in
the specified folder. Is it OK to
overwrite it?

Confirm overwriting of the report.

(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click the OK button to select a
field. Click the Cancel button to
cancel.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click the OK button to overwrite.
To cancel, click the Cancel
button.

KAVJJ8007-Q

Changing the report type will clear Confirm whether or not you want
the record and field settings. Do
to change the report type.
you want to continue?
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To proceed with the report type
change, consequently clearing the
record and field settings, click OK.
To cancel the report type change,
click Cancel.

KAVJJ8008-Q

All compound conditions for the
selected conditional expression
will be deleted. Is this OK?

The system is confirming that you
want to delete all compound
conditions for the conditional
expression.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To delete the conditions, click the
OK button. To cancel the
operation, click the Cancel
button.

KAVJJ8009-Q

The report wizard settings will be
The system is confirming that you
cancelled, and the wizard will end. want to terminate the report
Is this OK?
wizard.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To terminate the wizard and
cancel the settings, click the OK
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
button. To cancel the operation,
click the Cancel button.

KAVJJ8010-Q

The contents of the information
frame will be disabled. Do you
want to continue?

The system is confirming that you
want to disable the contents of
the information frame and operate
another frame.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To operate by using other frames,
even though the settings are
disabled, click the OK button. To
cancel, click the Cancel button.

KAVJJ8011-Q

Changing the product will clear
the record and field settings. Do
you want to continue?

The system is confirming that you
want to change the product.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To change the product, click the
OK button. To cancel, click the
Cancel button.

KAVJJ8012-Q

Changing the record will clear the
field settings. Do you want to
continue?

The system is confirming that you
want to change the record.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To change the record, even
though this will disable the
settings, click the OK button. To
cancel, click the Cancel button.

KAVJJ8013-Q

Do you want to delete the
"bookmark-name" bookmark?

The system is confirming that you
want to delete the bookmark.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To delete the bookmark, click the
OK button. To cancel, click the
Cancel button.

KAVJJ8014-Q

When the registered report
"registered-report-name" is
deleted and a bookmark becomes
empty, the "bookmark-name"
bookmark will also be deleted. Do
you want to continue?

The system is confirming that you
want to delete the registered
report.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
To delete the registered report,
click the OK button. To cancel,
click the Cancel button.

KAVJJ8015-Q

A [Display key] field cannot be
selected when the graph format is
[Line], [Area], or [Stacked Area].
If you select the [Display key]
field, the graph format will change
to [Column]. Is this OK?

The system is confirming that you
want to select the field.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
To select a field, click the OK
button. To cancel, click the
Cancel button.

KAVJJ8501-Q

Do you want to delete the
following agent?

This message confirms that you
want to delete an agent.

(agent-name)

(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete the agent. Click
Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8502-Q

Do you want to delete the
following folder and all data in it?

This message confirms that you
want to delete a folder.

(folder-name)

(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete the folder. Click
Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8526-Q

Do you want to delete the
following alarm table and all data
in it?

This message confirms that you
want to delete an alarm table.

(alarm-table-name)

Waits for a reply.

(S)
(O)
Click OK to delete the alarm
table. Click Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8527-Q

Do you want to delete the
following alarm?

This message confirms that you
want to delete an alarm.

(alarm-name)

(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete the alarm. Click
Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8528-Q

Do you want to unbind the alarm
table?

This message confirms that you
want to unbind the alarm table.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Click OK to unbind the alarm
table. Click Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8529-Q

Do you want to the delete all
conditional expressions?

This message confirms that you
want to delete all conditional
expressions.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete all conditional
expressions. Click Cancel to
cancel.

KAVJJ8530-Q

Do you want to delete the
selected condition(s)?

This message confirms that you
want to delete the selected
condition(s).
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete the selected
condition(s). Click Cancel to
cancel.

KAVJJ8531-Q

The alarm wizard settings will not
be set and the wizard will end. Is
this OK?

This message confirms that you
want to end the alarm wizard.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to end the wizard
without applying the settings.
Click Cancel to return to the
wizard.

KAVJJ8551-Q

Do you want to delete the
following baseline?

This message confirms that you
want to delete a baseline.

(baseline)

(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete the baseline.
Click Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8601-Q

Do you want to stop the service
"service-name"?

This message confirms that you
want to stop a service.
(S)
Waits for a reply. When OK is
clicked, the service is stopped.
When Cancel is clicked, nothing is
done.
(O)
Click OK to stop the service. Click
Cancel to cancel.
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Message ID
KAVJJ8602-Q

Message
An attempt to stop the service
(service-name) has failed. Do you
want to force it to terminate?

Corrective Action
This message confirms that you
want to force a service to
terminate after a service stop
command has failed.
(S)
Waits for a reply. When OK is
clicked, the service is forced to
terminate. When Cancel is
clicked, nothing is done.
(O)
Click OK to force the service to
terminate. Click Cancel to do
nothing.

KAVJJ8626-Q

Importing the alarm table will
This message confirms that you
overwrite the existing alarm table. want to import the alarm table
Do you want to continue?
and overwrite the existing one.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to import the alarm table
and overwrite the existing one.
Click Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8627-Q

Importing the report definition will This message confirms that you
overwrite the existing report
want to import the report
definition. Do you want to
definition and overwrite the
continue?
existing one.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to import the report
definition and overwrite the
existing one. Click Cancel to
cancel.

KAVJJ8651-Q

Do you want to delete the user
(user-name)?

This message confirms that you
want to delete a user.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
(O)
Click OK to delete the user. Click
Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8652-Q

This password is not
recommended. Do you want to
continue?

This message informs the user
that the password is not
recommended.

Avoid passwords that are:

(S)

- 5 or fewer characters

Waits for a reply.

- Only letters or only numbers

(O)

- The same as the user name
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Click OK to continue processing.
Click Cancel to cancel.

KAVJJ8653-Q

A user with the same name
already exists. This user can only
be overwritten if the user is not
logged in.

This message confirms that you
want to overwrite an existing
user.

Do you want to overwrite the
user?

Waits for a reply.

(S)
(O)
Click OK to overwrite the user.
Click Cancel to cancel.

KAVJK0001-E

Maintenance information: No subcommand is specified on the
command line.

No subcommand is specified in
the command line arguments.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
See the manual for the correct
command line syntax, and then
retry execution.

KAVJK0002-E

Maintenance information: No
parameter file is specified on the
command line.

The path to the parameter file is
not specified correctly in the
command line arguments.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify the path of the parameter
file according to the manual.

KAVJK0003-E

Maintenance information: The
specified file path of the
parameter file is invalid.

The path of the parameter file
specified on the command line is
invalid.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Make sure that the parameter file
is located in the path.

KAVJK0004-E

Maintenance information: The
output file pathname is not
specified on the command line.

The path to the output file is not
specified correctly in the
command line arguments.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify the path of the output file
according to the manual.

KAVJK0005-E

Maintenance information: The
specified file path of the output
file is invalid.

The path of the output file
specified on the command line is
invalid.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Make sure that the output file is
located in the path.

KAVJK0006-E

Maintenance information:
Specified arguments are invalid.

There are too many arguments.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
See the manual for the correct
command line syntax, and then
retry execution.

KAVJK0007-E

Maintenance information: An
argument is duplicated.
Argument: duplicated-argument

The same arguments are
repeatedly specified on the
command line.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
See the manual for the correct
command line syntax, and then
retry execution.

KAVJK0008-E

Maintenance information: An
invalid service ID was specified.
Service ID: [specified-service-ID]

The specified service ID is too
short, invalid, or not used by
Agent Store. Alternatively, the
service is stopped.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, confirm
that service is running, and then
retry.

KAVJK0009-E

Maintenance information: The
specified update count is outside
the valid range.

The update count specified for the
rc argument on the command line
is outside the valid range.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to
2,147,483,647.

KAVJK0010-E

Maintenance information: The
The update interval specified for
specified update interval is outside the ri argument on the command
the valid range.
line is outside the valid range.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a value from minimumvalue to maximum-value.
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Message ID
KAVJK0051-E

KAVJK0052-E

Message

Maintenance information: The XML The XML parser failed to validate
parser returned a DTD validation
the DTD of the user-specified
error.
parameter file.
Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Cause: message-output-by-XMLparser

(O)

Maintenance information: The
DTD specified in the DOCTYPE
statement is invalid.
Line: line-number-containingerror

KAVJK0053-E

Corrective Action

Terminates command executing.
Check the Line in the parameter
file, modify the invalid
specification based on the Cause,
and then retry.
The DTD identifier of the
DOCTYPE declaration in the
parameter file is not an identifier
made public by the system.
(S)

DTD: [message-returned-fromXML-parser or DTD-file-namespecified-in-input-file]

Terminates command executing.

Maintenance information: An XML
element value is invalid.

An invalid element value is
specified in the parameter file.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element name: elementcontaining-error
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

(O)
Change the DTD identifier to an
identifier made public by the
system, and then retry.

Skips processing of service ID
detected an error, and then
executes next processing of
service ID.
(O)
Check the line in the parameter
file, modify the invalid element
value(s) based on the Cause, and
then retry.

KAVJK0054-E

Maintenance information: An XML
attribute value is invalid.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element name: elementcontaining-error
Attribute name: attributecontaining-error

KAVJK0101-E
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An invalid or duplicated attribute
value is specified in the parameter
file.
(S)
Skips processing of service ID
detected an error, and then
executes next processing of
service ID.

Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

(O)

An attempt to create the output
file failed.

The output file already exists.

Output file name: file-name

Terminates command executing.
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Check the Line in the parameter
file, modify the invalid or
duplicated attribute value based
on the Cause, and then retry.
(S)

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Specify a different file name, and
then retry.

KAVJK0102-E

The specified file is read-only.

The user does not have
permission to overwrite the
specified output file.
(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Specify a different file name, and
then retry.

KAVJK0103-E

The specified report definition or
folder does not exist.

A nonexistent report definition or
folder was specified.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Make sure that the specifications
in the parameter file are correct.

KAVJK0104-E

The specified report definition or
folder is read-only.

An attempt was made to delete a
read-only report definition or
folder.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Make sure that the specifications
in the parameter file are correct.

KAVJK0105-E

A communication error occurred
while the specified report
definition or folder was being
processed.

A remote messaging interface
error occurred during the
processing.

Maintenance information:
detailed-information
(RemoteException-message)

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

(S)

(O)
Make sure communication with
the Manager host can be
performed correctly, and that the
Manager is running.
KAVJK0106-E

An attempt to output to the file
failed while the specified report

An output file access error
occurred during the processing.
(S)
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Message ID

KAVJK0109-E

Message

Corrective Action

definition or folder was being
processed.

Aborts command processing.

Cause: detailed-information
(IOException-message)

Remove the cause, and then
retry.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <report-definition>
Attribute name: name
Attribute value: [invalid-reportname]

(O)

The length of the specified report
name is zero or longer than 64
characters.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a report name from one to
64 characters.

KAVJK0110-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <report-definition>
Attribute name: parent-folder
Attribute value: [invalid-foldername]

The length of a folder name in the
specified folder path is zero or
longer than 64 characters.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Each folder name in the folder
path should be from one to 64
characters.

KAVJK0111-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <report-definition>

The specified report definition
report-definition-fullpath already
exists.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a unique report definition
name.

KAVJK0112-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified product ID is not
supported by the Server.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <product-id>
Value: [invalid-product-id]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a product ID that is
supported by the Server.
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Message ID
KAVJK0113-E

Message
The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified report type is not
supported by the Server.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <report-type>
Attribute name: type
Attribute value: [character-stringof-invalid-report-type]

KAVJK0114-E

Corrective Action

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify one of the following report
types. Both uppercase and
lowercase can be used for the
character string:
•

historical-single-agent

•

HISTORICAL-SINGLE-AGENT

•

historical-multipleagents

•

HISTORICAL-MULTIPLEAGENTS

•

realtime-single-agent

•

REALTIME-SINGLE-AGENT

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified record ID is not
supported by the Server.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <record>
Attribute name: id
Attribute value: [invalid-record-id]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a record ID that is
supported by the Server.

KAVJK0115-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

A display name longer than 24
characters is specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <field>
Attribute name: display-name
Attribute value: [invalid-userdisplaying-name]

KAVJK0116-E

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a display name up to 24
characters.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified field ID is not known
by the Server.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: element-name
Value: [invalid-field-id]
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Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Specify a field ID known by the
Server.

KAVJK0117-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The field ID is not specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

Element: <field>

(S)

(O)
Specify a field ID.
KAVJK0118-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

A comparison operator is not
specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-filter-formula]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify one of the following
comparison operators:
=, >, >=, <, <=, <>

KAVJK0119-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-filter-formula]

The comparison operator invalidoperator-character-string is
invalid.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify one of the following
comparison operators:
=, >, >=, <, <=, <>

KAVJK0120-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>

The right operand of the
<expression> value is not
specified, however specifywhen-displayed is false or not
specified.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify true for specify-whendisplayed if you want to omit the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
definition of the right operand and
specify it when prompted.

KAVJK0121-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified date range is
invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <date-range>
Value: [invalid-report-displayingperiod-character-string]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify one of the following as the
date range. Both uppercase and
lowercase can be used for the
character string:

KAVJK0122-E

•

WITHIN_THE_PAST_HOUR

•

WITHIN_THE_PAST_24_HOURS

•

WITHIN_THE_PAST_7_DAYS

•

WITHIN_THE_PAST_MONTH

•

WITHIN_THE_PAST_YEAR

•

SPECIFY_WHEN_DISPLAYED

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified report-interval is
invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <report-interval>
Value: [invalid-collection-intervalcharacter-string]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify one of the following as the
report-interval. Both
uppercase and lowercase can be
used for the character string:

KAVJK0123-E

•

MINUTE

•

HOUR

•

DAY

•

WEEK

•

MONTH

•

YEAR

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified graph type is
invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <graph-type>
Value: [invalid-graph-typecharacter-string]
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Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Specify one of the following as the
graph type. Both uppercase and
lowercase can be used for the
character string:

KAVJK0124-E

•

COLUMN

•

STACKED_COLUMN

•

BAR

•

STACKED_BAR

•

PIE

•

LINE

•

AREA

•

STACKED_AREA

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

An axis label longer than 40
characters is specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: element-name
Value: [invalid-label-characterstring]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify an axis label up to 40
characters.

KAVJK0125-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified report definition is
not defined on the Server.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <ref-report>
Attribute name: pathname
Attribute value: [full-path-ofundefined-report]

KAVJK0126-E

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a report definition that is
defined on the Server.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

A report definition is not specified
for the drilldown report.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element:<ref-report>
Attribute name: pathname
Attribute value: [folder-path]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a report definition path
name connecting the folder path
and report definition name by '/'.

KAVJK0127-E

The specified folder does not
contain a report definition.

An empty folder is specified as the
target to output the report
definition information.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Skips processing of report
definition specified, and then
processes next folder/report
definition existing in parameter
file.
(O)
Modify the report definition
pathname (folder names and the
report definition name delimited
by '/') specified in the parameter
file.

KAVJK0128-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified folder path does not
start with '/'.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: element-name
Attribute name: attribute-name
Attribute value: [specified-folderpath]

KAVJK0129-E

(O)
Modify the folder path according
to the manual, and then retry.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value specified as a folder
path is a report definition.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <report-definition>
Attribute name: parent-folder
Attribute value: [specified-folderpath]

KAVJK0130-E

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the folder path according
to the manual, and then retry.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

When 'create' is specified as a
subcommand, a system folder
cannot be specified as the parent
folder.

Element: <report-definition>

(S)

Attribute name: parent-folder

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

Attribute value: [specified-folderpath]

(O)
Modify the folder path according
to the manual, and then retry.
KAVJK0131-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <record>
Attribute name: id
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When 'historical-multipleagents' is specified as the
report-type, the record ID of
multi-instance record cannot be
specified.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

Attribute value: [invalid-record-id] Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify the ID of a single-instance
record.
KAVJK0132-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <field>
Attribute name: graph

Fields for which the data type is
char, string or time_t cannot be
displayed in graph format.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify 'false' as the graph
attribute of char, string or time_t
type fields.

KAVJK0133-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <fields>

FALSE is specified for the table,
list and graph attributes of all the
fields.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify TRUE for at least one of
the table, form or graph attributes
of any field specified in the
parameter file.

KAVJK0134-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [field-id-of-invalid-leftoperand]

To specify the condition
expression for a field drilldown,
the field ID to be set for the left
operand must match the field ID
of a record defined in the
drilldown report.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the field ID specified as the
left operand according to the
manual.

KAVJK0135-E
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The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
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The right operand in the
expression is invalid.

Message ID

Message
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

Corrective Action
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the value of the right
operand according to the manual.

KAVJK0136-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

When the right operand is not
enclosed in quotation marks, it is
assumed that the right operand is
a field ID. However, a field ID is
specifiable for the right operand
only in a condition expression of a
field drilldown.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the value of the right
operand according to the manual.

KAVJK0137-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

The value specified for the right
operand exceeds the maximum
length.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify up to 2,048 characters in
the right operand.

KAVJK0138-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The right operand is invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

(S)

(O)
When specifying a condition
expression of a field drilldown and
the field type of the left operand
is time_t, the right operand
should be a field ID, or omitted
with specify-when-displayed
attribute set to TRUE.
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Message ID
KAVJK0139-E

Message

Corrective Action

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The right operand is invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

(S)

(O)
When specifying <conditionexpression> as a child of
<report> and the field type of
the left operand is time_t, the
right operand should be omitted
with specify-when-displayed
attribute set to TRUE.

KAVJK0140-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: element-name
Value: [invalid-field-id]

The specified field ID is not
specified by the <fields>
element.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the field ID statements in
<fields> according to the
manual.

KAVJK0141-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: element-name
Value: [invalid-field-id]

The specified field is neither
DATETIME nor any of the fields
listed by <fields>. Or it is
DEVICEID or PROD_INST however
the record to be reported is multiinstance record.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the field ID in
<expression> according to the
manual.

KAVJK0142-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value of the right operand is
out of range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Modify the value of the right
operand according to the manual.

KAVJK0143-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

The number of digits of the value
in the right operand exceeds the
maximum value.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the value of the right
operand according to the manual.

KAVJK0144-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value of maximum-number-ofrecords is out of range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <indication-settings>
Attribute name: maximumnumber-of-records

KAVJK0145-E

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

Attribute value: [invalid-attributevalue]

(O)

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

error-record-id is not a PI record.
The value of the <reportinterval> tag must be MINUTE.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <report-interval>
Value: [invalid-value]

Specify a value from 1 to
2147483647.

(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Change the report-interval to
MINUTE.

KAVJK0146-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <peak-time>

The <peak-time> tag cannot be
specified because the specified
record (error-record-ID) is not a
PI record or is a multi-instance
record.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <peak-time> tag.

KAVJK0147-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
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<peak-time> tag is not specifiable
because the type of error-field-ID
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

is neither long, short, ulong,
double nor float.

Element: <peak-time>

(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <peak-time> tag.

KAVJK0148-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <peak-time>

<peak-time> tag is specifiable
only if <report-interval> tag is
set to HOUR.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <peak-time> tag.

KAVJK0149-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

When the report type is
historical-multiple-agents,
<display-key> tag is not
specifiable.

Element: <display-key>

(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <display-key> tag.

KAVJK0150-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

When no field has the graph
attribute set to TRUE, <graphproperties> tag is not
specifiable.

Element: <graph-properties>

(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <graph-properties>
tag.

KAVJK0151-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <graph-type>
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When specifying a multi-instance
record, or the report type is multiagents, and the graph attribute is
set to TRUE for more than one
field, LINE, AREA, and
STACKED_AREA are not specifiable.

Message ID

Message
Value: [invalid-graph-type]

Corrective Action
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the value of <graphtype> tag.

KAVJK0152-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

When <display-key> tag is
specified, LINE, AREA, and
STACKED_AREA are not specifiable
for <graph-type> tag.

Element: <graph-type>

(S)

Value: [invalid-graph-type]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the value of <graphtype> tag.

KAVJK0153-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <graph-type>
Value: invalid-graph-type

When specifying a multi-instance
record, or the report type is multiagents, and the series-direction
attribute is set to BY_COLUMN,
LINE, AREA, and STACKED_AREA
are not specifiable for graphtype.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the value of <graphtype> tag.

KAVJK0154-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <graph-type>
Value: invalid-graph-type

When specifying a single-instance
record, or the report type is
single-agent, and the seriesdirection attribute is set to
BY_ROW, LINE, AREA, and
STACKED_AREA are not specifiable
for graph-type.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Modify the value of <graphtype> tag.

KAVJK0155-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: invalid-element-name
(<x-axis>,<y-axis>)

When PIE is specified for <graphtype> tag, invalid-element-name
(<x-axis>,<y-axis>) tag is not
specifiable.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the invalid-element-name
(<x-axis>,<y-axis>)tag.

KAVJK0156-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <data-label>

When specifying a single-instance
record and the report type is
single-agent and <graph-type>
tag is LINE, AREA, or
STACKED_AREA, <data-label>
tag cannot be specified.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <data-label> tag.

KAVJK0157-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <ref-report>
Value: [invalid-report-definitionpath]

The product ID of the report
definition specified for the
drilldown does not match, or the
data model version is new.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the pathname attribute to
specify a correct report definition.

KAVJK0158-E

The XML parser returned a DTD
validation error.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Cause: message-output-by-XMLparser

The XML parser failed to validate
the user-specified parameter file
using the DTD.
(S)
Skips the current processing, and
then processes the next item in
the parameter file.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Check the Line in the parameter
file, modify the invalid
specification based on the Cause,
and then retry.

KAVJK0159-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

The right operand contains a
control character or (, ), [, ], <,
>, =, or ".
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Remove the control character or
the (, ), [, ], <, >, =, or " from
the right operand, and then retry.

KAVJK0160-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value of the ref-field is
duplicated.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <ref-field>
Attribute name: id
Attribute value: [duplicated-fieldname]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Make sure that the field ID for the
field drilldown is unique.

KAVJK0161-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <report-definition>
Attribute name: parent-folder
Attribute value: [invalid-foldername]

The folder name starts with or
ends with a single-byte blank
character.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Remove the first or last blank
character, and then retry.

KAVJK0162-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The attribute value contains a
control character.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: element-name
Attribute name: attribute-name
Attribute value: [invalid-attributevalue]
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Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Remove the control character
from the attribute value, and then
retry.
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Message ID
KAVJK0163-E

Message

Corrective Action

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The element value contains a
control character.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: element-name
Element value: [invalid-elementvalue]

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Remove the control character
from the element value, and then
retry.

KAVJK0164-E

An I/O error occurred during the
reading of the confirmation from
the user.

An I/O error occurred during the
reading of the confirmation from
the user.

Cause: error-information
(IOException-message)

(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Remove the cause, and then
retry.

KAVJK0165-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified report name is a
string of blank character(s).

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <report-definition>
Attribute name: name
Attribute value: [report-namewith-blank-character]

KAVJK0166-E

Maintenance information: The
value specified for the conditional
expression in the parameter file
exceeds the maximum length.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: element-containingerror

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a report name starting
with one or more characters other
than blank.
The value specified for the
conditional expression in <logif>
exceeds 511 bytes.
(S)
Skips processing of service ID
detected an error, processes next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a value within 511 bytes
for the conditional expression in
<logif>.

KAVJK0167-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value of the field is
duplicated.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <field>
Value: [duplicated-field-name]
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Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Make sure that the field ID of a
field is specified only once.

KAVJK0168-E

A report definition with the
specified report name has been
created by another user.

A report definition with the
specified report name has been
created by another user.

Report name: [report-definitionfullpath]

(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Check the server status, and then
retry.

KAVJK0169-E

The specified folder path has been The specified folder path has been
deleted by another user.
deleted by another user.
Folder path: [folder-path]

(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Check the server status, and then
retry.

KAVJK0170-E

Maintenance information: An XML
attribute value is invalid.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element name: elementcontaining-error
Attribute name: attributecontaining-error
Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

The service ID of the specified
parameter file is too short,
invalid, not used by Agent Store,
or specified more than once; or
the service has stopped.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, make
sure that the service is running,
and then retry.

KAVJK0171-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

If you specify the realtimesingle-agent <report-type>
tag, you cannot specify the
<indication-settings> tag.

Element: <indication-settings>

(S)
Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Specify the <realtimeindication-settings> tag.

KAVJK0172-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <realtime-indicationsettings>

If you specify historicalsingle-agent or historicalmultiple-agents for the
<report-type> tag, you cannot
specify the <indicationsettings> tag.
(S)
Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify the <indicationsettings> tag.

KAVJK0173-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

If you specify "true" for do-notrefresh-automatically, you
cannot specify initial-value
and minimum-value attributes.

Element: <refresh-interval>

(S)

Attribute name: [invalid-attribute- Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
value]
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the initial-value and
minimum-value attributes.
KAVJK0174-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.

The value of initial-value is
outside the valid range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <refresh-interval>
Attribute name: initial-value
Attribute value: [invalid-attributevalue]

Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a value from minimumvalue to 3600.

KAVJK0175-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.

The value of minimum-value is
outside the valid range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <refresh-interval>
Attribute name: minimum-value
Attribute value: [invalid-attributevalue]

Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a value from 10 to 3600.
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Message ID
KAVJK0176-E

Message
The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.

Corrective Action

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

You cannot make the specification
if the record specified as the id
attribute of the <record> tag is a
single-line record.

Element: <display-by-ranking>

(S)
Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Delete the <realtimeindication-settings> tag.

KAVJK0177-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <display-by-ranking>
Attribute name: field
Attribute value: [attribute-value]

An attribute field (character and
time) that cannot be specified for
ranking has been specified.
(S)
Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a field other than
character and time.

KAVJK0178-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.

The value of display-number is
outside the valid range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <display-by-ranking>
Attribute name: display-number
Attribute value: [attribute-value]

Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to 100.

KAVJK0179-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid entry.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <field>
Value: [attribute-value]

If you specified realtimesingle-agent for the <reporttype> tag, you cannot specify
[attribute-value] for the <field>
tag.
(S)
Skips processing of the specified
report definition, and then
processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Revise the specified field ID.

KAVJK0180-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
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The <peak-time> tag cannot be
specified because the specified
report definition record (error-
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Message ID

Message
Element: <peak-time>

Corrective Action
record-ID) is not a PI record or is
a multi-line record.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the <peak-time> tag.

KAVJK0201-E

Maintenance information: The
parameter file directory is invalid.

The specified directory does not
exist, or read is not permitted.

Parameter file name: input-errorfile-name

(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Confirm that the directory exists,
permit read-only access, and then
retry.

KAVJK0202-E

KAVJK0203-E

Maintenance information: An
The specified file does not exist,
attempt to read the parameter file read is not permitted, or an
failed.
abnormal error occurred during
Parameter file name: input-error- read.
file-name

(S)

Cause: [excepted-notificationmessage (output only for
excepted notification when an
error occurs when reading a file)]

Terminates command executing.

Maintenance information: The
directory to output the file is
invalid.

The directory does not exist or the
output file cannot be created
because of a problem in the
access permission.

Output file name: output-errorfile-name

(O)
Confirm that the file exists, permit
read-only access, and then retry.

(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Confirm that the specified
directory exists and that the
access permission is correct, and
then retry.

KAVJK0204-E

Maintenance information: An
attempt to create the output file
failed.
Output file name: output-errorfile-name

KAVJK0205-E
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The specified output file already
exists and overwrite is not
permitted, or an abnormal error
occurred during write.
(S)

Cause: [excepted-notificationmessage(output only for excepted
notification when an error occurs
when outputting a file)]

Terminates command executing.

Maintenance information: A
subcommand is invalid.

The first argument on the
command line is not a valid
subcommand.
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(O)
Confirm that the file access
permission is correct, remove the
cause of the error, and then retry.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Modify the command line
according to the manual, and then
retry.

KAVJK0206-E

Maintenance information: Output
of the file was stopped because, in
the confirmation dialog box, the
user canceled the overwrite of the
existing file.

Output of the file was stopped
because, in the confirmation
dialog box, the user canceled the
overwrite of the existing file.
(S)
Aborts command processing.

KAVJK0207-E

Maintenance information: The
user does not have access
permissions for the specified
output destination file path.

The user does not have access
permissions for the specified
output destination path.

Path name: output-file-path

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Check the access permissions for
the specified output destination
path.

KAVJK0208-E

Maintenance information: The file
path of the specified output
destination is invalid.
Path name: output-file-path

Possible causes are as follows:
- A directory that does not exist
was specified in the output
destination file path.
- A directory name was specified
for the output file name.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a valid output destination
file path.

KAVJK0209-E

Maintenance information: An I/O
error occurred during the opening
of the output file.

A file I/O error occurred during
processing.

Error information: detailedinformation (IOExceptionmessage)

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Determine the cause of the error,
and then try again.

KAVJK0210-E

Maintenance information: An I/O
error occurred during the writing
of the output file.

A file I/O error occurred during
processing.

Error information: detailedinformation (IOExceptionmessage)

Aborts command processing.
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(S)
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Determine the cause of the error,
and then try again.

KAVJK0211-E

Maintenance information: An I/O
error occurred during the opening
of the input file.

A file I/O error occurred during
the opening of the input file.

Error information: detailedinformation (IOExceptionmessage)

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Determine the cause of the error,
and then try again.

KAVJK0212-E

Maintenance information: An I/O
error occurred during the reading
of the input file.

A file I/O error occurred during
processing.

Error information: detailedinformation (IOExceptionmessage)

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Determine the cause of the error,
and then try again.

KAVJK0213-E

Maintenance information: The
user does not have access
permissions for the specified input
file.

The file cannot be accessed
because the user does not have
read permission.

Path name: input-file-path

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Check the access permissions for
the file.

KAVJK0214-E

Maintenance information: The
specified input file path is invalid.
Path name: input-file-path

Possible causes are as follows:
- A directory that does not exist in
the input file path was specified.
- A directory name was specified
for the input file name.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a valid input file path.

KAVJK0301-E

Maintenance information: An
attempt to connect to the
Manager failed.
Manager host name: host-nameof-the-Tuning-Manager-server-tobe-connected

A session with the Manager could
not be established.
Either the Manager is not running,
or the connection target is
incorrect.

(S)
Port number: port-number-of-the- Terminates execution of the
Tuning-Manager-server-to-becommand.
connected
(O)
Make sure that the Manager is
running and that the connection
target is correct.
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Message ID
KAVJK0302-E

Message

Corrective Action

Maintenance information:
Communication with the Manager
failed.

Communication with Manager
failed.

Cause: reported-message.

jpcasrec command, jpcaspsv
command:

(S)

Skips processing of service ID
detected an error, processes next
service ID.
jpcrdef command:
Skips processing of report
definition specified, process next
report definition existing
parameter file.
(O)
Make sure communication with
the Manager host can be
performed correctly, and that the
Manager is running.
KAVJK0303-E

KAVJK0304-E

Maintenance information: The
definition read or update request
to Manager failed.

The request to Manager to read or
update the required definition
failed.

Cause: error-information-whenerror-returned

(S)

Exception Message: exceptednotification-message

(O)

Maintenance information: An
attempt to connect to the
Manager has failed.
Manager host name: host-nameof-the-Tuning-Manager-server-tobe-connected

Terminates command executing.
Remove the Cause. Check the
error messages in the server log
files.
A session with the Manager could
not be established.
Either the Manager is not running,
or the connection target is
incorrect.

(S)
Port number: port-number-of-the- Aborts command processing.
Tuning-Manager-server-to-be(O)
connected
Make sure that the Manager is
Maintenance information:
running and that the connection
maintenance-information
target is correct.

KAVJK0305-E

The agent cannot be connected.

The report cannot be acquired
because the agent or the store
database is not running, or the
network path to the agent was
intercepted.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
If the agent or database is not
running:
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Start the agent and the store
database, and then retry.

KAVJK0306-E

Maintenance information: A
session with the Manager could
not be established.
Manager host name: host-name
Port number: port-number

A connection could not be
established with the Manager
because an invalid host name was
specified for the connection-target
Manager host in the initial settings
file.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Use the correct format to specify
the host.

KAVJK0401-E

Maintenance information: Memory A server memory shortage
has become insufficient.
occurred.
(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Specify the maximum value of the
-mx option for the command
argument.
Alternatively, reduce the amount
of data to be displayed in the
report (for example, specify a
report display period, a maximum
for the number of records, or filter
conditions), or reduce the number
of selected fields.

KAVJK0402-E

Maintenance information: A
system error occurred.

A system error occurred.

Cause: reported-error-message.

Terminates command executing.

(S)
(O)
Check the log file, and remove the
Cause.

KAVJK0403-E

Maintenance information:
Initialization failed.
Cause: error-cause

The initialization information could
not be acquired, or logging could
not start.
(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Confirm that the settings in
config.xml are correct.

KAVJK0404-E

Maintenance information: A
critical configuration error was
detected during reading of the
parameter file.

A critical configuration error was
detected during reading of the
parameter file.
(S)
Stops processing.
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Message ID

KAVJK0405-E

Message

Corrective Action

Maintenance information: errorcause

(O)

Maintenance information: A
Manager access error occurred.

A Manager access error occurred.

Maintenance information:
detailed-information

Aborts command processing.

Contact the system administrator.
(S)
(O)
Make sure communication with
the Manager host can be
performed correctly, and that the
Manager is running.
For details on the actions to be
taken if the KAVJK0405-E
message is output when an
attempt is made to output a
report by using the jpcrpt
command, see the chapter on
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

KAVJK0406-E

Maintenance information: A
critical error was detected during
file output.

A critical error was detected
during file output.

Maintenance information: errorcause

Stops processing.

(S)
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJK0502-E

The configuration file was not
found.

The configuration file was not
found in the installation directory.
(S)
Terminates execution of the
command.
(O)
Confirm whether the configuration
file exists in the installation
directory.

KAVJK0503-E

The parameter file was not found.

The parameter file specified in the
command line is invalid.
(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
Specify a correct parameter file,
and then retry.

KAVJK0504-E

An internal error occurred.

The processing is in a state of
internal inconsistency.
(S)
Terminates command executing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJK0505-E

A syntax error occurred.

A syntax error occurred.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Modify the command line
according to the manual, and then
retry.

KAVJK0510–E

An attempt to acquire Tuning
Manager server product
information has failed.

An attempt to acquire Tuning
Manager server product
information has failed.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJK0511–E

An attempt to acquire Common
An attempt to acquire Common
Component information has failed. Component information has failed.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJK0601-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The content of the tag has not
been specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <element-name>

(O)

Aborts command processing.
Specify the content of the tag.

KAVJK0602-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

A required attribute has not been
specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <element-name>

(O)

Attribute name: attribute-name
KAVJK0603-E

Specify the attribute.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

A nonexistent agent has been
specified.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <element-name>

(O)

Value: [specified-agent-name]
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Aborts command processing.
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Aborts command processing.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Specify an existing agent.

KAVJK0604-E

Maintenance information: The
parameter file contains an invalid
statement.

An agent that does not conform to
the product in the specified report
definition has been specified.

Element: <agent>

(S)

Value: [specified-agent-name]

Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify an agent that conforms to
the product in the report
definition.

KAVJK0605-E

Maintenance information: The
parameter file contains an invalid
statement.

The filter expression specified in
the <expression-values> tag is
incomplete.
The value for the [Specify when
displayed] filter expression has
not been specified.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify the value for the filter
expression.

KAVJK0606-E

Maintenance information: The
parameter file contains an invalid
statement.

The date of <start-time> tag is
later than that of <end-time>
tag.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a date for <start-time>
tag that is earlier than <endtime> tag.

KAVJK0607-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The format for an integer value
attribute is invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <element-name>

(O)

Attribute name: attribute-name
Attribute value: [attribute-value]
KAVJK0609-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <element-name>

Aborts command processing.
Specify an integer.
The <element-name> tag cannot
be specified because the specified
report record ID (record-ID) is not
a PI record.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the <element-name> tag
specification.
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Message ID
KAVJK0610-E

Message
The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The date is outside the valid
range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <start-time>

(O)

Value: [value-of-start-time]
KAVJK0611-E

Specify a value from 1971 to
2035 for the year.
The date is outside the valid
range.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <end-time>

(O)

Aborts command processing.
Specify a value from 1971 to
2035 for the year.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The format of the date is invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

Aborts command processing.

Element: <start-time or endtime>
Value: [input-value]
KAVJK0613-E

Aborts command processing.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

Value: [value-of-end-time]
KAVJK0612-E

Corrective Action

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression-values>

(S)
(O)
Use the correct format to specify
the date.
The <expression-values> tag
has been specified for a report for
which the [Specify when
displayed] filter expression has
not been defined.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the <expression-values>
tag specification.

KAVJK0614-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

KAVJK0615-E

The pos in the <expressionvalue> tag is outside of the valid
range.
(S)

Element: <expression-value>

Aborts command processing.

Attribute name: pos

(O)

Attribute value: [value-of-pos]

Specify a value from 0 to upperlimit.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

No filter expression corresponding
to the <expression-value> tag
exists.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression-value>

(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
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Message ID

KAVJK0616-E

Message
Maintenance information: valueof-pos, upper-limit

Delete the <expression-value>
tag.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value for the filter expression
is invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <expression-value>

(O)

Value: [invalid-right-operand]
KAVJK0617-E

Corrective Action

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <element-name>
Attribute name: attribute-name

Aborts command processing.
Specify a valid value for the filter
expression.
The attribute-name attribute has
been specified although the field
attribute of the <element-name>
tag is NONE.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the attribute-name
attribute setting.

KAVJK0618-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <element-name>

Multiple agents cannot be
specified when 'Historical (Multiple
Agents)' is not selected for the
report type.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify only one agent.

KAVJK0619-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

The <indication-settings> tag
cannot be specified when
'Realtime (Single Agent)' is
selected for the report type.

Element: <indication-settings>

(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify the <realtimeindication-settings> tag.

KAVJK0620-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <realtime-indicationsettings>

The <realtime-indicationsettings> tag cannot be
specified when historical report is
selected for the report type.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify the <indicationsettings> tag.
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Message ID
KAVJK0621-E

Message
The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <peak-time>

Corrective Action
The <peak-time> tag cannot be
specified because [Hour] is not
selected for the report-interval.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the <peak-time> tag.

KAVJK0622-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

A field ID which is not selected in
the report definition has been
specified.
(S)

Element: <element-name>

Aborts command processing.

Value: [invalid-field-ID]

(O)
Revise the field ID specification.

KAVJK0623-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression-value>
Value: [invalid-right-operand]

The number of characters that
can be specified for the filter
expression value exceeds the
maximum.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a character string of up to
2,048 characters for the filter
expression value.

KAVJK0624-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <expression-value>
Value: [invalid-value]

A control character or one of the
following characters has been
specified for the filter expression
value: ( ) [ ] < > = "
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the control character or
one of the following characters
that has been specified for the
filter expression value: ( ) [ ] < >
="

KAVJK0625-E

Maintenance information: The
parameter file contains an invalid
statement.

The <date-range>, <starttime>, and <end-time> tags
cannot all be specified
simultaneously.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Revise the <date-range>,
<start-time>, and <end-time>
specifications.
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Message ID
KAVJK0626-E

Message
The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: <display-by-ranking>

Corrective Action
The <display-by-ranking> tag
cannot be specified when the
record is a single-instance record.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Delete the <display-byranking> tag.

KAVJK0627-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element name: <elementcontaining-error>
Attribute name: attributecontaining-error

KAVJK0628-E

The service ID of the specified
parameter file is too short, or not
used by Action Handler.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.

Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

(O)

An attempt to connect to the
Action Handler failed.

The service ID of the specified
parameter file is incorrect, or the
service has stopped.

Line: line-number-containingerror
Element name: <service>
Attribute name: id
Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

Specify a valid service ID, and
then retry.

(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, make
sure that the service is running,
and then retry.

KAVJK0629-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified email setting is
invalid.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <email>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify one of the following as the
email setting.
Both uppercase and lowercase can
be used for the character string:
Yes
No

KAVJK0630-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
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invalid.
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Message ID

Message
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: <script>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Corrective Action
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify one of the following as the
script setting.
Both uppercase and lowercase can
be used for the character string:
Yes
No

KAVJK0631-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: <smtp-host>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

The value specified for the SMTP
host contains a multi-byte
character.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Enter only single-byte characters,
and then retry.

KAVJK0632-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: <smtp-host>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

The number of characters
specified for the SMTP host value
exceeds the maximum.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a character string of up to
128 characters for the SMTP host
value.

KAVJK0633-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: <smtp-sender>
Element value:[element-valuecontaining-error]

The value specified for the email
sender contains a multi-byte
character.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Enter only single-byte characters,
and then retry.
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Message ID
KAVJK0634-E

Message
The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: <smtp-sender>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Corrective Action
The number of characters
specified for the email sender
value exceeds the maximum.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a character string of up to
100 characters for the Email
sender value.

KAVJK0635-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element: <mail-subject>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

The number of characters
specified for the email title value
exceeds the maximum.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a character string of up to
100 characters for the Email title
value.

KAVJK0636-E

Maintenance information: An
attempt to connect to the Trap
Generator failed.

The specified service ID is invalid,
or the service has stopped.

Service ID:[specified-service-ID]

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, make
sure that the service is running,
and then retry.

KAVJK0637-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The value specified for SNMP host
contains a multi-byte character.

Element: <trap-destination>

(S)

Attribute name: snmp-host

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.

Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

(O)
Specify only single-byte
characters, and then retry.
KAVJK0638-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Element: <trap-destination>
Attribute name: snmp-host
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The number of characters that
can be specified for the SNMP
host value exceeds the maximum.
(S)
Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
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Message ID

Message
Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

Corrective Action
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify a character string of up to
75 characters for the SNMP host
value.

KAVJK0639-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

An attempt to resolve the SNMP
host name failed.

Element: <trap-destination>

(S)

Attribute name: snmp-host

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.

Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

(O)
Specify a valid SNMP host name,
and then retry.
KAVJK0640-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The SNMP retry count is outside
the valid range.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <snmp-retrycount>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to 32,767.

KAVJK0641-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The SNMP retry interval is outside
the valid range.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <snmp-retryinterval>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to 32,767.

KAVJK0642-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The SNMP trap port is outside the
valid range.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <snmp-trapport>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to 32,767.

KAVJK0643-E
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The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified SNMP trap setting is
invalid.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)
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Message ID

Message
Element: <snmp-enabled>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Corrective Action
Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify one of the following as the
SNMP trap setting.
Both uppercase and lowercase can
be used for the character string:
Yes
No

KAVJK0644-E

The specified SNMP host name
was not found.
SNMP host name: SNMP-hostname-to-be deleted

The specified SNMP host name
cannot be obtained because the
SNMP host has been deleted, or
its status is invalid.
(S)
Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Make sure that the SNMP host
name exists.

KAVJK0645-E

Maintenance information: An
invalid service ID was specified.
Service ID:[specified-service-ID]

The specified service ID is too
short, it is invalid, or it is not used
by the Action Handler.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, and
then retry.

KAVJK0646-E

Maintenance information: An
attempt to connect to the Action
Handler failed.

The specified service ID is invalid,
or the service has stopped.

Service ID:[specified-service-ID]

Aborts command processing.

(S)
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, make
sure that the service is running,
and then retry.

KAVJK0648-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The format for the SNMP retry
count is invalid.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <snmp-retrycount>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]
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Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Specify an integer.

KAVJK0649-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The format for the SNMP retry
interval is invalid.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <snmp-retryinterval>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify an integer.

KAVJK0650-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The format of the SNMP trap port
is invalid.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: <snmp-trapport>
Element value: [element-valuecontaining-error]

Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.
(O)
Specify an integer.

KAVJK0651-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-containingerror

Aborts command processing.

Attribute name: attributecontaining-error

Specify a valid service ID, and
then retry.

An attempt to connect to the Trap
Generator failed.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element name: <elementcontaining-error>

KAVJK0653-E

(S)

Element name: <elementcontaining-error>

Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]
KAVJK0652-E

The service ID of the specified
parameter file is too short, or is
not used by the Trap Generator.

(O)

The service ID of the specified
parameter file is invalid, or it is
not used by the Trap Generator.
Alternatively, the service has
stopped.
(S)

Attribute name: attributecontaining-error

Aborts command processing.

Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

Specify a valid service ID, make
sure that the service is running,
and then retry.

Maintenance information: An
invalid service ID was specified.

The specified service ID is too
short, it is invalid, or it is not used
by the Trap Generator.

Service ID:[specified-service-ID]

(O)

(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Specify a valid service ID, and
then retry.

KAVJK0654-E

Processing to delete the SNMP
host was stopped because the
user canceled it.
SNMP host name: SNMP-hostname

Deleting the SNMP host was
stopped because, in the
confirmation, the user canceled
the delete.
(S)
Skips processing of the SNMP host
for which an error was detected,
and then processes the next
SNMP host.

KAVJK2506-E

An unexpected exception
occurred.

An unexpected exception
occurred.
(S)
Stops command processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJK2512-E

The number of data items for the
report to be output to the graph
exceeds the maximum number of
data items that can be displayed
in a graph.

The number of data items for the
report to be output to the graph
exceeds the maximum number of
data items that can be displayed
in a graph.
(S)
Stops command processing.
(O)
Either shorten the report display
interval in the report definition or
decrease the number of selected
fields, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJK2513-E

An I/O error occurred during an
attempt to access the report
cache file.

An I/O error occurred during
processing.

Report output will be canceled.

Cancels the output of the report.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
(O)
Check that the disk has sufficient
free space.
Stop Performance Reporter if it is
running, delete all subdirectories
of the directory for storing the
report cache file, and then retry
the operation.
If you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information by using
the jpcprras command, and then
contact the system administrator.
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Message ID
KAVJK2514-E

Message
An unexpected error occurred
during an attempt to access the
report cache file.

An unexpected error occurred
during processing.

Report output will be canceled.

Cancels the output of the report.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information
KAVJK2557-E

Corrective Action

Graph library has failed to create
the image.

(S)
(O)
Contact the system administrator.
An I/O error occurred during an
attempt to create the graph
image.
(S)
Graph output will be canceled.
(O)
Restart the service, and then retry
the operation from the main
window.If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
maintenance information by using
the jpcprras command, and then
contact the system administrator.

KAVJK2701-E

You do not have execution
permission.

You do not have execution
permission.
(S)
Cancels command processing and
returns end code 2.
(O)
Execute the command as a user
with root permissions or Windows
Administrator permissions.

KAVJK2709-E

Maintenance information: The
specified service ID is invalid.
Service ID:[specified-service-ID]

The specified service ID is invalid,
too short, or not used by Agent
Collector. Alternatively, the
service has stopped.
(S)
Cancels command processing.
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, confirm
that the service is running, and
then retry the command.

KAVJK2710-E

Maintenance information: An XML
attribute value in the parameter
file is invalid.
Line: line-number-containingerror
Element name: elementcontaining-error
Attribute name: attributecontaining-error
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A service ID of the specified
parameter file is invalid, too
short, not used by Agent
Collector, or specified more than
once. Alternatively, the service
has stopped.
(S)
Skips processing of the service ID
for which an error was detected,

Message ID

Message
Attribute value: [attribute-valuecontaining-error]

Corrective Action
and then processes the next
service ID.
(O)
Specify a valid service ID, confirm
that the service is running, and
then retry the command.

KAVJK2711-E

An attempt to acquire data from
the Agent has failed. The report
cannot be output.

Possible causes are as follows:
- The Manager stopped.
- The response from the Agent is
taking too long.
- The requested amount of data
cannot be processed because it is
too large.
(S)
Cancels command processing.
(O)
Make sure that the Manager is
running, and then retry the
command.
Make sure that the Agent is
running normally, and then retry
the command.
Either shorten the report display
interval in the report definition or
decrease the number of selected
fields, and then retry the
command.
Check the message output on the
Agent side, and follow the
instructions in the message.

KAVJK2712-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: element-name (datalabel1, data-label2)
Value: [invalid-field-ID]

The specified value is not
DATETIME, DEVICEID, PROD_INST,
and is not any of the field IDs
specified by the <fields> tag.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the field ID specified in the
element-name (data-label1, datalabel2) tag according to the
manual.

KAVJK2713-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
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In the case of a single-instance
record, the specified value is not
DATETIME and is not any of the
field IDs specified by the
<fields> tag. In the case of a
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Message ID

Message
Element: element-name (datalabel1, data-label2)
Value: [invalid-field-ID]

Corrective Action
multi-instance record, the
specified value is not DATETIME, a
record-specific key field, and is
not any of the field IDs specified
by the <fields> tag.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the field ID specified in the
element-name (data-label1, datalabel2) tag according to the
manual.

KAVJK2714-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.
Line: line-number-in-parameterfile
Element: element-name (datalabel1, data-label2)
Value: [invalid-field-ID]

In the case of a single-instance
record, the specified value is not
RECORD_TIME and is not any of the
field IDs specified by the
<fields> tag. In the case of a
multi-instance record, the
specified value is not
RECORD_TIME, a record-specific
key field, and is not any of the
field IDs specified by the
<fields> tag.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Modify the field ID specified in the
element-name (data-label1, datalabel2) tag according to the
manual.

KAVJK2715-E

Maintenance information: The
parameter file contains an invalid
statement.

The element-containing-error tag
in the specified DTD version is
invalid.

Line: line-number-containingerror

(S)

Element: element-containingerror

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

jpcrdef create command:

jpcaspsv update command:
Skips the processing of the
specified agent, and then
processes the next agent in the
parameter file.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Revise the DTD version attribute
specified in the parameter file.

KAVJK2716-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The element-name tag in the
specified DTD version is invalid.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile (Number of line)

(S)

Element: <element-name>

(O)

Attribute name: attribute-name
KAVJK2717-E

KAVJK2718-E

Aborts processing.
Revise the value specified in
attribute-name.

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The min. value is greater than the
max. value.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile (Number of line)

(S)

Element: <element-containinginvalid-value>

(O)

Aborts processing.
Revise the values specified in
element-containing-invalid-value.

An X-coordinate is invalid because An X-coordinate is null.
it is a null value.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the value.

KAVJK2719-E

An Y-coordinate is invalid because
it is a null value.

An Y-coordinate is null.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the value.

KAVJK2720-E

A label is invalid because it is a
null value.

A label is null.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the value.

KAVJK2721-E

A series label is invalid because it
is a null value.

A series label is null.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the value.

KAVJK2722-E

The option specified for the graph
type is incorrect.

The specified option is invalid for
the graph type.

Graph type: graph-type (such as
LINE, PIE)

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the graph option settings.
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Message ID
KAVJK2723-E

Message

Corrective Action

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The format for a Numeric value
attribute is invalid.

Line: line-number

(S)

Element: <element-containinginvalid-value>

Aborts processing.

Attribute name: attributecontaining-invalid-value

Specify a Numeric value.

(O)

Attribute value: [invalid-value]
KAVJK2724-E

An internal problem was detected
Maintenance information:
excepted-message.

An internal problem was detected
during the creation of Graph.
(S)
Aborts command processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJK2725-E

The parameter file contains an
invalid statement.

The specified bookmark does not
exist.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

Element: <ref-bookmark>
Attribute name: pathname
Attribute value: [full-path-of-nonexistence-bookmark]

KAVJK2726-E

The combination report cannot be
generated.

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
Specify an existing bookmark, or
make sure that the full path of the
bookmark is correct.
The type of the entered bookmark
name is not "combinationbookmark".
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the entered bookmark
name so that its type is
"combination-bookmark".

KAVJK2727-E

The specified item (bookmark or
registered-report-name) or folder
does not exist.

A nonexistent item (bookmark or
registered-report-name) or folder
was specified.
(S)
Skips processing.
(O)
Make sure that the specifications
in the parameter file are correct.

KAVJK2728-E

The parameter file is invalid.
Line: line-number
Element: element-containinginvalid-value
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The specified folder path does not
start with a forward slash (/).
(S)

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

Attribute name: attributecontaining-invalid-value

Skips the processing of the
specified bookmark.

Attribute value: [invalid-value]

(O)
Revise the folder path, and then
retry the operation.

KAVJK2729-E

The combination report cannot be
generated.

The combination report cannot be
acquired because no report was
set in the combination bookmark.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Set at least one report in the
combination bookmark, and then
retry the operation.

KAVJK2730-E

The specified report is not
registered for the specified
bookmark.

A bookmark that has no
registered report was specified.
(S)
Skips the processing of the
specified bookmark.
(O)
Make sure that the specifications
in the parameter file are correct.

KAVJK2731-E

The parameter file is invalid.
Line: line-number

The date is outside the valid
range.

Element: element-containinginvalid-value

(S)
Aborts command processing.

Value: [value-ended-up-in-error]

(O)
For the year, specify a value from
1971 to 2035.

KAVJK2732-E

The parameter file is invalid.
Line: line-number
Element: element-containinginvalid-value

KAVJK2733-E

The folder name starts with or
ends with a single-byte space
character.
(S)

Attribute name: attributecontaining-invalid-value

Aborts command processing.

Attribute value: [invalid-value]

Make sure there is no space
character at the start or end of
the folder name, and then retry
the operation.

The report cannot be generated.

The report cannot be acquired
because the agent or the store
database is not running, or there
is a break in the network path to
the agent.

(O)

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Start the agent and the store
database, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJK2736-E

The parameter file is invalid
Line: line-number
Element: element-containinginvalid-value
Attribute name: attributecontaining-invalid-value

KAVJK4001-E

The length of the [invalid-value]
in the attribute-containing-invalidvalue is less than 1 or more than
64 characters.
(S)
Skips processing.

Attribute value: [invalid-value]

(O)

Maintenance information: An
internal inconsistency was
detected.

An internal inconsistency was
detected in the command process.

Maintenance information:
information-containing-internalinconsistency

Terminates command executing.

Specify a value for attributecontaining-invalid-value that is
from 1 to 64 characters.

(S)
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJK5001-I

KAVJK6701-E

The specified report definition is
read-only. This item is skipped.

The specified report definition is
read-only.

Line: line-number-in-parameterfile

(S)

The authentication key file has
been created. User Name: username

The authentication key file has
been created.

Skips the processing of the
specified report definition, and
then processes the next report
definition in the parameter file.

(S)
Returns end code 0.

KAVJK8001-Q

Do you really want to delete the
report definition "folder-path/
report-name"?[y/n]

Make sure that the report
definition is to be deleted.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
For confirmation, execute the
deleting process, and enter y or Y.
For all other entries, abort the
process of the report definition
specified, and process the next
report definition in the parameter
file.
(O)
To delete the report definition,
enter y or Y. Not to delete, enter
another keys.
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Message ID
KAVJK8002-Q

Message
Do you want to delete the folder
"folder-path" including all
subfolders and report-definitions?
[y/n]

Corrective Action
Make sure that the report
definition is to be deleted.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
For confirmation, enter y or Y to
execute the deleting process. For
all other entries, abort the process
of the report definition specified,
and process the next report
definition in the parameter file.
(O)
To delete the folder or report
definition, enter y or Y. Not to
delete, enter another keys.

KAVJK8003-Q

Are you sure you want to
overwrite the "file-path" file?[y/n]

A file with the same name already
exists in the output destination.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
If y or Y is entered, the existing
file is overwritten. If a character
other than y or Y is entered, the
file output processing stops.
(O)
To overwrite the existing file,
enter y or Y. Otherwise, enter a
character other than y or Y.

KAVJK8004-Q

Do you really want to delete the
SNMP host name "SNMP-hostname-to-be-deleted"?[y/n]

Make sure that the SNMP host is
to be deleted.
(S)
Waits for a reply.
If you enter y or Y as
confirmation, the SNMP host
name will be deleted. If you enter
anything else, the processing for
the specified SNMP host name will
be aborted, and the next SNMP
host name in the parameter file
will be processed.
(O)
To delete the SNMP host name,
enter y or Y. To not delete it,
press any other key.

KAVJL5001-I

The login service will now be
started.

The login service will now be
started.
(S)
Starts the login function
processing.

KAVJS0001-E

The cache expired.
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The condition cache expired.
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Message ID

Message
Condition ID: condition-ID

Corrective Action
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Re-select the report from the Main
window. Or, Close any
unnecessary reports and display
the report again.

KAVJS0002-E

The specified report definition was The specified report definition has
not found.
been removed or is in an
abnormal state.
Report ID: report-ID-to-bedisplayed

(S)

Aborts processing.
(O)
Confirm that the report definition
exists.
KAVJS0004-E

The drilldown target report
definition was not found.

The drilldown target report
definition has been removed.

Report ID: drilldown-targetreport-ID

(S)

Field Name: field-name

(O)

Aborts processing.
Specify an existing report
definition as the drilldown target.

KAVJS0005-E

The specified drilldown definition
was not found in the report
definition of the drilldown source.

The specified drilldown definition
does not exist. The drilldown
definition have been removed.

Report ID: drilldown-sourcereport-ID

(S)

Field Name: field-name

(O)

Aborts processing.
Check the report definition.

KAVJS0006-E

The entered value field-name
The entered field name is outside
("start-date-and-time", "end-date- the valid range.
and-time") is outside the valid
(S)
range.
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the value field-name
("start-date-and-time", "enddate-and-time").

KAVJS0007-E

The format of the value entered
for field-name ("start-date-andtime", "end-date-and-time") is
invalid.

The format of the value entered
for field-name is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Revise the value field-name
("start-date-and-time", "enddate-and-time").
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Message ID
KAVJS0008-E

Message
The end time is earlier than the
start time.

Corrective Action
The end time is earlier than the
start time.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify an end time later than the
start time.

KAVJS0009-E

The specified character set
character-set is not supported.

The character set character-set
specified in the configuration file
is not supported.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Change the character set to any
of the following supported sets:
US-ASCII, windows-1252,
ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, UTF-16,
UTF-16BE, UTF-16LE, Shift_JIS,
EUC-JP, EUC-JP-LINUX, or MS932.

KAVJS0010-E

Memory has become insufficient.

A server memory shortage
occurred.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Stop unnecessary applications and
close unused windows to increase
available memory.

KAVJS0011-E

The session timed out.

No operation was conducted
during the session life time.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Close the browser, and then retry
execution.

KAVJS0012-E

An attempt to communicate with
the Manager failed.

An attempt to communicate with
the Manager failed.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure communication with
the Manager host can be
performed correctly, and that the
Manager is running.

KAVJS0013-E

The value of Maximum number of
records is outside the valid range.

The value of Maximum number of
records is outside the valid range.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to
maximum-value.

KAVJS0014-E

The format of the value for the
Maximum number of records is
invalid.

The format of the value for the
Maximum number of records is
invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify an integer value greater
than zero.

KAVJS0015-E

The report definition specified has
been changed.

The report definition specified has
been changed.

Report ID: report-ID-to-bedisplayed

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Redisplay the report from the
Main window.

KAVJS0016-E

The filter-numberth filter
expression is outside the valid
range.

The filter-numberth filter
expression is outside the valid
range.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Modify the value specified as the
filter.

KAVJS0017-E

The filter-numberth value entered
as the filter is invalid.

The filter-numberth value entered
as the filter is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Modify the value specified as the
filter.
If you want to filter data that
contains characters that cannot be
included in a value, you can use
wildcard characters instead of
those characters to avoid an
error.
For more details, see the following
manuals:
- Tuning Manager User Guide
- Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide
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Message ID
KAVJS0018-E

Message

Corrective Action

The conditional expression of the
field drilldown does not match the
record of the referenced report.

The conditional expression of the
field drilldown does not match the
record of the referenced report.

Report name: parent-report-name (S)
Field name: field-drilldown-fieldname

Aborts processing.
(O)
Modify the conditional expression
of the field drilldown for this
report definition according to the
manual.

KAVJS0019-E

The field specified in the
conditional expression of the field
drilldown is not selected with the
report definition.

The field specified in the
conditional expression of the field
drilldown is not selected with the
report definition.

Report name: parent-report-name (S)
Field name: field-drilldown-fieldname

Aborts processing.
(O)
Modify the report definition to
specify the drilldown according to
the manual.

KAVJS0020-E

An invalid token was detected
during Link&Launch.

An invalid token was detected
during Link&Launch.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Re-execute the Link&Launch.

KAVJS0021-E

The received token has expired.

This problem occurs when PR
pages are accessed using a
bookmark or other invalid
context.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Re-execute the Link&Launch.

KAVJS0022-E

During execution of Link&Launch,
an attempt to connect to the
Manager failed due to an RMI
error.
Module name: Link&Launch
Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)

KAVJS0023-E

The Manager is not running, or
the destination host is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure the Manager is running
and that the destination host is
correct.

During execution of Link&Launch,
an attempt to connect to the
Manager failed.

The Manager is not running, or
the destination host is invalid.

Module name: Link&Launch

Aborts processing.
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Message ID

KAVJS0025-E

Message

Corrective Action

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)

(O)

The operation was conducted from
a window displayed during a
session that was already logged
out.

The operation was conducted
from a window displayed during a
session that was already logged
out.

Make sure the Manager is running
and that the destination host is
correct.

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Close the window, and then open
a new window.
KAVJS0026-E

The graph data contains an
unsupported value.

The graph display field contains
NaN, Infinity or another invalid
number that not be supported by
the specified agent.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Cancel the setting of the graph
display field, and then redisplay
the report.

KAVJS0031-E

The maximum character length for The report name has more than
a report name is 64 characters.
65 characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the report
name. Returns to the report
renaming window.
(O)
Use a report name with less than
64 characters.

KAVJS0032-E

The maximum character length for The folder name has more than
a folder name is 64 characters.
65 characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the folder
name. Returns to the folder
renaming window.
(O)
Use a folder name with less than
64 characters.

KAVJS0033-E

The specified report name already
exists. Specify another name.

The specified folder name already
exists in the report name.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the report
name. Returns to the report
renaming window.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Specify a report name differing
from the existing report name in
the same directory.

KAVJS0034-E

The specified folder name already
exists. Specify another name.

The specified folder name already
exists in the same directory.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the folder
name. Returns to the folder
renaming window.
(O)
Specify a folder name differing
from the existing folder name in
the same directory.

KAVJS0035-E

The specified folder was not
found. Folder ID: folder-ID

The specified folder cannot be
obtained because the folder has
been deleted, or its status is
invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the folder exists.

KAVJS0036-E

Wizard transition is invalid.
(Maintenance Information:
maintenance-information)

An inconsistency error occurred in
a wizard context ID.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Retry the wizard.

KAVJS0037-E

Wizard transition is invalid.
(Maintenance Information:
maintenance-information)

An inconsistency error occurred in
a wizard context page ID.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Retry the wizard.

KAVJS0038-E

Transaction transition is invalid.
(Maintenance Information:
maintenance-information)

An inconsistency error occurred in
a transaction ID.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Retry the transaction.

KAVJS0039-E

The specified initial value is out of
range.

The specified initial value is out of
range.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Specify a value from the minimum
to 3,600.

KAVJS0040-E

The specified format of the initial
value is invalid.

The specified format of the initial
value is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify positive integers.

KAVJS0041-E

The specified minimum value is
out of range.

The specified minimum value is
out of range.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify a value from 10 to 3,600.

KAVJS0042-E

The specified format of the
minimum value is invalid.

The specified format of the
minimum value is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify positive integers.

KAVJS0043-E

The specified display number
value is out of range.

The specified display number
value is out of range.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to 100.

KAVJS0044-E

The specified display number
format is invalid.

The specified display number
format is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify positive integers.

KAVJS0045-E

Specify a maximum of 40
characters for the x-axis label.

The specified x-axis label is 41 or
more characters (one-byte or
two-byte characters).
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify a maximum of 40
characters (one-byte or two-byte
characters) for the x-axis label,
and then retry.
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Message ID
KAVJS0046-E

Message
Specify a maximum of 40
characters for the y-axis label.

Corrective Action
The specified y-axis label is 41 or
more characters (one-byte or
two-byte characters).
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify a maximum of 40
characters (one-byte or two-byte
characters) for the y-axis label,
and then retry.

KAVJS0047-E

Specify a maximum of 24
characters for the display name.

The specified display name is 25
or more characters (one-byte or
two-byte characters).
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Use a maximum of 24 characters
(one-byte or two-byte characters)
to specify the display name, and
then retry.

KAVJS0048-E

The value entered for the filter is
invalid.

The value entered for the filter is
invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Change the value specified for the
filter.

KAVJS0049-E

Data label 1 is not specified.

Data label 2 was specified without
specifying data label 1.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
If you specify data label 2, also
specify data label 1.

KAVJS0050-E

The report cannot be copied.

The data cannot be obtained
because the specified folder has
been deleted or the folder status
is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Refresh the folder selection
window, and then reselect the
folder.
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Message ID
KAVJS0051-E

Message
The report cannot be copied.

Corrective Action
A folder that has the same name
as the copy-destination folder
already exists.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Rename the folder or select
another copy-destination folder.

KAVJS0052-E

The report cannot be copied.

A report that has the same name
already exists in the copydestination folder.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Rename the report or select
another copy-destination folder.

KAVJS0053-E

Specify a maximum of 64
characters for a bookmark name.

The bookmark name has 65 or
more characters.
(S)
Prompts you to re-enter the
bookmark name.
(O)
Specify a maximum of 64
characters for the bookmark
name.

KAVJS0054-E

The specified bookmark was not
found.
Bookmark ID: bookmark-ID

The data cannot be obtained
because the specified bookmark
has been deleted or the bookmark
status is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the bookmark
exists.

KAVJS0055-E

The specified registered report
does not exist.
Registered report ID: report-ID

The specified registered report
has been deleted, or cannot be
acquired because its status is
invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the registered
report exists.

KAVJS0056-E
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The specified bookmark name
already exists. Specify another
name.
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The specified bookmark name
already exists in the same
directory.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Prompts you to re-enter the
bookmark name.
(O)
Specify a bookmark name
different from the names of
folders or bookmarks that are in
the same directory.

KAVJS0057-E

The report cannot be displayed.

The agent that was bound during
bookmark registration was not
found. This agent not exist.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the agent bound
during bookmark registration has
not been deleted.

KAVJS0058-E

The specified update interval
value is outside the valid range.

The specified update interval
value is outside the valid range.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify a value from the minimum
value to the maximum value for
update interval.

KAVJS0059-E

The format of the specified update The format of the specified update
interval value is invalid.
interval value is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Specify positive integers.

KAVJS0060-E

The selected report definition has
been deleted.

The report definition has been
deleted.

Report ID: report-ID

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Refresh the report tree and then
select report.

KAVJS0061-E

The filter expression cannot be
edited.

A report definition at the field
drilldown destination has been
deleted.
Report ID: report-ID
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Bind any existing report
definitions.

KAVJS0062-E

The filter expression cannot be
edited.

A report definition at the field
drilldown destination was changed
while the filter expression was
being edited.
Report ID: report-ID
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Bind the report again, or change
the report definition at the
drilldown destination.

KAVJS0063-E

The filter expression editing has
been canceled.

The record at the field drilldown
destination was changed while the
filter expression was being edited.
Report ID: report-ID
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Bind the report again, or change
the report definition at the
drilldown destination.

KAVJS0064-E

The filter expression editing has
been canceled.

A report definition at the field
drilldown destination was changed
while the filter expression was
being edited.
Report ID: report-ID
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Bind any existing report
definitions.

KAVJS0065-E

An invalid URL has been specified. This problem occurs when
Contents are accessed using a
bookmark or other invalid
context.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify the correct URL for
access.

KAVJS0066-E

A nonexistent agent ID has been
specified.
Agent ID: agent-ID
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A nonexistent agent ID was
specified for Link&Launch
functionality.
(S)

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Aborts processing.
(O)
Restart the service.

KAVJS0067-E

A drilldown report cannot be
displayed.
Maintenance information: row-ID

An attempt to display a drilldown
report failed because the line data
selected for the field drilldown
exceeded the maximum number
of items that could be handled,
and data was deleted.
(S)
Aborts processing.

KAVJS0068-E

The specified folder name already
exists. Specify another name.

The specified folder name already
exists in the same directory.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the folder
name. Returns to the folder
renaming window.
(O)
Specify a folder name different
from the names of folders or
bookmarks that are in the same
directory.

KAVJS0069-E

The specified folder name already
exists. Specify another name.

The specified folder name already
exists in the same directory.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the folder
name. Returns to the folder
renaming window.
(O)
Specify a folder name different
from the names of folders or
report definitions that are in the
same directory.

KAVJS2501-E

A new folder cannot be created
because the number of folder
levels exceeds the allowed
maximum.

A new folder cannot be created
because the number of folder
levels exceeds the allowed
maximum.
(O)
Select a node in which the
number of folder levels has not
reached the maximum.

KAVJS2502-E

A new folder cannot be created
because the number of folders in
1 node exceeds the allowed
maximum.

A new folder cannot be created
because the number of folders in
1 node exceeds the allowed
maximum.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Select a node where the number
of folders in 1 node has not
reached the maximum, or delete
unnecessary folders.

KAVJS2503-E

A new agent cannot be created
because the maximum number of
agents in 1 node exceeds the
allowed maximum.

A new agent cannot be created
because the maximum number of
agents in 1 node exceeds the
allowed maximum.
(O)
Select a node where the number
of agents in 1 node has not
reached the maximum, or delete
unnecessary agents.

KAVJS2504-E

An attempt to copy a folder has
failed because a folder with the
same name already exists in the
copy destination.

A folder with the same name as
the folder to be copied already
exists in the copy destination.
(O)
Select a node in which a folder
with same name does not exist.

KAVJS2505-E

KAVJS2506-E

An attempt to copy a folder has
failed because the copy
destination and the copy source
are on the same node.

The copy destination and the copy
source are on the same node.

An attempt to copy a folder failed
because the number of folder
levels exceeds the allowed
maximum.

Copying a folder to this
destination would exceed the
maximum number of folder levels.

(O)
Select a copy destination that is
on a different node from the copy
source.

(O)
Select a node in which the
maximum number of folder levels
will not be exceeded.

KAVJS2507-E

An attempt to copy a folder failed
because the number of folders on
a node exceeded the allowed
maximum.

Copying a folder to this
destination would exceed the
maximum number of folders
allowed on a node.
(O)
Select a node on which the
maximum number of folders will
not be exceeded, or delete any
unnecessary folders.

KAVJS2508-E

An attempt to copy an agent
failed because the number of
agents on a node exceeded the
allowed maximum.

Copying an agent to this
destination would exceed the
maximum number of agents
allowed on a node.
(O)
Select a node on which the
maximum number of agents will
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
not be exceeded, or delete any
unnecessary agents.

KAVJS2529-E

The agent cannot be connected
to.

A report could not be retrieved
because either the agent or the
store database is not running, or
the network connection to the
agent failed.
(S)
Cancels the output of the report.
(O)
If the agent or the store database
is not running:
Start the agent and the store
database, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2531-E

The number of data items for the
report to be output to the graph
exceeds the maximum number of
data items that can be displayed
in a graph.

The number of data items for the
report to be output to the graph
exceeds the maximum number of
data items that can be displayed
in a graph.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Either shorten the report display
interval in the report definition or
decrease the number of selected
fields, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2551-E

Use 64 bytes or fewer for the
alarm table name.

The specified alarm table name is
65 bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
table name, and then returns to
the alarm table name entry
window.
(O)
Specify 64 bytes or fewer for the
alarm table name.

KAVJS2552-E

Use 20 bytes or fewer for the
alarm name.

The specified alarm name is 21
bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
name, and then returns to the
alarm name entry window.
(O)
Use 20 bytes or fewer for the
alarm name.
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Message ID
KAVJS2553-E

Message
Use 255 bytes or fewer for the
message text.

Corrective Action
The specified message text is 256
bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the message
text, and then returns to the
message text entry window.
(O)
Use 255 bytes or fewer for the
message text.

KAVJS2554-E

The format of the start and/or end The format of the start and/or end
time for the specified monitoring
time for the specified monitoring
period is invalid.
period is invalid.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
monitoring period, and then
returns to the observation period
entry window.
(O)
Specify the start and end time for
the monitoring period in 24-hour
time, in HH:MM format.

KAVJS2555-E

The specified alarm table name
already exists. Specify another
name.

The specified alarm table name
already exists.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
table name, and then returns to
the alarm table name entry
window.
(O)
Specify an alarm table name
differing from the existing alarm
table name.

KAVJS2556-E

The specified alarm name already
exists. Specify another name.

The specified alarm name already
exists in the specified alarm table.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
name, and then returns to the
alarm name entry window.
(O)
Specify an alarm name that does
not exist in the specified alarm
table.

KAVJS2557-E

The specified damping value is
outside the permitted range.

The specified damping value is
outside the permitted range.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the damping
value, and then returns to the
damping entry window.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Specify a value from 1 to 32,767.

KAVJS2558-E

All alarm table names beginning
An alarm table name starting with
with "PFM" are reserved. You
"PFM" cannot be made.
cannot make an alarm table name (S)
that starts with "PFM".
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
table name, and then returns to
the alarm table name entry
window.
(O)
Specify an alarm table name that
does not start with "PFM".

KAVJS2559-E

The specified alarm table does not The specified alarm table has
exist.
been deleted, or cannot be
acquired because its status is
invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Make sure that the alarm table
exists.

KAVJS2560-E

The specified alarm does not
exist.

The specified alarm has been
deleted, or cannot be acquired
because its status is invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Make sure that the alarm exists.

KAVJS2561-E

The number of alarm tables
exceeds the allowed maximum.

The number of alarm tables
exceeds the maximum allowed in
the system.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Delete any unnecessary alarm
tables.

KAVJS2562-E

The number of alarms exceeded
the allowed maximum.

The number of alarms exceeds
the maximum allowed in the
system.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Use the jpcalarm command if the
number of alarms exceeds 50.
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Message ID
KAVJS2563-E

Message
The number of conditional
expressions exceeds the allowed
maximum.

Corrective Action
The number of conditional
expressions exceeds the
maximum allowed in the system.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Delete any unnecessary
conditional expressions.

KAVJS2564-E

Use 749 bytes or fewer for the
conditional expression.

The specified conditional
expression is 750 bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Use 749 bytes or fewer for the
conditional expression.

KAVJS2565-E

Use 127 bytes or fewer for the
conditional expression.

The specified conditional
expression is 128 bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Use 127 bytes or fewer for the
conditional expression.

KAVJS2566-E

The conditional expression is
invalid.

The conditional expression
contains an invalid character
string.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Enter a valid character string for
the conditional expression.

KAVJS2567-E

Use 127 bytes or fewer for the
email address.

The specified email address is 128
bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the email
address, and then returns to the
email address entry window.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Use 127 bytes or fewer for the
email address.

KAVJS2568-E

Use 1,000 bytes or fewer for the
email text.

The specified email text is 1,001
bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the email
text, and then returns to the
email text entry window.
(O)
Use 1,000 bytes or fewer for the
email text.

KAVJS2569-E

Use 511 bytes or fewer for the
command name.

The specified command name is
512 bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the command
name, and then returns to the
command name entry window.
(O)
Use 511 bytes or fewer for the
command name.

KAVJS2570-E

Use 2,047 bytes or fewer for the
command argument.

The specified command argument
is 2,048 bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the command
argument, and then returns to the
command argument entry
window.
(O)
Use 2,047 bytes or fewer for the
command argument.

KAVJS2571-E

Specify an event ID by using a
hexadecimal number in the range
0 to 1fff, or 7fff8000 to 7fffffff.

The specified event ID was not a
hexadecimal number, or was not
in the range 0 to 1fff, or 7fff8000
to 7fffffff.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the event ID,
and then returns to the event ID
entry window.
(O)
Specify an event ID by using a
hexadecimal number in the range
0 to 1fff, or 7fff8000 to 7fffffff.

KAVJS2572-E

Use 128 bytes or fewer for the
event message.

The specified event message is
129 bytes or more.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the event
message, and then returns to the
event message entry window.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(O)
Use 128 bytes or fewer for the
event message.

KAVJS2573-E

An attempt to activate an alarm
has failed.

The specified alarm cannot be
activated because it has been
deleted, or cannot be acquired
because its status is invalid.
(S)
Processing continues for only the
alarms that can be activated, and
then processing ends.
(O)
Make sure that the specified
alarm exits.

KAVJS2574-E

An attempt to bind an alarm has
failed.

An attempt to bind an alarm for
an agent has failed because an
alarm or agent has been deleted,
or because an alarm or agent
cannot be acquired because its
status is invalid.
(S)
Processing continues for only the
agent that can be bound, and
then processing ends.
(O)
Make sure that the alarm and
selected agent exists.

KAVJS2575-E

An attempt to unbind an alarm
has failed.

An attempt to unbind an alarm for
an agent has failed because an
alarm or agent has been deleted,
or because an alarm or agent
cannot be acquired because its
status is invalid.
(S)
Processing continues for only the
agent that can be unbound, and
then processing ends.
(O)
Make sure that the specified
alarm and agent exists.

KAVJS2576-E

An attempt to copy an alarm or
alarm table has failed.

An attempt to copy an alarm or
alarm table has failed because an
alarm has been deleted, or
because an alarm cannot be
acquired because its status is
invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Make sure that the specified
alarm or alarm table exists.

KAVJS2577-E

An attempt to delete an alarm or
alarm table has failed.

An attempt to delete an alarm or
alarm table has failed because an
alarm has been deleted, or
because an alarm cannot be
acquired because its status is
invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Make sure that the specified
alarm or alarm table exists.

KAVJS2578-E

The alarm table name is invalid.

The specified alarm table name
contains invalid characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
table name, and then returns to
the alarm table name entry
window.
(O)
The following characters can be
used for alarm table names: Alphanumeric ASCII characters %-()_./@[]

KAVJS2579-E

The alarm name is invalid.

The specified alarm name
contains invalid characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the alarm
name, and then returns to the
alarm name entry window.
(O)
The following characters can be
used for alarm names:
- Alphanumeric ASCII characters
-%-()_./@[]

KAVJS2580-E

The message text is invalid.

The specified message text
contains invalid characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the message
text, and then returns to the
message text entry window.
(O)
Use only alphanumeric ASCII
characters for the message text.

KAVJS2581-E

The specified email address is
invalid.
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The specified email address
contains invalid characters.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the email
address, and then returns to the
email address entry window.
(O)
Use only alphanumeric ASCII
characters for the email address.

KAVJS2582-E

The specified command name is
invalid.

The specified command name
contains invalid characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the command
name, and then returns to the
command name entry window.
(O)
Use only alphanumeric ASCII
characters for command names.

KAVJS2583-E

Specify no more than 64
characters for a baseline name.

The baseline name has 65 or
more characters.
(S)
Prompts you to re-enter the
baseline name.
(O)
Specify no more than 64
characters for the baseline name.

KAVJS2584-E

The specified baseline was not
found.
Baseline ID: baseline-ID

The data cannot be obtained
because the specified baseline has
been deleted or the baseline
status is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the baseline
exists.

KAVJS2585-E

The specified baseline name
already exists. Specify another
name.

The specified baseline name
already exists in the same
bookmark.
(S)
Prompts you to re-enter the
baseline name.
(O)
Specify a baseline name that is
different from other baseline
names that are in the same
bookmark.

KAVJS2586-E
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A combination bookmark cannot
be created because the maximum
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A new registered report or new
baseline cannot be created
because the number of registered

Message ID

Message
number of registered combination
bookmarks has been reached.

Corrective Action
limit exceeds the allowed
maximum.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Delete any unnecessary registered
reports or baselines.

KAVJS2587-E

Specify no more than 40
characters for a series group
name.

The Series group name has 41 or
more characters.
(S)
Prompts you to re-enter the
Series group name.
(O)
Specify no more than 40
characters for a series group
name.

KAVJS2588-E

Specify no more than 64
characters for a graph title.

The Graph title has 65 or more
characters.
(S)
Prompts you to re-enter the
Graph title.
(O)
Specify no more than 64
characters for a graph title.

KAVJS2601-E

The specified value is outside the
valid range. Specify a value from
minimum-value to maximumvalue.

The specified value is outside the
valid range.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Specify a value inside the valid
range, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2602-E

The specified value contains
invalid characters.

A multi-byte character was
specified in a field that permits
only alphanumeric ASCII
characters.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Use only alphanumeric ASCII
characters, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2603-E

The specified value exceeds the
maximum length.

The specified value exceeds the
maximum length.

Specify a value that is maximumcharacter-length characters or
fewer.

(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Specify a value that does not
exceed the maximum number of
characters, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2604-E

The service properties could not
be updated.

An error occurred while updating
service properties.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Use the jpcctrl list command
to confirm that the service has
started. If the service has
stopped, execute the jpcstart
command.

KAVJS2605-E

The conditional expression is
invalid.

The conditional expression
contains an invalid character.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Enter a valid character string for
the conditional expression.

KAVJS2606-E

The specified host name could not
be resolved.

The specified host name is invalid.
(S)
Prompts to re-enter the
conditional expression, and then
returns to the conditional
expression entry window.
(O)
Specify the correct host name.
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Message ID
KAVJS2607-E

Message

Corrective Action

Distribution of a service property
has failed.

The possible causes for the
service for which property
Service name: service-that-failed- distribution failed are as follows:
property-distribution
- A distribution-destination service
has stopped or a communication
error has occurred.
- The versions of the Store
databases for the distributiondestination services do not match.
- The maximum number of nodes
that can be added to a
distribution-destination service
has been exceeded.
(S)
Processing continues for only the
services that can distribute a
property, and then processing
ends.
(O)
For the failed distributiondestination service(s):
- Make sure the operating status
and communication status of the
service and manager are normal.
- Make sure the versions of the
distribution-source Store
databases match.
- Make sure the number of
property nodes does not exceed
the maximum.

KAVJS2612-E

An I/O error occurred during an
attempt to access the report
cache file.

An I/O error occurred during
processing.

Report output will be canceled.

Cancels the output of the report.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
(O)
Check that the disk has sufficient
free space.
Delete all subdirectories of the
directory for storing the report
cache file, restart the service, and
then select the reports from the
main window.
If you cannot determine the cause
of the problem, collect
maintenance information by using
the jpcprras command, and then
contact the system administrator.

KAVJS2613-E

An unexpected error occurred
during an attempt to access the
report cache file.
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An unexpected error occurred
during processing.
(S)
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Message ID

KAVJS2651-E

Message

Corrective Action

Report output will be canceled.

Cancels the output of the report.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(O)
Contact the system administrator.

Use 16 characters or fewer for the The user name was not specified
user name.
or the specified user name was 17
characters or more.
(O)
Use 16 characters or fewer for the
user name.

KAVJS2652-E

Use 16 characters or fewer for the The password was not specified or
password.
the specified password was 17
characters or more.
(O)
Use 1-16 characters for the
password.

KAVJS2653-E

The specified user name contains
invalid characters.

The specified user name contains
characters whose JIS character
code is outside the range from
0x20 to 0x7e.
(O)
Specify the user name by using
characters whose JIS character
code is in the range from 0x20 to
0x7e.

KAVJS2654-E

The specified password contains
invalid characters.

The specified password contains
characters whose JIS character
code is outside the range from
0x20 to 0x7e.
(O)
Specify the password by using
characters whose JIS character
code is in the range from 0x20 to
0x7e.

KAVJS2655-E

The passwords entered for
"Password" and "Confirm
password" are different.

At least one of the entries in
"Password" and "Confirm
password" is incorrect.
(O)
Enter the same password for
"Password" and "Confirm
password".

KAVJS2656-E

An attempt to create a user has
The specified user cannot be
failed because the specified user is overwritten because a user with
currently logged in.
the same name is already logged
in.
(O)
Wait for the specified user to log
out or use a different name to
create the name.
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Message ID
KAVJS2657-E

Message

Corrective Action

An attempt to update a user has
The specified user cannot be
failed because the specified user is updated because the user is either
either currently logged in or has
currently logged in or has been
been deleted.
deleted.
(O)
If the specified user is logged in,
wait until the user logs out.
Otherwise, update the navigation
frame and then choose a different
user.

KAVJS2658-E

An attempt to delete a user has
The specified user cannot be
failed because the specified user is deleted because the user is
currently logged in.
currently logged in.
(O)
Wait until the user logs out.

KAVJS2659-E

An attempt to copy a user has
The specified user cannot be
failed because the specified user is copied because the user is either
either currently logged in or has
currently logged in or has been
been deleted.
deleted.
(O)
If the specified user is logged in,
wait until the user logs out.
Otherwise, update the navigation
frame and then choose a different
user.

KAVJS2660-E

The user "user-name" has already
been deleted.

The specified user has already
deleted.
(O)
Update the navigation frame and
then choose a different user.

KAVJS2661-E

An attempt to copy a user has
failed because the specified user
has been deleted.

A user could not be copied
because the specified user has
been deleted.
(O)
Update the navigation frame and
then choose a different user to
copy.

KAVJS2662-E

Graph library has failed to create
the image.

An I/O error occurred during an
attempt to create the graph
image.
(S)
Graph output will be canceled.
(O)
Restart the service, and then retry
the operation from the main
window.If you cannot determine
the cause of the problem, collect
maintenance information by using
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
the jpcprras command, and then
contact the system administrator.

KAVJS2671-E

The current password is incorrect.

The current password was not
entered correctly.
(O)
Enter the current password again.

KAVJS2681-E

The format of the specified refresh An invalid value was specified for
interval value is invalid.
the refresh interval.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify a positive integer for the
refresh interval.

KAVJS2682-E

The specified refresh interval
value is outside the valid range.

The specified refresh interval
value is outside the valid range
from 10 to 3,600.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify a value from 10 to 3,600.

KAVJS2701-E

KAVJS2702-E

The specified maximum number of
displayed events was invalid.
Specify an integer from minimumvalue (1) to maximum-value
(maxMonitorEventCache).

The specified maximum number
of events was invalid.

The specified agent does not exist
in the system.

The agent might have been
deleted from the system.

(O)
Specify an integer within the valid
range.

Maintenance information: error(S)
message-containing-non-existent- Cancels processing.
agent-node-name
(O)
Make sure that the specified agent
exists. If it has been deleted from
the system, delete it from User
Agents.
KAVJS2751-E

The alarm table or folder to be
exported does not exist.

The alarm table or folder to be
exported does not exist.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Refresh the information, and
make sure that the alarm table or
folder to be exported exists.

KAVJS2752-E

An error occurred while exporting
the alarm table.

An error occurred while exporting
the alarm table.
(S)
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Message ID

Message
Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

Corrective Action
Cancels processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the problem,
and try again.

KAVJS2753-E

The format of the specified file is
invalid.

The format of the specified import
source file is invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify a file that has the correct
format, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2754-E

An alarm table was specified for
An alarm table was specified for
an agent that has not been set up. an agent that has not been set
up.
product ID: product-ID
data model version: data-modelversion

(S)

Cancels processing.
(O)
Set up the agent, and then retry
the operation.

KAVJS2755-E

An error occurred while importing
the alarm table.

An error occurred while importing
an alarm table.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the problem,
and try again.

KAVJS2756-E

The report definition or folder to
be exported does not exist.

The report definition or folder to
be exported does not exist.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Refresh the information, and
make sure that the report
definition or folder to be exported
exists.

KAVJS2757-E

An error occurred while exporting
report definition.

An error occurred while exporting
report definitions.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the problem,
and try again.

KAVJS2758-E

The format of the specified file is
invalid.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify a file that has the correct
format, and then retry the
operation.

KAVJS2759-E

A report definition was specified
A report definition was specified
for an agent that has not been set for an agent that has not been set
up.
up.
Product ID: [product-ID]

(S)

DataModelVersion: [data-modelversion]

Cancels processing.
(O)
Set up the agent, and then retry
the operation.

KAVJS2760-E

An error occurred while importing
report definition.

An error occurred while importing
report definitions.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Remove the cause of the problem,
and try again.

KAVJS2826-E

The specified maximum value is
The specified maximum value is
less than or equal to the minimum less than or equal to the minimum
value.
value.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify a maximum value that is
larger than the minimum value.

KAVJS2827-E

The range is too small.

The range is too small.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Adjust the minimum or maximum
value so that the range is valid.

KAVJS2829-E

The format of the specified value
maximum-value-or-minimumvalue is invalid.

The format of the specified value
maximum-value-or-minimumvalue is invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Specify the value as a floating
point number.
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Message ID
KAVJS2830-E

Message
An attempt to acquire data from
the Agent has failed. The report
cannot be displayed.

Corrective Action
Possible causes are as follows:
- The Manager stopped.
- The response from the Agent is
taking too long.
- The requested amount of data
cannot be processed because it is
too large.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Make sure that the Manager is
running, and then try to display
the report again.
Make sure that the Agent is
running normally, and then try to
display the report again.
Either shorten the report display
interval in the report definition or
decrease the number of selected
fields, and then retry the
operation.
Check the message output on the
Agent side, and follow the
instructions in the message.

KAVJS2831-E

An attempt to acquire data from
the Agent has failed. The report
cannot be output.

Possible causes are as follows:
- The Manager stopped.
- The response from the Agent is
taking too long.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Make sure that the Manager is
running, and then try to output
the report again.
Make sure that the Agent is
running normally, and then try to
output the report again.

KAVJS2832-E

The value of the specified value
maximum-value-or-minimumvalue is invalid.

The value of the specified value
maximum-value-or-minimumvalue is invalid.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Reduce the absolute value of
maximum-value-or-minimumvalue.

KAVJS2833-E

The range is too large.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Adjust the minimum or maximum
value so that the range is valid.

KAVJS2834-E

The bound agent(s) cannot be
displayed.
Alarm table name: alarm-tablename

The selected alarm tables were
not found. The alarm tables might
have not existed.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Make sure the selected alarm
table has not already been
deleted.

KAVJS3001-E

The report cannot be displayed
because there is too much report
data for the Manager to process.

There is too much performance
data to be processed for a
historical report, or there might
be a limit on the amount of
memory available for the View
Server service.
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Reduce the amount of data to be
displayed in the report (for
example, specify a report display
period, the maximum number of
records, or filter conditions), or
reduce the number of selected
fields.
If the cause of the problem is a
memory shortage with the View
Server service, either enable the
report cache file functionality or
expand the maximum amount of
memory available to the View
Server service. For details, see
the chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Server Administration
Guide.
If the amount of data cannot be
reduced, or if increasing the
amount of memory does not
resolve the problem, use the
jpcrpt command to generate the
report.
When you use this command,
specify blockTransferMode as
"true" in the initial configuration
file (config.xml).
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Message ID
KAVJS4001-E

Message
A request parameter is invalid.
Parameter name: requestparameter-name

Corrective Action
An invalid request was received
from the window.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJS4002-E

The product ID is not specified for
the report definition.
Report name: report-name.

An attempt was made to open a
report definition without a
specification of the product id.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Check the report definition.

KAVJS4003-E

The record ID is not specified for
the report definition.
Report name: report-name.

An attempt was made to open a
report definition without a
specification of the record id.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Check the report definition.

KAVJS4004-E

The record does not have a field.
Record: record-name
Report definition report-name

An attempt was made to access a
report definition with a record that
does not have a field.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Check the report definition.

KAVJS4007-E

An unexpected error occurred.

An unexpected error occurred.

Maintenance information: errordetailed-information

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.
Note that if this message is
displayed when editing or
displaying a report using
Performance Reporter, the
number of filter conditional
expressions might exceed the
maximum number that can be
processed by Performance
Reporter. In this case, take the
following action:
1.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
from the Tuning Manager
server.
2.

Review the conditional
expressions in the output
report definition.
Do not specify more than 100
filter conditional expressions.
For details, see the chapter
that describes the
recommended number of and
settings for filter conditional
expressions in the Tuning
Manager User Guide.

KAVJS4008-E

3.

Use the jpcrdef delete
command to delete the
relevant report definition
from the Tuning Manager
server.

4.

Use the jpcrdef create
command to register the
Tuning Manager server report
definition revised in step 2.

5.

Restart the Tuning Manager
server.

6.

In the Performance Reporter
window, make sure that you
can edit and display reports.

An internal inconsistency was
detected.

An internal inconsistency was
detected.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJS4009-E

A Manager access error occurred.

A Manager access error occurred.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure communication with
the Manager host can be
performed correctly, and that the
Manager is running.

KAVJS4010-E

The field drilldown failed.
Row ID: row-ID

The row ID of the field drilldown
target is too long. The URL was
not fully specified.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Revise the report definition, and
then reduce the number of field
drilldown settings.

KAVJS4011-E

Initialization of the bookmark
function has failed.

Initialization of the bookmark
function has failed.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

(S)
Stops processing.
(O)
Make sure the storage destination
for the bookmark information
specified in "config.xml" is the
directory, and that the permission
settings to access this directory
are correct.

KAVJS4012-E

The cache expired.

The report cache expired.
(S)
Terminates processing.
(O)
Reselect the report from the Main
window. Alternatively, close any
unnecessary reports and Print
windows, and then retry the
operation.
For a real-time report, see the
Help to check the items in the
initialization settings file
(config.xml) and the data cache,
and increase the value of
realtimeCacheInterval as
necessary.

KAVJS5001-I

No record was fetched. The report
cannot be displayed.

Probable causes:
- The Agent was not running
during the report period.
- A requested record was not
collected during the report period.
- A requested record cannot be
acquired because it is outside the
support range.
- No collected data meets the
filtering condition.
- The amount of memory available
for the View Server service is
insufficient.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that:
- The Agent is running.
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
- The Agent is set up to collect the
required records.
- The Agent supports the
acquisition of the requested
records.
Modify the report filtering
condition if necessary.
If the cause of the problem is a
memory shortage with the View
Server service, either enable the
report cache file functionality or
expand the maximum amount of
memory available to the View
Server service.For details, see the
chapter that describes
troubleshooting in the Tuning
Manager Server Administration
Guide.

KAVJS5002-I

There is no record. A report
cannot be displayed.

One of the following is the most
likely cause:
- The Agent is not running.
- A requested record has not been
collected yet.
- A requested record cannot be
acquired because it is outside the
support range.
- There is no data that satisfies
the filter conditions for a report
definition.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that:
- The Agent is running. If the
agent is not running, restart the
agent correctly, and then reexecute or refresh the report.If
the data is currently being
updated automatically, a report
will be displayed when the data is
obtained at the next update.
- The Agent is set up to collect the
required records.
- The Agent supports the
acquisition of the requested
records.
Review the filter conditions of the
report definition.

KAVJS5003-I
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No record was fetched. The report
cannot be displayed.
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Probable causes:

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
- The Report was not set in the
combination bookmark.
- The Agent was not running
during the report period.
- A requested record was not
collected during the report period.
- No collected data meets the
filtering condition.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that:
- The Report is set in the
combination bookmark.
- The Agent is running.
- The Agent is set up to collect the
required records.
Modify the report filtering
condition if necessary.

KAVJS6552-I

KAVJS6562-I

The email settings in the action
definition will be cleared because
the value of [Email] in
[Capabilities] in the Action
Handler properties is set to "No".

The value of [Email] in
[Capabilities] in the Action
Handler properties is set to "No".

The number of lines of data to be
output exceeds the maximum
number of lines (the-maximumnumber-of-data-rows-output-inthe-table-in-the-Print-windowspecified-by-config.xml) for a
table.

The number of lines of data to be
output exceeds the maximum
number of lines (the-maximumnumber-of-data-rows-output-inthe-table-in-the-Print-windowspecified-by-config.xml) for a
table.

The data will be output to the
table up to the maximum number
of lines.

The data will be output to the
table up to the maximum number
of lines.

(O)
Review this setting.

(S)
Outputs data to the table up to
the maximum number of lines.
(O)
Specify a number of lines of data
to output to the table that does
not exceed the-maximumnumber-of-data-rows-output-inthe-table-in-the-Print-windowspecified-by-config.xml, and then
retry the operation.
KAVJS6564-I

The number of graph data items
used exceeds the maximum
number of data items (themaximum-number-of-plots-that-
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

can-be-output-to-an-autolabel)
that can be output to an autolabel
for a graph.

can-be-output-to-an-autolabel)
that can be output to an autolabel
for a graph.

The display function of an
autolabel is invalidated.

The display function of an
autolabel is invalidated.
(S)
The display function of an
autoLabel is invalidated.
(O)
Review the report display interval
in the report definition, and then
retry the operation.

KAVJS6701-I

There are no events.

One of the following is the most
likely cause:
- The Master Store service is not
running.
- No data satisfies the filter
conditions for the displayed report
settings.
- No events were generated
during the specified period.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the Master Store
service is running.
Check the selected agents.
Review the filter conditions in the
report display settings.

KAVJT0005-E

An argument is invalid.

An argument is invalid.

usage: jpcprras <directory>

(S)

<directory>: Specify the existing
output directory.

Stops execution of the command.
End code 1 is returned.
(O)
Check the argument.

KAVJT0006-E

Output directory does not exist.

Output directory does not exist.
(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 4 is returned.
(O)
Confirm if the directory specified
in the argument of the jpcprras
command exists.

KAVJT0007-E

An error occurred during writing.

An error occurred during writing.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops execution of the command.
End code 3 is returned.
(O)
Make sure that there is sufficient
unused capacity on the drive
where the directory specified as
the jpcprras command
parameter exists.
Check the access permissions for
the directory specified as the
jpcprras command parameter.

KAVJT0008-E

The setup directory does not
exist.

The setup directory does not
exist.
(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 1 is returned.
(O)
Confirm if the setup directory in
the installation directory exists.

KAVJT0009-E

An error occurred during
processing archive-file-name.

An error occurred during
processing archive-file-name.
(S)
Execution of a command was
interrupted.
The processing of the next Agent
archive file has begun.
End code 3 is returned.
(O)
Remove the cause, and then
retry.

KAVJT0010-E

The destination directory does not
exist.

The destination directory does not
exist.
(S)
Stops execution of the command
and returns end code 4.
(O)
Make sure that the following
directory exists in the installation
directory: "Base64/
uCPSB/CC/web/containers/
[server name of the Web
container]/webapps/
PerformanceReporter/images/
products"

KAVJT0011-E

The output-destination directory is The output-destination directory is
not empty.
not empty.
(S)
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
Stops execution of the command.
End code 5 is returned.
(O)
Specify an empty outputdestination directory.

KAVJT0014-E

The file for processing does not
exist.

The file for processing does not
exist.
(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 5 is returned.
(O)
Confirm if the file for processing
exists.

KAVJT0015-E

An argument is invalid.

An argument is invalid.

usage: jpcpragtsetup

(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 6 is returned.
(O)
Check the argument.

KAVJT0016-E

The descriptions directory does
not exist.

The descriptions directory does
not exist.
(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 1 is returned.
(O)
Make sure that the descriptions
directory exists in the installation
directory.

KAVJT0017-E

Memory has become insufficient.
(empty-memory-size bytes)

(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 7 is returned.
(O)
Stop unnecessary applications and
close unused windows to increase
available memory.

KAVJT0018-E

An unexpected error occurred.
Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

An unexpected error has
occurred.
(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 8 is returned.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.
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Message ID
KAVJT0019-E

Message
The pregetinfo.exe file was not
found.

Corrective Action
The pregetinfo.exe file was not
found.
(S)
Stops execution of the command.
End code 9 is returned.
(O)
Make sure that the
pregetinfo.exe file is in the lib
directory of the installation
directory.

KAVJT0023-E

An attempt to execute the
command failed. (maintenance
information = maintenanceinformation , return code =
return-code)

The system environment is
invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Check whether the Tuning
Manager server has been properly
installed. If it has not, re-install it,
and then retry the operation.
If you are unable to determine the
cause of the error, detailed
investigation is required to
determine the cause and resolve
the problem. Contact the Support
Center, who might ask you to
collect maintenance information.

KAVJT0024-E

An unexpected error occurred
during execution of the command.
(maintenance information =
maintenance-information, return
code = return-code)

An internal error occurred during
command execution.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.
If the problem cannot be
resolved, detailed investigation is
required to determine the cause
and resolve the problem. Contact
the Support Center, who might
ask you to collect maintenance
information.

KAVJT5005-I

jpcprras started.

jpcprras command started.
(S)
Start the process of jpcprras.

KAVJT5006-I

jpcprras succeeded.

jpcprras command succeeded.
(S)
End code 0 is returned.

KAVJT5007-I

jpcpragtsetup finished
successfully. Restart the service
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Message ID

Message
that applies the agent
configuration information.

Corrective Action
that applies the agent
configuration information.
(S)
End code 0 or 3 is returned.

KAVJT5008-I

archive-file-name was processed.

archive-file-name was processed.
(S)
The processing of the next Agent
archive file has begun.

KAVJV2501-E

The systemDef.properties file
could not be found.

The systemDef.properties file
does not exist.
(S)
The definition file is ignored, and
processing continues.
(O)
Reinstall the product.

KAVJV2502-E

There is no file in the path
specified-path.

There is no file in the path
specified-path.
(S)
The definition file is ignored, and
processing continues.
(O)
Place the file into the path
specified-path.

KAVJV2503-E

An attempt to read the specifiedpath file has failed.

You do not have access
permissions for the specified-path
file.
(S)
The definition file is ignored, and
processing continues.
(O)
Make sure you can access the file.

KAVJV2504-E

An I/O error occurred with the
specified-path file. Error
information: error-information

A file I/O error occurred during
processing.
(S)
The definition file is ignored, and
processing continues.
(O)
Make sure the file is valid.
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KAVJV2505-E

There is a syntax error in the
There is a syntax error in the
specification of a property value in specification of a property value.
the specified-path file. The
(O)
specification (property-name
Revise the specification of the
=value) will be ignored.
property value.

KAVJV2506-E

The specification for the target
node node-name in the specified-
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The specification for the target
node is duplicated.

Message ID

Message

Corrective Action

path file is duplicated. The
specification (property-name =
value) will be ignored.

(O)

KAVJV2507-E

The selected property will be
ignored because it does not exist
in the distribution-destination
service. (distribution service =
service-name, ignored property =
property-name)

The selected property does not
exist in the distributiondestination service.

KAVJV2551-E

The data file of the baseline was
not read correctly.

The data file is corrupted or does
not exist.

Node name: error-node-name

(S)

File path: file-path-for-error-data

Aborts processing.

Delete the duplicated
specification.

(O)
Delete the node of the baseline,
or register the baseline and then
overwrite the registration.
KAVJV2552-E

An attempt to initialize the report
cache file manager has failed.

The directory for storing the
report cache file cannot be
created.
Path: absolute-path-name-of-thedirectory-for-storing-the-reportcache-file
(S)
Terminates startup.
(O)
Check whether the location
specified for storing the report
cache file is a directory, and
whether you have appropriate
access permissions.

KAVJV2553-E

An attempt to initialize the report
cache file manager has failed.

The location specified for storing
the report cache file is not a
directory.
Path: absolute-path-name-of-thedirectory-for-storing-the-reportcache-file
(S)
Terminates startup.
(O)
Check whether the directory
absolute-path-name-of-thedirectory-for-storing-the-reportcache-file exists.

KAVJV2554-E

The directory for storing the
report cache file cannot be
created.
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follows:
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Message ID

Message
Directory for storing the report
cache file: absolute-path-nameof-the-directory-for-storing-thereport-cache-file

Corrective Action
The path to the directory for
storing the report cache file
exceeds 150 characters.
(S)
Terminates startup.
(O)
Specify a directory for storing the
report cache file whose path does
not exceed 150 characters, and
then restart the service.

KAVJV2558-E

The directory for storing the
report cache file could not be
deleted after the-maximumnumber-of-attempts-for-deletionin-monitoring attempts. Deletion
will be skipped.
Directory: absolute-path-of-thedirectory-that-could-not-bedeleted

Processing to delete the directory
failed after the-maximumnumber-of-attempts-for-deletionin-monitoring attempts.
(S)
Deletes the directory the next
time the service is started.
(O)
Restart the service. If the
directory has not been deleted,
delete it manually.

KAVJV2561-E

Initialization of the report cache
file function has failed.

Initialization of the report cache
file function has failed.

Maintenance information:
maintenance-information

(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Check whether the location for
storing the report cache file
specified in config.xml is a
directory, and that you have
appropriate access permissions.

KAVJV2562-E

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization of the report
cache file function.

An unexpected error occurred
during initialization of the system.

Module name: REPORTCACHEFILE

Terminates startup.

Class name: invalid-class
Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)
KAVJV2563-E

An attempt to initialize the report
cache file function has failed.

(S)
(O)
Contact the system administrator.
The directory for storing the
report cache file could not be
created.
Path: work-directory-path-name
(O)
Check whether the location
specified for storing the report
cache file is a directory, and that
you have appropriate access
permissions.
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Message ID
KAVJV2564-E

Message
An attempt to initialize the report
cache file function has failed.

Corrective Action
The location specified for storing
the report cache file is not a
directory.
Path: work-directory-path-name
(S)
Cancels processing.
(O)
Check whether the directory
work-directory-path-name exists.

KAVJV2701-E

A Manager shutdown was
detected. Events can no longer be
monitored.

View Server have been shutdown
or rebooted.
(S)
Attempts to reconnect based on
the event monitor's refresh
interval.
(O)
Confirm that Manager has
restarted, and then log in to
Performance Reporter again.

KAVJV4001-E

During the initialization, an
unexpected error occurred.

During the initialization, an
unexpected error occurred.

Module name: VSA

(O)

Class name: invalid-class

Contact the system administrator.

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)
KAVJV4002-E

During the initialization, an
unexpected error occurred.

During the initialization, an
unexpected error occurred.

Module name: VSABASE

(O)

Class name: invalid-class

Contact the system administrator.

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)
KAVJV4003-E

During initialization of the
bookmark manager, an
unexpected error occurred.

During initialization of the system,
an unexpected error occurred.

Module name: BOOKMARK

Contact the system administrator.

Class name: invalid-class

(O)

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)
KAVJV4004-E

During initialization of the
bookmark manager, an error
occurred.

The bookmark work directory
cannot be generated.
Path name: work-directory-pathname
(O)
Make sure the creation destination
for the bookmark work directory
is the directory, and that the
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
permission settings to access the
bookmark work directory are
correct.

KAVJV4005-E

Initialization of the bookmark
manager has failed.

The bookmark work directory is
not a directory.
Path name: work-directory-pathname
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Check whether the directory
work-directory-path-name exists.

KAVJV4006-E

The value specified for <basepattern> in the initial settings file
is invalid.
Format-set ID: format-set-ID

An undefined format-set ID is
specified in <format-set>.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Make sure that the value of
<base-pattern> in the initial
settings file is correct.

KAVJV4007-E

Resource generation has failed.

The tree could not be displayed
because the attempt to collect
tree information failed.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator
because the system environment
is incorrect.

KAVJV4008-E

The specification of the date
format is invalid.
Attribute name: attributecontaining-invalid-value
Attribute value: invalid-value

The value of the date format
specified in the initial settings file
is invalid.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Check the date format specified in
the initial settings file.

KAVJV4009-E

An attempt to initialize the system The default directory for storing
has failed.
bookmark information could not
be accessed.
(S)
Terminates startup.
(O)
Make the default directory for
storing bookmark information
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Message ID

Message

Corrective Action
accessible, and then restart the
service.
Change the location of the
directory for storing bookmark
information to an accessible
location, and then restart the
service.

KAVJV4010-E

An unexpected error occurred
while a corrupted data file was
being restored.

An unexpected error occurred
while a corrupted data file was
being restored.

File path: error-file-path

(S)

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)

Terminates bookmark restoration.
(O)
Check the access permissions for
the file path.
Check that the disk has sufficient
unused capacity.
Delete the default directory for
storing bookmark information,
and then restart the service.

KAVJV4011-E

The directory for storing
bookmark information could not
be created.
Directory for storing bookmark
information: name-of-thedirectory-(that-failed-to-becreated)-for-storing-bookmarkinformation

Possible causes are as follows:
The path length of the directory
for storing bookmark information
exceeded 150 characters.
The directory for storing
bookmark information could not
be accessed.
(S)
Terminates startup.
(O)
Make the default directory for
storing bookmark information
accessible, and then restart the
service.
Specify the path length of the
directory for storing bookmark
information up to 150 characters,
and then restart the service.

KAVJV5001-I

During the initialization an RMI
error occurred.
Module name: VSA

KAVJV5002-I

The Manager is not running, or
the specified destination host is
invalid.

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)

(O)

During the initialization, an
attempt to establish a connection
with Manager failed.

The Manager is not running, or
the specified destination host is
invalid.

Module name: VSA

(O)
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Make sure that the Manager is
running and that the destination
host is correct.
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Message ID

KAVJV5003-I

KAVJV5004-I

Message

Corrective Action

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)

Make sure that the Manager is
running and that the destination
host is correct.

During the initialization, an
attempt to establish a connection
with the Manager failed.

The Manager is not running, or
the specified destination host is
invalid.

Module name: VSA

(O)

Maintenance information: cause
(maintenance-message)

Make sure communication with
the Manager host can be
performed correctly, and that the
Manager is running.

The corrupted data file was
deleted.

The corrupted data file was
deleted successfully.

Node name: deleted-node-name
File path: file-path-for-thedeleted-data
KAVJV5005-I

The corrupted data file was
restored.

The corrupted data file was
restored successfully.

Node name: restored-node-name
File path: file-path-for-therestored-data
KAVJV5006-I

An invalid host name was
specified for the Manager host in
the initial settings file.

A connection could not be
established with the Manager
because an invalid host name was
specified for the connection-target
Manager host in the initial settings
file.
(S)
Terminates startup.
(O)
Use the correct format to specify
the host.

KAVJV9001-K

KAVJV9002-K

The data file was not read
correctly.

The data file is corrupted or does
not exist.

Node name: error-node-name

(S)

File path: file-path-for-error-data

Deletes or restores the data file if
necessary, and cleans up the
invalid information from the
bookmark tree. The system
continues to read node
information.

The directory for storing
bookmark information could not
be accessed.

Possible causes are as follows:

Directory for storing bookmark
information: name-of-thedirectory-(for-which-an-access-
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This was the first startup after
changing the directory for storing
bookmark information.
The directory for storing
bookmark information was
deleted.

Message ID

Message
attempt-failed)-for-storingbookmark-information

Corrective Action
The directory for storing
bookmark information could not
be accessed.
(S)
Creates the directory for storing
bookmark information in the
location specified in config.xml.

KAVJV9004-K

The directory for storing the
report cache file could not be
accessed.
Directory for storing the report
cache file: absolute-path-of-thedirectory-for-storing-the-reportcache-file

Possible causes of this error are
as follows:
- This was the first startup after
changing the directory for storing
the report cache file.
- The directory for storing the
report cache file has been
deleted.
- The directory for storing the
report cache file is not accessible.
(S)
Creates the directory for storing
the report cache file in the
location specified in config.xml.

KAVJV9005-K

KAVJZ0998-E

Deletion of the directory for
Deletion of the directory for
storing the report cache file failed. storing the report cache file failed.
Directory for storing the report
cache file: absolute-path-of-thedirectory-for-storing-the-reportcache-file

(O)

An exception occurred in JSP.

An exception occurred in JSP.

Verify that the jpcrpt command
is not being executed, and then
delete any files and directories in
the directory.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJZ0999-E

A specified host cannot be
accessed.

An attempt to initialize the
application failed.
(S)
Aborts processing.
(O)
Contact the system administrator.

KAVJZ1999-E

character-string

The syslog message that shows
the specified character sequence.

KAVJZ5001-I

Login is finished.

Login is finished.

User ID: user-ID

(S)

session ID: session-ID

Starts the process of login.

Logout is finished.

Logout is finished.

KAVJZ5002-I
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Message ID

Message
UserID: user-ID

Corrective Action
(S)
Start the process of logout

KAVJZ5003-I

The application has started
successfully.

The application has started
successfully.
(S)
Start the process of application.

KAVJZ5010-I

START: class-name#methodname

The start of Method is shown.

KAVJZ5011-I

END: class-name#method-name

The end of Method is shown.

KAVJZ5012-I

START: class-name#methodname

The start of the called application
is shown.

KAVJZ5013-I

END: class-name#method-name

The end of the called application
is shown.

KAVJZ5014-I

variable-name=[variable-value]

The log message that shows the
variable value of the specified
variable.

KAVJZ5015-I

character-string

The log message that shows the
specified character string.

KAVJZ5999-E

Exception

The log message that shows stack
trace when an exception occurs.

stack-trace-character-string
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
This manual uses the following acronyms and abbreviations:

A
API
Application Programming Interface
ASCII
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

B
BAPI
Business Application Programming Interfaces

C
CLI
Command Line Interface
CPU
Central Processing Unit
CSV
Comma Separated Values
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D
DAMP
Disk Array Management Program
DBMS
Database Management System
DCFM
Data Center Fabric Manager
DID
Device ID
DKC
Disk Controller
DLL
Dynamic link-library
DN
distinguished name
DNS
Domain Name System
DTD
Document Type Definition

F
FS

File System

G
GUI
Graphical User Interface
GUID
Globally Unique Identifier
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R

S

T

U

V

W X
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Z

H
HTML
HyperText Markup Language
HTTP
HyperText Transfer Protocol

I
I/O
Input/Output
ICMP
Internet Control Message Protocol
ID
IP

Identifier, Identification

Internet Protocol

IPv4
Internet Protocol version 4
IPv6
Internet Protocol version 6

K
KDC
Key Distribution Center

L
LDEV
Logical Device Unit
LU

#

Logical Unit
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M
MB
Megabyte
MTE
Monitoring Tree Element

N
NAS
Network Attached Storage

O
OCI
Oracle® Call Interface
ODM
Object Data Manager
OS

Operating System

R
RAID
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks
RFC
Remote Function Call

S
SAN
Storage Area Network
SCSI
Small Computer System Interface
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SLPR
Storage Logical Partition
SMTP
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SNM
Storage Navigator Modular
SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol
SSL
Secure Sockets Layer
SSO
Single sign-on

T
TCP
Transmission Control Protocol

U
UDP
User Datagram Protocol

V
VxVM
VERITASTM Volume Manager

W
WWN
World Wide Name
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X
XML
Extensible Markup Language

Z
ZFS
Zettabyte File System
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